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SEC. 2. The compilations on'%he high school debate topics shall be printed
as Senate documents and the compilations on the college debate topics shall be
printed as House documents, the 'coast of which charged to the congres7
sional allotment for printing 'and binding. Add o 1 copies of ouch documents
may be printed in such.quantities and distributed in such manner as the Igint
Committee on Printing directs.

APPROVED December 30, 1963.

For sale by the Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government PrintingOffice
Washington, D.C. 20402 ,
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FOREWORD

"How can the interests of United States 'consumers besthp protected?" le the
1980-1981 high.echoo/ debate tdpilc selected by the NatiOnal Federation of State
High School Associations. The thlree debate propositions thii have been deaig-
nated within this topic are; 4

Resolved,That the Federal Government should initiate and enforce safety
, 'guarantees on consumer goods; -

Resolved, That the Federal Government should establish uniform standards for
the regulation of commercial advertising; and

Resolved, That'the Federal Government should establieh uniform standards for
testing and marketing 'all products with potentially carcinogenic effects on

'humane.

This volume begins with a group Of articles selected to provide an overview
of consumer protection in general. It also contains separate groups of back-,
ground materials and essays on each of the debate propositions. In choosing
ideas for the collectioh and forthe bibliography, the Congressional Research
Service (CRS) attempted to sample the wide spectrum of opinioes reflected in
current literature on these issues. No preference for any policy is indicated.
by the selection or positioning of articles.heiein, por should one inferCRS

' disapproval of any policy or article not included.
The coordinition and final ael4tion Of articles and citations IX this: docif-

ment was the responsibility of Mary Ann Keeffe, Analyst in ConsumeriAffairs in
the Economics DiVision. Bruce K. fiul cit, Analyst in the Economics Division,
Geraldine Carr, Analyst in the Scie cp Policy Research Division, and Legisla-
tive Attorney Henry Cohen in the Am scan Law Divisign, were responsible for
selecting references in their fieid of expertise. The bibliography Was drawn
largely from the-CRS Bibliographic Data Base with the-essietance of Richard
Gigax, Senior Bibliographer in the Library Services Division, whoalso
pared the notes and information on additional resources. Stephen Powitz in
the Library Services Division and Mark Jickling, John Collette, and GaryHauk
in the Economics Division,\helpid in the administration of the project.

The Congressional Research Service wishes to expreeM its.appreCiatioe,to
l&those copyright holdets who ha kindly extented permission for the reproduc-

tion of the texts. .Such permission is acknow edged in each instance.
.

Good luck to each debater in-researching your topic and presenting your
arguments.

GILBERT'GUDE:
Director, Congressional Research Service.

r



INTRODUCTION
42ii

This manual is designed to Cecilia:to research preparations for the 1900-01
high school debates. Following a\tnformatior to help the debates: make.full
use of'the material included. f,

Thu first group of articles attempts to eover the urea of consumer protect1.9.,
In general from a broad perspective giving historical information as, 11 as
addressing current issued. Theme articles should provide some useful concepts
and data.

, I The remaining three groups are quite specific in nature: product safety,
standards regulating,advertising, and standards for testiAg and marketing poten-
tially carcinogenic products. The articles included in each group, begin with
those dealing with the subjettin general and then move on to those with a more

focus. Those articles which deal with a pro and con aspect of an issue
are robped together so the reader can readily consider both sides of an issue.

In,using this docAilkt, two points of caution should be noted. While the
selections were chosen to reflect an over-all balance on the debate topic, any
specific entry may represent a single poinrof view.

U.S. Government documents listed in the bibliography may be found in most
U.S. Government depository librarids which can be identified by your public
library. The Library of Congressjonnot distribute copies of these or other
materials to debaters. IC?

Suggestions are included aethe end of this volume on additional resources.
Finally, therd is included a list of relevant publications that are available
for purchase from the Superintendent of Documents, Government Printing Office.

If several individuals wish to use the material in this volume, entire sec-
tions, articles, or pages can be removed epsily by creasing the pages at the
spine, then pulling them out.

(VII)

`1.



HOW CAN THE iNTEREST Of UNITED STATER CONSUMERS HEST DE PROTECTED?.

k

Thla'yearla oattenal high school debate topic has been the subject of many
articles and much diectunlion for over a decade. Although consumer activists
are dleappotnted over thu failure to achleve the creation of an independent
agency for consumer protection, the enamour movement In the Hotted Htatee hum

Zfl

grown from almost nothing, 15 years ago, to a; established force for change
today. to the federal area there have been °table actions, ouch as the pas-
sage of more than 50 new or expanded laws,

r gulatory-agency rulings, and crea-
tion of consumer affairs offices In all Cabinet -level departments, as wall asAn most independent agencies. Another indicator is the growth of consumer
offices in State and local governments throughout the country. A major nation-
al opinion aurvoy conducted in 1977 indicated that moat Americana believe the
consumer movement has Improved conditions In the marketplace in
the past 10 years. Salient -two percent of those polled said they believed
their shopping skills had Improved; 70 percent felt that labellnkand product
information tied gotten better; and 60 percent believed that the safety of moat
products had improved.

Notably present in the discussion and debate on consumer protection has been
much controversy on issues such des whether protecting consumer Interests
should be the business of the Goverment or the job of the marketplace; and a
large concern over the cost to taxpayers for operating so many Government func-
tions and egulatory activities.

The following articles discuss those concerns and look into the consumer area
in general, assessing accomplishments and failures, looking at particular is-
sues, and projecting what might lie ahead.

(1)
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CONSUMER PROTECTION;
GAINS AND SETBACKS

rrl HE AMERICAN CONSUMER movement has grown from
L virtually, nothing 15 years ago' to an established force for

change today. There have been notable successes, such as the
many federal laws and regulatory-agency rulings on consumer

ittters, But the movement also has been frustrated by a
number of sptbacks in recent years, including Congress's refusal
tti enact legislation setting up a federal consumer protection
agency. In light of the setbacks, some wonder whether the con-
sumer movement will ever again be as powerful and effective as
it was in the late 1960s, and early 1970s. "To assess such an
amorphous thing as the consumer movement is not easy,"
Arthur E. Rowse, editor of Consumer Newsweekly, wrote
recently,/'There is no yardstick of progress. One can merely list
gains and losses while trying to spot causes."'

Many consumer advocates say that Jimmy Carter's elec-
tion has been a significant gain for the consumer movement.
Carter spoke out strongly for consumer issues during the
presidential campaign. He stressed his support for a strong
government agency to represent consumers. In his presentation
to the Democratic Party Platform Committee at the nominating
convention, Carter called for "major reforms to-protect the con-
sumers of this country." A nationwide' program of consumer
education and vigorous enforcement of the nation's antitrust
laws were two other Carter campaign promises.

During his first year in office, Carter placed some 60 former
consumer and public. interest activists in important positions in
the government, a move highly praised by consumer groups (see
p. 136). In his State of the Union Address, delivered Jan. 19,
1978, Carter again said he was "strongly committed" to legisla-
tion creating a federal consumer protection agency. But despite
White House svpport, the House voted down the measure on
Feb. 8 (see p. 126). White House Press Secretary Jody Powell
said the following day, "It was a case of the best efforts on the
part .of the administration not being able to overcome some very
.organized and effective opposition" from business groups.
Powell promised that "administration efforts on behalf of the
consumer...will continue and intensify."

' Rowse, former executive director of the White House Consumer Office, writing in The
Washington post, Dec. 25, 1971.

Reproduced with the permission of the copyright holder from Leepson, Marc. Consumer
Protection : Gains and Setbacks. (Washington, Congressional Quarterly) 1978. p. 123-140.
(Editorial Research Reports, 1978, v. 1, no. 7)

(3)



Editorial Research Reports Pei). 17, 1978

A110(11101' 181:iiiiVti,41110 its 11 0 growth of constnor offices in
state and local governments throughout the country. According
wit he Office of Consumer Affairs of t ht) Department of !Width,
Education and Welfare, at leant, 011(1 office or division dealing
with consumer affairs han been set up in each of the M) states,
the District of Columbia, Guam, Puerto Rico and the Virgin
Islands. The total in 141.2 'nu) number of countY consumer of
Ices has grown markedly in the last few yearsfrom only Pi six
years ago to 10 today. City committer departments have grown
from 53 in 1971 to 67 today. The Christian Science Monito
reported recently that "more than 600" local, county and state
government consumer protection agencies are in operation"a

'figure that has doubled in the past two years."3

New Jersey has one of the most comprehensive state con-
sumer programs.7he New Jersey Division of Consumer Affairs
works with some 100 county and municipal consumer offices
throughout the state. This Consumer Affairs Local Assistance
Net work handles consumer complaints, corrects frauds and con-
ducts educational prograMs. In May 1974, the rite created the
nation's first Cabinet-level Department of Publ c Advocate with
wide powers to sue in the public interest. The Public Advocate
office has rolled back rent increases in staterun housing units
and helped get voting rights for mentally retarded persons in
state institutions.

Among the most successful of the newer county consumer
programs is the Los Angeles County, Department of Consumer
Affairs, which started operations in April 1976. The agency has
received some 80,000 telephone inquiries since that time, and .

has investigated some 10,000 consumer complaints. Many cities
across the nationincluding Chicago, Honolulu, Boston,
Detroit, Atlanta, Houston and Columbus, Ohiohave com-
plaint centers to hear consumer grievances about city services.
Local consumer agency are- "gaining more authority all the
time," Business Week agazine coTmented recently, "and the
scope of consumerist act vities at tthe state and county levels is
growing accordingly."4

iublic Perception of Consumer Movement
Consumer affairs offices exist in all Cabinet -level

departments of the federal goVernment, as well as in most in-
dependent agencies, from the Civil Aeronautics Board to the
Small Business Administration. In addition, the government
operates the Federal Information Center which provides citizens

Office of Consumer Affairs, U.S Department of Health, Education and Welfare, "Direc-
tory of Federal, Stateigi Local Osivernment Consumer Offices," Aug. 1, 1977, p. 8.

' The Christian Science Monitor, Jan. 27, 1978.
' "Local Muscle for Consumers," Business Week, Sept. 26, 1977, p. 146.

11
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with information about the government and helps with specific
consumer problems. Located in major cities across the country,
the offices are run by the Oeneral Services Atiministratiqn and
the Civil Service Commission,

There are other, less tongirile, signs of the consumer
nOvement's iniprint on American life, A national opinion ours

vey conducted by Louis Harris unit AssociMes for Sebtry In-
surance indicated that most Americans believe the consumer
movement has significantly improved conditions in the
marketplace in the last 10 years. Seventy-two per cent of those
polled in the February 1977 survey said they believed their
shopping skills had improved in the last 10 years; 70 per cent
felt that ;labeling and product information had gotten belt r;
and 60 Or cent believed that the safety of most products d
improved.

The study also indicated a large measure of distrust of
business. Exactly halt' of those questioned said that consumers
do not get a better deal in the marketplace than they did 10
years Ago; 61 per cent believed the quality of most products and
services has grown worse in the last decade. The main consumer
concerns were the high price of products, the high cost of
medical and hospital care, the poor, uality of products, and the
Were of many products to live up to advertised claims. The
survey concluded: "In the next few years [the business com-
munity) can expect to be vigorously attacked by both consumer
activists Ond elected representatives. And it will be more severe-
ly regulated unless there are major changes within the business
World."5

Recent Defeat of Consumer Agency Bill
There have, been other gains in the consumer movement in re-

cent years. Increasing numbers of federal, state and local con-
sumer protection laws and regulations have been implemented.
Budgets and working capital forconsumer groups=both private
and governmentalhave generally risen, astas the number of
persons actively working in consumer groups. Many'newspapers
and television and radio stations have hired consumer affairs ex-
perts. And some businesses have taken voluntary steps to help
consumers. Many grocery stores provide open-doting of
perishable products.6 Some give comparative prices for different
sizes and brands of the same items. Some food processors exceed
government requirements for ingredient and nutritional
labeling. Other manufacturers offer expanded guarantees and
warranties.

"Consumerism at the Crossroads," Louis Harris Research Study, May 1977, pp. 6.7.
Open-dating means that the date by which's product should be sold to ensure freshnessis clearly marked on its container.

12
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Editorial Research Reports Feb. 17, 1978

In spite of these positive signs,' the consumer movement has
rated some setbacks in the last several years. By far the biggest
disappointment has been Congress's unwillingness to enact
legislation creating a consumer protection agency. Legislation
to establish such an agency was introduced for the first time
eight years ago.' In spite of a heavy lobbying effort by consumer
groups, the House of Representatives Feb. 8 rejected creation of
a federal consumer protection agency by a 227-189 vote. The
vote came on a considerahly scaled-down version of previous
consumer agency bills. The legislation nevertheless would have
given the agency power to represent consumers in government
proceedings. Observers believe that the House vote reflected
congressional unhappiness with setting up yet another federal
agency as much as it did anti-consumer sentiment.

Some laws passed by Congress in recent years have had un-
intended effects that have hurt the consumer cause. Several of
them, in the words of Arthur E. Rowse, "have boomeranged or
failed to come close to original expectations." The Truth in
Lending Act of 1968 is one example. It was intended to give con-
sumers useful information about loan and credit charges. But
some businesses that had not imposed credit charges took ad-
vantage of the law's complicated and ambiguous wording and
began to do so. Others increased credit charges. The Senate
Banking Committee recently began considering ways to
simplify the law.

Another law that has not worked as intended is the 1974
Employee Retirement Income Security Act. Marjorie Boyd has
called the act, which was designed to simplify private pension
plans, "perhaps the most complicated piece of regulatory

-legislation ever devised."' In order to comply with the law, some
small businesses have been forced to make costly investments to
set up employee pension plans. Boyd wrote that within two
years after the measure became law, some 10,000 companies
dropped their pension plans rather than comply with the law's
complicated provisions.

The 1975 Magnuson-Moss Warranty Act9 is another case in
point. The measure gave the Federal Trade Commission power
to set standards for written warranties on products priced at
more than five dollars. The law's vague language, some claim,
allowed furniture and appliance manufacturers to stop issuing

' The Senate passed a bill in 1970 but it was blocked in the House Rules Committee. The
House passed a bill in 1971, but the Senate version was killed by a filibuster in 1972 Con-
sumer protection agency bills were nearly enacted in the 93rd 11973-741 and 94th
Congresses, but the opposition of Republican administrations and business groups proved
too powerful See Congressional Quarterly's Congress and the Nation, Vol. IV, p. 434.

Marjorie Boyd, "The Protection Consumers Don't Want," The Washington Monthly,
September 1977, p 30

Named for Sen. Warren G Magnuson (13 Wash 1 and Rep. John E. Moss ID Calif.).

13
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some warranties and weaken existing ones. Other consumer-
oriented rulings have proved unpopular with the public and, ac-

,, .cording to Chuck Fager, they "have produced, or have been
manipulated to produce, widespread skepticism about the
federal government's capacity to write effective consumer
legislation in many areas. '1°

. .

A Department of Transportation regulation requiring auto
manufacturers to install interlock systems that prevented
cars from being started until seatbelts were fastened was widely

',._criticized. Congress passed legislation in 1974 overruling the
department's order. The bill stipulated that the interlock
system would no longer be mandatory and that existing systems
could be legally dismantled. The Food and Drug Administration
proposed a ban on saccharin, the only artificial sweetener
available in the United States, in March 1977. The announce-
ment drew angry protests from consumers and representatives
of the food industry. The FDA ban was based in part on Cana
dian tests that showed rats fed high dosages of saccharin
developed bladder cancer. In November 1977, Congress voted to
delay the ban 18 months until further tests were completed by
the National Academy of Sciences.

Criticism of Product Safety Commission
Consumer unhappiness with government-run programs can

perhaps best be illustrated by examining the Consumer Product
Safety Commission, an independent agency set up by Congress
in 1972. The agency is headed by a five-member commission
and has the authority to set safety standards for consumer
producti and to ban products presenting an unreasonable risk,of
injury. When the commission was established in 1972,`'

received widespread support from consumer groups.

Since then, the agency has come under wide-ranging
criticism. Its chairman, S.. John Byington, submitted his
resignation Feb. 8 in the face of complaints that the commission
does not act quickly or efficiently." Howie Kurlia, a
Washington, D.C., investigative reporter, wrote recently that
the commission has "been such an abysmal failure that it is at
least as responsible as any other government agency for the
plummeting popularity of consumer protection:42 Jo Thomas
of The New York Times wrote that the commission "is almost
universally regarded as feeble, tardy and reluctant in banning or
recalling dangerous products and in setting Federal safety stan-
dards."13

Writing in the newsweekly, The Boston Phoenix, Jan. 10, 1978, p. 7.
" Byington will leave office June 30, 1978, four months before hie term expires.
111-1owie Kurt:, "The Consumer Product Safety Commission and Asbestos," The

Washington Monthly, December 1977, p. 29.
"The New York Times, Jan. 30, 1978.

14
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ct41Strong indictments of e Consumer Product Safety Commis-
sion also have come fr m government investigatory units. A
General Accounting Office (GAO) report" took the commission
to task for not developing and issuing safety standards
promptly. During its first four years, the commission Issued
standards for only three productsswimming pool slides,
architectural glass and matchbooks. The GAO report said that
the commission took an average of 834 days to develop those
standards, far more than the 330 days Congress specified in the

.1972 legislation setting up the agency.

A report by the U.S. Civil Service CommissiOnls also was
highly critical of the consumer commission. The report found
that it "violated personnel laws, regulations anti requirements"
in 30 cases by giving preferential treatment and personal
favoritism to hired consultants. The report blamed Commission
Chairman Byington and his former top administrative aide,'
Albert Dimcoff, fpr the violations.

A third highly critical report was made public Feb. 1, 1978, in
The Washington Post. The newspaper reported that a 170-page
internal commission report said that the commission had been
ineffective in performing its main functionreducing product
related injuries to consumers. "Overall, consumer product-
related injuries requiring emergency medical treatment have in-
creased by 44 tier cent in the CPSC's five-year history," the
report stated. Several factors were cited for the commission's
poor performance, including "political or leadership dis-
agreements among the commissioners...tensions between staff
and commissioners...staff performance...[andj the effects of
having no permanent Executive Director for so long." The
report did praise some of the commission's work, especially the
development of toy safety and crib construction standards.

Consumer Product Safety Commission officials have
defended the agency. Byington said recently that "the critics
overlook the fact that the very existence of the agency has been
a positive factor in terms of improved safety. There have been
dramatic improvements in the whole area of outdoor power
equipment.... The standards adopted by the industries have
been tightened substantially. Toys are another area where the
industry itself has made dramatic improvements."16

Two rulings by the commission have been particularly un-
popular. The first, in 1972, required that children's sleeping gar-

-The Consumer Product Safety Commission Needs to Issue Safety Standards Faster.
Dee 12, 1977

'5 'Merit System Investigatipn in the Consumer Product Safety Commission Head
quarters. V% ashington. 1. Jan 12. 1978

1 ° Interview published in .eu s & World Report. Oct 24. 1977. p. 34
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ments be treated with flame-retardants. Then, in 1977, the
agency. Banned use of one of the chemical retardants, Tris, after
deterinitling that it could cause cancet. Yhe two action's angered
both manu4syrers and consumerS.Tigivnts faced higher prices
for 4hildren's sleepwear in 1972 when the chemical flame
retardants were added. Manufacturemprotested the ruling that
allaWed purchasers of Tris-treated garMents to have their money
'refunded. Sleepwear producers say the costs of developing new
flame retardants will mean even higher prices.

The commission also has been criticized for not moving quick-
ly against asbestos, which some tests indicate can cause cancer.
The agency recently issued a ban on the asbestos coating on ar-
tificial fireplace logs. But it took two years to do so. Asbestos is
an ingredient in many other produc%.. including children's
modeling clay and papier mach. Soliiie time this year the
agency-is scheduled to issue safety standards for power lawn
mowers, gas space heaters, Christmas lights, contact adhesives,
communications antennae and baby rattles. The agency also
plans to hold regional hearings to let consumers around the
country have some voice in influencing rulemaking. But
criticism continues and the Consumer Subcommittee of the
Senate Commerce, Sci#nce and Transportation Committee will

'Feb.
e looking into the agency's operations in hearings scheduled for

F 24 and 27.

Activities of Nader Groups

CONSUMER CONSCIOUSNESS is due in 1 rt to
the activities of Ralph Nader, a 43-year-old who

was virtually unknown to the public only 12 years ago. were
to do a social history of the 1960s and 1970s, I'd write it in terms
of Ralph Nader," Carol Tucker Foreman, Assistant Secretary
for Food and Consumer Services at the U.S. Department of
Agriculture and former head of the Consumer Federation of
America, said recently. "He influenced more people than
anyone else.""

David Ignatius, who worked as a Nader lobbyist in 1973, has
written that Nader's career can be divided into four stages. A
look at these stages reveals some of the successes and failures of
the U.S. consumer movement since the mid-1960s. Nader's
career as the nation's foremost consumer advocate began in
November 1965 with publication of his book Unsafe at Any
Speed: The Designed-in Dangers of the American Automobile.

"Quoted in The Washington Star. Jan. 1. 19'77.

58-658 n 80 - 2
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Although he ateacked the whole Detroit automobile industry for
emphasis on profits and styling over safetyiNader concentrated
his fire on theChevrolet Corvair, "one of the nastiest - handling
cars ever built." The book became a best - seller; and the demise
'of the Corvair was attributed to its influence.

Meanwhile, congregsional support was growing for passage of
auto-safety legislation, and Nader testified on behalf of such a
bill early in 1966. On March 6, 1966, newspapers poblOted
Nader's complaint that he had been under investigation by
private detectives hired by the auto industry. Three days liter,
General Motors conceded that it had initiated a "routine in-
vestigation" of Nadelto find out if he had any connection with
damage-suits that had been filed against the company because
of defects in the Corvair.

In a nationally televised heariffg on March 22, GM President
James M. Roche told- the Senate Subcommittee on Executive
Reorganization that the_ke had been "some harassment," and
publicly apologized to Nader. Final passage of the National

raffic and Motor Vehicle Safety Act of 1966 caerne five months
la er. After the General Motors apology, Ignatius wrote: "The
N der legend was born. An aroused, citizen had waged a
s ccessful guerrilla campaign against the - world's most powerful

rporation."is

The second phase of Nader's careeflastecl from 1968 to 1970.
An organizational period, it featured the opening of the parent
Nader organization, the Center for the Study of Responsive
Law, in June 1969. The center is a Washington-based tat- -

exempt organization. It operates on a yearly budget of some-
$300,000, much of it provide& by foundations. The center is
perhaps best known as a staging area for the activities of
"Nader's Raiders"groups of young people who gather in
Washington during the summer months to ferret out informa-
tion from government and business groups for subsequent
reports.

The Center for the Study of Responsive Law has produced
reports on the Federal Trade Commission, the Interstate
Commerce Commission, the Food and Drug Administration and
on antitrust enforcement, occupational safety and health laws,
air pollution, airline safety, nursing homes and the medical
professionamong others. The exposés of waste and inef-
ficiency that some of the reports documented won Nader and his
raiders the title of modern-day muckrakers. The successes of
Nader's organization helped the consumer movement in general
to grow rapidly.

13 David Ignatius, "Stages of Nader," The New York Times Magazine, Jan. 18, 1978, p. 9.
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Nader afal Congress c?,

, ;Ralph Nader has never, been shy about criticizing those
who he believes act contrary to the interest of American 'con-
sumers. When the proposed consumer protection agency bill1
failed inCongress last year, Nader spoke out harshly against
some liberal House members for their lukewarm support.

ThiS year for the first time Nader's major lobbying
organization, Congre s Watch, will be working in congressional'a
districts' throughout he country during the 1978 House cam-
paigns. Congress Watch Director Mark Green said recently that
the 'local groups "will be a way to get information on to
people...about what their representatives ale really doing, as op-
posed to what they may say they're doing and to mobilize public
support for our issues.... We're still thinking about whether'', to
make formal endorsements; we might."

Nader summed up his -position on politics in this way:
"Liberal versus conservative, is no longer the real dividing line in
politics; the actual distinction is between the 'corporatist's,' those
who support and expand the power of corporations, and 'co, r1-

*sumerists,' those who are working to expand the power of the
people. The abuse of power by large corporations is the number-

.' one issue in our society and we intend to make it the major
politiCal issue irk 1978."

During the third phase of his career (1970-1972) Nad r began
the push for federal legislation setting up a consumer pr tection
agency. Congress's unwillingness to do so, siltr month of in-
tense bbying by the Nader organization, led to a second ajor

`Nader detaking: the formation in November 1971 of a ,000-
member ean)oto conduct a yearlong study of Congress:The

`authors tjie Congress Project set out to rate each member of
Congres running for re-election in 1972. Na r qharacterized

- the eff rt as "the largest of Pang sg] ever con -
ductedan

\\
effort to share with citizens a e understanding

of how the members and committees of our 'national legislature
operate both among themselves and in relation to outside forces
Working on Ahe 'Congress."19

"Everyone who had anything to do with. itRalph Naler'in-
cludednow admits the Congress Project was something of a
boondoggle," Ignatius, who himself helped with some of the
profiles, wrote. The main problems were the large volume of
work and the short time to complete it. All the work was
scheduled to be released before the November 1972 elections
and the massive effort to complete the project was further
hampered by administrative and organizational problems.

"Ralph Nader and Robert Fellmeth, writing in the introduCtion that accompanied the
profiles, "Ralph Nader Congress Project, Citizens Look at Congress," August 1972:
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Little new information was contained in the profiles. There were
no sensational reygations or charges. The New York Times
commented- 4-lhat the.profiles were "unlikely to futsdish any
damaging- information that could not have been obtained
elsewhere wA a 1ittl digging." '

The other significany.undertaking during the "third phape"
Of Nader's career was the establishment of the Public Interest
Research Group (PIRG) in 1970. The PIRG, which has been
described is Nader's ,public-interest law firm, has satellite
organizations on 145 college and university campuses with some
500,000 student' members. Aside from student fees at the
various colleges, the organization's budget is met by Nader's
lecture fees and book royalties. Nader also donated the proceeds
from an out -of -court settlement on an invasion-of-privacy suit
against General Motorsestimated at some $270,000 after taxes
and attorney fees.

Litigation, Lobbying and Organizing
The fourth phase. of Nader's career began in 1972 and lasted

into 1976. Ignatius described the period as one in which Nader
embraced "the traditional tools of interest-group represen-
tation: litigation, lobbying and grass-roots organizing." Nader
succeeded in setting up a relatively smooth biyeaucracy,
Ignatius wrote, "with a sensible delegation of authority, leaving

freebto ruminate on the, future."
..riIn 1972, Nader established the tax-exempt Public Citzen, an

umbrella-group, which directly supports fcNr other Nader
organizations: (1) the Citizen Action Group, which includes
the Public Interest Reseairch Group; (2) Congress Watch, 6 full-
time lobbying tffice with a yearly operating budget of $145,000
and seven full-time lobbyists, which succeeded. the Congress
Project; (3) the Publicitizen Litigation Group, set up with a
staff' of eight attorneys to act in legal ,suits for consumers, es-
pecially in Freedom of Information suits; and (4) the Health
Research Group, which studies and researche eat h issues.

eaded by Dr. Sidney Wolfe, tie Health Research Group has
petitioned the Food and Drug Administration to act against cer-
tain-drug manufacturers and it was successful in helping ban
the artificial food coloring, red dye No. 2. The Health Research
Group conducts polity-oriented research on such issues as un-
necessary surgery, comprehensiven health planning, hospital
construction and operation, mental illness, nutrition, drugs,
pesticides and carcinogens, dental health and the education and
training of health professionals.

Since 1976, articles in national news magazines and major
" Oct. 22. 1972.

19
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newspapers have examined Nader's career and questioned his
effectiveness and power and that of the entire consumer,
movement. The debate over Nader's effectiveness was sparked
by the 1976 publication of the book Me .& Ralph: I Nader Un-
safe for America? by David Sanford, then managing editor of
The Neu. Republic. In his self-described "rare and`controversial
view" of Nader.2' Sanford conceded that Nader had donean ad-
mirable job working for American consumers, especially in iii.-'

li t etiCing Congress to pass important consumer legislation. But
th ook concentrated on Nader's izersonal life his personality,
living habits and financial affairs. Sanford presented fin
ovep% helmingly negative picture of Nader, accusing him of
acting in his own self-interest rather than for consumers.

Some Nader supporters said the book was part of a personal
vendetta against Nader. Theodore Jacobs, a Nader aide, wrote
that Sanford's "allegations about...Nader are based on double
and triple hearsay and consequently suffer from inaccuracies
and misrepresentations.-22 Mark Green, the director of the
Congress Watch project and a long-time Nader associate, called 6
it a "pastiche of gossip, innuendo and error, about Ralp ,,,,Ve ').1.9'
Nader.- Nader himself termed the book "a dirty frisk." "One fir. /p-,,
the things that was so irritating," Nader said was his [-§"a '')//
ford's] faking a close association with us. I've talked to.h 1

than three hours in the last nine-years."23 '''e,' ,% fr''i i

Debate Over Nader's Influence and Power \ '''.-'1. ',,
' 1

he had lost influence and power continued through 197 .;',r.S.4o
Questions about Nader's effectiveness and peculatii iirit'ha, ..;''

incidents fueled the controversy. The first was the largely
negative reaction by political commentators and sports colum-
nists to tl-ke formation of FANSthe Nader-sponsored Fighi to

'Advance the Nation's Sports. The Purpose of the groupiiNader
wrote,24 was to allow sports fans to "exercise some flittdaMental
consumer rights to know and to shape the product of service
they are buyihg." Among the issues to be confronted were the
high and growing cost of tickets, the high-priced, low...nutrition
junk food sold at sports arenas and television blackouts. Nader
sail FANS4eventually would focus on bigger issues, such as ex-
cesses by,'sapndrts corporations and the over-extension and overlap
of schedules of different sports.

Q"The owners and the players each have their own protection
organizations. It's time the fans have one of their own," Nader

'a +

" Da% id Sanford. & Ralph 119761, p zit Sanford currently is managing editor ofSkeptic magazine
n riling in the letters column of 'The Washington Post, Aug. 11, 1976, in response to aletter Sanford wrote about the book.
"Quoted in The Washington Star, Jan. 1, 1977.
" In his nationally syndicated column, published June 11, 1977, in The Washington Star
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said as he and lawyer Peter GruenSain announced the forma-
tion of the organization, SeptA27*T077, in Washington.. An
editorial in The Washington Post' pt. 29 criticized FANS' fOr-,
maim, saying that Nader,ynti overextending himself: "The
idea That organizations can -speak for groups of people is getting
out of hand.... [B]eing a sports'fan, after' all, is arlittle different
from, being a rood buyer -or a-taxpayer: You, dteiave to be
one if you don't want

Neyiniaper columnist GeOrge F. Will also attacked the
orgatiliation. "FANS is like many organizations that ate con-

. cocted by 'consumerists' skillful at making work for
themselves," wilt- wrote. "It is the assertion, by a few persons
whb have appointed'ihemSelves to speak for many strangers, of
concerns that few consumers share...."25 Television commen-
tator Eric Sevareid chided Nader for concerning himself with
f2)od at ballparks. Sevareid said Nader "would drive out the
odor of peanuts and popcorn from ballpark and football stadium
and spray the joints with astringent fumes of the germicide
called Social Responsi- bility. "26

The controversy over FANS is not crucial in terms of assess-
ing the strength of the 'entire American consumer movement.
But the reaction to its founding illustrates that Ralph
Naderwho for much of his career had been extremely popular
and rarely 7riticized eicuept by conservative supporters of big
businesscan no longer count on general public acceptance of
his every mcke.

Another round of anti-Nader criticism followed .soon
afterward. Thel uproar came after Nader publicly upbraided '
Joan-Claybrook, head of the National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration, who had leen one of Nader's closest associates
when she served as his chief congressional lobbyist.27 Nader
charged that Claybrook had "etched a trail of averted or broken
prothises" and demanded her resignation in a long letter made
public early in December 1977. He accused her of betraying con-
symers by supporting a Carter administration decision to give
auto manufacturers six more years to install air bags in cars.

Nader's outburst drew wide attention. Ross K. Baker, a
professor of political science 'rat Rutgers University, wrote that
Nader's attack on Claybrook and other outbursts at government
officials was symptomatic of Nader's unwillingness to realize
that the federal government must be responsive to all in-

22. Vk riling in The Washington Post, Oct. 2, 1977.
1° Quoted in The Wall Street Journal, Dec. 13, 1977.
r Former Congress Watch lobbyist Nancy Chasen described Claybrook in 1976 as "un-

doubted). I Nader 3) most irosteci employeemore so than anybody She has extremely
direct access to him ThereQs no issue that she is left out of... Quoted in Sanford, op cit , p.
80.
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terestsnot just to consumers. "Having succeeded to a
remarkable degree in placing people identified with con-
sumerism and public-interest activity in the Carter Ad-
ministration," Baker wrote, "the zealots on the outside are at-
tacking and repudiating Their erstwhile colleagues for their
moderatiqn in the pursuit of reformist objectives."28

Has Nader's overall impact been significantly reduced by the
Sanford incident, the creation of FANS and the Claybrook at-
tack? Nader denies that he has lost any power. "There are two
ways you can judge it," Nader said recently. "First, consider
who we are up against. If we can come up neck and neck against
the biggest coordinated lobby of trade groups ever, as we did on
the consumer protection agency bill last fall, that's real
power.... Second, you judge by whether a group wins its battles,
and achieves what it's aiming at; or if you lose, by how close you
come. And in those terms we've also been doing well."29

Rept- Toby Moffett (D Conn.),-one of the leading voices for
consumers in Congress, said recently that although Nader
himself may be losing some influence, his lobbyists are becorni;_y

Wing more effective. hat Nader is doing, Moffett said, "'
creating what I call an information stalemate. Ten years go,
you had information pouring in from the special intere but
nothing to counter it. What Nader has done is even up the odds
on information...."" While there may be disagreement on
whether Nader himself has lost power and influence, there can
be no doubtas Moffett indicatedthat the Nader' organiza-
tion is an established, effective voice for consumer causes.

Future of American Consumerism

'IDRESIDENT CARTER came to office last year with wide
I support from the nation's consumer leaders. Ralph Nader
described Carter's views on consumer issues as "a breath of fresh
air" compared to those of Presidents Nixon and Ford. Nader
met with Carter Aug. 7, 1976, and pronounced Carter's positions
on consumer issues "better than [those of] any candidate that
has achieved the nomination of any major party in recent
decades."3' Speaking at a Nader-sponsored Public Citizen
Forum in .Washington, D.C., two days later, Carter said he
wanted to challenge Nader "for the title of top consumer ad-

2' Writing In The Neu York Times, Dec. 8, 1977.
N Quoted in The Bdsion Phoenix. Jan, 10, 1978, p. 7.
"Quoted in National Journal, Dec. 31, 1977, p. 1995.
it Quoted in The-Washington Post, Aug. 8, 1976.
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vocate in the country." Other national consumer leaders, in-
cluding Kathleen O'Reilly, executive director of the Consumer
Federation of America, also praised Carter's positions on con-
sumer issues, especially his support for the proposed consumer
protection agency and class action lawsuits by citizens. A group
called Consumers for Carter, which included Bess Myerson,
former New York City consumer affairs commissioner, formed
to help the Carter presidential effort.

After the election, Nader's support for Carter faded
somewhat. Nader found fault with Carter's initial Cabinet ap-

. point meats, especially Energy Secretary James Schlesinger,
and Treasury Secretary W. Michael Blunienthal. Nader ac-
cused Schlesinger of favoring nuclear energy at the expense of
solar energy and conservation. Blumenthal, Nader told
reporters, is not "someone who has had a record of strong corn-
mitm' ent...to using the Treasury .Department as something
other than a plantation for bankers, trying to get genuine tax
reform and trying to use the leverage of monetary policy and the
Treasury's resources for housing and other purposes."32 Nader
did praise some of Carter's appointments, including Secretary of
Labor F. Ray Marshall, Secretary of Health, Ed ation and
Welfare Joseph A. Califano Jr. and Secretary of Agriculture Bob
Bergland.

Public Interest Activists .in Gormiwnt
Generally, there has been high praise from other consumer

leaders for the large number of appointees with consumer
backgrounds in the Carter administration. Important positions
have gone to former public-interest lawyers, consumer ad-
vocates, civil-rights workers and environmental activists. Juan
Cameron reported that some 60 former public interest advocates
hold important positions in the federal government.33

One of the former consumer advocates in the Carter ad-
ministration is Peter Schuck, HEW's Deputy Assistant
Secretary for Planning and Evaluation, who previously
served as Washington director of Consumers Union (see
p. 139). Schuck said recently that he, like many others new-
ly-appointed to government positions, faced problems with the
vast size and procedural difficulties within the government
bureaucracy. "It's a very stimulating experience, but it has also
confirmed my worst suspicions about how difficult it is to get
things done in a bureaucracy," Schuck said recently. "There are
just so many bases to touch, so many groups to be con-
ciliated."34

12 Interviewed on "Face the N.ation," (CBS-TV), Dec. 26, 1976.
33 Juan Cameron, "Nader's Invaders are Inside the Gate," Fortune. October 1977, p. 252.
1" Quoted in Newsweek, Jan. 12, 1978, p. 22.
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Robert Greenstein, a former lobbyist for the Community
Nutrition ,Institute, now is a special assistant to Agriculture
Secretary Bergland. As a public-interest advocate, Greenstein
worked to liberalize food stamp laws. He was assigned,the same-
task when he entered government. "I never dreamed I would get
involved in this, much less be one of the principal. advisers on
the new 1food'stampj legislation," Greenstein said last fal135 He
is credited with writing an important change in the new food,
stamp law that allows qualified recipients to receive stamps
without payietg for them.

Changes at the Federal Trade Commission
The former consumer advocate with perhaps the most poten-tial to influence the marketplace is Michael Pertschuk,

chairman of the Federal Trade Commission. As chief of staff of
the Senate Commerce Committee, Pertschuk earned a reputa-
tion as a campaigner against unfair LiuSiropractices and for
consumer rights. Pertschuk has promise make the FTC,
which enforces the antitrust laws either through voluntary com-pliance or court action,' a voice for consumers. "We want to
make sure consumers are better off than they were before as aresult of our actions," Pertschuk said recently.36

Pertschuk took over as FTC chairman in May 1977. He has in-
stituted several changes since then. The commission nowallocates funds to consumer group representatives to attend
FTC rule-making hearings, something the groups had not been
able to afford to do in the past. Pertschuk has overseen a general
reorganization of FTC procedures aimed at enabling the,com-
mission to move quickly to obtain injunctions and get penalties
by direct court action.

Pertschuk has been criticized by both business and consumer
representatives. Consumer groups say the commission has not
moved, quickly enough tinder Pertschuk and that the commis-
sion has not significantly aided the consumer cause since he
took over in May 1977. On the other hand, businesses generally
do not like his pro-consumer outlook. "We are not happy with
him," Barry A. Friedman of the U.S. Chamber of Commerce
said recently. "He's taken a strong pro-consumer position...""
that potentially could harm business.37

The future of the American consumer movement hinges on
many factors. The pivotal question, Arthur E. Rowse of Con-
sumer Newsweekly wrote recently, is whether organized con-
sumers can "ever build up enough power to forge significant im-

SS Quoted by Juan Cameron, op. cit., p. 253.
36 Quoted in The New York 'Times, Jan. 19, 1978.
" Quoted in The New York Times. Jan. 19, 1978.
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provcments in the marketpiage and society." One measure of
the consumer movement's strength is the fate of the Consumer
Protect ion Agency Bill. Many agree with the assessment of Rep.
Benjamin S. Rosenthal's (D N.Y.), "I think we have heard the
last of it, at least for a time, ": Rosenthal, a sponsor of the bill,
said Feb. 9. "The margin of defeat was significant, and I don't
see any basis for us to recover...-."

Size and Shapelessness of the Movement
One thing that contributed to the bill's failure is a prob-

problem that has plagued thq American consumer movement
from its beginnings 15 years agothe movement's inability to
present a totally united front on most issues. The consumer
movement, almost by its definition, is as fragmented as the
myriad needs the consuming American public has. The Nader
organization, with 100 people working full-time'in Washington
on a yearly budget of some $1.1 million, is the closest thing to a
national, consumer organization. But the principal Nader
organization, Public Citizen, is involved with many different
issues and does not directly involve the public.

Lee Richardson, former president of the Consumer Federation
of America and now head of HEW's Office of Consumer Affairs,
said recently that ultimately "we may need a national
membership organization. Without one, it is a little bit scary.
Other interests such as labor and women have built up solid
constituencies with chapters and affiliates across the country.
We are a long way from the kind of organization consumers
need."38

There are several national consumer groups, but none repre-
t he constituency of which Richardson speaks. The National

Consumers Leaeie, Common Cause, Consumers Union of the
United States and the Consumer Federation of America are the
principal national consumer groups. The largest one, the Con-
sumers Union, has been active since 1936, publishes the
magazine Consumer Reports and has some two million
members.

There is no question that the consumer movement has had an
important.impact on the American marketplace in the last 15
years. While there is no unified national consumer organization,
there is a large and growing number of federal, state and local
consumer-oriented government offices. And the Carter ad-
ministration has proven to be very responsive to consumer
demands. These signs strongly indicate that today's consumer
movement will remain an important voice for change for years,
if pot decades.

3° Quoted in The Waehington Post, Dec. 25, 1977.
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Concerns

Opponents of the consumer reform movement and
even some friendly observers have seized on a recent
slowdown in gains, Including defeat of the consumer
agency bill and diminished media Interest, to proclaim
that consumerism is dying out.

But thoie who think or hope so are wrong
because the nation has an underlying public demand
for such reforms. They're needed to redress the per-,
tonally and socially harmful injustices of the market-
place and stem the great waste of personal and
national resources needed for other purposes.

In fact, all opinion surveys and other signs indicate
that the public is far ahead of many government and
business leaders in understanding the need for con-
sumer protection.

Gallup polls the past two years found that most
people considered the cost of living to be the nation's
biggest problem. Several Harris polls found a majority

SIDNEY MARGOLIUS b bee of lb* asbe.1 mod .4.41,
tribute! resbabb. eolabobbt I. bath 55. amblerrial ..I Ube.
Pm. H. b doe enslbor al Nolneress boob. nal #rtrios, Fan.-
'Iambi wade, boo 00000 oft ./sin.

SEPTEMBER 1971

by Sidney Margolhu

of Americans favored the consumer agency Congress
killed. Among other surveys, one by the Sentry Insur-
ance Co, also found strong public feeling that con-
sumer reforms are needed.

Further indicators of the public's consumer aware-
ness are the many local groups that have sprung up
around such specific issues as utility rates. And while
Congress as seemed more resistant, state and local
authorities have become increasingly active on behalf
of consum

The publ epnsumer concerns are noticeably high
in this yea/ of record-high food prices and overall
living cop. Moderate-income families are especially
frightened by sudden sharp increases in food prices.
They worry that a time may come when they may not
be able to feed their families adequately on the money
they have to spend.

So rather thanjonsumerism dying out, as some
would believe, we ay need to be prepared for new
interest at the tocal levels. This is where the real con-
sumer movement is, and while it often,seems leader-
less and merely grumbling rather than articulate, it

Reproduced with the permission of the copyright holder from the AFLCIO AmericanFederationlat, v. S5, Sept. 1978: 1-5.
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often- responds to serious inflationary pressures with
serious activity such as picket lines and pressures on
Congress.

Trade union leaders have a special stake In elite-
tivecansitmer reforms because explosive price runup'
hit wage earners particularly hard and can quickly
erase'hard-won wage gains and abruptly erode already
'spy living standards.

Prom 1972 to June 1979, non-agricultural workers
had what seems like a handsome rise In their gross
average weekly earnings, from $136.16 to $205.46.
But real buying power in terms of spendable, constant
1967 dollars actually fell over $3 in that timefrbm
$96.64 to $93.21.

Financially - inexperienced workers have been ma-
nipulated and coerced into serious financial losses by
rigged credit laws and powerful modern selling pres-
sures and often into garnishment and sometimes even
loss of jobs and homes.

But if consumerism is far from dead, it h true that
the representation of consumers has narrowed some-
what and the choice of barricades has not always been
the most central.

So many issues recently have been raised in the
name of consumerism that the limited resources of the
consumer movement are noticeably strained, and the
attention of the public and public officials has become
diffused. New professional consumer advocates and
specialized consumer organizations have sprung up
and gone off in many directionssometimes with little
or no first-hand background on particular issues.
Young lawyers and others with little economic back-
ground have acted as consumer spokesmen on com-
plex matters of meat grading, nutrition, vitamins,
health foods, food costs, agricultural policy or life and
auto insurance.

Sometimes because of the lack of experience of the
new spokesmen or the time to sift through conflicting
arguments, a few activists have been able to represent
their personal views as those of many organizations.

A few of the hundreds of issues raised as consumer
needs really are fostered by insurance, vitamin, health
food or other commercial interests. They can some-
times mislead the inexperienced consumer activists
who are themselves burdened with too many-issues.
Some other issues may be only dimly related to pri-
mary consumer problems or may be largely political.
While most of the issues raised do have importance
to consumers, there is a noticeable lack of priorities
and a diversion from what may be the most urgent
needs.

Earlier, and during the period of greatest gains, the
main representation of the consumer had been by
community organizations like unions, co-ops, women's
organizations, settlement houses, credit unions, educa-
tors, housing co-ops, anti-poverty councils, church and
senior groups, etc., and by spontaneous local groups
that sprang up to meet specific crises like jumping
utility or food prices.
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These organizations have deep grassroots and or&
nary people who had been victimized were brought
forth in an effective drive to secure truth in lending,
garnishment control, better drug regulation and other
needed protection. Unions and some of the other
community groups also were establishing group drug
buying and optical services even before the 1959
hearings by Sen. Estes Mauves focused attention on
high drug prices.

The community organizations were also more effec-
tive beciuse they have their own financial bases and
were less hampered by the need to raise funds. In con-
trast, the new professional consumerists increasingly
have sought grants from various government agencies.
And some of the newer groups have expired" espe-
cially since Consumers Union has had to curtail its
grants to such organizations because of its own finan-
cial problems.

The question of the possible effect on government
grants on the independence of the consumer organiza-
tions has been raised. Perhaps of more concern is that
some of the voluntary consumer organizations have
turned to business organizations for funds to attend
the many conferences that now take place and for
other organization purposes. For example, phone com-
panies, utilities and house-to-house sales associations
have provided funds for sucepurposes for consumer
groups or their representatives in recent years.

Officials of several Washington-based consumer or-
ganizations also have accepted fees for consulting with
the American Council of Life Insurance, the largest
insurance trade association. Such support has not been
concealed, though it is not always widely publicized,
and this writer has no evidence that it has influenced
any of the organizations or individuals involved.

Competing interests and conflicts among some of
the new professional consumerists also have attracted
attention. Unions have no interest in the politics of the
consumer movement. Their interest is simply to help
workers get fair value for their dollars, and have
reasonable protection in the marketplace from manip-
ulation, deception, and product hazard.

But to approach that goal there is a need to main-
tain and even expand their interest and representation
of consumers and not leave this area primarily to the
new professional consumerists.

The defeat of the consumer agency bill affirms the
need for a mass base and people-organizing and com-
munication skills. Some of the activists assumed a
threatening posture against reluctant Representatives.
which only made the latter dig in even harder. Mean-
while the general- public never did get a real under-
smnding of the real purpose and need for the bill, and
small businessmen were unnecessarily frightened.

It should be realized that the business of influencing
the government has become Washington's second-
largest industry, as Lee Richardson, acting director of
the U.S. Office of Consumer Affairs, has pointed out.
Today, some 3,000 corporations have offices in Wash-
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Ington compared with about 50 only IS years ago.
The area alto now Is headquarters for about 1,600
trade association. 13,000 lawyers and numerous con-
suiting firms, all involved to some extent in the work
of Influencing the government, Richardson observes.

What are the consumer's main needs? The problems
are many, especially in a deceptively affluent society
marked by mass production methods but a wasteful,
complicated marketing system. But there have been
useful gains as well as setbacks.

Modern consumer problems began to proliferate
right after World War 11. Congress removed wartime
price controls prematurely and set in motion a long
Inflation that fast -Idled from time to time but never
really stopped. Consumers also suffered quick defeats
such as the removal by Congress of the wartime
requirements for labels on canned foods.

The proliferation of merchandise itself. during the
1950s brought such problems as undependable, qual-
icy. excessive prices, undependable guarantees, prod-
uct safety hazards, duplication, the hard sell of TV,
the use of easy credit and obsolete credit laws as
levers of coercion, home improvement deceptions,
referrals plans, domination of government agencies
by their client industries, and the like.

Thai real period of consumer redress began about
1962 when the Kefauver drug amendments were
passed and President John F. Kennedy appointed the
first consumer council. The major gains were achieved
during the 1960s and early 1970s when truth in lend-
ing, truth in packaging, auto and product safety and
other landmark legislation was enacted, and govern-
ment agencies such as the Federal Trade Commission
(FTC) and the Food and Drug Administration (FDA)
also moved to provide more consumer protection.

During this period other consumer legislation in-
cluded cigarette labeling, controls on interstate land
sales as well as closer regulation by the states, and
expansion of meat and poultry inspection.

Perhaps the greatest gains were made in the area
of greatest previous exploitationconsumer credit.
Progress also has been made on the state level, both
in supplementing and sometimes pioneering in various
reforms. Some 40 states and many cities and counties
now have consumer protection agencies or consumer
divisions in their attorney general's office.

Despite the growing diffuseness of consumer rep-
resentation, further gains have been made even In tbe
most recent yearsthough a number look more like
fringe benefits than some of the major advances of
the 1960s and early 1970s. The recent gains include
new regulations at federal and state levels to further
strengthen the defenses of credit buyers; a reinforcing
of the right ,of consumers to know beforehand the
prices of some of the services they must buy, such as
prescription medicines, eyeglasses and funerals; the
providing of more information for buyers on energy
consumption of can and appliances; and the quest,
still not wholly successfully, to relieve some of the
tlisputes over warranty service by requiring more
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clarity and an opportunity to read the warranty in
advance.

Even after rejecting the consumer agency bill,
Congress enacted the consumer co-op bank bill which
had broad support of national organizations, including
labor. Nor has the administration given up on expand-
ing consumer representation its government. Esther
Peterson, the President's consumer assistant, has an-
nounced a program to enlarge the scope of the present
consumer office and of consumer representation in
goVenuncilt agencies.

As in the earlier reform years, the greatest recent
advances have been made in redressing damaging
credit practices. Among the advances:

Holder In Due Coursat Traditionally finance tom-
party which took over an instidirierit note from a
dealer was considered an "innocent party" and as
such relieved from making good on any defective
or misrepresented purchases: The buyer simpl?had
to keep on paying the finance company.

There was little problem in the case of scrupulous
dealers. But some high-pressure sellers did shoddy
or incomplete work or failed to make good on prom-
ties. With the installment notes now held by a third
party, the aggrieved consumer sometimes bad no place
to RIM

As the result of changes in some state laws and
recent FTC regulations, the subsequent holder of the
Installment note now is subject to an legal claims and
defenses, which the debtor could assert against the
original seller. Thus consumers who have reason to
feel they were deceived now-have the right to sue the
finance company too.

Repossessions: Another help is the action by sev-
eral states requiring finance companies to notify
defaulting debtors of their legal rights to recover re-
possessed cars by paying only the past due install-
ments and repossession costs and not the entire bal-
ance.

Door-to-Door Salesman: Under FTC and many state
regulations, if any item costing S25 or more Is sold
to a consumer at home or anywhere other than the
place of business ot the seller, the consumer has the
right to cancel within three business days.

Collection Safiguardst A number of proceedings
and regulations by both federal and various state au-
thorities are operating to restrain abusive methods
used by some bill collectors and about which local
unions and members often have complained.

One much-criticized practice was the threat to con-
tact a debtor's employer.

Equal Credit: This recently enacted law prohibits
creditors from denying people credit because of sex,
marital status, race, age, or receipt of public assistance
benefits. Among other practices the law bars are
several previously used to deny women access to credit
on their own account.
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Another Important area has been recent efforts by
federal and state agencies as well as businesses them-
selves to spur greater price competition.

These efforts, usually in the form of legal suits, have
been aimed at both actual price fixing on a wide vari-
ety of Industrial and consumer products, and the
follow-the-leader type of price setting for which some
industries have long been criticized.

In 1976, a prier fixing device long resented by
consumers was finally eliminated when Congress
repealed the so-called "fair trade" laws in the 21
states which still had them. The state "fair trade"
laws, enacted during the depression of the 1930s,
permitted manuficturers to set the retail prices for
their products even if some retailers were willing and
able to charge less. The climate of the depression made
it desirable to stop undercutting by firms for a tem-
porary advantage, but that climate had long since
passed before the "fair trade" laws were repealed.

Court decisions, rather than legislation, have pro-
duced some other useful advances. One, which opened
up price advertising of professional services, was the
1976 ruling by the U.S. Supreme Court which re-
moved laws in 34 states prohibiting pharmacists from
advertising the prices of prescription drugs. Virginia
unions joined with consumer groups to win this court
suit.

The ruling was based on the First Amendment
guarantee of free speech. Justice William H. Rehn-
quist, who cast the only dissenting vote in the '7-1
decision, argued that the ruling "cannot he limited
merely to dissemination of price alone, and . . can-
not possibly be confined to pharmacists without like-
wise extending to lawyers, doctors and all other pro-
fessions It has already had that effect.

The consumer agendaor shopping list of consumer
needs begging for attentionremains long even after
,he advances of recent years.

Many of the consumer issues recently raised are
,seful. Some may be peripheral. Earlier consumer
icierests were mainly related to economics And prod-
uct safety. Now have been added equal rights, the
environment, overuse of chemicals in food, and some-
times special pleading, as by people connected to the
health food industry.

The other most urgent needs might well include
these largely economic areas:

Housing costs are the most pressing problem
and by far the largest item in the consumer budget.
Unfortunately, some of the government's activities
are inadequate. Absent from the Carter Administra-
tion's inflation plan was any proposal to reduce the
present steep mortgage rates of 9 to 10 percent
Moreover, the Federal Reserve Board has continued
on a tight-money, high-interest policy despite the

recent change in leadership at the federal level.
Too, a number of federal agencies are playing the

mortgage lenders' game by supporting such illusions
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as variable mortgages and graduated payment plans.
These schemes ultimately mean that home buyers
would have to pay still higher costs.

Food costs are another leading problem, espe-:
cially since the new 1978 surge in prices. At present,
60-62 cents of the consumer's food dollar goes to
those handling food between the farm and marketa
"spread" that should be reduced.

Several of the Washington-based consumer organi-
zations are.making a valiant and useful effort to get
the government to take steps to stimulate competition
in the food industry. These efforts need support and
additional expertise.

In an age of processed foods, consumers also have
the right to more facts than they now get on ingre-
dients. The FDA and the ,Qtpartment of Agriculture
have said they are intereile, jin requiring additional
information on labels b' ery slow to take any
real action.

Heavy installment buying and borrowing rt high
finance charges is a continuing problem. Alreack, total
consums debts are over $240 billion. Such heavy
use of credit often leads to serious overindebtedness
and the now familiar train of garnishees, often fob,
lowed by debt adjustment plans and bankruptcy. A
big consumer debt load always is a recessionary threat.

Efin even among families who don't become seri-
ously overindebted, constant payment of large finance
charges on installment purchases frequently results In
a habitual loss of perhaps 4 to 5 percent of a family's
entire income.

Inadequate health insurance, compared to today's
soaring medical and hospital fees, are a persistent
dilemma along with the need to control such costs
through better delivery of health services. Large medi-
cal bibs also happen to be one of the leading causes
of overindebtedness and sometimes bankruptcy.

In an age of proliferating merchandisesome-
times of undependable quality that wastes the con-
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sumer% and the nation's resources minimum - quality
standards are a pressing, long-term need. Some begin-
ning steps have been made In this direction, with
government grades used on many foods (though Im-
provements need to be made in the grades themselves);
in the new grading system just announced for tires;
in the few product safety standards so far developed;
and in the new energy consumption labels required on
cars and appliances.

Auto insurance costs, and sometimes the difficul-
ties in getting any coverage, are another troubling area
for workers. No-fault auto insurance laws have failed
to restrain rate increases in states which enacted them,
and serious reforms of the industry and its marketing
methods itself seem to be needed.

Thesa on soma of the main consumer needs which
may require priority attention. But consumers and
their allies also need to be aware of the need for im-
provement in some of the legislation already enacted.

The new warranty law is not helping much with
some of the worst problems, Ice car warranties. As
one of the original commissioners, I would judge the
Consumer Product Safety Commission has born ham-
pered by political appointments of people with little
background in this area, as well as some Who didn't
even believe much in the need for theiagency. So
merely enacting legislation doesn't nklassarily solve
the consumer problem. The new legislation may need
public as well as congressional oversight.

Too, some present legislation and existing govern-
ment bodies cal be more effective on the consumer's
behalfas the FTC recently demonstrated with its
notable change in the holder-in-due-course doctrine.

While consumer redress is not simplistic and ac,0
tually will never be fully completed, useful advances
have been achieved. They can continue to be if com-
munity organizations help provide the mature leader-
ship and the grassroots support as before.
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TOWARD A NEW CONSUMER PROTECTION

ROBERT B. REICHt

Consumer protection is everywhere in retreat. Congress has
rejected the Food and Drug Administration's proposed ban on sac-
charin,' and several courts and state legislatures have attempted to
block the FDA's attack on Laetrile.2 The Consumer Product Safety
Commission's recent ruling that swimming pool slides must carry
danger warnings s has elicited widespread ridicule, brought a re-
versal in the federal courts,4 and contributed to rumors that the
Commission itself will be _abolished. Congress has rescinded the

t Director of Policy Planning, Federal Trade Commission. B.A. 1968,
Dartmouth College; M.A. 1970, Oxford University; J.D. 1973, Yale Law School.
The views expressed are those of the author, not necessarily those of the FTC.

1 The rejection took the form of an 18-month moratorium on the FDA's
authority to ban saccharin. Saccharin Study and Labeling Act, Pub. L No. 95-203;
§ 3, 91 Stat. 1452 (1977) (codified at 21 U.S.C. § 348 (Supp. 1977)). The
moratorium expired in mid-1979, and the House moved quickly to extend it until
1981. 125 Corm. REc. 116485 (daily ed. July 24, 1979).

The decision of the United States Supreme Court in United States v.
Rutherford, 99 S. Ct. 2470 (1979), rejected an attempt to defeat the FDA's efforts
to regulate interstate distribution of Laetrile, but made no findings as to the drug's
safety or effectiveness. While the Rutherford decision appears to clear the path
for further FDA involvement in the Laetrile. controversy, it does not affect the
validity of the various state legislative and judicial pronouncements on the legality
of Laetrile. Despite the FDA's call for evidence of Laetrile's safety and effec-
tiveness, seventeen states have legalized the drug. Pro-Laetrile campaigns were
defeated, however, in fourteen states in 1978. [1978] FOOD Drum Cos. L. REP.
(CCH) ¶ 42,292.

In other states, judicial decisions have paved the way for importation and
distribution of the drug in specific instances. See, e.g., People v. Privitera, 74 Cal.
App. 3d 936, 141 Cal. Rptr. 764 (1977); Suenram v. Society of Valley Hosp., 155
N.J. Super. 593, 383 A.2d 143 (1977).

816 C.F.R. § 1207.7 (1977), revoked, 43 Fed. Reg. 58,813 (1978).

4 Aqua Slide 'N' Dive Corp. v. Consumer Prod. Safety Comm'n, 569 F.2d 831
(5th Cir. 1978).

Reproduced with the permission of the copyright bolder from the University of Pennsyl-
vania Law Review, v. 128. Nov. 1970 : 1-40.
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Department of Transportation's safety-belt/ignition interlock rule,°
removed its authority to require helmets for motorcyclists,° and
expressed distaste for its "air bag" regulation.' Congress has also
rejected the proposed consumer-protection agency.° And the Fed-
eral Trade Commission's proposal to control television advertising
of sugared cereals for children has prompted the Washington Post
to accuse the agency of becoming the "national nanny."

These events contrast sharply with those of just a few years
ago, when Ralph Nader first argued that automobiles were "unsafe
at any speed" 19 and the consumer movement demanded and re-
ceived protection against business malfeasance and nonfeasance.
Why the difference? What has changed?

Unfavorable economic conditions offer one explanation. Since
1973, oil embargoes, soaring prices, recessgns, and .high unemploy-
ment have plagued the country. Consumer protection was fine
when the economy was buoyant, but in times of belt-tightening it is
regarded as an unaffordable luxury, since its benefits are often less
immediately apparent than its costs. When auto sales declined
drastically during the 1974 recession, for example, Ford and Chrysler
asked for a moratorium on federal safety and environmental stand-
ards. Chrysler threatened to close a Detroit auto plant employing
5,000 people in one of the city's poorer neighborhoods if the volume
of auto sales did not increase. Eventually the industry got its wAy."

Greater sophistication in the business community about lob-
bying and grass-roots politicking may also account in part foethe
decline in political support for consumer protection. Trade asso-

5 Motor Vehicle and Schoolbus Safety Amendments of 1974, Pub. L. 93-492,
Title I, § 109, 88 Stat. 1482 ( codified at 15 U.S.C. §1410b (1976)).

° Highway Safety Act of 1976, Pub. L. 94-280, Title II, § 208(a), 90 Stat. 451
(codified at 23 U.S.C. §402(c) (1976)).

7 In 1977, the Senate sustained the Department of Transportation's decision to
require air bags on 1984 models by a vote of 65 to 31. 123 CONG. REC. S17016
(daily ed. Oct. 12, 1977). The following year, however, Congress tacked on a
rider to the Department's appropriations bill which provided that no funds could
he used to enforce or implement the airbag requirement. Department of Trans-
portation and Related Agencies Appropriation Act, 1979, Pub. L. 95-335, Title III,
§ 317, 92 Stat. 435. The House has added an identical amendment to the 1980
appropriations bill. 125 CONC. REC. H8066 (daily ed. Sept. 18, 1979).

The bill to create the agency was defeated by a vote of 227 to 199. 124
CONC. REC. H828 (daily ed. Feb. 8, 1978).

9 The FTC as National Nanny, Wash. POst, Mar. 1, 1978, § A, at 22, col. 1E.

10 R. NADER, UNSAFE AT ANT SPEED ( 1965 ).

Butiness Lobbying: Threat to the Consumer Interest, 1978 CONSUMER REP.
526.
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ciations have flooded Washington in the past few years. Since 1969,
four hundred corporations have opened Washington of ces.12 And
it is estimated that, corporations and trade associations account for
eighty-five to ninetpper cent of about $1 billion a year spent on
gra'ss-roots efforts:la

There is, however,/v another critical factor. Underlying the
economic and political shifts of recent years has been a growing
public unease about the function of consumer protection. It is not
so 'much that the goal worries people. Ask the average consumer
whether he wants-unsafe cars, carcinogenic drugs, adulterated foods,
dangerous toys, or advertising intended to exploit the gullibility of
his four-year-old and he will answer with a resounding "no." But
ask him likether government regulators should intervene to remedy
these pr ems and his response is likely to be ambivalent.. In-
creasingly, the public debate about consumer protection has cen-
tered less upon the question of which marketplace' evils should be
cured than upon the propriety of having the government administer
the remedy. In- its crudest form the question has become: whom
do ygu trust lessbig business or big government?

To take sides in this debate would be foolishrecent history
offers no particular reason for trusting in either big business or
big government. Moreover, some government regulation will al-
ways be needed to make sure that consumers are getting what they
pay for, even if it is limited to inspecting the scales at the checkout
counter and testing for contaminates in beef.

Yet the current crisis in consumer protection points up the
need for a reexamination of the fundamental questions. That some
form of consumer protection is conceded to be necessary only begins
the inquiry. Why do, consumers need protection?' When should
'the government, intervene to protect them? How should it do so?
The government's current answers to these questions have yielded a
regulatory policy fraught with difficulties. The nee4jfor consumer-
Protectidn regulation is seen as arising from the sale of unsafe, un-
healthy; or inefficient products. Relying on risk-benefit analyses,
existing policy calls for government intervention whenever the cost
of making a product better is less than the benefit to consumers of
the extra margin of safety, health, or efficiency thereby achieved.
Typically, government intervention takes the form of requiring

12 Id. 527; Washington Information Boom, DuN's REvraw, March 1979, at 60.
13 Business Lobbying: Threat to the Consumer Interest, 1978 CoNsumEn REP.

526, 526. See also Epstein, The Business PAC Phenomenon, REcuLtersoN, May-June
1979, at 35; Washington Information Boom, DUN'S REVIEW, March 1979, at 80.
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manufacturers and sellers to bring their products in line with
minimum official standards, or in some instances, of banning gales .

altogether.
The paternalism ana potentially limitless opportunity for gov-,

ernment intervention implicit in such an approach have, in turn,
engendered a growing skepticism about the legitimacy of Co`risumer
protection, and thereby worked to the advantage of those organized
interests hostile to the consumer movement.

This Article offers a way out of the current impasse by propos-,
ing a nonpaternalistic approach to consumer protection that takes
account of the market's structure and its incentives." The need for
consumer protection lies not in the existence of "bad" products,
but in market relationships which make it unlikely that sellers
will take efficienCisteps to prevent consumer mistakes. This will
occur in markets
maintaining good

here sellers do not have a significant stake in
ill. It follows that the current regulatory

method of directly supervising the quality of the product misses the
mark. The least ctistly and most effective strategy for consumer
protection is to increase the stake which sellers have in building and
maintaining goodwill.

No discussion of consumer-protection policy can afford to
ignore antitrust considerations. Part I of this Article discerns the
origins of consumer protection in regulatory efforts to restrain com-
petition within temporarily unstable markets. Part II analyzes the
contemporary "purchasing agent" model of consumer protection,
whereby government directly assesses a product's costs and benefits
and the costs and benefits of improving product quality. Because
the "purchasing agent" model lacks any connection to the dynamics
of the market, it is unable to provide a basis for integrating con-
sumer-protection and antitrust policies, a problem explored in part
II by examining four kinds of market restraints typically condemned
by antitrust law without consideration of their potential for sig-
nificant consumer benefits.

Part III sets forth a new, market-oriented analysis of why con-
sumers need protection. Parts IV and V address the when and how
of government intervention: Part IV identifies four market situa-
tions That reduce incentives to maintain goodwill; part V outlines
a number of strategies for increasing 'the seller's stake in goodwill,

14 This Article does not consider the possible effects of consumer purchases on
third parties. If one dwelled only on such effects, some justification for government
paternalism might be discovered. After all, child's dangerous toy can injure his
friend as easily as himself, and not even the rational consumer is likely to weigh this
possibility fully in his purchasing calculations.
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program consistent with the basic concerns of antitrust, as well as
Gopstimer-protection policy.

NAY
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I. CONSUMER PROTECTION AND MARKET INSTABILITY:
GOVERNMENT AS FRANCHISOR

e American economy has paid lip service for two hundred
years the tWin laissez-faire principles of vigorous competition and
cons er self-reliance, the latter embodied in the maxim caveat
e m i . But whenever major businesses faced unstable and uncer-
tain tnarkets, and consumers likewise confronted risky market de-
cisionswhen, in short, rapid social or 'technological change threat-
ened long-standing and established business-consumer relationships
the government attempted to achieve stability by regulation.
Government franchising in various guises served to promote con-
sumer as well as private interests by restraining the operation of
market forces. The murky origins of consumer protection are
thus intimately bound up with protection of certain businesses from
competition.

During the latter part of the eighteenth and the beginning of
the nineteenth century, some of the nation's most rapidly changing
and expanding businessesbanks, insurance companies, and steam-
boat, turppike, and bridge operationsreceived exclusive franchises
from state' governments, assuring them both stable custom and' free-
dom from local competition. In return, these businesses were
vested with public responsibilities. In 1809, the Virginia Supreme
Court of 'Appeals, upholding legislation amending the charter of
an insurance company, made this squid pro quo explicit: "[acts of
incorporation]. ought never to be passed, but in consideration of
services to q)erendered to the public." ", A few years later, New
York's ChanCellor Kent justified on a similar basis the finding of an
implied monopoly in a corporate charter: "The consideration by
which indiViduals are invited to expend money upon great, and
expensive, and hazardous public works, as roads and bridges, and to
become bound to keep them in constant and good repair, is the
grant of a right to- an exclusive toll." le The government thus

15 CurrIe's leardrs v. Mutual Assurance Soc'y, 14 Va. (4 Hen. & M.) 315,
347 (1809).

le President of the Newburgh and Cochecton Turnpike Road v. Miller, 5 Johns.
Ch. 100, 111 (N.Y. Ch. 1821), quoted In M. HonuTrz, Tim TRANSFORMATION or
AIM:RICAN LAW 1780-1860, at 126 (1977).

;
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agreed to restrict competition in these ,financial and transportation
mallets, so vital to a developing economy, in exchange for capital
investment and a guarantee to the consuming public oLsafety and
reliability."

The period between 1870 and 1914 saw a great expansion
of economic activity and the development of new markets in con-
sumer 'goods and services; it also brought destabilization in the
form of depressions and sharp upturns. A willingness to sacrifice
competition in some industries in return for secure investment
opportunities and consumer protection led to regulation. Prin-
ciples of consumer and business protection, demanding government
intervention and control over trade, coexisted peacefully with the
principles of a free-market economy, which required unfettered con-
tact among sellers and consumers. Tensions were avoided in large
part because government intervention focused on particular markets
where rapid growth, coupled with technological or social change,
made participation risky for both business and consumers. Under
those circumstances, unfettered competition rendered the outcomes
of business-investment and consumer-purchasing decisions less pre-
dictable, and government regulation more palatable.. 'Regulation
thus served to fence in those providers who had bee)1 sufficiently
bold or farsighted to make the initial investments, and to fence out
the Johnny-come-latelies who otherwise would seek to exploit the
new demand.

By the mid-1880s, for example, the established railroads faced
new competition. They first reacted by attempting to create volun-
tary pools and agreements to prevent rate-cutting and raiding of
established territories. These efforts failed, howeyer, because of
the legal unenforceability of such arrangementseand the inability
of the railroads to act in concert." Finally, the established rail-
roads advdeated and helped to create the Interstate Sinpmerce Com-
mission." In addition to promoting the railroads' .i15ivate interests,
federal regulation was intended also to end rate discrimination and
to provide farmers, merchants, and consumers with consistent and

17 See M. Honwrrz, THE TRANSFORMATION or AMERICAN LAW 1780-1860, at
109-39 (1977), for a discussion of the legislative and judicial roots of such agree-
ments to restrict competition.

18 C. KOLEO, RAILROADS AND REGULATION 1877-1916, at 7-29 (1965); P.
MAcAvoy, TIM ECONOMIC EFFECT'S OF REGULATION: THE TRUNK-LINE RAILROAD
CARTELS AND TICE IsrransrATE COMMERCE COMMISSION BEFORE 1900, at 25-109
(1965).

10 C. Koko, supra note 18, at 28-44.
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highquality rail service,'" Similarly, from its inception the Civil
Aeronautics Board served to protect the fledgling aviation industry
against new entrants; but it served also to protect passengers from

,,t1p.; potentially unsafe consequences of untrammeled competition."
A parallel development marked the growth of state occupa-

tional licensing statutes." By 1900, Wisconsin had restricted entry
into ninety trades, enacting occupational licensing requirements for
attorneys, teachers, peddlers, public showmen, pharmacists, dentists,
and doctors." By 1915, druggists, osteopaths, midwives, embalmers.
barbers, plumbers, accountants, real estate brokers, employment
agents, and stockbrokers were added to the list." By the 1950s,
aircraft dealers, land surveyors, investment advisors, motor-vehicle
salvagers and wreckers, cemetery salesmen, hunting and fishing
guides, auto salesmen, auto auctioneers, and operators of commer-
cial driving schools were among the occupations in \Visconsin gov-
erned by new or substantially revised legislation." Typically, li-

"See J. GARRATY, THE NEw COMMONWEALTH, 1877-1890 (1968):
Although the commission (ICC] proceeded cautiously and some railroad
executives failed to live up to the spirit of the new, regulations, the com-
mission's rulings had an immediate stabilizing impact on the transportation
industry. By conducting investigations, collecting statistical data, and
disseminating its findings widely, it made large strides toward forcing
sounder financial practices on the railroads and encouraging them to
rationalize their rate structures. Rate differentials between competitive
and non-competitive points were reduced sharply. In some circumstances,
the roads used the act as an excuse for resisting the demands of shippers
for special favors. In countless subtle ways, it compelled railroad 'men to
recognize some of their public responsibilities. _

Id. 120 (emphasis in original). See also A. KERR, RAILROAD Poncs, 1914-iu 1914 -1920
(1965); Carson, Railroads and Regulation Revisited: A Note on Problems of
Historiography and Ideology, 34 His-rontAN 437 (1972); T. Ulen, The ICC as
Cartel Manager: Was It Necessary? (1977) (unpublished Ph.D. thesis, Stanford
University).

21 See W. ADAMS & H. GRAY, MONOPOLY IN AMERICA: THE GOVERNMENT AS
PROMOTER 64-89 (1955); E. SMEAD, CoVERNMENTAL PROMOTION AND REGULATION
OF BUSINESS 280-81 (1969).

32 See COUNCIL OF STATE GOVERNMENTS, OCCUPATIONAL LICENSING LEGISLATION
IN THE STATES 20-27 (1952), attributing the post-Civil War licensing legislation to
the assumption by the states of "the responsibility of regulating the professions as a
means toward greater protection of the public from incompetency, fraud, and
quackery" and to the sponsorship of such legislation by occupational associations
seeking to protect their levels of compensation and status. /d. 20-21. See also
W. HOROWITZ, OCCUPATIONAL LICENSING IN ARIZONA ( 1986).

23 L. FRIEDMAN, CotrrnAcr LAW IN AMERICA 182 (1965).

24 Id. 163-65. For surveys of similar movements in other geographic areas, sea
H. ALDFIIFER, PROFESSIONAL LICENSING IN PENNSYLVANIA (1962); M. CARROw,
THE LICENSING POWP-R IN NEw YORK CITY (1968); W. Honowrrz, OCCUPATIONAL
LICENSING IN ARIZONA (1966).

25 L. FRIEDMAN, CONTRACT LAW IN AMERICA 170-71 (1965).
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CCnNees were required to meet certain standards, of safety and
reliability; in return they received protection from potential com-
petitors who did not meet these standards." Such legislatively
imposed occupational entry barriers usually were sustained by the
courts as reasonable exercises of state police power.27

Although intended to protect from competition certain Mdus-
tries and occupationsinterests which were able to mobilize political
support for entry restrictions far more easily than consumers could
have mobilized against themthe advantages that accrued to con-
sumers from these measures support a theory of mutual benefit,
Consumers in effect accepted higher prices in exchange for security
against marginal operators, who might otherwise have taken ad-
vantage of rapid changes to defraud or endanger them.

These moratoria on competition often tended to last far longer
than necessary to cope with any temporary market instability. Li-
censees and franchisees found the fruits of monopoly to be enjoy-
able; they relinquished them, if at all, only after a political struggle.
Most "professions" today remain sheltered from competition, long
after the need to attract and reward high quality work or to protect
consumers from poor quality has abated?" Deregulation of inter-
state trucking has proved difficult, although little justification can
be found for maintaining entry barriers in that industry.29 Indeed,
perhaps the realization of the political difficulty of removing an
exemption from the competitive economy once granted, explains the
shift in the focus of consumer protection in recent years from the
performance of particular markets to the merits of partiCular
products.

28 The relationship between consumer protection and restricted entry is well
illustrated by the reaction of one Indiana barber to the licensing of his profession:
"ph takes legislation to protect us from scab prices, pestilence and disease."
Id. 163.

21 See, e.g., Baccus v. Louisiana, 232 U.S. 334 (1914) (ban on sale of drugs
by itinerant vendors or peddlers); Crowley v. Christensen, 137 U.S. 86 (1890)
(liquor licensing); Dent v. West Virginia, 129 U.S. 114 (1889) (physician licens-
ing); Slaughter-House Cases, 83 U.S. (16 Wall.) 36 (1873) (exclusive slaughter-
house license). Notions of substantive due process surfaced occasionally to void
various licensing statutes. Yet, even in these instances, the courts restricted their
holdings to professions bearing little relationship to public health. See, e.g., New
State Ice Co. v. Liebmann, 285 U.S. 262, 277 (1932) (manufacture and sale of ice
not sufficiently affected by public interest); State v. J. P. Harris, 216 N.C. 746,
6 S.E.2d 854 (1940) (licensing of dry-cleaning business unnecessary for public
protection).

28 See NATIONAL COMMUNITY CONSUMER EDUCATION PROJECT, OCCUPATIONAL
Ltc:ENsINc: A NEw ROLE FOR CONSUMERS (1978).

29 See A. FREEDLANDER, THE DILEMMA OF FREIGHT TRANSPORT REGULATION
153-55 (1969); Moore, Deregulating Surface Freight Transportation, in PROMOTING
COMPETITION IN REGULATED MAHicers 55-93 (A. Phillips ed. 1975).

32
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II. CONSUMER PROTECTION AND PRODUCT INADNUACY:
GOVERNMENT M PURCHASING AGENT

In the early days of committer protection, the unstated prin-
ciple guiding government interventions to protect consumers was
to control the market ?mobility which caused businessmen, in.
vestors, and consumers to' feel particularly insecure in their rela-
tionships. The principle which has emerged during the last decade,
however, has little to do with such instability. Instead, the govern.
nient has increasingly assumed the role of purchasing agent, assess-
ing the merits and demerits of particular products on behalf of
consumers."o Meanwhile, competition policy, as shaped by the
courts and antitrust enforcement agencies, has taken off on its own
course, somewhat oblivious to consumer-protection interests."

Corresponding to these developments, an analytic dichotomy
has grown up between consumer-protection and competition policies.
Law schools, for example, typically treat the two in sep ate courses;
even when they are conjoined within the broad sub ect area of
"trade regulation," they are treated as presenting qt tte separate
issues. More serious for public policy, decisions to in rvene in the
economy on behalf of consumers have failed to take proper account
of the market's structure and its incentives. As a result, the scope of
government interference has acquired a limitless potential, and the
government has sometimes intervened even though consumers them-
selves believe they need no protection. The following sections will
serve to expand and clarify these points.

A. Assessing the 'Costs and Benefits of. Particular Products
Within the last fifteen years Congress has enacted a startling

amount of legislation governing the quality of particular products.
Foremost has been product-safety 'legislation, including: The Poison

80 One commentator theorizes that modem consumer-protection regulation hascreated long-term, collective contracts, between consumers and producers which areadministered by regulatory agencies. These "administered contracts" entail rules whichallow adjustments and compensation for unexpected costs. The rules also allocateanticipated risks and benefits and identify the circumstances In which the contractmay be terminated. See Goldberg, Regulation and Administered Contracts, 7 Brs..i.J. ECON. 428 (1978).

n For the view that competition policy in the Antitrust Division of the Depart-
ment of Justice is indeed shaped by myriad factors unrelated to consumer-protection
Interests, see S. WEAVER, DECISION TO Rionctrrs: ORGANIZATION AND PUBLIC
Policy nr Tun ArrrrransT Divissom (1977). On the basis of extensive interviews
with Division personnel, Weaver concludes, for instance, that Division attorneys
adhere to a procompetitive stance, refusing to recognize that the value of com-
petition may have to be balanced against other social or economic interests. Id. 169.
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11/1TVC1111011 Packaging Act; the Lead-410 Ni Palm Poisoning Pre,
volition Act; 44 the C0114111110' t'rotluet niality Act; 34 the I ligliway
Safety Acts; on anti the, National Traffic and Motor Vehicle Safety
Act." Other legislation has extended government involvement in
140(111(3 packaging, labeling, and disclosure,'" and product war,
rarities." -Entire agencies, such as die Consumer Product Safety
Commission and the National I lighway Traffic Safety Administra
don, have been established' to assay products posing "utireasonable
risk" of injury." Older iq such us the Federal Trade Corn
mission, have grown increasingly bold in regulating particular
products deemed inadequate or unsafe."

Mindful that W1131111101 often bear the costs of consumer pro,
tection rt lation, those agencies have applied increasingly elaborate
risk- or cost-benefit analyses to products within their jurisdictions.
In their role as "purchasing agents" they are assessing the health
consequences of new drugs, foods, and cosmetics; the safety of toys,
automobiles, and appliances; and the durability, efficiency, and reli-
ability of a host of other consumer products. Regulatory tools arc
then fashioned for controlling the dissemination of products accord-
ing to their relative risks and benefits." In its recently unveiled

83 Pub. L. 91-601, 84 Stat. 1670 (1970) (codified at 15 U.S.C. §§ 1471-1470
(1970)).

33 Pub. L. 01-095, 84 Stat. 2078 (1071) ( codified at 42 U.S.C., §§ 4801-4840
(1070) ).

34 Pub. L. 02-573, BO Stat. 1207 (1972) (codified at 15 U.S.C. §§ 2051-2081,
(1970)).

11:1 Pub. L. 89-564, BO Stat. 731 (1060) (codified at 23 U.S.C. §§ 401-400
(1970)) (amended in 1970, 1973, 1970, and 1978).

aipub. L. 89.563, 80 Stat. 718 (1960) (codified at 15 U.S.C. §§ 1381-1431
(1970)).

37 See, e.g., Federal Cigarette Labeling and Advertising Act, Pub. L. 89-72, 79
Stat. 282 (1965) (codified at 15 U.S.C. §§1331-1340°(1970)); Fair Packaging and
Labeling Act, Pub. L. 89-755. 80 Stat. 1296 (1966) (codified at 15 U.S.C.
§§ 1451 -1481 (1978)); Motor Vehicle Information and Cost Savings Act, Pub. L.
92-513, 88 Stat. 947 (1972) (codified at 15 U.S.C. §§ 1901-2012 (1976)).

34 See Magnuson-Moss WarrantyFederal Trade Commission Improvement Act,
Pub. L. 93-837, 88 Stat. 2183 (1975) (codified at 15 U.S.C. §§2301-23124 1976)).

See 15 U.S.C. §2057 (1978) (applying "unreasonable risk" standard to
Cons er Product Safety Commission); 23 U.S.C. §§401-406 (1976) (applying
"unreasonable risk" of accident standard contained in National Traffic and Motor
Vehiqle Safety Act, 15 U.S.C. §§ 1381, 1391 (1976), to National Highway Traffic
Safeti, Administration).

40 See SUBCOMMITTEE ON OVERSIGHT AND INVESTIGATIONS, HOUSE COMM. ON
INTERSTATE AND FOREIGN COMMERCE, 94TH CONC., 2d SESS., REPORT ON FEDERAL
REGULATION AND REGULATORY REFoRAt 57-110 (Subcomm. Print 1976),

41 See REGULATING THE PRODUCT (R. Caves & M. Roberts eds. 1975) for a
collection of papers addressing the effect of various control mechanisms on product
quality.

40
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Long-Range Planning Options report, the Consumer Product Safety
Commission's Office of Strategic Planning recommends, for example,
that the agency adopt as its _highest priority the reduction of "the
unreasonable risk of injury from product hazards, with due regard
to the social and economic simpcts of government action." 42 Sim-
ilarly, the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration's newly
announced Five-Year Plan bases its regulatory priorities on an assess-
ment of the "lifesaving potential of a safety standard" and the
"anticipated costs to consumers and industry." 43 The Commis-
sioner of the Food and Drug Administration recently stated, mean-
while, that "risk-benefit balancing must be done for drugs because
there is no such thing as a 'safe' drug." 44 Congress soon will begin
a major review of the Delaney amendment, which flatly prohibits
any food additive that "induces" cancer in man or animals, with a
view toward authorizing the FDA to regulate additives according
to benefits and risks." And the Federal Trade Commission has
been attempting to ensure that the benefits of its interventions
substantially outweigh whatever increased product costs are thereby
passed on to consumers."

In general, government intervention under this "purchasing
agent" model is presumed to be desirable whenever product risks
are reduced by the proposed regulation to a greater extent than
costs are added.47 The greater the disparity between these two
measures, the more extreme the regulatory response. Outright bans
of products are thought to be necessary whenever the risk and mag-

42 OFFICE OF STRATEGIC PLANNING, CONSUMER PROD. SAFETY COMMN, LONG-
HANCE PLANNING OnnoNs (1978). At the CPSC, application of a risk-benefit
approach has been facilitated by the courts. In Forester v. Consumer Prod. Safety
Comm'n, 559 F.2d 774 (D.C. Cir. 1977), the court defined "unreasonable risk" in
the Federal Hazardous Substances Act, 15 U.S.C. §1261(s) (1978), as involving
"a balancing test like that familiar in tort law: The regulation may issue if the
severity of the injury that may result from the product, factored by the likelihood
of the injury, offsets the harm the regulation itself imposes upon manufacturers and
consumers." Id. 789 (footnote omitted). Cf. Aqua Slide 'N' Dive Corp. v. Con-
sumer Prod. Safety Corm:tin, 569 F.2d 831 (5th Cir. 19'78) (Commission's finding
that safety standard was reasonably necessary to eliMinate or reduce unreasonable
risk of injury not supported by substantial evidence).

43 NATIONAL HIGHWAY TRAFFIC SAFETY AD., DEPT OF TRANSP., FIVE-YEAR
PLAN ( 1978).

44 FOOD CHEMICAL NEWS, Feb. 27, 1978, at 32. See also Hutt, Unresolved
Issues in the Conflict Between Individual Freedom and Government Control of
Food Safety, 33 FOOD DRUG COSM. L.J. 558 (1978).

45 Congress Plans Major Review of Food Laws, 1979 CONC. Q. 230.
46 See, e.g., Advertising of Ophthalmic Goods and Services, Notice of Proceed-

ing and Proposed Trade Regulation Rule, 41 Fed. Reg. 2399, 2400-01 (1976).
47 The cost of regulation should include, of course, any foregone product bene-

fits. For an early statement of this formulation, see United States v. Carroll Tow-
ing Co., 159 F.2d 169 (2d Cu. 1947).
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nitude of physical or economic harm thereby avoided is deemed
substantially greater than product benefits foregone. Regulators
have placed within this category unvented gas space-heaters, lead-
based paint, saccharin, and certain drugs. Design specifications or
performance standards are thought to be appropriate when the dis-
parity between product risks and benefits is less, but nevertheless
significant, as with "childproof" aspirin bottles, flame-resistant sleep-
wear, nitrites in bacon, rotary lawnmowers, and auto seat belts and
airbags. Bans on advertising may be justified in cases where the
risk-benefit difference is still less determinative, but the risks remain
of major concern, such as television advertising of cigarettes, chil-
dren's cereals and candy, or alcohol. Mandatory disclosures in
advertising or on labels are thought appropriate when risks and
benefits, although substantial, are closely balanced, as, for example,
with food ingredients, blood from paid or volunteer donors, and
energy efficiency of home appliances."

This "purchasing agent" model of government intervention is,
of course, open to the charge that it imposes additional costs upon
members of the consuming public who, because they can use dan-
gerous products more carefully or skillfully than others, or can
make repairs more cheaply, or because they care less about physical
and economic harms than other people do, would prefer not to pay
more for the safer, healthier, more reliable, or more fully labeled
product. Moreover, according to this argument, it is unnecessary
to impose the costs of consumer protection on these voluntary risk-
takers for the sake of protecting those risk-avoiders whose prefer-
ences more closely resemble the government's; presumably those
risk-avoiding consumers would have opted for the safer, healthier,
more reliable, or more fully labeled product on their own.

But this view ignores the fact that the market for consumer
goods is less than perfect, and often cannot be relied upon to gen-
erate the degree or quality of information consumers need in order
to make rational purchasing decisions. Product choice in some
markets remains limited: risk-avoiding consumers seeking a safe
automobile have no opportunity to choose a safer, more costly
bumper from the restricted range of offerings produced by an

48 Professor Richard Wilson has urged that, based upon linear extrapolation
from animal testing, activities or products which create a 1-in-100 chance of death
or serious injury with each discrete usage should be banned, while those which
create risk of less than 1 in 100,000 should be regarded as acceptable. For
activities or products between those two levels, public education and warnings are
appropriate. Testimony of Richard Wilson Before the Occupational Safety and
Health Administration ( Feb. 10, 1978) ( OSHA Docket No. H-090) cited in Hutt,
supra note 44, at 582-83.

16r)
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oligopolistic industry." Moreover, even under competitive condi-
tions, sophisticated advertising and promotional techniques may
well manipulate and ultimately distort consumer demand.50

A more sophisticated analysis, however, reveals flaws in the
"purchasing agent" model which stem from its antagonism to certain
fundamental principles of American political economy. First, even
if the government's calculations could exactly predict the quality
of products and information that rational consumers would choose
in a perfect market, the very insistence that government planners
and policymakers intervene on behalf of consumers implies that
consumers are unable to take care of themselves. Substitution of the
choices of bureaucrats for those of consumers carries with it a not
so subtle implication that consumers are relatively powerless, if not
incompetent, when faced by the combined force of corporate greed
and Madison Avenue hype. That message is apt, at the very least,
to offend consumers' self-esteem. A saccharin ban implies that con-
sumers cannot be trusted properly to weigh the risks of saccharin,
just as a ban on television advertising to children implies that
parents cannot be trusted to control their children's viewing. The
charge of "big brotherism" in this context may come less as a total
rejection of consumer protection than as an affirmation of a pre-
ferred self-image of competence. Consumers are not dumb; they
recognize that bureaucrats, too, are fallible people, not necessarily
more competent than the consumers they purport to protect.

Second, a consumer-protection policy based on a bureaucratic
calculus of risks and benefits has no principled limits. Once it is
accepted that the government can intercede between consumers and
sellers whenever intervention can produce "better" purchasing de-
cisions, no obvious stopping-place can be found. Such a rationale
opens the entire economy to scrutiny. It suggests that products are
"unsafe" or "defective" whenever the cost of making them safer or
more durable is less than the value, as measured by regulators and
policymakers, of the extra safety or durability thereby achieved.
Similarly, it suggests that sellers should be required to provide more

45 Albert Hirschman's juxtaposition of two consumer complaints to Ford and
General Motors, with each consumer threatening to purchase from the other manu-
facturer in the future, is a telling Illustration of the consumer's bind. Without
regulation, an oligopolistic market cannot be relied upon to satisfy both the risk-
avoider and risk-taker. See A. IlinscumaN, Exrr, VOICE, AND LOYALITT 27 n.7
(1970).

ao See, e.g., S. EwaN. CAPTAINS or CONSCIOUSNESS: Arnrannsuqo aNn THE
SOCIAL ROOTS or not CoNsusszn Cut.rorus /1976); J. GALBRATTH, THE Arrtur.prr
Socurrr 149-54 (2d rev. ed. 1969); J. GALnnarru, THE INDoirrnuu. STATE 272-73
(1967).
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or higher quality product information whenever the cost of gen-
erating and communicating it is less than the value to the consumer,
again as measured by regulators and policymakers, of acquiring it.
At bottom, the risk-benefit rationale for intervention approximates
the kind of calculation that consumers traditionally make when they
choose a product, choose to do without it, or decide to consult first
with friends or Consumer Reports before purchasing. But, because
bureaucrats rather than consumers undertake the calculation, the.
risk-benefit rationale becomes a veritable slippery slope.

Instead of merely correcting those market imperfections which
prevent consumers from making rational purchasing decisions, the
"purchasing agent" approach to consumer protection goes much fur-
ther; it replaces the decisions of consumers in the marketplace with
government edicts, a method whose premise is fundamentally incom-
patible with the liberal assumption that each person is the best judge
of his or her own needs.

If this 'underlying contradiction escaped attention fifteen years
ago when consumer protection began focusing upon the merits of
particular products rather than the stability of particular markets,
perhaps it was because there were enough egregious abuses to justify
ad hoc government interventions without appeal to any overreaching
principle. The list of horribles included unsafe automobiles,
teratogenic (fetus-deforming) drugs, deceptive advertisements, in-
jurious rotary mowers, and schemes to sell worthless real estate. But
the bureaucracy of consumer protection has grown in the past few
years. The occasions for intervention have now extended beyond
those most serious cases to instances which may be less compelling on
their facts and more in need of a new and principled rationale. The
current rationale is simply too grandiose and overreaching to coexist
peacefully with principles of a free-market economy.

B. Accounting for the Consumer-Protection Potential of
Various Market RestraintsAn Unfulfilled Need

As the focus of consumer protection has shifted from markets
to products, its rationale has lost any logical connection with the
existence or nonexistence of competition. Accordingly, no coherent
theory has emerged to explain how, and under what circumstances,
various restrictions on competition might help ensure or inhibit
the fulfillment of consumer expectations. Competition policy,
aimed relentlessly at market power in any guise, has not had to
compete with, or comprehend, a market-based rationale for con-
sumer protection because none has been articulated. This has

44
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unfortunately left courts and policymakers free to ignore situations
in which certain restrictions on competition can work to the benefit
of consumers. A brief survey Of ,the current' status of four poten-
tially pro-consumer market restrictionsmarket division agreements,
tying arrangements, occupational licensing, and trademark protec-
donshows that existing law and policy lack the basic analytical
tools needed to understand the interplay between competition :nd
consumer protection.

1. Market Division Agreements
Market-division agreements can make it profitable for an outlet

within one vicinity to cooperate with outlets in others. Because
such agreements ensure that each outlet's investment redounds to its
own benefit rather than to the benefit of "free riders" selling the
same product nearby, each has an incentive to promote the product
and maintain uniform quality.3i Notwithstanding this potential
consumer benefit, market-division agreements have been deemed
Illegal. In United States v. Sealy, inc.," for example, the Supreme
Court determined that the territorial agreements by which Sealy
limited its manufacturer-licensees to sales in designated territories
"gave to each licensee an enclave in which it could and did zealously
and effectively maintain resale prices, free from the danger of out-
side incursions." 53 Finding this a sufficient connection with price
fixing, the Court applied the rule of per se illegality to bola the
agreements "unlawful under § 1 of the Sherman Act without the
necessity for an inquiry in each particular case as to their business
or economic justification, their impact in the marketplace or their
reasonableness." " Application of the per se illegalityNest thus

5% The Supreme Court discussed this "free rider" effect in its recent opinion in
Continental T.V., Inc. v. GTE Sylvania, Inc., 433 U.S. 36, 55 (1977).

388 U.S. 350 (1967).
5" Id. 356.
.4 Id 357-58. The Sealy majority found the challenged arrangement a thinly

disguised horizontal agreement among Sealy's manufacturer-licensees. Sealy was
owned and directed almost entirely by the owners and operators of its licensees.
Consequently, according to the majority, the agreements were in substance, if not
In form, agreements among the manufacturers operating as equals in a competitive
market. As horizontal restraints, the licensing agreements were subject to a more
stringent standardtraditionally, a per se standardthan applied to vertical
restraints.

In a lone dissent, Mr. Justice Harlan argued that Sealy's territorial divisions
were vertical restraints and not, therefore, illegal per se. He noted also that such
agreements tended to increase general market competition by sharpening Sealy's
competitive edge, especially since Sealy did not dominate the relevant market. Id.361 n.2. See Pitofsky, The Sylvania Case: Antitrust Analysts of Non-price Vertical
Restrictions, 78 COLUM. L. Rzy. 1 (1978). for a discussion of the distinction be-
tween vertical and horizontal restrictions, as well as mention of the consumer bene-
fits from certain types of market restraints.
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caused the Court to ignore the potential benefits from the market -
division agreements, including the possibility that they would help
to ensure the uniformity of products appearing under the licensed1
name and trademark. This test ignored also the district court's"ka
findings, never disputed by the government, that the agreements
permitted national distribution of the uniform product and made it
profitable for each licensee to contribute to national advertising,
research, and promotion."

The Supreme Court recently determined, in Continental T.V.,
Inc. v. GTE Sylvania, Inc.," that some vertical market divisions are
legal, in part, because they serve to "promote interbrand competi-
tion by allowing the manufacturer to achieve certain efficiencies in
the distribution of his products." 51 Although it remains to be
seen what sorts of market.division agreements or other yertical re-
straints will pass muster, presumably those which creac efficiencies
in maintaining product quality within the distribution process
should no longer be deemed illegal per separticularly if the
manufacturer has no reasonable alternative means "of ensuring
quality."

2. Tying Arrangements

Tying arrangements, like agreementyo divide markets, also
may protect consumers from poor maintenance or servicing of
products. But the courts have tended to strike down these arrange-
ments without regard to potential consumer-protection benefit. In
United States v. Jerrold Electronics Corp.," for example, the court
found illegal a tytng arrangement through which Jerrold sold whole
antenna systems only on condition that it install and service them
itself and replace any parts with Jerrold equipment. Although the
court did recognize that the arrangement guarded against unsatis-
factory performance resulting from system installation and servicing
by companies lacking the requisite knowledge and skill, the court
perfunctorily determined that this did not justify the tying arrange-
ment in the already mature community-antenna industry. 60 In

55 Id. 358-62.
56 433 U.S. 36 ( 1977 ).
57 Id. 54.
59 Vertical restraints have been upheld where they are related to product

safety, have no anticompetitive effect, and are ancillary to the seller's main pur-
pose of protecting the public from harm or itself from product liability. Id. 55
n.23. See Tripoli Co. v. Wella Corp., 425 F.2d 932 (3rd Cir.) (en banc) cert.
denied, 400 U.S. 831 (1970 ). See also Pitofslcy, supra note 54.

59 187 F. Supp. 545 (E.D. Pa. 1960 ), aff'd per curiam, 365 U.S. 567 (1961).
6014. 557, 558.

4
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drawing its conclipion; the Jerrold court assumed, but certainly did
not prove, that consumer- protection interests would be served ade-
qUately by independent, servicing. It ignored the considerable
goodwill interest that= any manufacturer, whether in a young or
mature industry, has 'in maintaining its own product: the inde-
pendent ",serviceman can always blame his failures on 'product
quality, a'luxury the manufacturer does not enjoy.

3. 6Ccupatiorial Restrictions

OccupationaLt'restrictions, in the form of state licensing laws
and so-called "efiliCal" restraints imposed by professional associa-
tions, have traditionally been justified on the assumption that theyi
protect consumers. But such' restrictions have increasingly come

gpunder antitrust fire. The ,Federal Trade ommission has chal-
lenged -Certain *state, occupational licensin laws as unfair trade
practices."' Binh the Commission and the Antitrust DivisiOn of the
Department of Justice have challenged "ethical" restrictions on the
delivery of professionalServicoete2 , Although these challenges have
attempted to compare the.beneftts of competition with the costs to
consumers of inadequate serviees,which might follow the lifting of
restraints, there has been no method for deciding which licensing
statutes shOuld be challenged in the first place. Because consumer-
protection policies have' lacked any dynamiC market theory, it re-
mains unclear when natural market incentives alone can be relied
on to protect consumers Without licens)ni, or when licensing may
be the most efficient means of ,FIciing so. (

Indeed, the Supreme Court 'has rejected any balancing of the
benefits to consumer .protection. when "ethical" restrictions are
challenged under section I of the Sherman Act." In National So-
ciety of Professional Engineers v. United States," the government
brought a civil antitrust action against the professional associa-
tion; the 'association's canon of ethic s prohibited competitive bid-
ding by its members, and the government alleged that this restrictioe
violated the Sherman Act. As an affirmative defense, the association

01 See, e.g., Disclosure 'Regulations Concerning Retail Prices for Prescription
Drugs, Proposed Trade Regulation Rules, 40 Fed. Reg. 24,031 (1975), withdrawn,
43 Fed. Reg. 54,951 (1978); Advertising of OphthaL-nic Goods and Services, 16
C.F.R. § 456 (1979); Funeral Industry Practices, Trade Regulation Proceeding, 40
Fed. Reg. 39,901 ( 1975) (to be codified in 16 C.F.R. § 453).

62 E.g., National Soc'y of Professional Eng'rs v. United States, 435 U.S. 679
(1978); American Medical Ass'n, No. 9064 ( F.T.C., complaint issued Dec. 19,
1975), 11973-1976 ;Transfer Binder) TRADE REG. REP. (CCH) 121,068.

43 15 U.S.C. § 1 (1976).
"433 U.S. 679 (1978).
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contended that the canon was a reasonable restraint of trade because
it minimized the risk to public safety that competitive bidding
would induce engineers to cut prices and provide dangerously low-
quality services. The district court granted an injunction against
enforcement of the canon, and the court of appeals affirmed."
Acknowledging that there was a risk that competition would cause
some suppliers to market a defective product and that the associa-
tion had provided ample documentation to support its position,"
the Supreme Court nevertheless unanimously affirmed. The Court
reasoned that restraints of trade under the Sherman Act may be
deemed reasonable only insofar as they promote competition, not
because they protect consumers from dangerous products. "The
judiciary cannot indirectly protect the public against [potentially
defective products] by conferring monopoly privileges on the manu-
facturers." .7

4. Trademark Protection
Notwithstanding their potential importance to consumers in

ensuring consistent quality and reliability,°8 trademarks also have
been the object of antitrust attacks. In one recent FTC order, an
administrative law judge found that Borden, Inc. had unlawfully
maintained a monopoly position in the processed lemon industry."
In addition to a preponderant market share, the judge found to be
"strongly demonstrative of monopoly power" the "overwhelming
dominance of the Rea Lemon brand, . . . its acceptance over the
years by the trade and the public as the premium brand" and the
premium price it commanded." Ignoring the fact that this pre-
mium price may well have represented what consumers were will-
ing to pay for consistent quality, the judge's reasonipg proceeded
strictly according to competition theory: "the heart of the monopoly
power preserved and maintained by respondent Borden lies in the
Rea Lemon trademark and its dominant market position. For cop-
petition to enter the processed lemon juice industry, the barrieF to

ea The district court made no finding as to the risk that competitive pressures
would result in the design of inefficient and unduly expensive structures, finding
Instead that the canon was illegal on its face. Id. 684-86.

ee Id. 694.
el Id. 695-96.
"See Schmalensee, On the Use of Economic Models in Antitrust: The

Rea Lemon Case, 127 U. PA. L. REV. 994, 1036 (1979).
49 Borden, Inc., No. 8978, slip op. at 167 (F.T.C., Aug. 19, 1976) ( ALJ deci-

sion), [1976-19791 3 TRADE Rec. REP. ( CCH) 1 21,194, modified, (F.T.C., Nov. 7,
1978) (opinion of the Comm'n), [1976-1979] 3 TRADE REG. REP. ( CCH ) 121,490.

ro 1d.
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entry which inheres in the Rea Lennon trademark must be elimi-
nated." " Accordingly, the judge required Borden to license use
of its ReaLemon trade name.

Although the remedy of compulsory licensing was rejected by
the full Commission on appeal," that action merely reflected the
Commission's view that licensing was unnecessary to curb Borden's
monopoly. Like the administrative law judge, the Commission
made go attempt to evaluate the possible value of trademark pro-
tection to consumers." -

This, then, is a brief survey of the present state of consumer-

protectionl competition policy. Under a "purchasing agent" model,
government has increasingly intervened to regulate distribution of
particular products or services, restrained only by a balancing of
the costs and'benefits of intervention. Objections to the paternalism
inherent in this approach are compounded by its illimitable sweep.
Antitrust policy, on the other hand, has ignored the goal of protect-
ing consumers against such "bad" purchases, possibly because no
criteria hoe been proposed for deciding under what circumstances

niunderco e tive markets protect consumers more or less efficiently
6

than full ;1 competitive ones.
)3

Having now considered the evolution of consumer protection,
a rethinking of its fundamentals is in order. What criteria should
guide government decisions to intervene on behalf of consumers?
Once a decision to intervene is made, what form should the inter-
vention take? Before these questions can be answered, however,
it is necessary to arrive at an understanding of why consumers need
protection, and what the goal of government intervention ought to
be.

III. THE GOAL OF CONSUMER PROTECTION

Consumer-protection policy has suffered at bottom from a
confusion about goals. An implicit assumption of the "purchasing
agent,' approach is that consumers cannot be trusted to make ra-
tional purchases." Therefore, to protect consumers, government

70d.
1103orden, Inc., No. 8978 (F.T.C., Nov. 7, 1978) (opinion of the Conun'n),

(19764979] 3 TRADE REG. REP. (CCH) f 21,490.
74 The economic implications of heavily advertised brand names and trade-

marks;are the subject of heated debate among economists. See W. ComAxon, &
T. Wasoisr, ADVERTISING AND MARIET Pow= 8-63 (1974); J. FERGUSON, ADVER-
-rismcl AND ComPErr70r4: Tuzony, MEASUREMENT, Fact 15-53 (1974); Brozen,
Entry Barriers: Advertising and Product Differentiation, in INDUSTRIAL CONCEN-

THE NEW LEARNING 115 (H. Coldschmid, H. Mann 6; J. Weston eds.
1974).

7' See text following note 50 supra.
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must intervene to monitor- the quality of products and services
sold in the market. In essence, the "purchasing agent" rationale is
an extension of paternalistic government efforts to protect consum-
ers from the consequences of their own appetitessuch as preventing
consumers from buying sex, marijuana, pornography, or liquor.

An approach to consumer protection more sympathetic to
liberal free-market principles that govern the American economy is
possible. The problem lies not with "bad" products or irrational
consumers, but in certain market conditions which do not provide
sellers with sufficient incentive to prevent rational consumers from
making costly mistakes. A consumer-protection rationale focusing
on the likelihood that consumers within particular markets will
misestimate physical or economic risks attendant upon their pur-
chases can provide a strong basis for government intervention, un-
tainted by paternalism.

A. Hidden Costs and the Costs of Information

Consumers bear several related costs when they purchase goods
or services, only the most visible of which is the purchase price.
Other costs are often hidden: the product may cause bodily injury,
impair health, or damage property; it may require expensive or
time-consuming maintenance or have to be totally replaced in a
relatively short time; it may require enormous amounts of fuel;
or it may be inadequate to perform the tasks that the consumer
has in mind, requiring the consumer to forego those tasks or spend
more to perform them.

The rational consumer 75 will wish to minimize the product's
total cost (its purchase price plus these hidden costs), while at the
same time receiving a product that fulfills his needs. But to ac-
complish this goal, he must bear still other costs. First, he must
define his needs. Diagnostic information, which identifies and
measures such particular requirements,,can be expensive. To avoid
gastric upset, the consumer may, for example, have to undergo a
battery of tests to determine what foods his stomach cannot abide;
similarly, to avoid the possibility that a newly purchased waterbed
will crash through the ceiling, the consumer may have to employ
a structural engineer to measure the tolerance of his upstairs floor.
Second, after discovering his particular needs, the consumer must
learn the capabilities of different products to fulfill those needs.

" The "rational consumer" Is of course a fiction; no one contends that con-
sumers are actually as rational as this hypothetical person. Nonetheless, the con-
cept can be useful in predicting general patterns of behavior.

5 0
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Product-testing information, revealing, for example, the contents
of a particular can of food or the fully inflated weight of a par-
ticular waterbed, also can be costly. Third, for the diagnostic and
product-testing information to be useful, the consumer muse have
meaningful access to it in a timely manner. Communication, in
the form of product advertising and consumer searching, is then a
third related cost."

For some purchases, the combined costs of diagnosis, product
testing, and communication may exceed any savings in the total cost
of the product sought. But it would be nonsensical for a consumer
to expend more resources trying to locate a product than the poten-
tial savings available from its use. If, for example, -a consumer has
discovered three adequate lawnmowers of equal price, the best of
which would save him one dollar in convenience and quality, there
is no reason to spend more than one dollar to discover which of
the three is truly best. Accordingly, a rational consumer will pur-
chase product information only to the point at which the marginal
cost of obtaining that information is likely to exceed any marginal
gain in the total value of the product." Thus, the "best" purchas-
ing decision is not best in absolute terms, but only relative to the
cost of the diagnosis, product testing, and communication necessary

" A slightly different typology has been used by Nelson, who distinguishesbetween "search qualities"qualities of a product that the consumer can deter-
mine prior to purchaseand "experience qualities"qualities that the consumercannot determine prior to purchase. Nelson, Advertising as information, 82 J.Pot.. ECON. 729, 730 (1974); Nelson, Information and Consumkt Behavior, 78 J.POL. ECON. 311, 312 (1970). Darby and Komi use the term "credence qualities"
to describe qualities that cannot be evaluated through normal use of a prodUct, but
can be assessed only by gaining additional costly information. Darby 6i Kam',Free Competition and the Optimal Amount of Fraud, 16 J.L. & Ecox. 67, 68-69(1973).

71 This model of course simplifies both the economics and the psychology ofconsumer search. The marginal-value/marginal-cost calculation is not strictlyapplicable to non-searchers. Given the presence of at least some consumer searchers,
non-searchers can secure the benefits of product information without sustaining anycosts, as producers are likely to compete for the searchers' business while offeringthe same terms to non-searchers.' See Salop & Stiglitz, Bargains and Ripoffs: AModel of Monopolistically Competitive Price Dispersion, 44 Ray. ECON. Stun. 493,493 -95, 501 (1977); see also Rothschild, Models of Market Organization With
Imperfect Information: A Survey, 81 J. Pot.. Ecom 1283 (1973). But the notionthat producers will compete for searchers' business may not extend fully to those
markets in which hidden costs are excluded from the purchase decisions of all butthe most scrupulous searchers. In these instances, producers may compete only asto price, with poor quality or substandard performance prevalent throughout themarket. See text accompanying notes 81-86 infra.

For a recent study of the economics of information, see Schwartz & Wilde.Intervening in Markets on the Basis of Imperfect Information: A Legal and Eco-nomic Analysis, 127 U. PA. L. REV. 630 (1979). See also Katona & Mueller,A Study of Purchase Decisions in CONSUMER BEHAvion: THE DYNAMICS OF CON-
SUMER REACTION 30, 49, 52, 79-80 (L. Clark ed. 1954); Stigler, The Economicsof Information, 69 J. Pot.. Ecox. 213 (1961).
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to make it. That some consumers may accept high total costs, in
the fo dangeloons, inadequate, or high energy-consuming prod-
\ILO, t..,) not necessarily iriclicate Oat the n%rket is functioning

iently, for such a choice'/may, reflect a rational trade-off
Aiffinsi even higher inforinktioir costs. ,

It follows that a range of less costly products, with "cost" again
virricluding potential 'hidden costs, will require less costly attemptirt

o ensure that the purchasing decision is a proper one. 'If the pri e 4.,
of the product is low, and the possible adverse consequences of a
bad choice are minimal, the consumer's own diagnosis may be com-
pletely adequate ("I know what kind of food agrees with me"); as
well as his own search ("Let's see if there's a restaurant in the neigh-
borhood"); and his own testing ("It looks like a dive, but I'll
try it once"). Alternatively, consumers might rely on the judgment
of trussed friends, who are aware of their particular needs ("You'll
love the ambiance, but don't eat the goulash"). If the product
proves worthy, then the cost of diagnosing, testing, and locating it
in the future can be greatly reduced by merely repurchasing it. In-
deed, the business value of the "goodwill" derived from an estab-
lished trade name or marketing technique is that consumers are
willing to pay a premium for what they save by avoiding costly di-
agnosing, product testing, and searching."

Occasionally, of course, it is more reasonable to look elsewhere
for reliable information. When an incorrect purchasing decision
could pose high risks to health or property, or could result in sub-
stantial economic loss, self-diagnosis or self-testing is unwise. Pru-
dence would dictate, for example, that one seek expert advice about
the need for maintenance or repair of complex machinery such as
an automobile, home plumbing, or one's own body. Similarly, it
is advisable to refrain from ingesting unidentified pills or investing
a small fortune in an untested machine "just to see if it works," and
to rely instead on tests performed by others. Indeed, it is often
necessary for 'sellers to offer new products at a discount or to guar-
antee "complete satisfaction or your money back" in order to offset
consumers' understandable reluctance to sail such uncharted seas.
By the same token, if the sources of diagnostic or product-testing
information are scattered, but the group of consumers who want the

T8 To be sure, advertising may be used to establish goodwill. Although the
product image created by advertising may substitute for product quality, "informa-
tive advertising" may serve a useful purpose when employed by new entrants to
identify an established producer who has chosen to "rest on his laurels" rather
than maintain consistent quality. Boyer, Informative and Goodwill Advertising, 56
Rgv. ECON. & STAT. 541 (1974).
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information are identifiable and can be reached through some corn,
mon medium, it may be more efficient for the sources to communi-
cate their information than for the consumers to spend their own
time and resources trying to locate the sources. For example, a
shipper specializing in Caribbean cruises could locate prospective
purchasers by advertising in the New Yorker far more efficiently
than prospective purchasers could locate him by writing to shipping
companies.

Some sources of diagnostic and testing information sell nothing
but such information, with the consumer paying primarily for re-
liability and good judgment. Consumer guides, independent testing
laboratories, newspaper reviewers, and various types of appraisers
fit within this category, as do, on a slightly more general level, train-
ing manuals, adult-education courses, and how-to-do-it books. Be-
cause property rights in such information are .limited, however,
and difficult to enforce against a recipient who is apt to share the
information freely with others," often only those sources who
also have a pecuniary interest in the products under scrutiny can
bear the direct cost of developing and communicating diagnostic
and testing information. Some, of these information sources func-
tion in effect as agents, and select products on behalf of consumers.
In exchange, they charge consumers a premium for the quality of
their selection. Travel agents, stock brokers, realtors, and depart-
ment stores all bear most of the direct costs of developing product
information and then pass these costs on to the consumers who find
it more efficient to rely upon such intermediaries than to carry on
their own diagnoses; tests, and searches. Alternatively, reliable in-
formation about product risks or inadequacies can sometimes be
derived from competitors, for whom the cost of developing such
information may be less than the expected revenues generated from
sales of their own product.

BeCause they have direct access and control, sellers often can
generate test information about their products more efficiently
than any other source. They can run tests as a routine step in the
production or marketing process, and they are aware of the particular
product characteristics that require most careful attention. Sim-
ilarly, sellers of maintenance or repair services often can generate
diagnostic information more efficiently than other sources because
they can both diagnose and respond to a particular need in a single
transaction.

Ta Sea generally, Tice EcoNouscs or PROPEIITY RIGHTS (E. Furubotn and S.
P14.4011 eds. 1974).
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B. Minimizing Consumer Misestimation of Hidden Costs

With this understanding of the role of product information in
purchasing decisions, it becomes apparent that rational consumers
will select the source of information that is both least expensive and
most reliable, relative to the total product cost at stake. The sources
of such information likewise can be expected to bear the direct cost
of producing it only insofar is'cOnsumer demand yields adequate
revenues. In this way, the information market should generate
approximately the "right" amount of reliable information to enable
consumers to make adequately informed purchasing decisions.

Under perfect marketing conditions, then, government inter-
vention to protect consumers would be unnecessary. One could
assume that consumers get just the amount of product information
they need, and that they make rational trade-offs between product
information, product quality, and purchase price.. But consumers
may, for a variety of reasons, underestimate the risk of economic
loss or 'personal injury attendant upon their purchasing decisions.
Sufficient product information may be unavailable or, if available,
may be misconstrued. Or consumers may overestimate the reli-
ability of the diagnosis or product-testing information received.
Either way, they will miscalculate bow much additional information
they needhow much care they should exercisebefore purchasing.

The problem then lies not in a particular product or service
which appears to be inadequate, defective, unhealthy, inefficient,
or unsafe. All these adjectives convey relative concepts which lack
meaning outside the particular set of expectations which frames the
transactions. Manufacturers' and sellers make countless decisions to
substitute lower cost for a higher-quality product or product informa-
tion, and there is nothing inherently wrong about these decisions.
Rather, problems arise when consumers, unaware of such substitu-
tions, are u9pleasantly surprised by poorer quality (higher hidden
costs) than they bargained for. Skateboards, kitchen knives, water-
beds, "gas-guzzlers," and hang-gliders all can have disastrous conse-
quences, but they present little justification for government inter-
vention because consumers are apt to know of their risks and costs
at the time of purchase." On the other hand, life-insurance policies, \

NO With regard to some products, consumers know only of the existence of
risks. They remain uncertain as to their distribution and unable to assess these
risks accurately because all releyent information is possessed by the seller. The
ways in which "imperfect information" may lead to market failures are discussed in
Akerlof, The Market for "Lemons": Quality Uncertainty and the Market Mechanism,
84 Q.J. ECON. 488 (1970).
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home insulation, drugs and food additives are more obVious targets
for government intervention because consumers are likely to under-
estimate

government
riskiness and costliness of these products.

To be sure, the magnitude of the potential risk and the gravity
of the harm are important considerations in deciding the appropri-
ateness of intervention. A relatively small chance that consumers
will underestimate these measures may nevertheless require inter-
vention if risk and harm are substantial. The point is, that it is the
ignorance of consumers, rather than the product's intrinsic risk,
which triggers the inquiry into the need for government action.

Misestimations of reliability of information or risk °floss could
be reduced, if consumers or sellers, or both, were required to exer-
cise more care in their transactions; but how much care, and who
should exercise it, are complex issues. The ultimate question is not
whether caveat emptor or caveat vcnditor is the correct principle,"....`at,but under what circumstances and to what extent one principle is

be preferred to the other. If consumers and sellers could bargain
with each other over the allocation of this responsibility, free from
the costs of transacting those bargains, presumahly they would al-
locate the responsibility to the party in the best position to mini-
mize the likelihood of misestimations. In fact, buyers and sellers
in large-scale commercial transactions do bargain over.such respon-
sibilities and risks. In the real world of unequal bargaining power
and lack of coordination among consumers, however, liability rules
may be necessary to allocate responsibility between the parties.
Common law causes of action sounding in contract or tort in effect
require the seller to bear the cost of fulfilling consumer expectations
that his product is fit for ordinary use and not unreasonably dan-
gerous, unless the seller gives warning that the product is being
sold "as is" or presents unusual risks. But in other circumstances,
the costs of private litigation are likely to be prohibitive, and more
direct forms of government regulation may be desirable.

Viewed in this light, the purpose of government intervention
should not be to protect consumers from purchasing "bad" products.
Rather, the goal of consumer protection should be to minimize the
likelihood that consumers will misestimate product risks and hidden
costs, by placing the responsibility for avoiding such misestimations
on sellers and manufacturers when they are better able to do so
than consumers, This principle stands in sharp contrast to the
"purchasing agent" model, which allows the government to intgt.
vene whenever it decides that the costs of a given products. inchiding
hidden costs, outweigh its benefits. Here, Intervention is appro.
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priate only when it cannot be presumed that sellers will voluntarily
seek to prevent consumer misestimations.

IV. WHEN IS INTERVENTION APPROPRIATE?

A proper allocation of responsibility between sellers and con-
sumers to prevent misestimations of product risk is likely to occur
automatically in markets where sellers are concerned about develop-
ing and maintaining goodwill, and where consumers can easily dis-
cover hidden costs after they have purchased the product. Under
those circumstances it is simply unnecessary for government to inter-
vene to protect consumers. By contrast, intervention may be ap-
propriate when sellers are unconcerned about goodwill or when
hidden costs can be passed on to an unsuspecting public with no
detrimental effect on goodwill.

Consumers are often willing to pay a premium for trustworthi-
ness and the chance to avoid costly diagnosis, testing, and searching
among unknown products." For the seller who capitalizes on it,
this willingness to pay more for a trusted product can ensure a
stable or growing market. To preserve his market, however, the
seller will have to incur costs of maintaining product quality and
consumer satisfacticl At the least, he must inform consumers of
potential hidden costs, when it is more efficient for him than for the
consumer to discover and draw attention to them, so that consumers
can make informed trade-offs between quality and price.

Such a private ordering of responsibility cannot be presumed,
however, when sellers havino particular stake in maintaining good-
will. Indeed, under these circumstances, it may be in their interests
to mislead consumers, to fail to disclose hidden costs, or generally
to sell products that fail to meet consumer expectations. And it is
here that government intervention may be appropriate.

Sellers are apt to be unconcerned about goodwill when con-
sumers' surprise and disappointment at the product's hidden costs
have no bearing upon future sales. This is likely to occur if 1)
consumers do not know of the existence of these ciAts; 2) consumers
know of their existence, but are unable to attribute their cause to
the particular product or seller; 3) the seller is not dependent on
repeat purchases or "word of mouth" reputation; or 4) the seller,
because of market power or collusion with other sellers, knows that
the consumer has no real choice as to source of supply.

81 See text following note 78 supra.
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.kik. Difficulty in Detecting Hidden Costs

There are some products whose hidden costs may easily go un-
discovered. High energy costs due to faulty installation of home
insulation, or poor-quality insulation, are difficult for the average
consumer to detect, since the monthly utility bill provides no easy
method of calculation. Manufacturers and sellers of insulation
therefore have little incentive to test their''Fiiiduct's energy-saving
potential or to provide consumers with truthful information. Sim-
ilarly, poor nursing-home services may be difficult for the purchaser
to discern, because the purchaser is often not the elderly beneficiary.
Moreover, the patient is often too enfeebled to judge or complain
about the quality of care. Accordingly, nursing-home operators
may have little incentive to maintain adequate quality control, or
truthfully to inform prospective tfirrchasers and patients of the
level of service provided.

Ignorance of hidden costs also underlies consumer dissatisfac-
tion with what is. suspected to be unnecessary work performed by
auto mechanics or doctors. If diagnostic or testing information is
sold in conjunction with the service, the consumer may be unable
to judge the accuracy of the diagnosis or the necessity of the opera-
tion or repair work. But, because it is normally more efficient to
bundle diagnosis and treatment together rather than require that
the mechanic or doctor put the subject back together between
diagnosis and treatment, the consumer often is: to under-
take the eitra expense of separating thei and 'getting a "second
opinion." The consumer can assess whether such unbundling is
wqrthwhile only if he is aware of the risk and cost of the bundled
as against the 'unbundled diagnOsis and treatmentrisks and costs
which the seller often has no inte(est in disclosing."

B. Difficulty in Attributing the Cause of Hidden Costs

Many products have hidden costs which are not readily trace-
able because the costs appear at such time or in such form that their
magnitude or cause cannot be discerned. For example, carcinogenic

*12 One particularly tragic example of risky and costly bundling recently came
to light in Japan, where physicians are permitted to sell drugs directly to patients on
their own prescriptions. The drug Clioquinol, used throughout the world since 1899
in antidiarrhea medicines, has been found to cause a severe and crippling nervous
disorder when ingested in_hrgy quantities. Only in japan has the drug had these
widespread harmful effects,ecause Japanese doctors have prescribed larger daily
doses for longer periods than physicians in any other country. This might be
explained by the bundling of diagnosis, prescription, and retail sales, which gives
Japanese physicians a strong financial incentive to over-prescribe. See Wash. Post,
Mar. 18, 1979, § A. at 1, coL 5.
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properties of certain food additives, drugs, or cosmetics may not
become apparent for years after use, and even then it may be diffi-
cult to attribute the problem to particular products. Itence, manu-
facturers and retailers will have little incentive, notwithstanding
their interest in maintaining goodwill, to test for carcinogeneity.
Indeed, if consumers cannot know of a product's carcinogeneity,
manufacturers and sellers may have little incentive to develop safer
products. The cost of research and development is not likely to be
offset by increased sales, since skeptical consumers will probably
discount advertisements of non-carcinogeneity, knowing they will
never be able to verify them.

Sometimes hidden costs can be traced to particular products,
but the products themselves cannot be attributed to particular
manufacturers or sellers. The identification of a defective product
with its manufacturer becomes difficult if the manufacturer fre-
quently changes models or promotes a new image, as is often the
case with automobiles and household products, respectively. And,
even if identification is possible, the past disappointment of con-
sumers may be overborne by promises of new and improved prod-
ucts. Alternatively, if the manufacturer fears that consumer dis-
satisfaction with one of its brands will jeopardize others, the
manufacturer may attempt to conceal its corporate identity and in-
duce the consumer to believe that there is no connection between
brands. For example, corporate sellers frequently hide their
identity when they sell "seconds" at lower quality and lower price
than their name-brand goods. .

When consumers are unaware of hidden costs or cannot at-
tribute their cause to a particular product or seller, they are unable
to act on their dissatisfactions. They cannot alter their own buying
behavior or that of their friends and neighbors, because they do
not know what needs to be altered. As a result, seller goodwill is
not in jeopardy and sellers have no incentive to remedy the prob-
lems. This suggests that government intervention may be appro-
priate. It also suggests that consumer complaints are poor indicia
of which markets are most in need of government intervention; the
complaints themselves are evidence that consumers are able to dis-
cover the causes of their dissatisfaction, an important first step in
eliciting a market response.

C. Non-repeat Sales
If the seller is not particularly concerned about repeat pur-

chases by the same consumer or other consumers within the same
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geographic area, then he has no goodwill incentive to discover and
communicate hidden costs. So-called "fly-by-night" sellers, moving
rapidly from city to city; mail-order houses, telephone solicitors,
and door-to-door sales networks that rely upon ever-new geographic
.markets; and sellers of "once in a lifetime" products,,such as exotic
vacations or tracts of land, often do not depend on repeat pur-
chases." Because consumers and their neighbors rarely have prior
experience with these sellers, the latter reap no particular benefit
from a reputation for trustworthiness. Rather than invest in build-
ing such a reputatibn by ensuring that consumers get the value of
their bargain, it is often more profitable for such sellers to invest
in ways of overcoming the reluctance of consumers to contract with
the unknown. For example, the seller may offer a discount. Or,
frequently, the seller will provide large commissions to its sales
force, a guarantee of aggressive, if not ruthless sales practices.

D. Low Level of Competition
The value to the seller of goodwill is intimately related to the

competitive structure of the market. Sellers may have an incentive
to warn consumers of hidden costs in their competitors' products if
their own hidden costs are lower, and thereby to build up their own
goodwill. But the cost of developing and communicating such'
information may be greater than revenues expected from increased
sales. This may be particularly true if the seller's product has
similar defects and the warning merely induces consumers to shift
to other product lines, or if the product is so similar to others that
any newly won sales will be widely shared. But, even if it were
profitable in the short run to communicate such information, com-
petitors might be unwilling to do so for fear of triggering competi-
tion in an oligopolistic market, or of creating opportunities for
entry or expansion of sales by new entrants."

More fundamentally, if there is tacit or explicit collusion
among sellers, or excessive concentration, goodwill may cease to be
an important'factor, since patronage can often be guaranteed with-
out it. Under these circumstances, the seller has no particular rea-
son to worry when consumers underestimate the hidden costs of
his products. Nor will he have any particular incentive to reduce

83 Mail order companies continue to generate a high number of consumer
complaints. Over 15% of the complaints received by offices of the Better Business
Bureau in 1978 involved mail-order purchases; door-to-door sales followed closely
behind. See Sr...m.77cm. SUMMARY OF BETTER BUSINESS BUREAU ACTIVITY ( 1978).

84 See Pitof sky, Beyond Nader: Consumer Protection and the Regulation of
Advertising, 90 Haw. L Rev. 881, 884-88 (1977).
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these costs. He can reap the fruits of his monopoly either by raising
prices or reducing quality control, and is free to choose the latter
out of sheer laziness. The owner of a so-called "company store"
or ghetto supermarket, often a local monopoly, is apt to be less
concerned about fulfilling his customers' expectations than hi would
be in a more competitive situation. Lack of competition may also
explain the frustration consumers experience at the hands of in-

'different government bureaucrats and unhelpful employees of
public utilities. To be sure, in some cartels, non-price competition
may substitute for more readily policed price competition, and
sellers may invest in means of enhancing their goodwill at the ex-
pense of their cartel compatriots. But, the mutual interests of
cartel members will not be served if these campaigns degenerate
into "octane wars" or "tar and nicotine derbies."" There are ,
therefore strong disincentives for investment in goodwill in markets
with low levels of competition. ,

c
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when there are greater difficulties in cost detection and attribution,
less dependence on repeat purchases, or higher levels of monopoly
power and collusion. Where such impediments exist, one cannot
presume a proper allocation of responsibility to avoid misestima-
dons of risk. Government policymakers may therefore justifiably
attempt to balance the costs of, intervention against the benefits to
consumers of more fully informed purchasing decisions.

The lesson for consumer-protection policy is clear. Whether
one is considering a legislative or regulatory solution to a perceived
consumer problem, thefirst step is to ascertain whether and to what
extent any one of the four impediments outlined above is present in
the product or service market under scrutiny. If the impediments
are nominal or non-existent, it can be presumed (absent special in-
stances of consumer incompetence or vulnerability, for which gov-
ernment paternalism may be widely accepted, such as addicts, young
children, or cancer victims) that the market is efficiently allocating
between consumers and sellers the responsibility for avoiding mis-
estimation. If, however, a substantial impediment blocks the mar-
ket's natural allocation, it may be appropriate for the government to
intervene. Whether intervention is, in fact, appropriate, and if so,
what form it should take, are questions which can then be answered
only by weighing the costs and benefits of government action.

V. How SHOULD GOVERNMENT INTERVENE?

Consumers need protection not because unsafe or defective
products are being sold, but because the market may sometimes
shield the seller from responsibility for the consumer's misestima-
tion of product risks. This suggests a general approach to interven-
tion that avoids taking direct control over product quality or seller
conduct. Since the problem lies in the ability of sellers in certain
markets to dispense with goodwill, the solution will usually be to
increase the importance of goodwill to those sellers. Such a strategy
would begin by overcoming whichever, market factors have made
goodwill irrelevant.

This general approach to the method of government interven-
tion is borne out by a cost-benefit analysis that aims for the least
costly remedy. The cost of a particular intervention has two com-
ponents: the cost to the government of enforcement, and the cost to
the seller of compliance, some or all of which may be passed on to the
consumer in the form of higher prices. Exerting direct control over
the quality of products or seller conduct typically entails high
enforcement costs. New products and models, new advertising
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campaigns, and new ingredients, are all introduced into the econority
at an overwhelming pace. It is simply not feasible for the govern.
ment to police any but a small fraction of these initiatives. By
contrast, a consumer-protection strategy aimed at creating goodwill
incentives would involve smaller enforcement costs because it focuses
directly on the market and only indirectly on the product.

Similarly, compliance costs are higher for regulatory measures
that directly control product quality and seller conduct than they
would be for a strategy of enhancing market incentives. In addi
don to the cost of filing compliance reports with the government,
a program of direct controls inevitably raises the quality, and the
price, of some products higher than consumers are willing to pay.
The alternative approach outlined here, by contrast, would pre-
serve the efficiency of the market: sellers would invest in goodwill
only to the extent that consumers were willing to pay a premium for
trustworthiness.

To be sure, there may be some products with substantial hid-
den costs which society simply does not wish to entrust to the
market, regardless of the sellers' concern to maintain goodwill.
The likelihood of consumer harm from the sale of certain danger.
ous drugs, unsafe toys, off- virtually worthless real estate may be so
great relative to benefits that, nothwithstanding proper motives on
the part of sellers, a total ban is justified. Such instances will be
rare. By and large, government strategy designed to protect con-
sumers should aim first to foster sellers' stake in goodwill.

How can this stake be enhanced? Possible strategies follow
directly from the four impediments to goodwill described in part
IV. Consumers' difficulties in discerning the hidden costs of the
product, attributing their cause to the product or seller, or discover-
ing the nature of such hidden costs on the basis of previous pur-
chases or local gossip, all correspond to a set of strategies designed
to overcome such information impediments. The impediment re-
sulting from low competition levels requires a different set of
strategies which bear a curious relationship to the first.

A. Overcoming Information Impediments

When manufacturers and dealers are shielded from respon-
sibility because of the difficulty of discerning or attributing to them
subsequent hidden costs, consumer-protection strategy should aim
to establish causal connections between the product and the sub-
sequent cost. If, for example, the efficacy of a particular home in-
sulation is hard to discern, mandatory disclosures, such as average
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yearly energy savings, might be appropriate. By the same token, if it
is difficuli for consumers to attribute unsatisfactory purchases to a
large manufacturer or conglomerate whose identity sls obscured by
a Multiplicity of products and subsidiaries, then perhaps the con-

.,

glomerate should be required to disclose its identity on all its
Fr/ducts; And if subsequent health problems cannot readily be
tracediMick to certain drugs, mandatory disclosure of the risks of
ingesting the drugs might provide a solution."

Because such cause-and-effect information is apt to be complex,
however, ,consumers often will have difficulty using it effectively.
Thus, an appropriate strategy might aim tp facilitate independent
"information brokers," who can process and simplify the informa-
tion according to the.needs of consumers. For example, manufac-
turersturers Or sellers of home insulation might be required to offer the
services cof,'or warn consumers of the need for, an energy "auditor"
who could :independently appraise the home's insulation needs and
calculate potential energy savings from various kinds of insulation.
Simila14, when diagnosis and treatment are bundled, as with auto
mechani4 and doctors, an appropriate strategy would be to develop
a marke'pf independent diagnosticians who would offer only di-
agnoses. ,;''These individuals would have an incentive to warn con-
sumers of the risk and cost of unnecessary treatment. They might
also refer, consumers to specialists they knew to be reliable, a role
perhaps played in simpler times by family doctors and local garage
mechanics. The government may need to subsidize such diagnos-
ticians, however; property rights in the information disbursed by
these individuals would be quite limited, rendering their services
susceptible to use by "free riders." 88

When sellers are shielded from responsibility because they are
not dependent on repeat purchases by the same consumer or by
others within the same locale, methods should be devised to make
them accountable for their improprieties. For example, companies
that sell by mail-order or from door to door might be required to
maintain up-to-date files of consumer complaints and to inform
prospective purchasers about the incidence and subjects of consumer
dissatisfaction." Alternatively, these companies might be required
to maintain broad warranty and insurance coverage. Finally, re-
sponsibility might be placed upon a third party who, because it
deals repeatedly with the seller, is better able than individual con-

87 See Pitofsky, Beyond Nader, supra note 84, at 673-75.
88 See text accompanying note 79 supra.
88 For an alternative remedy, see FTC Mail Order Rule, 16 C.F.R. §435

(1979).
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miners to hold the seller accountable for defective products or poor
service. If, for example, consumers were legally entitled to invoke
against a creditor who financed their purchase of shoddy mer-
chandise the same chums and defenses they have against the seller,
the creditor surely would have a strong incentive to monitor the
performance of the sellers with whom it deals. So long as this rule
is limited to creditors who have regular business dealings with the
seller, it may be a way of maintaining seller accountability far more
efficient than setting minimum standards for the purchased goods."
A similar remedy would require sellers of products with particularly
high hidden costs to sell only through fixed location dealerships or
department stores, where reputational stake is likely to be higher
than in mail-order or door-to-door sales operations.°'

These strategies for overcoming impediments to goodwill may
be inadequate or overly cumbersome. Ensuring that particular
disclosures are provided, that offers are made of auditors and war-
ranties, or that third parties are adequately policing the transaction
can pose a substantial enforcement burden. In seeking to make
sellers accountable for the consequences of their sales, it may there-
fore be more efficient for the government to create and enforce what
might be termed "property rights in trustworthiness." Such prop-
erty rights, Which could take the form of licenses or certification,
trademarks, or exclusive-sales agreements, would allow higher-qual-
ity sellers to differentiate themselves from poorer ones more
efficiently than the market would otherwise.,permit.

Government licensing or certifying can function as an efficient
method of quality control when mere reputation cannot.- Certain
pitit'ducts that have risks difficult for consumers to assess, such as
prescription drugs or firearms, are sold only through licensed
screeners who can help the consumer to understand the delicate
trade-offs involved. Such licensed screeners are well-situated to
test products for risks that would elude individual consumers, and
can put their knowledge of past consumer product complaints to
good advantage in advising on subsequent purchases. Moreover, the
licensing or certifying authority can establish minimum professional
standards, and can review consumer complaints against licensees in
a single revocation hearing. A preferred means of ensuring con-

no This theory has been embodied recently on a more general level in the
TC's Rule 433. See FTC Preservation of Consumers Claims and Defenses Rule,
16 C.F.R. § 433 ( 1979 ).

01 It is interesting to note in this connection that Montgomery Ward complained
to Firestone about the poor quality of Its radial tires as early as 1976, two years
before the National Highway Transportation Safety Administration ordered a recall.
Product Safety: Tired Out, NEWSWEEK. Aug. 21, 1978, at 61.
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stutter protection and business investment in the past, licensing
today is being considered by several state legislatures for nursing-
home operators and other occupations."

Certification also may foster competition in product quality.
If the high cost of credibly communicating distinctions of product

Atiality makes sellers reluctant to inform consumers that the hidden
costs of their own are lower than those of their competitors' products,
the government can encourage comparisons by developing standard-
ized comparative measures. - For eXample, once the Federal Trade
Commission developed a uniform standard for measuring the tar
and nicotine content of cigarettes, manufacturers of cigarettes with
lower tar and nicotine had an efficient means of communicating
their comparative advantage. As a result, manufacturers began to
compete vigorously to produce and advertise cigarettes of even
lower tar and nicotine content."

Trademarks and brand names can provide sellers an important
incentive to establish goodwill and provide an easy means of identi-
fying trustworthiness. Sellers obviously would have little incentive
to invest in quality control and promotion if any other seller could
capitalize on the investment, and consumers would be unwilling to
pay a premium for the quality control and promotional informa-
tion if they had no way of knowing which product embodied it.
Trademark protection makes it profitable for sellers to invest in
quality control and promotion to the extent that consumers are
willing to pay a premium for them. Consumers profit too, provided
that the premium they pay still allows them to save on the total cost
of the product, including hidden costs, as well as the costs of diag-
nosing, searching, and testing it."

Occasionally sellers will contract to transfer their property
rights in goodwill to other sellers or several sellers will pool their
collective goodwill. These sales agreements can be profitable if the

92 See, e.g., S. 680, Pa. Gen. Assemb., 163d Sess. (1979), an act providing for
licensing of nursing homes.

93 In 1967, when FTC testing of ,tar and nicotine content was begun, only
5.5% of the advertising and promotional expenditurenir cigarette companies were
devoted to cigarettes yielding 15 milligrams or less or tar. 32 Fed. Reg. 11,178
(1967 ). Ten years later that percentage had jumped to 49.4%. FEDERAL TRADE
CONIM.N, ANNUAL REPORT TO CONGttESS ON CIGARETTE ADVERTISING, Table 11
(1978). The extent to which public demand for low-tar cigarettes over this period
was itself influenced by the ready availability of an easy comparative measure, and
how that demand affected advertising and promotion decisions remains undetermined.

The potential to foster competition in product quality may similarly exist for
other markets affected by Commission certification efforts. E.g., 16 C.F.R.
§§ 259.1-259.2 (1979) (automobile mileage-per-gallon ratings); 16 C.F.R. § 409.1
(1979) (durability and power-consumption ratings for lightbulbs).

34 See text accompanying notes 75-78 supra.
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cost to the sellers of maintaining overall quality control, which
presumably rises with the number of Outlets, Is Its than the pre,
alms that consumers are willing to pay,04 The Quality Inn trade-
mark, for example, hag become for consumers a valuable assiltala e
Of quality for which they are willing to pay a premium. So long
na that premium exceeds the cost to each independent proprietor of
his sinus of systetn-wide-routtion and 110sIWC 000 respousibllities,
the pooling arrangement will be profitable,"

Other fornIsof exclusive dealing arrangements may also serve
to ensure mitimiiieturers or sellers that their goodwill remains unim-
paired and- quality consistently high. Agreements by which dealers
provide certain customer services in return for a manufacturer's
grant of an exclusive-sales territory can serve as a device for efficient
quality control. By this means, manufacturers can prevent injury to
their goodwill from careless or shoddy retail servicing, and dealers

u4can capture the benefits flowing from their investment in promoting
,and servicing a manufacturer's product," Similarly, manufacturers
or sellers may limit those permitted either to service their products,
or to provide spare or component parts. Such a restriction may
ensure that the product will be maintained in good working order
and that faulty components will riot jeopardize it. Inadequate
servicing or faulty components might otherwise undermine a seller's
goodwill, particularly if difficulties in 'attributing the cause of sub-
sequent problems were to lead consurpers to lay the blame at the
seller's door."

B. Overcoming Market Concentration and Collusion
If sellers have little stake in maintaining goodwill because of

market concentration or collusion, the obvious consumerprotection
strategy would be to foster competition. Such a plan may neces-
sitate a reversal of the strategy of increasing sellers' stake in good-
will by promoting property rights in trustworthiness. Government
licensing. trademark and brand-name protection, exclusive-sales
agreements, and product tie-ins of servicing or component parts

95 The premium may rise with the number of outlets since opportunities° for
consumers to save on the costs of diagnosis, search, and test are increased.

98 A. more hotels qualify for membership, the consumer's premium is likely to
Crow since the trademark becomes''more widely recognized and opportunities for
consumers to take advantage of it increase; but the total costs of inspection and
promotion also are likely to rise. Theoretically, system-wide expansion should cease,
when the costs of inspection and promotion reach the highest premium that con-
sumers are willing to spend in return for potential savings.

97 See text accompanying notes 51-58 supra.
95 See text accompanying notes 59-80 supra.
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session competition by ereCting barriers to 111+1Ckei Slimy, All 113Vt!

been the focus of antitrust etifrcemenbw In it market cnaracttliztql
by low levels of cint petition, therefore, enforcing property rights in
trustworthiness may backfire, and reduce sellers' stake in goodwill
rather than increase it, On the other hand, if in more competitive
markets promotion of property rights in trustworthiness enhances
the importance Of goodwill, then singleminded pursuit of an ati-
trust strategy, Without regard us its effects on information

will likewise exert a negative- effect on consumer interests.
flow then IS Or. choice to be made between those strategies

designed to overcome informatibn impediments and those designed
to correct competitive impediments? The preceding analysis sug-
gests several rules of thumb.

I. If products entail substantial hidden costs, attribution and
reputation problems make it unlikely that consumers can rely upon
seller goodwill, and the market is not particularly concentrated,
the balance may tip toward the creation and enforcement of prop-
erty rights in trustworthiness. Under these circumstances, trade-
ni!we promotion, government licensing, exclusive-sales agreements
and tying arrangements may be motivated primarily by the desire
of sellers and consumers to trade in trustworthiness rather than by
sellers' desire to collude. Accordingly, a sensible consumer-protec-
tion and competition strategy would foster these property rights.
For example, territorial restrictions which encourage dealers to hire
well-trained salespersons would be permissible for distribution of
complex audio or camera equipment; prospective consumers of
these products are likely to want to purchase this extra help in
assessing potential hidden costs, and competition in these markets
appears to be quite vigorous."° By the same token, government
licensing of insurance agents, doctors, or auto mechanics is apt to
facilitate these sellers' stake in goodwill by overcoming information
impediments to `a greater extent than it creates competitive
impediments. And vigorous promotion of trademarks by hoteliers
will probably encourage responsible service in a relatively competi-
tive industry, thereby providing consumers with protection from
flea- ridden, sleepless rktets.

2. On the other hand, when a product has substantial hidden
costs, but discovery and attribution of these costs after purchase are
relatively easy for consumers, and sellers are dependent on repeal

99 See text accompanying notes 51-73 supra.
too See Pitofsky, The Sylvania Case, supra note 54.
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safes, there is less justificatim tor territorial restrictions, licensing,
trademarks, anti tying arrangements. Sellers of home appliances,
osteopathy, or haircuts, will in all likeldu of isappeor from the
market with relative dispatch if they fail tr satisfy their custonters.
And this selfcorrective feature of the mittketplace will he particu-
larly efficient if there ate mn harden' to entry by potential com-
petitors.

3. 1V /ten it is less clear which imperliment,tinformatie or
competitionarc paramount, an intermediate strategy, of required
4115d03111V3 Would alert consumers to the quality-control issue, but
leave to them the decision whether to invest in truetvorthiness.

* 'ea avoid the anticompetitive effect of it servicing or component
'Vric:in under these circumstances, the seller could be required to

disc or to prospective purchasers the existence4 the tie-in and the
14:4r-future cost, discounted to present value, of the servicing or
(0111pllelltS. COIISMIWIS could (hell decide if they wished to pay a
premium for this guarantee of continued product quality. Similarly,
to avoid the anticompetitive effects of government licensing, un-
licensed sellers nevertheless might be permitted to sell their
products on condition that they disclose the lack of government
approval and any pertinent risks that the licensing was designed to
address. Consumers could then choose the unapproved, and pre-
sumably less expensive product if they wished. Rather than under-
take exclusivesales agreements, manufacturers could allow certain
sellers to indicate that they had been inspected and approved by the
manufacturer; other sellers would have to disclose that they had
not been so approved. Once again, consumers could decide which
they preferred.

4. Finally, when there are little or no hidslen costs and products
are relatively simple and fungible, as with laundry detergents, paper
napkins, aspirin, liquid bleach, and long grain rice, goodwill is
unnecessary to ensure that consumers get what they expect."'
Under these circumstances the cost of adequate diagnosis, testing,
and search is so low that consumers have no need to invest in trust-
worthiness. Here, vigorous promotion of a trade name may actually
cause consumers to overestimate the consequence's of their purchas-
ing decision, and to pay a premium for the promoted product upon

toi' Porter refers to Igloods with relatively low unit price, purchased repeatedly,
for which the consumer desires an easily accessible outlet"and for which research
costs outweigh the probable gains from asking price and quality comparisonsas
"convenience goods." NI. Ponren, INTEIIDRAND CHOICE STRATEGY AND BILATERAL
1ttARKET POWER 24 (1975).
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tht mistaken assumption that real differences exist among brands.
Because trademark or brand-name promotion that artificially differ-
entiates such a product is likely to serve little purpose but to create
barriers to competition,"? an appropriate consumer-protection
strategy would be to require the trademark owner to license the
trade name' to competitors, or to disclose the product's standard
"generic" ingredients. Similarly, under these circumstances, gov-
ernment licensing, exclusive-sales agreements, and tying arrange-
ments are unnecessary to present consumer misestimation of hidden
costs; they are more apt to protect sellers from potential entrants
whose competition might well reduce prices. The best consumer
protection strategy would therefore aim at rescinding these property
rights. Viewed in this light, the administrative law judge's decision
to order trademark licensing in the FTC's ReaLetnon case seems
entirely defensible.

CONCLUSION

This Article pro oses a nonpaternalistic rationale for consumer-
protection regulatio a rationale superior to that which allows
government to interve e whenever it appears to regulatOisthat the
benefits of intervention exceed the costs. The critical issue for
policymaking turns not on the merits of particular products, but
on the characteristics of particular markets. Do sellers have suf-
ficient stake in goodwill to ensure that they will bear the cost of
avoiding consumer mistakes, when it is more efficient for sellers than
for consumers to do so? When market conditions do not facilitate
sellers' stake in goodwill and a substantial likelihood of consumer
misestimation exists, government intervention may be appropriate.

This analysis of when government should intervene also sug-
gests how Intervention should proceed. Consumer- protection regu-
lation should aim at improving market. performance by enhancing
sellers' stake in goodwill, rather than improving the quality of par-
ticular products or product information. This calls for a strategy
combining, in differing proportions according to market character-
istics, elements of disclosure, propery rights in trustworthiness, and
competition. Such a market-centered approach to consumer protec-

"2 Studies have shown a strong positive relationship between consumers' per-
ception that unfamiliar brands are risky and the strength of consumers' expressed
brand preferences Other experimental studies have shown that subjects are willing
to pay a price premium for brands of bread and beer with which they have
experience, even though other brands they could have chosen at less cost were
identical 'in all respects but the labels. For a summary of these and related studies,
see Schmalensee, supra note 88, at 1038-39.
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tion would require careful analyses of particular industries and
sectors; not unlike those that should underlie policy planning for
antitrust enforcement. Indeed, data on industry concentration,
consumer purchasing patterns, and advertising and marketing
should inform decisions to intervene both to protect consumers and
to maintain competition. When the two goals conflict, several rules
of thumb may help government regulators choose an appropriate
strategy to maximize both.

In sum, regulators engaged in protecting consumers should not
act as purchasing agents, substituting their judgments for those of
informed consumers. They should instead design ways to encour-
age the market to provide the quantity and quality of product and
information that consumers want. A policy which thus seeks to
make the market more responsive to consumer desires need not run
afoul of the basic principles of competition policy. Both have at
their core the same fundamental purpose: the enhancement of con-
sumer welfare.



THE CONSUMER ADVOCATE
VERSUS

THE CONSUMER

During the last century, recurrent waves of anti-corporate fervor have swept the
United States. Although the particular issues debated vary with each era, much of
the agitation has focused on allegations of corporate abuse of consumers. Once
again, we are riding such a wave, and once again the problem of protecting con-
sumers intrigues us, this time in the movement known as "consumerism."

There can be little doubt that consumerism is an idea of considerable force.
For the media, it attracts audiences; for publishers, it is the source of sales; for
some manufacturers, it provides a profitable blessing for their wares; and for
politicians, it wins votes. That legislators who cast their vote against bills carrying
the stamp of consumerism do so at their peril is reflected in the fact that such legis-
lation generally clears Congress by a wide margin. Thus, a 'bill establishinga Con-
sumer Protection Agency (CPA) passed the Senate in 1970 by a vote of 74 to 4,
and a similar bill gained House approval in the current Congress by 300 votes.

One of the distinctive developments during this era's agitation over the con-
sumer has been the birth of the consumer advocate, the self-appointed vigilante
of the economic system. Although he is to a large degree indistinguishable from
the muckraker of the past, his concept of his role encompasses more than the
exposure of corporate malfeasance and extends to active representationin courts,
agencies and legislaturesof his view of the consumer interest.

The central role the consumer advocate plays in consumerism is demon-
strated by the proposals for governmental action which have emanated from the
movements, in particular the call for the creation of a consumer protection agency
empowered to intervene in the proceedingsformal and informalof virtually
all other federal agencies ' in order to "represent the interests of consumers. "' This
proposal seeks, in short, to institutionalize the consumer advocate as a federal
agency and to put the force of government behind the ideology of the movement
known as consumerism. As a result, a judgment as to the merits of the proposal

' See generally, 'U.S Congress, Senate, To Establish a Consumer Protection Agency,
Hearings on S 1177 and H R. 10835 before the Subcommittee on Executive Reorganization
and Government Research of the Committee on Government Operations, 92d Cong., 1st
Sess., November 4 & 5, 1971. (Hereafter cited as Hearings on S. 1177 and H.R 10835.)

S. 1177, Sec. 202 ( I), H.R. 10835, Sec. 203(b)(1).

Iteproduceel with the permission or the copyright holder from Winter. Ralph K ..I r . TheConsumer Advocate Versus the Consumer Washington American Enterprise Institute'for
Piddle Peelle.). Research i 11)72 r let p American Enterprise institute for Public Polley
Research Special analysis in 211.
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must turn on the validity of the concept of consumer advocacy and of the ideology
that spawned it.

I,, The Ideology of Consumerism

Defense of the consumer interest is an attractive cause, for all of us are consumers.
Indeed, it has long been the creed of those who believe generally in laissez-faire
that consumer interests should not be subordinated to producer interests, which,
when recognized and protected by government, generally lead to monopoly and
restriction of output. It is also the case that in an economy heavily dependent on
technology and media advertising, problems of the accuracy and availability of
information and the safety of products are inevitable. What distinguishes the con-
sumer advocate is his bleak view of the dimensions of those problems and the
reasons we face them.

Expositions of consumerism generally begin with a description of the plight
of the consumer in the United States today. According to the consumer advocate,
the American consumer is in the grip of corporations "able to divert scarce re-
sources to uses that have little human benefit or are positively harmful." Beset on
the one hand by products of apparent and advertised safety which in fact endanger
his life and limb,4 the consumer finds on the other that many products are also of
considerably less utility than advertising had led him to anticipate.° That very same
advertising induces him, moreover, through the sophisticated use of applied psy-
chology, to waste his limited funds on items he really does not need.°

The consumer's plight is of comparatively recent origin, and stems largely from
the complicated technology of today's products. Senator Gaylord Nelson tells us:
"Once, the consumer was the final arbitrator in marketplace decisions, but with
our society becoming more and more complex, due to increased industrialization
and specialization, economic power has shifted gradually away from the American
consumer." In other words, the consumer can no longer rely on his sense for
adequate information about the safety and usefulness of his purchases, and is at
the mercy of Madison Avenue. Manufacturers, moreover, are not generally likely
to make the information he desires available lest it hurt'their sales.°

The list of unsafe, shoddy or unneeded products seems endless. Unsafe auto-
mobiles, tires with no durability, flammable fabrics, dangerous or worthless drugs,

Ralph Nader, "A Citizen's Guide to the American Economy," Xiew. York Review of
Books, September 2, 1971, p. 14.

Hearings on S. 1177 and H.R. 10835, p. 29.
Edward F. Cox et al., The Nader Report on the Federal Trade Commission (New

York: Grove Press, 1969), pp. 13-33.
Ibid., pp. 18-19.
U.S. Congress, Senate, Establish a Department of Consumer Affairs, Hearings on

S. 860 and S. 2045 before the Subcommittee on Executive Reorganization of the Committee
on Government Operations, 91st Cong., 1st Sess., March 17, 18, 19, 20, 21; April 17,
24; July 15, 1969, p. 4. (Hereafter cited as Hearings on S 860 and S 2043.1

Why exponents of consumerism insist on attributing the plight of the consumer to recent
events is unclear, for the complaints they urge are a cyclical feature of the political landscape.

' Cox, The Nader Report on the Federal Trade Commission, p. 18.
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fraudulent repairs, worthless warranties, leaky pens, adulterated food, bread with-
out nutrition, beef stroganoff with too little beef, superfluous deodorants, and so on,
have all received their share of attention. To the consumer advocate these are not
isolated instances of human error. To him they are standard operating procedure
in the American economy. His estimates of the dollar value of consumer fratici or
consumer abuse suggest a problem of enormous dimensions. Thus, Senator Philip
Hart's estimate that $200 billion spent by consumers in 1969 (of total expendi-
tures of $780 billion) purchased nothing'of value is part of the consumer advocate's
stock in trade.'

All of this occurs, we are told, because of the quest for profit.'" Much, of
course, is made of allegations about monopoly and the lack of competition in the
economy But to the consumer advocate it really does not matter whether there
is competition or not, because in either case he argues that the consumer is playing
a game he cannot win against his corporate adversary Thus, Mr Nader tells us
there are "thousands of arrangements that make it possible for corporations to
avoid competition so that the value of what buyers receive is often outrageously
distorted ." " On another occasion, however. Nader has found that "company
economy is very often the consumer's cost and hazard and that com-
petition is, "as a result." little more than "racing for the lowest permissible com-
mon denominator

The consumer's plight is not caused by the lack of government agencies.
Congressman Benjamin Rosenthal has pointed out that "there are approximately
50 Federal agencies and bureaus performing some 200 or 300 functions affecting
the consumer." " There are also any number of state and local agencies perform-
ing similar consumer protection functions. Thus, it cannot be said that a mindless
adherence to laissez-faire has left the consumer at the mercy of malevolent
producers

Among the federal agencies directly concerned with consumer affairs, for
example, are the following Federal Trade Commission, Consumer and Marketing
Service (Department of Agriculture ), Federal Communications Commission, Fed-
eral Housing Administration, Federal Power Commission, Food and Drug
Administration, Interstate Commerce Commission, National Bureau of Standards,
National Commission on Consumer Finance, National Highway Safety Bureau,
National Transportation and Safety Board, Office of Consumer S:rvices, the
President's Committee on Consumer Interests, and the Securities and Exchange
Commission Indeed, the history of consumerism consumerism has, after all, been
a recurrent theme in American politics for years- is a history of the growth of a
large state and federal bureaucracy

All seem to agree, however, that government regulation has failed The reasons

° Nader, "A Cuizen's Guide to the American Economy p IR
lames S Turner, The betrayal Feast INC, York Grossman Publishers. Inc 19'01

pp 111, 16S

tt Nader. "A Citizen's Comte 10 the American Fconorny** p
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II. The Cure Offered by the Consumer Advocate

Having completed his description of the sorry plight of the American consumer,
the consumer advocate offers a multitude of remedies, of which only the most
important can he described here

First, better people must he appointed to responsible positions in the regula-
tory agencies, for, in the consumer advocate's view, it is the quality of the people
appointed, rather than the nature of the regulatory mission, which has led to the
failure of government Thus, the "Nader Report" on the FTC said "The real
problem of the FTC --and indeed of any faltering agencycan usually be traced
to ( original emphasis

Sword, the rhetoric of the consumer advocate leans toward measures which
hinder the marketing of any product deemed "unsafe," with little regard to its
potential benefit ''' Although there is considerable ambiguity as to what disposition
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should be made of common items like matches and knives, the consumer advocate
is prone to subject new products to tests which require that safety be established
before marketing, no matter what the potential benefits. The danger of a thalidomide
being marketed is to him presumptively greater than the danger of a penicillin being
suppressed."

Third, he would outlaw the marketing of products which fail to meet particular
quality standards. Stroganoff without a specified percentage of beef is not stroganoff
and should not be called such." It is also a loophole in the law to permit a product
which appears to be a salad dressing but does not meet salad dressing standards to
be sold as a 4whip." " And he regrets that "in 1970 this gaping loophole in the
law is still substantially available to manufacturers, allowing products such as
Gatorade, the 'thirst-quencher,' on the market. Since the law has no standards for
'thirst-quenchers,' Gatorade can legally contain whatever the manufacturer chooses.
although now he must list the ingredients on the label." " The implication of such
an approach is that government is to draw up a list of permissible products with
requirements as to standardized structure and content...Anything not on the list
cannot be legally purchased.

Fourth, the consumer advocate would regulate advertising. It would not do to
argue in detail here what has been adequately disposed of elsewhere," but it is clear
that the consumer advocate would impose restrictions which would cause the
amount of advertising in the economy to decline sharply Advertisements which
emphasize particular qualities of a product, for example, would have to state
that the advertised product was not unique, if in fact competitive products also had
those qualities.'" Positive aspects of a commodity, moreover,g/tould not be high-
lighted without detailing whatever negative aspects might also exist.'

Finally, to put the force of government behind his ideological position, the
consumer advocate would establish an agency empowered to intervene in the pro-
ceedings of virtually all other federal agenciesincluding, under the most extreme
proposals, even informal proceedings The role of this consumer protection agency
(CPA) would be to "represent the interests of consumers" before those other
agencies in the hope that the presence and advocacy of an official consumer
representative will offset the influence of other organized interests on regulatory
proceedings As Senator Abraham Ribicoff has said, its function would be "to
police the departments and agencies to make sure they are doing their fob for the
consumer . What we are trying to do is put the 210 million Americans in the
same position as the adversary involved who is supplying information to the agency,
to have that agency head have the same information from the consumer's
advocate " The proposed agency would also have power to receive complaints
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from consumers and to collect information on consumer matters'" and under
one version of the proposal it would have subpoena power against "any persons"
in the nation."

HI. Is the Ideology of Consumerism Sound?

The initial difficulty with consumerism goes to the validity of its factual premises,
namely that consumers are needlessly and willfully abused. Of course there are
accidents, difficultiesabout product information and false advertising in a developed
economy. But what is the norm for "too many" accidents, "too little" information
or "too much" fraud, and boss is that norm derived? Elimination of such evils
entails costs, and those costs must be weighed against the anticipated benefits. At
common law, Poi. example, the calculus of an "unreasonable risk" entails balancing
the likelihood of injury, the seriousness of that injury and the cost of avoidance.'
So too, the value of information to the consumer must be balanced against the
cost of collection and transmittal just as the damage caused by deceptive advertis-
ing must be weighed against the cost of suppression. These costs, after all, can be
substantial. Outlawing the wheel would no doubt save thousands and thousands
of lives but no one seems prepared to take the plunge. Similarly, a penicillin unused
because of doubts as to its complete safety imposes costs in the form of
opportunities foregone.

Very little of the literature of consumerism even hints that a balancing process
is involved, but until consumer advocates face that question directly, the allegations
of consumer abuse will remain unproven. However the norm is establishedand
it probably must be on a product by product, case by case, basisit cannot be
no risk of accidents, absolutely total information and completely accurate advertis-
ing. To measure performance against such norms is utterly unfair and wholly
misleading.

gq
Beyond'the tendency of consumer advocates to measure performance against

unrealistic norms is the fact that much of the evidence supporting the claims of
widespread consumer abuse seems anecdotal and unsystematic. The abuse is

assumed to exist and the burden of proving otherwise is put upon those who would
dare to deny it, with the strong implication that a denial is evidence of one's
indifference to the ills of society. Consumer advocates tend to toss off a lot of
quotations and statistics but when one culls "estimates" and polemical arguments
from verifiable facts, their work product seems far too thin to be taken seriously as
an assessment of a trillion dollar economy.

Skepticism as to the scientific basis of consumerism's factual premises. for
example, is not discouraged by the liberality with which Mr. Nader " and lesser

" S 1177, Secs 204. 205, H.R 10835, Secs 205. 206, 207.
S 1177, as introduced, Sec 2051d11

" Fowler V Harper and James Fleming, Jr . The Law of Toro (Boston I tile, Brown
& Co. 19561, pp 928-956

" Nader. "A Citizen's Guide to the American Economy
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movers of the cause "employ Senator Hart's estimate of $200 billion of consumer
abuse. But S200 billion seems substantially in excess of total,profits for all business
and is almost four times total after-tax corporate profits." .

a Skepticism further increases in the face of consumer advocates' failure to
fashion a theoretical explanation for the phenomena they describe. Mr. Nader is
quite revealing when he says "economists for the most part have failed to ... show
how corporations ... have been able to divert scarce resources to uses that have
little human benefit or are positively harmful." " One might as well muse over the
failure of scientists to 'explain why the earth is flat. Will economists ever be able to
show that businessmen make money by deliberately failing to satisfy consumers?
If consumers desire more safety, more quality and the like, greedy businessmen
will find it in their interest to fill those desires and very much to their detriment to
willfully ignore them. This is so even in the case of the absolute monopolist. He
may have a greater margin to work with than his competitors but he still has little.
reason to take his "profit" in inefficiency and injuries to others rather than in
money. If his product leads to accidents, for example, he will lqse both customers
and lawsuits. And what about competition? If industries are willfully failing to
satisfy consumer tastes, there are vast fortunes to be made simply by producing
what consumers actually desire. Consumerism seems to assume, therefore, not that
businessmen are greedy, but that they are relatively indifferent to profits.

The lack of a theory to explain the phenomena consumer advocates observe is
further demonstrated in the ambiguity they foster as to whether their function is to
enlarge the consumer's opportunity to satisfy his tastes or to impose their own
tastes on) him. When Mr. Nader criticizes the food industry for taking steps to
"sharpen and meet superficially consumer tastes at the cost of other critical con-
sumer needs," " one may fairly ask whose judgment it is that a taste is "superficial"
and whose judgment it is that a "need" is "critical." In the circumstances mentioned
it seems rather evident that the judgment in question is solely Mr. Nader's.

This ambiguity as to how the consumer is to be "protected" pervades con-
sumerism. No doubt some consumers are misinformed about the safety of a product
and no doubt some products appear to be far safer than they are. No doubt also
as I shall argue latera considerable amount of government regulation can be
justified. But there also should be no doubt that most products are less safe than -
they might be simply because consumers do not want to cover the necessary extra
costs. Both knives and matches can be very dangerous and can be made "safer,"
but it is rather clear that consumers believe the benefits of greater safety do not
outweigh the extra costs. Similarly, there can be little doubt that many consumers
fully aware of the risk of, say, convertibles, are quite prepared to bear those risks in
exchange for what they regard as countervailing pleasures.

As stated above, a judgment about the reasonableness of a risk entails balanc-

" Morton Mintz and Jerry S. Cohen, America, Inc.: Who Owns and Operates the
United States ( New York Dial Press, Inc., 1971), P. 138.

"Statistical Abstract of the United States, 1971 (Washington U.S Government Print-
ing Office, 197I ), pp. 459, 472

1" Nader, "A Citizen's Guide to the American Economy."
" Turner, The Chemtral Feast, p v (Foreword
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ing three factors: the likelihood of harm, the seriousness of that harm, and the
value of the interests to be sacrificed to avoid that harm. When a consumer ad-
vocate labels a product "unsafe," it is he who is making that balancing judgment,
not the consumer.

Of course, such judgments depend on the information available, but 'even
here the consumer advocate exaggerates the potentials for improving present per-
formance and substitutes his own views for those of consumers. The ease with
which the consumer advocate calls for more "information" belies the complexity
of the issue he raiseyMuch of what is called "information" involves questions of
judgment, style and taste. Once we pass matters such as weights and measures,
product "information" becomes increasingly subjective. "Experts" frequently dis-
agree as to the validity of particular testing standards and methods, a fact which
has made the businessman rather vulnerable to attack. When test results are not
released, he can be accused of suppressing information; when they are, the charge
of misleading tests can be raised. The gross judgments in which the consumer is
most interested, moreover, are anything but objective. Which of a number of items
is the "best" is not, after all, what is known in ordinary language as a scientific
judgment.

Beyond these problems is a conflict between the goal of accuracy and the goal
of communication with the consumer. Accuracy pushes toward highly technical
language not easily comprehended by a layman (and, if recent reports are correct,
lawyers at the FTC)," while the need to communicate calls for ordinary words
which often cannot accurately portray the intended meaning. Again the business-
man is vulnerable to the attacks of consumer advocates because either choice leaves
him open to a charge of misleading the consumer.

Information is also anything but costless and the costs of collection and trans-
mittal must he borne like any added cost. The reliability of product testing depends
on the size of the sample and the sophistication of the tests. And, if government
regulation is involved, legal advice must generally be purchased. Like safety, then,
"adequate" information involves costs as well as benefits and is a relative rather
than absolute concept.

It is not at all clear, moreover, that the consumer advocate's craving for un-
limited information is shared by the consumer, who must sooner or later bear the
cost of collection and transmittal. He must also bear the cost to him in time and
effort of absorbing the information, a cost which many consumers may regard as
outweighing any potential benefits. Consumers do in fact frequently forego op-
portunities to learn more about their purchases even when the information is free
reading ingredients, for exampleand it seems evident that many prefer lower
prices to paying for information. Were this not the case, Consumers Union would
be one of the largest organizations in the country and a large number of firms
would base entered the field of product testing and information collection. Where
there is a demand for informationas on motor vehicles, for examplea glance at
a newsstand tends to indicate that it can be purchased Indeed, if consumers were

Thr Narionul Ma) 6 1972. p 12, 16, Nr. Yuri Tinicl, May 17. 1972,
p 21
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that anxious for more information, competition wouldas it often doescompel
manufacturers to supply it in most cases, the most obvius exception being where
all competing products have the same negative aspect, such as cigarettes." Even
there, however, a demand for information would call forth independent testing
agencies. Again, therefore, as in the case of safety, the consumer advocate is seek-
ing to impose something on the consumer that he has chosen not to purchase.

The willingness of the consumer advocate to override the tastes of consumers
has been demonstrated time and time again. For example, the "Nader Report" on
the Food and Drug Administration attacks the producers of white bread in the
United States for not making their bread more nutritious. Yet the report also says:

At one time the battle between makers of white breads and makers of
whole wheat and other more nutritious breads was carried into the
marketplace. The Ward Baking Company in 1921 .. . produced a highly
nutritious nonwhite bread and conducted a vigorous campaign to promote
it However, in 1925 the company ran into economic difficulty and was
reorganized. The new owners decided to discontinue the production of
the more nutritious bread; white bread meant easier and greater profits. "'

There is simply no way to analyze cases such as this except as instances in which
consumers do not have the "right" tastes, although the consumer advocate con-
tinues to direct his fire at the manufacturers for not forcing items on the consumer
that he does not want.

Similarly, the standardization of products will prevent consumers from buying
items they might desire when such items do not comply with the government's list.
Those who like Gatorade, for example, would not, if the "Nader Report" had its
way, be permitted to purchase it because it presumably does not meet the standard
for a "juice.," just as those who would take a risk in order to satisfy some other
taste will be prevented from satisfying it by rules which prevent the marketing of
goods which seem somehow "unsafe."

The late Frank Knight put it well half a century ago when he wrote,

A large part of the critic's strictures on the existing system come down
to protests against the individual wanting what he wants instead of what
is good for him, of which the critic is to be the judge, and the critic does
not feel himself called upon even to outline any standards other than his
own preferences upon a basis of which judgment is to be passed.'"

When pressed on this question, the modern consumer advocate turns to a favorite
target, advertising, and argues that, after all, most consumer tastes have been
created by the deceptive techniques of advertising and are not really to be viewed
as the true will of consumers Even accepting that objection at face value, one
may, nevertheless, ask in what area of human activity are judgments free of in-
fluence by advertising techniques.

7* See Rep.,rt of the 4 "err', art Bar 4 11, tat, ommt.tii,,r; h, Stud) the f ederal Trade
Commission 119691 pp 107-108 I Separate statement of k 1. ha rd Posner 1
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It is all very well for Consumer advocates to attack advertising but they them-
selves' merchandise consumerism in a way that puts Madison Avenue to shame.
Their activities .seem veiit'iritch geared to media impact and involve a great deal
of sensationalism. Consider also the example of how the typical "Nader Report" is
merchandised!' On the cover, the name Ralph Nader appears twice and in large
print. The name of the actual author appears once and -in small print. On the back
in large red letters is emblazoned: NADER'S RAIDERS STRIKE AGAIN! Never-
theless, except for the use of his name, there is little indication in these books as to
what Mr. Nader had to do with their preparation. Furthermore, during congres-
sional hearings in 1969, a Mr. Fellmeth, who has authored two "Nader Reports,"

.was asked whether the reference "Nader's Raiders" was a fair statement. He
answered,

I don't think so I think it is very inaccurate for several reasons.
First of all, it is inaccurate because Mr. Nader's involvement is

crucial, but is not as extensive as that name would imply At least we
are not investigating for him alone in a direct sense

Secondly, we are not raiders That is a very inaccurate name, with an
inaccurate connotation."

Maybe so, but when they ran it up the flagpole .

My colleague, Professor Arthur Leff, has quite rightly noted that the purpose
of this kind of merchandising is to sell consumerism the way Colonel Sanders sells
fried chicken "

The point is simply that one cannot reject the market on the grounds that
businessmen are too reliant on advertising, since that is also true of consumer
advocates If we are deceived by advertising, there is no way to judge whether it
is business, the consumer advocates, or both, that arc deceiving us.

In any event, many of the attacks on advertising are exaggerated because the
attackers read every ad literally and needlessly reject any resort to imagery or
symbols. For example, splashing Mr Nader's name over the "reports" is in fact
informative to the consumer, both as to the ideological slant and the quality of the
books, but it is the very form of merchandising technique the consumer advocate
likes to condemn.

Of course advertising is not the source of divine revelation or absolute truth.
It is advocacy and well understood to be such by the consumer Advocacy cannot,
however, be suppressed in the name of accuracy,without reducing the incentive to
advertise and thus depriving society of the valuable functions advertising performs.
It enlarges the consumer's choice by enlarging his knowledge and it reduces trans-
action costs by efficiently bringing buyers and sellers together It is also a critically
important weapon of competition. Thus it has been found that heavy advertising
tends to he associated with highly competitive rather than concentrated markets ''
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and that those who seek to repress advertising are often seeking to repress com-
petition.", Product advocacy, therefore, can be suppressed only at a high cost to
the consumer. 1

That consumerism will likely impose costs is not readily admitted by consumer
advocates, who for the most part prefer to let the consumer believe that he can
get something for nothing. Too often he is left with the view that increasing product
testing by 1000 percent, making cars "safe," keeping all drugs off the market until
they are absolutely "safe," forcing companies to spend large sums litigating and
clearing things with a government bureaucracy and paying for that bureaucracy
itself will cost nothing in out -of- pocket cash, increased taxes or foregone benefits.
It is hard to think of a claim of commercial advertising more misleading than that
proposition.

On one issue, however, few disagree with the consumer advocates. Govern-
ment regulation has failed, and the inefficiency and "capture" by regulated interests
alleged by the "Nader Reports" is generally conceded. Some agencies, like the
Federal Trade Commission, have been just generally slothful. The American Bar
Association's commission to study the FTC, for example, found one senior staff
member who openly admitted that he preferred to hire older men because they
have been out in the world and had come to appreciate that they were not going
to make much of a mark '" Regulatory failure, however, involves more than sins of
omission. Even the FTC has approached "effectiveness" in enforcing statutes
within its jurisdiction which are designed to protect producers rather than con-
sumers," and the work of the Interstate Commerce Commission (ICC) is a clear
instance of government regulation protecting monopoly interests in the economy.
Professor George Stigler may thus well say, "It is of regulation that the consumer
must beware." '

IV. Is the Cure of Consumer Advocacy Worse Than The Disease?

The Priority Areas for Government Regulation. It is not my purpose here to define
with precision the proper role of government in consumer protection. Rather, it is
to identify those areas in which market failure seems most likely and the case for
government regulation most powerful. One of the harmful effects of consumerism
has been to divert attention from the real issues of locating market failurecon-
sumer advocates really say it is everywhere and of determining in what areas
the government ought to cease regulation entirely But for one or two exceptiod
they always call for more and more regulation.

First, the government ought to impose safety regulations where parties other
than the buyer or seller may reasonably be expected to suffer injury. There is no

45 Brozzn, "The FTC Attack on Advertising
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reason why I as a pedestrian must' bear the risk undertaken by a car owner who
purchases low quality, brakes, and it is certainly arguable that my son need not
bear the risk of my poor judgment asoto the safety of his toys.

Second, government must play a role in suppre.ssing false advertising. It ought
to enforce legal actions by consumers and product competitoil "the latter have a
more substantial incentive to bear the costs of litigationagainst false advertisers.
Some have also argued that it is appropriate for government to establish an agency
like the FTC to seek out and suppress false advertising. Professor Yale Brozen has
contended that false advertisers are in effect "free riders" profiting from the reputa-
tion of advertisers who are truthful.'" Because a consumer cannot determine truth
or falsity from the face of an ad, the existence of some false advertising casts a
cloud over all advertising. For this reason, Brozen argues that affirmative govern-
ment intervention can he justified. This intervention is to be distinguished, however,
from the kind of regulation which in effect requires that advertising give up the
function of advbcacy of The product, for example, by disclaiming uniqueness or
publicizing negative aspects. That kind of regulation discourages advertising
generally and thus reduces the amount of information available to the consumer
as well as the amount of product competition.

Third, the government ought to establish uniform standards where objective
rules can be imposed, for instance, weights and measures. Without such standards,
information cannot be easily transmitted Competition here, moreover, may lead to
the creaftion of confusing and deceptive sta dards which the consumer cannot
interpret and competitors cannotq?mbat ectively. Government may similarly
compel sellers to inform the buyer the TitiailiKg as to matters such as quantity
and ingredients according to uniform definitions. Providing such information is
relatively costless and, in the absence of government intervention, definitions of
measures and ingredients may not be matters of uniform agreement and under-
standing. Similarly, certain contract language can be given a fixed legal meaning.
A seller surely ought to he free to make disclaimers, but there is no reason to
permit him to label them a warranty. Establishing uniform measures and definitions
is a far cry from standardizing products, an act which is necessarily anti-consumer
and anti-innovative

Fourth, where there is a high risk of senous harm, the government can seek
out and provide information to consumers if that information is unlikely to be
available- to competitors or independent testing organizations. The sanitary condi-
tions in which food is processed arc of great importance to the consumer and really
cannot be accurately discovered other than through governmental action. Ai the
frequency and seriousness of the risk decline and the availability of information
to competitors or testing organizations increases, however, the justification for
governmental intervention diminishes.

Fifth, when a product is by its nature either dangerous or addictive and there
are no close substitutes--cigarettes are an examplesome role of government may

See particularly Professor Richard Posner's analysis on this point in Report of the
ABA Conornyuon to Study the Federal Trade Comau tiro", pp 104106
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be justified m bringing relevant matters to consumers' attention bEcause tbere is less

t, expeciation -that'competitors will inform consumers abok safer alternatives." A
limitation to dangerous ,or addictive products and a strict. definition of "close sub-

stitutes" seems appropriate because, in all other cases, either competitors or,c,..
independent consumer, information organizations will .supply the information',:.

desired in timely fashion.
The scope of the regulatory areas sketched above can be debated. Some no

doubt have more faith in regulation than others. Skepticism as to government's
ability to regulate effectively will vary from individual to individual and many will

not accept some of the arguments outlined above or bgheve in some not mentioned.
Several are dear, howevei. First, the presumption ought to be against govern-

mental intervention in view of its failure in the past. Regulation has been 'a failure
of such dithensions That it should be undertaken only in clear cases. of market
failure. Second, market failure does not automaticallrcali for regulation. Markets
fail in varying degrees and government intervention cannot be justified unless the

benefits exceed the costs. Careful scouting of regulatory proposals is particularly
necessary since many of the alleged capes of market "imperfections" seem inherent
characteristics of government regulation. Critics of the market remind us of the
relative lack of power of the individual consumer over market decisions and his
diffidulty in acquiring information. Less, readily do they point out that this is even
more the case" when the individual faces the regulatory machinery of government.
A harmful ICC ruling is Usually less well-known and always less avoidable than a
poorly made appliance. clamor for regulation ignores this because it is based
on the naive view that "the people" exercise continuing control over government.
This; is, of col,Aer, Cobtrary both to the theory and practice of representative
democracy, winch lirovides only for periodic and very general accountability. The
device of the indepe,ndent ageocy,,moreoverthe mainstay of regulalion=reduces
even this limited accountability to the vanishing point. Idetuification of market

:Ifeure, alone, therefore, is not justification for governmental interveition;diere
. :.Intist be a further showing that 'regulation will work ,and that its co§f will be less

than its benefits.Third, it is clear that we now have too much regulation, a good
/1dearof whicb, harms consumers* protecting monopolistic interests. How can we
truly say we care about consumer protection while we permit the ICC to continue
to 'exist?.

Consumer protection entails identifying areas of market failure and carefully
tailoring the role of government to them. The scattergun, anti-everythtg approach'
of the consumer advocates contributes nothing to this difficult task but 'merely
diverts aittenticYdlrom the important issues, including the critical need to eliminate
sbperfluous or harmful regulation.

The Cure For The Failuie of Regulation Is Not More Regulation. The entire case
for the creation of an independent consumer protection agency "to represent the
interests of con.4uners" in proceedings before federal agencies rests on the proposi-

,.

5 3 Again, see the analysis gt Professor Posner in Report or the ABA Commission to
Study the Fee, era! Tras4 Commilsion (1969). pp 107-108
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tion that the aietteie1. failed to fulfill theivrespp,nsibifities Callp ,,of. the
creation of the _CigA, iS an sOnishing admissioi' ofdlliVkegiier i c6n-
sumer protection. regulation. But surely the min boggles at the r m

61)1,c6n-
at the

failure of rigulaticilPin4ke past calls for imposing -yet; atiother,Sytre4ficiat 'overlay.
If this proposed aieneY-"arises from a need, as SenttiWRibicoff P

.i
lice the

departments aqd agencies," one may justifiably inquire who or _w a it!) "police"
ir. How soon Sill: it, too be. hiring only older men who realize!" they are not'
going to make a 'tbqk in the world? Why is this agency not as susceptible to
"capture" by organized interest groups as other agencies? It is surely as tempting a
target and it carui9Obidivorced.frorn political pressure any more than; Say, the ,
Interstate Commerce Commission. Are we, in a generation, to hear a call for yet
another agency, this time to "police" the CPA?

The CPACPA also i.has the potential of creating a bureaucratic niz.,
particularly if, as iitproposed, the CPA must be notified of and have = to
intervene in every action of other agencies, formal or informal, affecting coiswitters.
As the cairrnan of the Administrative Conference of the United States has stated,
every aetliai 'every bureaucrat affecting consumers cannot be written down and

78

sent' toob:5JCPA without crippli
are rerected,Jhe proposed
of govrnment

. All of the arguments
agency but the, elimination
a CPA---4vhoseditector an

ment." Even if such extreme suggestions
still serve to delay and increase the costs

6

rt the creation of a CPA suggest not a new
f an old agency. If the FTC is moribund,

director would be appointed in the same
manber as ,,the;.,FT,C. commissionersis unlikely to bring it to life. It will merely
dOuPle .the.tost.:Vhy shOuld the citizens of this country. have to pay taxes for a
coriltyneir,.;agepcy to appeal before the Intelstate Comrnerce Commission to urge
that omptisSiOn t6 reach the results a competitive market would reachthat is
to Say the very results that would occur if there were neither an ICC nor a
er,:on,ffr agFq0210,

Ttutre- Cluitioe,Be a Single Crbrtsumer Representative. The model on which pro-
ipedCPA,,,tire based iS 'the adversary system of our courts. That model,

. higiviet'rerisjotallY4napplicable to the purposes urged by consumer advocates. The
lawyiEr=elient feiationshiP is one of principal and-agent in which the principal has
continuing power to, Veer the actions of the agent. A lawyer representing a
clien(tilso,,Itas: the duty of absolute and single-minded loyalty to that client and
an 4brigation to make whatever arguments are in his interest. Where the interests
of tl.w;i4persons conflict, the lawyer may not seek to represent both in one action.

Th? proposed CPA t, in no way analogous to representation by legal counsel.
It is, the principal, not the agent. It, and it alons, would decide when and for
whailti;asong.tO intervene in the proceedings of other agencies. There is, moreover,
nq.gin0hent or interest for the CPA to represent. It is a fundamental principle
of ecdnOr*s that individual consumers put different values on particular corn-
moilikies.People may differ as to how moth beef they like in their stroganoff and

^, See Hearings on 5 1177 and II .11 10833, pp 186, 193.

4.r..
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as to how much they are willing to pay for it. Safety and
not costless, and different consumers will have differing tastes'
each of.those they wish to purchase. Intervention agai5st a pr uct which the CPA
believes' to be "unsafe," for 'example, is solely in the interest of those consurbers
preferring to ptirchase more safety and to the-detriment of those preferring:4i:
cheaper product, albeit one of greater risk. There is no way around the diliintb
created by empowering the CPA to "represent" persons with conflicting interests.-

One bill pending in Congress defines "the interests of consumers" ulyPtirt.
as "the cost, quality, purity, safety, durability, performance, effectiveness, depend=
ability and availability and adequacy of choice of goods and services offered or
furnished to consumers; and the adequacy and accuracy of information :relating
to consumers goods and services. . . ." " Such a definition, however, ignores the
fact that all of these things can be traded off against each other. There ,can be
mcire safety and quality for a higher cost and vice versa, and different consumers
will prefer different mixes. The proposed consumer protection ugeOey simply
cannot "represent" all cothumers on these matters.

The very idea that there is such a thing as a consumer advocate kis, therefore,
little more than a public relations gimmick. It has, however, fed Cpe erroneous

\ and misleading notion that a government. agency can be established to "represent"
the interests of consumers. All those consumers who weer' a trade-off between
cost, quality, safety, information, and so on, different from that determined as
"correct" by the agency will remain unrepresented in all of the 'proceedings. This
is a grave danger because'the very existence of the CPA will conceal the fact that
large numbers of peopleperhaps in most cases the vast majority of consumers
are in effect unrepresented and are actually being injured by an agency dieting" in

their name.

rmation are4,alsch
to how mult

n

Consumer Advocates Against the Consumer. Even if the CPA does not fall prey
to sloth and bureaucratic lassitude, even if it is "effective," that effeitiveh,ess will
consist fn imposing a16rticular ideology of consumerism upon consunlers: To be
sure, some consumers may be helped but many others will be hurt.

. It should be recognized, moreover, that the ideology of consumerism does not
provide protection against "capture" of regulatory agen8es by special organized
interests or inhibit coalitions with those interests, particularly if consumer ad-
cicates seek hied' 014(05V :further restrictive legislation. Emphasis on safety, the
suPpAssicin offd,yerfftng, ens] the, standardization of products all tend to dampen
compittition between nnsand are frequently 'anti- innovative and restrictive in-
fluences. Standardization, idthOugh the least restrictive, is all too close to the ICC's
determination of adequacy of 'service in deciding whether toaermit new entrants
into the transportation industry. Firms already it the market with established
names and establiShed.products will have an enormous advantage. They will, more-
over, quite likely see the opportuntty to take advantage of the work of the CPA
in order to suppress competitors tgbloCking innovations, lustas the FTC- s

been more vigorous in enf I. protectionist" statutes than other statute in

" H R 10835, Sec. 304(5)
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its purview, a CPA will find that a coalition with organized interests is the path
of least resistance. The very existence of the CPA, moreover, will tend to legitimate
action by other agencies which is monopolistic.

Consider the case of the compact car. Had consumerism been an active gov-
ernmental force in the 1950s, it is quite plausible to imagine that measures would
have been taken to prevent the introduction of such cars into the American market
on the grounds that they were 'not safe. All of the steps necessary could have been
accomplished by a CPA.in the mime of the consumer, with the automobile industry
working silently in the background. This is by no means an imaginary horrible, for
allegations about small cars continue. Such a step would, of course, bring about the.1..7

very results deplored by consumer advocates in other circumstances. But the very
fact that the CPA had helpedto bring about the exclusion of the car would serve

bto legitimate what was in effect governmental creation of a monopoly.
Finally, the existence of the CPA will utiquestionably make consumers rela-

tively poorer. There will of course be the deprivation of income and benefits which
will occur because of the massive bureaucratic delays caused by the CPA and be-
cause of the tax revenues needed to cover these delays and the cost of the CPA
itself. Consumers would almost surely be better off without such regulation and
with the money they pay in taxes to buy more safety and information.

. Beyond that, the delays in putting products on the market and forcing firms to
expend resources on clearing new products with the bureaucracy, the heavy gov-
ernmental burden on products which do not meet some norm of perfection will
inevitably increase the cost of commodities. And this increase in costsdictated
principally by the political views of the consuming middle class--is likely to have
its most detrimental impact on the poor, who will get more quality only when
they can pay the higher price.



Shbilld Executives Be Jailed
for Consumer. and Eniiitoyee'

Health and- Safety Vi,otalions?

The Consumer Product Safety Commission was established in
1972 to develop mandatory product safety standards.and to prohibit
the sale of products which do not comply. The Occupational Safety
and Health Administration was established in 1973 to develop and
enforce worker safety and health regulations. Both agencies were
established with the goal of reducing the number of work and
product related injuries, sicknesses, and deaths. Much remains to be
done. Accordifig to the Consumer Product Safety Commission
30,000 people died and 110,000 people received serious injuries from
unsafe products in 1976. The Occupational Health and Safety
Administration reports that in 1976 4,500 employees died and 1 out
of 11 "employees received serious injuries from work related causes.

41, ??, 5, 7]
To-supplement the work of OSHA, the AFL-CIO has established

aiDepartment of Occupational Health and Safety which currently
employs-ten industrial hygienists who try to help member unions
monitor on the job health and safety problems. George E. R.

lor, Department Director, estimates that 25-30of these health-
engineering techniciani will be employed within the next five years.
[7]'The CPSC receives help from a different source. The CPSC has
established a ..ConsuMer Depuiy program, ikOyhich consumer
volunteers with no authority, enlisted and trained by staff in CPSC
Area Offices, help monitor retailers to detect non- complying

roducts.[2] Health and safety issues are being given greater priority
'unions during contract negotiations. Also, many local union and
int, gement-labor health and safety committees are being

hed yilthin the work place. [7] Clearly, a variety of legislative
private measures are being used to control product and occup.a-

6
Chfit1 elSen is 'ASsociate .Professor. College of Professional Studies, University, of
sactiuspits I Boston, Hitrgor Campus.
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,.6./nOt5ABI,hazzrds. The question remains as to whether criminal penal-
ties are needed to reinforcOhese programs.
-" Within the past fifteen years there have been increasing grounds
for holding executives personally responsible for an orOnization's
behavior. Over a decade ago in an electrical price 'fixing 6se, middle
managers were nt to prispri. However, the top executives of the
companies involved, General Electric, Westinghouse, and Allis
Chambers, were not considered by the Court to be personally
criminally liable for the price fixing because it was not demonstrated
that they intended to fix prices or that they knew that the middle
managers engaged in price fixing. [6] Since that time there have been
several successful criminal prosecutions, convictions, jail sentences,
and, prison terms for executives. For example, an executive at an
H.t3. Heinz Co. factory in California received a six month suspended
sentence for unsanitary food conditions in the factory. A Minnesota
judge ordered Lloyd A. Fry Roofing Co. to pick one of its top
executives to serve a thirty-day jail term for violating air pollution
standards. A top executive of a. grain company received a three
month prison term for conspiring to cheat foreign customers by
short-weighting ship loadings. One hundred and sixty one executives
were convicted on antitrust violations in 1977. Five were jailed. This
number is up from only one the previous _year. Most of the con-
victions resulted in either fines or,suspended sentences. [6, 10]

Among other Idws,,The Federal Food, Drag, and Cosmetic Act,
the Sherman Act, the Federal Water Pollution Control Act, and the
Occupational Safety,and Health Act all have criminal penalties for
responsible top eeitives. Amendments to these and other laws

g. regularly have I ngthened pristn term penalties. The Justice
Department has in reased criminal prosecutions of top executives in
recent years and is more often- seeking prison term penalties for
those who are convicted or vit.tio plead guilty- or no contest. This
phenomenon is not confined to the United States. For example, top
executives in France, England, Russia, and China are currently
serving prison terms for factory worker accidents. [3,6;10]

IEFIVItstd EXECUTIVE RESPONSIBILITY

Controversy surrounds the crucial issue of how top executive
responsibility should be defined. In the Jurie 1975 landmark case of
United States v. Park, the Supreme Colin ruled 6 to 3 that John R.

-41
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Park, the president of Acme Markets, was criminally liable for
. conduct in a business unir far down in the corporate hierarchy. The
'case had its origins in:NW/ember 1971 when the FDA found evidence
of rodent infestation in the Baltimore food warehouse of Acme. The
FDA inf6rmed both Park personally and the company. A second
investigation a few months later found some improvement, but still
unsanitary conditions. The mpany and Mr. Park were then
charged with violation of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic
Act. The company pleaded guilty and Mr. Park pleadeeinnocent.
Mr. Park contended that as President of Acmewhich had 36,000
employees, 874 grocery stores, and 16 warehouses, he could not ,

personally supervise all activities. A jury found him guilty despite
the fact that: (1) Park ordered a line, supervisor to obey the FDA
order; (2) Park directed another employee to check on the first
employee; (3) Park tool these actions in good faith; and, (4) Park
Was unaware that his orders were not being carried out. The
Supreme Court upheld the conviction. [3, 4, 8, 10]

The Court held that an executive is responsible if, by virtue of his
position in a cdmpany, he had a position of authority and
responsibility the situation out of which a prosecution for a
violation might arise. Such an interpretation of respOnsibility

ispenses with more traditional criteria of criminal conduct such as
aclirovvIedge of the crime or intentional criminal activity. Such an
iiiierpretation of responsibility comes very close to absolute liability
by virtue= of position that perrhits no defense when a violation oc-

. HdiAteyer, the Court's interpretation does not go this far. Th,e
hat it does not require "that which is objectively

8,10]
:les-established in the Park case may, at least in.,part,

-4tu, 4 ,erssd recently in the 1978 Supreme Court decisi9n in
.

psttrn,Co. By a 6-2 vote the Court divided the
an Act alienedlimihal and civil lines, requiring proof of intent

for the former, but only arrianticompoitive effect oryurposefor the
latter. Th t is, for a crimfhiii "o,nyiaion the Courrtequired proof
that the ex utive intended to Peak, the law, while for a civil con-
viction the urirequired only an ille*Iesult that might have been
caused with ut the executive intendfltro cause a violation. The
Court stated that it held the more lenient standard for criminal

8J
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convictions because criminal conviction without proof of intent
"holds out the distinct possibility of oerdeterrence; salutary and
procompetitive conduct lying close to the borderline of lin,
permissible conduct might be shunned by businessmen who choose
to be excessively cautious in the fade of uncertainty regarding,
possible exposure to criminal punishment for even a good-faith error
of judgment." [9]

EXTENpING THE PARK CASE PRINCIPLES'

There is great disagreement about whether the Park principles
should be extended to the -enforcement of all Federal regulations
concerned with consumer and worker safety and health.

Mark Green, consumer advocate and Director of Congress
Watch, strongly supparti'l,the U.S. v. Park principles and their
extension. Green says, "Legislation is necessary because the political
reality is such that judges don't want oto convict executive
criminals."

to A spoieesman for Senator Kennedy says that Senator Kennedy
supports the extension of the Park principles into the criminal code
noting, "The current criminal code does not contain, adequate
provisions for getting at serious executive crimes."

David Ewing, Executive Editor of the Harvard Business RevieW
and author of Freedom Inside The ,Organiza.tion:1Brithfng Civil
Liberties To The Workplace, disaglr4. He argues tpai.the3roblem
of responsibility is a result not soVitch of the behavior of individual
executives who do not fulfill theirpersonaliesponsibilities as it is
with the structure of modern business. Dr. Ewing explains that:.

'The big Crime,is fhe gr9wth mania fourid in many businesses. Th5reis too much
pressure for profits that cause executives td'give orders for both increasing, rofits
and making safe produclk:and working conditions. When both goakcarebe
reachettfrinany executives are pressured not to want w know about potential
dangers.,

Dr. Ewing suggests that if the competitive pressure for profits and,
groCyth can be reduced,, _then the problem of unsafe products atur*t

`-+
cr

' The quotatiodi in this section where the sources are not identified were obtained through
telephone interviews while the author was serving as free lance reporter/researcher for The
New4(or es. The quotations are used with permission of The New Yprk Tinto.
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working conditions would be reduced more through such structural
reform of business than through extension of the Park principles.

Meyer Issenberg, a law professor at the University of California,
Berkeley, takes a similar position in stressing the structure of
business as a more important cause of consumer and worker injuries
and deaths than individual top executive culpability. The analogy
Professor Issenberg uses is the driver in a hurry who goes through a
yellow light expecting and hoping that there will not be an accident.
Professor Issenberg compares this situation to the executive under
profit pressure who cuts corners on worker and product safety
systdins with the expectation and hope that no one will get hurt.
Instead'of ,prison seliti0e§ he recommends monetary fines and
reform of the business system.

David ,Ruder, Dean of the Northwestern University Lakv School,
also emphasizes the structural problems of business as a cause of
problems and adds that:

Tlie.soetal, disgrace of a criminal conviction for a business executive is worse than
FLa,s4r_eill criminal and that often the executive's health suffers and many

execdtl'vps die from the stress of criminal proceedings. If the penalties for top
executives are too harsh, the society may have difficulty finding competent business

leaders to take the necessary risks required in business.

This is similar to the position the Supreme Court took in. U.S. v.
Gypsum. [9]

Ralph Nader reject's the argument that blame should be laid on the
structure of business rather than individual executives. He says:

Those advocating structural reforms instAad of personal executive criminal
penalties are either naive, trying to deceive the public, or wish to make it easier for
executives to increase their profits or cover up their crimes. A white collar criminal
should be treated just like any other criminal.

While conceding that there are structural problems beyond in-
dividual culpability that cause consumers and workers to be injuredf iSand killer ;'Ralph Nader emphasized that little likely to change
very quic ly-v4thout individual responsibility encouraged through
prison terms, executive suspension, and behavioral sanctions such as
requiring executives to spend time working at the scene of the crime,
such as the factory floor where a death or injury occurred. Nader also
advocates a solution that he credits David Ewing with raising in the
current debate, that of firmly protectirtg:employees who "blow the
whistle" on executive Criminals. .

------
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Jake Clayman, Director °Mlle Industrial Union Department of
the AFL-CIO, agrees that the. structure of American business is a
large part of the problem, but stresses that:

Fines don't mean anything inop bUsiness !executives. While I am not quick to
recommend jail sentences for businesg 'cxecutiyes, many %corkers and consumers are
being killed and permanently injured and the Courts have never seriously faced up
to executive culpability. Fines don't mean anything. This breeds a kind of feeling
that the law isn't applied equally.

In a special report on white collar crime from.. the Bureau of
National Affairs, a legal publishing house, it is similarly observed
and documented that Nader and Clayman are correct in noting that
many judges have difficulty imposing criminal sanctions on cor-
porate executives except in the most severe cases. However, Norman
A. Carlson, former Director of the ;Bureau of Prisons, points out
that criminal penalties even though'used sparingly in practice are
helpful in compliance and deterence, "Non-prison alternatives don't
have nearly the impact of imprisonment."[I0] Similarly"; Business
Week observes that the use of criminal penalties even 'when used
infrequently "has succeeded spectacularly4 ecutive consciousness
raising". [7] It should also be pointed out h that criminal law is
much slower and more expensive to all parties.

The President of one large midwestern manufacturing company,
who declining to be identified, agreed with Clayman and stated that

Many executives may have to be more concerned with the process and not just the
bottom line, but it's riot just executives with a lack of social orientation that are the
problem. Stockholders want more profits and growth. It's difficult for executives. to
stand up and talk. Putting,a few executives in jail is more treating the symptorn:ehan
the cause. But now thaftthirik About it, criminal penalties may. be necessary wail,
the social orientation problem is solved.

Despite regulatory efforts, thousands of c sumers and workers
are suffering injury, sickness, and death friim product and wdrk
related causes every year. The issue of whether and under what
circumstances executives should be jailed for organization violations
that cause such harm is unlikely to disappear while so many are
suffering so Seriously.

The relatively short jail terms that the lawrmits do not appear
too harsh relative to the literally thousands" of consumers and
workers suffering injuries, sickness, and death from unsafe products
and working conditions. Criminal penalties do,not appear unreason-

9 2
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able, in circumstances where top executives knew that there was a
,reasonable probability that injuries or deaths could be suffered and
did nothing to prevent them; when 'executives ordered corrections,
but did not check to see whepler their orders were carried out; or,
where top executives permitted an information system to continue
even though it did not bring "bad news" about potentia jury,
sickness, and deaths to their attention.
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RICHARD P. HEILOCK

The Economics of Jailing Executives
for Violations of

Health and Safety Regulatiqfts

In the preceqing4rssie or ibis pur,9,41 ..H:rdhar41,"Nielse.n dealt with
k, . . '; .." ,".. ..... Ad.t. ,"4-.. :T,. 9' .

the issue of orKtttkr; excetitivds.511011C1 be held criminally liable for
health-safety reftiititibb violations.' His paper reviewed judicial
decisions in this country and offered views, both pro and con. The
article deserves much credit for pointing out a serious issue;

: however, it did) not provide a framework for analysis c the'
problem. ft is tO this task that this noteSVaddressed.

The analysis will attempt to answer three questions. First, are
health-safety regulations necessary?: Or, alternatively stated, could

. not an unregulated market arrive at . ially optilnal standards of
safety?' Second, are executives in u el influential positions to
affect safety levels? Third,, if the ans er to the second question is in
the affirmative, are criminal penalties the socially optimal devices to
enforce safety regulations? As a starting point, we will begin with an
example of a situation wh?re the unregulated market can lead to

-,.. socially optimal levels of safety. We will then examine the im-
plications of relaxing the assumptions that were necessary to achieve
the optimal solution witli. a view toward answering our three
questions.

Richard P. Beilock is Graduate Research Assistant, Department of AgricultUral Economics

0
and Rural Sociology. The Pennsylvania State University.

' Nielsen, Richard P. "Should Executives Be Jailed for Consumer and Employee Health and
Safety Violations?" Journal of Consumer Affairs, Vbl. 1-3 (Summer 109). pp. 128-114.

ifilly,optimal level of safety will be here defined as that level at which the benefits
to society as a whole to either increase or decrease safety are negative.

Itt slth the permission of the copyright holder from, the Journal of Consumer
Affairs, v. .t. winter 1979 : 386-392:
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TIIE IDEALIZED MARKET SOLUTION
1,1

Given the assumptions that alPof the costs and benefits of any
action are known to all parties,, that there are no transactions costs,
and that everyone revealthis 6r her true prectrences, the unregulated
market can arrive at socially optimal levels of safety. Imagine that a
inanufktuter has the choice of -either building a plant which
produces cars with poorly protected gas tanks or of building a plant .

costing $1,000,000 more whi h produces cars with better protected
gas tanks. Say that 100,000 eople each intend to buy'one of the,
cars, and that it would be woith $10.01 to each of them to have a
safer car. That is, each wouldhe indifferent between having the
safer car, and paying $10.01 less and taking the added risk of the
more dangerous car. In this situatick the potential customers would
be willing to offer.the manufacturer up to $1,001,000 ($10.01 times
100,000 people) to produce the safer car. If they offered him, say,
$1,000,500 to build safer cars; then each party, the people and the
manufacturer, would be better off by $500. If there were an infinite

t.
array of possible plants corespondiiii to different car -safety levels,
by repeating the above negotiaiionsiliAVadd be 'easy to show that
that plant which cost exactly $1,001,000 more than our first plant
would be built. This would be the socially optimal plant, producing

J--an auto with the socially optimal level of safety.'

PROBLEMS WITH APPLYItO THE tp,wizEp MARKT SOLUTION

Unfortunately, in the real world, information is not freely and
evenly distributed, there are transactions costs, and peoplel.gre
reluctant to reveal their true preferences if they can see some gain
from concealment.

'Transactions Costs

Loosely speaking, transactions costs may be divided into 'two
parts: the costs of organizing to negotiate and the costs of
negotiating. In instances involving health and safety .. on one side of
the bargaining table is usually a firm and on the other side is a group
of workers or consumers or pollution victims. Once both .sides are

' If there were n plant designs, each costing 51.001,000 more than the first plant, that plant
that could produce cars offering the highest level of safety, ceteris paribus, would be built.
That is, only the most efficient plant within each cost range would be considered.
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organized, there is nmeason to suspect that the cost's of negotiating
will he higher fol,qtte side thatr the other. 1-loweyer, the -costs of
organizing.andof,rmaining organized are likely to be far grtater.for
those deAtilth with,,the firm than for the firm itself. The firm, almost

. .

by defin00-111reacly a cohesive unit with a fairly simple and
clispassiotia,te4pa4gh for being, namely to make money.' On the
other hand; ii!!girbilp of consumers or pollution victims are not likely"' I

to even know each other. In addition, their goals anti expectations
arc likely to be highly diverse. Even a group of well organized union .4

workers must take into account the often conflicting and emotional
wants of various segments of its membership. These factors make it

firm to, deal with a
like that it will be far more difficult for a group seeking higher
lev s of safety to deal with a firm than for the fir

oi,,,group. A

To show; how this asymmetry jrf, trinsaclion costs can lead to
suboptimal safety 'levels, suppose, that the 'cost of organizing the
consumers in the' preceding example' .50 per person, and, again,
that all costs and 'benefits are ko:' Olt that the mtinufac-turer
requires a minimum of $1,000,,.. i -kt. 'i-,. to be willing to build the
safer car. If the corksutilers wtp:t:i' r car, they must pay at least
$1,050,000 ($50,000 di org4Of

.... .._ .1,000,000 to the manufac-
turer). Since it is only worth!A, P,000,'.Wthe consumers to have the
safer car, it will not be worthwhile.4O-''ieek a safer model. If the
Manufacturer is unable or titAyetItiVibeculate and build the more
xpensive plant, the more 0101Xii§'ar will be produced.

Reluctance-fp- eveaf True Preferences

The reader may be wondering why the manufacturer, in such a
situation, would not sell safety coupons, costing $10.01, to the
potential customers in order to raise the needed funds to produce the
safer car. If each person purchased one Coupon, the safer car would
be produced, nobody would be worse off, and the manufacturer
would make a $1,000 return for his trouble.. The problem is that each
individual would have an incentive to be a free rider; that is, to nbt
purchase a coupon in the expectation that the coupon purchases cof

(
For tii6se who wish to argue that firms also maximize sales or executives' 'prestige or

whatever, please,keep in mind that the main point here is only that the firm's objective lune-
tion0 likely to be simpler than that of a group of workers or consumers or pollution victims.

o
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others would be enough to 13.'y for the safer cat. Almost 100 people
could refuse to purchase a coupon and still the firm would raise the
necessary $1,000,000. Everyone would desire to be one of those 100
people.

Imperfectly Distributed Information

Only in the mind's eye of an economist is all information instantly
and costlessly known to everyone. In the real world each one of us is
privy to only a small subset of all knowledgeThe transfer of in-
formation to others involves costs. Moreover, as in the preceding
paragraph, there are times when it is advantageous to one party to:100,
keep certain information from others. In our example, it is unlikely
that the consumers will be aware of the differences in gas tank
protection levels between one car and anoiher.' It is, however, highly
probable that the manufacturer will be aware of these differences.
The management, then, has the option of either building the safer
car, incurring the costs of informing the public of cars' superior
safety levels, and hoping that the resulting higher price will be
sufficient to recoup its co-Sts, or of building the cheaper, more
dangerous car and marketing it as though it were perfectly safe. In
general, the second choice is the more lucrative. The point is that
safety levels are often not readily discernible. A worker may be
unaware that he or she is working with radioactive materials; a city
might not know that a factory is dumping mercury into its harbor;
and consumers may be ignorant to the fact that their cars tend to
explode when hit from behind. In each of these instances, however,
the management of the firm is likelyeto have detailed information
about the problem and to have an economic incentive to conceal that
knowledge.

THE THREE QUESTIONS ANSWERED

We are now ready to apply the results of the above analysis to
answering our three questions.

The Need for Health and Safety Standards

In the above analysis it has been demonstrated how the existence
of transactions costs, incentives to conceal true preference levels,
and imperfect information all conspire to create a situation in which
an unregulated market will lead to suboptimal levels of safety. The
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need for healthsafety regulations follows immediately from the
preceding statement. Governments exist to provide services to its
society-that the market is unable or unwilling to deliver, such as
national defense. If free/markets are unable to provide the level of
safety that societyclesires, it is the duty cif government to dictate that
that level shall be provided. As a qualifying statement, I should add
that merely because the market will fail, does not mean that
government will succeed. Certainly .anyone who claims that
regulations are typically costless and well thought out is either-in-
credibly naive or has a personal, stake in a regulatory body. The
point here, however, is that if-the society is to have optimal levels of
safety, some nonmarket solution is needed, namely some form of
regulation.

Are Executives Uniquely Able to Determine Safety Levels?

It has been argued that only managements are likely to be privy to
relatively complete data regarding' the safety levels of its company's
working conditions, effluents, and products. Because of this, it
follows that executives are the best possible monitors of safety

ie els. Particularly when one considers the costs a'frd'jbe potentials
f r loss and/or concealment of attempting to transfer this in-
f mation to some other body of:regulators, the unique position of
executives as the ideal regulators becomes clear.

Are Criminal Penalties Appropriate?

Having 9ecided that executives should monitor safety standards,
there replains only the task of creating a system of rewards and

1penalties that will.persuade executives to act as if they had society's
welfaie uppermost in their minds. Since we are assuming that
soFEty, via its government, has already dictated its desired safety
levels, we are,, essentially, attempting to persuade executives not to

,violate that standard, either actively .or passively. But are there not
tradeoffs? That is, should not an executive be allowed to sanction
some minor erosion of safety levels belqw the societal standard, if
the financial rewards are great? Unless we are prepared to radically
alter our view that each individual has an absolute right to his or her
own life we must respond to the negative, because a decision to
compromise safety standards is, essentially, a decision to kill or
injure for profit. Statistical inference, as well as our common sense,
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tells us that if probability of an .0j.ur.y occurring-is increased and
if this increased probilabillty applies to a large number of events, such
as .100,900 cars, th fi there will surely be more injuries: Exactly who
or hot many wil be injured is unknown,'but that there will be
Aiditional injuri is clear to all but the rrid.st sublimely optimistic..
Unless we are prepared to instruct executivess..to holy many dollars
they must earn ih order to perpetrate assault andZot murder on a
roughly specified but anonymous group of individuals, we must
conclude-that society's choSen level of safety must be strictly adhe ed
to.

The use ofthe words L'assault" and "murder" In thepreceding
sentence probably surprised- most readers, but it is essential to un-
derstand that this is precisely what is being discussed..Suppose that
both the safer and the less safe car- of our example were ava4lable,
with the safer car selling for $10.00 more. Mr..4 chooses to sae the
$10.00 by purchasing the less safe auto. He is not, by this act,
committing suicide for the ,10.00. He is simply, assuming a slightly
higher level of risk. In effect, Mr. X is underwriting himself against
a slightly elevated possibility of what is still an unlikely event, i.e.,
his. death or injury due to the weaker gas tank. On the 2)ther hand,

'suppose that Mr. Y decides to manufacture large numbers of the
more 'dangerous car. Since the product' defect is not readily
discernible, Mr: Y conceals the fact and thereby avoids having to
charge a lower price, the wrath of regulatory authorities, or both.
The benefit of this action is .that Mr. Y will make more of a profii
and the cost is that some people will be killed and injured. Unless it is
assumed that 14r. Y is extremely naive, it must be assumed that he
realizes the exi's'tence of this tradeoff. Because Mr. Y will be unlikely
to know the victims or to hear their screams does not alter the fact
that he is knowingly killing or injuring others for personal gain.

In additidn to the moral arguments that murder and assault are
criminal offehses, no finite system of monetary fines, as would be
levied in civil offenses, would provide the same level of deterrent.
Bankruptcy laws impose limits on fines. No person can effectively be
charged more than his or her net worth. In addition, most financial
losses can be insured against in one way or another. This is par-
ticularly true for the well-off and the sophisticated, and executives
tend to be both. There are, however, no ways to insure against
imprisonment. For all of us time is unidirectional and death is a
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certainty. Chunks of ;our lives are priceless in that there exists no
market at which we can purchase a replacement. This, then, is the
infinite cost that is proper to impose upon executives for the crime of
imposing infinite Costs on others.'

,ss

' Some of the individuals quoted in the Nielsen article expressed the concern that making
executives criminally liable for safety violations would seriously lower the supply of eTrecutise
talent I confess that I fail to understand this argument unless it refers to cases where the
executive would be held accountable for infractions that tA. or she had no know ledge, of If
culpability were limited to willful violations, sshy would a lass -abiding executive fear' t,

1
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liconorniNlogic can he fruitfully applied
also to des 'strut a least-distorting method If IT-
mincing this internal subsidization. The tradi-
tional method has beqn by charging prices
markedly ;thrive marginal cost's for interstaje
calls on the ground. among .others, that since
the very costly installation the subscriber's
end is used for both intiastate and interstate
calls, it is only "fair" that both share the re.
sponsibibty for covering its costs The conse
quence IS that every time a telephone or a
switchboard is installed, some 20 percent of the
capital cost er auturhatically transferred to the
interstate revenue requirement, there to beim
posed upon long-distance calling
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1110,l IO11allit1110114 tin 11,1113e' 111 111N 1111111

%,11C1 11.'1 1111e1 101t. ul 11111asihit. I ie dIs0uion
1, 11,11 111 11101.15 9111 1111' t tele.
1111010., beCalise II seellIS I lea! that Ille 111141101111.1
10.114 of long distance comitionlealloos are rar
Itelmv aielaat. IeSettlit. 1111011 CIIIC 111 Alit!. Ille
111.11 `i5N1e111 puUllyd MU, 1111 liatislt:I. ulllalltd
1111e1 stale 11111 11,11ges III 197.1 by pen cent!
Sim,. the clime Lost 14 1111,11 led 01 Ole time Il
1114 1011,111111101111 1 he 111011011111 Lost of mote the
equipment theicaltei is rem, we ill New York
state tianslei led hundreds of millions of dol-
lars of these. annual ieVellile I(1

Ilic 010111h11, 111111p-suill charge

Managing a Trapslt to Competition

Doting the last fifteen months, I have been
OplIn! ,1.111 MIR:lent kind of disequilib-

i 111111 01 the airline industry
11011111 I eginie tit I 'gni governmental protection.
sin and cat telizat,ton to one of free conipetition.
I have little to add to the extensive literature
cilt.101Sing that goal It provides only limited
guidance, however, for getting therespecifi-
L ally, for coping with the inevitable distortions
01 a transition that is gulag 10 take some time,
partly bet ause the law under which we operate
still requires us to find, case by case, whether
granti4 each application for entry accords
With the "public convenience and necessity,"
while giving each incumbent competitorexer-
cising procedural rights that trace back at leasj
to- the Magna Cartaan opportunity to argue
that it will not

What I propose to explain here is my con-
version from a belief that gradualism is desir-
able _to advpcaey of something as close to total
deregiitatl6n as the law will permit, to be
achieved as quickly as possible.

My original attitude was based, first, on
simple intellectual caution. It was based, see-.
ond, on a desire not to discredit deregulation
by showing an filsensitivity to the fears of both
Congress and the financial community about
what a sudden total-immersion in the waters
of competition might do to the financial health
of th'e industry, especially since it had PIO
emerged from live or six years of dismal earn-
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nn Ihr 1111Cl Iltrii 11 tI 1 1.1111111t. e till pletilt 1,11111,

1P11111,1111 1,11111,111011 III 1/1 VieVelIAA' 111 (Int el
1.111115 in etilt 1.1111e 111,11 het 1/11.11.11 ,

lime Second l'roldenv 1)IstortIons from \loving
Piecemeal. Some r Iel S nut to %viol

.16i.111 'hell .11,11111 Ill St11,11e 01111.11111,

,111!glt. 11 he ( All 11110 (II at'llV111,0L
11.01111111% .11111 11111 !hey at gilt. site 11111,1,

.11'.11111.' 0111 111' "4'114-1 1111,1115 1.011 o,',.
11101 kegs ast.. 115 Ise haSls 111 Oh' ordel In
whit h appilt ,t110111 happen In he pleSellted

I he in talk,. theN envisage seem In he
115,1 kinds i 1,1 .% C0111Menial ill it Natl./nal

the Illillker In market apploac h 111 lice
.111,11 111.11, snille, I a (.111 ICI to 15.I415 111 t11/11

pe1111,111 1.r pat 1111,11 Iiiiukets that ale impoi
Cant to It while it may find itsell having to wait
a long tune lot its own mot to Lome I see WI

IT :1'1011 al,1111112, however, that the order mil
our proceeding will has e a systethatic Mai Ill
this kind In lac I. our two most drrimatic pro
posals to open huge numbers of ilnarkets iii
multiple perfIlISSIVe entry involving service to
and 1 I OM the underused Chicago Midway and
Oakland airpoits:- have heen times in which the
great hulk 1,f the traffic will be purely min
arEnind, m which. therefore. feed and beyond
tights will Ire of little importance. and in which
prOMIllellt .1111011g the applicants are carriers
with no such route systems at all

The second fiat is that if only some mar
kens are opened to entry and not others, all the
competitive energies of (he industry will con-
centrate on them. resulting in excessive entry
and investment All this conies down to is

the destructive competition scarecrow there
Weill% In he a general belief among defenders
of the present regulatory regime that there is
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imiikets pelf melt. leantilias, without re
hind to die slit' ol ea, h. how many sellers It can
sustain and how mans' other, mav he elitel to
al the same time Oils does not happen In other
indosit les. Mete is 110 I1114011 why it need 114v
pen in are ammo (

1 1
!entail's Undeniable: however, n unt the

r1.1t1t1.11 1/1,11 ken by 111101111 -which
I,1. lotted 1.0 iis by the 1Fekletill AV11111011

Ar I 1111,1 111,01,e t11,101 1 lolls SO lung as dc-
lepulauon n1. intumplrlr. sr, lung IS the Cel

lit 1,111,11u 11111\1'1110kt: 1111l1 EICLCstilIV r011.

I mot, Iti 11.1,t. in ellbtslunluy 1111.1 therefore a
iliaLket untie. some of the airlines assume us,
the, will apply 1111 1110Ie licepses than th,ey can
riper Me itununntnlly, and operate tinder them
stitliciently to ensure that lheV are nut taken
ass as .km1 they will hood markets with more
situ, u. than is et 0/1.111IC In order to preclude
,ompetitik e upei mums by others, in the hope
01 being able in the luture to reap the rewards
til the monopoly power they achieve and pre -
se in this way

I he only r atonal answer is to demonstrate
convincingly that the value of these franchises
is going to he Lew Then there will be no val-
uable pieces of paper to light for with uneco-
nolnlc operations Ad no future monopoly gains
to offset against the costs of present predation.
It is of cours necessary to convince the com-
panies that this is going to happen; but the way
to do that is to open markets to free entry
and that is what we are doing. Moving as rapid-
ly as possible to a system of universal free entry
and exitis the way also to deal with the as-
serted inequality of competitive abilities and
opportunities during a slow transition: make
the transition rapid, move quickly, on as broad
a front as possible, to permit all carriers to
slough off the restrictions that limit their oper-
ating flexibility, to leave the markets they find
It 1.1)let,OnOnnt. to serve, to enter the markets
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care the value of service competition. The
difficulty is thht if passengers are presented
with no alternative. higher load factor lower
fare offerings. there is not an effective market
determination of whether the'setitice offered is
too good

The complete regulator reacts to this di
lenima by extending the regidatory net wider
In mile! to limit thxse klndtil,l ll1Mptitli11,11 as
well Ilmulnp adverusing controlling syhecl
uhng 011,1 11.11 10 agent, ..P1111111SNliitN 11,
nIg the si/es .It sands, it hes anal seats .old the

, tit, regulators itilt
II tIi., tla tf, ke still/lg. a leak plug II1s I.1t

.11. .1 1.1,1 as a Mi.najuit In
Mist, ...11 /a e.11.. of, ripening
nes, tiol., le Hi is kc irtm/a

1s ill 111,1 111.E .1,1 /
I hi :Ih, I /I, 5, 51 5.1 1 ilt 11115is, /1

/1110,11,, ..i.i11, 110 ...if le.

sr..., 11111 111.111,1, ..11. hiiiiilll III 111.1 llnl

111.1`', . 1 \ Irdullne
1,, 1t,s Ih1 ..11,,11 Vi /II hI hi

Mitt .,111 I11111,11

r ,11,1 1,111/1ll 114,1 I, tall, , s ,.11
.51,I110 Ell OW, ,./

III as

pies
ie.', al r1111u mem 5/5 ,1.11it lairs shili Islllg

LI,. 1111% 1,pldls 11111,..)1 Iii got hies,
1.115 5 .1111 .1111115 ,1 I,1111 ham

i1,Ik111 itiaillimu
them maim Hilda

1. 15, .1. IIII Item11, 1,11 , ,,111,111rtIt

I9'8

The Seyelsits Prvaittelli 1)1iivrtilitimixxrs Pricy
1,e11111m 111115 1si

ilia, I iiki 1. mai, alai, tht
il 1,0 Luis ti m 11.2his

disurtuttual.., Thal has .ki .111 ,I/5/
,1 .115 ss

hal mai .1 h.... / 1,5 1,,
ttl, 1 111, 55, ,t ,s1 .11 t, 151

,5115CII5,1 ,1 /15 5 ,ir 51 I/15 t, c
k.5,.1, .1 s. . 1/51- 51 /

able probabilitT of a pasitenger's being able to
get a seat on relatively short notice on a con-
veniently scheduled flight and with no penalty
if he fails to show up at flight time-are much
higher than the marginal opportunity costs of
standby service, or of carrying a passenger wlito
volunteers to hr humped from an overbooked
flight. tot soffit tent runt pensat,iop land we will
see root e ul these, Under a new hoard order re-
coot-trot the carriers to seek volunteers before
to stir wig to Involunlats Istmmingt or of char,

xel e sslitie the pii,ellgel accepts the
,sk .if a hews petialls II he has 11, catmel out

am! .1 the Iltght nut going mat at all II not
vInnolh seal, a, sold tit tit `smiler 'laver Budg
11 .in `slitter Ain't fates, the Humber ul which
iiimh. .1, allahle .111 eat h Illghl Is resit it led to the

/ .51 SC:11, Ihr eat eat estimates would
,alito is ist in, out coitus and whit h are in punt

11111 LltIltilli III 0155 I .1111111,11,,IN staildh

.tills 0 51 11th 11111.4

c,11 Ile Llsl Loos stii site 11111

uh..di k el 0111101 rkmrn t, .11 iii nnu
.it ;he !esti IL milts u, then avail

a6ol.t1 sot has 11111111111111l leneth stay requite
5111'111, .11C 5 1151111 01111111 at .1.101111tlit Ihent ill
.14 /11.11151 C1.1,11, 5 11,15.111C, and Mise nothing to

I Ili 110tris when ths
sell hist imitated the ales Welt, extremely
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tal's Chickenteed, TWA s Nu Strings and-Ameri-
can's Short Stoware available to all corners in
the markets in whit h they are °tiered, regard-
less of size. shape. length of star or previous
condition of servitude the otil: control is that
-just like interruptible till peak sales of gas

and 'k numb, of discounted
seals vat it., !loin !light to flight depend:op:-
upon ibeit toning relator it, the ...tell, peak
Hntnh A11,11.11.111 has divu.14:d its plant, I.11
11,11,111,,11, Ii,ph1, Inh, !hit, , ,a111111111C111,

111..1 .1 ill hitt.

,t11.1

11111rils 1 .111,,e, .1t

And ...t, 1,11

1.

Of 1 \

rilogoe N ho flews the Ito: den id PI oot

11.1I1 I.111..11, h. In,.
I,,, I Mt eAL/

I",ito, r .1 1111 II 11, I t ot

ill, .1 .1., 1n is Ill, I"

111.1, II ..,1
I

r,

APPI. LCONONIICS TO.%N thiPERFECT woo.°

lat ion guarantees that no town will lose service,,
even temporarily, that no carrier will be sub-
jected to unequal competitive pressures be-
cause it may have inherited a less favorable
route structure than its rivals; that there will,
furthermore. he no wastage of fuel, no excessive
(ivory into any market. no injurious discrimina-
tion lilt hank I uptcies. no loss of seniority rights
avowhrr nu danger of ini reased concentra-
tion and fin Impairment of scheduled service

the will oppose If et. entrrs unless and until
.Ile, it.it lords. t Inplete detail

let, till ttss cI111, II of opt, iiltins will look
Ittlerje 1, ssing Itt- officio itt leave the lash

eating ot lite Itiittit .1.1 ',WTI] III Il, eS, de'
',II 'II III, I IS II s Huard

.1,. I I. .1.. tn.thihn It, make those
pictlit (ions

lit oppoticitti iittl 1.11::: hearted en
.15 I., ot,115. do:m.1s manda
Is, In,,, pr t 1 bed

41111,1 11.1, LIS .11n1
, I "nil . s, h"d1111, the

,t h, .it tt tits 0111'1 hal 1.,J.

.111,1

11,11 11.1. In1111111141(Ing Iu
' h .1 ,alnptehtnso on I

11 III, the list
.11 A,' 111,, '1'1111,1,AV:11k I hale as a muds

tcti !fiat the ord.
... . /II '.1`.1 1111 IAA, 1,, 11111111111/C The

Illy was to minimise the distortions of the
transiiiiin I inn now I hOrlalghlY con
slot nil Is to make the it an:Athol as short
ax possible

an, l,. that
itt Ili, ti.1:15111..1 .15

it at, toll to t tt ,Irc,ol,

i t t o t t . a t e Ott n i t , , .
I Ali al, .c ins to..te.

,I.o is .:5 rh, distot tem,
.t L, rrsi ;sir t.11 it relater e wt.
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!NEM
Complaint letters and opinion surveys only give us clues about
why sonx consumers are unhappy. More information is
needed for a good solution. By George S. Day

Al N.ttlet irgirna
K11.10C1 1.IC hove. lohhimg

,....rtier prow. tam ae', y
to, t tic ,cation ut ries. federal

has herr, alels. AN11111Cll rn re

,ent rex. Mat AMC.. All .on
IIIIICIN ate Inv red...1,10y Ms

...mired and doer, hatitc4 with
he goods and NCI Ill C,
Amer a an hiolness and that
ho diserahantment is amply

justified A ieverit survey by the Market
ing %twine Institute oulducted rot Seni
Ir y Insuranv~~rip~ y rep011ed wide,
spread belief arnong that the

of olliv o roue. than it
a. 10 vcin ago

ven some . tradcrs have ..III1C
.1. It ...IV. A.I

.1.111. r "metal. ... ,,lor ph, m. ha. herr,
, h, r he !adore of, ,

.t1 he math. iou..tra hu..
ue. n tic °~~^ ^^ ^~

nese., ty

sumer s tn.,. had exper rem, m the 'nil°
kelplare

Whether 'he publn 1. antipathy o
idled or nut there went. no doubt that
.oristiruci. and Moine., people ,sie
rn... hong ro Jiff crew di totine, these
days Sot, one pert.filt of a pie of rhe
general public polled hi tIss, Marketing

I n.iittlie believed that most prod.
'Jct. AM/ \CI N.C.. have dev lined qualtty
in I he flint ten years hut filth pervent
of sample of %Cll... 1.1,111C11 agers

believed prink., and cl,,U,5 have
,,,,, ,over the sante period Forty four
percent of Ihr total pith]. .aingilong he
lie Yeti townie, e pet less from prod
,it ioda, ihan the, did ten year. ago tv4
per, ent of NC0101 Nome., managers fell
tic usi ,,,,, rr. r.pe, I ...PI.

.hli.ugh ".'worn, ani !hat the ,11.
,,,,,,,, .1,1,ton...sown have vrr differ

ent rpt Il 'he , 111C1

the qe.on .1.111.11111
w rizin I h. oronmer, rr.111, feel

vai he, reel A ma vc, ol
rid nethud. f,A11,11111, ,otorner

!here o kahls Ione ....Ioncol data
tor 'bear., mg hou happs ur onhapp,
1111TICIS tie writ, Ole das per

.11,./11 r good.

in.' se. ..

10.1,11i1r,1 fr II I, 1., ,.1-...1. 1,...
S I I h. %v ,

I tItttratit 11,11,11,11.

COnolIler,t beliefs nol wit
MOS. sor vey, indicate a htgh level of con
stoner satisfaction with the minority of
puulucts Unfortunately, there are lughly
vutthle escephons. notably type, of re
pao ~.ice` direct ma^ toys. no
itanohtles .mci some doll-tots 1011Cle, II Is
these products which contribute disp~
pint ronateli .0 ALliniale Or consumer hus

y . inarkeling practices and irblitu
nuns

I unhappy though sortie NIIIINlIMVS may
be the rarely voroplain to rnanirfavl ers
or even to retaders Instead they take
other actions such as iv/Itching brands or
rmadris F vrn if a manulat tore, is .111,1

ions in please his customers he ma, he
unable be, all,r the e is no easy v han
net ha shoppers to r rhea problem.
IC tumuli:, liners

Hoth .1111,11111MIN, and business people

~~.hat overall v totorner dosatisfi, non
seem., it. he lait the, de,tgree as
rt .41., mourner 1st, believe that Ole

of pooducts us deteriorating and
.11,11 rho dec. line o av, uridel, rCACCIACII

onsurners whose expectations are rea
vonahl, 1. molar. Rosiness people on the.
other hand often sa, ttlie the perform

r And itf prudoei. impri tog
, onso cepe, tabor,. ale ',sing

r.crl faster

t.. , ..r I., I ,11.1, mei- 1,, I worge
,. ..ik, r1141,, 197 7 hi. VC "f
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Repair services, direct mail,
toys and automobiles

contribute disproportionately
to consumer hostility.

...Wert to the, haste product A /ten recd) preNorttahly ',Mitt of these tthisthe.e do
N .1,1ung tn.. hon e. for example, good work

uilleIN rotor,' itt.st ht...rtes .111 Nri log run hr title/nettled hi hitter. and "Intro!, Deficient. ie. trontitaterl to alter ri.floocs,
them . t . ,r11 0 used to 1hr, trAIV kir scics speeds and inlrorh.litrn whether Or not the alter ttatises were

.r11.1 deer, gent, in Att,thle al the hole of risik tinier
,P1.11 IC, t. I ithrte tot, .0 it, ,10 1. per Ir. tly hortri .11 h hew
anJ ' , ',too, ,r1 to '0(01 n., he. .1...1,11ed

0.111 d .1 he leso rt. 'howl, or . 1 that
0, 111.11111r,, hit, ha. d

,,.lean ender A.1111,1,111 h1.,nd ilAlile a. a

ht I.., i 0.111 Ltt 1 t trd I.. 1,11e, In, ,deer Mut h lo.. r Ill
.111 d Ads fon ho

.r,
,,t

apph c titot.r1 h .1r...it 0,e 1, and 1 I the, pr1,1hIlones
hls fog l'h.toct, mitt noiral to new
cots . . .par

,11, re . .o .11, ft .1,114111

lto

Ne t

hi t rovIe ,.ett h . t , . e e.I t the N i.11 011,10i i 111pin,
!ht 11n ve, ic ..111 ,11...t.herl If r 1 1 he . tr

ihr .1, r g, 11111.1 l 01111 511..11111 rt

I .11 do.

A rt.., 0. hi, .0 i11,Intl
it I lit 11.0 I1.111 I-, 0

ohm pc.I.in hint. ho.onte, .0
.

set,tcr

the hum. it, rr..1111 ,- 11. e. 1r rth e
Flint evr-n here thr urt. 14,-

I A 1111.1 ,011 none htlel
he, d hr 0,11 ...tle ford I br h., ,hr bought het r the

I Ihrte .t, ttr 0er -1. 1,re. Atari 11.1, that
..p.tot, . 1 1 qt....mg home, ' , t o t . . , het A A At, 01 . tit



trusting her refriger:11111 Mr lied our 10 be
More aggYavating than she had originally
expected In all three cases. the problem
rests with the consumer not the manufac
hoer but the consumer appears dis
satisfied

On the other hand these are nitrations
where the customer is indeed being
abused and doesn t know it when a set s
fie station makes untie, ..say tepalls to
his s Al N. example or when food midi
fives arise hat nth,' side elle,. Its also
difficicli lot a customer 10 know whether
Loins made on .1 s oonpany adseribong

arc honest in deceptive Thus wherhet
rea. lions Are-faorable or or

1.1...a able his reactions alone arc not

9

nese...arils a good reflection of the prod
tac t s qualit

Statlsoc al sot its s x.111 he used to rhea
sane x.istirrier esperuence., but often
these Sal ,C, huse more questions than
they answer partly because business and
government look for different things when
conducting such surveys Business lead
err like to express pride in the large pro
pain tiori of customers who ale satisfied
rimier nment agencies want to rninulli/e
abuses in the marketplace and focus on
the large iiii n/vvi of consumers who me
aggr irsed

The most thorough example of the
n /acrim or 'cored apprpysich fawned

hi, business ruiner born a corltinumis sus
tonic. sur rep program conducted by
General Electric As of 1972, CIF had
asked 48,000 customers to describe then
overall satisfaction Of dissatisfaction

with some 665,000 individual appliance
products. on a five-point scale ranging
horn extremely satisfied- so extremely
dixsalisherl According to Of, 94 percent
of those questioned were extremely
satisfied or some.- it .trslied To be

he no oil or boos led consider ahls
by product s ategor y. age f aPP999d amt
so on hut in any case. a rcctrl ram, al
sanstied customers does no ',CM 100S1
sole much enniumhon for consumers'

" revolution It E hasp ubliflied the
'figures (corm its survey sir e 19'2 but ant

Otfit i.d YOUILG% tntlicote, he subsequent
prop°. non-chase been rhos h the nitre I

Similar enthusiastr results were oh
rained from a 19'a Sears Boehm. k
°° se, consort-leo feelings about 52
r mewl lc. of general incur handive vrig
a three point is ale SC., lound ill) It per,
rear of as , wormier sample were coon'
plerrls sativhed lb t pro.rm we, laws

h 1 in I only 1 I peor ent were not

-Sf-

too satisfied- with thee most recent pur-
chase. The proportions "completely
satisfied- ranged from 94.9 percent for
men's dress slacks down tb 71.9 percent
for pantyhose.

But again, what do the survey rc
mean' Should we assume that the qtr. ity
at Sears men's dress slacks is superior to
that of its pantyhose^ Or does the sir vey
merely demonstrate that women whohuy
pantyhose are fussier than men who buy
chess slacks' And what are we to make of
such maddening terms as "somewhat
satisfied and 'burly satisfied' ' After all,
a consumer who described himself as
surnewhat w 'faelx- satisfied might,
upon further questioning, agree that he is
also somewhat or fairly der satisfied

The 'prublem.oriented- approach fa
vored by government agenctes has biases
too Cdnsider a 1975 surrey conducted by
A C Neilsen & Company which marled a

letter to a national cross section of 1.000
uhoseholds asking each to throb about

problems they had had within the but year
rib packaged food products and heidt h
and brainy aids After each housefirfe
had tone 10 think about the mailing and
presumably to come Up with some dra-
matic examples of product defects
Neilsen surveyors interviewed each
housewife by telephone

The results' Out of the 1.000 respun
dents. 110 couldn't recall a single defect
and .1 further 130 reported, only package
defects The remaining S40 households
hoSse set repotted a total al 6.107 product
deter ,

In numbers that is a lot of dB...rushed
households and a lot of product defects
Bill the number is minuscole when you
crinsider that each household buys hum
deeds if not thOusands. of packaged food
products and health and beauty aids on the
LOW lf 11( a yea]

On the oi her hand. 'precisely Ihec arise
inch pus has, are so frequkni and
mobile a housewife isn't likely to re
mend, specific complaints If a Neilsen
qui-Newt t all. vescral months after .in un
hams, purr hose 1 et s suppose a house
wife hos s a par kage of (Dien siring hears
at her sop, marker She conics home

1
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A buyer who is happy
with an 8-speaker stereo
may become dissatisfied

when a 12-speaker model
comes on the market.

small grou s of consumers who might be
overlooked d ndons test samplings For
esample new talcum base in a bath

'powder was tested on6 sampling of
people and caused no prohlerny Once it
was on the market though the rnanuf:tc
lure, r et creed drueny of u ornplaint letters
firm people who were allergic to the new
talc base app.eeptly none of them had
been or turfed tn the test sampling Sim,
lady I he development of the rater y cap on
awn ni kitties long before the govern
anent thought to requite II can he attrd
used to consumers who wrote letters to
dnig onnpanies eXplestang concern about
the ease with which children were open
ing bottles

Yet omplaint letters present a distorted
and int oittplete pr tore People who write
sir h letters are not ty pit .t1 shopper.
F her .11e most likely to he highly etill
cateul .1111,111ale and fussy they ntey .duo
hare flitlie fire tone on their hands than
the IN pl al shopper who A co host with
ioh and chores and childi en that the
thought of writing a omplanit letter miser
occur to him Most shoppers. rather than
demand satisfaction- front a company.
simply ...itch brands or shop in a different
store I ow moue shopper are <nye-.
clan, rantkely fir complain even when
they have strong gtounds for complaint.
bee nose they don I know how to gre thou!
ii

jA I- .. II an ll, rptahle sarisfa,
non standaiil could he agreed
upon and a method devised to
t 1 ar,d.t.e 1.11,1001e, OM

plienty min son ahle Joon,'
there is no eisting method hie
assor mg a fiee Row of info, 'ILI
tool from uorlAnniet to mann
fay tor, even w hen the fa.11111

1 la hirer is an trio. to know
asw, i al hi) uostoiners think of his

icri.1, Ise

( onyider the .k ( Neilsen so i yes of a
htilIN.Illd households mentioned above
the yin icy turned tip ,implainty regard
ing t to' prd.., Jett, IN ft 1 tin .{40 h, 4,,
hold, let rot at- than ,I) tort not of chore
deleY r. weir err i e, repo, red he the

housewives either to the retaileror to the
manufacturer. In 40 percent of the defect
situations the housewife complained to
the retailer. who usually mulhtied her by
exchinging the defective merchandise
Only 1 percent of the defer Cu mentioned in
the Neilsen survey led to a letter of corn
plaint to I he manufacture...Thus the man
ufacturers were most completely cut
off front k nowl dge of consumer un
happiness with yduct defects. and even
the retailers were unaware of most of the
problems

Even less complaining behavior was
uncovered Ina 1074 telephone survey deal
ing (soh the problems of personid care
prodir:Is I percent complained to the
nianufactuter. IS percent to the retailer.
and the remaining. NO percent took no di-
rect action at all. although 14 percent said
they had complmned to theor friends

These two >or veys. of course. dealt
with relatively inexpensive products, and
presumably the C01111111101 felt it wain

h the tonic or troohlic to urine a coin
plaint to either fel.Iller Or 111.1/111C11.111,
At the very least. though. this suggests
that the lees expensive an tier, the le,
likely is a 11,111LINCILIfer or retailer to know
wharconsurners really think of his prod
ucts. What is surprising is that even the
study by the two consumer action groups,
which dealt with a wide fay of more et

problems .0 wally united a complaint to a
manidir t i a e u oi re t.olci An additional
In.'s percent ifirl complain to the Better
Business Our eor yr lv,f MM. lIl Open, its

new s rticilia in he rimier, r

rho pr lure that emerges from these
studies stillatests a series of obstacles that
con ,,,,,, n And manufacturerr must hut
(Ile thr erely want Ill C011illala. ate
...Oh c.ii h*ther Consumer uoinplaints
ha, a way of being filleted thiough a
chop of command so that the intlnilfai
torci ruilated from almost ill erpt,s
sums of woe only the very largest and
knrilcsi complain, get throrigh to him
Aft, all whit 11.11,..1101 there fit the
relate, tin the 0011,1, salesman who
call. on the "retailer to repo. klettiair

gO

cally to the head office about complaints
and di ssattsfact ton'

My own Informal studies indicate thal
the head offices of chain stores are almos
as isolated from complaints as 'are the
head olfices of manufacturers Many
complamis on simply dealt wittes0ty the

a Stole clerk or else department manager
and go no fiuthet they never even come
to the attenfion of the store manager.
much less the store's corporate headquar
ter, And if the stuteA corporate head
quartets Is ohllr IOU. 10 complamts out on
the front lines, the 11.mA:1r:toter may be
even less aware of such problems Sitting
In his riffice, the must well meaning of
manufacturers may believe that his com-
pany is deung mar selous Job of serving
the public at the very ms>menl a COPISO171C1.

let,e111011 IN brewing

There are potential benefits to en
couragIng more 11,01111.11r1IN by the use of

telephone 'Iodine, questeonnarres in
sorted in packages and' °the! unproved
,0111TntlInail011, devices Out Irg.dle,
of the effect of rut h encouragement.
clear that customer complatnts cannot he
allowed to serve as the sole source of in
for M.01011 dt,0111 uonsioncr dissalisfac
bun

Segue reed Fending

to la I .1 F./ ( ir,anndi
r .,41, Soo /o, 1.,t2.2z1

t- Marketing Science Irifffiatk..
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STATE POTECTION OF THE CON§R:
..

-INTEGRATION OF tIVIL AND CRIMIN4L
REMEDIES f ?

Paula W. Gold and Robert D. Cohan

State legislation which pNotects consumers can be found in
two major areas: (1) civil statutes specificalTy. ehacted to pro-
tect consumers, and (2) existing criminal laws. An effective
program of enforcement nlust integrate both. This article will
survey the broad range of civil-and criminal sanctions currently
available to most state enforcement agencies for confiumer

A5rotectiion..
The most comprehensive civil statutes for consumer protec-

tion are modeled after the Federal Trade Commission Act,'
which generally prohibits unfair methods of competition and
unfair or deceptive acts or practices in or affecting commerce.

t The authors gratefully acknowledge the technieill assistance provided by Francis
X. Bellotti, Attorney General for the- Commonwealth of Massachusetts; William P. 4 7A
Colclough, National Association of Attorneys Genekal Consumer Protection . Co- 444
ordinator, and Ellen Janos, Research Assistant, Criminiil Dtpion,,Department of the
Attorney General, Commonwealth of Massachusetts.

Assistant Attorney General and Chief, Consumer Protection Division, Depart-
ment of the Attorney General, Gominonwealth of Massachusetts. Instructor, faculty

"Boston College Law School; former Commissioner of the Department of Public
Utilities, Former Director National Consumer Law Criter. B.S. Boston University,
1962; LL.B. Boston College Law School, 1967.

Assistant Attorney General, Department of the Attorney General, Common-
wealth of Massachusetts. B.S. in Economics, Wharton School of the University of
Pennsylvania, 1971; J.D. National Law Center, George Washington University, 1974.

1 15 U.S.C. § 41 et seq. (1914).

with the IterttilIttli t h 1 Eliglit rid I nalit, Iv, 1977 9714
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Criminal enforcement arises under either traditional criminal
statutes, for instance, larceny by false pretenses, or criminal
statutes specifically enacted to protect consumers, such as the
Model Penal Code sections dealing with unfair and deceptive
business practices.

'nfortunately, only a handful of states have developed com-
prehensive civil and criminal legislative programs designed to
protect consumers. Therefore, many state prosecutors are
hampered by laws which are inappropriate and unrealistic.
Regardless of whethei the legislative framework in which the
enforcing authority operates is an up-to-date, comprehensive
one or a patchwork interrelation of laws, it is essential that the
state coordinate civil and criminal remediets to deter.unfair and
deceptive, practices and compensate victims in a timely and
efficient manner.

I. CIVIL PROSECUTION

Fifty jurisdictions have enacted some form of "baby FT('
act." 3 These acts fall into two general categories: (1) those
without civil penalties for initial violations which provide only
for a penalty in a contempt proceeding for the violation of an
injunction, and (2) those which impose either civil penalties
and/or criminal sanctions for initial violations.

A_ Statutes Without Civil Penalties for Initial Violations

Less than half of those states which have enacted consumer
protection statutes modeled after the FTC act, including Massa-
chusetts, do not provide for the assessmeneof civil penalties for
initial violations,' even though a consumer protection act which
provides such penalties is far more effective than one which does
not. Although aggressive enforcement of a consumer protection
act without civil penalties for initial violations can protect con-

Federal Trade Commission Fact Sheet: State Legislation to Combat Unfair
Trade Practices, revised October 22, 1976 [hereinafter cited as FTC FACT SEEM);
V.I. CODE tit. 12A Q 101 et req.

es FTC FACT &miff, supra 1204 2.

1
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Burners in many areas,' states like Massachusetts are hindered in
affording full protection to their citizens. None of the available
equitable remedies act as a deterrent to those who intend to pur-
sue unfair and deceptive trade practices. A state with a con-
sumer protection act which imposes civil penalties possesses a
meaningful deterrent to initial violations of the act.

Under the Massachusetts Consumer Protection Act, the At-
torney General may seek: (1) an assurance of discontinuance ;5
(2) an injunction restraining the use of unfair or deceptive acts
or practices ;° (3) in the case of corporations which habitually
violate injunctions, the dissolution, suspension or forfeiture of
the corporation's frfinchise or its right to do business within
the Commonwealth ;1 and (4) restitution for persons who have
suffered ascertainable loss.' Neither an assurance of diseantin-
uance, nor an injunction, imposes a penalty for the initial viola-
tion of the Act; nor does the first violation trigge rporate'
disenfranchisement. Each remedy seeks to insure fu

r*
re com-

pliance. Furthermore, where the assurance of discontinuance
Or ,injunction runs against the corporation but does not run
against individual corporate officers, the corporate officers can
dissolve the corporation and reorganize under a new corporate
structure not subject to the assurance of discontinuance or in-
junction, thereby avoiding the penalties for future violations.°

An order of restitution is also of limited effectiveness in de-
terring initial violations. It is of no value where the operator
is judgment -proof as-a result of the dissipation of his assets
or bankruptcy proceedings; and, even if the operator does have

4 See Annual Report of the Consumer Protection Division to Attorney General
Francis X. Bellotti, 1976.

5 MABEL Girl. LAWS ch. 93A § 5.
6 MASS. G. Laws ch. 93A § 4.
7 Mess. G. Levis ch. 93A § 8.

MAss. GaN. LAWS ch. 93A § 4.
See Hearings on 8.870, The Coneume, s.t Zj f,, LLe (..;..asumer Pro-

tection and Finance Subcommittee of the House latersiate and Foreign Commerce
Committee at 3-4 (August it, 1976) (statement by John M. Nannes, special assistant
to the Assistant Attorney General, Antitrust Division) ; for a discussion of individual
liability of corporate officers in Massachusetts, see generally 13A Mass. Prow. 00
643 .48.
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sufficient assets to comply with the order, restitution is only
available for those defrauded consumers of whom the state is
aware." The operator may retain the remaining illegally gained

_profits and, at most, is required to return only what he has
earned through his unfair and deceptive practices. As a result,
the operator may view restitution as simply another cost of
doing business, and he will not be deterred from his fraudulent
activities."

For the foregoing reasons, the legal effect of a consumer pro-
tection act without any fine or penalty for initial violations has
been likened to a "dog bite" statute which entitles a dog to one
free bite, regardless of the damage caused, before sanctions will
be imposed." Fraudulent operators will not be deterred so
long as they believe the only sanctions to which they are ex-
posed are restitution and a court order prohibiting a recurrence
of the act.

B. Statutes With Civil Penalties for Initial Violations

Statutes which impose civil penalties for initial violations
provide a significant deterrent to unfair and deceptive acts or
practices. Twenty-seven states and the Virgin Islands have en-
acted such legislation." By eliminating illegal profits through

"In reference to actions brought by the Attorney General, MASS. GEN. 'Jews ch.
93A, 4 4 states in pertinent part, ", (The] court may . make such other
orders or judgments as may be necessary to restore to any person who has suffered
any ascertainable loss by reason of the use or employment of such unlawful method,
act or pradtice any moneys or property, real or personal, which may have been
acquired by mean, of such method, act, or practice." (Emphasis added).

11 See Bowley, Lair Enforcement's Role in Consumer Protection, 14 SANTA CLARA
LAWYER 555, 559 (1974) (inadequacy of existing injunctive remedy) [hereinafter
cited as Bowurd; Comment, Consumer Protection By Prosecutors, 44 II. Cur. L.
Rae. 81, 89 (1975) (hereinafter cited as Consumer Proteotion by Prosecutors];
Comment, Consumer Protection: New Hope following Failure of Civil and Criminal
Remedies, 86 J. Catty. L. & CRIMiNOLOOY 271, 285 (1975); Staff Studies Prepared
for the National Institute for Consumer Justice on 1) State and Federal Regula-
tory Agencies 2) Miscellaneous Redress Mechanisms 392 [hereinafter cited as Staff
Studies].

"See Comment, Civil Penalties More we Less?, )10 Goz4r...as L. Ray. 689
(1975) [hereinafter cited as Civil Penalties More or s].

le ALASKA STAT. § 45.50.551 (1974) ; Attu. Ray, STAT. ANN. § 44-1531 (1987);
CAL, Bus. & Plum. Coos § 17536 (1985) (false advertising only): Come. GEN.

I t)
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the imposittn of appropriate civil penalties, the incentive to
initiate illegal acts may disappear." Civil penalties may be
further justified as punishment for wrongdoing to the victim,"
society," and also may serve as a source of revenue to help off-
set the cost of consumer protection to the taxpayer. In addition,
because the, sanction is civil in'nature, practical procedural prob-
lems associated with criminal prosecution may be avoided."

Two important elements determining the effectiveness of a
statute which imposes civil penalties are the burden of proof and
the maximum permissible assessment of damages.

1.' Burden of Proof

State statutes impose varying burdens of proof. Twelve of
the states which impose civil penalties for initial violations re-
quire proof that the violation was willful, intentional or know-
ing." Fifteen states do not require any showing of intent ;'° the

STAT. ANN. § 42-110d (g) (1973); Ga. CODE ANN. § 106-1216 (1975) ; HAWAII
REV. STAT. § 480.3.1 (1968) ; ILL. ANN. STAT. O. 121% § 267 (1961); SAN. STAT.
ANN. § 50.636 (1973) ; RT. REV. STAT. § 367.990" (1972); MD. ANN. CODE COMM.
LAW § 13-410 (1975) ; MINN. STAT. ANN. § 325.8018 (1971) (restraint of
trade); Miss. CODE ANN. § 75-24-19 (1974); MONT. Rev. CODE ANN. § 85.414
(1973); Nen. REV. STAT. § 59-1614 (1974) ; Nev. REV. STAT. § 598.640 (1973) ; N.H.
REV. STAT. ANN. § 358-A: 4 III (b) (1975) ; N.J. STAT. ANN. § 56:8.13 (1971) ;
N.M. STAT. ANN. § 49-15-9 (1969); N.Y. GEN. Bus. Law § 350-C (1963) (false
advertising only) ; ORE. REV. STAT. § 646.642 (1971); B.C.:CODE Arm 4 66-71.10
(1971) ; S.D. COMP. LAWS ANN. § 37-24-27 (1971); TES. BOB. & COIL Cons § 17.47
(1973) ; VT. STAT. ANN. tit. 9 § 2458(b) (1) (1972); Rev. CODE Viraatt. ANN.
§ 19.86.140 (1961) ; W. VA. CODE ANN. § 46A-7-111 (1974) ; WIS. STAT. ANN.
6 100.26(6) (1935) (unfair collection practices) ; V.I. CODE tit. 12A § 104 (1973).

14 Consumer Protection by Prosecutors, supra note 11 at 89; Howley, supra note
11 at 559.

16 See Black v. Sheraton Corp., 47 F.R.D. 263, 271 (D.D.C. 1969); Walker v.
Sheldon, 10 N.Y.2d 401, 179 N.E.2d 497, 498 (1961).

16 See Compton v. United States, 377 F.2d 408, 411 (8th Cir. 1967).
17 See notes 53.57 infra, and accompanying text.
Is Arizona, Connecticut, Georgia, Kentucky, Mississippi, Montana, Nevada, New

Mexico, Oregon, South Carolina, South Dakota, West Virginia. See note 13, supra.
19 Alaska, California, Hawaii, Illinois, Kansas, Maryland, Minnesota, Nebraska,

New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, Texas, Vermont, Washington, Wisconsin.
See note 13, supra.

Bee also for California(( Lorenz, Consumer Fraud At The San Diego District
Attorney's Office 8 San o L. Rev. 47, 51 (1970) [hereinafter cited as
Louxtrzl.
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Virgin Islands incorporates bath approaches by imposing a
greater penalty where the law is knowingly violateil." The
authors believe that proof of intent should not be required when
the business community knows or in the exercise of reasonable
care should know of its obligations. For example, knowledge of
legal obligations impc;4ed` by unambigun'nz, statutes, regulations,
or case law should be presumed. However, it is unreasonably
burdensome to impose upon a merchant the threat of penalty
without any showing of intent to violate the law when the pro-
scribed conduct is not clearly and unambiguously defined. Table
I, below, categorizes the different burdens of proof required.

2. Assessment of Penalties ,/-------\
..Tke maximum permissible assessment varies from high of

$50,600 for each violation in Illtnois, to allow of $300 r each
tii)

violation in Maryland. Two star, Maryland and New Jersey,
impose one penalty for the first offense and allow a higher pen-
alty for each subsequent offense." Table I indicates the maxi-
mum permissible penalty in these states.

It should be noted that even the smallest maximum assessment
can have a deterrent effect if judges impose multiple penalties
for multiple offenses; however, a small penalty simply will not
deter the constantly dishonest business operator.22 Assessments
imposed are frequently criticized as being much lower than the
profits made by violating the law.28 Large corporations can
readily absorb penalties which are too small or pass them onto
the consumer or stockholder in the form of higher prices and
lower dividends.'*

20 $350 civil penalty for each violation, $500 civil penalty for a knowing viola-
tion. V.I. Coot tit. 12A t 104.

21 Maryland: $300 for each first violation and $500 for each subsequent viola-
tion. Mn. ANN, CODE COMM. LAW § 13 410. New Jersey: $2,000 for each first
violation and $5,000 for each subsequent violation. N.J. STAT. ANN. § 56: 8-13.

22 LORENE, supra note 19 at 50; Staff Studies, supra note 11 at 392.
" See Davida, Penology and Corporate Crime, 58 J. CRIM, L., ClAIMINOLOOT

POLICE Botaatur-424, 528 (1967) ; Comment, Increasing Community Control Over
Corporate Crime A Problem in the Law of Sanctions, 71 Y A.L.s L.J. 280, 285
(1981).

Consumer Protection By Prosecutors, supra note 11 at 89

I
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In determining the size of the legally permissible assessment
there are three issues to consider:

1. The importance to the public of deterring unfair and de-
ceptive practices;

2. The amount of the damages that could be caused by viola-
tions of the consumer protection act; and

3. The size of the penalty necessary to deter future viola-
tions.25

The authors agree with those who believe that if the maximum
permissible penalty is much below $5,000, its deterrent effect
decreases substantially."

TABLE I"
Burden of Proof and Assessment of Penalties

Maximum Permissible
Penalty For Each

Violation

Proof Required That
Violation Was Willful

Intentional, or No Showing of
Knowing Intent Required

$50,000 Illinois & Minnesota
$25,000 Oregon
$10,000 Hawaii, New Hamp-

shire, Texas, Vermont,
Wisconsin

$ 5,000 Arizona, New Mexico,
South Carolina,
West Virginia

Alaska, New Jersey
(second offense)

$ 2,500 Nevada California

$ 2,000 Connecticut, Georgia,
Kentucky, South
Dakota

Kansas, Nebraska, New
Jersey (first offense),
Washington

$ 500 Mississippi, Montana,
Virgin Islands

Maryland (2na offense)
New York

$ 350 Virgin Islands

$ 300 Maryland ( 1st offense)
23 See Civil Penalties More or Less, supra note 12at 670.
2e see, e.g., Lovett, State Deceptive Trade Practices Legislation, 46- TIILANS L.

Tiny 724, 739 n.51 (1972).
27 Bee note 13 supra; see also, for California, Loazeiz, supra note 19.

12
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ft II. CRIMINAL PROSECUTION

An effective consumer protection program must involve not
only civil actions but criminal prosecutions as well. Criminal
prosecution is the public enforcement weapon which affords the
greatest deterrent effect.28 Members of business and profes-
sional communities generally abhor being branded crimi-
nals regardless of which law they may have violated." Convic-
tion strips the offender of his cloak of respectability and may
bar him from the pursuit of his chosen career." The effective-
ness of criminal sanctions is vividly displayed by the pressure
the business community exerts against use of these sanctions."
Furthermore, criminal conviction results in a sentence which
cannot be avoided by a judgment-proof operator. These sen-

28 See Ball and Friedman, The Use of Criminal Sanctions In the Enforcement of
Economic Legislation: A Sociological View, 17 STAN. L. REV. 197, 216 (1965)
[hereinafter cited aa BALL] ; Geis and Edetherts, Criminal Law and Consumer Fraud:
A Sociological View, 11 AM. Mum. L. Ray. 989, 1005 (1975); Givens, Roadblocks
to Remedy in Consumers Fraud, 24 CASE W. L. Ray. 144 (1972). For example, since
1968 the Fraud Division of the U.S. District Attorney's Office for the District of
Columbia has had to indict only one home improvement 'scheme. This was attributed
to a number of successful prosicutions in the late sixties believed to deter poten-
tial offenders. Rothchild and Throne, Criminal Consumer Fraud: A Victim Ori-
ented Analysis, 74 Mtca. L. Rrv. 661, 693 (1976) [hereinafter cited as ROTHCHILD].
See generally National Institute of Law' Enforcement and Criminal Justice, Ex-
emplary Projects: Prosecution of Economic Crime.

29 BALL, supra note 28 at 217; Staff Studies, supra note 11 at 391.
" Ogren, The Ineffectiveness of the Criminal Sanction in Fraud and Corruption

Cases: Losing the Battle Against White Collar Crime, 11 Am. Cant. L. Ray. 959,
985 (1973) [hereinafter cited as Ottartt].

8111.sw.., supra note 28 at 217; e.g. Testimony of Albert B. Perlin, Jr., on behalf
of the National Retail Merchants Association before the Subcommittee on Con-
sumer Protection and Finance of the House Committee on Interstate and Foreign
Commerce regarding 8. 670 (August 9, 1976). The issue is whether criminal sane-
tiecti ought to be imposed on those who violate the legal but not the moral code.
BALI* supra, note 28 at 199. However, consumer fraud well merits severe punish-
ment. The victim has lost more than property, he has lost the security in transac-
tions with other members of society which is gained only through fair dealings.
Ccasumer Protection by Prosecutors, supra note 11 at 91. This loss of confidence
in the free market system makes the legitimate businessman a victim as well. Testi-
mony of Louis J. Lefkowitz, Attorney General of New York, before the Executive
and Legislative Reorganizing Subcommittee on Government Operations (April 29,
1966), (reported in Placement of State Consumer Protection Programs, Consumer
Protection Special Report, February 1976, National Association of Attorneys Gen-
eral at 1 n.1; See also RAMSEY CLAIR, Canta IN AMERICA 38 (1970).

,12,1
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tenses also provide some satisfaction to defrauded consumers
who demand equitable retribution where restitution is unavail-
able.

Traditional Larceny Statutes
In the absence of specific statutes which provide for criminal

prosecution of economic crimes, larceny by false pretenses may
be construed to prohibit unfair and deceptive trade practices.
The value of such statutes to prosecutors and their effectiveness
as a deterrent to economic crime depends on the extent of the
burden of proof placed on the prosecution and the maximum
permissible sentence and/or fine. As Table II indicates, the
maximum permissibk,V4ntence and/or fine varies from a low
in Hawaii of one year and/or a $1,000 fine to a high in Arkansas
of twenty years and/or a fine of $15,000 or twice the pecuniary
gain from the illegal act.

TABLE II Larceny Statutes"
Maximum Maximum Fine In Maximum Fine In
Sentence Addition Alternative No Fine
20 years Arkansas ($15,000)v

Connecticut ($10,000)
Texas ($10,000)

15 years Utah ($10,000)
Wisconsin ($10,000)
New Hampshire ($2,000)
Maryland ($1,000)

14 years

Virginia'

Idaho
Montana

112 ALA. CODE C. 14 4 331 (1962); ALASKA STAT. § 11.20.140 (1949); Asia. REv,
STAT. ANN. 0 13-671 (1974); ARK. STAT. ANN. 00 41-901, 41-2203 (1975);
CAL. PENAL CODS § 489 (1953); Coi.o. Ray. STAT. ANN. §§ 18-1-105, 18-4-401 (1963);
CONN. GIN. STAT. ANN. 00 53a-35, 53a-41, 53a 122 (1971); DEL. CODE ANN. tit.
11 00 841, 4905 (1953) ; FLA. STAT. ANN. 00 775.082, 775.083, 812.021 (1975); GA-
STAT. ANN. § 26-1812 (1972); HAWAII REV. STAT. § 750-19 (1955); IDAHO CODE
ANN. 0 18-4606 (1864); ILL. ANN. STAT. eh. 38 00 16-1, 1005-8-1, 1003.9 -1 (1973);
IND. P. L. 148, art. 43 ch. 4 0 2, 1976 IND. AcTs art. 50, ch. 2 § 7; Iowa CODE
ANN. 0 709.2 KAN. STAT. ANN. 44 21-3701, 21-4501, 21-4503 (1972); K.
REV. STAT. 00 514.040, 532.060, 534.030 (1974) ; LA. STAT. ANN. 0 14-67 (1972);
ME. Raw. STAT. ANN. tit 17-A 00 362, 1252, 1301 (1976); MD. ANN. CODE art.
27 § 340 (1974); MASS. GEN. LAWS ch. 266 § 30 (1967) ; MICH. COMP. LAWS
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Maximum Maximum Fine In Maximum Fine In
Sentence Addition Alternative No Fine

10 years Colorado ($30,000) Alabama
Guam ($10,000) Alaska
Illinois ($10,000) . Arizona
Maine ($10,000)u California
Minnesota ($10,000) Georgia
North Dakota ($10,000) Puerto Rico
South Dakota ($10,000) South Carolina
Washington ($1000) Tennessee
Kansas ($5,000) West Virginia
Nevada ($5,000) Wyoming
New Mexico ($5,000) District of

,-liouisiana ($3,000)111 Columbia
Missouri ($1,000) -, Virgin Islands
Vermont ($500)
North Carolina '

7 years Pennsylvania ($15,000)
New Jersey ($2,000)
New York "
Delaware"

Nebraska

5 years Kentucky ($10,000) Michigan ($2,500) Missouri
Florida ($5,000) Massachusetts'
Ohio ($2,500)
Oregon ($2,500)
Iowa ($1,000)

MRhodei s s i ifsIslandnd( $140001, 000) )

4 years Indiana ($10,000)

2 years Massachusetts ($600)'

1 year Hawaii ($1,000)
Oklahoma ($1,000)
Virginia ($1,000)'

ANN. 6 750.356 MINN. STAT. ANN. 6 609.52 (1976); Miss. CODE ANN. § 97-17-41
(1966); Mo. ANN. STAT. 00 560.156, 560.161 (1975); MONT. REV. CODE ANN.
6 94 -2706 (1921); Nes. REV. Eirer. § 28-506 (1974); Nev. REV. STAT. 6 205.220
(1'169); N.H. Rev. STAT. ANN. §§ 637:4, 637:11, 651:2 (1973); N.J. STAT. ANN.
§§ 2A:85 -8, 2A:119-2 (1957); N.M. STAT. ANN. 60 40A-16-1, 40A-29-3 (1969); N.
Y. Pugs', Law 66 70.00, 80.00, 155.35 (1965); N.C. GEN. STAT. 6 14-100 (1975);
N.D. CENT. CODS §§ 12.1-23-05, 12.1-32-01 (1975); Ouzo REV. Corm §§ 2913.02,
2929.11 (1974); OKLA. STAT. ANN. eh. 21 § 1541.1 Os& REV. STAT. tit. 16 60
161.605, 161.625, 164.055 (1971); PA. STAT. ANN. Oa. 18 § 1101, 1103, 3903 (1973);
LAws Or P.R. tit. 33 6 4272 (1974); R.I. GEN. LAWS ANN. § 11-41-5 (1956) ; S.C.

Coos ANN. 66 16-11, 17-552 (1972); S.D. Come. Laws ANN. §§ 22.30A-3, 22-30A-
17, 22.6-1 (1975) ; Tram. CODE ANN. § 39-4204 (1932); Trx. Pr.N.i. CODS 06 12.33,

1 2
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The greatest problem faced by the prosecution in establish-
ing a prima facie case of larceny by false pretenses is the burden
of proving intent to defraud. In Massachusetts, for example, the
prosecution is hampered by inappropriate and unrealistic bur-
dens imposed by a statute which was not originally enacted as
a tool to protect consumers." For instance, if a consumer pur-
chases a "lifetime" contract from a health spa which closes its
doors shortly after selling the contract," or a consumer places a
deposit on a trip which is cancelled and never receives his money
back, the prosecutor must prove that there was an intent to de-
fraud at the time the money was taken." Proof that the wrongful
act occurred with evidence that the operator failed to digelose
information which would have affected the consumer's judg-
ment, or evidence of the operator's failure to correct a previous-

31.03 (1975) ; UTAH CODE ANN. 44 76-3-203, 76-3-301, 78-6-412 (1975) ; VT. STAT.
ANN. tit. 13 4 2501 (1972) ; VA. CODE ANN. 4 18.2-95 (1975); REv. Cons Weagt.
ANN. 44 9A.56.030, 9A.20.020 (1961); W. Vs_ 'Cons ANN. 4 61-3-13 (1957); WIS.
STAT. ANN. 4 943.20 (1955); WYO. STAT. ANN. 4 6-132 (1973); D.C. CODE 4 22-2201
(1953); GUAM PENAL CODE 4 489 V.I. CODE tit. 14 4 1083 (1941). Note that
these statutes apply to larceny or theft by a person. Some states impose a higher
fine where the crime is committed by a corporation.. See e.g. Oat. Ray. STAT. tit.
18 4 181.655 (1971).

L one of two possible atlernatives
ii. and/or double the gain from the theft

iii. with or without hard labor at court's discretion
Iv. fine in court's discretion
v. or double the gain from the theft, whichever is greater

'8 MASS. GEN. LAWS ch. 266 4 33 (1932). To constitute the crime of larceny
by: false pretenses in Massachusetts, it must appear that there was a false state-
ment of fact or present intention known or believed by the defendant to be false,
made with the intent that the per'son to whom it was made should/rely upon its
truth, and that such person did rely .upon it as true and parted with personal
property as a result of such reliance. Commonwealth v. Green, 326 Mass. 344, 348,
94 N.E.2d 260, 263 (1950); Commonwealth v. Louis Construction Co. Inc-, 843
Mass. 600, 604 (1962). Note, however, Mesa. Gm Leara ch. 175 4 176 (1932)
establishes an evidentiary presumption which reduces the prosecutor's burden of
proof in cases where insurance agents fail to,,ay premiums over to the Insurance
Companies. Commonwealth v. Baker, 1975 MASS. ADV. SEE. 1875, 1909.10, 830
N.E.2d 794, 808.

See Commonwealth v. International Health Spas, Massachusetts Supreme Judi-
cial Court C.A. 7591 (filed March 28, 1975).

" See Commonwealth v. Quality Travel. Corp., Massachusetts Superior Court C.A.
117812 (filed Norfolk Superior Ct. February 24, 1976).

12;
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ly created or reinforced false impression, should be, but is not,
sufficient to establish a prima facie case."

Another problem with traditional criminal laws concerns
their applicability to corporate officers who attempt to insulate
themselves from personal liability for their fraudulent practices
within a protective corporate framework. Under existing Mas-
sachusetts law, for example, corporate officers and directors
may be held personally liable for criminal acts only as narrowly
provided by statute al or as provided by restrictive common
law." The criminal liability of corporate officers and directors
should be in accord with the recognized responsibility of corpo-
rate officers to be aware of their corporation's activities, where 'Y

they stand in a responsible relation to a public danger." Federal
courts recently have held that criminal liability may attach to
a corporate officer or director who has "deliberately closed his
eyes to the obvious. " 'e

86 See American Law Institute, MODEL Prow. 'CODE § 223.3 (1962) [hereinafter
MODEL. PENAL CODE].

"See Mesa. GEN. Levis ch. 266 §§ 65-67 (1972).
88 Massachusetts common law attaches criminal liability to an officer or director

when he is actually present and an efficient actor in committing the offense, United
States v. Winslow, 175 F. Bupp. 578, 581 (D. Mass. 1972); or where the officer or
director directed and assented to the unlawful act, Commonwealth v. Abbot
Engineering, 351 Mass. 568, 580, 222.N.E.2d 862 (1967) ; or where the officer or
director "participated in the act or countenanced it or otherwise approved it,"
Commonwealth v. Riley, 196 Mass. 60, 62, 81 N.E. 881, 882 (1907).

89 United States v. Park, 421 U.S. 658, 670-73 (1975) wherein the Supreme Court
upheld the criminal conviction of an executive of a national retail food chain for
violation by his company of a provision of the Federal Food Drug and Cosmetic
Act despite his defense that be was not personally responsible for the action con-
stituting the basis of the charge. The court noted that the purpose of the act was
to protect people who were beyond self-protection and in the interest of the larger
good the burden of awareness was placed on the person standing in a responsible
relation to a public danger.

40 United States v. Natelli et al., 527 F.2d 811 (2d Cir. 1975) cert. den. 96
S.Ct. 1663 (1976). Federal cases have found the requisite criminal intent where
the defendant: (1) made statements with reckless indifference or disregard as to
whether they are true or false; (2) closed his eyes to what was plainly to be seen;
(3) acted with a conscious purpose to avoid learning the truth; (4) failed to
exercise due diligence to ascertain the truth; (5) acted with such gross careless-
ness and indifference to the truth of the representation contained in the statement
as to warrant the conclusion that be acted fraudulently. Curnow, Economic Crime,
.1 High Standard of Care 5 FED. Bea J. 21, 23 (1976).

123
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B. Model Penal Code: Deceptive Business Practice Act

The need. to revise traditional larceny statures habe4111 recog-t.,-
nized by many states. The American Law Institute has t orted
that as of April, 1976, twenty-nine states have revised/ heir
criminal cede." Of those, at least five have revised their la'neny
statutes along the lines of the Model Penal . Code." Under the
Code, prOIcif pf facts other than intent to defraud carries the
prosecutioA.s..burden of .proof in numerous instances."

The Model Penal Code includes a Criminal Deceptive Busi-
ness Practice, Act. Under the act, proof that the specifically
proscribed conduct occurred is sufficient to establish a prima
facie case without any showing of intent to defraud. At least
four states have enacted statutes modeled after this Act." How-
ever, constitutional standards limit the extent to which infer-
ences may be established by statute."

At least sixteen, of the twenty-nine states reported to ha
revised their criminal codes have adopted provisions similar
to the Model Penal: Code defining the personal liabili
of corporate officers in accordance with the recognized pu is

..
.

41 See American Law Institute, ANNUAL REPORT or via 53aD VNUAL MEETING
19 (1976).

42 Cow. Rim STAT. ANN. § 18-4-401; N.H. Br?. STAT. ANN. § 837:44; ILL.
ANN. STAT. ch. 38 § 16-1; N.11 CENT. CODE to 12.1-23-02; Ps. STAT. ANN. ch. 18

3922.
MODEL PENAL CODE, supra note 36 at 6 223.3.

44 RAN. _STAT. ANN. § 21-4403 (1970) ; By. Bra. STAT. 6 517.026 (1974); N.Y.
PENAL LAW ch. 39 §§ 190.60 and 190.65 (1976) ; Urea CODE ANN. § 76-6-507 (1973).
See also Was. STAT. ANN. 6 100.26. See also PROPOSED CRIMINAL CODE or MASSA.
cutrarrrs eh. 266 6 82 (1962) [hereinafter cited as PCCM].

45 A statutory inference is constitutional if the presumed fact is more likely
than not to Bow from the proved fact, and thble is a rational connection between
the proved fact and the presumed fact. Barnes v. United States, 412 U.S. 837, 842
(1973). Moreover, although intent is typically considered a fact peculiarly within
the knowledge of the defendant, this does not justify shifting the ,burden to him.
Unique hardship on the prosecution may, however, justify requiring the defendant
to carry the burden of proving a fact critical to criminal culpability; e.g. pre-
sumption of sanity. Mullaney v. Williams, 95 S.Ct. 1881, 1891 (1975). In the
interest of the public good the burden may be shifted to the defendant where be
stands in a responsible relation to a public danger. United States v. Park, 421
U.S. 658, 670 73 (1975) ; see note 39, supra. Note however that in a criminal case
the trier of facts is permitted, but not compelled, to draw from the basic fact
the statutory inference. Commonwealth v. Parley, 331 N.E.2d 901 (Mass. 1975).
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responsibility of the business community.'° Under the Model
Penal Code a corporate officer or director is liable for any con-
duct he performs or causes to bo perfnrnied in the name of ,the
organization or in its behalf to the same extent as if it were
performed in his own name or behalf. Criminal liability is also
imposed where the agent having primary responsibility, for the
discharge of a duty recklessly omits to perform the required
act."

C. Criminal Sanctions for Violation of the Consumer Protection
Act

Although a consumer protection act is a civil statute, it may
also provide criminal sanctions. Presently, six states impose
criminal sanctions for violations of theNconsumer protection
act. Five of these states provide for a maximum sentence of
one year in prison and/or fines ranging from a high of $10,000
in Alaska, to a low of $250 in Arkansas." Three of the states,
Alaska, Maryland and New Hampshire, do not require any proof
that the violation was knowing, willful or intentional."

46 ARK. STAT. ANN. 4 41403 (1974); COLO. REV. STAT. ANN. § 18-1-607 (1973);
CoNN. GEN. STAT. ANN. 6 53a-11 (1958); DEL. CODE ANN. tit. 11, § 282 (1974);
GA. CODE ANN. § 26-801 (1072); ILL. ANN. STAT. ch. 38 4 5.5 (1972); KAN.
BTAT. AN-N. ch. 21 § 3207 (1074) ; KY. Rrv. STAT. 0 502.060 (1975); ME. REV.
STAT. ANN. 17-A, 6 61 (1964); N.Y. PENAL Lew ch. 39 § 20.25 (1975); N.D.
CENT. CODE 0 12.1-03-03 (1976) ; 01110 REV. CODE § 2901.24 (1975); ORE. REV, STAT.
tit. 16 § 161.175 (1975) ; PA. STAT. ANN. c. 18 § 307(e) (1973) ; Tax. PENAL CODE
§ 7.23 (1974); IITALt CODE ANN. 4 76-2-205 (1953).

7 MODEL PENAL CODE, supra note 36 at § 2.07(6). See also PCCM, supra note
44 at ch. 263, § 23.

48 ALASKA BTAT. 5 45.50.551, $10,000 fine and/or one year in prison; ARR. STAT.
ANN. 6 70-907, $250 fine and/or one year in prison; MD. ANN. CODE COMM. LAW
tit. 13 5411, $1,000 fine and/or one year in prison; MONT. Rev. CODE ANN. 4 85-414,
*2,000 fine and/or one year in prison; NEV. REV. STAT. 60 598.640 and 193.150,
$500 fine and/or 6 months in prison ; N.H. Ray. STAT. ANN. 50 358-A:6 and 651:2
(1975), $1,000 fine and/or one year in prison for natural person, $50,000 fine for

_others. See also WIS. STAT. ANN. 5 100.26.
49 Note,,, however, that Alaska has not brought any criminal prosecutions under

this act partly because of serious constitutional questions which would prevent suc-
cessful prosecution. Letter from Stanley T. Fischer, Chief of the Consumer Pro-
tection Section of Alaska's Office of the Attorney General dated November 26,
1976. Partly for the same reason, New Hampshire is reluctant to use its etatute
and has brought only one prosecution, unsuccessfully, under the Act. Telephone
conversation with New Hampshire Assistant Attorney General John Funk on

1
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Although the direct imposition of criminal sanctions for viola-
tions of the consumer' protpction act obviates the prosecutor's
problems of tailoring spe''i4 conduct to existing larceny stat-
utes or other economic crime atutes, it is not necossaril 'de-
sirable or effective. Criminal a tions may provide the o ator

, with Fifth Amendment gronnci of solf- ihcrimination t void
divulging otherwise discoverab matter in civil actions brought
b as well as the 4 e."' In addition, the obligation

,I.bf the courts to strictly construe criminal statutes could force
strict construction of the statute in civil actions as well." Fur-
dlermore, there may be serious constitutional questions of due
p ocess unless the statute is precisely draw-n." These consid-
D cember 6, 1976. Maryland has brought criminal prosecutions under her act only
In y and John N. Ruth, Jr., Chief of the, Maryland Attorney General's Consumer
P otection Division, has indicated the criminal provision is a troublesome section.

Ater from John N. Ruth Jr. dated December 2, 1976.
5°`blassachusetts prosecutors cannot grant immunity to the operator to compel

tpony because MASS. Get. LAWS c. 233 14 20C-20F do not apply to civil trials.
see People v. Superior Court of Los Angeles, 525 Pa.2d 716 (Cal. 1974)

r in the court, issued a protective order under California's code of civil pro -
cedure to ,protect parties or witnesses from "annoyance, embarrassmebt or op-
pres on "-and further stated that no specific legislative authorization for judicial
gra a of immunity is required. See Mposs. R. Ctv'. P. 26(c). In addition, the Fifth
Atli t privilege provides limite0 protection: (1) the Fifth Amendment is
dligns. to protect "evidence of a testimonial or communicative nature," not previ-
outly recor d tangible business records. See, Schmerber v. California, 384 U.S.
,75,11 7640966); (2) tae -rigbt to be free from self-incrimination is a personal right
app in =only to nat al persons and cannot be exercised by a business entity. Hale
v. E l,'201 U.S. 3, 7475 (1906); U.S. v. Kordel, 397 U.S. 1, 7 (1970). Although
an indivi not be compelled by subpoena to produce-documents which would

"-D4cr' inate him, Fisher v. U.S., 19 Crim. Law Reporter, 3018 (1970, documents seized
by s rch warrant may be introduced as evidence, 4n4ersen V. Maryland, 19 Crim.
La eporter 3183 (1976). See infra note 66 and accompanying text.

S numonwealth by Creamer v. Monumental Properties, Inc., 314 A.2d
31, ; 337.38 (Pa. 1973) ; but see Turner v. Koscott Interplanetary, Inc., 191 N.W.2d
6 /629 (Iowa 1971) wherein the court held that the act is to be interpreted
Tiber lly where a remedy is sought, and strictly when the action brought is criminal.

52 See note 49 supra, for indications to this effect from prosecutors in states
which include criminal sanctions in their- consumer"-protection act. Due process
challenges that the statute is void for vagueness turn of the wording of the phrases

v. challenged as unduly imprecise. As guides to make terve which are challenged as
4. unconstitutionally vague more precise, courts have made reference to standard

dictionaries, People v. Witzerman, 105 Cal. Rptr. 284, 291 (Cal. App. 1972),
common sense and legislative intent, Kugler v. Market Development Corp., 806
A.2d 489, 492 (N.J. 1973); common law and federal trade law, State v. Readers
Digest Association, Inc., 501 P.2d 290, 301 (Wash. 1972).

131
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orations Irgue against the desirability of criminal aanotiona
for violations of a consumer protection act.

D. Use of the Criminal Statutes
Although revisions of criminal statutes to distribute the

burden of proof realistically in accordance with the interests of
the public and the recogni* responsibilities Of the business
community enhance the attractiveness of criminal prosecution as
a. tool to prevent unfair and deceptive trade practices, criminal
prosecution is appropriate in only a limited number of situa-
tions. An overriding policy concern is Ihether the violation
of law is severe enough to merit a crimirTal sanction. In this
regard, the prosecutor must consider the need for strong de-
terrent measures to discourage others from the commission of
like offenses as well as society's demand for discipline or pun-
ishment of the wrongdoer.

Even if criminal prosecution is deemed appropriate, there
are problems generally associated with the. prosecution of eco-
nomic crimes which must be resolved. Because a criminal con-
viction requires a higher standard of proof than a civil action,
more sophisticated investigations May be required to establish
a prima facie case in a criminal trial than in a civil trial. For
the same reason, criminal trials tend to be longer and more
complicated than civil trials." In addition, because an injunc-
tion is unavailable in a criminal prosecution, the criminal de-
fendant may continue operating with impunity right up to the
time of trial."

Crin Tina' convictions in economic crime cases generally result
in light sentences;" and, even if a substantial penal sentence

58 See, Baxby, The Ebif of the Government in Consumer Protection: The Con;
sumer Frauds and Crimes Section of the Office of the Ohio Attorney General, 29
OHIO STATE L. J. 897, 904, (1968) ; Edellierta, The Nature Impact and Prosecu-
tion of White Collar Crime, National Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal
Justice, at 39-40 [hereinafter cited as EDELEERTZ1 ; Oartint, supra note 30 at 960:
Berracumn, supra note 28 at 684-87.

64 Because the court has no statutory authority to issue an injunction in a
criminal prosecution it may be necessary to institute a civil action seeking injunctive
relief. See infra note 64 and accompanying text.

so BArramma, supra note 28 at 686; EDEVEETZ, supra note 53 at 58-59. Bernard
-.Bergman, a central figure in the New York nursing home scandal, was sentenced
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is imposed, criminal consumer fraud offenders rarely remain
confined for more than the minimum term." Finally, a criminal
prosecution does not nocassarily provide restitution for the vic-
tims. However, restitution' is commonly suggested by the de-
fendant in negotiations with the prosecutor, in open court its
a factor justifying a more lenient sentence, or may be considered
by the judge as a condition of probaRon."

by United States District Court Judge Marvin Frankel to serve four months in
Federal Correction Center. Mr. Bergman pleaded guilty to,twq.scounta of a federal
indictment alleging Medicaid and tax frauds of 1.2 millio dollars and to a state
indictment charging the bribery of Albert H. Blumenthal be majority leader of
the New York assembly.

During the sentencing proceedings, Judge Frank \l read fro a long memorandum
in which be discussed the theory of sentencing. He described the four month
sentence as stern. Judge Frankel acknowledged that the defendant 's actions had
been blatant and unmitigated. He balanced these facts by observing that Mr.
Bergman was an elderly man whose life was marked by illustrious public works.
Judge Frankel stated: "The case calls for a sentence that is more than nominal.
Given the other circumstances including that this is a first offense by a man
no longer young and not perfectly well, wheredatiger of recidivism is not a concern

it verges on cruelty to think of confinement for a term of years."
Charles J. Hynes, Special Prosecutor for Nursing Home Violations, stated that

he was "extraordinarily disappointed" by the sentence. He expressed a fear that
the sentence would encourage public cynicism about special justice for the elderly
and would also damage the continuing investigation into nursing home abuses.
The special prosecaSer said that Mr. Bergman had made a "palpably absurd"
offer to repay $367,000 defrauded from Medicaid; the state auditors had uncovered
thefts totalling 2.5 million dollars. Mr. Hynes also stated the defendant bad been
less than forthcoming in cooperating with the special prosecutor's office in the
ongoing investigation into nursing home abuses in violation of the plea bargain
agreement reached by attorneys for Mr. Bergman and federal and state prose-
cutors. Mr. Hynes also stated that he would consider reopening the prosecution
of Mr. Bergman in state court. Reported in III ECONOMIC CRIME DIGEST 164.65
(National District Attorneys' Assoc.).

56 Itarticattm, supra note 28 at 666-87.

57 See 18 U.S.C. t) 3651 (1970) MA GEN. LAWS ch. 276 § 92 (1972); Ma.
REV. STAT. ANN. tit. 17-A § 1204 (19767n ; N.M. STAT. ANN. 4 40A-29.18 (1953);
N.D. CENT. CODE § 12.1 -32.07 MODEL PENAL CODE § .301.1 (1962); PCCM, supra
note 54, at ch. 264, § 21 (these statutes make restitution a legislative guideline for
probation). Bee also MD. ANN. CODE art. 27, § 340 (1976) ; NEB. REV. STAT.
§ 28-506 (1974) ; N.D. CENT. CODE t 12.1-32-08 (1976) ; S.C. Code Ann. § 17-559
(1972) (these statutes compel restitution as part of the sentence). In the ab-
sence of appropriate criminal statutes or procedures the prosecutor most consider
instituting a civil action to obtain restitution for defrauded consumers. Sec also
UTAH CODE ANN. § 76-6-412 (1953), which allows the injured party to bring action
for treble damagea, costs and attorneys fees.
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TACTICAL CONSIDIMIATIONO TI110 INTIOORATION OF Cm,
AND CRIMINAL 1110M101/11013

The integration of civil and criminal remedies in one consumer
protection program is essential to achieve the objectives of de-
terring fraudulent practices and compensating victims in a

"r. timely and efficient manner."

A. Considerations at the Investigative Stage
In a co-ordinated consumer protection program, the enforc-

ing agency should make an initial determination at the in-
vestigative stage of whether to proceed civilly, criminally, or
both. Such a determination should be based on criteria which
the prosecutor, in his experience, has found significant, such as:
(1) available resources ; (2) target priorities to alleviate par-
ticular problems ; (3) the need for immediate temporary relief ;
and, (4) the likelihood of success in a criminal prosecution.

State consumer protection acts typically contain authoriza-
tion for the administering or enforcement official to conduct in-
vestigations through use of subpoenas." However, some states
prohibit the use of information obtained thereby in a subsMuent
criminal proceeding." This limited form of subpoena is com-
monly referred to in Massachusetts as a Civil Investigative De-
mand (CID).

The CID gives the enforcing agency, prior to the filing of a
complaint and without any phowing of probable cause, the right
to inspect and copy business records which may be relevant to
an investigation. The CID may also compel the attendance of a
person at a deposition under oath. It may be issued whenever
the enforcing agency believes a violation of the Consumer Pro-
tection Act has occurred, or to assure the enforcing agency that
the law is not being violated." In a criminal investigation, on the

68 See EDELHERTZ, supra note 53 at 38-44.
69 FTC FACT SHEET, supra note 2.
69 E.B. MD. ANN. CODE COMM. Lew § 13-405 (Michie, 1975) ; Mesa. Gas. Lame

eh. 93A, § 6 (1972) ; Pe. STAT. ANN. ch. 73 § 201.6 (1971) ; S.C. CODE ANN. § 66-71.6
(1972) ; REV. CODE WASH. ANN. § 19.86.110 (1961).

6 United States v. Morton Salt, 838 U.S. 632, 642.643 (1950); Mesa. Clis.
Laws ch. 93A, § 6.
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other hand, a warrant to search and seize is available only afterthere has been a showing to a neutral, &bllied magistrate thatthere is probable cause to believe that contraband, fruits, instru-
mentalities or evidence of a crime are present in the place to be
searched." However, these and other eonsiderations surroundingtha_choice of pre-litigation tools are obviated in states where the
Attorney General has broad subpoena. powers.'" Evidence ob-tained thereby may be admitted in either a civil or criminal pro-
ceeding.

B. Consideration at the Litigation Stage
After the investigative stage, a re-evaluation should take placeto determine whether to file a civil suit, seek a criminal indict-

ment, or both. In addition to considering the crit qiu relevant atthe investigative stage, this second determine ton should be
based on how best to deter the activity from recu ring in the fu-
ture and how best to rectify the present situatio . In a civil ac-
tion, for instance, a temporary restraining order and prelimi-
nary injunction are available to immediately halt unlawful prac-tices." In certain situations, therefore, it might be advisable
to initiate a civil action for the purpose of obtaining a restrain-
ing order and injunction, and subsequently seek a criminal in-
dictment after the unlawful practices have been stopped.

There are numerous general factors which tend to support
the pursuit of civil rather than criminal remedies. In a civil
action:

1. The defendant may not have the right to a jury trial."
2. There is a less onerous burden of proof on the plaintiff.

52 United States v. Harris, 403 U.S. 573 (1971); Spinelli v. United States, 393II.S. 410 (19K1); Warden v. Hayden, 387 U.S. 294 (1967).
03 /Lg. A1.481EA STAT. 0 45.50.495 (1976); Ass:. STAT. ANN. 6 70-909 (1964)Cow. Rsv. STAT. 0 8-1-108 (1973) ; W. VA. Cone ANN. § 46A-7-104 (1976).
" R.g. MA88. Gas. Laws ch. 93A, § 4.

" The peventh Amendment does not control the actions of the states in abridging
trial by jury but applies only to the courts and Congress of the United States.
Minn. & St. Louis R.R. v. Borabolis, 241 U.S. 211, 217 (1916), Vallavanti v. Armour

Co., 284 Mass. 897, 842, 162 N.H. 689 (1928). Because injunctive relief and

13
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r
8. The defendant's leifth Amendment rights against ma.

incrimination are more limited."
4. There are tools of discovery that are not, availabh to the

state in a criminal notion.
5. Restitution may be obtained by order or the enurt."
6. The resolution of proeeedings may be store rapid.
7. A suit may be maintained even against an out-of-state de-

fendant," thus avoiding cumbersome extradition proceedings
under a criminal indictment."

8. The state may appeal an unfavorable decision, but is bar-
red from doing so in a criminal prosecution on grounds of double
jeopardy."

9. The defonSant has am constitutional right to be confronted
by the witnesses against him."

These considerations must be weighed against the known ad-
vantages of a criminal prosecution:

1. Successful. criminal prosecution of several offenders acts
as a significant deterrent to other prospective offenders."

restitution are equitable remedies, parties are not entitled to a jury ; parties are
not ordinarily entitled as of right to a jury trial in equity cases. McAdams v.
Milk, 332 Mass. 304, 367, 125 N.E.2d 122 (1055) ; Bee also Kugler v. Market De-
velopment Corp., 300 A.2d 489 (N.J. 1973) in which the court held the defendant
was not entitled to jury trial in a civil action by the state to enforce the state
Consumer Protection Act. People v. Witzerman, 105 Cal. Rptr. 284, 289 (Cal.
App. 1972).

" Bee note 65, supra. Where there is a possibility that evidence obtained from an
individual is to be used in a subsequent criminal proceeding against that individual,
the invocation of Fifth Amendment privilege may be proper. U.S. v. Churchill, 483

F.2d 268, 272 (1973) ; U.S. v. Hordell, 397 U.S. 1, 7.8 (1969); however, the Fifth
Amendment does not forbid adverse inferences to be drawn against parties to a
civil action who choose to exercise this privilege. Baxter v. Pairnigiano, 98 S.Ct.
1551, 1558 (1976). See also supra note 50.

e7 E.g. Meas. GEN. Lsv;a eh. 93A 4 4. But see note 57 supra and accompanying

text.
'so E.g. Massachusetts Long Ann Statute, Mesa. Gas. LAWS eh. 223A, 4 1 et

seq. (1972).
62 E.g. MASS. all:N. LAWS eh. 276 44 11 et seq. (1972)
to Helvering v. Mitchell, 303 U.S. 391, 402-04 (1938).

77 Id.
72 See notes 28-31 supra and accompanying text.
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2. The habitual consumer-fraud offender may be isolated
from society for a period of time."

3. Criminal acquittal does not bar a subsequent civil action on
the ground of double jeopardy."

In order to determine the most efficient and effective plan of
action, each case must be evaluated on its own merits in terms
of the competing considerations discussed above. Therefore,
consumer problems should be referred to one centralized agency
capable of implementing an integrated approach. An agency
which is not versed in both civil and criminal consumer protec-
tion statutes will be handicapped in its efforts to discern and
pursue the most appropriate available remedies."

IV. CONCLUSION

Effective consumer protection programs are dependent upon
the coordination of both civil and criminal remedies which must
provide for measurably strong sanctions if they are to be effec-
tive." The potential offender must be given notice that if he
pursues a deceptive course of conduct, he will be severely
penalized."

The private right of action alone is not adequate because many
consumers do not know when they have been cheated," are ig-
norant of their rights," or are discouraged by the high cost of

13 ROTA CFI ILD, supra note 28, at 690.

14 Bowt.rv, supra note 11, at 565.
E.g the Maryland Attorney General has no criminal jurisdiction and moat rely

on local state's attorneys. Although several matters have been referred to local
state's attorneys, criminal actions are rarely brought. Letter from John N. Ruth,
supra N. 49. The Alaaka Attorney General's Consumer Protection Section has no
personal experience in criminal law and there is an apparent unwillingness on the
part of the state's criminal prosecution staff to handle consumer fraud. Letter
from Stanley T Fischer supra N 49.

14 Rice, Remedies, Enforcement Procedures and the Duaitiy of Consumer Transac-
tion Problems, 48 B.U. L. Rev 559, 609 (1968) [hereinafter cited as Rica].

71 See Rarsciirtn, supra note 28 at 690-91, 699.

" See Consumer Protection by Prosecutors, supra note 11 at 84.
" State Programs for Consumer Protection 44 (National Association of Attorneys

General, 1973)
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litigation as compared to their individual loss." In addition,
the response of federal enforcement agencies to the immediate
needs of defrauded consumers is too limited." For these reasons,
an aggressive state authority, capable of seeking sanctions of
recognizable kieverity is necessary to deter unfair and deceptive
trade practices.

An effective state legislative program should include, at a
minimum, a consumer protection act with civil penalties for ini-
tial violations as well as criminal statutes appropriate for the
prosecution of economic crimes. This may mean revising exist-
ing larceny statutes as well as enacting legislation directed spe-
cifically at problems of consumer fraud.

Legislation which protects consumers protects honest mer-
chants as well. Whenever a consumer is defrauded, an honest
merchant is injured, because he has lost &sale to a customer who
has been induced to buy from the dishonest merchant offering
"a better deal." Furthermore, when the consumer learns he has
been unfairly treated he may be apprehensive when dealing with
anyone in that business because he is not willing to assume the
risk of loss attendant upon another unfair transaction. Aggres-
sive enforcement of effective consumer legislation fosters an
atmosphere in which the consumer develops greater confidence
in the free market system since businesses are responsive to
legitimate grievances. This increase in confidence influences
consumer demand for goods and services to the benefit of the
entire community, merchants as well as consumers.82

8° Id , supra note 76 at 587.570.
8' FTC proceedings generally involve extensive delays. Cases can take about a

year r to reach the Commission in the first place for the issuance of a complaint.
Cohen ( ,rn pa rat' yr False Advertietng Legsslatton A Begtnntng 4 ADELAIDE L.
Ittv tit 911 1971 Efforts to provide restitution through federal proceedings would
be cum hermome considering the possible need to give the defendant a hearing in
ever, itirls(11, where the alleged violation occurred and as to every consumer
claimant , and federal budgets will never be sufficiently large nor federal personnel
so numerous to protect the consumers in all states and localities. Letter from Gale
P Gotachall, FTC Counsel fur Federal State Cooperation, dated January 4, 1976.

"See Cayne and Trebileock, Market Considerations in the Formulation of Con-
turner Protection, 23 U TORONTO L J. 396, 428.27 (1973) ; Magnuson and Moss,
Current Federal Intteativea to Protect Consumers, 10 GONZAOA L. REV. 319, 330 31
(1975 t Testimony of Louis J Lefkowitz, supra note 31
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o Consumerism lives!
. . . and grows

by E. Patrick McGuire
Ce VIANAA.A. Aron

Several years back a news magazine, examining the
state of religion in America, asked on its cover "Is
God Dead?" (He was not ) A few years later anoth-

er magazine wondered, on its cover, whethet"consumer-
ism was dead (It la not )

It has been the belief among many senior executives,
however, that consumerism, if not yet dead, is certainly
moribund And the 1977 defeat of the Consumer Protec-
tion Act seemed to support that point of view Indeed,
Edie Fraser, president of Fraser Associates, one of the
country's top consumer consulting firms, advised her cor-
porate clients that "Carter Administration hopes for leg-
islative consumer initiatives in 1977 have gone up in
smoke. No major piece of consumer legislation has
been passed since the Magnuson-Moss Act and the Medi-
cal Device Act of 1976 . . . Despite the leadership of
consumer grande dame Esther Peterson, all the consumer
organizations could not muster forces to overcome major
opposition by business and many Congressional lead-

But a new picture, obtained from a Conference Board
survey of nearly 100 consumer affairs and customer rela-
tions executives and interviews with the directors of
number of consumer advocate organizations, indicates
that the movement remains remarkably healthy and
influential. Consumerism, in fact, is here to stay

How, then, have to many senior managements come to
misjudge the situation' Consumer affairs managers be-
lieve it II because some business executives, despite all
that has been written to the contrary, still view consumer-
ism primarily as the expression of what is wanted by
advocates not by consumers as a class -and that these
wants are translated into new legislation and regulations
Thus, in their minds, the legislative scorecard became

The Magnuson Moss Act, 1975, mandates the standards and
performance of consumer warranties. the Medics/ Devux Act
regulates the testing and marketing of such equipment

all-important in assessing the strength of the movement.
When the score declinedi.e., fewer laws, more empha-
sis on deregulationthey assumed that consumerism had
spent its momentum.

Such a misperception bemuses some consumer affairs
specialists Mary Gardiner Jones -formerly an FTC
commissioner, now a vice president of Western Union
says, "Some businessmen have never understood con-
sumerism perhaps never will They just can't seem to
grasp the breadth of the movement " Consumer affairs
executives, however, know the truth of the situation.

These executives are confronted by an increasing num-
ber of customer complaints. Their legal departments, they
report, are "inundated with lawsuits" by consumer plain-
tiffs. According to the results of the Board's survey, con-
sumer affairs executives, by two to one, believe that con-
sumer advocates are having an increasing impact on the
public and government And several major companies
report that the number of customer complaints has
jumped by more than 50 percent during the past two
years.

Moreover, the number of Americans complaining to
regulatory agencies has increased --in some cases, dra-
matically over the past two or three years. Complaints
to the Comptroller of the Currency about banking poli-
cies and practices have doubled in three years. Calls on
the Consumer Product Safety Commission's hotlinea
direct line for reporting or inquiring about unsafe prod-
ucts have doubled in the last year And the consumer
complaint rate -complaints per population -has climbed
notably at the Food and Drug Administration, Civil Aero
nautics Board, Federal Trade Commission and other
agencies

Consumer advocates, because they are often among
the first recipients of consumer complaints, are
well aware that the tide of consumer dissatisfac-

tion is still rising But who are the consumer advocates,
and what do they want'

Organizations include a dozen or more umbrella-type

It ilt.r,111+0H right holdr frvnn \ cro.s ( tic /timed v 17Jun 111s11 :17 112
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groupssuch as Ralph Nader's Public Citizen, The Con-
sumer Federation of America. The Conference of Con-
sumer Organizations, Tile National Consumer League
that tend to deal with a broad range of consumer issues,
from financial services to truth in advertising. To a great
extent, there is general agreement among these groups on
various issues. On the other hand, there are many con-
sumer groups that focus narrowly on specific issues, and
their impact on business can be quite substantial

GASP (Group Against Smoking and Pollution), for
example, is concerned almost exclusively with smoking
pollution and its reputed harm fur nonsmokers But this
focus certainly affects many sectors of the economy other
than cigarette manufacturers, particularly when govern-
ment agencies decree that separate facilities must be pro-
vided (or nonsmokers in planes. restaurants, trains ACT
(Action for ( hildren y Television) concerns itself with
advertisements aimed at young television watchers But
their efforts also (each the inanufac our cry of the products
being advertised And the mina, on these companies may
be more serous ban that of startle of the broader range
advocac y or ganira eons

( 1/11,111,1Cr affairs executives like to stay in touch with
those group, that have an influence on their "'mimetic,.
businesses and about half of those surveyed say they
make regular contact with them Identifying consumer
ill1,14 ale or garoxatroris however. on I always easy And
simply ion, entrat mg on the -traditional advocates won't
fill the corporation s needs since there is increasing en'
dense that wpm/Alfons preciously not thought of as
ionsioner .1l1,1,11CS al C very much to the forefront of

uo sum r issues

( t he American Ass, tatron of Retired Persons
I A ARPI a group w hose membership totals more than 12
million Americans met the age of 61 f he AARP took on
the issue of generic versus trade n. tie drug prescriptions
Although the over 61 members of our population account
for only I I percent of the total population. they purchase
25 percent of all the prescription drugs sold more than
S1 billion worth each year By not haying the option of
otbsiitufing generic drugs for brand name ones, they
were paying more than they would base had they been
able itt buy generic drugs l noble 10 ell ect a change at the
national level AARP hibblisis adopted a grass rotas
strategy and iradt their case to the state legislators

the result' Since 1910 more than 40 states hate
adopted lax, allow ing and in .1 WIC Stales restoring
pharmacists to substitute generic drugs for brand nail,.
Some "PIT/pa/11LN with a large investment in brand name
drugs have fought an unsuccessful guerrilla war against
AAR P ir.bhyrsty In terms of Medici ...1N1111111). AARP may
not rank with sortie .r1 the Nader n. z.s I ions but it

iertainIs ham r tour ask she drug panics
Also ge,ng Into the Hi r are heath

tions e.g., the American Heart Association, the Lung
Association and the like. They may support the regula-
tionor even the abolition -of specific products or ser
vices, or urge government intervention on behalf of con-
sumers in the sale and distribution of certain goods (such
as artificial sweeteners).

And any attempt to identify the most influential con-
sumer advocates must take into account certain govern--
ment officials who perform advocacy functions. In the
Insurance sector, for example, Herbert Denenberg. form-
er insurance commissioner for the state of Pennsylvania,
is regarded as a pioneer in exposing Insurance abuses and
in drafting remedial action

Or take California Gov Jerry Brown, who joined such \
notables as Ralph Nader, Jane Fonda, Gray Panther
founder Maggie Kuhn, and Dr Benjamin Spock this past
May in Washington, D C , to participate in the antinu-
clear rally The rally brought together an unlikely alliance
of such groups as the ( o ;;;;;; unist Party, the International
ASSOC talon of Machinists, the I Mion of Concerned Sct.
enlists, the (buns hell Alliance. the Gay Liberation Move-
ment if only momentarily to protest nuclear power

Jane Fonda and her husband, Tom Hayden. are in the
forefront of the protest against nuclear power, and, in
addition, advocate control of the massive CO,
porahons Hayden, who helped found Students for a
Democratic Society in the Sixties. heads a movement he
calls'the (a Ill paIgn for I.C,MOITI1C Democracy

espote the plethora of consumer advocate or ganc
/al IMP., as well as cirri-Mir:11C con SO trier affairs spie-

lJr:latish. many dissatisfied consumers find they
must esantually turn to the federal government for assis-
tance in resolving complaints But the government's own
studies show that the individual complainant is likely to
receive short shrift from mans. If nut most, regulatory
agencies

Such was the finding of the Department of Health,
Education and Vs Ware in a study of the handling of
complaints by 22 Federal agencies during a twm- year pen
od. 1911 77 HEW reported that most of the agencies
treated i ustruner cum plat his as general public car re
Sp011tiellee. with no attempt made to analyze the data in
order to use them to help formulate policy decisions

In 1976 consultants again visited the agencies and
found that almost Iwo thirds were attempting to segregate
tornplarnts and handle (he'll more systematically But
Esther Peterson President Carter s ( °warmer Affairs
Ady ISC, in announcing the results of this study also
potut,t out that the 0,e) revealed that the agerAkes did
not really print& mush assistance to individual complain
ants Indeed the study itself 11,t11. luded "The federal
age°. les .11 gr rreral extol-riled weaknesses on a number of
a, r,pinnt handling C111.11r of these weaknesses
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are due to government-wide standard operating proce-
dures and civil service regulations Others are due to man-
agements' failure to understand the importance of
performing these functions effectively This lack of
awareness has resulted in the-allocation of insufficient
resources for the performance of many complaint-han-
dling functions "

Several consumer advocates, when interviewed, won-
dered whether there is, in reality, a need to coordinate the
government's complaint processing functions if the agen-
cies aren't really doing anything for the consumer by
helping to resolve individual complaints As one Presiden-
tial aide explained "In order to get a Federal agency
involved in a complaint you have to be dealing with really
big numbers The agencies Just don't want to,fool around
with an individual's complaint They don't have the inter
est. or the resources They want to take on whole Indus
tries or deal with basic economic inequities

One result of the solid to/1 is that many of the ll111117/
ter advocates have become as disillusioned with govern
Tell( regulation as the business common!! y has been I be
picture that emerges (torn interviews with the advocates
is that too many of the regulations arc vague. unequally

611 The ar lions of advocates 'have
made us more critical Di ourselves

of the products we make of the servit es
we provide one appliance industry

executive says Iltf

applied, arbitrary even counterproductive As a whole.
they are rue in favor of fueling the regulatory engine
some. in fact, believe that the nation has all the laws it
needs to protect the health and safety of its citirens It's
not additional laws we need, these advocates say but
effective enforcement of existing laws

"laws work best only when people believe they will be
enforced, and when the price of transgression is greater
than the benefits obtained by violating the law says one
advocate -But the problem is that when industry starts to
disregard some of the most inane regulations, it is likely
to be tempted to expand its disobedience into other areas,
into laws and regulations that do directly allecr consul,
ors health and safety

B.. if regulations stone can't du the (ob. what other
strategies are consumertsts likely to espouse' The
advocates interviewed favor a number of ap

proac ha
Ralph Nader who has had than I r opr,

1

ties to observe "Federal policemen" in action (agencies
such as the Consumer Product Safety Commission and
the National Highway Traffic and Safety Administra-
tion), fudges the regulators to be, often, more intractable
foes than the companies he opposes. While it may come as
a surprise to some of his adversaries, Nader continues to
have considerable faith in a free (and responsible) enter-
prise system It is his belief that a more rigorous enforce-
ment of statutes that foster competition, such as antitrust
laws, would go a long way toward correcting abuses that
result from "product oligopolies" -dominance by a few
suppliers

Nader also subscribes to the theory that civil litiga-
tion particularly the class action suit is a powerful
deter rent to corporate. transgressions Abuses of individu-
al consumers, he points out. often amount to only a few
dollars per customer But millions of customers may be
involved He would like to see the rules of procedure
changed to make it easier fur class action suits to be filed
in the f cderal courts on behalf of consumers And he
would oppose significant alterations in tort liability stat
mes such as a statute of limitations on claims or the use
of state of the art defenses that would result in reduc-
ing the consumer's access to product liability litigation

Arlie W Schardt, former executive director of the
! nvironmental Defense Fund, agrees with Nader that the
hest way to get something done is through litigation The
targets of the fund's suits, however. are the regulatory
agencies themselves The Fund has been involved as a
plaintiff in cases ranging from porpoise protection to Fed
eral civil leasing in suits aimed at getting Federal agen-
cies to do what the law already empowers them to do And
the advocates point out that in some instances the ages
cies may actually welcome such suits For a variety of
reasons (including political considerations), regulators
may be hesitant to enforce the letter of the law But if an
agency is sued and loses a court decision, it can evade the
(political) responsibility of its activities by pointing out
that their actions have been court mandated

In the early days rd.( arter's Presidency he promtsed to
-out Nader" Nader. and he appointed several consumer
advocates to government posts, including Carol Tucker
I orernan, former director of the Consumer Federation of
America. who accepted a position as an under secretary in
the Agriculture Department, and Joan Claybrook, an
auto safety specialist and a Nader associate at Congress
Watch, who was named to head up the National Highway
Traffic and Safety Administration (both of whom
escaped the ( ants staff purge) These and other well
publicired appointments created the impression that the
( alter Administration was actively pursuing a campaign
designed to give consumerism power in various govern

e nt agencies The reality. consumer advocates say has
heen quite different
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Of the 50-plus sub-Cabinet positions appointed by Car-
ter, fewer than a halfdozen could be said to have bona
fide credentials as consumer advocates. Many more indi-
viduals from business or academia have received such
posts And the track record and influenceof those
consumer advocates who have moved into the regulatory
agencies 'is mined Indeed. 1977 study by Common
Cause found that regulatory agency executives consult
business lobbyists "ten times more often than they do
consumer representatives" belying consumerist influ-
ence user regulatory decision-making

A prescient Ralph Nader earlier had warned that, at
best, consumer advocates would be less effective inside
government and, at worst, they might be tied up and
rendered impotent by the agencies they joined In an
1111C(VICM Nader reiterated this point and other consumer
ad.ov Al, tend i' ha, k hum up And since the defeat of the
(u voice Prote.1.111 ALI, the OffICC of ( onsumer
Affairs is now .aces being somewhat splintered and. in
the words or one obserser there seems it/ be real

oti arts national issue

Rresits the president of rin appliance manufaciur
CI vetted by attacks upon his company by consu
inerists asked his consumer affairs director

-1,ts hat oncersable good do they the advocates) do"
V.ouliln I we have done many of the things that the advo.
Late. wAne even if t hes weren't looking over our should
ew ' the answer ,Idirr Is no

Most corporate consumer affairs specialists RC know!
edge that businesses would seldom have moved as last
or as far in onproving their products Several of the
consmer affairs executives say that consumerism can
produuce significant dividends for the company that
"works with ti instead of against it I Most agreed with
this position by more than 20 to I I The corporate spy.
minds redo the advocates for helping in three prime

I Promoting improvements in product and service
quality

2. Ilelptng to sensitire managements to the import
tame of consumer concerns

3. Delineating the positions of umsumers on various
product. service, and economic issues

Ned Smith, owner relations manager at Ford Motor
( um pang while concerned with the inflationary omelet
that md., t regulations have had, says -Their the advo-
cates) watt hilog role, while sometimes painful, has

resulted in measurable [product) improvement And his
counter purr at General Motors. customer relations man-
ager (den warren agrees -Consumer advocates have
caused all manufacturers to do certain things that corn
petooe prising considerations would have otherwise pre
c larded

A recently published report from, the Commi cc for
Economic. Development ("Redefining Gover ment's
Role in the Market System." a statement by the R search
and Policy Committee, July 1979) points out that "al-
though there is currently no accurate estimate of the over-
all cost of regulation, evidence about the cost of specific
regulations shows that they are substantial." One of the
conclusions drawn in the report -a conclusion that many
senior managements would support is that some of the
goals sought by the government have "imposed enormous
costs on the market system Some of these costs have been
borne by consumers and workers The pursuit of unrealis-
tic mandatory standards has therefore raised costs of pro-
duction, reduced productivity, and contributed to infla-
tion"

A majority of the consumer affairs executives surveyed
believe that the actions of advocates have helped to make
products safer and easier to use "They have made us
more critical of ourselves, of the products we make, of the
services we provide," one appliance industry executive
says The advocates are seen as providing one very valu-
able contribution a viewpoint not available from inside
the corporation "As hard as we try to market 'perfect'
products," says Nell W Stewart, director of customer
relations at Tenor, "we cannot always determine all of
the possible effects of them in day -to-day use

Perhaps one of the most significant areas of service
onprovernent, according to the service executives, is in
complaint handling "Consumer advocates don't solve
complaints,- points out R H Janssen, director of con-
sumer affairs for Culligan USA, "but they do force com-
panies to take measures to solve individual problems."

It has even been reported that, injome cases, consumer
advocates Isaac more influence on senior managements
than do the companies' own consumer affairs executives.
F. necutives, understandably, are reluctant to be quoted on
this point, but there are clear indications that outside
pressure exerted by consumer activists has, at times,
made the job of the consumer affairs executives an easier
one to accomplish "Management lends to procrastinate
on some of my advice for improving service But when an
advocate or regulator gets interested in the area, manage-
ment stops delaying and acts Incorrect the problem," says
an airlines customer service executive

The concerns and opinions of consumer advocates can
also help clarify consumers' views and be a valuable
source of market intelligence While believing that advo-
(AIM are occasionally "out-of step with the consume
interests," Coca-Cola vice president Dianne McK.aig
points out that "they are sometimes in the forefront Of
identifying issues land) it is useful to listen rand
sometimes to act on such subjects as a more compreheM
cave response to the consumer's right to know

From the standpoint of both strategy and policy, com-

61
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panics may have and difficulty dealing with a grass:roots
consumer movement than with one whose primary focal
point is Washington, D.C. In fact, many of the companies
surveyed say that local consumer advocate groups are
often more important to them than some of the national
organizations. Several Of those questioned say that
although their companies are national in scope, they now
have to devote a major part of their resources to "fighting
a brush fire in one state or region, rather than dealing
with issues of national import

This development, executives say, has significant impli-
cations for staffing the consumer affairs function, as well
as for developing corporate responses to consumer issues.
Companies may be more adept at responding to national
issues than they are at coping with local ones, but the local
issues can be just jasiinflitential on a firm's operations as
the national ones for example. companies that have com-
mitted substantial resources to the planning and develop-
merit of production facilities at various sites around the
country only to encounter stubborn local opt-xi...bon to
these plants hum local environmentalists public inter
est groups, and so on can testify to the importance of
learning to deal with local issues

Many professionals in the consumer movement,
including the corporate consumer affairs man
agers, the advocates, and the regulatory agency

staff members, espect that the movement will gain fur
their strength in the early 1980s There are certain issues
that a majority of those surveyed expect to be of primary
concern in the years immediately ahead
fl Public participation and intervention in regulatory
decision making, including public funding for such par
ticipation
r) Renewed pressure for the establishment of a F ederal
agency for consumer advocacy
(l Standards for complaint processing and settlement,
including mandatory use of third.party arbitration
n Measures to protect consumers against economic
abuses such as utility cutoffs, invasion of privacy, credit
discrimination, unfair debt collection, the continuing
issue of unsafe products
() More precise definition of the rights of consumers to
sue for damages, with particular emphasis on easing the
entry barriers to Federal class action suits
0 Deregulation of the trucking, communication, and
insurance industries and extension of the successful de
regulation efforts at the Civil Aeronautics Board

) Reform of antitrust statutes to allow consumers to
recover damages from antitrust violations, and new legis
lotion to inhibit conglomerate mergers

Most of these issues can only be resolved at the I ederal
level But some can be realized by state or county govern
mems F ast priority will be given to those issues that will

Action line,it
one phenomenon to emerge from the consumer

movement over t ie course of the 1970s has been that
of the action-line reporter. William Wear, a former
Ralph NadercassOciate who is now a Washington
attorney and consumer idioms consultant. put togeth-
er a computerized list of action-line reporters

"Xi the media, at least." explains Skiaar. "consum-
er issues have become an institutiona regular part
of media coverage And 000 of the reasons that edi-
tors regard it as such Is the simple tact that there is a
continuing source 'Of news There's been no substan.
five reduction In the number of complaints that find
their way into the newsroom And there are more than
enough consumer abusessome of them by 'repute,
bin companies to pique the interest of both editors
and then readers or listener-5

Media executives are well aware that action line
culuinns in newspapers or broadcast segments on TV
news programs aid high in reader or viewer iniereSi

They are another lot., of letters to Me editor on

fiewstuitun editor 'explains. and that has always
been one of our best read features the Chicago
Sun /ones recently completed a survey of its regular
features and found that, nest to the syndicated 'Dear
Abby" column the action line feature was the most
read part of Its newspaper

E.P. Me°.

effect cast ratios-wins e , tar-savings), rind it will come -v.
as no surprise to find that consumerists and business are
once again at odds But consurner,advocatekare beginning
to realize that business is not a monolithv that it is often
posuble to find allies within the business cdlnmunity

As for companies, some have already perceived trends
in the consumer movement and arc moving in the same
direction Dwight Johnson, corporate consumer affairs
specialist for American Telephone and Telegraph, says
"Companies are going to have to decentralize their con-
sumer relations efforts They're going to be even more
dependent on consumer -conscious local mafiagements. At
A T& we're trying to develop that kind of conscious-
ness and responsibility at all levels-of out-Company

What happens to consumerism in a recesiion, is it put
on hold' I oinking back at previous recessions, one finds
indications that consumer disaffection rises as economic
activity falls That makes sense When 'people have less
money to spend, their expectations about products and
the services they do purchase tend to rise. But reality falls
short of expectations as it inevitably must. "We're hip
deep in complaints right now," one appliance comepany
executive said, "but the really high water is yet to
come



DEBATE PROPOSITION ONE

RESOLVED THAT: THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT SHOULD INITIATE AND ENFORCE
SAFETY GUARANTEES ON CONSUMER GOODS

In late 1972, Congress enacted one of the most comprehensive consumer meas-
ures in history--namely, the Consumer Product Safety Act. The Act provided for
the establishment of an independent Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC)
empowered to develop and enforce uniform safety standards for consumer products
and to ban reasonably hasardous consumer products from the marketplace. Since
its creation, the agency has come under wide-ranging criticism. Moat of the
critics feel that the Commission does not act quickly or efficiently, and that
it does not try to compare benefits and costs in deciding where Government
safety standards are necessary. A more general case is made by some that the
CPSC experience is typical of well intentioned government intrusions into
the market--costly, counterproductive, and inept. Proponents of government
regulation for health and safety feel that it is one of government's most
basic functions, namely, promoting the general welfare, and that the benefits
derived far outweigh the cost of an agency such as CPSC.

The above proposition deals with the entire question of Government regula-
li , which involves more than the history of one particular Government agency.
Ho
',.

er, the scope of the CPSC and its actions to date illustrate much that the
re ation question involves. The following articles provide background informs-
ti on the CPSC, as well as other Government regulatory agencies, and look into
t e questions of safety, Tegulation, cost-effectiveness, and private enterprise.

''''i
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The Consumer Product Safety ActIts Impact on

Manufacturers and on the Relationship between
Seller and Consumer

By JAMES R. PATTON, JR. and E. BRUCE BUTLER
Washington, D.C.

ONE OF the most significant trends in the evolution of United States law
with respect to the sale of goods has been the demise of a seller's power to
limit his responsibilities to the purchaser onto subsequent purchasers for
damage caused by the product sold.

A new phase in this evolution clearly has commenced, however, with re-
spect to a limited, but nevertheless substantial, number of products. On Octo-
ber 27,1972, the Consumer Product Safety Act became law.' Significant new
restrictions under the Act eventually will be placed upon production and
distribution of a large number of consumer goods. This article will describe
the new law and attempt a preliminary assesSmept of its implications.

I. Evolution of Buyer Protection

The doctrine of caveat emptor, which often protected a manuacturer from
'responsibility for damage caused by his product, has been undercut steadily
over the past century. Tort liability long has been recognized for injury aris-
ing out of the negligent manufacture, first, of inherently dangerous goods,'
and then, of any product where a reasonable expectation of injury from such
negligent manufacture existed.3 Further refinements to simplify the burden
of proof of negligence, such as the doctrine of res ipso loquitur, have assisted
an injured consumer in securing recovery,'

Contract law long permitted recovery under a warranty theory in those
limited situations where privity of contract existed between the manufacturer
and the consumer.' Contract warranty liability was e nde4 a decade ago
with the relaxation of the requirement of privity of contract. e recent
doctrine of strict liability in tort has further increased the injured consumer's

Member of the District of Columbia Bar.
Member of the Pennsylvania Bar.

1. Pub. L. No. 92-573 (October 27, 1972.It't
2. See, FRU M ER & FRIEDMAN, PRODUCTS LIABILITY 1 5.02 (1971) and cases cited

therein.
3. MacPherson v. Buick Motor Co., 217 N.Y. 382, 111 N.E. 1050 (1916).
4. FAWNER & FRIEDMAN, supra note 2, at t 12.03.
5. Id. at 1 5.01.
6. Henningsen v. Bloomfield Motors, Inc., 32 NJ. 358, 161 1A.2d 69 (1960).

Reproduced wl th the prrmIssl ,, rer t he copy right lioldCr from tii, 11 wittiest+ 1.8 wyer v. 28.pr. 11173 725 740
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ability to secure recovery from the manufacturer of a product causing injury.'
These developments all occurred at the state level. Each step was designed

tOcompensate the injured consumer by increasing the consumer's ability to
recover against the manufacturer of the product causing injury. At no time
did the consumer have the right to restrain the marketing of hazardous prod-
ucts. Constitutional restrictions and limited resources restricted the extent to
which states could regulate the distribution of hazardous products. By hold-
ing the manufacturer responsible for these injuries it was thought that the
manufacturer would have a sufficient incentive to produce safer products.

The threat of adverse judgments and the supposed competitive disadvan-
tage of unsafe products were not enough, however, to spur manufacturers to
take the necessary preventive measures to avoid these injuries.R In addition,
all of these remedies under state law require resort to the judicial process,
with the attendant delays and expense. When the economic loss is small, a
consumer's opportunity to recover is, in practice, quite limited. Because of
these weaknesses of state law in dealing with product liability loss, federal
regulation became inevitable.

II. Legislative History of the Consumer Product Safety Act

Federal concern with product safety started in earnest during the mid-
1960's, although federal involvement in the market place through the imposi-
tion of requirements on sellers in the interest of safety existed occasionally
prior to this time. The Food and Drug Act became law in 1906;0 and the
Flammable Fabrics Act was passed in 1953.10 Several other laws covering
hazardous products had been enacted prior to 1965."

The present trend of federal involvement clearly began with the National
rafhe and Motor Vehicles Safety Act of 1966.12 This Act required the Sec-

retary of Transportation to establish motor vehicle safety standards appli-
cable to motor vehicles and related equipment. Sale of non-conforming ve-
hicles or equipment was prohibited. Remedies under the Act included civil
penalties and injunctions. Manufacturers were required to notify purchasers
if certain types of defects were discovered.

7 (IfrCIIH14r) v 1 uhn Power Products. Inc '00 1. al ,J 61 117 P 2d 897 11963);
ktsi AIISIENT (SF( ()Nil) OF loins§ 402A

8 The National ( ommission on Product Safely ha, ohser ved "Despite is humani
1,1f1A11 adaptations to meet the challenge of product caused mimics, the common law
puts no reliable restraint upon product hatards FINAL RI-1.)14 I OF IHt NA I IONAL

IN PRo01.,( I SAL LIY 1 11970) I Hereinafter REPI)R I I

9 21 11 S3 4 101 et sey I he Act was later enlarged to cover
It, I S lI S ( 91 1191 et sey a, amcncled
11 I he Federal Inspecticide Fungicide a...I K....1...11)...1..1c A.1 .,f 1 11 N1 99 133
sek, the Fecler'al Caustic Poison Act of 1927 ch 489, 14 Shit 1406. repealed and

reolaced by the Fedc r al Hazardous Substances I aocling Acr of 1960 IS U S C 44 1261
ct sey 5tf ( (.r..Kr ssioN Qt: AR II RI Y Si RvIl f CON(.1.11-ss AM/ I Hk NA I ION, Vol I at
I I59 tiS 1196S for a complete review of legislation during this period

12 II U S l 44 1381 et seq.
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More than a half-dozen other laws followed in the succeeding five years,
regulating poisonous packaging" the sale of protticts such as toys," boats,"
and household substances," as well as radiation emissions from electronic
products.'7

In addition to this piecemeal approach to specific aspects of product safety,
Congress created a National Commission on Product Safety in 1967 to study
the problem in greater depth and to propose long-range solutions." The Na-
tional Commission held /hearing,s on various aspects of the problem from
October, 1968, to March, 1970, and issued its final report June 30, 1970.
The National CommKsion was quite critical of existing Federal legislation,
characterizing it as "burdened by unnecessary procedural obstacles, circum-
scribed investigative powers, inadequate and ill-fitting sanctions, bureaucratic
lassitude, timid administration, bargain basement budgets, distorted priori-
ties, and misdirected technical resotirces."" One recommendation of the
National Commission was that an independent commission be created to
establish standards for all hazardous consumer products.2° A consumer safety
advocate on the staff of the standard-setting agency also was strongly recom-
mended.

The Commission rejected reliance on voluntary industry standards as
"legally unenforceable and patently inadequate." Because of the necessity of
a consensus among manufacturers for a voluntary program, the Commission
argued that the least responsible segment of an industry could retard progress
in reducing safety hazards."

Legislation was first introduced late in the Ninty-first Congress, based upon
a proposal prepared by the National Commission, to provide for an inde-
pendent consumer product safety agency with authority to establish safety
standards.22 No action on the bill was taken during that session, however.
Efforts at passage of this legislation were renewed early in the Ninty-second
Congress.23

At the same time as the various bills regulating product safety were under

11 Poison Prevention Packaging Act of 1970, 15 U.S C. 44 1471 et seq.
14 Child Protection and Toy Safety Act of 1969, Pub L. No. 91-113, 83 Stat. 187

amending the Federal Hazardous Substances I aheling Act.
15 Boat Safety Act of 1971, 46 U.S C. 44 1451 et seq.
16. Child Protection Act of 1966, Pub. L. No 89756, 80 Stat. 1303, amending the

Federal Hazardous Substances Labeling Act 15 U S C. 4 1261 et seq. See, CONGRES-
SIONAL QUARTER! Y SERVICE, CONGRESS AND THE NATION. vol. II at 779-823 (1969) for
a review of legislation during the period from 1965-1968

17. Radiation Control for Health and Safety Act of 1968, 42 U SC 4 263t).
18 Pub I. No 90-146, November 20, 1967
19 REPORT, at 2

20 Id
21 Id
22 S 41154

23 S 981, introduced bl I / /

behalf of the Administration, And S 3419 rtp,,rtect by the Stna,e Commioxe
as an original bill (April 1972)
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consideration in the Ninty-second Congress, another piece of legislation, had
been introduced which would have a ponsumer,advocate, 'within the
government." This latter ,bill t. 'ate a consumer advocate who d
have had only generalized iku t.s.rity to.mtervene and no autkority to regulate,
created significant opposif * ultimately succeedqd in killing the bill.

The product safety legislation, however, with specific proNisions requiring
extensive regulation mess, moved methodically.through Congress and
was passed by 1? ou. in the closing days of the Ninty-second Congress.
Although the .csoiciains much of the original National Commission pro-.
posal, signifi tlhanges were made in the House. The Act was signed by
the President on October 27, 1972.

III. Provisions of the Consumer Product Safety Act

A. Structure

The Act establishes an independent commission, similar to the Federal
Trade Commission or the Federal Communications Commission, which is
charged with general responsibility for administering the Act. The National
Commission's recommendation of an independent agency thus was adopted.25
No provision is included in the Act, however, for a consumer safety advocate
on the Commission staff.

One of the compromises necessary to secure passage of the bill was the
elimination of foods and drugs from the jurisdiction of this new agency and
retention of this jurisdiction in the Food and Drug Administration. Other
existing product safety legislation, however, is transferred to the Commission,
to be administered according to the terms of these acts rather than under the
new law°2"

The Commission was to be established immediately after enactment. The
Act generally came into force on December 26, 1972, although certain func-
tions were not to be transferred to the Commission until March 26, 1973, at
the earliest.

24 S 1971) would have established a Consumer Protection Agency to represent con-
sumers before federal. state, and local agencies lhe Senate failed to limit debate on
this hill three times during the closing weeks of the Ninty-second Congress by only
eleven votes, and thus the bill died without consideration on the Senate floor.

25 Not only does the Consumer Product Safety Act (hereinafter CPSA) create
an independent commission, but it grants the new commission autonomy from the
executive branch generally. by providing ( I ) that the Commission's budgetary requests
do not need (Mice of Management and Budget approval before submission to Congress
and (2 ) that ( ommission testimony, recommendations or comments to Congress are
not subject to prior executive branch approval, CPSA 4 27(k)

26 ( PSA 4 10 the functions of HFW, EPA. Department of Commerce. and the
PIC under the Federal Hazardous Substances Act, the Poison Prevention Packaging
Act of 1970 and the Flammable Fabrics Act arc transferred to the new Commission.
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B. Product Safety Standards

The new Consumer Product Safety Commission is required to develop
product safety standards for those consumer products which it determineli
to present an unreasonable risk of injury to the public." The manufacture,
distribution or importation of a product not in conformity with such a stan-
dard is prohibited. Standards promulgated under the Act can relate to the
performance, composition, content, design, construction, finishing, or packag-
ing of the product.

Under the procedure established by the Act, prior to the development
of any product safety standard, the Commission is required to issue a notice
indicating its determination that a safety standard is necessary to eliminate
or reduce the risk of injury from a consumer product. The notice must con-
tain information known to the Commission about existing standards and, in
addition, must contain an invitation to persons interested in developing a
standard for such product to submit to the Commission an offer to undertake
such development.

The Commission then may adopt an existing standard issued by any Fed-
eral agency or by any other qualified body. In the event that no existing
standard is adopted and that offers to develop proposed standards are sub-
mitted, the Commission is required to accept at least one of such offers if it
determines that the offeror is technically competent and is likely to develop
an appropriate standard within the required time. If no offer is accepted,
the Commission then may develop its own standard.

The Senate version of the bill would have excluded manufacturers and
other business interests from participating in the development of such stan-

v dards." The conference committee deleted this amendment from the Act and
thus persons with a direct business interest in the product to be regulated
clearly are entitled to participate in the development of standards under the
procedures set forth in the Act.

The Commission is precluded from promulgating a safety standard or from
authorizing the development of an alternative standard after it has accepted
one offer to develop a standard. The final version of the bill does permit the
Commission to work concurrently on a standard, however, when the only
person offering to develop such a standard is a manufacturer, distributor,
or retailer of the product for which a standard is being developed. It is not

27. It should he noted that the act applies only to consumer products, which are
defined as an article or component part produced or distributed for sale to or personal
use, consumption or ,enjoyment of a consumer in or around a household or residence,
school or in recreatain, ('PSA I lta I Products intended for use primarily for industrial
purposes are excluded, as are certain types of consumer products already subject to
other regulatory legislation, such as tobacco, motor vehicles, economic poisons, boats,
drugs, cosmetics and food.

28. 118 CONO RFC 9925 6 (daily cd June 21. 1972)
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clear what the effect of Commission acceptance of an offer to develo' a
standard by a trade association representing these interests will be. From a
policy standpoint, the Commission should be authorized to develop its own
standard when the only offeror is a trade association, since this group's in-
terest is identical to that of the manufacturers, distributors, or retailers acting
individually.

The offeror is required to develop a standard pursuant to regulations and
within a period of time set by the Commission. This period may nOt be more
than 150 days after publication of the notice commencing the proceeding
unless the Commission determines that there is good cause for this extension.
The Commission may terminate development by an offeror if it determines
that the offeror is unable or unwilling to complete its task within the period
allotted. The Commission is required either to publish its proposed safety
standard or withdraw its notice of proceeding within 210 days of publica-
tion of the notice of a need for such standard unless this period is extended
by the Commission for good cause. Thus, if the Commission is dissatisfied
with a standard developed pursuant to its acceptance of an offer, it could
extend the time period and proceed to develop its own standard.

The Act requires the Commission to hold a rule-making proceeding, af-
fording an opportunity for oral presentations, before it promulgates a stan-
dard. The Commission must consider a number of factors before it can
promulgate the regulation, such as the degree and risk of injury, the need of
society for the product, the effect of a standard on the utility, cost and avail-
ability of the product, the number of products which would be subject to the
rule, agd the means of achieving the public health and safety objective with
minimut adverse effect on competition or the disruption or dislocation of
manufacturing or other commercial practices. In addition, the Commission's
determination to promulgate or withdraw a standard is subject to judicial
review. Persons having standing to seek judicial review include anyone ad-
versely affected by i rule, and specifically include a consumer or consumer
organizations.

In addition, the Commission is empowered to seek a court order to have a
product declared imminently hazardous even during the course of its stan-
dard-making procedure or despite the fact that a standard for the product
exists. The Commission can request the court to order either temporary or
permanent relief, which may entail seizure, public notice of the hazard, or
recall, replacement, repair, or refund with respect to the product.

C. Effective Date of Standards

I he ctict.to/c date of any itattJatd t i6at,d 1,11, is Illdy
ttot he more than lgO days nor less than 30 days atter the date of promulga-
tion, unless the Commission determines that thete is good cause for extend-
ing or redwing the period before the standard is to become effective In no

t I
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case, however, may the standard be made retroactive to a date prior to
promulgation.

The Commission is authorized to prohibit stockpiling of a product between
the time of promulgation and the effective date of a standard. In order to
determine whether illegal stockpiling has occurred, the Commission is re-
quired to establish a base period for the product prior to promulgation of
the standard and to prohibit manufacture or import of a product at a rate
significantly greater than this base period.

D. Certification and Labeling

Every manufacturer of a product subject to safety standard is required to
certify that the product complies with such standard. Any certification given
must be based upon a reasonable testing program.

The Commission further is authorized to require labels setting forth in de-
tail a number of item about the product, including warnings regarding the
product and the date of i anufacture. No product may be imported into
the United States unless it c es with applicable certification and labeling
requirements. Provision also is made for certification and labeling by private
labelers rather than the actual manufacturer. In this situation, the private
labeler assumes the responsibilities of the manufacturer under the Adt.

E. Remedies

Any manufacturer, distributor, or retailer who determines that a product
fails to comply with an applicable consumer safety standard or that the prod-
uct contains a defect which could create a substantial risk of injury must re-
port this fact to the Commission.

The Commission, after an informal hearing, can require the manufacturer,
or any distributor or retailer, to give public notice of any defect creating
such a risk of injury or of failure to comply with an applicable standard and
to mail such notice to other manufacturers, distributors, retailers, or con-
sumers.

If the Commission deterrnin that a substantial product hazard exists
because of the risk of injury ecause of failure to comply with a standard,
it may compel the manu cturer, distributor, or retailer, at such business-
man's option, to repair, replace, or refund the purchase price for any par-
ticular product.

F. Inspection and Record-Keeping

The Act obligates manufacturers, distributors, and retailers to permit in-
spection of their faciljties to determine compliance with the Act. In addition,
it requires manufacturers, private labelers, importers, and distributors to
maintain such records as the Commission shall require for purposes of de-
termining compliance. Retailers are specifically exempted from any record-
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keeping requirements because of the burden which would be placed on them
if records were required."

G. Preemption

The Act prohibits states or municipalities from establishing safety stan-
dards which are not identical to federal standards. Preemption thus exists
only with respect to products subject to a federal standard.

States and political subdivisions are given the right to petition the Com-
mission to exempt a local standard from the preemption clause if the state
can show that the state standard imposes a higher level of performance than
the federal standard; that this higher state standard is required by compelling
local conditions; and that the state standard does not unduly burden inter-
state commerce.

H. Exports

Products destined for export, and which are so labeled, are not required
to comply with federal standards.

I.. Ban on Hazardous Products

The Commission is granted authority to ban further distribution of a prod-
uct if it determines that the product presents an unreasonable risk of injury
and that no feasible product safety standard would adequately protect the
public.

J. Enforcement

Numerous methods of enforcement arc provided under the Act. A know-
ing violation of the prohibitions contained in the Act subjects the person to
civil penalties of up to $500,000. If the violation is willful as well, criminal
penalties may be imposed. Injunctive relief against further distribution or
seizure of s already in commerce may be sought in U.S. district courts
by the Co sion (with the concurrence of the Attorney General) or by
the U.S. A torney General. Any interested person may seek injunctive relief
to enforce safety standards and may recover a reasonable attorney's fee. A
private right to damages for loss by reason of a knowing violation of a safety
standard is created under the Act.

K. Miscellaneous

The Act provides for the creation of a Consumer Product Safety Advisory
Council, which the Commission may consult, but is not required to consult,
at any stage in its proceeding. The Advisory Council is to be composed of
five governmental representatives, five industry representatives, and five con-

29 H R REP. No 1153, 92d Cong., 2d Sess. 44 (1972); H.R. REP. No. 1593, 92d

Coog 2d Sess. 54 (1972).

1 5
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sumer interest representatives. The Council is authorized to propose con-
sumer product standards to the Commission.

In addition to the authorization for private petitions for injunctive relief
against manufacturers violating an applicable product safety standard, private
parties are permitted to petition the Commission to commence a rroceeding
leading to the issuance, amendment, or revocation of a consumer product
safety standard. Judicial review is provided in the event of denial of such
a petition, but only for petitions submitted after the Commission has been in
operation for three years.

The Act also requires the Commission to maintain an injury information
clearinghouse to coordinate the gathering and dissemination of information
on injuries, to undertake studies 'and research, and to test products and de-
velop testing methods and devices. The Commission can require that a manu-
facturer turn over to it technical data with respect to the performance and
safety of a product and can require that the manufacturer disclose this in-
formation to consumers.

IV. The Significance of the Consumer Product Safety Act

The Act is one more step in the pervasive federal regulation of all aspects
of industrial activity brought on by the increasing demands of society for
governmental protection from those detrimental activities damaging the
quality of life. The Occupational Safety and Health Act regulates in detail
the manner in which industrial activity is to be carried on within the plant."
The Clean Air Act of 19663' and the Water Pollution Act of 197232 regulate
the manner of waste disposal from industrial activity. The Noise Control
Act33 creates procedures for the establishment of permissible noise emission
levels for all types of products.

The Consumer Product SafetyAct now proyides for regulation of the struc-
ture of a significant number of products manufactured or imported into the
United States. Although the Act limits the Commission jurisdiction to con-
sumr products which present a risk of death, personal injury, or serious or
frequent illness, the number of products included still will be significant.84

The experience of manufacturers under other safety legislation, particularly
the National Traffic and Motor Vehicle Safety Act," indicates that this regu-
lation will create significant additional expenditures and could make the con-
tinued manufacture of some products difficult, if not impossible.

30 :9 U S C 44 651 et seq.
31. 42 U S C. 44 1857 et seq . as amended.
32 Pub. I No 92-500 (October 18, 1972), replacing several prior acts, the Water

Pollution Control Act of 1956, the Water Quality Act of 1965. the Clean Water Restora-
tion Act of 1966, and the Water Quality Improvement Act of 1970.

33 Pub. I No. 92 574 (October 27, 19721
34. The National Commission on Product Safety listed 200 products which it be-

lieved to present serious risks of injury
35. The Department of Transportation has issued numerous complex standards un-

der the Traffic and Motor Vehicle Safety Act, 49 C F R 4 571.
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In.adilition to these significant obligations with respect to the manufac-
ture of a product, the Act imposes new and extensive obligations on the man-
ner in which business must operate. The Act also adds a new dimension to
the relationship of buyer and seller and will undoubtedly have some effect on
product liability litigation. One other important aspect of this legislation is
the extent to which both business and consumer groups are drawn into the
regulatory process and are given an opportunity to shape safety regulations
at all stages in the proceedings.

A. Impact on the Manufacturing Process

Clearly, the most dramatic impact of this new legislation will take place
in the manufacturer's plant. The design of numerous products, in time, will
he required to conform to new Federal standards. In45ome instances, these
designs may not be feasible for certain manufacturers. Pioduct lines may be
required to be altered drastically and, in some extreme situations, even
dropped. Other products will be banned totally as being too hazardous.
No requirement exists that a standard be economically reasonable, although
the procedure requiring acceptance of offers to develop standards will result
in consideration of feasibility in all instances where manufacturers are par-
ticipating in the development of the standards.3° The Commission is required
to consider and make findings with respect to the impact of its action, but,
nevertheless, is empowered to promulgate its proposed standard even if the
economic effects will be significantly adverse. The only restriction on the
Commission is that the standard be reasonably necessary to eliminate or re-
duce an unreasonable risk of injury. The House Commerce Committee indi-
cated that it expected the Commission to balance the risk and gravity of harm
against the utility, cost, or availability of a product in determining whether the
hazard presents an unreasonable risk."

New products may take on increased importance and value if standards
require their use. Since standard specification of the components to be used
can create dangers and difficulties of governmental involvement in business
planning, the Act requires the Commission, whenever feasible, to develop
performance standards rather than product specifications. Performance stan-
dards clearly are desirable because they permit the manufacturer to achieve
the required performance level by any competitive means, thus securing the
desired protection without limiting the manufacturer's discretion in the
method of achieving the desired result.

New labels and warnings may have to he added to products and new pack-
aging developed. Conforming with these requirements will involve minor de-
sign problems. Labels which contain the date of manufacture can create pro-
duction, distribution, and marketing problems because of consumer demand

36 See, for example, 4 6(c) ( I) of the Noise Control Act of 1972, Pub. L. No: 92-
570, where one of the criteria in establishing a standard is the cost of compliance.

37. H.R. REP. No. 1153, 92d Cong., 2d Sess. 33 (1972).
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for products manufactured as near to the date of sale as possible. To avoid
this "open-dating" problem, the Commission is authorized to permit manu-
facturers to code this information.3"

The Act contemplates that most standards will become effective within a
period of 30 to 180 days after their promulgation. Since goods on which
manufacture is not completed prior to the effective date will be covered by
a standard, manufacturers that need a long lead time to comply with the
requirements of such standard either (I) will have to anticipate promulgation
and make necessary changes while the standard is under development or con-
sideration by the Commission, or (2) will have to seek extension of the period
before the standard takes effect." This problem can be particularly acute
for importers. Products manufactured before the effective date still may be
exported to the United States unless the Commission, after a hearing, deter-
mines that the product contains a defect which creates a substantial risk of
injury to the public. Products manufactured after the effective date of a
standard and not in compliance with such standard may be imported under
bond provided the products are brought into compliance before distribute.---
in the United States.

One of the few clear benefits to manufacturers which may result from the
Act is that the problems created by varying state product safety standards
will he eliminated in many cases. The Act contains a strong preemption
clause, which prohibits states from establishing safety standards which are not
identical to those established at the federal level. The Act does not prohibit
state activity, however, until federal standards have been established.

B. Impact on the Manner of Doing Business

The new legislation clearly will result in increased costs of doing business
as the result of the new obligations imposed on manufacturers, distributors,
and retailers. The Commission can require businessmen to keep extensive
records showing compliance with the Act. The extent to which manufacturers
and distributors will have to maintain lists of purchasers under the Act is not
clear. It may be that manufacturers will fulfill this requirement simply by
maintaining a list of warranty cards, although the percentage return of these
cards in many industries is traditionally Low. If the manufacturer does not
have a suitable list of purchasers, however, the probability that it will be re-
quired to give a generalized public notice, with all the attendant adverse pub-
licity, increases. The House Commerce Committee report indicates that if
certification information is coded, the manufacturer's or private labeler's

38. CPSA 4 14(c).
39. Manufacturers may he forewarned of possible Commission action. The House

Commerce Committee Report states that it expects the Commission to inform manu-
facturers about potential safety haiards as it develops information on products. The
Committee indicates that it hopes that manufacturers will act to cure the pr lem with-
out resort to the standard procedure, H R. REP. No 1153, 92d Con d Sess. 30
(1972).

1 5 3
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obligations to give adequate notice will be greater.'° The exemption of retail-
ers from record-keeping requirements greatly increases the difficulty for
manufacturers and distributors to establish their own lists of purchasers. Since
the Commission is required to afford interested persons, including consumer
groups, with an opportunity to comment on whether notice should be given,
some adverse publicity will occur in any case where the issue either of a
failure to comply with a standard or of the existence of a hazardous product
defect is raised.

Additionally, manufacturers and consumer protection groups will have to
maintain a concern for the progress of safety standard-development. Manu-
facturing groups may continue to develop voluntary standards, although such
industry standards are subject to the antitrust laws. The Federal Trade Com-
mission has published guidelines with respect to industry standards." Among
these guidelines is the requirement that the public participate in the develop-
ment of the standards.

Independent standards-making groups such as American National Stan-
dards Institute, which is a federation of the principal standards-making or-
ganizations in the United States, and private testing laboratories, such as
Underwriters Laboratories, will play an increasingly significant role under
the new legislation. Public participation in the proceedings of these groups
also is required under the Act.

stant rd,:and thusA manufacturer of a product which is subject to a safety
is required to certify compliance with this standard, is.alsore ired to main-

cia
i

tain a reasonable testing program upon which its certificationis based. The
Commission is granted authority to prescribe thit testing 'program. Testing
may be done by qualified independentlhirAparties. , \ ,

Manufacturers may be required-to give notice to the Commission pti r to
the introduction of new products into. re market. The Commissionp not
require pre-market clearancebefore these products On be deributed, howl
ever.° The procedures fdr this pre-distributioppo ification will be estab fished
by the new Commission. The Commission also:* rprequire that produ' s be
marked with, or-accompanied by, clear and #dequateyarnings or instruo.
tions, aria can preStribe the form of thitwarni or instruction.

The Commissioa may quiv nianbfact tc. maintain technical datrk:
related to thi pelorma.nce and safetty of the p °dust iid-carileqnire that thi
information be given to consumers pktrcpasi g a duct. The Commission
also is empoWertlto require manufactur4s o ma e ep. is to it ind-,to se=ki ,..
cure other information t 'rough its ownrese ra., Man act rers will have to -sr
be alert to Commission lease of information

,
y ave to file form?' Y1,

40 Id at ;1.
41. Reprinted in /CCH TRADE Rpo. Rep. 111718.20.
42. H.R. REP. No. 1153. 92d Cong., 2d Sess. 39 (1972).
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copmentsito prevent disclosure. The flow of information to the public with
respect to a tic manufacturer or its products may be significant.

The Federal Trade Commission has issued three recent proposed corn-
"plaints which relate to product safety labeling and the manner in which prod-
ucts.may be advertised.'3 The complaints in those cases allege that adver-
tisements promoting the safety or hazard-free nature of the products are
deceptive as proven by the warning labels on the product. In addition, the
FTC alleges that the advertisements are unfair or deceptive because they
detract from the effectiveness of warnings or instructions on the products."

C. The Manufacturer's Obligation to Copsumers

Federal law is changing significantly the role of the warranty in establishing
a manufacturer's obligations with respect to defective products. Doctrines
such as strict liability in tort have developed at the state level to prevent limi-
tation of a manufacturer's obligations after a defective product has caused
injury. The new Act now increases the manufacturer's obligations to con-,
sumers before they have been injured."

If a product fails to comply with an applicable standard or creates a sub-
stantial risk of injury (even though no standard has been promulgated ), a
manufacturer, distributor, or retailer is required to notify the Commission of
this failure to comply or risk of injury. A consumer also may bring the mat-
ter to the Commission's attention. In either case, the Commission must hold
hearings before determining that a substantial hazard exists. This proceeding
provides the manufacturer with an opportunity to present its case that the
remedies set forth under the Act are not required. Once a determination is
made that a substantial hazard exists, the Commission can require that the
manufacturer give notice of the defect publicly or to each purchaser of whom
it has knowledge. The House Report indicates that this notice must he actual
notice and that a manufacturer will not be required to go through retailer
records to develop a list of purchasers."

In addition to requiring this notice, the Commission also is empowered to
require the manufacturer, at the manufacturer'?bption, to repair the product,
to replace it, or to refund to the consumer the purchase price for the product,
less a reasonable allowance for use if the product has been in the consumer's
possession for more than a year after notice of the defects is made public or

43. Proposed complaints issued to Hercules, Inc., Union Carbide Corp., and FMC
Corp, CCH TRADE RFC, REP. 1120,131 (Nov. I, 1972).-

44. See, FTC v. Sperry Hutchinson Co., 11 L. Ed. 2d 170 (1972) for a discussion
of FTC authority to challenge unfair trade practices.

45. Additional legislation which would have reduced further the freedom of manu-
facturers in issuing warranties was introduced during the Ninty-second Congress, but
did not pass, S 986 This hill provided specific definitions for full and partial warran-
ties and would require each warranty to he labeled as "full" or "partial."

46. H.R. REP. No. 1153, 92d Cong., 2d Sess. 42 (1972).
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acquired by the consumer. Similar requirements also can be imposed on
distributors or retailers.

No charge is to be made to any consumer who avails himself of a remedy
under this provision. In addition, the consumer is to be reimbursed for any
reasonable and foreseeable expenses incurred in availing himself of the
remedy. Thus, for example, any shipping costs incurred by the consumer in
returning a defective product may have to be borne by the manufacturer, dis-
tributor, or retailer. The Commission also may order reimbursement by one
manufacturer to other manufacturers, distributors, or retailers for their ex-
penses incurred in carrying out a remedy required pusuant to this Act. The
Commission can require that a plan for taking the required action be sub-
mitted to it for approval before it is implemented.

The Act requires that a new written warranty be given to consumers. This
is a certification that the product complies with applicable product safety
standards. Any consumer injured by reason of a knowing violation of a safety
standard may sue in federal court. Such a litigant is entitled, in the discretion
of the court, to recover reasonable attorney's fees. The Act specifically dis-
avows any limitation on private litigation remedies. Thus, proof by a manu-
facturer that its product is in compliance with a federal standard may not be
proof of due care. State law still may impose a higher duty of care on the
manufacturer. Violation of a safety standard, however, may be held as negli-
gence per se in many states.

The Act will have a further effect on private injurrlitigation because sig-
nificantly greater amounts of data will be available to both parties to the
litigation through the Injury Information Clearinghouse to be established
within the Commission. Commission files presumably will include material
as to the cause of various accidents, as well as test-results with respect to
products. Commission investigative reports on specific accidents will be
available to the public. Public availability of information assembled by the
Commission will be restricted only if the information contains trade secrets,
confidential statistical data, or other matter entitled to confidential treatment.
A procedure is established under the Act whereby a manufacturer is entitled
to challenge the Commission's intended release of information before the
actual release is made.

D. New Relationships in tWe Regulatory Process

The Act continues a trend developed in the forerunners to the present com-
prehensive consumer product legislationthe use of an advisory council
composed of public, consumer, and industry members to consult with the
Commission during the regulatory process." The role of the advisory council

47. See, the Motor Vehicle Safety Act, 18 U S C. 4 1393; the Boat SafelY Act, 46
U S C. 4 1482, the Clean Air Act, 42 U.S.C. 4 1857 (c); and the Occupational Safety
and Health Act, 29 U.S.C. 4 656.

15 L3
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may be significantly less important under the product safety act than has been
true under other legislation because the Commission is not required to con-
sult with the councilbut has complete, discretion with respect to such consul-
tation. These councils can he of significance in developing regulations because
they afford both the consumer and business interests with an opportunity to
assist in shaping regulations at an early etiOtigh stage in the proceedings so
that changes can he made With relative case -and without delaying the regula-
tory process.'"

The requirement that the Commission accept an offer to develop a stan-
dard if no existing standard is considered adequate insures that most stan-
dards will he developed outside the government. This lessens the budgetary
impact of this new program, but is done at the expense of control over
standards development. Since industry often already is working closely with
those organizations most likely to submit an offer to develop a standard, in-
dustry input in establishing standards is assured. Because of the importance
which these standards-making organizations are granted under the Act,
consumer and public participation in these deliberations undoubtedly will
increase. The Act requires that consumer groups be given notice and the
opportunity to participate in the developm6t of standards. The Commission
may contribute to the costs of an offeror to assure public participation in the
standard development process.

In addition, consumer interests are given ra right of intervention to enforce
existing safety standards. Any interested person, including consumers or con-
sumer organizations, is permitted to petition for the issuance of a product
safety standard. The Commission is required to act on this petition within
120 days. If such petition is denied, petitioners eventi\ally will be able to
seek judicial review in a de novo hearing on the question of whether the requi-
site risk of injury exists. Judicial review is not authorized for three years after
establishment of the Commission in order to permit the new body to establish
its priorities.

All proposed standards are subject to the informal rule-making procedures
permitted under the Administrative Procedure Act," rather than the more
formal hearing procedures, such as those utilized by the Food and Drug Ad-
ministration, which require a writetn record and the opportunity for cross-
examination of witnesses."

V. Conclusions

This preliminary assessment of the Consumer Product Safety Act describes
only the legislative framework for regulation of numerous products. The

48. See the Federal Advisory C9mmittce Act of 1972, Pub I. No. 92.141, 4 10
(October 6, 1972) for procedures required of all federal advisory committees These
procedures generally are designed to insure that the proceedings of advisory committee
deliberations are public information.

49. 5 U S.C. 4 553.
50. 5 U.S.C. 55 556-7.
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manner in which the new Commission carries out its inundate will depend
on numerous factors, including the vigorousness with which the new Commis-
sioners move to regulate; the responsiveness of industry and consumer in-
terest groups to the standard-making procedures; and the resources granted
to the Commission for its staff and facilities. Regardless of the extent to
which these factors vary, the existence of this Act, in itself, will have a
significant impact on business operations.

It'll
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Consumer Product Safety Regulation
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Government policy toward COIIIMIter
product safely has experienced major insti-
tutional changes in the United States over
the past fifteen years. In particular.
Congress has passed a number of laws im-
posing and strengthening federal regulatory
controls on product safety across a broad
spectrum of markets.

In the food and drug area the 1962
kellauver-Harris Amendments made the
premurket approval process for new
pharmaceuticals much more stringent and
extended Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) controls over the pharmaceutical re-
search and development process. The 1968
Delaney Amendments required the FDA to
ban any food additive from the marketplace
found to be carcinogenic in animals, regard-
less.of foregone benefits. The 1976 Medical
Device Amendments extended FDA con-
trol5 to all medical devices (for example.
heart pacemakers, cardiographs. steth-
oscopes. etc.) and many classes of medical
devices will now be subject to a premarket
approval process similar to that for new
drugs.

Beginning in the mid-1960's. Congress
also has passed a succession of product
safety laws dealing with specific products
such as automobiles, toys. flammable
fabrics, lead-based paints, and poisonous
and toxic substances. Most of these
responsibilities were eventually consoli-
dated and put under the jurisdiction of the
Consumer Product Safety Commission
(CPSC). created in 1972. This new agency
was given a broad mandate by Congress to
set safety standards for all consumer
products presenting undue risk of injury.
except for those products already regulated
by an established agency tfor example.
food, drugs, pesticides. and autos).

'Duke Umversity

thus Congress has extended fedqral
product safety controls to virtually alfareas
of the marketplace. While it is too early to
evaluate the impacts of this new regulation.
it is possible to make some general observa-
tions about its emerging characteristics.

First. in drafting and funding new
product safety legislation. Congress has
strongly favored direct regulatory controls
(for example. product standards. premarket
approval, prohibitions of very risky
products. etc.) compared to other policy
instruments that might be employed to en-
courage greater product safety. In
particular. two alter 'yes often advocated
in the academicj er ure---the generation
and dissernipdlion if better information
about prod6ct safety hazards and the use of
economic incentives (i.e.. taxes or
subsidies) have been given little attention.

Second. the decision-making process at
the various agencies appears to embody a
strong "safety imperative.'' That is, there
is strong resistance to the notion that the
benefits of greater safety stemming from a
particular policy must, be weighed against
the costs that might be entailed by that
policy. To a considerable degree. the regu-
latory agencies are probably reflecting the
desires of Congress in this regard. The
product safety laws tend to be drawn with
very specific and narrow mandates (for
example. to protect consumers against un-
safe products) and provide few incentives
for agency decision makers to introduce
cost considerations into their decisions.
While it is true that these agencies are now
required to calculate "economic impact
or benefit-cost analyses of their decisions.
these generally take on an "after the fact''
character. As we show in our analyses of
the CPSC and the FDA below, the results
of benefit-cost analyses apparently have lit-
tle effect on regulatory decisions.

Reproduced with thc, permission of the copyright holder from the American EconomicReview. v 68. May 1)174 284 289
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'hum ) rates. the are products inolving
risks Foch are u ell understood and voltin-
tanly assumed by consumers. At the same
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more subtle and less clear' defined and for

hwh information on safely characteristics
is more difficult for consumers to obtain.
1 his I pe of product. of course. rarely
shots., up as the cause of emergency room
injuries. but ma) pose significant longrun
health hazards about tt hich there is general
consumer ignorance

In our opinion. a major ongoing problem
St Ith the CPS(' approach to product safety
regulation is that it does not real') tr), to
compare benefits and costs in deciding
,there government safe!) standards are
netessar) Rather. the Commission's deci-
sions reflect it "saki( imperali(e- lshlch
lends to ignore the cost side of the equation
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It is cleat from table I that the ( P1(
does not aci.ord great weight to benefit l ON(

either in the absolute sense of the
di:suability of pilrsiting the pion:LI at till of
in the ranking of projects Only live
protects of the twenty-one have ratios es
ceeding unity Furthermore, the numbei
one priority ranking nt I Ile titbit!. power
;flowers. wits iankett second by the Usun-
11114%1(111er% mil of forty-sot and it 113%

benefit-cost [atm of only .10 (total benefits
w ere estimated di 1% I 12 indium compared to
t.osts of 52141 iridim)

In dot haat dissertation research cm
I clitk 1111(iel55 ay I my thomas is analyr
mg ( P1( decision making process His
effort is duct Led at determining empirically
the lmphcll w eights for protect attributes
that the ( PSI uses in establishing its
choices among projects. Using a loge
analysts. rhomas has found that estimated
benefits (which are highly correlated with
the estimated frequency and severity of in-
juries for eat: h product class) dominate cost
considerations in the setting of agency
priorities In particular. estimated
1:lefficients on the benefit variable are ten
to twenty times la'rger in absolute mag-
nitude than those on the cost variable.

It should he noted that CPS(' members
and other product safety regulators have
argued that there are very good reasons for
not making their decisions depend directly
on the outcomes of benefit-cost analysis
First. they suggest there is no generally ac-
cepted operational methodology among
economists for valuing human lives.
Second. they point out that the benefits and
costs are not vomparahle The benefits in-
volve the saving of human lives and the re-
duction of bodily injunes and health
ha/Ards while the costs involve higher
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Regulation:
Asking the Right Questions

by Peter H. Schuck

Peter H Schuck a lawyer was until recently
Deputy assistant Secretary for Planning and Eva lue
Ilion at the Department of Health Education and
Welfare Prior to that he was Director of Consumers
Union s Washington office Currently a visiting
Scholar at the American Enterprise Institute fie will
tom the vale Law School faculty in July

in recent year, vest literature on regulation has
emerged a literature to which many professional
disciplines have Contributed Historians have
chronicled the circumstances under which existing
regulatory systems were established Political scien-
tists nave described toffee incorrectly r the political and
rnelitullonal dynamics of regulation lawyers have
analyzed the legal rules that govern the Orocedurf3S and
substantive policies of regulatory agencies
Economists have measured the economic perfOrmance
of regulated mdustrtes and the costs and benefits
associated with regulatory actrvitun and eOldrcians,
whose intellectual effusions fill countless voluMef of
their professional iournal (the Congressional Record)
nave debated the merits Of regulation in general and of
regulatory .proposals in particular

Very Mlle of thee analysis however beers upon tie
question that policy makers most need to answer How
wen is a regulatory program likely to be imp/amen/8d in
the real world' To be lure economic theory has
analyzed market failure it e market conditions such
as external effects inadequate consumer information
the nee rider problem inadequate Ion remedy
monopoly elf which may lustily regulatory .n,./ ven
lion on efficiency ground!. One tne efficiency and
distributional Consequences Ot Pedii uret regulatory
Proposals or programs I coat benefit analysis I But
the market failure and cost benefit Criteria are
inronnai ones necessary but not sufficient In puSlify a
regulatory intervention Virtually all mar kegs after aft
are imperfect to some degree onSumer
markets in which among Other market flaw! the
information possessed by consumer, is often inade-
quate Third party affects !called externalities I wnrch
impose costs of activities upon persons who do not
gutty benefit from them lOr vice Vedial are 81,0 pervasive
in a crowded interdependent society parliCulari y One
in which equity considerations le g the income
distribution end the late of low-income groups in the
marketplace) nay. increasingly COOle 10 affect 10e
Drell.renCen voters consumers

But if market, are almost alwayS hawed ac are
ieguialory ,nterventions by government However
inadequate Consumer information may often be

information in the political marketplace (where there IS
no FTC to police claims) is probably worse A
consumer purchasing a product may know little about
its performance safety durability etc but that bales in
comparison to what the Consumer Product Safety
Commission ICPSCI does not know but would have 10
know (n order to prescribe a safety standard that would
meeerete the welfare of millions of consumers whole
taking into account the dynamic economic and
technical realities of hundreds of firms auCh the Settle
is true of externalities Market transactions in an unsafe
product will often harm third parties (a g those injured
in accidents or compelled to pay higher insurance
pr emurnsl without compensation but the potential for
uOcOrnpensated unforeseen harm to consumers
work°, StOCknOlder8 and Other third parties resulting
liorn uninformed economy-wide or industry-wide
regulations may be far greater Other aspects of what
mignI be called 'regulatory failure for example
pr otracted legalistic and expensive proceedings a
cnr °nor tendency to lump differently- situated persons
Or firma into broad unrefined regulatory categories
discour egment of long-term investment discourage-
ment of innovation -must also be weighed against the
inevitable imperfections Of the market

Cost benefit analyses are also invariably flawed The
reasons for this are well-known the difficulty Of
identifying and quantifying many Coats and benefits
the inevitably arbitrary nature of valuations of human
life or health the special difficulty of evaluating
extremely low risk but catastrophic events le g a
meltdown of a nuclear reactor) the problem of
internersonai and )ritergenerational comparisons of
utility and many others These hrtuteltiOn imply trier
cost ,benefit ratios whether favorable -it unfavorable
Should (like analyses of market failure) constitute only
the beginning of the inquiry not Its conclusion

to begin to address questions of regulatory rm
innineniarron one must first possess a theory not Only
nl now markets work but of how regulation whether of
markets per se ( economic regulation) or of Other
market related phenomena such as pollution pen-
sions or civil rights regulation) works Such
a theory must be grounded not only in a knowledge of ,(4,

rammics nut in s knowledge of law of politics and of
history in snort it must be interdisciplinary in nature
Perhaps for that reason no such theory yet exists And
given the complexity diversity and value-laden nature
or the phenomena 10 be explained any such theory is
'tot hire], he be a rigiorOuS One Nevertheless tnis article
suggests some modest hypotheses as a starling point

Mosl it me propositions that fallow must De qualified
Dv 'of, rondn,on Other things being equal in the

li
\ I r
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regulatory world of Course this condition is never
really met NeverMIEttela such generalizations can help
us to dentify addittonal criteria or points of reference
Mat car- stimulate poliCy makers tO think critically
ano,,, ,ikeh oftec is or regulation in real world
sit,,ap.,ns and decide what toren or forms Me regula
1,,,, fitunt in take these criteria will be grouped into

'mayor ,ei 'elating to the etn,cture of
'menu,' to be feydiated -2

te ,, tt at trtn tt0etin it the reguiatOr ,31 the
.ou re if, 4 he onto, cenoo, if the

tit t o. a tar 1 tfia rat, tire. support for the fecjitie

THE STRUCTURE OF
wl-tf IS tO SE REGULATED

1.4 ,,,, Ow, ar Rgelst efia.. ht, , I ,to

a a ,a ha. if af i

Ohs, . .

uniformity and diversity between rule and discretion.
between certainty and uncertainty and between the
rough iustice of broad categories and justice tailored

to the equities of individual situations Regulabon
almost invariably opts for the former of each of thoSe
dualities for several reasons limited resources the
rnoodance to economic enterprise of predictability
me danger lo collective regulation of delay and stale
data and the sheer enormity of th4 regulatory task

The 0s00,InCe CO the Federal Power Commission
,a Wines a dr emetic ettarnole of this phenomenon

wr.00 the F 4,(_. undertook regulation CO producer rate,
-V A, gets ,r. 1954 if began by deferofining lust

a i eitiSt,firva 'BIOS in, eat n at the more than 3 000
1.111 01.0 et, Hr t960 the sheet number of

sao tea pi,. etodoigs had swamped the Cot,
.os ' w 1 ,,ripened lu simplify me process
.4' ' r ,r'i'ng all producers together into fewer

. n xlr,e woes Each produCer in a given area was
au as I- mi. gas M of below the sari, area rate

girl ofilellit the particular
I' f .1 Hai se over' area dale were difficult and
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allonoenq the. I ner.00, ar WWI 'ate and me RI OnOrnir

van area fate fog Paton
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el' .1 Ale el101o able to au but the smallest
!,,, s, Single 'ate had

.,. ?I, lie' aria had been
a,...ito.li tad ,r1g,,a1n/y q rtot,ons

at .1. oi e 14,,andrrienta

Although OSHA devotes four-fifths
of ts staff to enforcement, Its
insper duns during 1976 covered fewer
than 2 per cent of the workplaces
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the 'base year concept in price regulation. for
ekempie ensures that some firms will enjoy substantial
Dricing iatitude while others will be severely constrain-
ed depending upon how each firm happenecito fare in
the base year and how typal that year was for each
SIns.lanr the notion that that small firm is simply large
firm m.meture gnores the very real dIfYerenCeS
Petween them w.th 'aspect to mode of operations
at , ors cavil& n, , funting systems and many other
num. is or Mt 1.3,1e, 'ett,vIty Yet most regulatory

..rementa do m 0 and as a practical matter
to inert,,. ',not Pr take account of such

nlier 0, 05 IOW Si' syerit Ines '0 do so the
, rte.,. fine bAlSA

,fr 'ha, Xli fe
o 'es rig more 8 rem to

e use of the base year- Concept in
trio h 'e' tidto ,r, ensures that some
Erns will enjoy substantial pricing
lat,t i.le while others will be severely
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rid

I 1-
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The dynamism o th Parttculu Mare, Some

4 5 nu

, s . r't .7.a. wr. y

, y

,« ^ ,4 1, nl smell

1 A t . ".pri -

commitments make It quite difficult for a regulatory
system to respond to changes in Its environment Thus.
when rapid technological transformations or dramatic
Perturbations in the potential competitive situation
occur they create strong pressures for fundamental
adjustments which the regulated firms land their allies)
strongly resist That resistance may be successful (as
with the banking industry's use Of regulation to prevent
competition across state lines) or unsuccessful las with
airline deregulation the relaxation of certain FCC
controls over specialized telecommunications ser-
vices and the demise of lair trade' laws). depending
upon a number of political and economic factors The
banking industry for exempla consists of a large
number of turns distributed on every congressional
district II lends to be well connected politically at the

level it can play the several bank regulatory
ehjetit .01 off against one another and it is often
Ur ilecled from competition even within the borders or
is own state But even when regulation does ediust to
T. new im rim, logical and COrepatihya 'entities it rends

I, 1,, so 'my alter considerable delay int regulatory
lag

A so, and elittedn why regulation especially the
and r onin0 variety dons nO1 Sit easily in

selolie ,7 hangs has less 10 do with regulatory
ieeoh y 0.1" the nature of legal rules Many
oar naps regulatory standards are input

ovw, per, ass standwas May prescribe what
must .1 m m the case Ot crelonlieliing tom or

h.... one fmral go snout drying It net the technical
wn. 7' 'her des, ',he( henget, , or should <Mengel

me vary eager.", Ut ,nnOvettOn ,e to
eV,. Inn "Cr ,re of inputs and processes tO
mmst, a to 01 ft, or service to consumers more

0/mhy I ',di, inns/Tr a perlormance standard.
'ass a0bifst f to this obiection Unfortunately as
1.s, usse.1 hei Ain ,'milt On the extent 10 which
.w' .e kiendai IS can be or ought to be
effipmy0.1 anfl ever a performance standard is Often
un7loonert hy re, nnm,gica Change and advances in

Mans Jt Inn consensus standards which
itir,A a1, soar, '9' tor esamole were performance
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bargalning process by the National tabor Rotations
fua'd fur example systematically pits well-defined

well organized economic interests -Management and
labor against each other This is sometime, true
.rnder OSHA riS Well in some Cater% the structure Ot a
regulated industry naturally generates some degree of
ochersohneSS For example the lnternahonal Trade

presides over a pr, OS, in which
ea,0e, by domes?, industr.es for protection

t it ,,,oh ',ode ,e8thcl.o0l ore sometimes (though not
otway, r ohnlered by tmporler, and men,118ClurerS
to 0,no nbreeth/e,1 bade In 'hi, of her , osoo oh
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rwE INFORMATION NEEDS OF REGULATORS
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dependent upon producers of land drillers fort natural
gas for the basic thlOrMatlOrl upon which Its rate
formula was based despite the fact that the indultry
data were demonstrated to be highly Questionable
Access to needed information of course does not
assure Mat it will be used either intelligently or fairly
but an agency that cannot even obtain It is almost

main poorly-sup0Orted geCISIOns

Regulators ordinarily need a great
deal of information in order to make
sound regulatory dectsions Almost
Invariably much of that information is
in the exclusive possession of the
regulated industry and some of that
le g cost data or trade secrets) may be
legally protected against disclosure to
the public

leg,081.ern often undermines
vn ,obi. ,rhph, , ,11, and pr., es this
mar ON las W.o. heo,,81.n U whit , ,n
e1h !her savers
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era highly concentrated and its benefits are wide)
dispersed, than in hose thstence" which the rave
is true Other things being 'dual. the quality
infOrmation elvallietole to the regulator as Jesuit o
those analyses g likely to be better than in they
absence

. I
The Quantity of Information: Roguish°

economic incentives tends to require far less infOr a
lion on the part of the regulator than regulation through
'command-and-contra. techniques Since regulatory
information of nigh quality is often difficult to come by
that is no small virtue A regulator designing an effluent
tai for example need ny know in detail
technology or the Cost profile of firms he need tint
know the oenefits that particyler reductions in &nue
Imes will generate and !hotfoot the tax accordingly
Moreover II experience suggests that the tax is too high

IOU low its level can be adjusted far mot sally than
pecified

relied
eery A

can a regulation which mandates certain
inputs or processes and on which firms ha
through large investments in plant or mach
performance standard shares some of these att ributeS
or incentives but because it does not as the to C10011/
give a firm the freedom to pollute at anyaeaei it wishes
Cal, long as II is willing to pay the social coat/ the
regol al or cannot rationally set the level of the standard
wrinuut knowing what the cost of compliance will be to
turns (In the other hand enforcing incentive
regulations may require more information than entor
cing ,nout design or process requurente a possibm
ty dist ,issect below

THE NATURE OF THE REGULATORY OBJECTIVE
The particular task that Congress sets tor the

regulatory agency will not necessarily control its future
behavior for the agency is inevitably transformed over
time nom an instrument of legislative polity into an
insIttutiOn with h an organic life end Purposes of its own
Mii,00yer most regulatory statutes are exceedingly
ambiguous land sometimes even ContraCbCtoryl in
defining the regulatory objectives Thus the CPSC
mosl eliminate unf eaSOnable risks of iniury the ICC
must set lust and reasonable rates and civil rights
stafirtee typically proscribe dracrimination without
defining n And particular regulatory obfectives such
as or r upalronai health and safety are ordinarily
mitigated by other regulatory objectives Iuch as
feasibility I with little or no guidance given 55 10 how

these value! Should he traded oft against one another
Nevertheless an agency a former °him-sive. are u",p0,
tent In entabigning a regulatory mond they define
toy outer oo,,lell es or its print rpal mission and other
msllluti tins especially the courts will be called upon to
ergo,. Mal mission once It begins to str ay Two
dimensions era esoocialiy important 10 a regulation S
an., lOe Soblilent,ye i onlent Of its Obio0tiveS and
the direct measurability of their tip nievorn.nt

The Content of the Oblecthriy Some repulsion,
ohrecnves sr e more easily achieved than others To
q. ..t extent the strength, and lio,taliOns of regulatory
soffoi ies co/fepoond to lop xir pngtos and looita,,00a Of
Lew ilself rh,i, ingiiiacpy &gen, ins like tne ew lend
lo M beirei ct usgs,, sting pew 61u, 0.6 and the Myer

intormatton.than at regulating mark
F9. the price. quality end health en
1101 require, at the margin a trad

economic and Social yeldies That IS
deny that -regulating euchcharecte
059
that
difficult

ecterletice
aefety eatects)

ft of Important
octal), not to
Mica Is otter

hat tn Order to prOttct the public. It is
a kind orsregOition tends /to

rid errors far more Costly-10
regulating ("minion and procedures. T
diebhction be eon these typal. of Hog
Oyes w n t ei ays be clear -Cut. In
!loran rk a de rids upon In

which are cot rtqe
eglilelves .co

fait ram]
crocedure

turner Re d flab° 'ININtrail
rhorecger he regulation o proceduhs nd informa-
tion generates costs and often Jr n tee Important
values rind int stems But it remains the case that what
the SEC NLRB Commodity Futures Trading Commis-
sion and Federal Eteceons Commission t FECI attempt
to do tends to be quite different fromand far more
manageable manwhat the ICC OSHA, EFOC and
energy regulators attempt to do

The most important differences relate to what Dahl
and Lindblom have called the "problem of calculation"
and the problem of control The quantity, type end
duality of data that the SEC needs to determine whet
sings of information investors should have lor the
efficient functioning of the securities markets that the
NLRB needs to determine what is an appropriate
bargaining unit or whether an unfair labor practice has
bean committed or that the FEC needs to determine
whether a particular activity bye candidate constitutes
a campaign expenditure are very different from that

9

POT.,
thIS

u7e. the
blee-

per lune-
ion' and
MOdities
raf Gen-
Nitrate/I.

Most regulatory statutes are
exceedingly ambiguous (and
sometimes even contradictory) In
defining the regulatory objectives
And particular regulatory objectives.
such as occupational health and safety,
are ordinarily mitigated by other
regulatory objectives (such as
"feasibility") with little or no guidance
given as to how these values should be
traded off against one another

which the ICC needs to calculate "lust and reasonable'
'ales for competing modes of transportation OSHA
080(15 to devise health and safety standards that will
protect workers while not unduly leopardzing their
lobs the EEOC needs to determine whether employers
are engaging in discrimination or merely reacting to
iatior market Conditions that Confront them or the
Department of Energy needs to price end allocate
scarce gasoline supplies The information required for
the former tasks while often imperfect tends nonethe-
less lo be manageable available and reasonably stable
over lime moreover it possesses few of the infirmities
Or ,ntorrnation discussed earlier In contrast tne letter
tasks lend to require enormous quantities of in1 Orme-
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Pon, much of this is obsolete by the lime It Is ready to be
uied, much is impossible to corns by at any reasonable
cost. and that which is available will often be of low
quality

If the problem of calculation Is especially formidable
with respect to regulation of price quality and other
market charecteristics the problem of control is no legs
so Compliance with the SEC's disclosure re-
quirements the NLRB's procedures. or the FEC's
strictures is relatively easy to monitor Consequently
there is less likelihood of competitive distortions. black
markets or other forms Of evasion In the case Of
"economic" and much "social" regulation however
nor, c,),huliance is more difficult 10 deteCt fOr several
',macros in, Or (,,,orn.c irirenli yes on Me part of buyers
and savers to evade ,eu,rernents are especially great
what ionstu.nes COI, Oi a, e is far more ambiguous
and there tend to be tower countervailing interests
,apache ref enforcing compliance To establish that a
firm failed 10 make certain financial disclosure, to the
public or lane() to 10110W prescribed procedures is one
Ining 10 establish that it discharged pollutants in
excels..., quantities sold a substance that is car
cinogenic discrminated in hiring nr engaged in an
en. i POntet1,11,0 'nor ger is quite another Institutional
err ,ifs ishor unions or oppoSition candidates are
wail posiii,med to try to police the lorrner ordinary
ionsomers workers o, Smelt businesses will have little
in, entire or opport,mity 10 police the latter

The Ability to Mansura Performance The errant to
whit it ,goielory obieCt,.0t1 are in ter,' ac ',eyed can be
meesured more direr:lir will respect 10 SOM. ObteC"-
lives than Others example can gauge the
extent to why, n it hes umpr oved occupational Salary far
more nadir then n can won respect to occupational
nerrn Thus the number andror severity Of Industrial
ai c idenIS Per man- year .5 8 reasonable measure of the
former for an 'accident is a relatively well defined
phenomenon wnOse cause is usually (though not
always, ascertainable (Even here Of course the
accident rate clearly is affected try factors other than
OSHA as evidenced by the recent increase in lost work
la es and serious n003108, act ,dental Many OC-

iristional diseases nowover possess neither of these
attributes their symptoms ere generalized may not
even appear for a goner etion or more and have
uncertain causes

The extent to whirr, performanCe ran be measured
el0echy is often a matter net the reguialor cannot
Limbo) ea the example of occupational disease
suggests it may be nnfirent in me Pert, .8st regulatory
task in this r ere Inn ifrgirIatOr will usually be obliged to
devise operal,onai substitutes for the root,' &Or',
ohinctive proves the achievement of which can tae
measured direct., These proxies generally lake the
h8m OI input Oreliii1ententa ie g thel only iicensed
physicians may perform certain 'mita) process
requirements le g her certain procedures be under
tilik eni or design repoirernentl le g that certain type,
of machinery bet oaecli Even when outcome of
nerlonnence requirements are available they May be
pr .rfi, 1){0. atise of tne itdminietriltive difficulties al

measuring Or enforcing them 11 is far easier
fOr er empire r0 enforce erMrmtuive ecMon emeriti.

(at least in the first Instance) by Counting the proportion
of minority employees in firm than by attempting to
evaluate its subleCtive "good faith" In seeking Such
employees Similarly, an OSHA inspector can easily
measure the distance between a cutting machine ands
guard rail, but measuring the safety performance of
such a machine directly would require that the
inspector wait until after the damage had been inflicted,
thereby defeating the regulatory obiective

In many cases. however, performance or outcome
Standards or economic incentives are preferable EPA.

al or example. is increasingly attempting to regulate the
amount of permissible effluent rather than regulating
the pollution Control technology similarly HEW has
devised new outcome-oriented performance measures
for the Head Start program Such standards are
Superior in sever al respects First they prescribe only
the desired rerun leaving to the informed discretion of
the regulatee how best to achieve that result This
division of responsibility recognizes the comparative
advantages of both regulator and regulatee end
increases !he likelih000 that the most efficient
SOlutiOnS will be devised (On the other hand the
reguiatee may select a solution that is efficient but may
nevertheless be deemed oblectioneble Thus firms
may require workers to wear uncomfortable personal
prolen,on devices rather than install more expensive
engineermg controls I Third they avoid involving
reguiators in the rrimuliee of industrial engineering
'nanagemenl science applied chemical research and
the like except to the extent necessary to prescribe the
desired outcome Finally they provide measure,
against which the performance of both regulator and
reguiatoo can he lodged because the measures relate
directly to the real purposes Of the regulation rather
than to some imperfect prOy Indeed regulators end
reguialees often resist performance standards for this
very reason (although the stated complaint will often be
not that performance measures are objectionable per
se but Mel the particular standard chosen is not en
appropriate measure of the regulatory oblective)

THE ENFORCEABILITY OF REGULATIONS
The disposition of people to obey a legal requirement

depends upon many factor, (Including the costs of
compliance the Clarity of its meaning end the extent to
which it ie perceived to DO reasonable Or Well but a
critical one is the anticipated cost of non - compliance
For this reason Ihe enforceability Of a regulatory
scheme is en important determinant Of its rear world
effectiveness

There may well be few legal requirements for which
some loophole or evasion cannot be devised by a
reoutatee with both a strong incentive to do so and a
real.ie lawyer to help even under Ordinary cir-

cumstances regulations often cannot be effectively
enforced Nevertheless some regulations are more
readily ant urceable than others enforceability
depends upon a number of factors many Of which
relate to points made earlier Forll the resources Of the
regulator will often simply be inadequate to the tasks of

non-compliance and mobilizing the ad-
mmistretive apparatus especially when the regUlateerd
are miner nos and not highly visible Federal day care
leg uiebons here long gone unenforced f Of this reason
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(among others) it is simply impOSSIble to Identity,
much less monitor or inspeCt, the tans of thousands of
formal end informal day care arrangements Subsidized
by federal dollars Second. regulation's ambiguity,
often desirable for policy or political reasons. may be so
great in to preclude enforcement. either as matter of
law (as a federal appeals courl recently found with
respect to Department of Energy pricing regulations)
or as a matter of fairness (as with the federal day care
regulations) Third Certain regulations penalize what
the price system rewards thereby realizing the often
considerable potential for black markets In the
Pi Unit:idea activity discrediting the regulation Itself and
caning into question the fewness of selective enforce -

ent ilia of martiusne the rationing of
ge4u 'i0 and slate laxatiOn of cigarettes are examples
I enlist ismer, may not be feasible for political
ea, iris a not 'inn way sit saying that many people 'trod

tr.. 01 0,1'01011 at t' profitable or otherwise desirable

THE POLITICAL SUPPORT FOR REGULATIONS
Hey it iir is 001 Simply a legal administrative and

.1., ultimately and inescapably
a pi ,11, 0 RS well Our der,entralliect fragmented
lll). Ti 1i sister, assres that no important regulatory

rs an be :,01 place w the mobilization 01
jr-rr ant pooilir si resources Once established a

ie) rial ir. age, y most find sources of Continuing
if, 0,10, 10 retain the integrity Of its

airs ri rriq iegisieT dr, obtain adequate op-
," ST"'"' 0)", re 9vrn Pol.CY priorities contra
trie iiarinderneril of .IS nternal attains and sustain Its
en. n. ant efforts While the apparent immortality of

dory Si! agencies Attests 10 their success
r. 1«ral0P ng sot h support agencies do very con

s-loi rii r n The %Peng?, and durability of that support
or arripie the 001er agencies primarily concerned

wit' ieg.,iation of particular industries
rr.4 a npeved n,,rehie success in conventional political

ie.-, ye, some sui ^ as the CAB FCC and ICC have
see' l'ei. autonomy end support erode under the
''r.re it ',Ow prod., Si I orceS and Coalitions Others

ri as me 1 Tr ',Fr, and the bank regulatory
es hays mar ',red ever more authority and

id ierii e F am.rrig the newer agencies charged
w.i. 5,a ei ley p5,1115.ei Strength is highly
ye, ate F and ine ,o0O and Drug Adrninlatietion

lemirristraied ifiet ability 10 'Wet inr,Siona on
5 end a,iihurily while the CPSt, and they

'he C0ii H.qnts have been more vulnerable
ign there nn armpits explanation for these

1." al certain yenor alit atiOne seem plausible
er ir Seems ,-ieer tor exampie that regulation

linty rcrriefiri.iig a well organized constituenCY
dispei sot al. riingressional districts while
5,555 tiny the i. is', i515, a large rwmper of people in
wa vs 'ha' era visible will tend tO generate

,riS'a,1, p5,1 i a. 5,,ppoft regulation that distributes
re-el is end ow, .n the opposite way will not

ai strength of the agencies
en..plue,1 . r rorgidatirm can be eepisined

i". err,- lne Ciiidir al terms (Whet is more
lir, ril e.t.a." h ien,S is the growing strength

'Jar, reguiators also
poi," 1. irT) eirdv rely wet. Or ganiz Prd Snit

widely dispersed Interests (such as environmental
groups and labor unions) and their allies In Congress,
the agencies and the media SWIM remains intriguingly
unclear why, for example, some health and safety
regulators, such as FDA. EPA and the National
Highway Traffic Safety Administration, manage to
sustain public support for their activities while others.
such as the CPSC do not Such differences may reflect
factors such es the political skills of the agency's
leadership which cannot be systematically analyzed
Whatever their cause, however these differences are
highly relevant to the ability of each agency to achieve
the regulatory tasks that &reset for them Or that they set
for themselves

Our political system has come to be
dominated by two views that a public
policy Is to be justified less by Its
consequences than by the motivation
animating its proponents, and that
concerns about implementation in the
reel world of regulations spawned by
the political - bureaucratic world are
niggling details that can safely be
deferred until after the regulations have
been signed

CONCLUSION
The criteria that nave been discussed do not exhaust

tnoair that are relevant tO deciding whether Or to what
orient Or In what tOrM to regulate Certainly there IS
nothing arcane or particularly technical about them
indeed once one reflects upon them they appear quite
obvious Tel with a few exceptions such criteria are
rarely discussed in public debates Concerning regula-
tion Indeed even the current mood of skepticism
concerning regulation as manifested in the Ad-
ministration s regulatory reform proposals has failed
lu accord much significance to these questions
preferring inelead to locus upon the more systematiC
.isit of cost benefit analysis (a Matter which as
discussed above should be regarded only as a
,no Rvldid inquiry only rarely decisive)

it is important that we attempt to understand why this
should be so One answer -that it is in the interest of
Powerful political forces that these questions not be
seriously addressed begs the most important
questions and is in any event almost tautological A
more useful eitraanation may be that Out political
system has come to be dominated by two views that a
ptiblit policy o! 10 be idstofied less by its consequences
than by the motivation animating its proponents and
That c one er ns about implementation in the reel world of
regulations spawned by the DOW ical- bureaucratic
world are niggling detail, that can safely be deterred
until ante, the legirialiOns have been signed II this
explanation Is C or, act then the remedy can come If at
Sri only tbr owjr, a change in Public views as refracted
by the politic- ai process Questions after all are not
1 I ik,V, ti, OS asked unless people truly desire the
anew.,
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S. ~~~~~ inanuta, lure, mukr slra, and dangerous
igtLta. artd thr onsurnet nets isu.rtle.... h. tltangr that
liut the 1,11 et 1 is r tranuerting Mt."-

t.. mak, pr....1w15 Sale. givrig hi, tat

use.. arid seller. ..hould hare none rytaitbh. the
total ot Lit Idenn. ale .11111 10 the ,ori,urnet

tiallage inedu al and Itgone
arid 11, , t.. thr rnanulau tiart ,u1 111.1N g sat

fIodUt I 1,11, .4, it tho. whit 1, logo. rule h1
learned / land Iarts .jth thr aN,11111111"11 111. the to, 01
al' uleto IN $100 000 and the twice. that . happen

tr, a hundred 1hr ted at idea .1 is thus SI
NM 1' ciuld 1.sr at ...Jed OW rderli
t, e.,nditurr .1 SJS S IWO 1...10011 11 ha" t.1.1111 .
alt,t stIttuld held 11.11.1.. lt hin $: brio
d urn, 10/10,1, hut hint t.. hrat thy whole hutdet
the ./10.1.-1 011.0/1 I. half. 111, 1IN 111V. y4un

gul "1011,11/1 atrd and tenuous hut the, ar, help
. P, tit

I PI., N014.111 arldla 011t, ~~~ed tin thy ground that
sl pu'ahed tat enough. regutres that a..sign dille
hunian pr. which is In, heartarks hat humandartan tat

/front. iesrl that is (Mr Mr is rt. el..., death is
hi, 1.1i-.141 that is ts, ond the Imad la. and go,ern
rulent S Arttetent 11,4.1 wr ha, to atto a ,alut. tit Itly
aps1 ut all the tiine.,,k or art additional gorn number
in,11...n. .01 chillar. ;ould build ever, bridge tit rturIP

It.11,1,11,11 ...dhow 1,...,4 a and v., could
es er raili....111"NpIllg ident 111"..1 ~^ II, dinit ult hal
al.., we ha", det that .e athud Mtgs.- things

ot that same .0l11.1ur e.1 en!, r1i.V.415
litt gi0e1 111 0,0 r. 01.1111/U1 1111,4.10 11101t a danger

that 11...er setrgs

,
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Crying Joan :Claybrook
FOR °vest A YEAR. I hiti'e obsejlved the rising
corporate assault on scurernment regula-
tion, particularly regultfon designed to

spur busiriess to advance health and safety. In
widely circulated advertisements, in letters to
shareholders, in ca.tiphlets, speeches, testi-
mony and trade assoaation materials, the fed .
eral government lyikused of creating unneces-
sary regulations- that cause inflation, retard.
innovation, destroy jobs, and divert capital in.
vestment from "productive" pursuits. Readers
will have noticed these corporate attacks on
"Big Government." "BureaUcratic Bungling,"
"Overregulation" and, of course, "The Under-
mining of the Free Enterprise System." But

. . . `..
the solution is not 'to clean up the industry but
to campaign against the Department of Agricul.
ture and the Food'and Drug Administration.

If a comeny or industry is not doing
wellnit is Wash ngton's fault for not providing
additional "incentives," such as tax preferences
tir'UAITreasuily checks.

'Corporations, in short. are engaged in a
massive drive to blame the fede al government
-forOtat.yeally.is the fault At last
readingi; after all, the A y was
still overwhelmingly in from
the land that produces ds, and
fibers, to the _factories re the
goods, to' the Office but use the

they will not have noticed much in the way of ii... capital and managerial r so st ot only is
response from the regulators. In my opinion. ltd that true tilt ils0 the corporate economy plays
is our duty as public servant4 to speak up.be. '' a straig:r06...1.:6 deciding bow public revenues
cause these charges can generate unwartariteU',t arikiVsoureei7are, to 'be used. Yes, business
loss of' respect for legitimate government ac:71'regtAtei:'.FOvrtiment. Auite frequently, and
tion. They can de ralize those who are trying when it dtVSi;turiously enough, it seeks certain

/!. to improve cond ns Within industries, and kdds. of Big' GoVerument" goodies. In .short.
?. they can undermt efforts to develop the tecitt.l.tricisutSainkis. the when he plays Uncle Sugar.'

nological basis for life-preservingprcrgressAn", 14o tririatil.: kipg or airline companies have:i
workers, consumers, and the enlronmenf. --- '. 'itie' n;rea.dystO'skoUlder'the old-fashioned rigors

Here is thec-uitent corpora view 415 1,. ofunarket pricing and entry:by supporting pro-
ears to me. pocalk,to`put the regulajeck tif these industries

,;, [(inflation I es, Washingtqmis the csitse out of busi4its? It is eompielli4ly clear that
an only Washingt n can provide tit: cure.: . .- Matiy:C. 0540:ions welcome government when

Af there is unemployrnerit. Wikhingtizin is' it is tUbs:idtgiof last resort, lender of last re-
it taproot and the obstaclg.to its [-eduction: -,,,,.s. ort;,gUarantor of last resort, insunkr of last

, illagicalssO-i when Uncle Sugar becomes Uncle Sam, peOple-
If ther.e.is disease-producinilution. it ..ci'resrt, and, cartel-defender of last resort. But

is, a necessary by-product of a tee
.,

cloy, anci.yVashi'ngtor'ptessire-to curb it 14-- 6"proggtor of last resort, the corporate tiger
terferes with,"progres01 A , .1bares his teeth and snarls.

-.. If the.rmis seria4itiwelated disease and In regulating for health and safety. gov .
injtity, laws that requir investment to prevent ernment assames what I believe to be one of
such crimaigto society are not ;productive-- its most basic functions, promoting the general
as though improving the health of a nation doeSie.welf are Yoo many companies or industries re-
nJot.add td Its Wealth. , '. ,. fuse .to recognize both the multiple hazards of

If illiK,adulterants. and harmful aeldl. their technology and the governments legiti-
tires arec?oUnti in meat and poultry products, 4' otatolnterest/in the public's health and safety
Joan elcii,brOnk is ;ix/minis-honor of the NtItio,pat. despite extensive pesticide and other ,fiemi-
lititwaY +41Paffic ..gtfel64,dritirtistratton cal plant tragedies, food-borne diseases, con.

ReProduced wit It the permission of the copyright bolder from Regulation, v 2. Nov
'Lm 15175 14 151
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1J111111,,; kl thinking water. and the oserall In January 1978. Chrysler's John Riccardo
tlegt4riiipin of our ens lionment called an hags a moduct ,of -ocerreguhttion-

Nii)x ;.the auto industry is nut one tit those that v.111 Lust $250 to $300 per car. and claimed
that still opposes the prints pie of government the overall result of federal regulation would
sal et, r V.:111.01.11 for example lohn,Rwcardo, Inc a SI 000 per cat "rip off" to consumers in the
I luster lotp.rtahon 5 511Jil 11,111. 1.11Cd IC. Middle of the next decade In Match 1978. Lee
.rolls that the 15,15.11.0-11C Irktli1.1110f1 .1 then president of Ford Motor Com-
et the .1111..1111ifilll' iii the ist salets , lean ran, 4 the threat- of tegulation that
Ali and clic, ini,C1 %Ali ill 11 well loUSIV retarding scientific progress,
Arid ,{1 lull nillipliii Iknts I..iit II ..1111,1.kiting to inflation, damaging cornpeti
,.., Cs tit !Init.. Inn 11.11.1spt, I i itill AflIC115.ill workers their ;ohs and
on NI,,t the Pr,,, h. 1077 , t hail business in the csorld mar
has,- had the salets hod! into Auto kCIt11.1i. C Thomas Murphs. h.111W.111 of Gefl

the lc, th.it ha,c had wilt., linens. had hero eta' Motors, to a letter to Carter. has
1 C d t i . 1 1 %CC st I kin t 11.1". led OW fuel de, laied that in the early 1980s the average re

.iii the cm,sion there Lid prise of a can could increase h1 more than
hail t,crn J I rJrt.11 1.1,. 5401, hetame of leder al irgulation,somthing

f TC1.1k, Po thr 5.5 lit' ihlikS dlatonalv as %sell as lkels to pro-
(.. , , tow ife dot:lc-sin Ind LOW 5 Cl,1 551.1,1515..1d hasn't lesistame
.1:,p I 1,.t-1l regola,pn Ili, tridtl.tt, h,hts Ili ,out se most industry comments ignore

07,1 it later of the ImCiltIlls mtl I011.111o115 15511 schen they do
,iirchili cis aiipiiiies khi ling I int, aut., riot inliJlr the ...Isis .1 p1.1..115e analogous to a

( .110.4 Ola s and !met V. a-J1114.! OAR. .LIII1L1.11 1Cpoi Cs going full details on.
p o l i o ( n . i i m i t t c t l o i t s 1 hes es iemes 17,11,1)111W Illt! IC5Clitle, SO, in 1975 and

aii! ti,ir salets It12151.1tion 505 in As hC again 111)97,7. in attempting to quanta's safety
ti. CW111,11511 bin 1,15,5. ICst 1 .i1111 555 hi:11010. the National IlIghwas Traffic Safety
1,a1o. and the, 1 cstst 111.1i, 5011.1C tc. .ills The Ad1111(11S41.111.11 I NIIThAl can led out studies
point ns , (ear (Iwo ledibilits is not high It on the sot 'eta! cusp of motor vehicle accidents.
is ti..t inciel, the s,as things tor f1.11 1,515 such as income foregone. medical care.
1 elle, is adseisels on ihCir trd11,111K hot also insmame administration. legal expenses These
the csas some ill the foreign .111Iti O./MO.1111C, .1,51S were I:SLIM:lied at S38 billion annually for
has,- shi,ccn op the Big Three The sorts of 1975 and S41 billion for 1977. the rise corning
flonJa and its sueulied ch.uge engine Iinl la' gelv rn insurance (up 44 percent in the two
ported unto Japan Inns the I nited States and seal s) and hospital and medical costs (up over
I chin,' is an caaniplc 'it, is Ow Volvo 20 percent I The figures include only the more
I ranking issents sesenth in passetigur cat sales read112,' quantifiable economic losses and do not
in the I lilted States) hist ssnih slijarldr hat fully measure the tragedy of death and injury.
nesse., among the lit st deselopmentalls with ifte disruption of I amity life, the trauma of wit-
,Ni hags and trash salets and now selling the nessing a childs pain. or the mental stress of
least polio! ing se-to, In' on ('allot Ait Re- car ing for once ac live and productive members
sour1cs hit,.uJ IINi ISitah is number twos of.suciety now confined to wheel chairs. But if

(it", this baciikground airif the fact that out regulations du reduce accidents, there are
business is lot the domestic auto cOm inear.orable benefits aplenty from them, even
panics' dint is mg to hear once again Altai, xyqhotts trying to quantify the unquantifiable.
gt, 1111111t 1111.1CI finning the Oe enter pitki., Mt cover, *supporting Index for the necessity
,sitfii It 0. r. Int 111.111s dismasi g that in jhe of atItornobile safety tegultstion may be found
Iasi scat sonic of the indmti N., top (din, la's to the number of vvInk les recalled for safety
licne ,hat veil gosi tintm iii teetilatmils smith tin related defects Simi.. 1956, about S million ve

lini nation. ptll 1 nig hi. itis ha" been recallvd h sear for correc
slit Ow sit eels ancl hampering the in non of defects that pose s,aletv hazards The
dusus ,hails 11.1I11311.0), II 1.4.1 that the pro( ession of recalled vehicles
un.let these cign nonipennes ..1,1 1.1iiibilltindil.ateh a certain laxity of

55 II, is it out ,orlIp.1(11t, 011.d115, (ontrol My/ industn's part It a

rGJy
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certainly that, in-the absence of the highly
visible federal regulators presence. a majority
of the 65 million vclitt.le recalled since 1966
would be un the road with their defects un-
remedied

In the area of fuel 1L0110111N the need for
regulation is likewise es Mimi The oil shot cage
of 74 tatutht us t5hat mild happen if this
eouritry sijiittniied to eels heasils tin foreign
slant es for oil Motor telic les allow fur
about 40 pert ent of the nation's petcoletun con-
sumption ( onsersation there WWI .111101tOIC
ntessits gisen 111.1i alter natise means of flails
portation for insist inchis )duals art' still far III
the future and that drastic changes tAl dosing
patterns seem unlikely Regulating average se
tusk- fuel es 111IiIIIS IS the hest present ITI,111, to
athieve this end

We at SIITSA estimate the ,osts of all of
our proposed regulation,. It ,wt, sins 1.1 the
standards .sir Set Ill It, Ins Id 1,11,111..11hr..
ra IntI 1t1.111 hal dxs are oil 111',101 nn sib itial
111,111.1Ln till r l s Jr air tar ncl,lllt till. lo 1 thou Sr
trorll a number IlltCI e standaid
0h1, h Illtarl, that their ,osts nr,it taus sub
Stolnir,l/IS on 11"Ing the 110 Urns tire% .house
:11.1d the till!! rt. 10 sshn h Met Moil,' Cyr vcd the
requirements 4,1 the 11,IntlJILI NE-set theleCs it
is the manillas s thrnlsrlycy Ise ho supply
wholesale prise 11111.11,1.11Inn It, the Bureau of
1 al-tot tilausttc s, who arc the Milne source id
data loll 1 Ile t tsls of 1111pltIIICIIIIIig our rgula
tams On the basis 01 then data and other as ail
aide pilot mation the Itepartment il Tlanspor
tat inn estimates the ono:1.41C .1,1 I'', r1S11(11CIS
of safety leatuies,,faitained In a Moak] Sear
1Q'4 Allttollto ,tt ,thtollt S2,0 .tplolo,SlIllotteiN
hall 1 /lc ,1111,1111 I.1111,1 lls auto 111,.1(11S

permit of the total "silk Ir price
( onside, tue the patoff the ( A,..tount
me 1108 c,11111.iitd :r 1,4-4 that ...hide saint
starlilatils had sated ',tine 2g ono lives riser Ihc
%rats 11,11 190h satets 1 elltlIrCrIlt1111
.11r oollt the 1,11 hilt, I best

In .I anlontohde 111,111111,10
'inlets I lir No asked the H114,01,0! goes

I .ti h .'r, slat ."1.11 ill

q6estion, some manufacturers claimed our
standards added $368 to a vehicle's price.

Auto Industry executives have been par-
ticularly critical of regulations promulgated
but nut yet effective These include an upgraded
bumper standard, passive restraints, and fuel
economy standards for passenger cars and for
light trunks and vans Yet the estimated addi-
non to the price of a passenger car bemuse of
these standards will he only about 5100 by 1984
lin 1977 dollars), and this will by a
MON.. than threefold direct out of et saving
to the consumer 111 fuel economy. plus reduc,
eons in highway sastialtikts It does riot appear
to he disadvantageous to the consumer to pay
$ tuft more for a 1984 rat 11140 -fur a 1977rAar

11 that amount 55,111111 savertle consumer 5890
net the life id the sehic le Indeed. because of
the heacv ttasel Its nester ti.htt. les, the $300
,mild he recouped through des reased operat'
mg within Iwo scars clf .1 Saln 11.1.1 pllf
ha., And for trucks and ,,111, the fuel econo-

Ms standards in partis Lila! 0111 result "in con-
siirners. spending h tents to sage a gallon of
i:asoline that would ha": sost them at least 65
ems I glerl our assumptions MI Vehlt. use I.

National opinion stirvc% s show that the
Nuiri it all people. by a wide "WI gin, support
gosernment health and safety s dards In a
Ilailis 111111 of spr Mg 1978, A tit all, %Sell
,Iskt.tt no late the !Input tantc nine proposed
11T1pIln'tIIICIllS Ill the tisit S trainspnrtattun
sVs1,111 Immo% Intl auto 5, eh' finished far in
limit with 111 pet ent of those polled rating
That quest as so, important Olsen the size
of the lob that prIplIt.11 support provides a
Fund climate (Of lit:Vlnping what has been
sailed the sin tails respcwisihle automobile.

Hot even if it did riot --men if the 1.11171;11e
cute tr'1111,/ 114 oloollned he Industts exattgerattons
of the pet III, loollS eat% IS of rooVtr-runent the
iienelits of health :Ind 5.11eiv it12.1.1tIon arid of
lull eths iencv St.111llar LIS couldn still, m 0111
,111,t1101 Illt rusts And If Ihr t lee enletpnse
,1,1,11 111 this o.,11111 \ IS 1111drn11111,1 1.o. nen We
hire .111111 111,11,41S 14. Jul what tile pt.( oprt. \Sant

lt /1.11 Ion olgn rornpLnles MI bast. their
1..1z1 I tit.r1 pt111,11, 11111 4,1111r pl'ISC IS, I I 1,, to, c.o.. 1.111k 1,1114'1111v F,'iii,,

. . 1 1 r . 1 1 1 , , n , . 1 1 c Lkr int. 01,1111, ol loo .s ttho
.o ,t gres+ toed of tending

Intsiness Hut this null, h It , lear

1
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REGUI ATORY REPORT

The Costs and Benefits ofROgila:tion
Wh Knows How Great They Really, Are?'

Business complains that federal regulations cost more than $100 billion a year, but
public interest *groups disagree and argue that the benefits outweigh the costs.

121' TIMOTHY B CLARK

44 I am not here as Neanderthal.-
A economist Murray L Weidenbaum

told Rep. Albert Gore Jr. IS- Tenn .
during a recent congressional hearing on
cost benefit analysis by regulatory gen.
Clef

Gore replied that he did not mean to
suggest that Weidenbaum represented
species of prehistoric man But if critics
and. supporters of federal regulation
aren't callingoeach other names, they sic
coming close to it.
C. Weidenhaum. who last year estimated
the ost of federal regulationisi'more Man
SI billion a year, hal been accused of
"Chicken Little econismacs."'tdeologtclili-

ithrrlitic 'andir,4cobsurtseg fraud7"by,
rk Green, dicittOr. olitaltill Nader's

o ctn.-W06s Weidkbaum in tdrn,i
si lalse led recent study- -.of'

regula 'dint " 1alkyei-'s
:,"failt to, meet basic

at . atel 9 inslanitiity-
. Get tat' h to,a on through I
biasid ktTifsT7 an 'Clucken Little

. 'ithmet , as ,,i1 epares to decide
7 bother , .eral a cosset should

equire Mance t e costs an erns
sci het' cti as. Thaw no easyitib,

iv 1-

°. 7;4, et.. pC
are of the stoltatics

1',,,,,itsi'lk4c. idenbaums of the
(,*(100

is cis corri ty. at Argulngjhat the
,, hacking of the

its of ,rep ions thes°ncressect costs
that theOnf ise on consumer totals and
the depres g effect that thr4have on the
teorhstriy wisgh the benefits.

On the cr. th' Greens icolilt the
high cost es t1 , and contend that She
benifita if the m)ue varg rivets

,and cleanmg it vironm uki Ate-
o:bun* II are won' much "'c
more.

19,C;5trI*2 the'' d 4 .,

CSCt /19itl

orI:wILli he two
71 121 '1 2021

Committee will soon report legislation
requie1ng agencies to improve the quality
of their economic analysis of future
regulations Congress will probably shy
sway from requiring strict cost-benefit
studies. although several hills are pending
that would make agencies. apply a

relatively strict benefit ail to new
regulators schemes

THE MAGI( 5100 BILLION
When Weidenhaum produced his 5100

billion estimate of the cost of federal
regulation. he struck chord that
resonated through the business com-
munity his figures. which he developed
at the eqter for the Study of American
illussnessitt Washington University an St.
A.outs, have peen cited repeatedly

A newtpaiSer advertisement by Amway
Corp . entitled "Regulatory Overkili."
declared '''The Center for the Study of
American Business estimates government
regulation costs fimily of four more
than 52.000 a year That's more than
10 per cent of their income'

The National Cotton Council, in an ad
er- regulation could cost your

family home of your own,' said
'You're being eaten out of house and
home by federal regulations Many of
them unreasonable. And all of them,
costing you money As nusch as $110
billion a year or 52,000 per family

The Chase Manhattan Bank N A
wrote an ad. based on figures it said were
developed by ;ft own economists, that
said regulation cost- more than $100

Ion a year That dress rebuttal from
p" r Naas, director of the
R ulatory Council, which compriaesthe
e of ferWII re latory agencies and

to copidi ilheitractrvities In
led l Chase figures

to red'
ok'Weidenbaum, on leave from
gton University this yeltr at the

Sr

American Enterprise Institute for Public
Policy Research, more than three years to
arrive at the magic figure of $100 billion
in regulatory costs.

His center at Washington University
began in 197S, to study capital formation,
taxation and labor policy That year,
Weidenbaum published a paper on
-Government-Mandated Price In-
creases' that said government con-
tributed to inflation not only through
budget deficits and -excessively easy
monetary policy" but also through a less
obvioits -and hence more insidious -'
way" -regulation.

In that study. Weidenbaum did not
allr91111 a guess at the total cost of
regulation, but noted that the budgets of
some 25 regulatory agencies had risen
from 51.3 billion an fiscal 1973 to $2.2
billion in fiscal 1975. The study, boasted
Wcidenbaum in a recent interview, was
"pioneering" and 'widely read

in 1970. he and his associate, Rotten
DeFina, made what Weidenhaum
charactenred as a "careful" search of all
public and pnvate-sector estimates of the
-*indirect costs" of regulation -those
"borne largely by industry To estimate the
costs imposed by the Occupational Safety
and Health Administration, they relied on
an annual survey Taken by McGraw-Hill
Inc The Council on Environmental
Quality was the source of their estimates
on the costs of environmental regulation
A large number of academic studio were
cited as evidence for costs in other areas

Weidenbaum contends that his cost
estimates were conservative When he
could find no compliance cost estimates,
for enalliple, for the Consumer Product
Safety Commission, the National
Transportation Safety Board or the
National Labor Relations Board, he
omitted them from his total instead of
attempting to guess at the costs they
impose. When range of estimates was

44'9 he co 11491.0111 holds,{ from National doss run I. v 11.
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that
rust:1 I hc 1rd

itl t.s hiilarshir

cal
SO rides nauor u d he and

I tr I .n.1 Jil, 1.,.< Me to rest figure
I he Ht. "included that in 1976 thr

sategiu ol led, al regulation the,
studied , the es "non", Leib I billion
51 billion to operate the regulation
agens iet and it,: 9 billion 10 tempt, with
their regulation, I ederall requard
paperwork t iint,huted 'Ho' largest
share 521 ndh.en t estimated he the
I rile. Al Paper.. k ( immossuin
followed Per 'indoor, sort regula
tion 1,0 thr airlines loo rtomple hr thr

Aeronaut," floardi tat 119
bah Strgt,listron 01 metal and the
ens unmet the stud, said cosi
tetltion tollS ,,,,,, Wet, and health 51 f
Istituto and nth salett and toot ing
tondo ion% la billron

eidenriaum took his net and roost
watch, alifslooned Orr, Aprtl '11

estimating the trim sal regulation in PrY
lot the tongressional 1 I "morn..
t o ,,,,, tier Instead or assembling new
dal a! on regulator. coats he .mph

oft
1101711hr result. of ho lady

of 19'r. tom.
Agrn, irt whosehose budget. hoisted S

botion in 19'6 !omitted I.urI plume tints
01 Sh2 V billion a rico. 1 261 41,:tfLYN

r idcnrsairm found*. qhr .10i
agent., budgets reantra ibuut SA 14
hellion And A riitenhaurfl multiplied be

r. r,n an etr.mte of SY' 9 billion 3n
t onto ..,1+ Adding Ibe two figures
together he said ledrie egul:sion *out,/

cost at least 1102 ' adding that
regulator. coots to business wer
otiihato, "substantial', underestimated

In hit latest ttook //sr Future (1

liuttnett Retrulatton I A inetwan Manage
merit 1stot lation. 14'91 A eidenbaurn
*roe, "I he rising tide of regulation ha
besiirrte MajOI harrier to product!.
et °nom,. wit its The ustt mosing born
goei roofed, regulation re hash I It the
co. to the ta onto,. lot supporting
galas, of Row notent regulator, the
cost to the consumer en the (turn of highet
tours to C0,1 the added expense of
orisdu, ing goodt and sett hes under
'merriment regulations I the too to
the stocker in the terry of robs eliminated
hr amernment regulation tat the cost to
the es ,no ont resulting from the Imo of
small, enter preset *huh cannot allot d
to meet the onerous burdens of ite,Veen
recent regulations and Ill the Cost to
..co, at a whole as. result of !educed

flow or new and better oroditcesand less
rapid, rue in the tundard sal Irving'

The NS eidenhaurn- Del Ina I9,11 sluq);_,
drew prompt attack.. In report dated
Sept 2t, 'I4 hshot N Allen of the
Congressional' Resets, h Seethe lound
"strut.. ohntsconstngsnd limitations- in
the, work

Allen criticised three 19'6 CSIlInalf, for
the" reliance on 'sours es based ten data
that in stone cases go hai To, than
decade l/Honed to f Vet P"' " "stng
the consumer [owe index He alit, round

tsolsed problems nl double "naming
cctiutt addition
parlisuLo ornomtanse Allen

111101e:'. the 141,1 that Skentenhaurn nd
Del-tru Make no Ilempt to determine
the value at the benefits of regulation.
that rtelpot tel !violation rther than
gloss c41121.ould be determined

Allen concluded 111,111 II was ItrIptItIlbif
tun whether the atuds's estimate of
tegulator, !tots 'is Hsu high 01 ..... Lw
ur, that It hat enough questionable
components iii.make the 1111Jh .1.11V eel at
susoeti and ,o1 doubtful

Allen also questioned throe tut 01 the
20-1 tats, to e31110,01711e 14'6 curt, Its
1979 Ile said the tomtits-amid that the
estimatet of I916 regulatory costs were
substantially understated "is dubious
rationahration fur questionable rut,
Jute

In seeul attacks on Ysetdentsaum
who was an tHsistant I reasurs secretar,
doting the Nuon Adrninistratron Green
hat made nun, of the tame points as
Allen In addition he has argued that
,heldenha01171 unlal, lumped the costs
of the rsonorna regulation sal such
Industrie, it. the airlines mist the same

team, at the too. sal .13( Lai regular ion
Who.< 1170 occlude en, itonmental and
work plate health and valet, I ...moron
tegulatiun he said is the cost that some
businesses mutt NH het !mown. from
nbtrust laws

MORE NI MBLRS
Another major contrtbution to the

debate name last March when the
Business Romundtable released the results
tel its yell lung stud, sal costs incurred be
4$ motor tornpanies The study. atm
dueled be the acusunting firm Of Anhui
Andersen & o , measured only the

ncremental. costs of sto regulatory
programs those that the companies
would not hate incurred in the absence of
regulation in the sot areas It found that
the incremental costs in 197' amounted
to S2 b Whin fetch J pat.,' directly
on Maher...net would hate increased

of the compaliin' products by I I
per tint

e Rosiness Roundtable seemed
dltspoointed that the stud, had produced
such a relahtely small number Frank T
Cars rnauman of both the International
Business Mat hints Corp and the Round-
table's task lorce nn government regula-
loin, said. "I he studs Measured only the
no of the regulatory cast iceberg "

The Roundtable study was quickly
steed upon by adtocates of regulation.
Including Green. who triumphant!)
announted that "there n lust no way that
the II oundtable's conclusion of 12 6
tnIlion in tegularmy,costs urn be teem,
riled welt, MI eVetdenhaum, 1102

tz.

t'



billion "Innate Since the 411 rampant s
instilted me the largest in the country an
the tot alien...es among thine mop
%%%%% bed 111 bovinevii the Noundiable
slush is one the hods of the iceberg than
as tip'

I he oininer, Uc p.nmenl last Kai
attempted to produce Ita on sIncIS mil

fe1191100/ Chill 11 calltofed a consul.
tant - Paul B - 1)011111ing essucusi,
prtolessot of et Ti,.o, I Virpnu
Nobles taw Institute who ft...ewer/ and
updaird W enlenhaion't eslimtes lot
19th and cunt laded they were Ion loss

Bs ultustin" Keidenhaums figures
and nit ludo)/ .{entire that 'a eidenhaurn
had totalled Downing cal. citated that
197n regulolon costs fell in rnge
between ' and 0101 I
billion tcantls hoghef than
Weidenhatan s estornate oil 114 I billion
But the I °mama Asepartrnent 'Wasn't
Satisfies' nub "teehrosal nra,
points' Inc studs said Ruben MA,
direct,. of the drpartntent's off., mil

regulator, econornas trod polo, and
decided thtall not Ili publish it

Paters...hilt other estanates of the osts
of regulation continued, be pi,altned
Atrium the I niionmenaal
Agents 'cleaved a report uptig that
leder/ft pollulum °nitro, had iho 121 -;
billion in ILI" and would must a total id
%bit billion between Pr' and 19116

!hoop it added that the benefit. te
substritiol And adnrd 1 Ilenr ..... n
ri economist who has winked ai the
Brooking Institution and the I onoviett
Repanment updated his studs Lon
eluding that endondiental and health
and salmi regulation sognoli,nt li
dampens industrial produeto its

%MASI BEAit.EITS
A. Allen has noted ineasuirinents of

the costs regulation re not part., islar
Is valuable unless then re ueighes1
against the benefits But 110 Iv the
numbers marshaled by the docaies of
regulation have been more sinpeci Ours'
thine compiled b. 00eidenbaurn
other erslw

hoot, Mahn ha se al least
estorate the trugnituale of the dantafiOP
sot telt lions pollution nd the olhen0r-
targets ill social regulation

Whik meaningful measurements of the
benefits of regulation in reducing these
damages .till Kern nut of reach. otTp-,
porters 01 regulation have been terms,
Ming for new measuring techniques ands
new numbers is kl.

In August 19714. former Rep PalaWse,
Rog,s as-Fla convened one4ay
conference on 'the scrimonment iistry
health care watt" one of whose purpc2es a:
was In erophasiee the impact

taro
^

vtronmental tomods on health car .4

ar-? 189
4

The ,.alum annual hill Ins dancer [cart
and lung Jseaw Ione totals ghoul 1100
billion " eluding loss of raimnsts troth
illness and Neill/AU, death Nuger aid

ought to he able m sat, a pOrliol,
ih$I hill hs controlling the ens irtintnentI
sails. of these disc.,. II we could is.,
reduce the oisodelsce id Looser heart and
lung 'Inca., b1 l0 pee CCM. the tortnOS,
*mild he 010 billion pet fear ,.

The conference eluded Thal
polo, lei directed al mirroring noineton

quardilwoloon of disease and Illicit with
particular alien...in 10 111C morlollu,s mil
plest$,,t1 need 10 he dr...eloped

the Publu linctest I imams" f enter
plans hook nes?' Nan h basal on a
"inlet., in October 10:0 on .niacin ing
benefits l enter Ne,de01 Allen Fel,u
son said the book is ill "UN lo help rciipIe
underwnd the usefulness the loads and
the artinals of benefit anal,m and w hal

needed lor moat. it inoire useful
In at report in August PA included

chapter on henelos that said that the
grn, 'has niter applied sompictienatae
Ncnr10 f..0%01 rhellhabologirs h.

01,1ploird regulation . de, isoori
Agent

lille
rs10t1A., datfi...0,

IrRo .0 nd Pollut.02 Ixen
Mts erode the gross said tanain
Irons 1: billion to 111 billion a ie., I,
pollution and It ion Si billion to 119
bill.,n lot wotet pollution

I hr .11(rel cited new studs
0 had sponsored al the lnisrisili, of

noun.ng 11,11 nie signor icanth
mole reliable estiates ntional
renorhulit, and roortalits

of
Born

ii pollutoon than the EPA has had
belote he studs concluded that nianv
benefits including esthetit one, Thal are

at insnitAk and

theichy nonaesulahle Lan in fait he
me.cured 1 to MP pollution it estunated
"notitinal Mortalits [Bests-8.1 11 billion
to SItt [Whorl rye and "national

efle4ts" mil 116 billion a sear
the Wsiioning 'matchers who found

11011 chronic illness and sist wort dos
nerd pal11.1114111 high in a eat with bras,

grilled al Ihm 116 htlWm
figisan'hVisItMating the value of the lime
1,1071foln work 11'A pledged to deco!,
significant resouice. nc RI war

improve its ability to coeditor henefott
adding !hal d would test the uselulness of
pplaimg Lost benefit atop, oath Iii
de. eloping specific tegulal,tdis

l Month the most yiIlllnin.1.1i stud.
ill regulators benefits was pl..144.1 in
thi..kr, tit hi.a (item and borman

aittrnan a gradtAg student an I he
A01l11,4,1 1 nicgi,111V.Issurd Adre.
( Of poldll Accountabilitf fa marsh
Group the 112 page eruct, 'Buono.
Wor on the lass An Altair,. of the
Benefits mil I ederal Health Sale, IT

cepleie with istsasks on
c,drnt.ufn and others oho hair

Iterripted 10 rnrylle CgUld101, 0.1.
'It. he plete benelit rritas.drineni

most he oar to appraise both the 'Slue ,i1
111r and ploperls been and U ant Man
*tole -V11.11 is the soh, orbeong apt, to
we de, ..111%% Ihr..1.4,And n,nn' flow
north is file w moth1

/esptle the 11t101.11cd difficulties tr.

csuanVIvsng benefit. the studs uses

s otitis 16autoces to estimate that Inc
geneles fs3t imposed Cost. 01 Ill 4
billion In 19'8 laeciirding to the Vs eden
basin, ICE huque) produced S36 billion in
benefits in the same year Benefits would
increase to S110 6 billion in 1985. the stud,.
euirnale0

eponcrcd ccu%ing N'cidenhaum. Who
:-cost of fr. regulation at more than si4

of "Chicken I mile economics." -ideological
trirmog. and "ionsurner fraud

4\ j,

la 5



A Look at Weitlenbaum's Figures
Using 5600s puhh, anti pro.. estimates ei iiiii 1.11 I 14 criletthaunt
and his asocialc Hubert Pei Ina Iowa] in 19'11 trial lederal tegulaiton nn pits.'
at least SA: 9 hillatitt ttnipliathr Ina int, oil briniest tti 19'h they
placed the silitonistiatise slots of ilia !Igen, tr at II 2 hillion

Finding that compliance coos esceeded admit...1611o, costs As a NOM of 21)
in 0476. Weidentiaimi applied the tame' multiplier in 19'9 in eiltinate
ell npliance 11, 99' 9 hdlt,. and total tevolat.tr ..1 5101 ' tell In
an I hlidt, All. lc Vit ettIrrihatori 191111 leg ttiIs acte likeli It.
ritual SA hilbon a h mai, air tunpltante t..tit ttl 5110 billion and total
regulatory costs 01 9121 lir dr , hoc,' thta et in publish that
extraptrIalittn.saytns had hoped that inti.,1 et pi, atom dirt would
har led lb tome salons ...talk 1, matte, t.n the the tegnlalot)
niultpbel that,-,*r. used Bur no more iesra h has hero done

Mete lii(Odeethaton I.gur cs indlions oil dollar st

1976 1976 1979

A dministrose ( ornplirice Administrilse
coils emit costs

( °mortice Lahti nd health
Apt.. allure Department
Health 4ducalittn and

Vic11.1« Department
lost., I '<pall/new
I I a nspoila lion I
1 Cast., 1,11.1i ot
innel

7..'-

Job safety and
other oinking conditions

Intertot Department
Labor Department
Fclual F mployment Opportunits

Commission
National 1 ahoy Relations Board
Occupational Saki) and !kali h

Role. ('oMmtsaton

Einlroninenl and energy
Foci g) Department
E ntronmenial PI oleCi ion

Agency
cousscd on Enironmental

Quality
NM Ira/ Regulatory

ConirniThon

Financial reporting
Federal Trade Commission
Federal Reserve System
Securitieri and F schange

COrnmintion
()I her

Industry-specific regulation
Civil Aeronautics Board
Federal ( ornmunn at tons

Corninttston
International Trade

('orninission
InterIle 1 online

Other

Paperwork

Total

91.61 1 95.094 5I.671
1'' 956 1410

IHI 24M

". 219
lh, I 'an 57x

t hell
49 \ A SK

446 4.015 626
ha 5. A

210 1 n't) 409

145 10/4

N A a),.- 100

6 NA 8

682 7,760 1.116
116 \ s 2144

tell 522

\A

I Ill 10'

I7 1.1 II 132
44 I 000 64

I)

3-1 N A 65
2 NA 1

226 f 19,1419 271

9). 2 692

51 1 460 66

Ill 4 700 I1

1' I I (10: ba
SA 11

925.000

91.064 962.906 54.822

wri1.4"41

I he study Not/tilted a prompt response
Ilion Heiden/ratans allies MS eidenhaum
himself briefly Linn tied the study during
print hearing, 11 Inset Interstate and
F ttiettin ( tomitclic mlicetnnuttees. say,
ing.'"1 he saddest aspect 15f the Natter
group report is the great emphasis on
vituperation, on the nastiest of personal
attacks on stholars with whom they
disagree on 't gine!' Issue'

A detailed crituore tel the study S. aS

ill tainted at the mlittonnottec request
by bones ( Millet III a resident
rt. into..A at the AinCI Kan F nierpme
111111ule and the aulhot rl nUnittout
heat tv, on regulation Maier Indled a
gencl 41 attack on the "olnectisity" of the
report and wrote 56 pages of point-hy
prim Lillis sins

( 11()!N NIAKING
I hough must of the debate has

resolved around aggregate numbers.
sLash as those ptoduced by eidenhaum
and (dem the real issue is this should
inch, dual tegulations he allowed only if
ihele hencItt, outweigh their Costs' Not
"optional, vett the difficulty with
quanta, ing benefits (siren and his allies
iltongly'reol mih an approach

A 19Y0 report by the House Interstate
and Foreign C011inielt< onifilinCr On
Old benefit analiii temaln al..Ili/Jai

he most significant factor in evaluating
a benefit-coo 51 tidy is the name of the 4
sponsor Benefit-cosi studies generally
are fbilnulated after basic positions on an
issue are taken by the respective parties
I he ImStilting simpering studies predict-
ably reflect the respective positions (lithe
parties on the issue

!he truth of that statement can be
tested by the history of cost-benefit
11.111)so of federally sponsored dams and

other water management protects. By

law. the Army Corps of nginrcrs must
prose that the benefits of any proposed
projeCt oulaelidg its cost's. and the corps
user the Sears has curisKusted elaborate
methods of assigning &lila' values to
benefits from ltydrAclectric-0 power.
nat tgatton, Budd 'cis riot. water supply.
recreation and protetlion of fish and
wildlife

The corps has been known to stretch
the credibility of itsbenefd calculations
to the breaking point At one point
during the Ione fight 'once the 9800
million Dickey-Lincoln dam in Maine.
fist e sample. the corps attempted to claim

kl-renefits for flat.water recreation, though
the lake the dam would create would add
little in 'the recreational opportunities
already available on more than 1000
natural lakes in Maine

I he I nvoimmental Pfilicy Center. 4

*loch makes pracItie of challenging
water protects charged that the corps

a,



wadi. tollated th bench, rtionatet hit the
It .1 thlitors I ettne..re I tiolnither
...tett.. Norco 111 Al pot and
Alahaoht II ...id the tort. ha
naqtation tt.tielitt Ito , ontilantr, trrAl
ArtnA, hO Ion,. f 1,11 ;11 1.1e the,
rho use the tnal 111t1.1. then 'toot].

he I atter Ad111111%11.111tIli own
(III IL 01 Walel 1111111, 14.1 .ear
asked the tI c.agrnt i Wald. Ile...tote,
I mined In de. Ite new coil brnrto et
Ontairrre prru rtlure itn the , the
Ittit caw ol tie. 14111401.11 he tintet
V4111.11 1.1,i, and the I erinessee elle.
AUthol,. I rata! If $ldi ll(lh4ltr%
pet led WW1

le,f11111,f 1 0 111.41111M,

the 1.0111, 111 retodtoni the 14 rinitiIt a
non ha, toren intuit Ina CAC 11111 toant 9
IC itt11,1101, agent le. to tot I 11/111C

lb ,the..,. naltte. ol proposed
inlet I ntlet a Mao 9 IVX %et Woe
order .trrl, ic. pi taltne -regIttattit
analwt" 414 plopoted 11141,1 ICW111.4

ihrrte hastrtg arr annual rnipatt
Ihe tol S ha i.. ilit L1, 111 1110,

I 11, kdnun.n...., ha, slopped thort
of Jernandtnit .11,1 ,..1 het,' d areal', se.
1/11111,1 $11,1(4.1 It, ert.to tlt
Alf ',SI rile, tor that the. en

Eon-Th.11 there goals et , hie
(.01 lit the eitin (tttt 1, la, 9.tate e,

ItSIlA and saline ,.the, age1.1.11,

resisted A. rid the orqutt ettir tit lot
teittilattocarLalto hts. Ittatt .0,4 .111,4,1

V Str V I. ',On
tittodath the lirbttilato, I ma, t' ha,

1,111, heJau, 4.1111 ticm.n.1 that

eget woe ordet of Matti,
w tot h includes the

IC111411011[111 Illt regUI101
nalsvet In tcspunbe
hi, tube,. of (*impels. par-
is. 111401 III the Senate. hp..
rntro trety ol tolls %MI
ttttt owns ranging Itoill
Oro, trryl benefit re
loorements to a MCAkCIled
teeth.° of the eseculoe
order

I he 'senate ludniars '.d
toortruncinal 511.111% 11a1

11111fe, 4If ,,.,,,,de, ,t both
fle 941111.1%,.11,011 1 hill IN

cm, arvl omit, rneasote
atr:i soon., ed h.

A heaharn ibooll
1/1111 4 1111 1 hart,. II Pet

1, ft III the hatintan and
tithoto motor, menthe, ol
Ihe I tot et ninon al 511aot

otrotollec
!he Hrhtt Pert 1,11

11 11,1dr.rd ton, * hat
weaker than the 'Id

te2:21;t4"41rtt.i:In II
not tequite I"( etmpir
that (mat role. he ,, out
panted h eplana tton. ..1

thro ft 111101111, elle. t

(Fi1.14.1111.11A1 1014 (1*1.1) (1)51 55)1.44
A 11109IE (*551114 (MN,

. .

flee 40aPnaf ,'',..w I .ww.t1 1(10 ad in t he
Sttird Hutt,u ill dl,

Indio, the re.,,,,. Ito 111, 11f 1

1.11hr ICASI C pcn.p, appr rrat het
Itrrier hill. w- to tuna 1,1411, tat
rere lIt regolairus ur nun,
intiante

agenlet pros rde an eartret look at I hese IC.S..111, VC mush milder than
ettintated costs and Acridity tfl their ,..,?1'111pf1111,1 1111/1011,t1 9, 1co
thhott..atto to, the town .1 t.ictittatothal I ttici? Dentten II I e .4, S 94, llaritsner
rarendar rti ,,,,,, no regolajt*k The I lade, *hr... It S Al IS 1041 and
second edit. n ,,lIhe,alo.,dar pvtrftnetiho leni fj.ttle. if Kao IS IVY i I hew
on No. X n ,,,,, their.. contained bah mould elatiloh ,,,,, trn tel ttan
stand tuntl 11101f inIturnatton on days tor cost benefit anal,,. and
Fri:trial...rt. older derloprnent by the 214, and iknIted would r pin ills

pio.ide lot judictal retie. Dole en
pladirng ho bairn No, 1 tan/ - neu
regulation ould become elfeope only
w hen An Agent, reasonabls tonclode
that he benefit. of proposed rum would
outuelgh rt. Limit and other atherse
West. nd when the genct ttynsinced
1h.41 the proposed rule A the nuot cost
diet., mean, to at htette the identified
tx.hrftl,

In nlitipairon clf Censor action. Green
organded a ettaInton of 16 ens tionmen
tat. consumer and labor arganitations
that .rote to Caner on 5o, 2, explain-
ing their opposition to cost-benefit
requirements The coalttiotOobieetrd to
pro,stons of the AdMinistfation billthal
would encourafte agenoes to adopt the
'least burdensome approach to ac-
complishing their regulatory goals It
argued gainst iodic.' review of
regulator, anat.,,, arnrng that to

age,... that, .10 the tot, ink,, 41,d
4 )54 I A's lortgione resrstante trot

benefit anal,.,, a., &all tet hat 4 1.1.1

year when the I S ( mot "I Appeals for
the 9111 Cirt ott t toe. I/%41 an 1911 rule
In protect .orkery Irom air 1111f
bencene The court argued that 1)511-5
had not justified the 15(0 million Cost I,.
indole

11Though the agency does not have to
conduct an elaborate cost benefit
analysts. It does have to determine
whether the benefits expected from the
standard bear a teasonable relationship
in the costs imposed by the standard."
Judge Chalks Clark wrote OSII A's
appeal of 'hal decision is to be decided by
the Supreme Court in its current term

COSTBENEIr IT
The ( acre, Admonrsi town has asked

Congress to put the 10,, "I la. A,11,1,1 .1.

--1

foot tile lett titattort ottinthents ea..
at"-, to the o,.1.1 he to rt

et ott000t nd manager...I tool mitt
nk,:toItare It r litteatton

Itt Ihr Se,,ale debate hoth ,,de, w
untlouhiedl, gels trrittpetrng eNtifT141,
of the roe. all costs and Nenrio%

IfiglItat ton 1 Ihr r helot it to dale
rts induation the debate .11 he a h,p1

Va

4111!

ctdrnhaton' estimate ol the high
cost nl regulation Green *tote recentl,
'It shoi through a rth merthrodolognal
f 11,1, combine. troommenyurate
nurithels and thetoricalls attacks con
BUITIC 1111111 ironntenl.11 regulation
when ;note than Iwo thods ol its total ts
III thotahle to "Wel tegulalion and
pa pet wrir1

%enlenhauni responding III (treen
and ho allies during the hearongs Its

(nne's stihr. ommittee replied "I hose
neer nossn ol a fell-sl,led mann
interest group making any venom alum
to God out *hat the public
want. Perhaps they are to imart
that they know whit 11 in the publo.
interest but I tell you. from my own
many yeses in government. I am elm.),
deeply offended by anyone whocontends
that the) represent the public interest

This much seems sure the Senate will
have hard time culling through the

ett plot, whether there at, an)
fact, helms' tt
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King and Her Court at. the Consumer
Product Safety Commission

Susan B K t4, the commission's nev. head, believes in government regulation, and
she is determined to impro%e her agency's reputation.

Ilk I E UE %mos It It

!hint let the soltspoken southern manner 1001 sou Susan B
King: the new chairman of the Consumer Product Sale's,
Commission. talks with a "get down to business? toughness
and determination that lei you know she's gouts to tr) to
restore credibility to the agents and make 0 work the was the
law intended

I he job before her is a big one to transform me commicsion.
beset by esternal critmorns and torn by internal .tide almost
since it was established in 1972. into a productise and efficient
agency So skeptical were some Slembers of Constr., and
Administration aides that there were proposal, earlier this sear
to abolish the commission and transler its functions elsewhere

K ing. *horn Carter named to the commission in January
and clesated to the chairmanship in lune had no background
in the ConsUrliet safety area a fact that had some people on
Capitol Hill worried King said it is °tried her a hit too. but no
Inngel

-Sts hat looms nil is not cc lente sir engineering. but
csershods mai I talked to sa0 mat w hat the commission
needed now was a strong intioalk ot .ornmon sense she said
in J recent inters ie.

I he Ill's eat licorgian gained adrninistratile estpettenee
as esec hiss< asslslenl lo the s hair man of the F ederal I lection
Commission. esecutise director tit the Center for Public
Financing ot ElectiOnc and k's s,hington director of the
Vationai °I mince for an Ft1ece lin Congress I hat rims help
her to 01se some 01 the management prohicans that base kept
the agents Born lone Boning onion his

K ing is a strong helieser in the regulators process "I get sets
upset when I hear this inounItng sfitictsm of gusset milers'
reg)ilatoin a the what..< ion ntl.oturn and soMethinit that the
nohln docsn t want she said It is tallai.1005 and sorrow hat
Jrmngogti i n i t . 11 1 1 t h i c t i a s t Isom a 101 of other serious
Nobler., .it Ind s now ledge 'he
between 5,,initt regulation .1 list ir,551.51ion

Anti she i not at all rrlutlant ti. pins the tinger id blame
'V. hat I see ts .1 powerful segment iit the business and
indoistriat A gener tl with

.511.. .1 ou.,.11. 411.5,1 an health and ..Alit

h,it L le, ieauthorite the
vompitssoth lot 'firer 5is .t !iiase Isle hill
s l i t 1 1 1 1 1 . 1 1 s o he . 1 0 . 1 1 1 . 1 , 1 1 s h e ' i.l. 1 . . ion tn.,. a 1 .`11 nil
the team' nisi hr trnew1

1111,1 the t I,' ,

Q. What shape was the commis %%%%%% to when you armed., Do
you intend to do any further reorganIring!
A. Without question, the or ganirational structure and
management procedures of the commission were unprosed
sexy considerably by (former] chairman (S John) B)tngton
I here must hale been next to nothing tri place when he took
as er But it takes longer than two sears to deal with tome of
these problems and we are still haying to contend with
problem, which originated with thedtirtginal organs/animal
Stall and structure

In addition. I think it's fair to say that the mission 01 the
agency has also changed. so that the needs of the agency
probably would he differently defined now By that I mean an
emphasis on chronic hazards. carcinogens in particular

As to the structure as I found It. I told 05111 the °Bice of
Management and Budget). which had originalls talked about
attempting, to alrlish the cununissuin. "All tight. if situ resin)
want to put sour swords away. let's base soRIC sontruitt, e and
serious help" I was concerned not with personnel. not with
stalling, but with systems organuation and Management
systems I hey agreed with me that the thing, that I was worried
about were the largest problem at...i, inadequate delegation of
nit homy to staff. inadequate slitesiton from the commission
and a need for greater accouniabilits on the part of the stall
the) agreed the structure-was basicalls sound and with some
streamlining of the systems. Ute could adlift,s the trhtiOr
problems That doesn't mean there will he no changes But in
leans of the basic structrfrof the organtration. no
Qs Hose those minor cluipjA taken
A I hey're missing algrift! I he most serious problem that I

inherited was the lack of adequate personnel management It's
almost unpussible to begin 10 address speedo: actions or nen
minor readjustments nr fine tuning that sou want to do until
1,0U can take a picture of Your of S.Indation at a Fri ,h Ittbe
Qi IA hat are the commission's p ttttt rum.'
A There are three or four areas 'Is huh were interested line
is to conclude action. one was or another. on a number 01
matters which base beers pending 1.st tar too long (he base got
10 Mr./FP some Of these up Pinker rn....ers 0. one f hew ma tree
lights is another Second. I am sell toletested and I think the
other ciallentwoners would isn't with Ole 1111 Ill, n 1151ng to
shill the locus of the commissioo .nsin h s. emphasis
ttn ['mentally serious h.leards 'hit ,n1 iresreahle or
unasoidahle in nature
Q such as'
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PRODUCT SAFETY: DIMENSIONS FOR CONSUMER POLICY

Alvin-S. Weinstein

Introductir

A sensitized society and the law of striot'llability, are screlat.

phenomena that have erupted as two peaks tO 054;,sCapd by tecOno1o0 jb-
'

reachincfa societally acceptable policY44a5neing 'and utZr'

Where once society believed implicitly in technology's ability to

solve all problems, the technological community is now held to be the

inept midwife filling,our lungs with polluats, our stomachs with tox c

.chemicals and maiming us with unsafe products.

4:us,Regardless of how pervasive these charges are, it is clear that we,

ace searching, for guideposts which permit us to chart new directions in

improving the quality of life.

There is no doubt that societal mores can be readily sensed by

policy makers, yet they provide, at best, only vague guidelines for the

decision-making functions. The legal thrust of strict proditts

liability, however, offers a clearer picture of a desirabTe objective for

social policy: products must not be unreasonably dangerous. We have

literally made a legal about-face in the last two decades. From the

historic rule of caveat emptor--let the buyer beware--the challenge is

now caveat venditor--let the.manufacturer beware! It is from this

altered perspective that we begin to probe the directions for
4. a
pr6duct-consumer equity.

The premise explored here postulates, quite simply, that the baSic

philosophy of the law of strict liability offers a matrix upon which to

construct sound public policy for the interaction of technology and
.

society. The law indicates ro rate questions to be answered and
s

suggests the directions fo 'efforts in resolving the difficult

issues.

Reproduced with the permission of the copyright holder from DennO, Nllllnm NIlartel.
and Robert T. t.npiI. editors. Research for Consuinc.r Policy. Cambridge. renter for Polley
Alternatives. Massachusetts Institute of Technology. 1078. 10 P.
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the legal Premise

he Callfornla Supreme Court, In a 196A decision, established

rIct products Ilability--1 statement of social policy whose impact has

traumatized the manufacturing community, the court stated, In part, in

the decision rendered in Greenman v Yuba Power Products:

A manufacturer t!!, striitly liable...when an article he
plans on the marked; knowing that It IS to be used
without inspection fur defects, proves to have a defect
that causes injury.

rhe purpose of such liability is to insure that the
costs at injuries resulting from such defective products,
are borne by the manufacturer that puts such products on
the market rather than the injured persons whp are
powerless to protect themselves. 0

The SOL) 11 policy, onunclited with unmistakable clarity, which

emerged from this )pinion was, by 1965, delineated concisely as new

14a9 theory in section 4WA of the Restatement of Torts (Second). It

provides:

One who sells any product- in a defective condition
unreasonably dangerous to the user or consumer or to. Aids
property is subject to liability for physical harm
thereby caused to the ultimate user or consumer, or to
his property, if

P
a. The senor is engaged in the business of selling such

a product,

b. It, is expected to and does reach the user or con5limel-
without substantial Change in the condition in which
it Is sold.

2 The rule stated'in subsection I applies, although

a. The seller has exercised all possible care in the
preparation and sale of his product

b. The user haS not bought the product from or,entered
into any contractual relation with the seller.

p.
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In the socreeding yea6 over 4S jot:MI(110ns in the United 'H.ates

have adopted section 402A, 'either explicitly or in somewhat altered

forms stitl....preserVing the basic philosophy. The. 01.10red Plaintiff need

f)P ,50"Jr:6tah1 ish that a Maw In the product created an unreasonably

Oecpds condition (a defect) and that this orulltIon Was the most

kObable cause'of' the Injury,

1144-

,

the manufacturer's care either in ha. is design of the product

(Jr in its productIon Is of no Import40.6 "TitIgatIon. No longer is it

necessary to demon-striate that a manut,acturer dtd not act "reasonably,"

or was negligent, for a plaintiff to recover. He neediCmt-prove that

the product was defective, that Is, unreasonatkly dangerous and that the

Injury was a direct result of this condition of the product.

The Unreasonably Produc

What is an unreasonably dangerous product? A product Is after.1j

an object, a thing. How does it become unreasonably dangerouSI,*hapS,

it is important to stress thee obvious at this juncture. In de014-

. .u

whether or not a product Is unreasonably dangerous we are fpdtis 7f.P0"1-

the product and not on the conduct of the manufacturer In ii

develq the issue of unreasonable danger, it becomes cruq#

understand not only the scope of consumer exPectatiorl (343;?..,p

entire milieu of product use -the total environment in at-I4111iIiiiiiTire't

finds itself

whether or not a product i5 unreasonable.dangerous, trm040,4ston should

When, through the 11'.1gation process, a jury at: ed-.t 'ude1- -f

iF
have major social and societal significance. Since tqeqt5egal focus is

on the product within its environment of use, the test for unreasonable

danger must derive frorl the elemen?s of risk-utility balancing. It is

this balancing process that is-central to public policy determination,

as well as to the legal forum. It is on the elements of this process

that we direct our concerns.
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A particularly appropriate view of these elements has been set

forth by Dean Wade (Strict Liability of Manufacturers. 19 Sw. L. J.

(1965)):

1) The usefulness and desirability of the product

2) The availability of other and safer products to meet the
same need

3) The likelihood of injury and its probable seriousness

4) The obviousnets of the danger

5) Common knowledge and normal public expectation of the
danger (parl'.$cularly for established products)

6) The avoidability of injury by care in use of the product
(including the effect of instructions and warnings)

7) The ability to eliminate the danger without seriously
impairing the usefulness of the product or making it unduly
expensive.

It is the subjective amalgam of these seven elements, we submit,

that can permit a jury to reach the conclusion of whether or not a

product is unreasonably dangerous and hence establish "product

liability." Consider the following example to illustrate the central

issues which should be raised when the issue of unreasonable danger is

addressed from the perspective of risk-utility premises, implied by the

seven indicia.

There is no question that a kitchen .knife is dangerous. It will

slice a finger as easily as rib steak. But is a knife defective? That

is, is it an unreasonably dangerous product? We approach the answer by

considering the issues highlighted by the indicia.

There is no question of the overwhelming utility of a knife. It is

a fundamental implement. While fingers may be a safer product, they

hardly come close to meeting the same need.

The probability of injury is quite high, while the seriousness of

those injuries, in general, can be classified as moderate to low. Even

though knives are used by a large fraction of the public, ranging from

youth to old age for both sexes, there is common knowledge, as well as

expectation of a danger that is highly obvious.
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In fact, because.the danger is held to be widely recognized, knives

do not contain warnings and the incidence of inj:Iry can be significantly

lessened by ,Are-in the use of the product.

finally,. despite the wide recognition of the danger by the public

and the moderate seriousness of injuries, we still ask if there is any

way to design out the high risk of injury. Unfortunately, technology

has yet to discover a cutting edge that can successfully distinguish

between a side of beef and a finger.

Thus, in weighing all of these considerations, we would most likely

conclude that, on balance, the utility of the knife exceeds the risk.

That is, we are willing to subject ourselves to those risks in order to

receive the benefit of the product. On balance then, while the knife is

a dangerous product, it is not unreasonably dangerous.*

It is suggested that the issues described in this scenario are the

same ones that should be raised by both sides in the courtroom.

The thrust of litigation, then, within the framework cf strict

liability should be, in each case, to distinguish between products which

are reasonably safe and those which are unreasonably dangerous. Unless

a manufacturer is able to demonstrate that the consumer either

unforeseeably misused the product or knowingly assumed the risk of using

an apparently defective product, he is liable to the injured party for

having produced a defective product because it was unreasonably

dangerous.

Given the trade-offs which are inherent in every design, it is

suggested that the jury must really answer the question: Given the

risk-utility or benefit-cost considerations, are we willing to live

*It should be noted that even if there were a technological
breakthrough that might lessen the risk of knife injuries, we would
still have to ask whether such a feature would lessen the utility of the
product or substantially increase its cost. If the utility were
lessened and the price increased, we might argue that we would prefer to
leave the product as is.
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with the product as is, with all of its attendant risks, or do we wish

it to be marketed in an altered, less dangerous form?

Nor,,
Public Policy and the Reasona31Y Safe Product

If the question posed above is the critical one in the litLgation

setting for distinguishing between the reasonably safe product and the

unreasonably dangerous one, isn't it also the same one that society must

ask in formulating public policy for consumer product safety?

Fundamentally, since no product can ever be completely safe, and since

we have not yet decided on a policy of absolute liability, then our goal

is to seek the methodology for deciding the risk level we can tolerate

for each product.

This is the challenge which has resulted from the converging

concerns of consumers and the enhanced perspective of the courts. The

objectives are clear: to educate the consumer, realistically, in

understanding the utility and the risks of products; to guide industry

;n order that products are designed and marketed anticipating real use

and not intended use; and to aid the legal-system in describing_the

appropriate considerations necessary for fair and reasonable

adjudication of the issues brought before it. These objectives shou,ld

become part of the province of public policy research.

It is suggested that an appropriate focus is to utilize,

prospectively, during the product design prOcess and in the formulation

of product safety standards, the risk and utility indicia used by the

courts retrospectively in determining the existence of an unreasonably

dangerous product. If it is reasonable to assume that these indicia

will form the basis for judging the interaction of technology and

society in the courts, then it is obvious that these shobld be the same

criteria to be used when products are designed and marketed and when

standards or codes are devised for establishing guidelines of design and

manufacture.
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While deceptively simple to understand and while their intent and

meaning cannot be ignored, these indicia, however, do not provide a firm

basis for quantitative evaluation. Even if it were their task, the

courts are not equipped to establish the groundrules for the important

societal judgments that are implicit in ,resting any product against

those indicia.

It does not necessarily follow that those responsible for design,

manufacture and marketing are the only ones able to interpret the

societal judgments implicit in the search for reasonably safe products.

While there is no question that technology must exercise a conscious

effort to enhance the docision- making process in design and manufacture,

that process must enlist the perspectives and judgments of others to

balance, counter, and expand the traditional constraints of industry.

Implicit in the indicia for reasonable safety is the fast that it

is no longer the manufacturer's view of intended product use that will

be'tested in considering a product flaw and its danger, but rather it is

the expectation of the consumer that underlies the judgment. The safety

of a product must be measured as a balance of the probability of benig

harmed, the gravity of the harm if it occurs, and the burden of

precaution against the harm. If, for a certain product, both the

probability and gravity of the harm are low, while ttie burden of

precaution is high (i.e, the cost of adding additional safety features

or impairing the usefulness of the product if the harm is to-be'

avoided), then society may decide that because of an inherently high

utility in the product, the added cost produces insufficient benefits

and hence the product is safe enough. On the other hand if the cost is

relgtively small to reduce a harm with high probability and gravity,

then society would demand the safer product.

These kinds of judgments cannot be made as generalizations. They

require serious consideration for each situation in order to make some

type of quantitative cost - benefit, analysis. The decisions will be

difficult and will require the efforts of those whose research focuses

on public policy. The implication in the balancing process between the

58-658 0 - 80 - 18
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existence of a harm and the precaution against it is that there is an

acceptable risk level below which there need not be any precaution.

While this is a valid generalization simply because nothing could ever

be completely safe, decisions which permit residual risk of injury to be

balanced against objective cost decisions are difficult to make in any

event but especially so when they have to be made subject to public

scrutiny.

. When the reference point for probability rnd gravity of the harm

has to be made, not from the manufacturer's point of view but rather

from the consumer's perspective, the gathering of substantive data for

decision-making becomes that much more difficult. Surveys that focus on

the understanding of a product in the context of its actual environment

of use are essential to insure Meaningful feedback to govern design

modifications.

There is a critical need for devising techniques that can warn,

instruct and educate the consumer effectively for reducing the risk

level in the use of a product. The techniques that permit decisions to

be made between consumer education, and design modifications to achieve

that same reducton in risk level are not easy to quantify, but

obviously mist be developed.

There are other concerns, as'well. An essential dimension in

achieving product safety are standards for design and manufacture. Both

the voluntary groups and the regulatory.agencies are seeking better

methods for developing standards. The problems are not different from

those in actual product design. How should the process be structured?

What data and techniques should be used for hazard and risk

identification? How can the concerns and abilities of the participants

best be introduced and woven into the process? What are acceptable risk

leVels? Should the requirements be those of design and/or performance?

The legislatures of several states are now considering bills that

would seriously limit or eliminate the basic social policy contained in

the philosophy orstrict liability. The enactment of this legislation
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would be a se-ious error. While there may be legitimate concern aver

the inconsistency of awards to injured plaintiffs as well as to current

litigation procedures, these are not symptomatic of fundamental problems

with the public policy articulated by the law. Rather, they suggest a

need for better understanding and implementation of methodologies for

establishing a reasonably safe environment for society. It is thus

argued that efforts to resist and counter these suggested legislative

changes must be undertaken as a public policy objective.

Underlying this discussion is the {.remise that appropriate risk

allocation is the fundamental determinant of public:policy. Each

segment of society from the producer to the user, including the

government, must recognize the risks each is to assume and the risks to

be assumed by others.

What is being suggested is a modified and expanded set of

constraints that reflect directions for research. They are difficult to

quantify and may require enlisting or developing new skills, but they

must be undertaken, nevertheless. The government's response to

society's demands are patently evident and the legal system has a new

set of rules, in strict liability, that are
still unfamiliar but place a

significantly greater burden on those who enter the market place. The

reaction to these stimuli must be positive, incisive and responsive to a

new era of understanding our technology in the context of its actual

environment and use.

It is suggested that the new directions for emerging technologies,

rather than being stifled by government or legal restrictions, will in

fact be more challenging because of them. The problems are undeniably

more difficult. The research efforts must therefore be more creative

and imaginative.

Our views must expand first to recognize that the additional

constraints of societal expectations and behavior should be a logical

and intimate part of our activities. We must also assume a

responsibility for educating the public, assisting the producers, and

counseling the legal system as we seek to understand the real

interaction of society with technology.

1 9
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The benefits will be twofold: our products will be better

understood by the producer as well as the consumer, and they will better

utilized. At the same time, the'governmental overseers, the industrial

community, and the legal system will bene. ,t by serious attempts to

understand and design for society's use of its wares. The guidelines

will be brought into sharper focus and the result will be coherent
public policy.

(



The CPSC Experiment
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BY THOMAS BICK non ROGER E. KASPERSON

WIILN Tiff CONSUMER PRODUCT SAFETY COMMISSION opened
its doors in 1973, it was hailed by the American consumer movement
as a powerful new instrument for creating a healthier, safer household en.
vironment. Established by the Consumer Product Safety Act of 1972. the
new agency was to be open and accessible to the public, insulated from
outside political interference, and with authority over a broad range of
products, most of which had been previously unregulated.

Today the CPSC's early supporters look hack on the agency's first fuse
years in hitter disappointment. Representative John E. Moss, a leading ad.
vacate of the Commission in 1972, recently called the agency "one of its
biggest disappointments" and characterized its performance as a 'miser-
able record."' Spokesmen for industry and consumer groups alike joined
the chorus of criticism, some even going so far as to call for the tin'.
mantling of the Commission.

A Twofold Experiment

The CPSC experiment is twofold: it constitutes both an effort to con.
trol a broad range of technological hazards and an ambitious attempt at
regulatory reform.

The CPSC is empowered to intervene in a broad sectot of the psis ate
economy to combat the hazards associated with a vast range of products
In this respect the act is part of a general trend in federal hazard manage-
ment, one reflected in other-recently enacted federal health and safety
laws. As with-current regulatory efforts in the areas of air and water pollu-
tion, occupational health, and toxic substances, the CPSC's mission is
enormously extensive and complex: the hazards it seeks to combai are
highly varied and often poorly understood, while the potential impacts of
its actions on the nation's economic health are great. It has been esti-
mated that the CPSC's regulatory domain embraces- more than 10.000
different types of products, more than two and one-half million firms tat-
most half of all U.S. businesses), an annual toll Of 30,000 fatalities,
16 to 21 million injuries, and a5.5 billion in product-related injury costs.'

As daunting as this breadth of mission is, it is the drgree of regulatory
reform embodied in the legislation creating the agency that makes the
CPSC experiment unique. The congressional sponsors of the ad sought to
establish a model of regulatory reforman agency which would be power-
ful yet open, its broad authority constrained by the active participation of
industry and consumer groups in its regulatory processes. It w..s to he the

Othrwr Iva

Reprinted with the permission of t.1e copyright holder from Environment, V. 20,Oct. 1975: 30-42.
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flow It Works
The Consumer Product Safety Act

establohe,1 four major goals for the
agency

motecting the public against arum
',wattle mkt of injury associated
vdth consumer products:
;aiming consumers to evaluate the
comparaill, Safely of consumer
products, ,

deyeloping uniform safety standards
for consumer products and minimiz-
ing conflicting stale and local regale.

4ris.onmoting research and investiption
into the causes and prevention of
produchrelated deaths. illnesses,
and injuries.

To accomplish these objectives, Con-
rest provided the CPSC with an un
usually broad and potent set of sego's.
tory tools.' The agency can, for en.
ample, issue mandatory standards, re.
quire Industry-financed testing Noce-
dotes, ban or require the recall of
producu, direct that consumers be no-
tified of hazards. specify labeling re.
quiretnents, seize and destroy hazardoss
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°merit
goods, requite manufacturer to provide
performance data, and inform the public
of the comparative safety of moducta
within different categories CPSC may
enforce its rules and order by
stiff civil or criminal penalties against
those who fad to comply with its
tegulations.

Far the mast part, only the require.
meet that CPSC's rules be "reasonable"
(a test that man coon challenges to
the rules an non-plocedurel grounds en.
asmely difficult) limits this wide.
ranging authority.. While the agency is
required to consider the economic im.
pacts of its actions, there is no legal re
quitement that such hnpacts be the
decisive factor in the choice of whether,
or how, to act.

NMI

Organization

The CPSC is headed by a Conantsmon
composed of four commissioners and a
chairman. A nodosity vote of tin cum
minion:a is required for all major dr.
calcitic it a thus a "collegial" body It

Is also "mama" organualton in that
it has both pt cram and functional
units. The Office of Program Manatt
meet is divided into eight "program
areas ": fire and thermal bums, decal,
shock, acute chemical and envitonmc t
tat Ward', chronic chemical and en
vitonmental hazard., tools and house.
mutes, structural haatds, tor, and
sports (with the latter four collectlyi I;
designated as "mechanical huuds").
The functional units are organised into
Ilve directmtes: hazard identification

U.S. CONSUMER PRODUCT SAFETY
COMMISSION
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and analysts, engineering and science,
itimplianse and enforcement, field
"undulation, and adrninIsitailint kach
during/11e is divided into "trains:' cur
responding to the eight program a
the organizational iltliC11111. Is a "nta
Ina" in the sense that cash lealt1 menl-

her answers to two supcivnon- the
program manage of the team, who
cootdinates hazard uralegy formula.
lion, and the head of the functional
unit, who is telponuble lair hums. Or

ind yualny "mind

.Managing the Baruch

Ilatand management by the rim,
mission mink" a Illittibet of Inept

First the CPSC identities
the most frequent and severe product.
related myna and determines their
causes This Is dune prunanly through
the National Electronic Injury Suned.
lance System (NEISSI, a network of
telecommunications terminals located

l07

no the .M.niVOCY f1.1111 of Ili) statisti-
cally tepresentaltie hilsplials actual the
country. In-depth investigation. of In-
juries 14,000 to 5,000 investigations
yearly I and screening of death milli-
rem "'unmet complaints, controlled
laboratory tests, and dais furnished by
other agencies supplement this informs.
arm. In addltion, any interested nelson
or group 11=0,0011g a ptoduct hazard
trio petition the Commission in initiate
a hazard cantrol action.

Nest the Comm:acumen (as of 14771
strange moduct hazards Into priority
stooping.. Once priurinel lure been es
tahltslied, strategies for managing the
high pointy hazards must be formu-
lated. The hazard is assigned to nine of
the eight ptosnam areas The program
manager, in developing a management
Mimeo, utilizes technical expertise
from the various CPSC directorate..
When all dui information and analysis
has been sifted and assessed the pro-
gram manager pupates a "briefing
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FIGURE 1. Sthematie diagram of the CPSC hoard management process. The flow of detisione
proceeds from stare 1 through 6, ac Indkated on the diagram. To Initiate action the COMITIIt
sinners receive Input from Assad Identification units within the agency me from industry and con-
sumer groups on the outside When a decision Is made to take action, the Issue is posed on to the
Office of Management, whkh deals with the problem vla the Marla Ogg/Meldan de
scribed In the teat. This mentally leads to a proposal for action that goes 0,:k to the Commit
donors, who may decide to Implement the proposal or return II to the staff for revision. In the last
stases of the morose, the Office of Communication and the Office of Compliant.. and Enforcement
may enter the process as needed, either to prepare eduttionel materials so to monitor and enforce
compliant. with completed .04.

package" 11411111111/1111 Ilan ill14111141.,on

and ptomains one ail MOM management
'uncaps, hating the min and cons tit each

The Commission reviews the heel
Log package, chooses a particular strut.
egy, ail returns the package fun further
wads Not uncommonly a hnefing pa.k.
age appears befoie the Conunbmmrn
several inn berme they make a final
Mates,' decision It the decision is to
ptumulgate a safely rule is standatil art
ban I, they Initiate rulemaking pro,
dunes 11, howevei, a public education
strategy is chosen, the staff prepares an
information and education plan

Allen a Conlifil Malta it imple
rented, the Commotion en Awes its
effectiveness. The Directorate of II.,
and Identification and Analysis morn
tots the agency 'a injury repotting
touters to gauge the injurytedo:mg
Impact of the managenal stinegy. Meam
while, the Oneytorate of Compliance
and Enforcement determines the extent
of industry compliance.

Public Participation

The CPSC has two important public
patticipation featutes-the "offeror"
and the citizen petition processes.

The "offeror" process to unique to
the CPSC. Section 7 of the Act requires
the Commission, when it decides to
issue a product safety standard, to an.
nounce this intention publicly and to
Invite any interested person to submit
an existing standard for adoption by
the CPSC or to offer to develop a
standard. The CPSC most accept one or
several of these offers if the "offeror"
It technically competent, is capable of
developing an anvil:innate standard
within a specified period, and agrees to
comply With the procedures (including
public participation) specified by the
Commission.' The Commission then te
views the proposed standard prepared
by the offeror and, after analyzing its
estimated economic and envitonmental
impacts and Its hazard-reducing puler,
fiat, either adopts, amends, tit rejects
It. If there are no qualified offerors
ot if the only acceptable °Venn repre
sent' the Industry to be regulated. the
Commission may develop its own prat
posed standard. Once a standaid is
adopted, anyone may request judicial
review of the standard within sixty days.

October 1970



In addition, the Act ptuvIdes for
early public participation In Its &Melon
making Vie the citizen petition process
Such petition must sal forth the facts
supporting the need foe a rule and a
deurtpoon of the rule sough. The
Commimion may deny the politico um
lets it seeks In replete a minnow
product that "ptesents an unreasonable
nil, of injury" and the denial "unreason.
ably cermet the petitioner or other con
turner to a soli of injury."' The pen.
honer, however, may challenge such a
dental in court.

CPSC Performance

Despite us broad regulatory powers
and the early enthusiasm of Ito spOnsurs
and stall, the Commission has developed
a reputation m a poorly run, unaggres-
sive, and largely Ineffectual burcauc
my. A 197b llOUS7 oversight committee
report spoke for many of the agency's
critics when it concluded that, after
three years, the Commission had nut
utilized its broad regulatory powers,
had been slow to develop safety stem
duds. and hod "yet to demonstrate its
capacity to plan, to premnbe adminis-
native rules and guidelines, and to set
clear priorities." Hearings held to the
House and Senate in 1977 and 1978
further highlighted the failures and de
ficiencies of the agency. In 1978 the
Preeident's Office of Management and
Budget (OMB) indicated Its intention
of seeking to have the Commission
abolished. To what extent does the
record support the negative assessments
of so many of the CPSC's observers.

It is important to note at the outset
that the Commission is nut without Its
positive achievements. Most observers
would agree that the agency's open door
policy has made It a model of a publicly
accessible bureaucracy. Most of its meet.
Inge have been open to the public and,
unlike the situation in mom other fed
era' agencies, Commission policy has
made disclosure of its records the rule
rather than the exception. Even many
of the Commission's meat vocal codes
agree that its system of injury surveil.
lance is among the best hazard identifi
cation systems in the country. Most,
also agree that the actions the Commis
lion has taken in requiring industry to
notify It of substantial product hazards
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nave also been successful. In Its first
two and a half yeah, the Commission
processed 350 notillietions from menu.
lecturers, resultingin the correction
(largely through Informal negotiation)
of four million defective consumer
products. The product standards and
bans Issued as of January 1, 1978,
though criticized by many as too few
and too weak, could ultimately prevem
an estimated 553,600 annual consumer
injuries (Table I) and thousands of
deaths.

Finally, the continuing threat of
federal regulation has undoubtedly led
industry to impose safety product stars.
dards of Its own, although the actual
extent of such action is, of course, not
known. The consumer product Indus
try is also well aware that a growing
number of private attorneys are using
the C01111711111011% Injury data to help

win product hability suits. This is an
unpublicized but important contribu
tion of the hazard identification sys
tern and may well prove one of the
Commission's most significant impacts
on product safety.

2 0

As significant as these achievements
are, they are more than matched by
the agency's many deficiencies. The
Commission has in the past consistently
backed away from forceful regulation.
Thus far it has enacted only eleven
standeldi and bans!The first safety
standard did not become effective tin.
td some three and onehalf years after
the Commission opened its doors for
business:even worse, the standard was
for swimming pool slides -hardly a
product at the top of the average coin
sinner's "most hazardous" list. To add
insult to injury, a federal appeals coot
recently invalidated most of the stam
clod on the basis that it was unsup
ported by the evidence available to the
Commission' The Commission has re .
peatedly opted for less controversial.
labeling requirements whenever its staff
has proposed standards or bans. It has
ahnost totally neglected one of its most
important responsibilities-to provide
consumers with comparative in fomution
on the safety of specific products. De.
spite explicit authorization in the act,
the Commission has failed to promulgate



tit."

inlet remitting manidacititeit to keep
ier. olds. submit ;emit, ant plovide per
loiniance and learnt:al dots

Sulu the agent) lift 0111i/et1 line 01
its 00,0 11,11,00111 lumen its light to
tune Joint "imminent huarrit" wide'
Se. non 12 mill lour times maim,
1hr Commotion tailed 101 develop until
dos yeas a polio lit dealing with
.biome haunts tmoducts having
health elicits that 0,04 up toil) slier
Plolooged et0o,ote 10 Ihe product tar
alter a long latency period lolloomg e4
innotel At a wilt of this del.* the
Cirminntion't management of chlorin:
hazards has been beset try confusion
arid ad-hoc responses. For etample,
despite overobelnung evidence of
L.I,Innserocilt and the receipt of
101 mal mien petitions sot action. the
Commithon waited fit over a year
berme banning TRIS m cluldien't paja
nut and more dun too years befote
banning asbestos in patching compounds
and fireplace loin A chronic hands
policy has now been adopted by the
Commission but is commis' being chal-
lenged in the courts.

In (hurl, the MO111111010 than 'lusts.
lies the disappointment of the Commis.
sion's founders and suppotiers. Though
recent tips point to a tevitabted, mote
activni Commotion (see Iles, P 41)
the agency must, on the whole, he con.
mitered a failure. What explains the mag-
nitude of this failure and what lessons
can be learned which may be applicable
to other Watts at federal hazard con-
trol'

False Explanations

The citizen petition process NO
blamed by the Commusion's first chair.
nun, Witham Simpson, lot much of the
agency's misplaced effort during its
first three years. The former Chaian

201)

claimed that he initlipieted Sedion Ill
H sitting the l'I'SC no 1111,1,0 hut III
1114111 /117 C1111411 1,111111011 1415111$ the

116111411.11 014/11.1111104101111,1Y 114140h

0111 011101111 11111 pleilicamerit, he al.
leged, led lit 4 o011111111110111111111,01 of

114/401111411.111eIlle111 41111 4 "M10;1110111

task ml the istoinset needed to militate
the 014111 nliighhaseid" minim it 1101
the ulhlrcl 01 petitions In

Hoorah doting Simpson'. tenine,
as lino, Ilie 00111011 lioness C011111111ed

11111) a 1111.111110111011 of the agent y't

total !minces Fut thentime, the l'I'SC
retptinited to telatively few petitions
in its fltst Once vests -leaving a huge
petition backlog that has only tecently
been !educed to manageable 001001111MS

In 4dt1111011, neither the language of the
act 1101 III legislatise history support

Simplon't inteipletetion of Section III.
I lie collegial nature of the CISC

(whereby dectsiont are made by the
fly emembei Commission rather than a
single adminittlator I has also been
blamed sot many of the agency's thou.
comings." However, It is noteworthy
that other collegial buteauceacles, such
an the Securities and Exchange Commis
Hon, are among Washington's most effi-
cient regulatois. While some of the
CISC's tegulatory delays could perhaps
have been avoided had the agency been
under the leadership of a single adminis-
trator, most of the rutemaking sluggish-

Table 2

tress uul 1011111,11100111511111141 hat

1,144114111110 CI'S(' OSt1111011 al OR tlelf

level, beton, plopotelt were himight to
the attention irl the Cominittioners
Roil!, the nielloclivenott of the Coin.
tinititin has Hemmed iiiit 1011/11111 flohl
Ille 11A 11111.010 Its 111,11111111 41111,111

the 6,111011111 made.

Comitton Itcgtilettiry PtollIctior
A sionilict of the CPSC't porldeini ate

common to tithe' tegulaiory agencies
Since Its Inception, wirelutty
funding has seriously hampered the el.
fectivenesi of the Comittitston. In tact,
the level of funding has consistently
been only two-thirds of that authorized
by Congress (Table 2). The nisi year
trudge I 'outwit of 330.11 million by the
(1111,:e of Management and budge)
(MO) wit fully P24 million less 11140
what CISC sponsors considered the
abtolufe minimum needed. The budget
eduction In the Mond yeas (F1' 1o751
was the Well inflicted on any federal
agency and forced the CPSC to dust'.
celly reduce its second.year operating
plan. OMIlbudget request' for the Coim
mission increased only negligibly over
the next three years, leas in fact than
the rate of inflation-a situation which
Representative Muss characterized as
"deregulation through budget slash.wria

FUNDING OF THE CPSC

Amount CPSC OHO
Flom Veor Autheeloof Ft ammo Ammon

Amount
Applo9tkm.4

.

tin 0011.on of dollonl

19/4 \ 59 0 30.9 30.9 34 8
1975 \ 64.0 47.6 42.8 37.0
1976 sip 49.21 766 396
Trantinon ..rof 140, 17.9 9.1 10.0
1971 \ \ 60.0 54.911 37.0 39.6

1978 , 68.0 41.1 40.2 39.1

InOttottn amounVN1041=1,1:1.4.1::0.O.:,g7r=i,,

n''Vn717;.3V1111.'n 4101tootlatIon .0 vetoed OV 0100o1 N
I test toque. Ulm toNtilflmi 10 550.4

ft CPSC t4puml 1MM .000111444110,50401 OMB tO 101
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"eiri rerr rC/ENCIr AT THE CPSC

' 7C/5 Gong/eon-n..1 mvestion
tr.,: discoverer, that many tenures
of products sent en C30SC heart.
Quarter, were lase Of nutloifl to
moors
A Ow: permearsol prodricra contain
ag vinyl chloride was overturned
by court order because the CPSC
foltre to milfala art envoronmen-
tal impact Stalermlif COyyring the
bran. Former Croinnen Staranon
later sdmdted that the need for
en impact ftateirfairt had Ile._
occurred to hint

The ban on TRiS in children's
sleepswar was overntrrad by
court Order bec..11. the CPSC
failed to allow marquee industry
input into the decisionmaking
002.114.

A certain type of spray adhele
was banned on the basis lat
study bnkinp exposure to the ad.
hosing to birth defects. The ban
ow toter lilted when the stn]ly's
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only el women who had
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Failure to invite public
On its bicycle stendard
necessary for the CPSC to
its rulentalting proceedings be
the standard could.be issued.

former Chairman John Byington
ordered the preparation of "Pro-
duct Prbflles' rover altar taking
office. Preparation of these pro-
files cost 9500,000 yet prayed to
be of as little value that the pro.
jet was discontinued.

In f975 the Commission warned
that a type of Loge alunilnum
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end brought complaints paints
flue manufacturers of the product.
After obtaining agreements front
lout of the cumpwlies to &won
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mations detailed in fable : acne the
result Substantial thud. and worth
year funding increases. confidently
anticipated ny CPSC pinions, were
never forthcoming

In sum. the effort to establish the
CPS(' as a politically independent hazard
manager within the federal goveininent
V. AS a failure a fact that attests bush to
the 110,fref in the efleCIIIINC b/211dflo
laJeft Its authority over administrative
agencies and to the inadequacy of the
provisions 111 the act designed to
counter that authority In addition,
Congress itself ira potential source of
political pressure on the agency when.
ever affected industries lobby to have
bans or standards modified or set aside.'

Fanzonment. Vol. 20, No.

Pubhe &Fatima:ion

'Amy would agree that the CPSC has
become one of Washington's most acces-
sible and open agencies but tail to huh
the shottcorrilngs of the CPSC as funtil
111.affer to the CPSC as a stimulator of
public participation. It is assumed that,
in a well-ordered world, these two roles
must he somehow compatible, indeed
reinforcing.

The OW.3 "offeror" process requires
the Commission to accept the otter of
one in more qualified persons or groups
to develop a needed safety stardard The
intent was that both industry and con
sunset groups would become directly
involved in the Commission's most

40 U 5j

11n1 id nkiijc hohli
ilr.hhis I 'WI, .1.11,1.1r.11 I

hunt i.e LothOtrs Ii ii ii -oil
th.roinalCd 111C fiend (

Orin /Ulu, maccit h,
loon dth,tioiCkt h ,11,111111,

(CIMSUITICTS l'oloni and one 401.0,
It iii nom:nine ChriStioniv net- 1100,1
by a 1000 industry consumer

Inn

°limn
lettolpeCI. It I, alio api,rahll

thai the Ices coop:won-0 spomoir
sorely undeiestouned the tone and
mone> needed to dial I ionlpleitcpsise
safety standards Some offeror, and
others paitnipating in the prose,,
have spent millions of dollais. and
four to five yeats, working to strati
acceptable standards Consumers
Union found its lour-year involvement
with the power mower standard st.
Costly f flat It stated in a letter to the
Commission that it would Irrohalnit
never again serve at an otleror
Although consomet representatives
Most, by law, be added to all standard
development committees they usually
lack the technical expertise and fund
Mg to contend cifectively with well
heeled industry groups. The Coninns
sion, for its part, has failed to pros ide
the resources needed for effective
consumer participationthough .
(lead) has the power to do so

The other measure intended to
assure public involvement in CPSC
rulemalong the citizen petition
process presents the agency with if;
dilemma 01 how to reconcile the n
for el !relive citizen participation
the need for efficient hazard immix:.
merit. Recently the (I'S(' has moicd
toward j pohic of summarily dells now
petitions riot relatedlo its high
Effity hazards. Such a polity not only
polentiAly weakens the "regulaim
Icturoi" minion of the (PSC evpci
rotor but also may undermine the
greatest substantive virtue ol the
pennon process its ability to alrii
the Commission to the occasional
hazard that is unidentified or under-
estimated In normal agency processes

An even larger issue, however, is
involved in determining the longtoon
effectiveness of the (*PSC. Facing a
M21413100' domain occupied hy power
ful industry groups, the Commission
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AM lid htli PHIOli I I eS CPSC

Sonc she became el-wrog° of the CPSC Jr July. Susan Bennett hag has
rn homy about substantoal chenges in the pency's approach to hare,'

rrsp.sosstns. Ina recent interview on the Bunton SwMaY Glob. Kong stated
that ten Commonoon must reduce the number of 'reins on Iv priority list and
roost concentrere noecsally on the "unseen hazards" from which consumen
Ira least toe to protect 01.11.1INIII StICSI hulydJ wOuiO include adorIlinuttl
woo.; end. cellulose hon. insulation (the COMIlloSSIC I IS presently seeking
1-',11, decree that well allow it to take octron against the use aluminum Wr-
ing as an "Imminent hazard- and on September 8 the Corrunryion issued
mandatory safety ttendard for home cellulose Insulation). On the Other hand,
King vents the ongoing study of ladders dropped since 80 percent of the
problems are the result of consumer misuse rather then of defects in the prod-
uct The Corninisbon's fuels, King holds, should be on those hazards or risks
winch are not readily fuleseeWe by the public. Keg regards this emphasis on
serious unseen hazards a the "key ILI survival" for the Agency.

In order to increase the efficiency of the COIIIMI$4041, King dVOCIIII
greater use of -conditional bans" to control unsafe products. Conditional
bens would provide method for eliminating the unsafe aspects of products
whole avoiding the tareconsurnong, cumbersome process entailed in drawing
up friffmarofy penitents. As one of the nost serious obstacles she feces, King
cite.. to problem of diwrting TOM 01 the agency's 840 million annual budg-
et to new program that fit the new Priorities. Ch.nging Program priorities
is difficult. she sem because of ceilings on hiring and the rigidities al the Civil
Service system.

King. 1610S appointment nes supported by most consumer groups, knows
that the future of the CPSC is in her hands. Wendell Ford (0-Ky.), who heads
Me Senate subcommittee that has the oversight responsibility for the CPSC
and who has been highly critical of the Commission in the past, led success-

ful fight to extend the life of the Co;nrnissMn for another three yews-2in
large part because he believed that Susan King could turn the agency around.
However, Yard has also said: "If this agency fails to live op to the es:More-
ton: ere haw for It, I'll be the first to dismantle it when the reauthorization
comes up gain." Susan King arrd her fellow Commissioners have less than
three year: to demonstrate to Congress that the CPSC has a lob worth doing
and that it has the will end ebl'ity to do it wed.

depends lot Its success 00 the a .silence
of All 1/1101111[111111.1 active ',Atonic,
conslituer, but after displaymg an
unprecedented degree at cohesiveness
in the late !Mans and early 1970. the
consumer movement Is now 411Pertfli
and dinorganued, Its politica/ clout
noticeably diminished Though con-
sumer groups have tSe support of the
chairmen of the primary CPS(' ovens hl
immune. in Congress (Wendell Turd

in the Senate and 'tihn Moss to the
Moose) support for the Common. nn
Capitol lhll appears to he dwindling

Conmessional approval of John liyington
as ['PSC' Chairman in 'Sib over the
opposition sal almost every maim ca-
lumet poop underscored the weakness
of both LIC agency and tis consumer
constitirmcy.

It is possible that the 1.111lUOICI
movement may fall victim to Ow na
tion's ...tiding concern with trills
non A recent Mattis pull on consumer
rim. fin example, reveals a public which
desires increased protection from
"dangerous consumer products" but is
also firstly concetned about the high

yeses eel toill1111V g...1, mil hcnnlr Io
gt/Yr fIIIIICIII If ,,Ii11111 the

nera 11,1 calotthed slid 1,o1

ilitotth.) Iv Inc that It AvitirTelik Ic
and M the new CPS( Chnoniu

Smart 'Sennett King, who in a cal
inteniew stated flit one of 111C
important things the I 01111111,1.. his to
do II to tell its ti.tti OM) better

The Problem
During the live and a hall 10511 the

CPSC has been in existence II has hero
unaggressive and meet.
mg id responsibilities to inform god
tect the Ainencan :unsunier It has con
uncial!. Is: :lied away nom hmciul
regulation, devotee melt to nasal hi
well as tenons husids. and repo st,P
opted for lest ag$Itssoc action, than its
staff has tecommended In ha, laded to
provide consumers with cunt oatat tve
salety itilotnianon fur products so tint
individuals can use Oleo own pui,liases
to create sale, home environments
Finally. the C0011111151011 has to date

failed to develop the technical at fiscal
resources to control the chronic !wands
presented by consutMr prodacts. do-
spite the fact that such hoards account
fur see increasing proportion of
in the United Stales and are the subject
of growing public concern

II is apparent that the Commission
shares many problems with other rein.
notary agencieslegislative inadequacies,
senous underfundIng, necutivt inner
ference, a conflict of interest problem
in the expert advice it receives, and
powerful industry resistance. But the
Cummiuiun has exacerbated these with

number of problems distinctively its
two a degree of administrative nits
management and disontantration spec.
tacriat even in the context of large
bureaucracy, ineptitude in its roleinak
mg ;um.., tesponsibility fur a vast and
vaned hazard durnam, failure to set
clear priontles fur Cointrussion efforts.
and lack of any real capacity to manage
chronic hazards

Some Suggested Solutions

To improve the (-PSC, we would
recommend the followIng four apecific
changes

At,

October 1978



Congress should reconsider the
appropnateness of the Commission's
domain of hazard responsibility It
Mould either remove rile c01111111t11,11./
responsibility for chronic hazards and
vest it in a new central governmental
tnstitinion or, alternatively. mandate
uniform national chronic harards
policies and procedures which would
apply to all federal regulatory agenoes

Congress should provide mote
guidance on the criteria for setting
priorities and should specifically ody
care how the Conmassion's teatimees
should be allocated in relation to those
priorities. Congress should also specify
milestones for dt111,11Sila fed achieve-
ment in creating a safer envinninent
to and about American households.

the Commission should imme-
diately undertake an ambitious program.
adequately funded -nd staffed, to deter.
inure the relative s.fety of various prod.
ucts within differed classes of products
It should then mount a vigorous catty
paign to inform the public su that this
information can be used by consumers
in making decisions about their pit,
chases.

The Commission should take
effective action to counter those polit
cal influences in its regulatory process
which ate clearly inimical to the pro-
tection of the American public from the
dangers of consumer products. Specs
fically, the offeror process should be
revamped to reduce indhstry dominance,
substantially increased funding should
he provided to support enlarged con-
sumer participation In the agency. and
the creation of a full time "consumer
advocate" within the agency should be
reconsidered.

The Larger Lessons

An examination of the difficulties
which have plagued th.' PC expert.
ment suggests that the.,....reglars to
be learned that have winch
extend fat beyond the agency itself Fur
example, ft teems likely that the irand
towatd more ambitious federal efforts
to conitol the hazards of teclutolora
will mean that government agencies will
increasingly be confionted with the
management of broad and varied hazard
domains. The CPSC experiment indi

Enviroameat. VM. 20. Ne.
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ANY CITIZEN C4N

Petition the CPSC ru is amend or rthoAe consumer product
safety rule. Tire petition can hie handwritten letter ft must be
granted or denied within 120 days. Petitioners can appeal a denial of
a petition in the courts.

Provide the C0111171010/1 with information about produce related in.
furies or offer recommendations about unsafe products.

Comment in writing or orally on any proposed standard once it is
Published.

Pequeat ludieial review of a mandatory safety standard within sixty
days of roe time it it issued.

cater that there is a pressing need for the
classification of hazards (hazard taxon.
0171ICS) and Cur a defensible assignment

of priorities. Ad.huc, case-by-case
response is the quicksand of modern
hazard management.

A second lesson can be learned from
the CPSC's mixed !wind as an experi
inert in regnlatury reform. The expert.
meat indicates how little is known about
how to give the public an effective voice
in bureaucratic decisions-and suggests
that even less Is known about how to
design innovations that contribute to

rather than detract from the substantive
work of an agency.

Finally. given the fact that some hena
fits to society must usually be foregone
in order to reduce harards, a regulator
agency can travel down the road of
hatard control only so for without a
"safety constituency." Long term suc
cess in creating safer households, wook
places, or other environments depends
upon an unambiguous public resolve
both to demand protection and to pay
the price. together with a Congressional
commitment to implement change ennui
in the face of troubled economy.

The 11.11 letting et s+orrning pool slides by Ow CFSC. lune 197S.
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NOTES

1. As quoted in Jo Thomas, "Performance
of Consumer Agency Disappoints its Early
Supporters," New York Times, January 30.
1978.

2. U.S. House of Representatives. Com-
mittee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce,
Subcommittee on Oversight and Investiga-
tions, Federal Regulation and Regulatory
Reform, 94th Congress, 2nd Session,
Washington, 1978, p. 197. The Commission
may regulate any product that is used in or
around residence or school for the per-
sonal use, comfort, or enjoyment of con-
sumer. Specifically excluded from CPSC's
jurisdiction are motor vehicles, fuels
nuclear materials, pesticides, aircraft, boats,
foods and drugs, medical devices, cos-
metics, tobacco products, firearms and Y

ammunition, all of which are regulated to
some degree by other federal agencies.

3. For a comprehensive breakdown of the
CPSC's legal authority, see "The CPSC: An
Agency Manual," George Washington Law
Review, 48 (May 1975).

4. Almost all successful challenges to the
Commission'. rules have been band not on
the substance of the rule, but on failure of
the commludon to follow proper rulemeking
procedures.

5. Section 7 (d) of the Consumer Product
Safety Act.

6. Section 10 (e) of the Consumer Product
Safety Act.
7. See Federal Regulation and Regulatory
Reform referred to In note 3 above, p. 196.

S. This clalin should be viewed In light of
the fact that some 2.6 million firms *e0
10,000 consumer products annually. Only
350 notifications may indicate the failure
of some firms to report such hazards. Ibid..
p. 211,

9. Arius Sliden. Dive Corporation v. CPSC,
J. 2d._ (5th Cir.. March 3.1978).
10. Testimony of 'Chairman William Simpson,
U.S. House of Represehtatives. Committee
on Interrtate and Foreign Commerce. Sub-
committee on Oversight and Investigations,
Hearings on Regulatory Reform. 94th
Congress. 2nd Session. IV (1978). pp. 12.14,
27, 91.

11. A report coMmiseloned by President
Nixon in 1971 (known as the "Aach Report").
for example. thoroughly eriticized colleiW
decision making. Former CPSC Chairman
Simpson has also criticized decision -by- -
eommissiorL In response to question. sub -
control by Reprtrantative John E. MOM
Simpson referred to collegial decision-

58-658,0 .- 80 - lS

48.

making as "an unworkable alternative for
effective and productive leadership of an
organization."

12. See Hearings referred to In note 11
above, pp. 1-2.

13. Decision Studies Group of Washington.
D.C., conducted the survey. See The New
York Times January 30, 1978.
14. U.S. House-of Representatives, Committee
on Interstate and Foreign Commerce. Sub
committee on Commerce and Finance. Hear-
ings on Consumer Product Safety Commission
Oversight, 93rd Congress, 2nd session (1914),
p. 88.

15. See note 11 above, p. 15.

16. See National Research Council, Assembly
of Life Sciences. Committee on Toxicology.
Review of the Role of Health Sciences in the
Consumer Product Safety Comniission
(Washington, D. C.: The Council, 1977).

17. The first "phase" of the CPSC's chronic
hazards policy-the classification of poten-
tially 'clamorous household chemicals-has
recently been challenged in the court on pro-
cedural grounds by Dow Chemical Co.

18. This 1976 Amendment to the Act grew
out of dispute between the CPSC and the
Civil Service Commission resulting from the
CPSC's refuul to approve the hiring of CPSC
employees who had not received political
clearance from the White House. This amend-
ment chained CPSC's authority to by-pus the
White House when hiring new personnel.

19. While the sponsors of the CPSA enrt
sinned the transfer of some personnel, they
hardly contemplated that 70 percent of the
CPSC's original manpower would be from on.
going government programs. This Influx of
employees, who had operated under the poli-
cies and practices of their former organiza-
tions, contributed significantly to the CPSC's
start -up problem:.

20. According to Rhoda H. Karpatkin, Exe-
cutive Director of Consumers Union. the
lawnmower industry has lobbied Congress ex-
tensively regarding power mower standard..

21. Letter from Rhoda H. Karpatkin to
Sadye Dunn, Secretary of the CPSC, dated
January 9, 1976, reprinted In Note 14
above, p. 364, Asa 'outdo! this letter, the
Commission reimbursed Consumers Union
for most of Its out-ofPocket *Shen/es. Tile
CPSC in 1979 is In Its 'filth year of work on
powermower Safety standards, and has al-
ready spent over 11,000 personhours.
$800,000 of CPSC resources end $166,000
prodded to Consumers Union. The $1.2
billion lawnmower Industry, for Its part, esti.
mates that It has spent 84 million In research
and ',moose. Meanwhile, Combined Insur-
ance Co. of America molests some 186.000
injuries and several ocarhs this year from
power mowers, Barton! Courant, May 24,
1978.

22. See Note Behove, p. 221, The Commis -
lion now has before It rulemaldrig petition
seeking a regulation providing for funding of
consumer participants.

23. See Tables Ill.1 and V1.9, Louie Harris
and Associate,. Inc. and Marketing Science
Institute. Consumerism at the Crossroads
(MP.: 1977). pp. 29 and 89 respectively.
Rhoda Karpatkin of Consumers Union com-
ments that she believes then Is increasing
public demand for product safety and con-
sumer protection and considers the results
of the Harris poll "heartening" and an indica.
tion of the dual desire for better, safer prod-
ucts and.azi end to inflation.

24. Boston Sunday Glob*. September 24.
1976.



FEDERAL REGULATION

Moo Little:
The Consumer
Product Safety
Commission
and Asbestos
by Howie Kurtz

Last winter, in living rooms across
the country, more than a million
people warmed themselves in front of,
fires fed by artificial fireplace logs.
Most of them did not realize that
these artificial logs and ashes were
emanating small particles of asbestos
that floated slowly through the air
and into their lungs, where the deadly
fibers became permanently embedded.

When asbestos fibers are absorbed
into the lungs, they cause a fatal
disease that scientists first diagnosed
in the late 1920s. They found that
marry asbestos workers were dying
from a disease they called asbestosis.
Tiny asbestos fibers accumulated in
their lungs and were soon covered by
scar tissue that made breathing in-
creasingly difficult. The scar tissue
would thicken, even after the workers
were no longer being exposed to
asbestos, and the strain on their pul-
monary systems became so great that
they often died of heart failure before
their lungs could give out.

The growing asbestos industry,
however, chose not to heed the alarm-
ing studies that were published in this
Howie Kurtz is an investigative reporter
for columnist Jack Anderson.

country beginning in 1930. By 1935,
asbestos was found to cause lung
cancer, and later it was linked to
cancer of the stomach,, intestine, and
rectum. Asbestos was also found to
cause mesothelioma, a particularly
painful form of cancer that eats away
at the lining of the lung or abdominal
cavity and generally kills its victims
within one year after its first symp-
toms appear. Because the asbestos
manufacturers deliberately ignored
the mounting evidence, ..ft. least
400,000 workersor four out of ten
in the industry- are now expected to
die from asbestos diseases. It was not
until the early 1970s that strict limits
on the. amount of asbestos to which
workers could be exposed were im-
posed on the industry by federal law.

And today, millions of American
consumers are unwittingly being ex-
posed to this same deadly asbestos.
Those artificial fireplace logs and
ashes are just one of the more than
3,000 consumer products that, al-
though most of the public doesn't
know it, contain asbestos.

Such hidden dangers in the market-
place are the reason that _Congress
decided five years ago to create the

Reprinted with permission from The WaShington Monthly. Copyright 1977 by The Wash-
ington Monthly Co.. 1611 Connecticut Ave., N.W., Washington, D.C. 20009.
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Consumer Product Safety Commis-
sion. But the commission, which is
supposed to ban products that injure
or kill people, has not acted against
this hazard with any greater sense of
urgency than federal officials dis-
played when workplace hazards were
exposed in the 1930s.

The commission has been such an
abysmal failure that it is at least as
responsible as any other goyernment
agency for the plummeting popularity
of consumer protection. It's no secret
that people have become increasingly
fed up with meddlesome government
bureaucrats issuing annoying minor
regulations on such matters as inter-
locking seat belts and child-proof
aspirin bottles. But even the consumer
protection movement's most ardent
critics would have to concede that the
government has a basic responsibility
to stop companies from foisting dan-
gerous products on an unsuspecting
public. Asbestos, after all, is no bor-
derline case about which reasonable
people can disagree, and the most
conscientious citizen has little way of
knowing of the hidden ingredient in
artifical fireplace logs and ashes.

Instead of cracking down on dan-
gers like asbestos, however, the CPSC
has been so ineffective that even its
most enthusiastic supporters have
become disillusioned. Since its incep-
tion it has issued safety standards for
only one product, swimming pool
slides, and even that took two years.
The commission is so stricken with
bureaucratic paralysis that it has not
acted on a backlog of over 150 ques-
tionable products.

The CPSC was first asked to ban
artificial fireplace logs_ and ashes that
contain free-floating asbestos in No-
vember 1975, in a petition from envi-
ronmental writer Rachel Scott. In
July 1976, the Natural Resources
Defense Council, an environmental
group, asked the commission to ban
asbestos patching compounds, which
are 'widely used to repair crumbling
ceilings, walls, and floors. "Even very
brief exposure to asbestos fibers such
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as those experienced by consumers of
patching compounds have been shown
to substantially increase the risk of
cancer," the group warned.

The commission's own scientists
readily agreed. The following month,
Robert flehir, director of CPSC's
Bureau of Biomedical Science, warned
in a memo: "Data demonstrating the
adverse effects of asbestos in humans,
as well as in experimental animal
studies, is clear and irrefutable ....
Exposure to consumer products con-
taining I free-floating asbestos) poses
an unnecessary, unreasonable and
completely avoidable potential risk to
consumers that cannot be adequately
controlled by warning labeling."

Despite this unequivocal warning,
the commission did absolutely noth-
ing for another year. One possible
reason for the delay is suggested in
another internal memo: "The longer it
takes to promulgate a ban and/or
repurchase. [of asbestos], the smaller
the economic effect on the industry
will be." Most of the commissioners
are Republicans appointed during the
Nixon-Ford years, and they often
appear concerned more about the
impact of their actions on corporate
profits than their effect on public
health. Several of them have voted to
ban products only reluctantly and
under the greatest public pressure.

"They laughed at our first peti-
tion," recalls _Barry Castleman, the
National Resources Defense Council
lawyer who wrote it. "It made the
case for them, but they spent a year
quibbling with us. They had no sense
of the consequences." One CPSC staff
member agrees: "We dragged our feet
interminably. The staff still hasn't
looked at many products that contain
asbestos. Nobody told us it was a high
priority."

Finally, the commission voted last
April to ban patching compounds and
fireplace logs and ashes that contain
asbegtos. But although two Million
people a year are being exposed to
these products, the CPSC didn't order
an immediate halt to sales and a recall
of existing inventories. Instead, it is
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allowing sales to continue while it
draws up regulations banning future
use. This has been dragging on for
months and may not be completed for
months more. "What this means,"
complains Castleman, "is that stores
can have special sales on asbestos
patching compounds, and a few more
people will get cancer."

The CPSC's voluble chairman,
S. John Byington, concedes that his
agency, wasn't as aggressive as it might
have been. "Oh sure, we could have
moved faster," he says. But Byington
claims he never received the scientific
memo that detailed the risks of asbes-
tos. "What happened after it was
written, God only knows," he says.
"We never saw that memo." Never-
theless, it has been known since a
landmark study in 1964 by Dr. Irving
Selikoff of New York's Mt. Sinai
School of Medicine, the country's
leading asbestos researcher, showed
that people can get lung diseqse from
brief exposure to free- floatin' asbes-
tos fibers that break free from fin-
ished products.

'Cosmetic Changes'
Byington, a handsome young

Republican from Grand Rapids, Mich-
igan, who was appointed last year by
President Ford, believes the commis-
sion's shortcomings can be corrected
through better management tech-
niques. He insists that he will cope
more effectively with .CPSC's massive
backlog of health and safety hazards
now that he has reorganized the
agency's structure. To the second
highest paid agency staff in Washing-
tonabout 200 of its 900 employees
earn over $28,000he has added five
"supergrade" managers, who report
directly to him. But one CPSC mem-
ber, R. David Pittle, told Byington in
a private memo: "Except for a few
cosmetic changes, you have not really
reorganized the agency at all. You
have simply added a layer of un-
needed supergrade Associate Execu-
tive' Directors over the technical bu-
reaus."

While Byington has been fiddling
with organizational charts, his com-
mission has done very little research
on other dangerous asbestos products.
For example, asbestos remains a hid-
den ingredient in such innocuous prod-
ucts as children's modeling clay and
papier-mache. Dr. Selikoff discovered
last year that thousands of pounds of
modeling clay ordered by New York
schools contained as much as 50 per
cent asbestos. Asbestos is not a neces-
sary component of these products,
but manufacturers prefer it because it
is much cheaper than its substitutes.

Hundreds of thousands of tons of
asbestos also are used in textured
paints, cement powders, brake linings,
stove panels, wallboards, and floor
tiles. Manufacturers are now rushing
to obtain patents for dozens of new
uses for asbestos, apparently secure in
the knowledge that the CPSC is un-
likely to act against them soon.

Byington, meanwhile, hasbeen far
more energetic in ,pursuing his own
career than dangerous products. The
talkative chairman, who is said to have
political aspirations in Michigan, flew
at taxpayer expense to Hong Kong,
Taiwan, Tokyo, Brussels, Geneva,
Bonn, Hamburg, Puerto Rico, and the
Virgin Islands during his first ten
months in office. Byington's avowed
missionexplaining U.S. safety stand-
ards to foreign officialscould have
been accomplished just as well by
long-distance phone calls. But as one
CPSC official puts it, "John likes the
spotlight, the travel, the glorifica-

'tion."
Another example of Byington's

passion for public relations over prod-
uct safety is the $425,000 he paid an
Atlanta advertising firm last year to
promote the commission's worka
strategy that, naturally, entailed more
traveling and speeches for its, chair-
man..He also spent $45,000 to make
television commercials featuring . a
character named "Safety Sadie," who
offers friendly tips on 'natters like
fireworks and bicycles. Then he, de-
cided he didn't like the actress who
played Sadie, threw the commercials
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DT the trash can, and led the search for
a new Sadie, eventually settling on the
wife of comedian Dom DeLuise.

'Meaningless Mush'

Such incidents have demoralized
many of the commission's workers;
one survey shows that 43 per cent of
them don't think their agency is doing
a good job. They were further aggra-
vated by Byington's expenditure of
$500,000 on product profiles that
turned out to be worthless. An angry
letter from CPSC employees to Sena-
tor Wendell Ford, one of Byington's
harshest critics, explained: "At the
direction of management the profiles
were re-written numerous times
... each bine with additional facts

and figures incorporated. Finally,
senior staffers took the profiles and
manipulated them into meaningless
mush so that they would be innoc-
uous enough to release under Free-
dom of Information."

To put it bluntly, the CPSC has
failed to reduce deaths and injuries ta
consumers because Byington and his
colleagues have not been aggressive
enough in banning the products that
cause them. Part of the reason for this
is that the commission sees manufac-
turers, rather than their customers, as
its most important constituency. The
economic impact on business, eying-
ton admitted, was a factor in his
decision not to push for an immediate
recall of asbestos products.

The manufacturers of these prod-
ucts have known for years that asbes-
tos can hurt people, just as they knew
50 years ago that they were destroy-
ing the lungs of their workers. In the
pursuit of profit, the companies have
been willing not only to peddle harm-
ful products, but to create a market
for them through aggressive and some-
times misleading advertising that glos-
ses-, over their dangers and .defects
They took a calculated risk that the
hapless bureaucrats in Washington
would not take their products off the
market in the near future. So far, that
risk has paid off.
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Issues of the Day -
Product Safety

Howard E. Brehm.

''Industry must include in its research and engineering activities
a thorough and coordinated approach to product safety
so that it receives as much attention as performance, appearance, producibility, andcost."

Five years ago, the Consumer Product Safety Act
emerged from Congress. This act established five
member Consumer Product, Safety Commission
whose objective is to reduce injuries to consumers
using consumer products. It defined a consumag_
product as an article for use by consumers in off*
around the home, at school or in recreation or
otherwise and provided certain remedies for deal-
ing \with hazardous products which include such
acts as banning the product and seizure of the
product.

Additibnal actions provided for in the act could
be voluntary standards and educational programs.
These inclUde: establish an information gathering
requirement for hazards and accidents and have the
authority to inspect company records dealing with
complaints, injuries and similar subjects; establish
the requirement that all manufacturers, distri-
butors and retailers report to the Commission any
product which fails to comply with an applicable
consumer product safety rule or which contains a
defect which creates a substantial risk of injury to
the public; establish inspection and record-keeping
requirements and the requirement to make reports
as the Commission may devil necessary to demon-
strata compliance with the Act; establish that
imported products must comply with the Act, but
that exported products need not; and establish civil
and criminal penalties for violation of the Act.

. Director,CorpoMM Product Safety, Whirlpool Corporation,
Ankle is condensed from paper even at I.R.I. Pail Meeting.

The Consumer Product Safety Commission
The Consumer Product Safety Commission

began operations in 1978 and now has over 800
employees located in two buildings in Washington
and thirteen field offices across the United States.
They have budget of about 840 million dollars

. per year. A variety of internal offices and associate
executive directors have been established to cover
communications, congressional relations, public
participation, strategic planning, hazard identifi-
cation and analysis, engineering and sciences, and
compliance and enforcement, all to carry out the
responsibilities established by the Act

The Consumer Product Safety Commission ad-
ministers a total of five laws. I have already
mentioned the Consumer Product Safety Act. The
others are the Flammable Fabrics Act, which deals
with the flammability of children's sleepwear,
carpeting, and other fabrics; the Federal Hazardous
Substances Act, which relates to the control and
labeling of household chemicals;, the Poison Pre-
vention Packaging Act; which was responsible for
the childproof packaging on medicines; and the
Refrigerator Safety Act, which limits the force re
quired to open a refrigerator door to arnaximum
of 15 lbs.

One of the matt powerful provisions of the Con-
sumer Product Safety Act is section 151b) which
reads: "Every manufacturer of a consumer product
distribUted in commerce and every distributor and
retailer of such groduct who obtains information
which reasonably supports the conclusion that
such product 1) falls to comply with an applicable

, consumer product safety rule; or 2) contains a de.

,Nroduced with the permission of the copyright holder from Research Management, v. 21,
Jan. 1078 : 21-23.
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feet which could create substantial hazard
described In subsection (a) (2), shall immediately
inform the commission of such failure to comply
or of such defect unless such manufacturer, dis-
tributor or retailer has actual knowledge that the
commission has been adequately informed of such
defect or failure to comply."

In recall situations, products may be returned ra
the factory for rebuilding, or reworked in the field
using prepared repair kits. In either case, the pro-
ducts must be located before the repairs can be
accomplished. The location process is extremely
difficult and very expensive. It involves many
people throughout the country who are attempting
to locate product under severe time pressures. The
longer the product has been in the field, the more
difficult it is to locate. Anyone who has conducted
a product recall will attest to the fact that product
recalls are upsetting to the organization and expen-
sive to conduct.

Fines under the civil penaltiev provisions for re-
porting potential substantial hazards too late can
be expensive. Two cases recently have involved
fines of one hundred and twenty-five thousand

. dollars and three hundred and twenty-five thou-
sand dollars for alleged violation of the reporting
rule.

Another provision of the Consumer Product
Safety Act relates to the preparation of product
standards. These may he generated by the volun-
tary standards system and adopted by the Com-
mission, or they may be developed by offerors
under the standards offeror program. They also
may be prepared directly by the Commission staff.

Impact on R & D
With this background, let's turn to the impact of

the Consumer Product Safety Commission on
industrial research and engineering. What does it all
mean? What can we do to cope with it? And what
will be the results in terms of research and engin-
eering project,,the utilization of time, talent,
money and facilities?

First, industry must include in its research and
engineering activities a thorough and coordinated
approach to product safety so that it receives as
much attention as performance, appearance, pro-
ducibility, and cost. To accomplish this, product
safety should be formalized and centralized in the
technical division under the guidance of someone
whose function is to know, understand, and com-
municate to his or her associates what is going on
in the product safety arena, and provide the means
by which research and engineering can adequately
develop and control the safety of the product. The
motivation for this action is easily found both in
the requirements of specific product safety laws
and in the common law relating to product liabil-
ity.

The product safety specialist should be qualified

product engineer, familiar with the products and
operations Of his company and his industry. He
must know, and be capable of working with, all
levels of responsibility in the company, and he
must be willing and able to preach the gospel of
product safety both to those who agree with him
and support him and to those who disagree with
him and :mist him. He is an organizer of the pro-
duct safety function. He is a communicator, a
listener, an evaluator, and a promoter. Above all,
he is the focal point of the product safety program.

The effort of this person can quickly reflect on
the bottom line of the operating statement, as he
eliminates product safety problems in products
both before they leave the factory and after they
move into the field. His efforts can also reflect
positively on the company image as its concern for
the customer and for the safety of its products
become apparent.

To put teeth into any company product safety
program, the product safety specialist must be
supported by a policy detailing the company's pro-
duct safety posture and his responsibilities. The
policy and the responsibilities must be com-
municated throughout the company by top man-
agement so there is both understanding and accept-
ance of what the product safety specialist iesloing.

The burden of product safety has landed square-
ly on the technical function, because it is engin-
eers, whether research, design, production, or
quality control, who create and manufacture the
products, and who, therefore, are the people with
the training, experience and opportunity to di-
rectly influence product safety. True, there are
countervailing forces to be considered. Inherent
product limitations, market requirements, govern-
ment regulations, and the like make the task of
building safer products more challenging and diffi-
cult, but no less essential.

Technical Considerations
Now, what are some of the major technical con-

siderations In designing and producing safer pro-
ducts? The most important item is knowing the
product what it will do, and what it will not do,
under various conditions of normal use, misuse,
and abuse.

There are a number of tools which can be used
in evaluating a product for potential hazards. Some
of these are gross hazards analysis, classification of
hazards, frequency severity analysis, failure mode
and effects analysis, hazard criticality ranking
fault tree analysis, energy transfer analysis, catas-
trophe analysis, human error analysis, transpor-
tation hazard analysis, and maintenance hazard
analysis. The purpose of most of these techniques
is self-explanatory, and most are well documented
in the literature. They should be employed on a
selective basis at various .;::.;e4 in the lire of the
product from concept to disposal.



The results of all of these evaluations can be
combined into an all inclusive evaluation, generally
called a product safety audit. Such audits are con-
ducted regularly on an established schedule by the
technical department. The product safety audit
should be the final knelt at the total product, and
the mechanism which determines final acceptance
or rejection prior to release for manufacture.

This audit procedure simply addresses the basic
quesnast, will the product perform safely the job
for which it was designed^ To determine this, the
research and engineering departments that have the
technical expertise and or the design control of the
product must become involved in a number of
ways. Some of these are: 11 Knowing the product

what. it will do under situations of e ,e, misuse
and abuse, and how it will interact with people,
whether they are expert or not in its operation. 21
Investigating how the customer will relate to the
product and how owners will use, misuse or abuse
the product, and then allowing for such treatment
in the design. 31 Designing fail safe systems, par-
ticularly where they involve some energy source. 4)
Developing systems to identify how variations in
power supplies will affect the product, and allo -
mg for them. 51 Designing products so they can be
produced with a high degree of reliability, product

)95

after product, and developing marufacturing con-
trols which will assure this sameness and reliability.
6) Using materials which are not readily combus-
tible. 7) Eliminating sharp edges and corners and
openings that can pinch. 8) Designing products
that can withstand inexpert service or adverse
transportation conditions. 91 Developing packaging
which will both protect the product and keep
children out of it 101 Developing instructions,
warnings, cautions which adequately communicate
the presence of any potential hazards. 111
Developing techniques for product investigation
and evaluation which provide the basis for ade-
quate defense in product liability litigation. 12)
And finally, participation in the development of
rules and regulations relating to your product, and
speaking up, if you don't like them, through your
standards and trade associations.

Whether we may like it or not, the technical
function must carry the prime responsibility for
Product safety. A systems effort, properly applied,
can be a cost effective management tool with
which to reduce potential hazards, accidents and
damage; to reduce costly product recalls or field
modifications, and to provide for early identifi-
cation and control of potentially hazardous pro-
duct in the field.



Royford P. Kytle. Jr.

New Dimensions for Quality
and Product Safety
Today's business climate demands that industry reassess its priorities. These
are two important aspects that require top management attention, since
failure to provide emphasis and support here could be disastrous.

"THE AMERICAN Consumer in a dem-
ocratic society is a lot like the end result
of crossing a tiger with a parrotyou
may not like what the creature says, but
when _113alks,you -had tester linen."'

The consumer has spoken and con-
tinues to speak. The end result is new
legislation which broadens and rein-
forces an irreversible trendnew ground
rules and new burdens of regulations for
businesses that deal in the marketplace.
The new 'federal agency established in
1972, the Consumer Product Safety
Commission, is an important and some-
times overlooked adjunct to an impres-
sive army of governmental agencies al
faring business in the marketplace. This
agency has broad powers and has been

Mr. Kytle is Mvsager. Corporrne Quality
Control and Product Safety; Reynolds
Metals Company. Richmond. Virginia

referred to by many as having more far-
reaching implications on businesses than
does any other agency established to
date. Its powers encompass imposition
of an outright-baron the sale-of a-prod.
act, a product recall, repair or replace-
ment by the manufacturer, and the crea.
tion of mandatory standards for prod.
uct conformance. One of the Com-
mission members has been quoted as
saying. "When It involves a product that
is unsafe.) don't care how much it costs
the company to correct the problem."'

Product recalls, replacement, or re-
pair are almost commonplace in today's
headlines dye to alleged defective or stn-
safe products in the market. When in-
juries occur, product liability suits may
result; and the decisions being handed
down by the courts are sizable and in
some insterizes can literally bankrupt a
company. A recent study by A.T. Kear-
ney, Inc., states that product liability

claims increased from 5500.000 m 1965
to S12.5 billion in 1972 and are pro-
jected to increase to S50 billion in
1975.3

-Alert businessmen are aware also that
consumers now constitute when --
Nielsen terms "The New Silent Major-
ity?' A study by Nielsen revealed that
only 2% of the dissatisfied consumers
write to the manufacturer; but by their
refusal to buy that brand again, 34%
impose a penalty far more severe than
complaining.

The implications of the foregoing are
such that successful businesses must
reassess their priorities. For many years
casts, service, and quality have been of
prime import. but now an additional
emphasis in the areas of quality and
product safety is added. Perhaps the pri-
mary action for any company today is
to evaluate the awareness of its manage-
ment, and all pertinent groups, to the

ATLANTA ECONOMIC REVIEW

'Rqproduced with the permission of the copyright holder from the Atlantic Economic
Review. v. 26, MayJune 1878: 24-27.
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ynanvvy anti piousn.
safety. Consideration should he given III
a well-defined program to make certain
that all echelons in the business are
aware of the new concept in strict
bdity, recent decision, ill the canals, the
Consumer thin/in-1 Salary Act. con -
sumer attitudes, and the potential
impact tit all of this on then business
Existing products must he conttnuously
evaluated in the changing rlunate sal the
market. or even mum Import ate the
tactors to be valuated when intro.
&icing a new pt "duct

Mans business lions are holding sem
mats conducted by their legal. Myst
anve. and quality control and product
saleq personnel Often these ate ital.
ducted by Inatome personnel and in
urine, gases by the insurance Lamer loss
prevention people Sevetal it the large
insurance companies have excellent
presentations. Operating, sales, and
technical managers are in attendance at
these meetings. In adthtion, tray Lon,
panics are sending teptesentaines to
well.conducted product saris seminars
conducted In the American Societi tor
Quality ( tumor. the Newark New Jet
sey College sat Fapneenng. the LleleTISC

)98

lop management s onset:fives and beliefs
cirturrning its products Thu 13/111eIl
aOrlOtle111 is trimming mote prevalent
in Mitt', limn tudas and death mush
Mlles a management &mime on quality
and moth,. t aleis guidelines tor all
employ en

Mally steps ate incised III 11111,1,

Meriting a prm this r 4UJilia and saints
plot:rain The program hemp developed
III a large hall ill mduaty melds starts
bi enc otIlp..1,111F new IlOrtattlls 111

design

Design

Et tido. t driign is not sull,ient
unless il enthodtes all aspects or sato,
pertaining to a arse. moduct Manage
merit rim- lake a new lurk at t hos
111Stal V.! arsign, reviewing not only
their el .21 Aveness. but also then compc-
!cries 1lie designer today is concerned
wish the efficient performance tit a

product. but he also must toresee the
potential uses .11 well as abuses to which
the product trio he subjected
design review today seeks to conudet
esery concenable was tn Which init.!

-It is good to remember that in the event
of legal action all records and files
concerning the matter in litigation may be
subpoenaed by the plain tif f's attorney.-

Research Instoure, and many other
trade assoctations and groups.

Excellent literature is available, and
it is being disseminated to various levels
of management. The Defense Research
Institute. the Newark. New Jersey Col-
lege of Engineering Product Liability
Prevention Proceedings, the Research
Institute oT Americia. and the liability
insurance carriers are among those who
have publications that -can be put to
good use. Several -visual presentations
employing slides and commentary also
are available. The Aluminum Associa-
tion in New York City and the Liberty
Mutual Insurance Company of Boston.
Massachusetts have such available.

The need for development of man
agement philosophy on quality and
product safety is Important. Even more
important is that this philosophy result
tn a written policy statement indicating

to persons Ur damage to property. as
well as economic loss, ought result runt
the product's use

In instances in which a product's
dangerous qualities may nut be observed
or commonly understood. plototypes

-are being built and subjected to tnhouse
testing programs covering a vanety of
possible environments to which the
product may be exposed. Feedback on
product performance during the
in-house test is being successfully
employed to determine design improve-
ment. Feedback is tabulated and record-
ed for review, decision. and corrective
action.

Component analysts is vital during
the in -house testing. Economic consider
alions also art evaluated. It is at this
time that decisions regarding purchase
of outside components should be made
and specifications fin such prepared.

This should he followed h. vendot anal
yes and selectio.t Spe-truations once
set should be incorporated m the put
chase Oder and the stipulation made
that the sum-the is to male no Jiangr
in the product sanphed the Inner
is monied and du ctringe is evaluated
aid appmsca Determination it audits
ins the buyer and sampling phut, and
testing procedures lot Line punents as
reversed ;mist he :et

Khan the resting requitroirms have
been winked. then Me decision to sub
teal Ilse produ.ri to a heisted market irvt

usualli made

Production Quality Control

0n, the decnion n made lo produce
Ihr miannii lot a Markel loll. adequate

Illeashrel are
Instituted II is good to renienthi that
the best &sap can Ile Willed II pruduo
1.1 is haphazard Tit estahltsli thr para-
meters tor adequate producutoi quality
colloid, the tollowing are tccummeuded
and should Inc prepared in wnncn loan

I AlltlIttIUM qualifications tor inspec-
tion and quality control personnel
111031a be set. Thew qualtfications
should he written and encompass nut
only the degree of technical knowledge
and competence tenoned. but also the
physical tequotemems unitised. Above
all, such personnel should he gnen an
CSC eXaltIllIallIM and ettlot blindness
tests to make certain their V1111111 'heels
satisfacton levels.

2. Detailed instructions tor inspec-
tors should be prepared. These instruc-
tions should be wntten in cleat. concise
language so that each inspector can
clearly undersiandlin duties and what ts
msolved in performing Ins job sans.
funnily. This is extremely helpful in
training new inspection personnel.

3. Procedures for removal or obsolete
drawanga should be implemented. This
involves setting up a system In make
certain that all concerned have the latest
revision sal any drawing or specification.
It also includes making certain that all
drawings and specific:alums 11131 have
been superseded ate tenoned. A central
location to maintain a complete tile on
all changes lot histoncal and record pur-
poses should he designated. Failure to
provide such a system could lead ran

errors
4. Calibration of inspection equip-

111.11 and intervals Ion Laid-nation
should he sot. Recognized standards



'purse which calibration is to be made
must be determined. The environment
m which the instrument is used as well
as the frequency of use must he ana-
lyzed. Lags fin recording calibration
*menials with dates the calibration was
nude and by whum should be provided
and maintained for each instrument.

S. Frequency of tests should be set.
Control charts and statistical sampling
can be employed to help. determine The
frequency of each Lest to be made. It
also is good lu provide plans for moni-
toring the frequency and analyzing the
data collected.
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isms subject to mist wear must be ana-
lyzed. A rod maintenance preventive
program on fixed schedules aids greatly
in ire production of a good product.

In the limited market test, all aspects of
management concerned with the prod-
uct should be aware of the details. pi,
ceduies for feedback of information to
pertinent groups must be determined.
The insurance carrier should be advised.
Procedures for handling customer com-
plaints should be set. In addition, when
the limited market test is performed.
adequate technical personnel should he

"The job of labeling is becoming
increasingly difficult, and the words
which are used must be carefully chosen."

b. Detailed procedures for handling
defective components and defective fin.
tilted products should Is set to make
sure these do nor gel into the flow of
good products. Well - defined areas desig.
rutted for placement of defective prod-
ucts until disposition is resolved should
be used. Successful employment of
"Hold" tags and other designated
attachments to defective products are
often employed. Written procedures are
helpful and should be explained and
understood.

7. Determination of whether destruc.
tree testing or nondestructive testing
should be made to assure quality and
reliability. The type of tests employed
should be determined by competent
engineers. Much sophisticated nonde-
structive testing equipment is now avail.
able. and such should be employed
where feasible.

8. Production worker training pro-
grams should be set. Well. organized
training programs must be prepared so
that each employee understands not
only how to do his job. but also how his
performance affects the total flow of
good products. Defects are either
man-made or machine -made. and no
person should be assigned to a specific
job until hies properly trained.

9. Maintenance schedules of produc.
lion machines and tools should be deter-
mined so that they perform as desired,
Statistical sampling of product output
from each machine can be successfully
employed to help set maintenance
schedules. The environment in which
the machine operates and the mechan-

in the area to review immediately any
instances of customer complaint or
product failure. Photographs, samples of
failed parts, and detailed write-ups
should he forwarded immediately to
concerned departments in the company.
Constant review of the sale of the prod-
uct, the problems in use of the product,
and any reported failures of the product
must be maintained in order to provide
data for analysis and corrective
measures.

Product Identification

As part of the production quality
control system. codes for component
parts and finished product are essential
in the event of product recall. If there is
no way of identifying dates of manu-
facture and shipment after the product
is on the market and a small malfunc-
tion develops, large costs often can be
incurred in isolating and correcting the
defect. With only a few minutes of pro.
duction time, proper identification can
minimize the number of items recalled
if the 'cause of the malfunction can be
determined to have been produced
between an interval of time on a given
date, on a given machine, and so on.
Product recall procedures should be pre.
pared and thoroughly understood by all
concerned.

It is good to remember that in the
event of legalactib; all records and files
concerning the matter in litigation may
be subpoenaed by the plaintiffs attor-
ney. This emphasizes the need to eve].

nate record retention procedures, and
decisions should be made as mu what
records will be retained and where they
will be retained. as well as how lung
they will he retained.

Areas evaluated in this regard should
inactive'

1. All design records, particularly
those resolving design changes made to
improve the per formance of the
product.

2.1f sme design has been accepted
over others, full documentation as to
why the design was accepted is

advisable.
3. Results of tests conducted on the

product as well as on !Ix components
should be maintained.

4. Production lot tickets which keep
track of the manufacturing process of
the item and reveal such facts as date of
manufacture, personnel per forming
tests, and so on, should he considered
for retention.

S. Field performance recordsinfor-
mation concerning the product after it
is in usealso are desirable to maintain.
This information should include a sum.
may of each service call, giving the res.
son, a detailed listing of any 'repairs, a
rinizment as to whether the product

is being used correctly, and any nota-
-ins regarding safety devices having

been removed or altered.
6. Aniendex showing where all rec-

ords are maintained and which records
are maintained is desirable.

Determination of how long to retain
adequate records poses a real problem.
and consideration of all factors involved
is necessary. It must be remembered
that the statute of limitations often may
not commence when the product is

shipped, but when a defect causes injury
to persons or damage to property.

Instructions, Labeling, Packing

Perhaps one of the most important
areas is concerned with product use
instructions, labeling. and warnings.

Whether a product is for industrial or
consumer use, proper labeling is impor-
tant. However, the job of labeling is
becoming increasingly difficult, and the
words which are used must be carefully
chosen. All labeling should be reviewed
by legal counsel, especially for those
products about which there may be a
legal duty to inform the user. Naturally,
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legal counsel should be asked to check
compliance with federal, state, and local
laws and regulations. It even may be
necessary to incorporate warninp as to
how the product is nut Its be used.
Many Industry associaturns have valu-
able milmnonion available cuncerning
labels, and it may to good to keep
advised of the Industry assoctatinn's
assurance in this Itp141

All instructions, whether they are on
the carton, packing caw, err in the form
of instruction manuals, must lie vial.
ailed Important questions to be

covered are
I. Du the instructions advise of

dangers inherent in the use of the
product'

I. Does the instruction manual ade-
quately describe safe methods of mem-
Wing ir mole n performed by purchaser'

3. Are the instructurns clear, concise.
and east!) understood by the persons
most likely to need them'

4 If maintenance or service instnic-
turns are included, is the user alerted to
potential dangers an using unauthorized
parts when repairs are necessary?

One area of utmost importance here is
to make certain that sales personnel are
properly instructed and du not make
exaggerated or unauthnnzed claims,
whet oral or written, regarding product
performance which could lead to unex-
pected liability.

Perhaps of equal importance is oval
union of the packing and packaging
procedures. Packing standardization
assists greatly in making certain that all
applicable components, as well as

-instrucuon manuals, and so on, are
included m each package.

Advertising

All advertning, sales and promotional
material, and publicity releases should
be evaluated by technical and legal per-
sonnel, and procedures must be estab-
lished for review by them. Legal review
or advertisements and sales literature for
undesirable product claims or inferences
can minimize potential legal booby
traps. 'Debatesl personnel also can be
used to deter overenthusiastic marketing
or advertising personnel from making
statements or claims that cannotbe
technically substantiated. One of the
most important accomplishments from
this kind of review and evaluation is to

2 9

prevent the use in sales literature of
photographs which portray potentially
hazardous uses of the product.

Warranties, Guaranties, Disclaimers

On January 4, 1975, the 93rd Con-
gress enacted a new federal law govern-
ing warranty prances. The new law,
Title I of The Magnuson -Muss War-
ranty- Federal Trade Commission
Improvement Act, seta forth minimum
federal standards for written warranties.
It also requires that each warranty be
designated full" or "limited," limns
disclaimers of implied warranties, and
sets procedures far the Federal Trade
Commission pertaining to warranties. It
further suggests procedures for settling
warranty disputes.

This Act has created great activity
among manufacturers and tetailers to
revise their warranty policies and prac-
tices, and knowledge of the basic pro-
visions of this Act by management is
vitally important. It is critical that legal
counsel approve all warranties and do-
sienna; before they are issued, as well
as When they are revised for any prod
act. It is important that counsel have
the best advice of the appropriate tech-
meal personnel. In addition, marketing
and advertising should ensure that any
claims made in advertising do not
exceed those contained in the written
product warranty.

The responsibility every business has
to its customers and the public today is
great. Uppermost In mind at all times
must be the thought 'to make quality
products that can be safely marketed
and used. New dimensions for quality
and product safety ass demanded if
business is to minimize large economic
losses.

1. Alexander M. Schmidt. Commissioner of
the Food and Drug Adminntration, before
the National Canners Asmaation board meat.
Mg. Spring 1976.

2. Murray L. Weidenliosno, Gosermnent4klen.
dated Price Immates (Wathington, D.C.
American Enterprise hutitute tar Tubbs Pol.
icy Research. 19751, p. 32.

S. A.T. Kearney, Inc.. Manaintl in 'Coe-
n' Economy. a Nestor* Study as Prod-

set ChuIlOY and Sefety. (Chicago. A.T. Kear-
mT, Inc, 1975), p. 4.

4. A.C. Nielsen Co., A Study of Comm...
Attitudes roomed Quality (Chicago.
Nielsen Co., 19751. p. S. .
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CONSUMER PRODUCT SAFETY:
THE CURRENT RECORD OF ADMINISTRATIVE

INTERPRETATION

By Judy Feinberg

Congress created the Consumer Product Safety Commission (hereafter,
CPSC, or the commission) on October 27, 1972, as an independent regulatory
agency, headed by five commissioners, to protect consumers against unrea-
sonable risks of injury or death caused by substantially hazardous products
used in or about the home.'

CPSC was established as a direct result of the recommendations and
findings of the National Commission on Product Safety? This commission
reported that 20 million Americans are injured each year in incidents
involving consumer products. Of the victims, 30,000 are killed; 110,000 are
permanently disabled. Based upon this evidence, Congress empowered CPSC
with the legal machinery to regulate manufacturers, distributors, retailers,
private labellers, importers, and others affected. This article discusses the
current state of administrative implementation of consumer product safety
legislation during the past five years.

The commission exercises its safety function under five.. ,statutes? To
assure that the products covered by the law are safe, CPSC has the authority
to set safety standards, ban hazardous products, require bookkeeping,
estarnins, records, call for reports, inspect business premises," impose labelling
and warning requirements, and demand safety certification.

Enforcement is effected by court injunctions," seizure of hazardous

'Pub. L No. 92.373;16 Sue. 1207 (1972).
National Comminies on Protium Sudety, Final Report (1970).
1(1) The Comma Product Safety An (CPSA), the enabling statute, which authorizes the promulApticti

mememer product safety male and identification of a substantial pylon hazard. 15 U.S.C. II 1-(St) V 1975..
(2) The flammable Fabrics An of 1953 (FFA) which authoru a oilmen of flammability standards for

ankim of nearing apparel. childrat's .carpets and rip. 15 U.S.C. 11 1191.1201 (1970). Them
Manderds are sforccd be chrC under 1 5 of die Federal Trade Comsaimios (FTC) An. which prohibits umiak

we trade practices. 15 U.S.C. 1 45 (1970 and Stepp. V 1975).
(3) The Federal Hazardous Substances An (FHSA) which directs the admininering agency to *dare and ban

hmardoes suboances such ea dangemus ion and funeorks from intestate esnmerve and an require labeling of
Immrdeus proems in or abuse the bend old. 15 U.S.C. 11 1261.1274 (1970).

(4) The Poison Prevention Packaging An (PPPA). ender which the tunnellike ham developed Special packaging
sumderds for Itszardoms luNlethOld 111AMSOCIJI to protect children from injury or Uhler by handling. ming or inviting
Mem. 13 U.S.C. 11 1471.1476 (1970).

(5) The Refrigerame Safety An (RSA). which requires household ntfrigeraten shipped in interstate commerce
an be equipped with a device, conforming to specific sandal*, that enables the dam to he opened seedy from the inside.
15 U.S.C. Hi 1211.1214 (1970). See CPSC Directives for Enfonement of the riveter Safety An, CPSC Order No.
9020.1 Ovate 7. 19743

.CFSA 1 22. IS U.S.C. 1 2071 (Supp. V 1975); FFA 1 6(a), 15 U 11195(a) (1970); FHSA 1 9(a), IS
U.S.C. 1 1267 (1970). lieeduns regulated under PPPA home a hazardous and are subject to the remedies
ef FHSA. PPPA 0 2(2)(A), 15 US.C. 1471(2)(A) (1970).

Reproduced with the permission of the copyright holder from the Federal Bar Journal,
v, 37, spring-summer 1978: 58-75.
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products,' criminal sanctions, and administratively by imposition of civil
penalties.'

Remedial devices imposed to correct product violations vary under the
different acts. The Federal Hazardous Substances Act (FHSA), Poison
Prevention Packaging Act (PPPA), and Consumer Product Safety Act
(CPSA), provide for a "refund" remedy, Under FHSA and PPPA, the
manufacturer, distributor, or dealer must repurchase any product sold
which has been banned as a hazardous substance and reimburse the con-
sumer for any necessary transportation expense' Under CPSA, a manu-
facturer, distributor, orretailer,who has sold a hazardous product may elect
either to offer a refuncrof the purchase price, less a reasonable allowance
for use. if the consumer has had the product for at least one year; to repair;
or replace the product so it will conform to safety requirements.° The notice
and repurchase provisions of Section 15 of CPSA are more flexible than those
of FHSA and may be enforced through civil penalties.

Under the Flammable Fabrics Act (FFA) the commission ha's the authori-
ty to issue a cease and desist order° for articles of wearing apparel and fabrics
moving in commerce which are so highly flammable as to constitute an
unreasonable risk of the occurrence of (ire leading to death, personal injury,
or significant property damage. In contrast -to FHSA, PPPA, and CPSA,
the Flammable Fabrics Act does not explicitly provide for a refund to con-
sumers. Whether or not the commission, as successor to the Federal Trade
Commission (FTC), has the power to recall flammable fabrics from the
consumer is presently under consideration.'° The power to recall flammable
carpet from distributors and retailers has been asserted and is presently on
appeal in the Ninth Circuit."

'CPSA 3 22(b), 15 U.S.C. 1 2071(b) (Supp. V 1975); FFA I 6(b), 15 U.S.C. 11195(b) (1970); FHSA I 6,
I) U.S.C. I 1265 (1970). These sections basically regulate the commission's seizure power overned by -the rules of
m rent admiralty. CPSC investigators do not have the authority to lei ethe{tends t emielves. They may, however,
institute a proceeding by process of libel for the con iscation of hazardous products in any district court of
the United States where t Bird. The clerk of the U.S. District Coat, without a judicial hearing issues an

at rizing a United States marshal! to seize the goods. The United States inarshall must' publish notice
of ',Saute on rods and in local newspapers. The claimant then may seek a judicial determination on the issue of

seizure. If no claim is awned the goods are destroyed.
'CPSA 1 20. 15 U.S(:. 1 2069 (Supp. V (97i); FFA II 7, 15 U.S.C. 1 1196 (1970); FIISA I 5. 15 U.S.C.

1264 (1970). Although s 20 of CPSA does not expressly confer jurisdiction on u nit penalties upon either the federal
district courts or the commotion, the latter, has recently instituted a civil penalty procedure whereby the agency will in
an expedited proceeding assess the amount for violations according to forma! APA requirements. See Aila, Roofing Co. v.
OSHRC.U.S.L.W. (No. 75.746), where the Supreme Court also in deciding hey v. OSIIRC. (No. 75-748) unanimously
affirmed the lower mums* rulings that upheld the administrative assessment of penalties before an administrative
law judge without a jury trial. See 29 U.S.C. 1654(c).

'FHSA 1 15. 15 U.S.C. I 1274 (1970).
'CPSA 1 15(d)(1)(21(3), 15 U.S.C. I 2064(dX1X2)(3) (Supp. V 1975).
'FFA I 5(b). 15 U.S.C. 1 1194(b) (1970). incorporates the enforcement powers of the FTC Act. 15 U.S.C.

I 45 (Supp. V 1975).
''Two cases were orally argued before the commission on March 14. 1977, on appeal from an administrative law

judge's ruling that, absent a CPSA I 30(1) finding (discussed infra at note 33), the commission does not pout.' au-
thority under FFA or the FTC Act to order a recall, repair. or refund of carpet actually installed on the consumers'
floor. See Barrett Capp MA; Inc., CPSC Docket No. 75.5, Initial Derision of Administrative Law Judge Paul N.
Pfeiffer. (July 6, 1976); Northwk k Carpet Mills, Inc., (*.PSC Docket Nn. 76.6. Initial Decision of Administrative Law
Judge Paul N. Pfeiffer (Spec. 7, 1976) (order granting partial summary judgment Nov. 9. 1976). Westland (:arpet Mills.
Inc. CPSC Docket No 75.21, Initial Derision of Administrative Law Judge Paul N. Pfeiffer (Sept. 7. 1976) was with-
drawn from oral argument before the commission but was submitted for decision based upon the record and briefs.

°In ea Complain, Indolence Inc.. FTC Docket No. 13396. (1974); appeal pending No. 75.3112 (9th Cir. Feb.
18, 1976).
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The rules, regulations, standards, and test methods authorized under
these live acts are enforced by a voluntary corrective action plan (CAP), a
consent order, or administrative litigation." After a formal hearing before
an administrative law judge, a litigant can appeal to the commission whose
decision is subject to judicial review in the appropriate. federal circuit court
of appeals.

1. THE CONSUMER PRODUCT SAFETY ACT

The purposes of CPSA' are to protect the public against unreasonable
hazards associated with consumer products," to assist consumers in evaluat-
ing product safety, to develop uniform consumer product standards, and to
promote product safety research." Congress recognized the need for a
comprehensive federal consumer product safety program to balance the
equities between the consumer and the manufacturer," finding that the
competitive marketplace forces were not strong enough to promote industry
self regulation as the consumer's appetite for technologically advanced
products increased. Thus, the commission was established as a safety agency
with the objective of identifying and removing unsafe products from com-
mere.

The commission regulates substantial product hazards under section
15 of CPSA, the tattletail provision." This section requires manufacturers,
distributors and retailers to notify the commission when a product fails to
comply with an applicableconsumer product safety rule" or contains a
defect which could create a substantial product hazard."

Government and industry are at odds over the obligation under this
provision. Manufacturers are loosely construing their duty to report. Many
times manufacturers are not negligent in notifying the commission, but rather

'No litigated cases have appeared under RSA nor PPPA, but the latter has been interpreted in consent agree-
ments.

.4A consumer produil has been hroadls defined as any article or component or/Awed ir distributed for use in or
around a household, a school, or in recreation, CPSA 1 3(a)(1). 15 U.S.C. I 2052(a)(1) (Supp. V, 1975). However.
one federal district court recently held that although aluminum wire max be purchased by consumer and installed in
homes, such is not ordinarily a consumer product "for use in or about a permanent or temporary household or residence"
within the meaning of 4 31:01/14 (:Ph. and. therefore, the commission larks jurisdit

Kaiser Momeriuto de Chem,ral Corporation c. U.S Conrumer Product Well. Commission No. 76-44 (D. Dela,
March II, 19771. Rot see limited Stater v. The Anaconda Co., No. 77-0024 (D.D.C., June 15, 1977), appeal.pending
Nn. 77 -1626 (D.C. (:ire ) (discussed mfrs).

1 2(11(11 -14). 15 U.S.C. 1 2051(1)(1)(4) (Supp V 1975).
"II. Rep. No I 155. 92d Cong., 24 Sess. 27, 1 2(a)(1972)
lCPSA 4 15. 15 U.S.C. 1 2064 (Supp. V 1975).
"A consumer product safety rule respecting the risk of injury associated with a hazardous product is promulgated

within 60 days after poblication in the Federal Result,r for public comment. Once a rule or standard becomes effertive.
every manufacturer or private labeller of a product which is subject thereto shall issue a certificate to their distributors
or retailers to the effect that such product ronforms to all applicable consumer product safety standards, and shall specify
any standard which is applicable. If the product fails to comply in an applicable safety rule or contains a defect which
could create a substantial hazard. the manufacturer, distributor or retailer must immediately notify the Commission
of such conditions, unless they have actual knowledge that the Commission has been adequately informed of such defect
or failure to comply CPSA I 9(a)(1)(A)(R). I 14(31(1). 15(b)(1)(2), 15 U.S.C. 1 2058(a)(1)(A)(13), I 206360(11.
I 2061(b)(1)(2) (Stipp. V 19751.

liThe CPSC Division of Product f)efect Identification was formed on March 15, 1974. to regulate notices of
defects, record the progress of remedial effons by the manufacturers, recommend closing of files on individual notices of
defects when remedial efforts are judged or have been completed. screen consumer complaints and other sources fur pm-
sible defects and notify manufacturers and identifiable components of the consumer product distribution system of
potentially substantial product hazards of their products.

58-658 0 - 60 - 16
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fail to do so only because they du not think their product creates a substantial
hazard. Manufacturers believe the initial judgment rests with them. In con-
trast, under the new proposed regulations, government imposes a duty on
manufacturers to report whenever the possibility exists that a product could
create a substantial hazard.

In most instances, once a manufacturer, distributor, or retailer either
notifies the commission or receives notification from it that his product may
involve defects posing substantial product hazards, he agrees to a voluntary
corrective action plan to recall the noncmaplying product and to offer repair,
repacement, or refund to the consumer less a reasonable allowance for use.

If a manufacturer refuses to undertake voluntary corrective action, a
prekraring conference is scheduled to dispose' of the matter. A consent
agreement has a similar effect as a voluntary corrective action plan except
that a commission order is imposed." Since consent agreements are signed
and accepted by the commission, a cease and desist order is usually issued
concurrently. A civil penalty can be imposed for a violation of that order.

if neither a voluntary corrective action plan nor a consent agreement has
been reached, then the parties go to hearing under section 15(c) of CPSA.2°
The matter of criminal penalties has been reserved by. the statute for court
action Civil penalties may be imposed after an expedited administrative
hear; tt procedure.21

The commission's most effective enforcement efforts have been in section
15 cAses.22 During 1976, the commission processed by consent order 140
possible substantial product hazard cases: 59 were initiated by the staff and
81 wrrc voluntarily reported by manufacturers, distributors, and retailers.
This method of enforcement reaches the objective of removing an unsafe
prorluct without expense of litigation. The litigated cases under CPSA are
few in comparison to the number of voluntary corrective action plans and
consent orders. Manufacturers fearing the impact of government regulation
by public hearing, often with slight chance of success, have been willing to
comply in lieu of litigating. In all of the cases, whether litigated or (with the
exception of the case of White Consolidated Industries, Inc.23), the result
has bran the same: the manufacturer, distributor, or retailer has either
repaired or replaced the offending product or refunded the purchase price.

Th.: commission initiated a proceeding in 1975 against White Consoli-
datei Industries, Inc., alleging that approximately .336,000 Kelvinator

'The commission has approved the remedies of repairing unsafe products with new and improved safety attach-
ments, additional testing, replacing huardous products with safe products, or refunding the purchase price upon return
of the defective product. See In it McCulloch Corporation, CPSC Docket No. 74.1; May 6, 1974. In re National In-
dustries. Inc.. CPS. C Pocket No. 74.2, May 19, 1974. In re Spray Tech Corporation. CPSC Docket No. 75-7, October
14, 1975. The Aluminum Baseball Bats cases; CPSC Docket No. 75.9, 10, 11. 12, 13, 14, February 13, 1976. In re
Terranon Industries, Inc., CPSC Docket Nu. 76-00028, June 28, 1976. The 11.:it cases, CPSC Docket No. 75.15, 17,
18, 19; April 1, 1976.

1.15 U.S.C. 1 2064(c) (Supp. V 1975).
1See discussion in note 6, supra.
aApproximately 500 plans have resulted in more than 6.3 million products being corrected. The commission is

placing greater emphasis on seeking out unreported product defects which could present substantial product hazards and
on evaluating the timeliness of defect reports which were received.

itCPSC locket No. 75.1 (Nov. 3, 1975).

2 9 "
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refrigerators manufactured between 1970 and 1974 presented a substantial
product hazard within section 15(a)(2) or CPSA, due to an alleged design
defect in the refrigerator defrosting system which could cause fire and
resultant injury.

The presiding officer found that the design was defective, but did not
find a high probability of substantial hazard existing in any given Kelvinator
refrigerator since none of the field incidents involved a serious fire resulting
in injury. No appeal was filed by the staff from the initial decision, and the
case was dismissed by the full commission. -'

The second litigated case reviewed by the commission was In re Relco,
Inc.," affirming the administrative law judge's interim 'initial. decision
which held that Welt/ex electrie"Ate welders presented a substantial product
hazard in terms of potential electric shock, burns, and fire due to certain
design and performance defects. The administrative law judge's initial
decision ordered respondents to stop the manufacture and distribution of
the product, to give public notice of the dangers presented, and to offer
replacement welderi or refunds. Further proceedings were held on the ques-
tion of the, proper amount of refund where the consumer possessed the
welder for more or less than one year.''

On appeal, the Commission modified the order on two counts:
(I) The commission provided that tender of the welder or its vital parts should be mandatory

for all persons seeking a refund regardless of how long it has been possessed?'
(2) The commission required that an affidavit of disposal for safety reasons be tendered the

manufacturer by all claimants prior to refund.

In addition, the commission required proof of purchase to be submitted
with the Affidavit and required that detailed and illustrated instructions for
dismantling the welder be inclUded in the recall letter sent to consumers.

Ile commission's third litigated section 15 case under CPSA was In
re Francis Alonso, Jr., d/b/a Mylar Star Kites. The administrative law judge
found that the aluminized polyester film kites with long, aluminum-coated

'tails though not per se dangerous, presented an electric shock hazard to the

"CPSC Docket No. 74-4 (Final Order issued Oct. 27, 1976).
°CPSC Docket No. 74-4 (April 29,1973).
"The administrative law judge found that the viable life of the welder was approximately one year and ordered:

(a) A consumer who pomessed the welsh? for las than one year from the date of notice was entitled to a full refund
'cloudless of whether or not he tendered the product or the internal components. (b) A consumer who pressed the
welder for mom than one year at the time of make of thhazard and tendered it together with unused or partially mod
rods was entitled a full refund of his purchase price including shipping eons. (c) A contemner who pressed the welder
for more than one year at the time of notice of the hazard and who tendered the welder without rods was presumed to
ham obtained considerabk bends from the device and is, therefore, entitled to refund of 10% of his total purchase
price, plus chipping roots (d) A consumer who disposed of the welder after recognizing its unsafe character and executed
an affidavit to that effect .was entitled to a refund of 30% of his total purchase price plus shipping costs. (e) A canonicr
who ignored the oomosiasicm's or manufacturer's notice that the welder was hazardous and continued to use it, or makes
it available to' others, or 'dimmed of it for other than safety reasons was not entitled to any refund. CPSC Docket No.
744, Amended Initial Decision and Or on Reopened Proceeding (April 5,1976).

0CPSC Docket No. 74-4, Final Order (October 27, 1976), pp. 4-9. The convnission.relying on prong conkres-
sional intent and the sillt111Ory purpose of I IS to prom the public by encouraging removal of dangerous products
from the comaumer's homes, ordered tender whenever practicable and where no danger is presented in the tender
process. See II. Rep. No. 92.1153, 92d fang., 2d Sec. 43 (1972). The commission Weed with the difference in refund
allowed by the administrative law" judge based on the time of -possasion and the we moved for persons in posteriori
over one year. See diacurion ire note 2f, nova The commission also agreed that I 13 emendates a full refund 60 Arsons
is the unger-cee-yue, possession category. Sec CPSA 1 15(4(3), IS U,S.C. I 2064(dX3)(SuPft. V 1973).
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user and the public when entangled in high voltage overhead electrical power
transmission lines." The administrative law judge concluded that labelling
and warning literature was insufficient to eliminate the risk and ordered
respondents (1) to give public notice of the hazard; (2) to cease and desist
from further manufacture of kites made of conductive material; and (3) to
elect to replace any metallized polyester film kites with tails returned to
them. by their customers with a nonmetallized kite or refund the purchase
price." Repair was conceded to be impracticable. On appeal, the commissiorL
concurred with the administrative law judge's findings as to the hazardous
nature of the aluminized kites. However, the commission dismissed the case
for lack of jurisdiction, The majority held that since aluminized kites are
articles intended for use by children, the action should have been brought
under FHSA." Moreover, respondent will be free to manufacture and sell
aluminized kites until a rule regarding all aluminized kites under FHSA
can be undertaken. Commissioner Kusher pointed' out in his dissent "that the
respondent has been allowed to avoid an order which has been applied to
other respondents, who are no more or less guilty of having manufactured
a product judged to be a substantial hazard."

The "toy debate" is a perfect illustration of the. problem associated
with the interrelationship of CPSA and FHSA. At the time of this proceeding,
Section 30(d) of CPSA required the commission to proceed under FHSA
rather than CPSA if the risk of injury could be remedied under FHSA."
Today, the ,commission has greater flexibility under the amended Section
30(d)" to regulate the risks of injury associated with consumer products
under the various acts through CPSC procedures and remedies, if it finds
by rule that such is in the public interest. Thus, the commission had the
option to proceed under the more flexible repurchase provision of section 15
of CPSA. Thus the jurisdictional gap between CPSA and FHSA can be
greatly reduced.

Along° was one of five tespondents charged with numufacturing or distributing hazardous metallized kites,
but four cases were settled by consent ageement; only Alonso trequated a formal administrative hearing. CPSC Docket
No. 75.16, Initial Decision and Order Uwe 21. 1976), p. 11.

°Fender of a usable kite was made. condition precedent to refund =lea an affidavit of discoed solely for safety
means was submined. A damaged kite woo not cortaidered to represent a continuing hazard. Id. at 16-17:

CPSC Docket No. 75.16. Appeal from Initial Decision, (July 20. 1976):
MC PSC Docket No. 75.16, Dissenting Opinion of Con irtiesioner Lawrence M. Kushner (Sept. 26. 1977). p. 4.
Congress intended that the minuniaion consider all aspects of the rile of injury together with the remedial

powers available to it under bah the bill and the other Acts. 15 U.S.C. 2079(d) (Sapp. V WM).
,,The amendment provides:

A risk of injury which is negotiated with a consumer product and which could be eliminated or reduced to a
sufficient extent by attain under the Federal H111211110U11 Substances Act 115 USCS 11 1261 et seca the
Poison Prevention Packaging Act of 1970 115 USGS II 1471 a will or the Flammable. Fabrics Act 115
USCS 11 1191 et sail may be regulated under this Act only if the Commission by rule finds that It is in the
public Mewed to regulate such risk of injury under this Aa. Such a rule shall identify the risk of injury
proposed to be regulated under this Act and shall be promulgated in accordance with section 553 d tide 5.
United lutes Code 15 USCS 1 553J; carp that the period to be provided by the Commiszion pursuant to
ostneetion (c) of such action 1S USCS 1 553(c)1 for the submission of data, views, and arguments- respecting
the rule shall not acted thisy days from the date of publication pursuant to subsection (b) of such section
115 USCS 553 (b)1 of a notice respecting the rule. IS 1 2079(d), as amended by Act of May 11, 1976,
Pub. L. No 942114, #1 30, 16. 90 Sun. 504, 510.

ties
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II. THE FEDERAL HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCES ACT

The purpose of FHSA is to protect the public health and safety by
either requiring labelling of hazardous products for use by children or adults
in or about' the household" or, notwithstanding the cautionary labelling,"_,
to ban-the, hazardous substances by keeping them out of commerce due to
the degree or nature of the hazards involved." Certain products, however,
are exempt under this act since they are covered by other regulatory legis-
lation."

Under FHSA, once an article or substance is deemed a banned or mis-
branded hazardous substance, the commission notifies, the manufacturer,
distributor, or dealer of the statutory or standard violation. The commission
also advises these 'parties to apply the correct labelling, to recall, the haz-
ardous product, or bring the product into compliance. Section 15 of FHSA
requires the manufacturer, distributor, or retailer to repurchase the banned
hazardous substance from the consumer and to refund the- purchase price
paid for the article or substance plus reasonable and necessary transportation
expenses." Under the repurchase prcivision, signs are required to posted
in stores carrying the banned hazardous substance in order to notify con-
sumers that they are entitled to a refund. Since the commission has no
authority to issue an administrative order to recall, if the manufacturer,
distributor, or 'dealer does not voluntarily repurchase the item, then the
commission-can obtain ,.a court order to seize the products or subject the
manufacturer, distributor, or dealer to a penalty for introducing into com-
merce a banned or misbranded hazardous product."

I

U.S.C. 11 1261(p)(1X2) (1970) states that a hazardous substance will be "misbranded hazardous substance"
unless a label ban the following information:

(I) Whin* stand COInPicuoisif (A) the name and place of business of the manufacturer. packer, distributor or
idler; (B) the common or usual name or the chemical name (if there be no common or awl name) of the hazardous
substance or of each component which contributes sat/mien,/ to its hazard. unless the Smeary by regulation permits
or _requires the use of a recognized generic. name; (C) the signal word "DANGER" on substances which are extremely
flammable. corrosive. or highly Soak. (D) the, signal word "WARNING" or "CAUTION" on all other hazardous sub-
stances; (5) an affirmative statement. of the principal hazard or hazards such a "Flammable," "Combustible," "Vapor
Harmful," "Causes Burns." "Absorbed Through Skin," or similar wording descriptive of the hazard; (F) precautionary
measures describing the action to be followed or avoided, except when modified by regulation of the Secretary pursuant
to Section 3; (C) instruction, when neconary or_appropriate for fat-aid treatment; (H) the word "pion" for any
hazardous substance which is defined as "highly toxic "- by .subsection (h); (I) instructions for handling and storage of
packages which require special care in handling or storage; and (J) the statement (i) "KeetiOin of the reach of children"
or is practical equivalent, or. (ii) if the article is intended for use by children and is not a banned hazardous subnance.
adequate directions For the protection of children from and the hazard. and

(2) On which ay tenements required under subparagraph (1) of this paragraph are located prominently and
are in the English language in conspicuous and legible type in contrast by typography, layout, or color with other
printed matter on the label.

wrhe Comeniesion may also establish by regains-at reasonable variations of additional labelling requirements,
if the minimum cautionary labelling la not adequate foe the protection of the pubic health and safety in view of the
special hazard presented by any panicular imbalance. IS U.S.C. i 1262(bX1970).

*IS USG. 1 s1261(g)(1) (1970). -
"Under IS U.S.C. I 1261(noH)) (1970), certain items exempt' from the definition of a "hazardous substance"

include: cinnamic poisons within the meaning of, the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide An; foods, drugs
and cosmetics subject to the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act, substances' intended for use a fuels when stored
in containan and used in the heating. cooking, or refrigeration system of 'a house; any source material, special nuclear
material or byproduct a defined in the Atomic Energy Act of 1934 as amended, and regulations bated pirsuant thereto
by she Atomic Energy Commie:on.

*IS U.S.C. 1 1274 (1970).
wIS U.S.C. 1 1244, 1261 (1970).

2
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This alternative places a heavy economic burden upon the noncomplying
manufacturer, distributor, or dealer. The justification, however, lies in the
fact that the parties in the chain of distribution placed an unsafe product into
commerce and realized a profit.

Banned Products

From May 14, 1973 through March 10, 1977, 202 manufacturers have
recalled the following banned hazardous products:"

Product Number of Manufacturers
Toys." 138
Record player" 2
Rock polisher 1

Train set 1

Cribs" 2
Vinyl chloride" 11

Lead paint's 44
Silver solder with cyanide" 1

Carbon tetrachloride' 1

Benzene in plastic balloons" 1

f. Samalik, Humus f Compliance Report (1976), Bethesda, Maryland.
"Under I ztn(Ixv) of the an_ any toy or other ankle intended for we by children which the commission by

regulation-determines, in accordance with 13(e) of the act presents an. electrical, mechanical, or thermal hazard is
deemed to be a banned hazardous substance and ls subject to I 15 repurchase. Under the regulations the commission
has determined which types of toys or other ankles intended for use by children present a mechanical hazard within the
meaning of 1 2(s) of the act because in normal use, or when subjected to reasonably foreseeable damage or abuse, the
design or manufacturer presents an unreasonable risk of personal injury or illness. These types of banned toys and
other banned ankles intended for use by children have been subject to recall. FHSA 2(1)(1)(D), 15 1./S.C. I 1261
(1)(1Y.D)(1970). See also 16 C.F.R. 11500.18(a) (1976).

`The record players, rock polisher and train set were recalled for failure to meet the requirements for electrically
operated toys or other electrically operated ankles intended for we by children. 16 C.F.R. I 1500.18(b) (1976).

"A full size baby crib which is defined in 16 C.F.R. 1 1508.1 (1976) as a bed (1) that is deigned to provide
sleeping anomodations for an infant. (2) that is intended for we in the home, and (3) that is within a range of *5.1
centimeters (* 2 inches) of the interior length or width dimensions specified for full size baby cribs in 1 1508.3 and
does not meet the requirements of I 1508 is deemed to be a toy presenting a mechanical hazard. 16 C.F.R. I 1300.18
(aX13) (1976).

"The communion classified all selfpressurized household products containing vinyl chloride monomer as a banned
hazardous substance. Most manufacturers have agreed to recall such products. However. Parma Industries, Inc., appealed
the commission's ruling to the Ninth Circuit which set aside the rule holding that a formal hearing is required as pan
of the rulemaking procedure where a controversial issue is involved, Padre hutsutries, kn. v. Consumer Product Safety
Cmision, Nos. 74-2902, 74-3168 (9th Cir. May 2, 1977).

"The commiuion has. deemed that items intended for we by children or packaged in a form suitable for use in
or around the household and containing paint with more than 0.5% lead content are subject to banning procahres of
repurchase. 16 C.F.R. 1 1500.17(aRbXi)(11) (1976).

"Silver solder containing a concentration of cyanide greater than 25 parts per million are deeMed to be a banned
hazardous substance and are subject to.repurchae. This excludes unavoidable manufacturing residues of cyanide sales
in other chemicals that under reasonable and foreseeable conditions of use will not result in a concentration of cyanide
greater than 25 parts per million. 16 C.F.R. 1 1500.17 I (a)(5) (1976).

^Atmospherk concentration of carbon tetrachloride and mixtures containing it (including carbon tetrachloride
and mixtures containing it used in fire extinguishers) greater than 10 parts per million are banned hazardous substances
mid are subject to repurchase. This excludes unavoidable manufacturing residues of carbon tetrachloride in other
chemicals-that under reasonably foreseeable conditions of use do not result in an atmospheric concentration of carbon
tetrachloride grater.thon 10 pans per million. 16 C.F.R. 1 1500.17(aX2) (1976.

"CPSC recalled Plastic Won toys deemed to be a hazardous substance. Due to an error by the manufacturer,
the product contained benzene which, over an extended period of time, could came type of blood disorder known as
dyscrasiat The 'distributor voluntarily agreed to offer a full refund to purchasers upon tender of the hazardous- ban.
16 C.F. R . I 1500.14(.(3) (1976).

231
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Labelling

Hazardous substances intended for use in the household or by children
are subject to the labelling requirements of Section 2(p) of the act. if the
labelling requirement has not been met, then the hazardous substance is

termed a "misbranded hazardous substance.""
From May 14, 1973 through March 10, 1977, 41 manufacturers have

recalled misbranded hazardous substances for improper labelling.° A mis-
branded hazardous substance is not subject to section 15 repurchase. Most
manufacturers will either recall the misbranded hazardous substance or
utilize the required label. The following includes a breakdown of the mis-
branded hazardous substances which have been recalled due to improper
labelling:

Product Number of Manufacturers
Spray adhesives 5

Drinking birds 4

Cyanocrilite glues 5

Jequirity beans 4

Petroleum distillatesincluding
thinners, removers, cleaners, etc. 17

Dry masonry paint 1

Dry masonry cleaner (HC1) 1

Self-pressurized container 1

Adhesives/glues 2

Microscope set 1

Rule-Making Proceedings

In contrast to the other acts, the commission is requited to hold a formal
hearing prior to promulgating a regulation banning a substance as hazardous
if reasonable grounds exist.'' To date, the commission has published -final
banning and safety regulations for fireworks devices, baby pacifiers, and a
ban on children's garments and fabrics containing the flame-retardant
chemical Tris.

The first formal rule-making proceeding" involved proposed regulations
governing labelling, performance standards, and banning of certain Class
C fireworks." The proceeding ultimately evolved into two major issues:
the first included proposals to strengthen the regulation by banning all

.15 U.S.C. 1 1261(p)(2) (1970).
Moe arm 40, non.
"Proceediegt (or the issuance, amendment, or repeal of regulations are gorentoi by sections 701(e), (1). (g) of the

Federal Food, Drug, and Commie Acs, 21 U.S.C. I 371 (a), (0, (g) (June 23. 193$). See FHSA I 3(aX2), 15 U.S.C.
I 1262(a)(2)(1970).

"CPSC Dalin No. 74-3 (1974).
"39 Fed. Reg. 17435.17440 (1974).

23,2
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firecrackers and/or tightening the labelling and performance requirements,"
and the second included proposals to weaken the regulation by elimination
of the ban on firecrackers, clarification of the requirements relating to color
and/or configuration of toy smoke and flitter devices, and a proposed grace
period to dispose of noncomplying fireworks inventory."

In his initial decision the administrative law judge concluded that the
degree and nature of the hazard involved in using fireworks, primarily
malfunction, did not warrant a total ban to protect the public health and
safety. Instead the administrative law judge recommended a restriction limit-
ing the powder content of Class C firecrackers to 1.2 grains of fiashpowder
or up to 2 grains of nitrate and aluminum flashpowder or nitrate and carbon
powder. Improved visual and timed fusing, labelling, and packaging require-
ments to prevent fuse damage in transit were made applicable to all Class C
firecrackers. The administrative law judge also concluded that no age
limitation for use by children should be implemented but suggested that
adults insure proper supervision of children in the use of fireworks.s6

On June 7, 1976, the commission in a tentative 3-2" decision issued its
final regulation. It lowered the permissible explosive charge in firecrackers

"The mammon. of leaning fireworks lava the bemuse d their explosive characteriairs, firecracker' art
inherently dangerous, they cause the largest percent of fireworks injuries particularly among children in daylight hours
when adults are not proem. Nntwithssandsng cautionary labelling or performance mendatda. protection of public health
and Way on only be mond by prohibiting the distribution a all Claw C fireercken in internam commerce. The
Fin Marshal Association of North America enema a total ban on the sale, possession or use of finerackm with the
tampion of toy paper ceps in order to have workable enforcement. The availability of (lrtwat*, sold in the United SHIM
can be illustrated by the importation d between 1.1 babas and 4 billion firerrockera esnually and the sale of 500 million
sparklers with miniscoo advertising

NThe opponent, of the ban favored weakening the regulation and argued that fume designed to prevent
premature and delayed ignition and which permits the user m follow the flame visually as I proposes toward the
cylinder to as to facilitate "get away" before detonation, a reasonably salt. In addition, they argued that the optative
power of the firecracker can be reduced by changing from flash to black powder and cutting Mei on the amount con-
tained in the cylinder. Nitrate flash powder which is visually attractive but lest powerful than pure flash powder was
proposed as an intermediate ground. The opponents of the ban desired local regulation over a total federal ban which
they believed to be unenforceable and pointed out that the number of injuries from Claw C firecrackers was not sub-
sumed& sad the in reporting fireworks injuries, unlawful Class II and lepl Class C firecrackers were frequently corn-

1011r admliiterative law -judge recomenended that the proposed regulation be stropthened by masticating for the
proposed label "USE ONLY UNDER Clf)SE ADULT SUPERVISION" the following (APPROPRIATE SYMBOL
DEPICTING INJURY OR DEATH} - "DANGER MISUSE MAY CAUSE INJURYNOT RECOMMENDED FOR
USE BY CHILDREN UNDER 14 YEARS UNLESS CLOSELY SUPERVISED SY ADULTS." CPSC Docket No.
74-3, Part I, 3440 (1P14).

nCompimioner Franklin around with the majority 'that Class C firecracker' In our serious injury and that
the potation of the public health and tatty nut be adequately served only by keeping them out of the channels
'miasmic osesterce. But Commissioner Franklin dimmed from the majority and found that the record did not support
.772 poise of powder (SO milligrams) at the basis for an aeram-the-board swaind for nationwide applicability. The
primary room he the creation of the enacts' distinction at .772 grains was hosed on the majority's finding that it 17111111
soommalme the religious aside of the Chinon Mariam community. Gommionioner Franklin found that the smaller
Greeneben or Id* lingers" would not salty Chisme-Anserican religious needs. Rather, in her opinion, all Class C
hrecrarkessbols ammo fireerachert and lady fingets--ehould be banned with one narrow exception to permit the
imp of linersckers tw Isms fitit religious ceremonial wpm. CPSC Docket Fie. 743 feeeturtine opinion or Sodom
Mama Prnaldin issued March 4, 1976). Gamamloner Nile dimmed from the creamers accorded the banning of
attars kern. The majerky concluded that only those firecracker that contain more than SO mg. of pyrotechnic imposi-
tin amid he beamed. Commissioner Pink favored total ban on finersekers without regard to their powder content.
The Commissioner, however, would permit an tampion with a some licensing and distribution network analogous to-that
peesndy esed he dindbolon et fkeerachen for egrieukara permits. CPSC Docket No. 74-3 (concurring and dis-
mal% opinion of Onamiosioner R. Dora Nide bossed Maras 3, 1976).
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instead of banning them" as originally proposed and established perfor-
mance standards and labelling requirements for other fireworks devices sold
or distributed for consumer use " The commission found that firecrackers
and other fireworks &vices are "hazardous substances" whin the meaning
of 2(f)(1) of FHSA." The commission determined that firecrackers contain-
ing more than 50 milligrams of pyrotechnic composition could not be
remedied through cautionary labelling and thus are banned hazardous
substances. Firecrackers under 50 milligrams were permitted upon a finding
that the public health and safety would be protected by adequate labelling."
The regulation became final by a 2-2 vote, the chairman, who had not won
reappointment, having resigned.

On June 3, 1977, the Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia
circuit rem ar the case to the commission for further clarification." The
court had technical difficulties with the commission's ban. The court held
the commission could not adopt by a 2-2 vote as a final decision what it
previously adopted as a tentative 3-2 majority vote. Therefore, there had
never been a legal vote elevating the decision to a final order. The court also
sought clarification concerning the basis for 'overturning the administrative
law judge's finding that hazards associated with firecrackers containing
1.2 grains or less of explosives may be remedied by labelling rather than
imposing a ban.

On a remand the commission formally adopted their 2-2 decision as
final by a vote of 3-2" and buttressed their reversal of the administrative
law judge's conclusion concerning firecrackers with further reasoning.

Recently the commission, in one of its more highly publicized decisions,
banned the sale of any children's clothing containing the flame-retardant
chemical TRIS'" The commission acted in response to petitions filed in
federal district court by the Environmental Defense Fund (EDF)." Alleging
that the flame-retardant chemical TRIS was carcinogenic, EDF sought a
total ban on the sale of TRIS- treated wearing apparel."

*The Commiasion rejected a total ban on firecrackers due to the likelihood of increased illegal trafficking and
ng of larger. more dnagerous firecrackers. In addition, the commission opined that it would be difficult to ad-
a possible religious rusaption for Americans of oriental descent. Such an exemption could Possibly. result in

tailavrfurdertriltution.
C.F.R. I 1507 (1976)

,.., * U.S.C. I imi.oximei (1970).
wan..al labelling requirements must comply with 16 CUR. I 1500.121 (1976) unless a firework device requires

mead label as set forth in 16 C.F.R. 1 1500.1416)(7) (1976).
*Manneed Satiny jar liar PIIVII111011 of Blurdruns. Inc. u. COPUIIIII4T Product Sairty Gownsman, No. 76-1495

(D.C. Cir. June 23, 1977).
"F he esorrion *red the administrative law judge's recommended decision insofar as they were applicable to

011ackpoweler firecrdeiters on the 'MIAOW that the evidence did not dentonstnne than firecrackers to be any safer than
esslopowder,flrerracken The 1.2 Bashpowder recommendation was rejected because it was Ms dawn to be a Manion
production unit mid was used on a single staged demonstration ot the hearings. The commission rejected the recom-
MIIMM1013 on the fusing requirement so the wound that the evidence did not demonstrate that the visibly burning hoe
we towilable or would work in firecrinies. The caounission did agree to adopt the adminiurstive law judge's labelling
niters, adations so the extent that they complied with the natatory labelling requirements . of I 2(p) of FHSA and
repletion.. 42 Fed. Sr. 34B73 (1977).

1442 ht.**. 19930 (1977). N. k

ainarireacteental Deinue Fund a. CONJIMer P194/4. Safety Commution, No.770517 (D.D.C. March 1977).
"A two rem hiding teddy condone( by the National Cancer Institute (NCI) showed that TRIS caused cancer

la ten animals eves though there were no nuances where contact with TRIS had led to weer in humans.
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The commission, based on its own laboratory testing, found that TRIS
could be absorbed by children through the skin or by "mouthing" TRIS-
treated children's clothing. After a closed session between the staff and the
commission, a ban on the sale of all TRIS-treated garments with an au-
thorization for a consumer refund was published in the Federal Register.67
No representatives of the manufacturing, wholesaling, or retailing industry
were afforded their procedural safeguards such as advance notice, right to
file objections, or right to a public hearing. A federal district judge in South
Carolina found that the commission violated the textile industry's right to
due process and enjoined the commission from enforcing the ban."

In a separate action the American Apparel Manufacturers Association
sought an injunction against the commission's repurchase order requiring
apparel manufacturers to bear the entire economic burden of the TRIS
ban." On May 3, 1977, Judge Hart gave the commission 10 days to amend
the definition of banned hazardous substances to include fabric, yarns, and
fiber in cut or uncut form. Thus, fabric and TRIS manufacturers were
ordered to share the economic burden of repurchase. The commission voted
unanimously to extend the ban.7°

Industry-wide regulatory ban on TRIS- treated children's sleepwear
is presently in a state of limbo. The commission is attempting to impose indi-
vidual bans upon retail sales of TRIS- treated sleepwear by petitions for in-
junctive relief in separate enforcement actions against retailers in numerous
federal district courts.'"

'42 Fed Reg 111,8i0 (1977)
"Spnng Mills. Inc , t. Consumer Product Safety Commute. and Environmental Delon, Fund, Inc.. 434 F. Supp

416 (1) ti C 1977) On review. the Fourth Circuit Coon ol Appeals refused to may the'order No 77.1969 and 77-1970,
(4111(.ir August 11, 1977)

"Ansernan Apparel Martularturers Arsonatson v. Contemn Product Salvo, Commotion, No 77-682 (D.D.C.
May 3. 1977)

942 Fed Reg . 22878 (1977)
"The following Injunctions against retailers have been brought by the ('ummiision to enjoin the continued sales

of TR IS-treated articles c4 children's wearing apparel
I United State, u. F W Woolworth Co

CA 77 Co 2437 (S D N
Final Conant Order entered May 17. 1977

2 United Stales v Ayr-Way Stores, Inc
CA IP 77.3364: (S D Ind )
Final Consent Order entered June li, 1977

3 United Stout v N H Mac) Co
CA 77 Co 4124 (S D NV)
Final Consent Order entered November 4, 1977

4 United State, u Zayre Corporation
CA C-77.2;32-S (I) Mass )
Preliminary Injunction owed December 11, 1977

i United States V Allied Store, Corp
CA 77 (.:iv 4214 (Lwl.) (S .D NV)
Final Consent Order emceed November 29, 1977

6 !Attn:/States v Lamont; Apparel, Inc
CA C-77-624.M IW D Wash 1
Final Consent Order entered August 30. 1977

7 United Stain u. Federated Department Storer
A C-77-497 (S.D. Ohio)

Final Consent Order entered August 31, 1977
e. Undad Stater a. E. B. Mott ar Co., Inc

CA 1-77-1194-F (N.D Tea.)
(:omplaini filed September 2, 1977
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The TRIS controversy is still an enigma to the commission. On
February 6, 1978, the eonunission modified the flammability standard for
eldldret's skepwear." The modifications are aimed at addressing the prob-
lem associated with TRIS while maintaining the current level of protection.

Another and perhaps better solution would have been to proceed under
Section 2(q)(2) of FHSA." If the commission makes a finding that a

%AMERCE represents an imminent hazard to the public health, it may by
Order published in the Federal Register give notice of such finding, and there-
von such substance will be deemed to be a "banned hazardous substance"
pending completion of a section 701(e) formal rule-making proceeding to
determine whether the ban should be made permanent or be dissolved. In the
interim a preliminary finding of imminent hazard can be made after the com-
mission holds an oral, adversary-type hearing with an opportunity for the
presentation of written submissions. This procedure would at least afford
all interested parties an opportunity to be heard by the commission before a
'Reposed temporary ban is promulgated.

More recently, the commission, feeling the heat over the IRIS
controversy, decided to issue a public interest finding under section 30(d)
of CPSA with respect to fax-floating asbestos fiber, contact adhesives, and
toys and furniture containing lead paint." The commission chose to regulate
these products under section 8 and 9 of CPSA rather than under FHSA,
thus opting for informal rule making over formal rule making." In addition,
the commission favored enforcement of civil penalties under CPSA.

III. THE POISON PltEVENTION PACKAGING ACT

Under PPPA, the commission is authorized to develop special packaging
standards for household substances in ordei to protect children from serious
personal injury or illness resulting from handling, using, or ingesting such
substances.

9. Veiled Slams r. Afredgenurry Ward dr C... he.
CA. CV 77.31M311JK (CD. Calif.)
Cseapiist Ned Dasher 9, 1977
Prolimiery injuaction timid Jamearr 20.1978
Amok* Ondinp, condusisos and order.

maims egoism fabric smeniacturen: United Stara n. Burlington ladveiriss, Cdlim C Allman Corporstion, Cone
MSh Osepormien, Da River, Inc., J. F. &ere. Co., Inc., M. Lowenstein a Sons, Inc.. Waken Textile Mills, Inc.,
CA. 71 Cie. 461 (SW) (S.D. N.Y.), complain filed February I, 1978.

Saw: MAW Stan v. *ticks if Haaardrou Sahrtance (TRIStrataad citildron's despweor), CA 711-234 (M.D.
N.C.). Umbel sue App. Ne. 711-1110 (4th Cir. 1978) Cesuplaint Ned and leisure dated on Jimmie,/ II, 1978.

"The stmemdments far the standards ler the Nammaility of children's deepwear gees 0 through 6X (FT' 3-71)
mil 7 thew* 14 (FF 5.74) ere as Wein:

Illminksal Flame Taw (RFT) and trisn ening The requirement Ice RFT would be eliminated Ind the pro-
vides. for trim setting would he changed m permit greater use of fabrics withal" ilame-retardarn cbtimicals.
43 4149 43 Fed. R. 4149 (1978).

U.B.C. I 1,261(02) (1970)
"The cammission hr authority se miministratisely Ism I IS CPSA remedies of repair, replacement, or echo,

neferce the erssisferrod mu 'her the issuance d limliss by nee under II 30(d) of CPSA thereof , as Name* "that
Y ha is the pair& 'NMI I* mpelme rob rib of injury under this Act." See awe 33, mono

111 she eshoanee er product data net prams on imminent bawd, pmenalption of a regulatory ton under 11
and 9 of CASA by Folotel Register maim rains amment. ad oral avower la desimMe pnxedme. CPSA

end', IS U.S.C. If Inv, NOM (Sow V 1975).
415 U.S.C. 1 1472 (1970),
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To date there have been no litigated cases under PPPA for failure to
incorporate safety closures on bottles or containers involving potentially
poisonous household substances. Since violation of PPPA is a violation of
FHSA, enforcement under PPPA is similar to that under FI-ISA.71 Under
PPPA, the commission uses a procedure similar to that incorporated in
FHSA by sending a warning letter to the manufacturer when a violation of
PPPA is found. Most of the letters advise the manufacturer to recall the
product and to notify retailers not to sell until the violation is corrected.
However, under PPPA, there is no repurchase provision covering banned
hazardous substances as is mandated under section 15 of FHSA.76 Never-
theless, at the request of the commission, manufacturers have voluntarily
recalled the following products:79

Products Number of Manufacturers
aspirin 5

furniture polish 5

sodium and/or potassium
hydroxide 5

turpentine 3

kindling and/or illuminating 3

methyl alcohol 13

sulfuric acid 4

prescription drugs 1

IV. THE ADMINISTRATION Or THE FLAMMABLE FABRICS ACT

FFA prohibits the introduction or movement in commerce of any
product, fabric, or related material which is so highly flammable as to
constitute- an unreasonable risk of the occurrence of fire leading to death,
personal injury, or significant property damage." Enforcement of FFA is
lodged in CPSC utilizing section 5 of the FTC Act.

Although .FFA is a public safety statute, neither it nor the FTC Act
provides express authority to require notification, recall, and repurchase of
items that do not conform to standards issued under FFA. Those provisions
of the FTC Act that are incorporated into FFA provide only for the issuance
of cease and desist orders upon a violation of the act."

By contrast, CPSA explicitly contains authority to require the manu-
facturer to either rep ir, replace, or refund the purchase price less an, al-
lowance for use in the c e of substantial product hazards."

Thus, the Comm ion is presently considering on appeal whether it
possesses the legal po er to recall products from consumers which fail to

"A leassehoW sulleasce which is hasardous under PPPA is defined in # 2(t) d FHSA, PPPA I 2(2). IS U.S.C.

1471(2)(A) (1970)
"IS U.S.C. 1 1274 (1970)
"Sat mote 40. rodeo All of thew products lame drain cleaners with sulfuric acid and sodium and/or pease=

ireaiis have been recalled far larking Way cioaurea
111S U.S.0 1 1191 (1970)
"IS U.S.C. 1 1194(b) (1970).
"IS U.S.G. 1 2%4(1)(1 X2)(3) (Sapp. V 197%).
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meet an applicable standard." The Bureau of Compliance has mainly
enforced flammability standards for four products: carpets," mattresses,"
wearing apparel," and children's sleepwear."

The first fully contested litigation involving the enforcement of FFA
occurred in In re Congoleum Industries, Inc., which was commenced by
FTC before CPSC was established." The FTC's administrative law judge's
decision, which this commission affirmed, directed recall of carpet from
distributors and retailers for testing but not recall "from the floor" of a
consumer. The administrative law judge found that .implied 'authority to
recall from distributors and retailers was necessary in order to protect
consumers from -.injury, death, or substantial property damage by fire. How-
ever, the administrative law judge held that recall of carpet which had been.
installed in a consumer's home was impracticable because of the legal and
practical problems presented by any order contemplating the taking up of
installed carpet.

The commission's decision of July 14, 1975 has been on appeal to the
Ninth Circuit. The extent of delay inherent in appellate review is illustrated
by the fact that the appeal was finally set down for oral argument on
February 9, 1978.

A proposed extension of the Congoleum doctrine to include recall of
failing carpet from the consumer's floor is now pending in three CSC
cases." The matter arose on appeal from an administrative law judge's
ruling that the commission, absent a Section 30(d) CPSA finding," does
not possess authority under FFA or the FTC Act to order a recall, repair,
or refund of carpet actually installed on the consumer's floor. In his opinion,
the administrative law judge noted that FTC failed to obtain authority from
Congress to effect consumer recall; that FTC never invoked administrative
recall authority on its own initiative in a contested case; and that under the
recent FTC Improvement Act," Congress, instead of granting administrative
recall authority to FTC, authorized the agency to apply to a federal district
court to obtain recall and refund remedies."

"fwe discussion in note 10. supra.
"The Standard (or Surface Flammability of Carpet and Rugs. FF 1-70, 40 Fed. Reg. 59931 (1973), 16 C.F.R.

1630 (1976). is commonly referred to m the "pill tea." The test method requires eight replicate 9" s 9" carpet specimens.
The specimens are dried in an oven and placed in draft free environment. A flattening frame with a hole four inches
in radius is placed on the specimen. A email methenamine tablet is then placed in the center of the hole and ignited. If
the flame front bunts within one inch of the flasteninarfrarne, a specimen falls. If two specimens of the tight tested fail,
the sample is contidered as failing.

"Standard for the Flammability of Mattresses (FF 4-72) m amended 40 Fed. Reg. 59940 (1975), 16 C.F.R. I
1632 (1976).

"Standard for the Flammability of Clothing Teethes, 40 Fed. Reg., 59691 (1975), 16 C.F.R. f 1610 (1976).
"Standard for the Flammability of Children's Sleepwear site 0 through 6X (FF 3.71), 40 Fed. Reg. 59903 (1975),

16 1 C.F.R. 1615 (1976). Standard for Flanunability of Children's Sleepwear, sizes 7 through 14 (FF 5.74), 40 Fed.
Reg. 59917 (1975), 16 C.F.R. 1 1616 (19'76).

"FTC Docket No. 6696, Initial Decision of Chief Administrative Law Judge Daniel H. Hammen (November
12, 1974).

"See note 10. repro.
... "See note 74, esprit

"Pub I.. No. 94. 145, 69 Seat 1101 (1975) (codified at 15 U.S.C. It 45, 57a, 57b) (Supp. V 1975),
"In the only east where the FTC attempted to issue a consumer refund order involving the fraudulent procurement

of a contract, 'the Ninth Circuit Caen of Appeals reversed and the Communion did not seek certiorari. Hewer e. FTC,
503 F.24 321 (9th Cir. 1974).
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The administrative law judge's conclusion that this commission does
not possess the legal power to order recall from the consumer's floor has
merit. When Section 3(a) of FFA and Section 5(b) of the FTC Act are read
together, they merely provide for the remedy of a cease and desist order
against engaging in an unfair method of competition nr an unfair or deceptive
act or practice. A regulatory agency cannot validly transform language
authorizing a cease and desist order into a recall order requiring restitution
on the grounds of implicit power to protect consumers.

Additionally, in 1971 the Senate Commerce Committee, reporting on a
proposed amendment to the FTCA to empower the Commission to order
refunds, stated: "At the present time, cease and desist orders have prospective
application only and afford no specific redress to consumers already in-
jured.""

In 1975, Congress did grant broad i :call powers in Section 206(a) of
the FTC Improvement Act to the federal district courts." A condition
precedent to obtaining a recall order from the federal district court is the
issuance of a prior cease and desist order authorized by Section 5(b) of the
FTC Act."

The FTC Improvement Act does not apply prospectively to CPSC.
Under the transferred functions provision of Section 30 of CPSA," the
commission was subrograted to the position of FTC in enforcing FFA. Any
rules, regulations and procedures subsequent to the transfer were to be
determined by CPSC rather than FTC. Thin, there appears to be a gap
between the commission's regulatory and enforcement powers without the
legal power to recall from the consumer.

The commission's only alternative to a congressional amendment is to
make the necessary 30(d) finding under CPSA that "it is in the public interest
to regulate such risk of injury under this Act."97 Then the respondent would
be subject to the repair, replacement or refund elective remedies provided -
under CPSA."

The majority of alleged violations of the flammable fabric standard
have been settled by consent order in which some manufacturers, apparently
not interested in litigating the commission's recall power under FFA, agreed
to recall all noncomplying products from distributors, retailers, and con-
sumers. When the recalled product is returned to the manufacturer, the
latter can either bring it into compliance with the flammability regulations
or destroy it.

Even though it takes both parties to agree upon a remedial action,
CPSC appears to be in a superior bargaining position. By urging the manu-

',Pub. L No. 94-145,19 Sun NIL 1206(a) (1975).
.S 3755, 94th Cons., 2nd Sou (1975).
^In the 94th Conran, Senate Bill, S.3755, was proposed to emend the Fit Act, as amended, to CPSC. The

deo would be to expressly authorise CPSC to apply the remedies provided to FTC under the more- mewl FTC
Improvement Ad This bill was never pared thus kiting the commisalon without the lege/ power to 'administratively
Issue a consumer recall, replacement or regund order to enforce FFA by action under I 5(b) of the FTC Ad.

.15 U.S.C. I 2079(d) (Supp V 1975)
"15 U.S C F 2079(d) (Supp V 1975)
"15 U.S.C. F 2064(d)(1)(2)(3) (Supp V 1975)

23
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torturer to enter into a' consent agreement in lieu of litigation, violative
products are being recalled from the consumer under questionable statutory
authority. The manufacturer might, in this instance, be forced to recall
violative products when the commission's power to recall is still an unsettled
question.

The commission has dealt with other cases not involving the recall issue.
In three cases the commission dismissed the notices of enforcement due to
voluntary action by respondent in immediately withdrawing the dangerously
flammable fabric from sale, improper flammability testing, and bankruptcy
of respondent." In two other cases, the administrative law judge issued a
cease 'and desist order and recalled cardigan sweatshirts, nylon scarves, and
untested mattresses for failing to meet the flammability standard.'"

All products regulated under FFA are subject to an applicable standard
which may prove to be -a per le limitation. The question remains open
whether the existing standards and 'testing procedures accurately regulate
the hazards involved.

In an enforcement case against Ups 'N Downs, Inc., a retailer of cotton
tops, the administrative law judge concluded that statistical projections of
failure are not enough to prove a flammability case.1°' The staff tested 89
items from various retail outlets and found 26 of them failed the flanfmability
test. None of the samples collected from Ups 'N Downs failed the standard
whet' tested, thereby raising a substantial issue as to whether this retailer
did in fact sell any failing ,playtops. The staff's case largely rested upon a
statistical preientation, which indicated that between 13 and 23% of the
samples obtained from all of the retail outlets of the importer which were
tested failed and, therefore, that it was probable that some percentage of the
playtops sold by Ups 'N Downs, Inc., were failing garments. No correlation
between the statistical projections of failures and the actual cause of the
failures was ever proved. Thus, the administrative law judge refused to issue
a cease and desist and recall order. since there was insufficient proof that
respondents actually sold a flammable garment.

Since violation cases are the easiest to litigate, respondents many times
are unnecessarily harassed. For instance, complaint counseli" has brought
actions against respondents for failing to prototype test their mattresses and

rr /. J. NewOorry Cemekeey. FTC Doan No. 111149. Initial Doisien of Administrative Law Judge Donald
R. Mame. (January 22. 1973). le re Coin MOM COIPOIIIINIA, FTC Dorhei No. 6900. Initial Decision 01 Administrative
low Judge Elden P. Wings (Ategtot 211. 1973). In re /Donn Carpel Mills, Inc., by order dated June 2. 1975, CPSC
romped this rem to Administrative Law Judge Enter G. lansmon. CPSC aimed the administrative law Judge's
derision on Demenber 11, 1975. CPNC Docket No. 754 (FTC Darin No. 1913). Final Order (Thermbn 11. 1973).

sob to Dimas. FTC Dories No. 0893, CMG Doge No. 754, Initial Decision of Administrative Law Judge.
David M. Allard (April 23, 1973 end alter reopening by the Commission on May 111, 1976). in re Sumba key M.
Carp., CPSC Dodo No. 75-24 (Jan. 27. 1977).

99/* re Lite W Doom, Inc.. CPSC Mao No. 76.5. Initial Derision of Adminiorative Law Judge Paul N.
Pfeiffer iotted June 20, 1977.

orlIst Sumo of Compliance emnplaint courted a respwaible for prossrming violations under the Ans.

2
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maintain records as required by the standard."" They argue that the
failure to test mattresses and keep record; of test results creates a presump-
tion that the minivans produced and marketed in violation of the flam-
mability standard present an unreasonable risk to consumers so as to require
the manufacturer to cease and desist from manufacturing and recall the
mattresses (offering replacement or refunds)

Failure to properly conduct flammability tests, frequently results from
the confusion in the mattress industry-as to the exact meaning of such terms
as "mattress prototype" and "mattress type." In the National Mattress
Company case, the administrative law judge rebuked the commission's staff
for failing to, promote voluntary compliance in lieu of an expensive and
broad cease order prohibiting the firm from violating not only the testing
provisions of the mattress standard charged in the complaint, but any pos-
sible violation of FFAIN in the future, which violation could result in
substantial civil penalties. In an innovative decision the administrative law
judge issued a limited cease and desist order prohibiting the precise future
sampling, prototype, and product testing violations alleged in the complaint
and supported by the evidence of record. Once again, enforcement counsel
had proposed a remedy of a broad cease and desist order which is far more
severe than the hazard which it sought to prevent--a classic case of overkill.

V. ARTICLE III COURTS REACTION TO CPSC ENFORCEMENT ACTIONS

Enforcement counsel has the option under section 12 of CPSAws
to resort to Article Ill courts rather than "in-house" administrative hear-
ings. The commission has authorized enforcement counsel to seek court
injunctions in numerous cases as a short-cut in lieu of an administrative
hearing.

However, the commission has not fared well in the courts. In the TRIS
controversy, the District Court for the District of Columbia found that the
commission did not go far enough in properly distributing the economic
burden among fabric, garment, and TRIS manufacturers.m The federal
district court in South Carolina enjoined the TRIS ban for lack of procedural
safeguardew and the judge in the Central District of California refused to
issue an injunction because of insufficient proof of carcinogenity.103 In the
case of vinyl chloride the Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit found that

In re FIrD ,ilsrociaser, CPSC Docket No. 76-4, witlenirnt (July 9, I976j. In re Castro (Bay Area Mattress Co.,
and Keys Mame= Co CPSC Docket No 75.2. The Commission on January 29, 1076 affirmed the administrative
law judge 't issuance of a come and dant order prohibiting the manufacture of untested mattresses in the future. No
recall order was issued since there was no evidence that any of the mattresses- in the hands of purchasers had failed the
mattress standard. In re Slumber King Mfg. Corp., CPSC Docket No. 75-24, Cease and Desist and Recall Order,
(January 27.1977),

"'In no National Mourn, Company, CPSC Docket No 76-9, Initial Decision of Paul N. Pfeiffer (August 26,
19n.

1.15 U.S C. 2061 (Supp V 1975).
"*Anwnwen Apparel Manufectunrn AII0C11,1011 o. Coruorner Product Safety Communion, No 77-652 (D.D.C.

May 3, 1077).
10'SjOnng Malls. Me.. a. COMJUNItT Product Safety Commuston cud Enisronntental Deily:se Fund, Inc., 434 F

Supp 416 (13.5.0 1977). On review, lie Fourth Circuit Court of Appeals refused to nay the order, No 77-1969 and
77-1970,14th Car August 11, 1977).

"olJnised States o. Montgonlary Ward& Company. inc., No. 77-31343.RJK (C.D. Cali( Jon. 20. 1976)

2 .1
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the commission failed to hold the necessary formal rule making proceeding
on the record before promulgating a regulation under FHSA.108 While the
commission was debating whether to commence a section 15 CPSA proceed-
ing involving allegedly hazardous aluminum wire, a federal district court
enjoined the commission on jurisdictional grounds, holding that aluminum
wire is not a consumer product for use in or about the household but instead
a part of the home which is regulated by local ordinances and building
codes."° On the other hand, the District Court for the District of Colum-
bia"' found that the commission did have jurisdiction. Both decisions
are currently on review in the Third and District of Columbia circuits.

Recently, a federal district court judge invoked the doctrine of exhaustion
of administrative remedies where respondent in an FTC action to regulate
the official airline guide under the antitrust laws challenged FTC jurisdic-
tion."' The judge concluded that the plaintiff failed to show that the
statutory, mechanism for ultimate appellate review of the challenged agency
action is inadequate to protect his rights before he may seek a district court
injunction.

This illustrates the reluctance of federal district court judges to hear
administrative cases ab initio. Why should the court dog their calendars
unnecessarily when the agency's own administrative law judge has probably
more expertise to handle it and when the administrative process has already
begun?

If for example, TRIS or aluminum wire had initially been commenced
"in-house" before an administrative law judge instead of resorting to the
federal district courts or waiting to be challenged in the district courts, a final

. administrative decision coupled with the right of appellate review could run
its natural course. By circumventing 41's- own administrative process, the
commission has prodded different localities into diverse opinions. Thus, the
short-cut has become a long-cut.

CONCLUSION

Consumer interest in product safety is of recent vintage. Thus, critics
are closely scrutinizing the workings of the commission to see whether it is
functioning as Congress intended. Consumer groups are stressing the need
for more and better standards, arguing that the commission is not going far
enough in regulating unsafe products. Industry takes the opposite view.
Manufacturers, distributors, and retailers believe the commission is going too
far in regulating and in placing such a heavy economic burden on them.
Others contend 'that the commission is of no purposeful use since there are
not 'many truly hazardous products in the marketplace and that the Corn-

*

"See note 44, sups.
drit"

"Warn Nommen" dr Chewiest Corporation v. COMUM4/ Product Safely Commhaion, No. 7644 (0.13e1, March
11, 1977), appeal pending No. 77.1874 (3rd Cir.).

...United Slaw u. The Anaconda Company, No. 77.0024 (D.D.C.. June 13, 1977) appeal pending No. 77.1628
(D.C. Cir.).
.

'"The Amber H. Donnelley Corp. r. FTC, No. 77C2218 (D. III. Der. 20, 1977).

59-658 0 - BO - 17 24 2
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mission's approximately 40 million dollar . annual budget does not justify
policing a few hazardous products.

A major criticism directed against the commission is undue delay.
Complaint counsel is bringing actions today for violations which occurred
three or four years ago. The litigated cases have in many instances raised
spurious issues requiring dismissal or minor remedies. Where recall has been
ordered, the time lapse between investigation and final decision has been
such as to minimize the remedial effects. Only about 15% of products ordered
to be recalled have in fact been tendered by consumers. Hopefully, the notice
requirements incorporated in the cease and desist orders have adequately
warned consumers and prevented a substantial number of injuries and
deaths. Until the issue ,of recall from consumers in' FFA enforcement actions
is resolved by the commission'" and ultimately by the courts," litigation
under this act appears to be at a standstill.

The Commission is moving rapidly toward the promulgation of rules of
practice in expedited proceedings to process administrative civil liability cases
including a' number involving failure to timely report the existence of a
substantial product hazard. This would be a step toward remedying delay.

Another weak link in the commission's performance is the lack of a
sufficient number of standards. A fabric, related material, or product not
subject to an applicable standard may go unregulated under FFA. The
consumer's only redress then is to petition the commission to 1:istitute an
investigation and research the development of a new standard. This has
proved to be extremely time-consuming and costly. In contrast, even though
a product may not be subject to an applicable standard under CPSA,
complaint counsel may bring a section 15 administrative action if a sub-
stantial' product hazard exists.'" The commission, instead of promulgating
safety standards has the burden of proving, based upon the substantial
evidence of the record taken as a whole, that a substantial product hazard
exists. Thus, a consumer receives greater immediate protection under CPSA
than FFA if an unsafe product has not been subjected to a standard.

The legislative mandate to protect public health and safety would most
certainly be enhanced by combining the various remedial powers under the
five acts. The commission cannot afford to dismiss a case after two years and
a full administrative hearing upon a finding that it was issued under the
wrong law." CPSA and transferred acts are not mutually exclusive. Like
all new agencies, the commission is experiencing growing pains. As a safety
regulator the commission could best serve the needs of industry and con-
sumer alike by promulgating regulations and taking administrative enforce-
ment action under the most modern CPSA. The courts primarily serve the
review function and were not intended to supersede the large and expert-
staffed regulatory agency in the initial adjudicatory stage.

"'Se* mie 10, none.
"Ye re Cantoiettit bothuirmr, hoe., FTC Docket No. 996 (1974); topped poking No. 75-3112 (9th Cir. Fes. 111:

1976).
"45 U.S.C. 12064(e) (Sapp. V 1975).
"'CMG Docket No. 75-16, Appeal from Initial DecEioo (July 20, 1976).



A RECORD YEAR
FOR RECALLS

The government is getting tougher on product safety, and liability suit awards are soar-
ing. One expert sees the number of product recalls growing at a 10%-to-15% annual clip.

AI the recent Financial Fu /Be% an annual
blaA-tie spoof of business put on by the
New 'fork Financial Writers' Associa-
tion, the opening number depicted Chair-
men Henry Ford of Ford Motor Co and
Richard A. Riley of Firestisne fire &
Ruhber Co. singing (10 the tune of Fee/-
mg, I: "Recalls! They're bugging us with
recalls . . "

It is nothing fur businessmen to sing
about. for as Jimmy Durante might
phrase it, industry ain't seen nutting yet.

Last year. a record total of insiN than
''"' mdlton products Rom fcastlt drugs

.10.1C1 10 autos. ArplIAIWCY and
, . by then nianufactur-

,..- - ,Jotarth, or under pressure
t fors one of the four major government
agencies empowered to fli111Ce the market-
place or dangerously defemise products.
Products that are slefectise but not hat -'

anion.; are not walled.) And the prospect
is for an men tugger recall year in lulu.
One expert predicts that ova the nest
use !mats the number of recalls will not
only grow at an annual rate of
but that all automakers and perhaps half
the manufacturers of TV sets and electric
appliances will recall at least sonic of their
products.

Management Migraine
it Is. VI kW pinch. recall is probably

the mast spoken sis.letter word in eNCell-
11%e suites nowadays. f he Conference
11.iard reports that a significant number
..1 the snots) inhumation requests it
i tats es from business cash year now
deal with recalls. though some companws
euphemistically call them "distribution.
in rescue" or "strategic a Ithilraw " By
any name. the iaimplex and cools prose,
of Inlaying a dell:Luse product hack to
time plant for repair ,a lerl,,,ermil is ii,tso,

Illf.111U.111.111.1g1:1111:111 migraine. trout

which no industry can see any relief. How
had 1'1 Says E. Patrick McGuire. a
prost director at The Conference
Board: "If you're a major manufacturer.
you know you're going to get a recall."

The company that receives a dreaded
recall notice from a government agency
also Lows that it is bad news. For the
proced.iro. which costs the consumer
nothing t at the cost of shipping, can be
forbiddingly expensive for the, inanufac-
law. Depending upon the product. how
widely it is distributed and the extent of
the correction, the bill can run from
IhoiTsands of dollars into, the tens of
millions.

To lis the pollution-control systems on
270.01X) of its 1976 -model can. American
Slotors.Corp. figures it will spend around
51 million includtpg cline to 540,000._
just 'for first-clasi postage to notify the
car owners. For Firestone. the cost of
replacing 7.5 million steel-belted radial
tires in its notorious recall ease, in which
41 deaths and 65 injuries were 'allegedly
connected with the tires. may run up-
wards of 5135 million after taxesmore
than the company's net income in fiscal
1977. It could he worse. however. When
the presence of botulism showed up in
Burn Vivant-mushroom soup seVeral years-
ago, the financial and public relations
trauma of the subsequent recall proved
so devastating for 'its maker that the
company went bankrupt.

To the consumer, recalls have become
synonyinutis with cars. which accounted
for a huff share of all the products culled
hack by manufacturers in every industry
List year (ruble. page 311. But the autoinak.-
en, have 110 corner on problem-prone
products. The roster of recalled products
in 1979 alone includes a smoke detector
that could overheat and start a lire: chiga.
late lollipop: containing metal filings. a

baseball pitching machine with a propen-
sity for hitting people instead of bats. even
in the "or position; beetle-infested
Easter baskets:-a rifle that may tire with,
out anyone pulling the trigger: ping -pang
tables prone to collapse: a 1:00k1100k
containing a recipe for 'silky caramel
slices" that omitted an ingredient (water)
and thus might cause a crockery cooker
10 explode and another Fw& with a recipe
calling for a variety or rhubarb that could
be 1101..011011S.

Fire Drills
Not um+ het). a number of companies

not yet hit is ith recalls are gearing up for
a procedure that is becoming practically
inevitable M .:sinducting mock recall
exercises. As pan of its annual plant aBilit
system. Pillsbury Co. selects a product sit
random and launches a "trace" tit find
out specifically where-an enure produc-
tion run may he in the_ distribution pipe-
line. "We don't call 11.1 recalreautions
Vice President, John Haaland. "That's a
federal word," At General Mills, which
claims that it has never had a food re-
call, it similar -dry run" is conducted
periodically. but plant and distribution
personnel are nes er told it' the operation
Is real or merely a lire drill. Says Warren
Schweicke. director of quality control of
the consumer foods grouts: "I hope we
twice have to use the procedure for
real."

He max he n histling in the dark. Ac-
cording to 1 he Conference Board's
NkCruire. w Ito monitors the ;moon in
product safety. the inesitability a maim-
ing due to confluence of
several factors in an equation that guarati-

Emergency recall: the PDA once sent
sound trucks through Philadelphia

slreste, warning ol tainted fish
-

IteprIntcd with the special permiHslon 1,1' Don's ItevIcw, January 1979, copyright 1979,
Dun and Bradstreet Publications Corp.

44I1
(281)
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Despite the proliferation of recalls, Made -in- America products are safer and of 'bet-
ter quality than goods produced five years ago, according to one authority on safety.
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1.,`ECALL ROLL CALL
Apart from the almost total recall of Detroit's automotive products, scarcely
an industry was not affected by recall action in 1978. Herewith a roster of the
year's representative recalls.

Product Manufacturer Units Recalled

Breakfast bars Carnation Co. 14.1 million
Water Wiggle toys Wham-0 Mfg. Co. 2.5 million
Riviton construction toys Parker Brothers 900,000

Stuffed animals Knickerbocker Toy Co. 500,000

Extension cords Black & Decker Mfg.. Co. 200,000

Rifles Remington Arms Co. 200,000

Smoke detectors Pittway Corp. 115,000

Skin creams Avon Products 104,000

Slide projectors Eastman Kodak Co. 100,000

Rock polishers Martin Yale Industries 50,000

Mayonnaise Kraftco . 48,000

Ping pong tables Sears, Roebuck & Co. 38,000

Refrigerator defrosters Chadwick-Miller Inc. 23,600

Diet supplements Peerpark Corp. 12,500

Hair relaxers Revlon, lnh. 11,000

Sunlamps. General Electric Co. 9,000

Stepladders Sears, Roebuck & Co. 8,000

Baseball pitching machines Master Pitching Machines, Inc. 7,500

Stuffing mixes ,,.) Stop and Shop Inc. 7,400

Woman's Day Crockery Cuisine Random House' 3,000

THE POWERS OF TOTAL RECALL
Although 90% of all product recalls are considered "voluntary" actions by
manufacturers, most are "influenced" by the four major federal agencies
empowered to monitor products for dangerous defects. Their growing influ-
ence over the past five years is seen below.

Agency
Recall Campaigns

1973 1978
Product Units Recalled
1973 1978

111111111111111=1111MOMINV

Food and Drug Administration 1,153 1,112 N.A. N.A.

National Highway. Traffic
Safety Administration 251 241 7,001,000 8,470,000

Environmental Protection
Agency 11 29 87,750 5,328,182

Consumer Products Safety
Commission 3 128 49,999 15,972,380

240
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II may begin with a lever from an nate
.onstimet to the casfhpany that made
the lemon or with an angry phone call
to a government agency hotline It can
out with complaint Rom dealers
about an unusual number of returns
th tin du/Comers. in rriouritMg accadent
reports or signint-ant increase, 113 31.1b11-
ler suits .Manutacturers themselves
Mal alert the proper Jetriel3 lea a delcel
on a product II checking and testing
,hows it to be poicnuallv hazardous.
the result can he a pr. (duct recall.

In making that final determination.
cash it tire watchdog agencies that san
compel a compans to recall or replace
a alangerously detective pioduct
whether a is snar sir a.ands hat has
its own procedures the Envoi mmen-
tat Protection Agent. bin one. mu-
tunic tests Z.Sni autos a 'wed' 103

114,1hie er1USSaal-teraled pftlhleall at
agencs drops ro soy II1C13 tit tx if IOW,
Inc can nom individual motorists.
v. he are compensated with a 55U S

savings hind, an engine tune-up and
a hill rani of gas.) But no agent., o.
more IherilUgh m esaluating a recall
than the National Highway Traffic
Sato, Administration. whose con-
cern is automotive hazards Indeed.
some consumer protection groups
contend Iliac it is too thorough

As pan ill its datzgathcong appara-
tus 's If ISA relies heavily on more
than NOD letter, it receives each
month from car owners and as many
as jot calls a this that flood into its
national Hotline (WO 424-93931
Mme than aan (001 consumer com-
ni ,cairn shout cars have already been
fed into i.e. agens-s raMputcr, which
is programmed to spot trends

Complaint about a particular car
or component are transmitted to
NH fS A's eng meeting analysts
group Can with suspri test detects are
then °Named and tested in the Agen-

I.
', speclalls equipped shop 111 t art
livens Ohio
Ina detest 0. detested. an engineer

gip ai3alsic report recommending
re:ail re, is put beton;
detects ins low panel...3111,n must de-
cide whether the case is serious
enough to pursue It so, the manilla,
hirer is informed that an investigation
is underway and must respond to a
I. ii, "'hopping lot" re-

voc,(n. latorination on the
31 and reported detect

Ytu 'uld the ;( inel s.mluile that

evidence of a dangerous defect is
"stew helrning. an "initial determina-
tion letter" from the enforcement
do mon is dispatched to the manufac-
turer together with copy of the
report, which can be tin inches Buck.
The automaker has the right to refute
its nrulings 113 a NI-ITSA herring. If it
loses there, the next step is a
determination letter" signed 'by
SH1SA Commissioner Joan Clay-
brook. ordering the company to cor-
rect the problem In other words.
recall!

Most manufacturers are quick to
comply and hence may clam with hill

SA approc al, that they are con-
ducting a "coluntary" recall. Yet how
many recalls might be initiated with-
out agent:), prodding is anybody's
guess Nevertheless. the problems of
compliance are formidable. The com-
pany must inform all owners of the ve-
hicle in a tint-class postage letter
that the defect exists and can pose a
danger Since can change handy fre-
guentls. the maker must search dealer
tiles and those of state motor-vehicle
bureaus to find current owners

lo affect a "proper correction of
the defect, the company is also respon-
sible for supplying dealer service
shops with sufficient supplies of neces-
sary (tuts. Though free to the Mr owner,
recall repairs are bilked by the dealer
to the manufacturer and can run AN
much as 520 per hour per car
and may well involve millions oilcan

But that rs not the end of the affair.
!ruler NHT SA regulation, the com-

pany is also .harped with following
through on the recall It must tile
completion reports with NI-ITSA
every quarter for sax quarters. The
agency recognizes that, depending
upon the seventy of the defect, not
every motonst relishes the inconven-
ience of running his car over to the
dealer But if the completion rate is
unusually low ;and it generally runs
around .9/I to 60T for late model cans
and as little as an for old one,.
NTITSA 131.13 el11311(1C rile 131/3111r ac-
rurcr's procedures. If the agency rind,
them unsatisfactory, it can order a
"re-recall" campaign.

Although the regulatory lot of the
automaker is not a harm) one these
days. one NVITSA official suggests
that there is a Wilcr lining in elver)
car recall "Ai least, it gels customers
Into the dealers' showrooms.

or contaminated products or obtain a
c.1311 anunclion to halt their Ji.trihin,r,
Bat according to historian lan..en. 'inc
trend is dr:tomes toward pre -brume
rather than (runny,
the v recall nice than ...efl.
e111111,31 t,
and le., esperisl,e ar11111,11,re, Al
toms are under great pievure 10 comp',
when we bey nest a iolunur. recall Be-
luusl is prints had public is an, its. sou
sec

As the agency is the hinges: recgal
espenence. FDA pun most nil rt. thrust
where the pnorinc, are "It list
misprint on a label. we usualls don
bother with it," captain, Gars Lis kora
of the compliance section "But it Ms a
hazard to, health. we go all out Although
the agency deals with tine ill two Class I
anUCalh- dangcrotoopri,cluct situations a
sear. Indit.ating es idence (Iran imminent
health hazard. most at its recalls tall in
the Class Ill yawls product, that s,otat,
certain regulations, but pose no threat to
health (esarnple 1111W-3111 a Thanksgiv-
ing stuffing, mist. The agency is also
moving toward more acttse compans
insole ement in recalk t rider prey IOUs
FDA procedures the company was re-
sponsible lor the recall. but not for check-
ing on the re( all'. clectisene, 'sotss.
Vs illiant Be.-111r. Ill< ernerge1133
operations Coordinalor. "1.te're sasing
that the complete recall rep.rflsrh11113 lies
with the tam."

I he National Highway 1 rathe
Safety Administration, set up in !Win, is
authorized to compel An auto rnanulac;
hirer to WIldela a detect 111111,..111141

campaign It the age tics discus en.
through testing or OS era heinung son.
sumer ColtIrlairlis the esistence 01 a
defect Headed hi AdmInotrator loan
IL-last-murk s. MS.\ (pronounced na.kr
in V ashington burcaucratete ha( Ise.
runic seal a 11rWer1111 tone in Detroit
that an "Initial letter'.
Iron ,nc agents .1311hing, a manutatiiirer
of a defect almost 1,11.111.1i113 result. Ill a
''sillUllrarN- recall
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Consumer protection groups want the government to get a lot tougher on recalls. One
critao claiming that no agency is doing a fabulous lob, gives them a grade of only B
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Mc low numher of \ii I SA nisciitiga
lions during the Nixon years 19'1 '4 and
concludes "1 hes 111111 base taken a lot
of Ling lunch hour." lie acknowledges
hi Weser Thal -on, I AthIllriO11,101
loan] Cho. brook ...lie in ITII.

prised sharply
arc Nash, special , Tans To (1,.

brook..aidonicalh iitig,...ests that the 8-
grade IN harilahle- of Ihd,rw and
its "celtainls higher than he c mist his
gisen to, in the past'' Preferring not to
ollIng,11 on The cork sit Mt Is A's pies
osin achnotistration Nash purl' out Ilia!
"under Mrs Clastirooli, we base en-
panded the dettnition of saletSrelated
detect" tor esaniple a propensity tor
engine stalling in some Plymouth Volares
He mite des. howeyer, that "goon the
fesotIlte, FM sure me could hid other
Lase, worth, of res411,- As for the aitcn-
ii... -Hotline" los re,cistrig tolloonCr
o,1711,1.11111 which I)ni°w denounces a.
a real disaster." Nash points OM that it,

tsetse kpCf...110, .ire frequent!, sies-
ohCIOICLi 11, incoming calls. "partwularls
m hell a case like the I firestone stIl tires

r -.Hiss the ages, computer',
mif information so Thal callers can gel
,nornpl answers to their out:Owns al,)II
au, Tcaalls

AI the tune wee ,,F1.ilcrIng that
MI I S.\ no Larger hit, rI [no,: molls
IFT1 Jeleki hilt heed milt determine
the likelthod h tpps.ning. Dulow
!hulk, the rent, deeds at:greoitieries.

2

Specitkall, he charge. NHTSA with
dragging its feet user the hod trarismo-
oort case now under insestigation. which

olio was sparked bs a letter
from his sag...fawn lie .11,0 charges
that in repls ing to Mil SA's requests for
uncommon on its uansmostuna. -Turd
stalled lot three months on the question
of ihcluding trucks in its data, and st is
still fighting the imesugation tooth and
nail" Stunned hs Ibtlow's

sod's Mich told IIi's's Rtsliw "Re
ale sir' crass' Viie hate cooperated
lulls with the agen, and will continue
10 do so The olds thing 'Mr ask Is that
14,1\ should he separated from alleg,
non.-

Stretching the Bounds
The undeniable last about recalls is

that the, are bound so increase. Not only
arc the Raman destng their muscles
mitre sigorousls hut, in liability caws.
Louth are stretching the hounds ftl nor-
mal and Intended u. making manufas-
inters responsible tor the use of their
mosliiits in was. resew dreamed of by
their designers hem The housewife who

a. ncarls electrosuied when she put an
elnmi ,risykers pot inside her Ilth TO heat
the bath water And in Calsiorma, a
woman settled out of court Miff suing a
chemical company bei.ause she recessed
a rash wink sunbathing nude on a lawn
she had Just sprayed with its insect-
tide C ompantes arc also being horned
hs absurd rulings by the agencies
theinsel, es. Pennsylsania's Standard
\,r, city Works cat nearly forced to
call hick 1115,51k sleds because paint
on the runners contained lead. Claim-
ing that "kids don't hue their sleds,"
President Norman Rosen won a one-
sear eaemption but has neserthelevv
(coshed to using more elpensise non-
leaded paint

To guard against recalls. urges The
( onterense Board's Pat Nit(itlite. cum -
panics should "learn a lot more about
how their products are used, build safety
into escrything the, make and worry
Tess about siding" Says McGutie.

ever recalled a product fur
being sighs

Meanwhile, the ultimate recall may
base surlased recently 4, hen the Uniser
sits 01 North Carolina called hack the
i. Ittrichplornas 11 awarded to the class of

It seems that giltne Than 1.0(X)

graduates had complained to the school
111.1I The ink on their heen.lans c. lading
Whit h soils goes to ',hoc she degree to

Kish retails hate become part of the
Attu:rt.-In ,ontlitton

Rum MI I 1.1. wind MARI, 1.1SINSO,



DEBATE PROPOSITION TWO

RESOLVED THAT: THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT SHOULD ESTABLISH UNIFORM STANDARDSFOR
THE REGULATION OF'COMMERCIAL ADVERTISING

There can be no doubt that advertising plays an important role in the Ameri-

can economy. As they have for years, advertising expenditures continue to ac-
count for over 2 percent of our Gross National Product. On a per capitabasis,
the United States spends three times as much as the number two-ranked country.

West Germany. Yet while few would disagree that advertising has been, and will
continue to be, a vital factor in the economic growth of this country, a number
of critics say that much of present-day advertising is wasteful, manipulative,
and too frequently false, unfair, or deceptive.

The regulation of advertising reflects a conclusion that consumers are for
the most part not in a position to protect their own interests, because there
are simply too many products for consumers to test for themselves, and the pro -

cesa'of testing is too expensive compared to the cost of most products. Fur-

thermore, the regulation of advertising can also have pro-competitive conse-

quences. Misinformation not only deflects consumers from an opportunity to
make a choice on the merits of rival products, thereby misallocating economic
resources, but misinformation also creates the immediate danger that true in-
vention and innovation will be replaced by spurious advertising campaigns. Sim-

ilar anticonsumer and anticompetitive effects can occur where all companies in
an industry maintain silence with respect to strategic product data, without

which consumers cannot make a sensible choice among rival brands.
While most observers agree that some regulation of advertising by the Fed-

eral Government.is necessary and desirable, many are convinced that it ie
vitally important that Federal involvement be kept to a minimum. The advertis-

ing industry in the United States has a long history of heavy reliance on self-
regulation in order to prevent further intervention, however well-intended, by
outside parties whose efforts could seriously impair the proper function of
advertising without making any significant contribution to the effectiveness

of advertising regulation.
The principal Federal agency charged with the responsibility of regulating

advertising is the Federal Trade Commission (FTC). The standards the FTC em-

ploys in regulating commercial advertising are grounded in its statutory man-
date and shaped by the opinions of the courts. Several key cases have been

decided by the Supreme Court during the last few years concerning the protection
accorded commercial speech under the Constitution's first amendment. These and

related matters are discussed in the following articles.
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PRIVATE ENTERPRISE AND PUBLJC VALUES

AdvertWng and Social
Responsibilitli

James W. McKie

tints whoa! fur more social responsibility in adverbs.C ing obviously think that something is wrong with it. or
at least with some of its manifestations. They are calling for
an improvement of business performance in advert:tin
voluntarily if possible, or by government entrustment it
not

In recent seats thee criticisms of business advertising
have been corning from many points of the comp., . They
ale out all consistent with each whet, and economics does
not endorse all of them. Inw dar as ecimonnes has been
cruical of adsenoing, a has focused mainly on two issues.
One is the 'effect id inhenimng on consumer preferences.
Economists have debated whether it does in fact have much
influence on consumer choices, and if it does, whether
business should he more responsible in exercistng it and
whether the giwernment should regulate advertising if re
sponsibility fails in some essential was The mho is the
possobility that advertising may colder monopoly power on
the seller

If that should he the general effect of achenoting, hardly
anyone would think that voluntary CaerCisc of business re
sponstbiloy would be an efleettse remedy. but it is not easy
to say what public policy would to called on to do about the
problem.

Advertising and the Primacy or Wants

Concerning the first issue, the effect 01 advertising on
ruelerenses. economics has hal sonic dill trolly putting it sit
perspectise The theory of salon usually assumes Mai con
envier w ants are "given,- primary elements which the
narked econonly nor a* ccononlis, system haying consumer
welfare as its main purpose) endeavors w satiety. But Aber-
using. at first glance, seems to turn the system on its head
II pmterenceswantscan he altered or tworse't crrirre,i

Adserttsmg. they no longer seem so primary Instead.

they seem to he produced by the sere economic process that
WO, to sattsb them

But these appearances seldom sums,' a second glance
We have to remember that the assumptions ,it Metro are tor
convenience only they ills not purport to des, ribs the real
world I.eis economists really behese that consumes Neter-

saarchaptit 1979

ences art nothing but an output resulting from advertising
input. or that adventsing can actually create wants indepen-
dently of the fundamental drives and behavioral propensities
of consumer,. It may influence them, Oust as other car-
cumatances of society can influence them: people are not
Imm into the world with their tastes and preferences fully
Mimed. But all that is beyond the teach of the economist. It
is the sphere of the sociologist and the developmental
psychologist. Human beings enter the field of vision Of
economics when they appear in the market. the workplace.
the queue, the polling booth, the bank. or the welfare office.

Choice and Affluence

What appears to he the responsiveness of consumer be-
havior in advertising is probably due hugely to the cost of
information and image.formatiun in the affluent American
economy. It does not mean that producers of goods and
services can shape wants and preferences to fit their re.
quirements. Models in the economic- textbooks are apt to
a..1.1111e that consumers always know exactly what they
want, what goods and services will satisfy their wants and in
what degree, where these goods arc 10 be found, and how
similar goods differ irunt each otherall without anyone's
having provided them with this information and without
experimenting with different combinations.

There may- have been a time when the average family's
consuniption consisted of allocation of a severely limited
income among a few staple commodities so as to gratify, as
far as possible, a few simple and urgent wants. In a subsis-
tence cellnorny, where the typical consumer must spend
Most of his income on basic foodstuffs and rudimentary
she.: and clothing, he does not need much intormation vs
the nature and availability of commodities. There is no point
in adserbsing yams to the Melanesians or rice to Burmese
peasants. Advertising develops when goods become so
abundant that they must compete for the consumers' atten-
tion. The American economy is far beyond the point of
meeting a few stable and pressing wants. The Increasing
eflOrt devoted to marketing and selling is largely doe to the
advanced level of want sattsfaciton it has achieved and the
great Plohkranon of means of satisfaction

From the standpoint of an individual seller of goods, this

-Putillshed by pertulmslon of Transtition, Inc., root SOCIETY. v. 18, 110. 1, l'opyrIght
1979 hy TranNuet Ion,

(259)
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ettivet 1st a roamer tit its coots it he is to hold ;annum in the
market Igattio the ronll,rnl nr selling .bons of hi. 1,1l1,
hit.. 11.1.11101 ruggle depend. on me qualtry and iust sit die
..lime 11 1011 as well a. on Me inotinsh ,11.114,14ieristi. and
1.11,1 01 the aril. le. sold Ike [111001111k C111 11111111VCIII 1.111111Cht

this result \
.111.timet ;WTI. an 1111C111 ion in bus a prod., I dal he

11J 1101 miurtirdbelore laiielv because ill what he is told
about si and 11,11.1C ..hod consumption tests
the wain ...it/shine 11111w 1111011111 II10111 lilt 111(111.1

1111n of the w r.h to hi. and ,libsequent satistai non are net es
wry No Athens..., can 1011g U.1.1111 a profitable market 11 the
inetmenic is fleeting in J q is disappointed by the product
1.0111111e441 blows is lineierkw oh the wreckage ul proctor:is
and servit e that tailed non. iih,staniling bras y sales p ttttt
non and son erred. skillful ellops n, manipulate consume'
pretereilie in Men favor

I he smolt 1,111C1 tales pironiotion. hi inlet winds, has
to he alit h,,red in 'talus AdicnisMst may influenie tastes.
Ii ma. se seal piefeterue. and .11.. hue 111 t1111,111111,. 111C

togoocts and .4,1", that Mill satisfy wants. it
may prnw.lr i1,11.1111C, 1 CyC1.1111f111N1111 Ihr 0111..11104n

01 1011,110.1 .11,1111l, 01 flew giaals and sets u es, but 1.1 is not
sell saint-tune

la.onoinws 10.1111% J 111 111 111 lase), of the kind 01

silseorsim: that enables a vou,une! to satists his ....int. arid
meti.renirs mom ellecihely w1th than wallow

it.. Itti twin in prilionion 10,0,1, including the
iosis Ill ustottil.noin and .c.in h %lost ashen.iin: tray meet
iln ruction ha:lams aril trot nil all 01 o dies Ilri

II nub m.anlli u, to),
,..rs COL. II 1.111 '101 111 1111C1111011.111, 1.11nt images

it Omit 011"1 111.11, 4.011,101W, WWI ought to he Jute.
alasui Mai problem is .1 question to a. loth we will 1011M
alter unniJrnne thc .11111:1 1,11C nil 11.101101,01 pour, II
ail vrnh,uig tias me motel of tIeJ1111).! 1111y10110. 111 Louise,

the 1,41,11111C! 111it'111 .1111.011.1 0111%, 11110E1.110.1r 10 11.: 100

dear 1.114:111

Adsertising, Competition, and r..'oneentration

I o business manaets or adientsing exei wises n Inas
seem at.mil to ash whether advertising 15 an agent sit tool
pennon I he, -111: 1111.1 L011ss.1011, 1111. ICILf tit ally lor

that is the set s e,,erte of law scale and anagnianse
,alien isms' 111 i.onumer good. Conventional economics.
on lilt ii1801 1400. &lin, .111111. il/1111,11111111 a, ; 411.111,1

stare mwhi, hr.cn 111 111 IS 1,N, 1111411 10 1111111ellif the 111.0kV1

oohs utuallo f 11111s .11C meiely pm rare., and has polio
nut earlier I hovels J1C .1%,1111Cd 10 1Se 11101 idcd with
all the inhumation dies need Selling cash, sir 111f 11:11/11'
'0.1111,10111s tit ariperleclion The wo11.1 n unionosnatr. II
apwars to 111,111 a remediable detect of some son V,:
et llllll ono. seldom shins 11111k 11 oniern
1CC11011,, 01 ib. tsl, 111 11110r111.1101n. t.,(s fr. and ;on..ge

formation w hen a market is svell tornisheil it oh !muty sellers
vs Inc Mr ,r.urners' poi, haws What 1.0111,, them Is

s tint entration, montiroily, and oligopoly till a lcw large vet
Imo in s mourner paid, and sera uses

Di, a.l,rniong 4...11111C r1.111111fIlf, iorkrlitnawn' lows it
:trate and porserve monopoly.' Does it blockade "Impels
Ire entry and tinder mallet r11,1,1 011 011r111.1111111. 11111111

that can use n Ill those ends" hits it it:lino/a. the consumer
by buttressing morn nolly runes!

Seseral es oniimic studies sin, *mkt War II have ad
sward lilt argument that advenising increaars indostnal
1. Olt cnitatton..1110 by 'fitment e monopoly Ntcholas Kaldot
held this slew about the III 11101 n1111111-11) W111141111 CltrnAn,,,

and 1 Isom,. Wilwin argued that advertising costs produced
concentration. entry banters. and high profits in consumer
121411a Industries en the United States

ache /losing indeed leads to high+. oncentration. it may It
becalint Mere ate economies of scale on advertising itself.
Intensive study of this hypothesis has (ailed to produce any

Consumers do show lOYalty to certain
brands under certain conditions, but

advertising scents not to be the- principal
agent in creating loyalty or prolonging it

11. or proving that large.
scale quantity discounts, lot rumple, television adventsmg,
coact an advantage on large sellers' Nor does advertising
semi to generate high brand loyally that is disproponionate In
tha selling el tort and that persists over lime so as to entrench
doe position of the seller. Consumers do sh...u. 10).414 to
certain brands under certain conditions, hat adventsing
scents not to he the print opal agent in c..ating Illy ally Of
prolong.

But O. 11:111,11.1:.11 esidencor of the relation netween adver
using aid co. e-,:own is well equovocal, studies
have rtio..td a curso'in1.ar relationship between ailserosing
tan .1 per5 111 tot sales) and conernhatturt. with advertising
Intensity increasing up 10 51.111W intermediate level of con:
centrainn and then leveling out or decreasing 01.11.17
:oval insFstiganors have contion antuch rerion.
ship. None of these investigations. certainly she, v ii. I

adventsing is a rause coneennatiou Common seine
alone wont./ onhably lead us 10 11C1:1 Inn 10111/A mg

1.111, 111111111 of 1?,11, that hose dominant positions in
their ineaw.o, writ t,.!Pc-nutin rests on technology trr
res011, of past !motivation, economies of scale. govern-
mental lianchr'e. Of similar lactors, will advertise it they

enlarge their markets. and will do time image or
puhitcrelatiors ads rinsing, but will probably advertoe
less than the) o-.111il it .lintronied N1111 large and power-
ful Milk
riligopolistic fins. C1111,11111er goods and sersiers,

especially thi nt marlo ted In mil-virtual packages sit small
.attic and mortals e ,turt ,ave. ace likely to shots higher
ratios advertising to s.,:es than tinns NO engaged

SOCIETY
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distrhotio3 or not having sIme nith. Tinny selling
inonaols inodia_rts ioody to otta-1 businesses art likely
to meter othrt tr,,thods ill sale. pronounin to mass media
adst [Using

This dies not mean than commuted industries is ill show
a Jistoopoolonately Inane, outlay on adseniing than less
COMCIlit 411e_t ones. It other linnet der equal A trlatisely
unetinventrated sash as general toad:lig hyLde
Nona," mores or ha vl retailing oftin dun" quite high
I alit t al advertising to .ales Ilremlise of the tie:essay M.
inloim nig . on.untrls ..//atnuitli 41 3,1010 :Imes and avail,

bads I litre Ian s an, miss nl lssilahng lie effect tit adsems-
mg nn ,itio.clitt.ilittn. of es en sal deleelliteliliti w helhel sun
C1..11.01,11 has an independent intluen:e on adsenising
wroth llur statiaos show n.h illkersity In passible tines
lot Jasetlisilif hut I 111 If it ails predictable relation to
nuttiopols it Loncrntration is a prosy lug monopoly

We are .11,1 Ii. horn soling inipre...low. about inJurrtisinit
from tele, Isom. the most slut methutu ho usage lunua
hues 1 he large olompolisto sellers of cmsilturt goods con
tlltUte twasit, 1111 1 ampaigns. goitre the sower a
sell,: of /11.3.40,1 petstiasisc ettort for single brands tarn
though Mt athenising outlav mas he proportionalls nu
sprawl 111.01 thin a ino entrated Industries that lel!. Mine

oil other 0111114 I he 111.1101 I adtenter, have calm,. to
,i111.11er athertistne 11,11 proptioars drop and mkt
ties, herr soap and delereellIs. wit drunks hal them ate

anomalies 'automobile ;Initialer, ale .111101te Ile biggest
spender, though their adsenising sales rallit 0 set, low.
is A I it. I 0103101 it is 11111 oligopoloak seller, so are
some lood mono.I, town, makers of hrasoeies and of pan-
rshose. and 11410 fusers sal hamburger .tangs, though ihen
market:, ate substantially compronse I lothistries moth

ti.isiligs banks .old appliarbe fel.illet, 11131 ins'e the same
impression 01 petIstent pleselice on the ulle wnlr a 1311

Ira. holl otthe 010134 01 Plinio, 1.0111ile 1 it trace the
Wet IN ill admen none on Illiolopols in 311 Illis is all 410.051
Int...Utile problem

Entry

dserbsoor ss at to hale eseted hatless to emu, to
eistits 111,1041 ries In some industries 14 1111

11e314 adtellts mil 13,, Illt.te eipentlilines .11l. ohs musk
ran the 11191 11 11.4.44110r 14,1 of dons Henke adsertising. Must

has,. other purposes of ulion.ile t' ell In 11111.Unler goods

0111Zoisilte. Hut establidied pn,Just preterero es may re
genre a Zoni:nlel.0111, in,e.lnent in ailsenisine ht new ell
11.1111, it 0145 41111 tor flationm 031. Ili 4013411101e ustne

14ass media tor .1Instiolet 10100113110n 1 Here., else% hew.
sse should amender 11131 .h11erlisille o not the 11011 31eflue

lof sales 1101111011011. I upivr..trr and Metropolitan Lite.
Melo... Ills and Nyelh l'11.01113Leulti.tls Make Large 0111
1.0s on 431e4 pionlolion w nhotil telt ponwrif 1 an ather

using
I hough pit, mu, 151111.15 11.0111,11 AN1.11,114, AN .111A,1,1

111 1,111,, $11,411111 11114.11,111.111141 AN 3 Imo lel is hest

Man, Ann! 19'9

n to ex titionlish through the *tangs of its Haim hts
observed that the advantage to ettahlue cd sellers seen,
mg form buyer ptcfclettres'fve their products sttlyposed hi
potenttaTentrant pmducts is on the average target and mum
frequent an occurrence at large values than any other harm

BLI', Illikkh

to entry In a sample of 211 smlustnes surveyed for That
study. Ham found that product differentiation alone was
tcsponstble fur the airy high harriers to entry in cigarettes.
liquor, and quality fountain pens, and cimihmed with produc
non scale eLonortues to produce extremely high harriers tn
ainornobiles. Itraturs, 411,1 typewriter,

That was it the 1950. Those examples, howeset, looked
In loon she wan us about draw mg final conclusions
on .ohertising as a home, sal monopoly poMer The Moon
oldustr) has been heavily haltered by the seemingly au
tonornous shift tit 4011,1111er tastes toward sodka and ine.

and by several saltsimmortion campaigns by the dominant
dntdiets that tom/bra out The quality fountain pentnilostry
has m.o. tnalls ceasedto emit. not Mi much entered as an
nihilated to hall points and disposable Ithet i pens
Cipatelles are still piing pining. but since 199 I w it. 'tit the
bench! sal the most ctlectise medium of mass advertising.
!elute that the induttry had been shaken up rather scserely by
the fillet-tip les °Inman Ant ))))) °biles are still oliginsolistic,
but the shire lit rayons It now user 211 percent. Volkswagen
and Mercedes. Toyota and Datsun wnlchuw were able to
103 ale and tap consumer references that the "cstahltshed
sellers didn't know et bled Several 01 the appatently leading
ty pew filer ni.inalaelarters in the 1950s are now hanging on by
their fingernails. while foreign suppliers lilt Adler and
Olisetti base Inn only entered but engulfed them. and a big
lion 1111111 outside the industry 1 ft Mt has steadily ent aged its

,hair I don't know is hat has happened to tractors. but !doubt
whether .olsertising has had any el lest oil pooluct pnler-
ern. es of on treen1 events in the industry



There are pionafily more Aries dotal Illyionn id prod w is
in indastoes in which adsenising assisted the
entrant than in ...nosh a enabled the pres rously marketed
;maim is to MIL,* entry, Toyota and !Lawn. for csamplr,
entered the Anocan market on 3 olive of malitel pis
turn which informed American t (installers ail heir es torn,
and lormeal the tint images of the product (Me may doubt
..tether this adsenising would have had to be any less
voluminous and extensive to atheist m purpose es en if the

'established- guilt 171.01111. harm lanai been pies muds ad
semiong their r acs at. so. halt of their actual level Our slid
the adorn lung tit the Later attempt any backlash or rehilia

We have not seen any persuasive evidence
that advertising creates or protects

monopol) in general

tam, w lot h is alw as s a foolish tacos At now. the "batk.
ground oinse of demands nn the consumer's attention
might hasc been due in part to advertising. hat that relates to
products and sees wet in general. not to a particular Indus
T. and reties ts al fluelhe and disenm of clout radio than
monopoly Given that C II I. utnstAn e. entry into a market
with athertiong is easier than entry mina market without
achentying

ruhlic Policy and Pro ate Responsibility

II monopols to lea sesetal mandnaunna were trails
an important result of ads enising, there would be little point
in insoking ...tat rrspoosibilits as a remedy or path.
tor Those + Ito hase claimed to see a mnlxe of monopoly
in adsenwong hase suggested Yanituy gosernmental plies its
10f dealing *IMO a progresise bas On aLkefltsing. strict
fault mg 10 media to present rare discrinonation favoring the
large advertiser. periodic resersion of brand names to the
public Jun1Jm. elc but yin, .c have WI seen any persua
site esident e that adsentsing creates or protects monopoly
an general. we need not give our attention lit general pOlicify
01 that nature The point is mentioned hereonly because
Man, codes of adYettlYing and/or Monopoly hahituall; con
lose the isue. seeming to he tindcf the impression ,1. st
polica, or campaign to hi. ter "truth- in ads rousing ale
JIY0 formes 10 be sure. anything that ant;
Looses the qualus of inforn1/11011 its likely to improve the
qualm of 11111Irdmnn. and petition itself Can del as a

heck on baud ha utd...fUal sellers Hof policies.i public 01
prom,' to inigno, the finality of atberliying should nail hr

n MI an assault or. tilitioney monopoly rim taken as
JfaCit asyenion that such monorails is a principal ettesi ail
ad, envying

II .1thrniyine i.onlent i intormatron and inure. rather than
monopols It our pont trial "intern. should !hat ,iiticeni lr
eplestaiil prilliatily .0 "..ire t lag' gosernment polo s or an

ff. spotodlolity hi ,o,re.t !latest,
should and tan ist Poe 0 cry of the Ie gul.11,,,

pun,. at is ark km,. that a dies nut usually Instil It pure
am am Regulation works hest w hen there is solantan
sooperation with it, mast regulation is unenforceable in nuI
tasleta ttitatoLll cooretatron Responsibility, in lasl. has
been defined as "obedience In the unenforceable Con-
sersels , the sane pressures of public opinion and affected
Interests which lead lit tegulation may in the first plate
cause husineiks fu adopt rules and pfinciples "soluntat

A horrid spectrunt of possible Ytimhinations runs he
"seen the Poles of P.m coercion and pure Inner directed
solontary anion 11 is Partly question ill what mechanisms
ale 1111,1I CI fective in at hieving goals relent Yens, obsi
ions!), the public his fended to faster mom regulation. and
business lass had to consider noire ell policing to forestall
still MOT! gonmilf.

Nairn a lino adopts imam poliCICY In the name of
hit responsibility... the consentional interpretation is that it

is thong something ditleirnt Moo what It would do if it

pursued short run petifils With single - minded concentration.
I inns that do the latter are not necessarily behaving unethi-
calls. they can °hunt the usual canons let pmbity, honesty,
and candor while mattnitting profits The "trsponsible'
firm goes hey and a common ethical ground to something
else tn ogniring time indirect tonseuuencn of its actions,
taking account of the external benefits to the circumanituem
community when a Fehr,s in certain ways. and penetving
a long not benefit to awll as well as to other agencies when
it contributes to the improsement of the social environment.
Such a lam Is 110110011Yalcd solely by the quest lair long-run
profits, but it is not netessanly indifferent to the reflexive-
lung -ism benefits of wctally responsible behas lot

Unfortunately, the benefitsboth internal. in the firm,
and caleenAl, to societyare not all measurable. If a timi
produs mg a branded consumer good is trying to decide ho.

Everything that makes a "socially
optimum" advertising policy difficult for

the responsible firm would also create
difficulties for government regulation

much intomiation to disclose to the consumer. and in what
niediu10, and in what style or transmitted with whist unages,

will soon discover that the apparent marginal benefit of
more meticulous accuracy and more volunlmous facts di-
ininishcs rather rapidly, as consumers' resistance to infer
maim increases The marginal private costs of pnvviding
more complete facts tend to rise. both in direct expense and in
foregone opponuno les for imagemak tog. The r a probably
taunt push the campaign heyond the point where the incre-
mental cost exceeds it, estimate of incremental benefit, but
there is no way of knowing whether all of the costs and
he w SI/C ICI y have Men incorporated into the decision
'arfations in style: and ta.te r;bs musty , would be aery dif
',colt to include, yet much of the shouting is about those only
am-Mutes tit adsenising



floes this wan that the government has to take user the
ph of policing in rata, as Mc gmernment frequently has to
dir when there art large external elicits of posate firm Jell
mons' I doubt it Everything that makes., "socially op

advertising policy ilitlicull lot the responsible lam
would also create ifitficultics for gosertimen1 regulation
The problem us not the same as in. .5y. ens ofirmientat pridu

lion I he government has its hest opportunity 10f an ran
eqUIVOCat contribution in hitah risk situations. where lack set
consumer imam min has a /ugh rnobabilits of serious injury
In addition, it niay he able to deal el rr:lively with the prob.
km 01 hit and run business with misleading adertising,
though the Better business burntw base also made con
tratturains toward lessening that problem

lloth the rosiness c immunity and the government seem
to he aware that the heriefils curse is shifting Consumer,
ate saluing intimation mote highls, assimilating it better,
and staiwmg greater awareness in judging the accuracy of
!actual content

Regulation of Advertinng Conduct .
Though regulatory policy; Mies nn always MIRO, public

opinion exactly. the principal thrusts ill 1.1Icy moults Ina,
Cale what the public is concerned about At present the
principal lines appear to hr. 111 to require advertisers 10
provide information is hen its absence would greatly hums the

buyer. to prohibit unfair Alas 1St Or c pansons that injure

competitors, and I1t to protect the CIIIISUInet 110111 utwuv
harm when he cannot protect tumult

These are woolly goals ot prissy, but a misdirected in
excessise enforcement can produce had results Oserern-

phasic on information can lead to inlormation oserload,
.CadelllICS know only tOt1Well that people resist information,

beyond a point At another extreme it leads to a reoccupa-
tion is ith "truth" as a metaphysical imperative. S adyer-

using content is "intorniation" only in the McLuhanesque
sense of transmission of onager. If "truth" Is used as a
principle of eccluAlon, to iirotutot traroiniisoinot a har tt not
rigorously tactual, it would put not only achertiong but
education out of business User concern w ith injury to corn
prison can lead t1 'MOMS/ and hluni the el festiveness of

1:41n1I1C1111im ilu'ess., concern with consumer protection
attains' 1111114011t1411011 can lead to a pillICS 01 sating con-

sumers from their own 1011S Of monitoring the wholesoine
nes, of their wants

Examples it all id these excesses set regulation are easy 10

find So are examples tit escesose preoccupation w ith
minutiae Henn:inter ihe.samtpaper shasing scandal, w Irish
seises fir purpose other than 10 entertain the colic, of gm..
eminent regulation Nesertheless, the fact that big Moller

Nanning has cemools had some effect in cliscomaging
traudiderti and deliberate!, deceptise adscrosing w Inch
LOOM do teal harm lo the puhLc Though most ailsertisrs
.110111 001 IA, tbar rain et et: in the abseln. C of rtpI,fltoo
the es.opuun, would Illes114111, 111111 up. ...mut' got through
the stook s of treulation esen now

M.111:11 A131,1 /979

the Limin of Economic.

Sian% of the quenton% addressed by either regulation it a
search for prates so ctal responsibility are ,nin questions to
which economics can make a useful uinushutain 11 cosh

and benefits cannot be compared, or it wine structural do
terrnining factor Is under consideration, eirmonucs becomes
nnite of less a spectator for example, one of the leading
sle111011S at present is adscrnsing directed at children It is a
crititally important queimmi for 60111e Illatable, such at
ready-10-eal 111f1111h1/.1 (MAI, 1.:1:1111111111c1i considers the
"household" ID the unit that makes consumption decisions.
protection 01 children m view 01 their credulity and lack of
integrator perception.. Of FM0(1,11011 of parents against
children's demands created by adscntsing, are flatten that
do not concern it directly At must we can call tot better
111/011Thinlin on. say. the amount of sugar in the (mid and its
et feels on nutritional balance and dental heath, as necessary
data for cost benefits atials,IS it hasten to add that ischedis
mg directed to children doer concern economists as parents
and citliens

But. Cl course. isislet1 reset has regarded eC01101111e
wants registered on the market as a derisive rest of welfare
in all case., we would nut have laws against narcotics il tl

did (Air hopes that Ibis particular problem of aifirrtising
children can he largely unnrullrd by voluntary social re
41011.11,1111y since of SeeMS an unpromising arena for regula-

tory interyention
Thee: is also the question id taste I could wish for fewer

deodorant ada, too less JetillatiOn tit deceased /M singers
in order to peddle their records, fin fewer episodes of
couples minimums/ breat tidy to each other about cheesecake
or cotter. for less InsilItiOnli iii 110101110nilei tire, and leer
ads, fewer appearances by lidos the Idiot and Madge the
Sall, for less rapid arriiptialliln ail evry new popular
phrase, style. or altitude by the ailserming fraternity, and
above all tor fewer appealing toddlers cunningly lisping
sonimer,als for products to be consumed by adults. But In
saying that. I have taken off the economist's ha; and joined
the general public, whose tastes are not all necessarily the
same a. mow. If enough solves prin:laim the saute message.
of course, business is dl 101111C1.111 later 11,1/111/1111., a, or else

giner11111C111 n elf 1/411,11111 the message. 13

Hf 1///1.1,1 SUGG/ %// 11 III (Ill -11'/ //I'M
1)rwartn. SIdulc, 1

bldg.:owl Com yolratton arid
bacon. W.1,11111,11111. All1f11111 1 utcrprise Inunutr
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Advertising and Information

Roger M. Swag ler

Toward A Consumer Perspective

A Consumer Viewpoint

Regardless of who you are or where you happen to be as you read
this, you have almost certainly been exposed to some kind of ad-
vertising today. In the last chapter I spoke of ways in which the
consumer can seek out information, but with advertising, the situa-
tion is reversed; it seeks you out, coming into your home over the.
television and radio and in newspapers and magazines. Advertising
is an integral part of American life, and billions of dollars are spent
each year to 'ensure that it stays that way. However, despite such
massive expenditures, it isn't at all clear what advertising does for
or to consumers. It is clear that all those dollars spent on advertising
haven't fulfilled the consumer's need to know about products. There
is evidence, in fact, that the opposite is sometimes true; advertising
may confuse consumers and in some cases .even mislead them.

The irony of this situation can be traced to basic differences in how
advertising's function is perceived. Thus far we haven't spoken of
information in terms of telling consumers what they ought to do.
We have treated information as impartial evidence that consumers
evaluate as they make independent judgments. The intended outcome
is a purchase that will promote greater satisfaction; presumably, in-
formative advertising would embody these same elements.

At this point, a conflict arises because advertising intends to sell
a particular product. It follows that the function of the ad must be

Reproduced with the permission of the copyright holder from Swagler, Roger M. Con-
oilmen) and the Market : An .Introductory Analysis. 2d ed. Lexington, Mass., D.C. Reath
(1979) 1). 117-145.

(265)
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to persuade the individual to buy the product. Thus, persuasion re-
places impartial evaluation and any persuasive technique that works
will be employed. Success is measured in terms of increased sales,
and any ad that boosts sales is by definition'good. If an ad for Scrubbo
Cleanser shows a celebrity extolling its virtues and that gimmick
happens to sell Scrubbo, that's all that matters.

There's the rub, the difference in perception mentioned above. In-
formation is meant to provide consumers with a better basis for mak-
ing independent decisions; advertising is meant to persuade-con-
sumers to buy a product. Advertisers are interested in informing the
public only if that information will help sell the product. That is why
most of what is written about the subject is of little or no value to
the student inquiring about advertising from the consumer's point of
view. Advertising has been analyzed mainly from the seller's perspec-
tive, which views the consumer as someone to be attracted (some
would say manipulated) rather than someone to be given information.

Dollars and Sense

This raises an obvious question: Should advertising be asked to per
form an information function? In answering that question, remember
that while information can be-gotten to consumers more cheaply.than
it is now, someone still has to pay the cost of getting it there. Two
possibilities suggest themselves: government and business. The gov-
ernment reduces information costs to consumers by forcing busi-
nesses to ,disClOse key facts, establishing standards,.or providing in-
formation directly. The costs are then either forced back on business
or paid out of tax monies. If government bears the costs directly,
is ultimately the consumer as taxpayer who shoulders the *burden.
This may be a more efficient approach, but information costs have
only been reduced, not escaped.

If business is forCed to bear the cost of providing information to'.
the consumer, this cost, like any other cost of production, would be
reflected in the final price of the product. The degree to which this
price increase would be passed along to the consumer depends on
the degree of competition in the market.* In most cases, however, the
consumer will end up paying some, if not all, of the added costs.
through higher product prices. Again it is the consumer who ulti-
mately pays the costs of information. If it has occurred to you that
you are already paying higher prices to cover advertising and promo-

The less competition there is, the easier it is for firms to pass higher costs
along to consumers. In more competitive markets, there are more firms, so con-
sumers have more choices, and it is harder for a single firm to manipulate price.
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liana' costs, then you see the point. Look carefully at the data in
Table 6.1. The dollar amounts are impressive (nearly one-half billion
dollars for Procter & Gamble), but the percentages may be more
significant. The percentages can be read as the number of cents out
of each dollar spent that go to pay for advertising.* Among the top
100 national advertisers, advertising expenditures run as high as one-
fourth of sales R. p. 301. Few are that high, but it remains clear that a
significant portion of the consumer's dollar goes directly to advertis-
ing.

This is precisely why information is so important. If advertising
efforts were channeled into providing information, there would be a
net gain to consumers, who would then be receiving something for
the costs they are already paying. In that sense, informative adver-

Aising would be relatively cheap in that it would be available at little
or no extra cost. Remember, too, that the potential for advertising as

Table 6.1 Advertising Expenditures: In Dollar Amount and as a Percent
of Sales for the 15 Leading National Advertisers: 1976

Company
Ad Expenditures Ad Expenditures
(in millions) As Percent of Sales

1. Procter & Gamble Co. $445.0 8.4

Z. General Motors Corp. 287.0 0.6

3. General Foods Corp. 275.0 7.6

4. _Sears, Roebuck & Co. 245.0 2.0

5. Warner-Lambert Co. 199.0 15.3

6. Bristol-Myers Co. 189.0 9.5

7. Ford Motor Co'. 162.0 0.5

8. American Home Products Corp. 158.0 8.8

9. Philip Morris Inc.' 149.0 3.5

10. Mobil Corp. 146.5 0.5

11. R. J. Reynolds Industries 140.3 2.4

.12. Unilever 135.0 10:7

13. General Mills Inc. 131.6 4.5

14. Heublein Inc. 129.1 8.3

15. Colgate-Palmolive Co. 118.0 3.4

Reprinted with permission from the August 29. 1977 issue of Advertising Age. Copy-
right 1977 by Cram Communications, lie.

National advertising. measured .media only (includes newspapers, magazines, tele-
vision, radio and outdoor).

These figures actually understate the cost of advertising to the consumer
because they do not include local advertising (Sears, Roebuck & Co., for ex-
ample, spends more on local ads than on national) (6, p. 301. The figures also
omit the closely related costs of packaging and promotion.
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a mechanism for providing readily available information is difficult to
overestimate. The beauty of advertising, as we've noted, is that it
reaches everyone; at present, that may be a mixed blessing, but the
potential benefits are tremendous. There is no better way for con-
sumers to obtain so much information so effortlessly.

Advertising and Information Content

An Overview of the Media

Thus far we have talked about advertisements as a single group,
when in fact there are important variations among them. The most
obvious differences are.among the media. Television, radio, magazine,
and newspaper advertisements come to mind, but they don't cover all
the possibilities; there are also specialty or trade publications, bill-
boards, and other outdoor advertisements, flyers, loudspeakers, and
other forms that attest to the ingenuity of individual advertisers. If,
as Marshall McLuhan says, the medium is the massage, then it is
important- to understand something about the characteristics of ad-
vertising on the various media.

We begin by looking at the distribution of advertising expenditures
among the media. A glance at Table 6.2 shows that the top ten ad-
vertisers rely heavily upon television (except for cigarette companies,
which cannot advertise on television). As a group, these advertisers
spent over.$1.2 billion on television advertising. Smaller companies
spend less on television, but it is the largest firms that represent the
bulk of advertising expenditures. Thus,advertising expenditures ,are
highly concentrated in a relatively small number of firms and those
firms concentrate on television. The high cost of national television
advertising, up to $150,000 for 30 seconds, indicates why television
advertising looms so large in the overall expenditure picture (4, p. 74].

Television (particularly national television) is geared to a mass
audience; thus, it is less likely that specialized information can be
provided. The very nature of television also encourages less infor-
mative advertising. Because of its versatility, television can represent
a variety of aspects of a product, and there is a natural temptation
to use picture and sound to create a mood or an image rather than
providing information. In short, television gives the advertiser-a
means to do a variety of things that don't provide much information.

Radio advertisements present a slightly different situation. These
differences follow from the differences in the media, which in turn
affect the pattern of radio broadcasting and advertising. -This is

in the degree to which radio has become specialized; some

2 1-i



Table 6:2 Distribution of Advertising Expenditures by Medium: Top 10 National Advertisers: 1070

Total 9., of 'Fetal Dollars Net-
Ad Expenditures News- Giml, Farm Spot Network Spot . work Out-
!irk', Company (in millions) paper Mags. Pub. TV 'I'V Radio Radio door

1. Proct'er li Gamble Co. 1112,345.5 1,11 4.5 - 40.2 53.4 (1.1 -
2. General Foods Corp. 225,1511.0 3.11 11.1 - 211.5 57.3 0,4 0.1 -
3. General Motors Corp. 203,7114.3 111.1 111.2 .11.9 13.3 :15.3 10.0 0.0 2.4

4. Bristol-Myers Co, 152,032.7 0,9 10.0 - 11.11 (i7,3 3.:I -
5. American Home Products 145,189.3 1.5 4.4 0.3 23.1 117.1 2.5 1.0 -
0. R. 1. Reynolds Industries 11/1,1112.11 40.1 30.2 - 4.0 4.2 - , '.._. 20.8

7. Philip Morris Inc. 134,3r0.5 33.2 28,11 4.7 10.2 1.3 13.0

8. Ford Motor Co. 131,919.7 11.3 10.1 1.7 21.4 . 37.9 0.5 1.6 1.5

9, General Mills Inc. 117,1134.0 3.3 9.3 33.9 49.5 4.0 0.1 -
10. Unilever 105,580.2 2.7 4.5 ,) 35.2 57.1 0.5 - -

I. Reprinted by permission from the August 20, 1977 issue pi Advertising' Age. Copyright 1077 by Crain Communicatimd, Inc.
a Includes only molar media categories for national advertising.

2 0
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stati:ins broadcast on!,, music --rock, country and western, or classi-
cal while others specialize in news. In metropolitan centers, there
are stations that SPY% e particular ethnic groups, while in rural areas,
there, are farm oriented stations. borne churches have their own sta-
tions, and so do some colleges and universities. With this diversity,
it is difficult to generalize about radio advertising. Yet the nature of
the medium itself forces certain constraints on radio advertising that
limit all stations, regardless of orientation.

It is harder to talk about something than to show a picture of it.
If advertisers are going to talk about the product anyway, there is a
chance that they IA ill say something informative (although it is pos-
slide to talk without saying anything substantive). Most cympanies
have a multimedia advertising package, so that their radii ads com-
plement their television efforts; some companies even run the sound
tracks frOm their television ads.

The printed page is the oldest form of modern communication. It
was through the printed media that advertising got its start and took
on its present form. Many newspapers and magazines lost ad_lertising
revenfles to such an extent that some well-known ones have eased
publication. At the same time, others are prospering because they fill
a special need of adv,.!rtisers There are implications in this situation
that directly affect the information that the ads pass along to the
consumers.

Newspapers contain a type of advertising that is purely infdrma-
tive -classified ads. These serve the consumer directly by locating
items and in effect creating a market. 'These ads perform the classic
function of bringing buyer and seller together. If you were interested
in buying a used lawnmower, you might reasonably assume that
someone in thearea had one ,for sale; your problem would be finding
that someone. It would be very difficult without classified advertising.
In its early ftirm. most advertising was of the classified type. Other
examples survive, such as the announcements on bulletin boards in
neighborhood supermarkets. For the most part, however, advertising
has gone beyond these elementary functions and now concerns itself
with persuasion and advocacy.

For day-to-day operations in the marketplace, newspapers remain
one of the consumer's greatest assets. This is hardly surprising, be-
cause newspapers are an important means of local advertising. They
afford local adver Users the chance to fet consumers know what they
have, what specials they are offering, and other information concern-
ing hours and location. In terms of price information, newspaper ad-
vertising is probably more useful to consumers than any other type.

Magazine advertising includes a wide varidly of apProaches. Where
color is involved, there is a tendency toward shdwy, but not neces-
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sarily informative, ads/However, like radio and newspapers, maga-
zines have become more specialiied, a trend that has hurt mass-
circulation magazines. This is significant for consumers, because the
general circulation publications contain more general, less informa-
tive ads. The specialty magazines, on the other hand, are aimed at a
particular audience. It can be. assumed that persons reading one of
these publications have an interest. in the particular topic and per-
haps sonic information about 'it. During the late 1970s, however, the
rising costs of television advertising have renewed advertisers' in-
terest in magazines. At this time, it is impossible to tell how this
trend will develop, bUt to date it has meant more magazine advertis-
ing. with the largest increases going to more general, less informative
national ads.

A Stondard of Judgment
. .

To this point I have discussed,advertisements in the r6tIler general
terms as being more' or less informative. Such judgmen obviously

pleasurerequire some kind of standard or of informs ion content.
Various standards have been suggested, but the most common is the
content analysis approach used by the .Federal Trade Commission
(FTC). The FTC is the agency within the federal 'government that is
charged with monitoring advertising; its efforts are gaining more at-
tention, and from time to time you will see that the agency has
charged that'a certain ad is misleading and must be removed. Such
judgments are based on standards that the FTC has developed to
classify advertisements into three categories: informative, ads that
provide significant information; puffing, ads that ballyjioo the Product
without really saying anything about it; and misleading, ads that
either directly or implicitly misrepresent the product.* These are not
necessarily mutually exclusive categories, but they do provide a
structure for analyzing information content [13 and 15].

According to the FTC, informative ads provide' information on
price or relative price, functions of the product, construction specifi-
cations, and performance, standards. I recall an ad for a chain saw
that meets these criteria almost to the letter. The ad. shows the saw
in use:gives the price ("under $100"), details its features (metal body,
self-oiling chain, automatk-recoil start, and so on), and tells some-
thing about what the saw will do (- , '9gs up to 20 inches in diam-
eter':). If you were in the.market ( , hair saw, that. ad would be
helpful; it tells you enough about 1 ,w for you to evaluate it.

Puffing ads, on the other hand, do not provide the consumer with

The FTC uses deceptive instead of misleading.

c
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that type of service. They substitute superlatives, endorsements by
leading personalities, or claims of uniqueness for hard facts on price
and performance. They are fluff (rhymes with puff) and while they
may be entertaining, they are not very informative. Soft-drink corn-
mer.cials, which show happy, beautiful people downing gallons of a
particular brand, Mint() the puffing category. Magazine ads for liquor,
which typically feature a close-up of the bottle, are another example.
Puffing ads do riot mislead, but they do not inform either; as their
middle position suggests, they represent a sort of neutral territory.

That may be damning with faint praise, but it is more than can
said for misleading advertisements. Such ads feature unsupported
and often unsupportableclaims and rigged or irrelevant tests, and
they portray the product in unnatural situations. These are typical
traits of misleading advertisements, but since the range of possibili-
ties is so broad, it is difficult to limit them. Ads may be misleading
without resorting to outright lies, though that it not unknown: An
advertisement is misleading if it portrays the product as something
it is not. There are many examples of misleading advertisements in
the history of television, including plastic placed over floors to show
a "true wax shine" and shots apparently taken through an automo-
bile window to demonstrate that the glass is distortion-free, when
in fact the window had been wound down.

The FTC guidelines sound straightforward enough, but you should
appreciate that there are a variety of problems involved in their
implementation. First of all, the advertisement may not fit neatly into
a single category. An ad may contain features of two or more types.

,Reliability also deserves mention: One can read, or view, between
the lines of advertisements, but it is necessary ultimately either to
accept or to reject what the advertisement says. An ad may appear to
be quite informative, providing details about the product and demon-
strating its effectiveness through different tests. Appear is the key
word, for it is not always possible to trust what is being said. The
track record of advertisers hardly inspires confidence.

Even with standards and a set of criteria for making evaluations,
there is bound to he an element of personal judgment in their ap-
plication. If the price of a product is $99.95, is it misleading to ad-
vertise it as "under $100"? Is it misleading to advertise soft drinks
with those happy people and their beautiful smiles without mention-
ing that the drink promotes tooth decay? Most people would prob
ably feel that to call these examples misleading would represent an
overly strict appFcation of the standards, but others might not agree.*

As a check, students are urged to repeal the evaluations reported in OA
fo.;qwing suction. See suggested projects.
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Given that judgments are involved, no absolute standard can be
imposed. The real question is whether the FTC's system of content
analysis is a workable approaCh. To test that question, the FTC guide-
lines were applied to a sample of actual national television advertise-
ments. The results are enlightening in terms of both the approach and
the advertisements.

Information in Notional Television Advertising

For several reasons, television is the logical place to apply the FTC
guidelines. As noted above, television accounts for the greatest por-
tion of advertising expenditures, so it is necessary to look to tele-
vision to see where advertisers spend their money. National ads were
selected not only because of their predominant position in advertis-
ing budgets (see Table (3.2.), but also because they have a greater
impact and are not subject to variation from one area to another.
Finally. we should note that television advertising is important be-
cause the medium is such an integral part of the American lifestyle.
Television affects the way we -perceive the world and absorb its
images. Thus, television not only reflects modern life, it is part of
that life.

The results reported here are based on a sample of 321 thirty-
second ads videotaped from the three national commercial networks
during February 1977.. In implementing the FTC guidelines, two inter-
mediate categories were introduced: informative puffing and puffing
misleading This provides a place for lids that are largely puffing but
do give some information, or ads that puff away to the point of be-
coming misleading. The sample was drawn from four designated time
segments: weekday afternoon, prime time, news programming, and
sports advertising.* Thus it is possible to compare information con-
tent for different time segments.

Two raters were trained in the use of the FTC guidelines and each
rated the ads independently. The two agreed on their ratings for 84
percent of the ads, and in only :3 percent of the cases did their ratings
disagree by more than one category. This suggests that despite varia-
tions among individuals, the FTC scale can be applied in a uniform
fashion.

The results of the survey are summarized in Table 6.3.A glanrA
at the "total" column shows that half of the ads fell into the puffing
category. Puffery, then, is the norm for national television .advertis-

Time segments were defined as follows (all times EST): weekday afternoon.
1-3 P.M.: prime time. 8-11 P.M.; sports programming, weekend afternoons: news.
weeknight network evening news programming. Note that no children's pro-
gramming was included in the survey.
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ing, which means no substantive information is provided. About 10
percent of the ads were judged to be informative. That is not very
impressive when you consider that the sample is drawn from about
20 hours of viewing time. So, if you watched 20 hours of television,
you would have 17 minutes 30 seconds of informative national ads.

It might be heartening to note that there were so few ads judged
to be actually misleading. It is possible, however, to argue that there
should not be any misleading ads. When the misleading and puffing-
misleading categories are pooled, nearly 10 percent of the sample
contained ads with some misleading elements. The puffing-misleading
ads generally earned that designation by exaggeration, gross over-
statement, or implications that misrepresented the product. These
may be only venial sins, but they still have a negative impact on the
viewer consumer.

An interesting pattern emerges when we look at information con-
tent by time segment. No striking differences are apparent. Puffing
ads predominate in all time segments, although afternoon program-
ming features slightly more puffery and slightly less information than
other segments. The most significant feature of the time - segment'
breakdown is the concentration of misleading ads during the after-
noon. Afternoon programming features game shows and soap operas
that are commonly oriented toward women; the significance of that
relationship will be discussed in the following section. The overall
conclusion from the time-segment breakdown is that, in terms of tht
information content the ads provide, it doesn't matter a great deal
when you watch television.

By way of summary, we must say that national television adver-,

Tahle 6.3 Information Content in Designated Time Segments: Numbers
of 30-Second Ads

1.e%el Of

Time Segment

Information Daytime
Content Afternoon Prime Sports News Total

Misleading 7 0 0 1 8

Puffing Misleading 9 7 3 2 21

Puffing 68 30 33 30 161

Informative Puffing 33 15 30 18 96

Informative 12 11 8 4 35

12- 9 63 79 55 321

Source: The Relationships Among information Characteristics and Sex-Role Por-
trayal in Network Television Advertisements." 1241
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Using provides very little information; it is difFcult to reach any oLler
`conclusion. There are some bright spots--nei11, 90 percent of
ads contained some information. Some informatiefe iAn't
very good showing when you consider the amount of money spell, on
television advertising and the degree to which it saturates the coun-
try. Had local ads been included the percentage of informative ads
would probably have been higher; local ads can provide specific price
and product information more easily. However, a higher percentage
of informative ads would not mean that the percentage of advertising
expenditures going to information would be correspondingly higher.
A local tire company may advertise a sale and provide the consumer
with a great deal of useful information (price, size, and so on). How-
ever, that ad will cost only a tiny fraction of the price paid for prime
national] advertisements. From the consumer's point of view, the
local ad is probably a better "buy," but that also means that the bulk
of advertising expenditures are going to less informative national ads.

The Problem of Experience Goods

Thus far we have discussed ads in terms of their information con-
tent, without reference to the products being advertised. If, however,
we are to address the problem of improving information content, we
must now broaden our investigation to include consideration of the
products in the ads. The basis for that need goes back to our discus-
sion of search and experience products in the last chapter. Search
products, you will remember, are those goods that the consumer can
evaluate prior' to purchase (the horsepower of an engine or the color
of a suit); by contrast, information on experience goods can only be
obtained by actually using the product (the taste of a cup of coffee
or the effectiveness of a deodorant) (20, p. 315).

You should recognize that experience products are heavily adver-
tised, particularly on television. Foods, toiletries, soft drinks and

beer, patent medicines, and many other personal consumption items
fall into the experience category.* Furthermore, other products, such
as automobiles. combine search qualities with significant numbers of
experience qualities.. In the sample discussed in the previous section,
223, or nearly 70 percent, of the 321 ads surveyed were judged to be
for experience goods (24).
vey now you should see the problem. If the only way a consumer
can obtain information about a product is to use it, how can any real

The third category discussed in the previous chapter was credence goods.
These products and services are not heavily advertised at this time. Some
products, such as patent medicines. may have cadence qualities, but these
can be analyzed in experience terms. b
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information about the product be provided in an ad? No ad can tell
you how a soft drink will taste, how a hair spray will work, or how
you will feel in a particular article of clothing, and yet hundreds of
products in these categories are advertised regulacly. Since it is the
experience that counts, the advertiser must try to cbnvey a feeling for
the product through the ad; the experience may be second hand, but
if you 'see all those happy people drinking cola, you might remember
the brand name and try the product yourself.

The result, of course, is puffery, which helps explain why that
category dominates advertising. The advertiser has little choice but
to puff, because there is little that can be said about the product,*
Nelson, who developed the distinction between search and experi-
ence goods, was the first (n make this point On His hypotheses were
supported' by the sample of television ads discussed earlier; the
search goods in the sample showed a significantly higher level of
information content than did experience goods 1241. Other researchers
have found similar results 12:1].

In some cases, advertisers choose to use puffery when they don't
have to. Advertisements for automobiles, for example, can give pre-
cise information on price, engine specifications, and construction.
Often, however, that opportunity is neglected in favor of showing the
car in luxurious settings, where the emphasis in on mood and style
and superlatives replace substance ("the most glamorous Baasmobile
ever").

Even though some discretion is involved, it remains true that many
ads simply cannot be made more informative. It follows that itwould
he impossible to dictate that advertisements must provide informa-
tion without forcing significant changes in current advertising pat-
terns. Puffery may be toned dciwn,,but it cannot he eliminated because
of the very nature of the products being advertised, This presents a
serious obstacle to any program designed to improve the overall level
of information content in advertising.

An Alternotive Appronch

The difficulty With experience goods is not the only problem with the
content analysis approach of the FTC guidelines. A potentially more
serious concern is stated in the question: At what point does a state-
ment become misleading or deceptive? Suppose, for example. that a
gasoline ad claims to ''Put a tiger in your tank!" That statement is

Price is always a search quality, but these products tend to be relatively
inexpensive and price differentials m4 not weigh heavily in the consumer's
decision.

2 6 1-.
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false, and yet hardly anyone would consider the ad misleading. The
reason is that everyone knows the statement is false and was not
meant to be taken literally.

That is clear enough in the case of the tiger, but what about other
ads in which phrases like "lowest price ever." "best buy yet," or
"runs forever" are thrown around? At what point can the consumer
reasonably be expected to differentiate between intended puffery and
intended fact? The Federal Trade Commission's answer to the prob-
lem is the overage man concept.* An ad is not considered deceptive if
the average man can be expected to recognize the intent of the Ines-

sage (1, p. 5711.
Given the manner in which the term average is abused, that ap-

proach doesn't really solve the problem. Are we speaking of the
average man in terms of intelligence, education, or experience in the
marketplace? If we're talking about the average man on an average
day, we must remember that the average man makes mistakes and

---takethat into account. Not surprisingly, there have been a large
number of court cases on this point.

The concept makes sense only when some kind of rule of reason
is applied and the whole question is viewed in a behavioral context.
The question revolves around what individuals are going to believe
and how those beliefs affect behavior. Thus, in order to make the
content analysis approach work, human behavior has to he taken into
account. This fact has prompted some experts in the area to suggest
an alternative approach to the deception problem. An ad should be
considered deceptive, they argue, only if it affects the Consumer's
beliefs and she or he then acts on those beliefs in a harmful way 1171.

Briefly put, there would he no deception if no one is deceived. An
act might misrepresent a product and thus be termed misleadir4under
the FTC's system, but if no one believes the ad, then there would be
no real deception. This behavioral definition of deception focuses on
the impact of the ad on the consumer's behavior. In order to be put
into effect, the behavioral approach would require extensive screen-
ing of ads before groups of consumers representing a cross section of
the population. The technical aspects of that process would be com-
plex and would quite probably generate disputes.

'The behavioral approach doesn't really address the question Of
improving the overall level of information in ads and is therefore of
limited value in that regard. However, it is vabliable as a reminder
that the ultimate significance of an advertisement lies in its impact cm
the individual. It is the interpretation of the ad that finally matters,

Presumably, the average man could he a woman.

26
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which means sonic attention should be given to the manner in which
individuals treat information from advertising.

There is some evidence to show that most consumers approach
advertising with a critical eye. Most people assume that advertisers
exaggerate; therefore, individuals tend to discount much of what they
hear or see in ads. Under sucfrcircumstances, it is difficult to deceive
a person; the individual's reluctance to accept advertising claims at
face value turns out to be the first line of defense against deception.
Given that situation, there is a possible danger in elk)! is to promote
truth in advertising. If individuals come to believe that ads must be
truthful, they will be more vulnerable to deception. Unless the law is
perfectly enforced, advertisers would have more incentive to try and
mislead consumers because there would be a greater chance that their
.efforts would pay off 091. Things would not have to turn out that
way, but they could; the possibility emphasizes the need to take.con-
sumer behavior into account when considering advertising. Unless
the situation is analyzed fully, well-intentioned efforts could end up
having harmful effects.

Current Trends and Developments

Combating Negative Information

The preceding sections dealt with information and deception in ad-
vertising in general terms. Hcfore we proceed with the question of
the information potential of advertising, we should look .at some
specific cases and see how these issues are actually working them-
selves out.in the marketplace and the courts. To a considerable extent,
that story centers around the Federal Trade Commission. The'respon-
sibility for monitoring advertising has been part of the FTC charge
since it was founded in 1914; however, it was not until 1938 that the
commission was given specific authority to prosecute for misleading
advertising when only the consumer interest was involved (see Chap-
ter 8)2'11 would he wrong, however, to assume that the FTC has acted

',alone. The following examples show that private cons, groups
have been Active, and, in some cases, have been cite for
forcing the Federal Trade Commission to act.

One example that shows the impact of private initiative is the

' Monitor is the key word here; except in rare cases when litigation is in-
volved, the FTC does nolvegulate or give prior approval to ads. The agenc
only reacts to existing ads, often in response to consumer complaints.
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advertising campaign run by the Shell Oil Company several years a_40.
You may recall the ads that billed Shell's Plat formate as an additive
that added significantly to mileage. It showed car after car crashing
through a paper harrier, having gone farther than cars using gasoline
without Platformate. Unfortunately, the campaign was as flimsy as
the paper barrier. True, the cars using gasoline with Platformate did
go farther, but as Consumer Bulletin was the first to point out, Plat-

mate (or something like it) is found in nearly all gasoline meant
for use in automobiles [21 1. You could not buy the kind of gasoline
Shell was using in the test. Any gasoline purchased from any pump
would have Plat formate in it and would go as far as Shell's.

Shell maintained that since the ad merely said that cans go farther
on Plat formate, there was no deception involved. No one bought that
argument, however. Advertising Age, the trade journal for advertisers,
sounded an "Amen" to a letter written by an agency executive that
said: "This is the kind of deception that gives all of advertising a
black eye and makes the task of the honest' practitioner of the craft
just that much harder. It's also great fuel for those who promulgate
government control of advertising ..." 13). -

Pain relievers represent another area of apparent deception and
certain confusion. Aspirin is the main ingredient in such products,\
and aspirin, it turns out, is aspirin. A 1962 study published in the \
Journal Of the American Medical Association indicated that statisti-

. rally there is no difference in the performance of the five leading
brands of pain relievers [12). That was over fifteen years ago. yet
producers still turn out advertisements that claim that their ,brand is
superior, supporting their arguments with supposed scientific tests.
Students who are familiar with statisical testing 'techniques know
that such claims must be taken with a grain of salt (or perhaps
aspirin). There is no evidence that if they were repeated on a larger
population the result would be the same.

Nevertheless, the claims continued unabated until finally, in 1973,
the FTC entered the case. The FTC filedsuit against the major phar-
maceutical companies, maintaining they must either provide accept-
able scientific evidence to support the claims made for their pain
relievers or take the ads off the air. Five.years of litigation have not.
resolved the case and there appears to he no prospect of an im-
pendirg settlement.

If the Geritol arse is" any precedent, the question of pain reliev-
rr:, be in the courts for years to come. Geritol claimed to
"strengthen iron-poor, tired blood" or "iron 'deficiency anemia: -Nu
one was quite sure what tired blood was, but experts agreed that iron
deficiency anemia is rare in the United States and, in any event, is not
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usually associated with a lack of iron in the diet [9). The FTC brought
suit, but the case was in the courts for over a decade before the
questionable ads were removed.

Protracted litigation is also underway in the Listerine case. For
most of this century. Listerine has been advertised as an effective
agent against colds. In fact, it is simply a mouthwash, and as Listerine
ads now state, it does nothing to kill germs or fight colds. Even so, it
took a series of court battles before the claim was removed from
Listerine's advertising, and, even no1,4, the notion that the product is
something more than a mouthwash may linger on [5]. Because of that
possibility, the FTC asked Listerine to do more than simply remove
the ads; the company was asked to pay for corrective advertisements.
Corrective ads, as the name implies, are meant to correct previous
misinformation provided to consumers, and are also involved in the
Geritol and pain reliever cases (in the latter, the FTC is asking that
25 percent of the companies' future advertising expenditures go to
corrective ads).

The FTC had earlier required corrective advertising of a fruit juice
company (for false nutritional claims about its drink) and of a diet
bread `(which claimed to have fewer calories, but in fact was only
sliced thinner). In these cases, however, the corrective ads had lim-
ited impact because they were so mild. It wasn't really clear to
consumers that the companies were admitting any wrongdoing. If
corrective advertisements are to be effective in making up for, decep-
tion, they must be clear and straightforward.

The problems with corrective advertisements are further illustrated
in the STP case. As was true with Platformate, it was a consumer
organization that originally raised questions about the product (an oil
additive). In 1971, Consumer Reports indicated that STP was at best
unnecessary, and at worst a possible danger to the car's engine [11,
p.422). The issue was unresolved and STP continued to expand its
operations; in so doing, it included performance claims in its adver-
tising, claims that were supported by a series of tests conducted by
independent laboratories.

Those tests, however, proved questionable and the .FTC brought
suit. The case was settled in early 1978 when STP agreed to pay a
$700,000 fine'and pay for a series of corrective advertisements. The
ads wer.e labeled "FTC Notice': and referred to "certain allegedly
inaccurate past,advertisements." Included in the ad was the state-
ment "Agreement to this settlement does not constitute an admission
by STP that the law has been violated" [26, p. i4). Not only were the
ad!, confusing and seemingly contradictory, but they were run mainly
in business publications. The idea was to get the message- across to
other businesses that the FTC itself meant business; however, the
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campaign did little to clear up misconceptions that individual con-
sumers might have had about STP.

It is evident that the Federal Trade Commission has become more'
active in dealing with possible deception in advertising, but the im-
pact of that activity is not yet clear. Advertisers have at least taken
notice, but whether future ads will be any different is unknown. If
enforcement is sustained, gradual change could take place. If, how-
ever, the FTC's activities are seen as isolated events, change seems
unlikely.

Children's Advertising

The Federal Trade Commission's activities with respect to adver-
tising have not been limited to the prosecution of individual cases.
In an effort to deal with more general concerns, the commission has
employed a broader approach in certain problem areas. Children's
advertising offers a notable and well-publicized example. The implicit
assumption in the average man concept is that individuals can make
critical judgments about advertising content. In the case of children,
that assumption may not be warranted, which marks children's ad-
vertising as a topic of special concern.

That concern, however, is a fairly recent development. A decade
ago, no special attention was given to children's advertising. Then, in
1968, a group of Boston-area women formed Action for Children's
Television (ACT) in an effort to improve the quality of children's
programming; advertising was among their first concerns. ACT called
for a ban on children's advertising, basing its request on four problem
areas:

I. Developmentalyoung children have not yet developed the
cognitive skills to evaluate material presented in advertise-
ments. Thus, children are particularly vulnerable and impres-

' sionable 116].
2. Family lifepressure from children to buy advertised products

could have a negative effect on the parent-child relationship.
3. Nutritionalconcern was expressed with both the dubious nu-

tritional information contained in ads and the poor nutritional,
content on many heavily advertised snacks and cereals.

4. Content--it was maintained that products (particularly toys)
were oversold, leaving a misleading impression of the product's
capabilities (181.

The FTC called hearings on these matters, but no further action
was taken. However, pressure from ACT brought about a degree of
self-regulation by the industry. The number of minutes of commer-

58658 0 - 80 - 19
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cials per hour of children's programming was cut from 16 to 91/2 and
performers on children's shows no longer were to promote products.
Also, a clear distinction had to be made between the programming
and advertising (usually by a fade out or graphic design) 1181. Pres-

sure from consumer groups also induced three vitamin manufacturers
to withdraw their advertisements from children's programming.

Through all of this, the FTC's position remained vague; the com-
mission seemed to support the reform efforts, but resisted efforts to
force change on the industry (2). The FTC's period of inactivity
stretched into 1977, but then increasing concern with nutrition
prompted staff investigations. As a result of the investigations, the
following proposals were approved by the commissioners in early
1978. The FTC proposes that:

1. All advertising aimed at children under six be banned.
2. The advertising of candy and highly sweetened cereals be

banned from all children's programming.
3. Companies that advertise lightly sweetened cereals be required

to spend an equal amount on purely informative nutritional
advertising 171.

At this writing, hearings are being held on the FTC proposals. It
appears that at least some of the recommendations will be imple-
mented; it is also probable that court challenges await any action the
FTC takes. Recent court decisions extend First Amendment rights
(freedom of speech) to advertisers, and it appears that litigation will
be based on that argument. Whatever happens, the FTC's action
(after a decade of indifference) illustrates the power that public
opinion can have when it is organized and directed.

The controversy over children's advertising deserves a final com-
ment. The entire argument is built around the idea that advertising.
particularly on television, is more than just a way to sell products; it
affects the whole pattern of living. That point is particularly relevant
to children, but it can be applied more broadly. I've suggested
through9ut this chapter that advertising is a part of what we com-
monly call lifestyle; any effort to discuss the issue in narrower terms
runs the risk of dangerous oversimplification.

Advertising by Professionals

While the FTC is attempting to limit advertising geared to children.
the commission is seeking to promote advertising by professionals
medical doctors, lawyers, pharmacists, and so on. Few professionals
of this type have advertised in the past in part because tradition held

0 17 e)
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that advertising was unprofessional and i.apart because professional
associations banned advertising. The FTC u'egan its efforts to promote
advertising by professionals in 1975; a ruling by the Supreme Court
in 1977 upheld the right of professionals to advertise and accelerated
the rate of change [10, p. 70].

In the last chapter, I indicated that information about professional
services falls into the credence category, goods or services that can-
not be fully evaluated even after they are consumed [20, p. 315J.
Professional competence, not advertising, seems to be the key issue.
Furthermore, it would be difficult to advertise prices in many cases
until diagnosis and treatment were complete. To confound the issue,
it is impossible to repress the image of a doctor doing a television
commercial in the manner of a used car dealer ("Special, Today
Only

Surely such jokes have circulated around the FTC, but that issnot
what the commission had in mind. The ban on professional advertis-
ing, the commission maintained, denied informatign to consumers
and thus represented a restraint of trade. The logic of the argument is
based on the fact that although many professional services are com-
plex and involved, others are routine. A will for a middle-income
family, for example, is a rather straightforward document and is rela-
tively inexpensive. However, if there is secrecy about prices, the
client-consumer won't know if he or she is actually paying a reason-
able price.

The same logic holds for the ,advertising of prescription drug
prices. Once the drug has been prescribed by the doctor, the patient-
consumer ought to know where it can be filled, most economically 12,
p. 1632]: Such drugs must meet federal standards, so there is little risk
to the individual. Even in more complicated situations, comparative
price information should be helpful. If you find out, for example, that
your family doctor is the most expensive in town, it hardly seems
unreasonable that he or she be able to justify the expense. The doctor
might be worth the price, but if patient-consumers aren't aware of
relative prices, they won't be able to inquire.

One of the problems with the pricing of-professional services has to
do with price discrimination, which means charging different individ-
uals different prices for the same servicevin the markktplace, most
products are sold at a single price to all consumers, which means that
those who would be willing to pay more for the product are getting a
bargain; it is easy to see that if each individual is charged the maxi-
mum that he or she would be willing to pay, the seller would benefit.*

Price discrimination is legal in such cases and may be justified on Tthe
grounds that the poor thus receive treatment more cheaply.

. 2 7ei
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Because of the nature o': their services, professionals are able to
practice price discriminaiton, but disclosure of fees makes the prac-
tice more difficult. Advertisirlg should reduce the range of prices for
similar services. Some p-ofessionals may resist advertising for that
reason.

It is difficult to provide an overall evaluation of the impact of ad-
vertising by professionals. Contrary to the expectations of those on
both sides of the controversy, it is unlikely that advertising will bring
about any great changes. For example, allowing doctors to advertise
isn't the answer to rising medical costs. However, in a small way the
consumer should benefit. The change momentous, but it is rea-
sonable, and, as in the examples mentioned above, it should help the
consumer. There may also be a mare subtle, long-range benefit to
consumers: more candid information about professional services
should promote a more objective approach to the subject, and that
should serve the consumer's interest.

Problems and Possibilities

Catching Up to the Present

Our discussion of advertising and information has ranged over a
variety of issues; it is hoped that as you covered the material. your
thinking about advertising has changed somewhat, The various prob-
lems addressed above cannot be dealt with until consumers begin to
perceive the possibilities that advertising affords. There are limita-
tions, to be sure, but advertising still has a potential aducational and
informational value beyond the capabilities of most alternatives. It is
nothing less than a resource, a badly abused and misused one, but a
resource nevertheless.

Putting advertising in that context serves another purpose:.It helps
us break out of the mental rut we are :n when it comes to thinking
about the question. Advertising is such a part of our lives that it is
difficult to think of it except as it currently exists. Our thinking about
advertising is badly out of date. Even when advertising has the poten-
tial to reach into evr.:ry American home instantly, we still think of it
in terms of the medicine show or the weekly newspaper. During the
last century, advertising was unregulated and often outrageot.S, but
that hardly mattered. If the medicine show advertised a cire for
fallen arches, heart attacks, and sore backs, it did so to a small group
that could evaluate the product and the advertising. Even if someone
was suckered into buying the product, the amounts involved were
probably small.

76 A
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Technologica; change, however. has altered the situation radically.
Faster presses. the introduction of color, and widespread distribution
improved the traditional media. Radio and television have spread
the reach and potential effectiveness of advertising still further. Fred-
erick Lewis Allen chronicled these changes during, the.1920s. The ads

?of fifty ye. ago make today's .'ook like the picture of,responsibility.
For example, Allen tells of the unl.Tippy people who had

...succumbed to pyorrhea, each of tneui with a merci-
fully concealing his unhappy mouth.... The womit, ld un-
doubtedly do something about B.O. if people only sail to ner what
they really sthciught.... These men and women of tLe advertising
pages, suffering or triumphant, bef.orne purl of the folklore of the
day. [8. p. 73, emphasis added]

Those people, or their grandci:ildren, lavr.t become part of Ameri-
can culture and they are treated with a degree of nonchalance that
masks thuir real importance. Consumers continue to treat advertising
lightly even though inc:,.easingct;inpleNits in the market and techno-
logical change hove reduced consumers' abilities to counter the forces
of advertising'..You should rec.ignize this argument as an aspect of
the more general coos amen roblem--the consumer's inability to
work a 04aried environment. COnsumers do not seem to h've
caugl-it on to 'f.h_fact tOI the environment has changed, which has

-pi-:,rm;',1ed the ITeewheelirigand largely unchallenged development of
the advertising establisl;Ment. The --,plications of advertising for
confumers and its potential usefulness have not really been grasped.

Notice that I have come out in favor of advertising, not against
My ciiticism has to do' with' certain aspects of the way pToducts are
advertised, -with...adverrising-itielf.,Unfortunately, even the mild-
est criticism of advertising tends to polarize opitiuns. Some groups
seerri to feel that there-is something sacred about the current content
and structure of advertising; they equate the status quo with what
they call. "our free enter)prise system." Whatever that is, it is not a
very good description of advertising and the American economy in
th 1970s. Advfritising expenditures are highly concentrated among
a small numbed of firms. '171his concentrates a tremendous amount of
power` in a few hands. It b4pergued that, rather than support free
enterpriv, massive advertiSing expenditures actually promote monop-
oly elements by giving an extra .Eidva:-.iage to .certain firms. Advertis-
ing becres a way of maintaining control of a market and forestAlling
competition. Thus; a doctrinaire approach only masks the rya) issues
and confuses the question.

276
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Some New Directions

Any change in advertising must begin by educating the public to what
advertising could be. The success of Action for Children's Television
shows that if it is properly organized and directed, public pressure
can bring about changes in advertising. Most changes thus far have
emphasized limitations, but change can also be cast in positive terms,
with the emphasis on realizing advertising's informational and edu-
cational potential.

However, it should be clear that it isn't enough to simply say to
advertisers: "Thou shalt be informative." As noted. some ads (for
experience goods) cannot be really informative. We can reasonably
assume that most consumers recognize this fact; the emphasis 'in such
cases should then be placedbn preventing distortions and deception.
In areas where more informative ads are possible, however, higher
levels of information content should be encouraged (and in some
cases required).

We can assume that businesses act in their own self-interest, which
means that jnore informative ads will he forthcoming when such ads
are in the company's self-interest. That will only happen when con-
sumers begin to demand more information. This is a realistic possi-
bility if consumers are aware that information is available; public
service hroadcastirrg might encourage this trend by stressing the
'kinds of information cm:urners :;an expect

A significant_ problem with this proposal is validating the informa-
tion provided in advertisements, f-j,ere is where a national informa-
tion policy comes into the picture. Information provided ..hrough
advertising would be an integral part of that overall policy. The En-

' virortmental Protection Agency has been criticized for its mileage ,

ratings, but at least they have put an end to the g:,oss exaggerations
that formerly c:.taracterized mileage claims.

EPA ratings must be included in automc' Jcls, but other public
information could be used voluntarily. If ;gists showed that the
Clomp-Clomp lawnmower was the safest, most economical, and-most
dependable mower on the market, then Clomp-Clomp should be able
to use those findings in their ads. The public would know that the
company was not just making wild claims, since the information
would have been validated. Thus, advertisements would be a way:
of getting quality information to the public.

Where does that leave companies whose products do not measure '
up well in such tests? They would,nat be forced to say that in their
ads, but they would not be able to make any claims .of pellormance
of quality either. That would provide a p6werful incentive to im-
prove their product. Better information .flow would therefore bring
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pressure on producers to offer quality products, which is precisely
the way markets are supposer: to work. Now prodUcers can hide
behind the consumer's lack of information and pass t.ff inferior prod-,
ucts.

I have treated advertising at great length simply because it has the
potential to provide high-quality, low-cost information to all seg-
ments of the population. Information needs to be interpreted very
broadly in this context. That is, it includes not only information
about products per se but also about types of products and services.
In short, advertising could perform a genuinely educational function.
Insurance advertisements, for example, could include detailed. infor-
mation about types of insurance, strengths of each type, and the best
insurance package under different circumstances. Similarly, adver-
tisements for banks or other financial institutions could include sound
financial advice. By the ingenuity of advertisers, this information
could be put across in an easily understandable fashion. It is difficult
to think of a more effective way to get information to a broad cross
section of the public. As people were continually exposed to this sort
of advertising they would gradually develop a more sophisticated
understanding of these complex issues. Citizens might decide that
some percentage of total advertising time should be given aver to
such educational efforts. In this case, I am not talking about advertis-
ing a product, but rather providing information on-,a class of products
or services.* Because ads of this type would be different from prod-
act advertising. public trust should be greater.

A 'program of this sort is based on the idea that advertisers have
a responsibility to provide information tci consumers. If that informa-
tion is not contained in ads for particular products, it would be pre-
sented in the more general, educational ads.t SOme people may fee-1
that advertisers should not be forced to assume a social responsibil-
ity, but the prciposal orily assumes that those who benefit from a
system should in turn work toward improving it. Companies have a
right in advertise; they also have a responsibility to the public. This
is not a eery radical idea.

/ If you think- the chaiiges suggested here sound like pipe dreams,
remember that changes have already taken place in advertising. It

Advertisers could be required to set aside a percentage of their total ad.
ertising budgets to fund such efictrt;. These costs would be passed along to
the consumer, but considering the potential value of such a program, the ex-
prnse should be well v:orth it in terms of individual constIrner's savings.

t Some hint of this idea is contained in the FTC proposals for children's ad-
vertising. Companies that advertise certain types of cereals would be required
to pay for ads about nutrition. By extending the idea, advertisers of medicines
could fund ads on health, and so on.
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was not too long ago that cigarette advertisements, now banned from
television, were making health claims about their products. Similarly,
the very idea of corrective advertising would have seemed radical a
few years ago. Thus, it is not unrealistic to suppose that advertising
over time can be made to convey information. The changes will not
take place overnight "and the program will not come in a Able pack-
age. Progress generally comes in small steps. In this case, the ultimate
goal makes the journey worthwhile.
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INTRODUCTION

Toe. Federal Trade Coe=ission (FTC) has. been for many years the

principal Federal agency concerned with the regulation of national

advertising. At its inception and during its early years, however,

this role was negligible. This is uo because the Commiseion' a enabling

legislation, the Federal Trade Coaasision Act, was passed by the Congress

at the request of President Woodrow Wilson after a long political fight

arising out of what was then called the -"trust problem." President

Wilson envisaged an agency of experts to protect bovinemmen from unfair

acts by competitors. Consumer protection, iocIuding protection from

unfair and deceptive advertising. was not one of the agency's initial

concerns or responsibilities. Io the original 1914 Act there was no

specific reference to advertising or consumer protection.

It has been through a slow, evolutionary process that the Commis-

sion has assumed its present day importance in the field of advertising

regulation. This report examines beta Federal Tradi Commission's ac-

tivities in this area over the last 65 Tears, placing special emphasis

on new developments during the last decade.

Part I offers an hittotical perspective on the ;,rowth of the ad-

vertising industry since the turrio.. the century. Part ft provides a

briei discussion of the legislative framework within which the FTC

operate. Despite the increase in vigor .of the Comm ission'e regulation

of advertising that began just abo,, a .decade ago, its ley.: authority

that governs this field has changed relatively little over the yearr.

Reproduced from U.S. Library of Congress. Congressional Research Serrice. Advertising
Regulation by the Federal Trade COHIMISSIOts. Report .No. 79-145 E. by Bruce Moloch.
(Washington) 1979. 39 p.

(2891
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Inc lew cnangea which have taken place have evolved mainly from coanges

in approaches to enforcement and reinterpretations of existing legal

autnority. Part III presents a summary of the traditional a ?proachea

that the Commission has employed in carrying nut its mandate to pro-

/
test consumers and competitors from false, misleading, deceptive, and

unfair advertising. Part IV reviews new developments in advertising

regulation during the last decade.

HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

Modern advertising is a key element of marketing for businesi

enterprise. It has flourished chiefly in countries and in periods

in which private industrial capitalism has been able to achieve rapid

and sustained economic growth, support considerable degree of leisure '

activity, and provide a high level of consumption for the bulk of the

population. Advertising in some fotm has operated in societies whose

markets have been state-controlled, and to a small degree it even

thrived in pre - industrial America and in 18th-century England. In

neither form, howe4rr: did it resemble the type of advertising which

nas developed during recent decades in the English- speaking nations,

And particularly in the 1:.red SCALvQ.

19th Century Develop...fats

The unique importance of advertising industry in

America is clearly te r.eait 7,...4b,lr of factors which, not

individually restrict:.! e ,ourtry, have fixer combined pethapo more
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I favorably in this country than anywnere else. The industrialization

which accompanied and followed the
Civil War opened the way for manu-

facturers to seek ever larger markets
within which their expanding pro-

duction could be accommodated.

It was a1.0 during this period that many food processing and

consumer -1,,eods manufacturing
tirms began to advertise their brand

names, to package goods under their labels, and generally to induce

consumers to took for their products on store shelves. Previously,

most consumer goods sold in retail shops were "generic" goods (not

differentiated according to manutacturer--often not even identified

as to the source). Many products were
sold frdm barrels or jars, with

no effort to inform the consumer as to the manufacturer's name.

The last third of the loth Century was also marked by a continu-

ation and broadening of the transportation
revolution, which had al-

ready-brought to the American economy improved wagon highways, steam

navigation on inland waterways, oceans, canals, and the steam railroad.

Indeed, Cs has been said, the late nineteenth century belonged peculiarly

to the railroad. The construction of railroads absorbed an enormous

,,:brtion of American resources and energies. The new railroads, in turn.

were of critical importance in stimulating economic expansion. They

1/

were the commercial lifelines of an industrializing society.

1/
Scheiber, harry N., Harold C. Vatter and llarold U. Faulkener.

American Economic History. New York, Harper and Row, 1976, p. 259.

,r
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Simultaneously, mass media expended on scale made possible

by the cheapness of newsprint, new techniques in periodical pub-

limning, an increasingly mobile population, and the generally power-

ful political influence of publishers who were able to obtain leg-

i:lation favorable to toe wide circulation of periodicals low co is

to themselves,

As a consequence o: these and other developments, stimated ex-

penditurei on advertising-- mainly in newspapers and ma tries, but also

on billboards and barns alongside roads, and ii. ,:rpetcar d ypilroad

stationsrose from only about id million in 1865, to $200 million in
1/

Idd0 and to almost $800 million by the end of the century.

ire -World der 1

by the time the Federal Trade Commission was established in 1914,

what nas been called the "golden age of advertising" was in full swing.

The advertising agency N. J. Ayer 6 Son, which was founded in 1869, had

already obtained the first 51,000,000 account and launched the first

national campaign--for Uneeda biscuit--using newspapers, magazines and

outdoor advertising. Automobile advertising was already big business.

by 1914, the car makers were spending more than $4,000,000 a year to

advertise. The :!_intry was already very much advertising conscious.

Tne Atlantic Monthly and the Yale Review ran articles on the subject of

advertising, declaring it to be the most conspicuous feature of American

1/ Scheiber, et al. p. 259.
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lite. Concern was ,apressed about its effect on the morals, tastes

1/

and health of the

Indeed, during the period between 1900 and World War I, concern

clout advertising was very great. The muckraker., as they came to be

known, unleashed a furious attack on phony advertising, starting with

patent medicines. Next came exposes of fraudulent financial advertising.

In 1910, Cyrus Curtis, the most successful magazine publisher in

America, formulated the Curtis Advertising code, which set forth in

specific terms the kind of advertising that would not be carried by

t Curtis eublications. This covered mainly copy "knocking" competitors.
2/

medical copy claiming a cure, and advertisements for alcoholic beverages.

What has since become the Advertising Federation of America helped

launcn 'at campaign in 1911 for truthful and ethical advertising. The

association drew up a code and adopted'the slogan "Truth in Advertising.'

Subsequently, Printers' Ink, the industry's leading magazine...joined the

campaign and published the Printers' Ink Statute, which was a model state

law penalizing false and misleading advertising. Working together, the

magazine and the federation lobbied the model statute through 37 State

legislatures by the time the FTC Act was enacted.

1/ how It was In Advertising, 1776-1976. Compiled by the editors of

Advertising Age. Crain Books, Chicago (1978). 110 p.

2/ Dunn, Samuel Watson and Arnold M. Barban. Advertising: its Role in

Modern Marketing. Dreyden Press, Hinsdale, Ill. (1978) p. 32.

2
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The war Years

Following the first World War, during which time mush advertising

was devoted to the war eltort, buoineas enjoyed a marked expansion.

A mass market for automobiles came into being, and advertising saw
1/

million-dollar budgets become fairly commonplace. With a major assist

trom the new medium of radio, total advertising expenditures increased
2/

from 52,282.000,000 in 1919 to $3,426,000,000 in 1929.

With the Depression, advertising volume slumped some 25Z, falling

back to about its 1915 level. During the 1930s there was a searching

examination of the economic system that had allowed such a debacle as

the Depreosion to happen. One of the frequent targets was advertising.

Critics attacked not only its excesses and the products it promoted,

but also the very concept of advertising. A parade of best-selling

books "exposed" advertising as an unscrupulous exploiter of the consumer.

Some of the opposition to advertising was directed toward legis-

lative initiatives. The proposed Tugvell bill, for example, called for

compulsory grade labeling of canned goods, drugs, and cosmetics. A much-

modified version of the bill was passed in 1938 as the Food, Drug, and

Cosmetics Act. And, it was against this backdrop that the Wheeler-Lea

Amen4mvat of 1938 was paused which substantially broadened the power of

the Federal Trade Commission to regulate advertising.

1/ Advertising Age. Nov. 21, 1973, p. 6.

2/ Advertising: It's kole in Modern Marketing. p. 34.

2S 5
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A4vertiaing began to thrive again with the advent of World War 11.

Unlike World War 1, there were few advertisers who abandoned or reduced

their advertising efforts for the duration. Despite shortages and

scarcity, advertisers deemed it prudent to keep their brand names prom-

inently displayed even when their branded products cound not be pur-

l/

chased. This approach paid off in an unprecedented demand for post-

war products and services.

Modern Advertising

The period since the close of World War It hub witnessed a number

bf developments' that have been conducive to a drxmAtic growth in ad-

vertising expenditures. The extraordinarily strong and diversified

growth of the post-war economy has been, of course, tundamental. This

growth brought with at a rapid and sustained increase in discretionary

incopet wnich paralleled and contributed to a shift toward product differ-

entiation. Fur a major portion of the population, the post-war period

meant dramatic increase in consumer choice and a significant increase

in the money available to spend on those choices.

Probably the most significant direct contributor to the growth of

sjvertising expenditures in this period is television. Printers' Ink

made the first computation of television advertising expenditures in

1949: $57 million. By 1971, the figure had risen to well over $7 billion.

1/ Cohen, Dorothy. Advertising. John Wiley 6 None, New York, 1972, p. 64.
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The advertising industry today is large by any standards and con-

tinue to play an important role in the economy. Advertising expen-

ditures totalled estimated 542.) billion in 1978 or slightly more

than 2I of Gross National Product. And, it is estimated that adver-

tising expenditures will increase at an annual rate of HZ over the
1/

1978-83 period. reaching 563 billi,u by 19a3.

LEGISLATIVE FRAMEWORK

The Federal Trade Commission Act

The Federal Trade Commission Act, passed in 1914. provides the

basic federal authority for controlling adv:rtising abuse. Specifi-

calty. Section'S of the Act gives the Commission rte basic mandate

by conferring jurisdiction over "unfair or deceptive acts or practices

in commerce." The legislative history of the Act indicates that this

was to be an expansive grant of authority:

The committee gave careful consideestion to the question
as to whether it would attempt to define''the many and variable
unfair practices which prevail in commerce And to forbid their
continuance or whether it would, by a general declaration con-
demning unfair practices, leave it. to the Commission to deter-
mine what practices were unfair. It concluded that the latter
course would be better...2/

1/ U.S. Dept. of Commerce. 1979 U.S. Industrial Outlook, p. 491.

2/ S. Rep. No. 597, 53d Cong., 2d Sess. 13 (1914).

./'
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The first case to reach the courts from the new Commission involved

the regulation of advertising, The.Seventh Circuit upheld the power of

Chu FTL control deception in advertising, declaring that ihe Commis-

sion had authority to "stop all those trade orrictices that ... jure cora-

l/

petition directly or through deception F purchasers." Thus, promo-.

timidl advertising quickly became a terget in regulation of business
2/

practicia. In the 1922 case of FTC v. Win.rei Hosier Co., the Su-
,

preme Court added its approval of such regulatory activity by holding

tryst labeling goods containing less than :en percent wool as "woolen"

was deceptid injured commerce by diverting trade from truthful

firms.

in three other early cases, however, the Court interpreted the

Act so as to limit significantly FTC power over advertising. In 1920
3/

a majority held in FTC v. Crati- that it was proper for the courts to

review de novp,Commission determinations that a given practice was 0

"unfair method of competition" in violation of section 5. The

further held that the range of unfair practices within they Commii,

jurisdiction was limited to those unfair practices regarded\dr 1914 00

opposed to good morals or "against pUblic policy becat4e
4/

ous tendency unduly to hinder competition or create monopoly."

l/ Sears RoebIk 6 Co. v. FTC, 266 F. 307, 311 (7th Cir, 10101.

2/ 258 U.S. 483. .

3./ 253 U.S. 421'i1920),

4/ Id. at 427. See, Developments in the Law--Deceptive Advertising,
80 Harv. L. Rev. 1020, (1967).

J

58-6580 - 80 - 20

/4
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This was in Large part the consequence of the preoccupation of the

framers of the Act with the Commission's role in supplementing anti-

trust enforcement. Thus, the Commissionq intended role, if any,

as an agency for protecting consumers against fraud (except in the

unlikely circimstance in which fraud might facilitate monopoly) lass
.1/ . " 2/

left wholly undefined. FTC v. Kleanei- nine years later, the

requirement was established that the harm toll the public interest

caused by an unfair practice must be "specific and substantial."

The most serious obstacle to FTC policing advertising activity
3/

was presented by the Court's 1931 holding in FTC v. Raladam Co.

that the Commission must find that competitors and not merely

consumers were injured by the misrepresentation.

Later during the 19300 the CoMmissien was accorded a more re-

ceptive treatment by the Court. Recognition of the value of flex-

ibility in determining the bounds of legality under section 5 replaced

the static conception of "unfair methods of competition" expressed in
4/

uratz. The FTC's potential ability to deal with novel deceptive

practices was bolstered further by a narrowing of the scope of review,

1/ Posner, Richard A. Regulation of Advertising by the FTC. Wash-
ington, American Enterprise Institute for Public Policy Research
(1973) p. 11.

2/ 280 U.S. 19 (1929).

3/ 283 U.S. 643.

4/ See. FTC v. R.F. KeXel 6 Bro.,.291 U.S. 304 (1934).
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'so that greater deferencit was given to the/Commission' determinations
1/ o

of public interest. /

The Wheeler-Le Apendments

A number of these- conflicts were resolved -'and the jurisdiction'of

the FTC Wis affirmed by the Wheeler-Lea amendments of 1938. The

."/

important Section 5 was rewritten to read: "(a)(1) Unfair methods

of competition-in commerce, and unfair or deceptive actsor practiced
'2/

in commerce are hereby declared unlawful." The addition of the

phrase "unfair or deceptive acts or practices" made it no longer
0

necessary for the Commission to show that competition was injured.

IL there was injury to the public, the FTC was empowered to-act.

/
I

1

, .

1/ FTC . Algoma Limber Co., 291 U.S. 67 (1934).

2/ In 975 "in or affecting commerce" vas substituted 0- commerce".
Pub is Law 93-637.
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The legiolative history.of the amendmpqs forcI strong evidence

[not Congress bellt d that the new Secciom 5 prohibition of "unfair. or

deceptive acts or practi s" (as well as special sections covering the

sdverti ement of food, drugs, medical devices, and cosmetics), provided

the Co tssion ample authority to regulate advettising;

ne definition is broad enough to cover every form of Xdver
.. tieing deception over which it would be humanly practicable to

exercise government control. It covers every case of imposition
on a purchaser for which there could be a practical remedy.1/

Subsequent court decisions have confirmed the conclusion that the Wheeler

v. / 2/.
Lea Aet firmly estaoliihed the jurisdiction of the FTC over adv tiling.

The Wheeler-Lea Act, however,,dnot provide the FTC with such

greater scope than had been granted prior to 1938. Its _contributions lie

in the confirmation and clarification of the'Commission4a authority over

all types and degrees of deception and its improvement of procedures for
3/

enforcement. Previously, the FTC was required to go t) the courts for

enforcement of an order. It an order was violated, the Commigaion had

to ask the Court of Appeals for an injunction directing the violators to

1/ H.R. Rep. No. 1612, 75th Cong., 1st Sees. 5 (1937).

2/ See, e.g., Frestt'Grown PreserveCorp. v. FTC, .125 F.2d 917 (2d
Cir. 1942) (false-labeling and misbranding); Zenith Rad'io Corp.
v. FTC, 143 29 (7th Cir. 1944); Gulf Oil Corp. v. FTC, 150
F.2d 106,(5th Cir. 1945).

3/ Brown, William F. The FedeFal Trade Commission and False Adver--
tieing II, Journal of Marketing (Oct. s 1947), p. 201.

29j
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obey. 1n 193d, the.Nheeler-,Lea,Act gave final effect to orders issued by

the CommissionCommission if much orders are not appealed by the respondents within

6U days. however, cease and desist orders are still reviewable by th

, -

U.S. Court of Appeals and thereafter upon writ of oertiorari to the U.S.

Suprexde Court.

TRADITIONAL PRINCIPLES OF ADVERTISING REGULATION

Since the Federal Trade Cowmiasion's inception, national advertising

has been regulated to a large extent under'section 5 of the FTC Act which,

as has been discussed, declares "deceptive''. or "unfair" acts or practices

to be unlawful.

DeCeption in Advertising, ' .
;1'

The standard for "deception" has been the".ordinary" or "average"'

aerson in the audienceaddressedby the advertisement, taking into account

that many who may be misl'd are unsophisticated and unwary. Aside from the
1/

"ignorant', the unthinking.and the credulous," an advertisedent may have

a greater or lesser capacity to deceive because of the special suscepti-

bilityof the target audience.

Lk measuring deception (it is only recently that the "unfairness" as-

. ..pect of section 5 hdi been frequently viitwed or aaserted as an independent

,

standard against which claims might be measured), the traditional FTC

1/ Aronberg v. FTC, 132 F.2d165, 167 (7th Cir. 1942).

292
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1

practice has been to look at the'. total impressiongenerated by the adver-
_

tisement and Ur4elebt literal truth as a defense'if that. impression was

false. If. is this-'general principle that supports,the rule that if an

advertisement is capable of being interpreted in more than one way, and

one of those interpretations is false and likely to.mislead a substantial

1/

portion ofthe audience,the'idvertisement is unlawful under section 5.

If an advertisement i,s deemed to be misleading belied upon the evi-
.

dente, issues of materiality and causality relating to whether conaumees
1

were influenced in purchaeing decisions by'the false claim are largely

avoided by the FTC rules that the Commission need show only capacity to

deceive,rather than actual deception, and capacity to.affect purchasing
2/

decisions rather than' effista.-

Commission Decides What Is Deceptive

The meaning of an advertisement is a matter entrusted to the discretion
3/

of the Federal Trade Commissions Because this seemingly simple fact is

a principal'reason in the FTC's managing td prevail in the appellate courts

in the vast majority of its decisions that have been appealed, it warrants

further examination.

1 Giant Food, Inc..v.`FTC,.322 F.2d 977, 981 (D.C. Cir. 1963), cert.
dismissed; 376 U.S. 967 (1974). e

2/ Charle's of the Ritz Diatribe. Co. v. FT C, l43F,2d 676, 6B0 (2d
Cir. p44). -I

. .

3/ Gellhbrn, Everett. Proof of Consumer Deception before the Federal
Trade Commission. 17 U. Kan. L. Rev. 559, 563-67 (1969).

e.
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1/

The moat noted csse in this regard ignenith Radio Corp. v. FTC,

where the Commission challenged two sets of claims in a series Of adver-

tisement for Zenith radios. First, Zenith asserted in an advertisement

that " 'Europe is talking to you every night in'English. . . Yon gen
2/

heai' all the leaders . . :all the deity news' broadcasts.' " In truth,

atmospheric conditions prevented satisfactory reception of foreign broad-

cast every day. It was the conclusion of the ComMission that the effect

of the claims was to lead people to believe that radio receprsiondifficul-
.

ties would be completely overcome, partteularly because public knowledge

of difficulties of radio reception was limited. The second series of

claims designated the nudber of tubes in the radio (e.g. ."Eleven-Tuber

superheterodyne with Rotor Wavemagnet Aerial"). The Commission defined

tubes as devices that perform.," 'the primary, function of detecting, am-

3/

plifying, or receiving radio signals.' " Several of the "tubes" Zenith

relied on to arrive at'a total number of eleven had to do with tolling or

converting alternating current into direct current, and therefore did not

qualify the Commission's dFfinition. The Commission held against

Zenith after finding that a substantiil portion of_ purchasers believell

that a radio is better and more pote;ful if it has a large numi,et of tubes.

r

1/ Zenith Radio Corp. y. FTC, 143 F.2d /9 (7th Cir. 1944).

2/ 143 F.2d at 30.

3/ 143 F.ici at 31.

2a4
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In affirming the Commission!' decisions on both sets of advertising claims,

the court of appeels,conclp;ied,

t

The CoMmisdion was not required to sample public opinion to
determine what the petitioner was representing to'the public', TheCommisipn had right to look at the advertisements in question,
consider the relevant evidence in the record that would aid it in
interpreting the dvertiseniente, and then de ide for itself whether

i
the pradtiCes engaged in Py the petitioner re unfair or deceptive
as chiliad in the complaint (emphasis added .1/

Deceptive Comparative Price Advertising

One of the tradition/11 enforcement approaches which best illustrates

the shift or change in emphasis which began
approximately ten years ego cow-

1/
terns the FTC's 1958 'Guides Against Deceptive Pricing. During the 1960s

as many as thirty percent of all cease-and-desist
orders .,ought by the

Commission related to Aeceptive (i.e., "fictitious")
price claims, such as

claims that a product will be sold at "102 off list" or at an "all time low

price." witµ the exception of instances where deciptive price claims have

been.a part of a broad pattern of,fraudolent
operations, enforcement of this

provilion during the last decade has been negligible.

Judging from deceptive pricing Cases brought prior to 1969 in which

tne Commislion wrote an opinton, the seller's representation was usually
J

accurate 44e sale price,was loweithan the\formet price; the compare.J

price was the bona fide manufacturer's. lisot price- -and the Com4ission's

;

1/ Ibid..;

2/ 33

+S s

.3

Reg.'7965 (1958).
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complaint woe that thL'104er did not have many ealna at the foiMer price,

or that, duo to widuapread dimeonnt galling in the local area, the mean-

factureria ltat price wan not. a.commod mulling: price there. Htill,'the (/1-

Mr
problem with moat fictitious price case.' is thequeetion,of determiding

what possible consumer or competitive injury occurredl part

conaumere realize that the price reductions arc-commonly motivated by -the'`

'seller.° inability to move the item at the former price and that many prod-
, 1/

ucto are never sold at the manufacturer's list price. The. Commission's'

policy to deeMphasire enforcement against alleged deceptive (fictitious)

pricing, thereby alloying some exaggeration and ambiguity, in price claims,

'appears coneieten.t wilh the principle of minimum enforcement where conpum-

ers,,as opposed to competitors, are unlikely to be seriously injured and

where rigid substantiation requirements might suppress a uvful form of
2/

competition.

Phony Mock-Ups

A second area that received considerable Commission attention during

the late 1950s and 1960s concerned the phony use of mock-ups in televi-

sion advertising. These deceptions occur when the advertiser falsely

1/ Posner, Richards. Separap statement in report of the ABA Commission
To Study the FTC (1969) p. 109.

2/ Pitofsky, Robert. Reyond.Nader: Consumer Protection and the Regulation
of Advertising. Harvard-Ldw Rev., Vol 90 (Feb. 1977) p. 689.

at. 2 9 c,
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diatOrta (puiliti00 of its own or eolnotiiiVe'produnia in order to oreate

in the conanmer'd mind 4 pureeptifla Of product qualities that the pyodnet

dime not p0O4044.

Thu FTC's campaign against mock-ups culminated in the Supreme Court'a
1/ .

decision in FTC v. Colgate-Palmolive Co. In that case, the udvnrtisur

sought to demonstrate that "Rapid-Shave" had super - moisturizing properties

whicn'permitTed the shoving of sandpaper, and thins that it would be after-

Live in shaving the toughest beards. Aecause sandpaper appears in tele-

vision transmission as plain colored paper, the cream was applied instead to

plexiglass covered with sand, which was then swept clean by a razor. The

record snowed that sandpaper could not be shaved unless it had been soaked

for some eighty minutes, and therefore the demonstration was a clear (Weep-

[too wttnout reference to the mock-up. The Supreme Court went on to find,

however, that even if.sandpaper could be shaved exactly as demonstrated in

tne commercial, it was a separate violation to use an undisclosed mock-up,

since the advertiser was found to have represented to the public that it

was presenting an actual demonstration of its products's qualities. The

Court limited its holding so as not to extend to use of scenery as a backdrop,

or actors playing roles in "plice of life" commercials, or even the use of mashed

potatoes to simulate ice cream, where no product claim is made relating to the

simulated demonstration.

1/ FTC v. Colgate-Palmolive Co., 380 U.S. 3)4 (1965).

O
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AO with the tiatitioo4 nrining 04404, the molor iindotton that the

Commiailion Mond itselt aakilg abOnt the MOvk-up oppop to whist la the

extant of injuriea that eons' tors autteras a result of the deoepti:ma.

Judging from the taut that thi VW hail not tiled a mingle mock-up eimplii1nt

Lh the last eight years(, It w old appear that the C'emntuaion dutermint0 that

it eau heet'allocate its resources in other areas, And it ie probable

that national advertiserit have taken notice of the legal problems that eau

(*mat from using these types sot deceptive practiced.

Violations of section 5 are 40tionabla where the injury is to either

competitors of the advertiser or to consumers. When the FTC acted as "a
1/

aurrimate enforcement ann for cceipetitore, as it frequently did

prior to a decade ago, it characteristically became entangled in nit-

picking, literalietic disputes over the meaning of words in advertisements.

During the 1950s and 1960s, a large number of enforcement actions were

toe result of complaints received from competitors and appear to have been

basiciprintended to shield sellers against competition from lees aspen-
2/

sive substitutes.

In the 1969\teport of the American Bar Association To Study The

Fgderal Trade Commission, Richard Posner goes into considerable detail

describing hundreds of cases he reviewed involving forced disclosures of '

1/ Posner, Richard. Separate statement 1 Report of the ABA Commission
To Study the FTC (1969) 108-09.

2/ Ibid., p. 109.
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Ouginning about Ilbl, the Federal Crude Ciamoteriton has inttlaked

a largo number of pcovoodingm whloh Nava ohallonHod Motor walontil tolvor

tieing campatana 40 Wile, mteleadlng, or entail'. During title time there

have loom unprecedented effort* by the Covernment. to tOgntro by tolomoktoa

and adjudlcUtion the discloauru of relevant product hiromation. hema

recent efforts are In sharp contrast to Liman of earlier yearn which in-

cluded many challougua agatnat claim(' made by amall companieu °elfin:

re-refined oil, hair rustorers,combination fruit treed, etc. And while

the traditional rules concerningducuption, the eau of "pottery" in dikter-

tieing as a detunau, and Commission authority to determine the meaning of

ads have continued to govern the diapositton of most advertising caeca in

the last decade, the FTC has taken major steps to augment the protection

tnese principles afford.

First, the FTC nes developed a separate category of "unfairness" vio-

lations, including the failure to undertake prior eyfbetantiation of adver-

tisements. Second, the VTC has shifted its effort away from-protecting

l/ Ibid., p. Ill.
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1/

The 1412 400toiloo in WTI! voilverty.A Huiehtneon hag eneontOged

the ehellenglng of ditertiing olefin* that are "mitatv" 440 oppoited to

doeoptivo. Opoivy Hutchinson (040) had tried to suppress opoiattane of

treding alamp exchange*, email flits* in the huolnese at swapping or selling

tar a Cu. stamps nacarsary to fill hooks tar the redemption at morchatelitte.

Hy arguing that section 5 applied only to pracicem which violate the

letter or spirit at the antitrust law* or are repugnant to public morale,

U & II successfully detended against an FTC suit challenging its practice as

on lair. In reversing the decielan, the Uttpreme Court authorised tho FTC

to enforce suction 5 "like court of equity," taking into account such

factors as whether a practice (I) "without necessarily having boon pro-

',Lonely considered unlawful, offends public policy" ea established "by

statutes, toe common law, or otherwise"; (2) is "immoral, unethical,

oppressive, or unscrupulous"; or (3) causes "substantial injury to con-
. 2/

sumers (or competitors or other businessmen).."-

I/ FTC v. Sperry & Hutchinson Co., 405 U.8.233 (1972).

2/ Ibid. p. 244-45.
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Although the Supreme Court's broad grant of authoritylto the Commission

to develop new rules in the area of consumer protection ianot specific

enough t8 provide ,Meani4ful.enforcemeni guidelines, three types of

nondeceptive advertiffements emerge that might plausibly 4e regarded as

°
?unfair": claims published without reasonable prior substantiatiofi; claims

which tend to overreach or exploit particularly vulnerable groups; inatances

in which'sellers fail to provide consumers with the necessary informani.on

uppn which a choice can be made from among competing products.

Substantiation Of Advertising Claims

There is evidence that prior to 1912 -advertisers frequently published

1/

claims for which they had little prior substantiating data. That situa-

tion changed rapidly, however, as a consequence of the FTC's decision in the
2/

Pfizer case.

Although the FTC has required since 1963 that advertisers have substan-

tiation for claims relating Co health and safety prior to the dissemi-

nation of the advertisements in which the claims are made, it was not

until the Pfizer decision a decade later that the prior substantiation

requirement was extended to other types of claims,

l/ See Consumer Subcomm. of Senate Comm., 92d Long., Zd Sess., Staff
Report to the Federal Trade Commilision on th& Ad Substantiation
Program (1972)

2/ PfizercwInt. , Rl F.T.L. 23 11972)
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The case involved claimA by Pfizer, the* its product "Unburn" con-

tained a special ingredient that anesthetized nerves in sunburned skin.

The Commission challenged the claims and unanimously held that it is

*
"unfair" under 'section 5 to make an affirmative product claim (puffery

excepted) without reasonable prior substantiation. Although the law

already required that claims must be nondeceptive and truthful when made,

the Pfizer'decision went further and concluded that even nondeceptive

claims not relating to ' health and safety would be in violation of the law

if they were not supported by adequate prior substantiation.

The Pfizer opinion notes that it is impractical to expect individual

consumers to run tests on the thousands of products they purchase and

that it is more efficient for the seller to run tests once for each prod-

uct claim. Beyond this, the opinion asserts that consumers are "entitled"

to the substantiation information and "should not be compelled to enter

into an economic gamble to determine whether a product will or will not
1/

perform as represented." The opinion, however, is vague in explaining

the justification for ad substantiation and fails to consider the costs

that might be generated by a substantiation program.

During the first few years after the Pfizer decision, the FTC launched

a series of publicly announced, industrywide "ad substantiation rounds" in

1/ Pfizer, Inc., 81 F.T.C. 23 (1972) at 62.
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whicn all major advertisers of a particular product, or all advertisers

making a certain type of claim, were required to turn over their supporting

data to the FTC. The material is examined by the Commission, complaints

are issued where the claims are unsupported, and eventually the

data are made public.

In the last few years, however, while the Commission has routinely

sougnr substantiation of ad claims from individual companies that it has

investigated, it has only infrequently asked for ad substantiation on an

industrywide balis. In 1978, for example, only one such request which

covered ads that promoted energy-saving appliances and other devices was

initiated. lie reason, as recently conceded by Chairman Michael Pertscbuk,

is that industry self-regulatory programs have been effectively tarrying

1/
much of the burden of keeping national advertising honest.

But there 1,s concern at the Commission that advertisers and adver-

tising agencies may be getting complaceneabout the threat of FTC,action

and that the Co lesion may be losing some of the momentum it built up

with its highly publicized cases of a few years ago.

One of the major forces behind the heavy use of ad substantiation

rounds in tae first few. years after Pfizer was the influence of Robert

Pitofsky who pioneered its use when he was chief of the FTC's Bureau of

1/ Richard, Gordon L. FTC eyes substantiation revival. Advertising Age,
Jan. 29, 1974, p. 79.

z
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Consumer Protection in the early 1970s. Now that he has returned to the

FTC as one of its commissioneig, it is felt by a number of industry observers

that the program will again receive heavy emphasis.

In lknuary 1979, Commissioner Pitofsky, speaking about indus-/

trywide ad substantiation rounds, said. "It's a bit of a burden Cn the

staff to analyze the data, but I think its awfully effective at filleting

reviewers of advertising [inside companies and agencies] in the position
1/

of saying, we need this substantiation before you can make that claim.'"

Vulnerable Gib ups

Another category of "unfairness" which the FTC has begun to attack

during the last decade concerns the exploitation of vulneraole audiences.

This concept could be relied upon to declare certain ads illegal even

it the ads were true because they offend some other standard of accep-
2/

tability; define truch"differently when ails are directed to special
7/

audiences such as children; or duplicate the concept of deception already

in the law.

1/ ibid.

2/ At least to the extent that such action would not violate the first
amendment. For a discussion on this point see: Robert Pitofsky.
Beyond Nader, pp. 67l-73.

Ibid., pp. 675-77
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So far, the only Commission decision dealing with unfairness since

Sperry 6 Hutchinson has been Its case against ITT Continental Baking
w

Co. That case dealt with the charge that the advertising for Wonder

Bread was doth,deceptive and unfair because, in stressing special nutri-

featuresof the product by broadcasting dramatic growth sequences

of children, it "exploit(edl'the aspirations of children [And] parental
2/

concerns for rapid-growt¢ and development. . . ." After holding that the

ad was de4ptive, the Commission stated that although the same practice

could conceivably give rise, to both an unfairness and a deception viola-

tion, the record in the Wonder Bread case failed to provide evidence of
3/

a separate unttirness,violatton.-

writing in the Harvard Law Review, Robert Pitofsky said, "Reliance

on 'untairness' in the regulation of styllitic exdesirin advertising is

likely to be minimal.' First, standards for what. constitutes 'exploita-

tiork' of 'vulnerable' groups will be exceptionally elusive. Moreover,

charges that an a though not deceptiee, tends to take advantage of a

vulnerable group ll usually raise controversial questions of excessive
4/

government pater al ism." - Of course, this is exactly the chapge that

1/ 83 F.T.L. 865, modified, 81 F.T.C..1105 atf'd, 514 F. 2d

207 (20 Lir. 1076).

L/ Ibid., at 872. V

3/ lbid., at Nti4.

4/ Pitofsky, Robert. Beyond Nader, p. 684.

3U3
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has been made in response to the FTC1coniiroyeksialiposd trade iiegu-
r.

laiion rule on children's advertising. Pitofsky concludes his discussion

'yon the subject by saying, "Thus, de-spite the blank-check authorization

provided to the..Commission in S & H, new limitations on ad "exploitation'f
1/

rounded lb untl4rxiesa have not been delieloped." One year later, the

staff report on children's advertising broke new ground by citing the
2/

S & H case and this principle in support of their proposal.

Failure to Disclose

The most far-reaching charges the Commission has' taken in

"unfairness" concern instances in which sellers fall to provide consumers

with information necessary to make choices.among competing products. While

traditional advertising entorcement included efforts 'to force disclosure

of pertinent information, success was relatively limited.

One of the traditional approaches attacked advertisements for decep-

tion based on silence. This approach is exemplified by the advertisements

of the iron tonic "Geritol ", The impr.gossion conveyed was that it you

suffered tram "ti-red blood", the iron in Geritol would perk you up. What

the ads did not tell you (hence, alleged deception through failure to

disclose is) that most fatigue ("tired blood") has nothing to do with iron

deficiency anemia. 0

1/ ibid., at b55._

2/ Federal Trade Commission: Staff Report on Television Advertising.

to children (Feb. l97d1 146 p.

ak
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The other traditional approach required a finding by the Commission

that, in light of express claims in an ad or the nature of the product,

failure to disclose pertinent information would be misleadirig. Thus,

awchse in which,kthe FTC failepto'make,Ty such findings Of deception or

of of r special circumstances it WAS reversth -Fhe appellate court

floting that the Commission does not have the authority to require advertisers
1/

to provide more information.

In contrast, the Commission has brought numerous cases in recent

years'based on tne principle that the failure to disclose is "unfair".

At leIrst,a dozen cases have involved vocational school advertising where

there was no disclosuri of the percentage of enrollees who failed to

complete the course, percentage of graduates who did not obtain employ-
2/

ment, and the salaries and employers of graduates who did obtain jobs;

along'similar lines, in complaints challenging allegedly fraudulent land

sales schemes, separate violations have been charged for not disclosing

1/ Alberty v. FTC, 182 F.2d. 36 (D.C. Cir.), cert denied, 340 U.S. 818
(1950). /

2/ See, e.g., Lafayette United Corp., (1973-1976 Transfer Binder( Trade
Reg. Rep. (CCh) 20,499 (FTC 1974); Control Data-'Corp., 11970-1973
Transfer hinder' Trade Reg. Rep. (CCH) 19,989 (FTC 1972).

3
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apecitic information about future land development programs and for not

'informing .buyers that the purchase price of lots did hgt include every-
1/

thing such as sewers, utility hookups, etc.

In the area of requiring, the disclosure of product information, the

FTC has also been quite active. In the mid-1970s a number of rules were

promulgated that require 'the disclosure of information concerning such
2/

tinge as the durability of light bulbs, care lipeling it textile

13/ 4/
wearing apparel, octane ratings for gasoline, mileage per gallon for

/ 5/

automobiles, and tar and nicotine content of cigarettes. In the past .

few years, the FTC hatilalso proposed disclosure of infoiMation with regard

1/ See, e.g., NMREF Corp., [1973-1976 Transfer Binder) Trade peg. Rep.
(CCH) 0 20,846 (FTC 1975); Horizon Corp., [1973-1976 Transfer Binder]
Trade Reg. Rep. (CCH) # 20,845 (FTC 1975). In these cases, the
purchase price did not include paved roads, sewer systems, or phone
services. Electricity and water were available only at unreasonable
prices.

2/ 16 C.F.R., sec. 409.1 (1976).

3/ 16 C.F.R., sec. 423.1 (1976).

4/ 16 C.101.,,sec. 422.1 (1976).

5/ 16 C.F.R., sec. 259.1, 259.2 (1976).

6/ The cigarette manufacturers, responding to threatened government
action, decided voluntarily in Dec. 1970 to report in their adverti e-
ments the goverment test results of tar and nicotine content. See

1971 Antitrust b Trade Reg. Rep. (RNA) No. 482 at A-22 and No: 487
at 'N-8.

4
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COMMISSION REMEDIES

' Perhaps the mostimportant developments duritC0-011e last slecadd in
.

Federal:rtgulation of advertising concern the Federal Trade Commission's(

efforta.to devise a set of effective'sanctiona for unfair and deceptive

claims. The traditional remedy in deceptive advertising cases was the

cease and desist order. ,These defined, generiilly in fairly'broad terms,

those categories of claims which had been found to be illegal. Ensuing

lalse advertising of the same type with respect to the same cstego y of
4/

prodhcis can Lead to penalties of $10,000 per da,y:'per violation.- The

only meaningful alternative to these "go and sin no more" orders w s to

require tuture advertising to contain affirmative disclosure of part cular

product information where silence or implications frOm other express adver-

tieing would be likely to lead to continuing misconceptions about the product

in the average consumer's to:nd. , This approath is exemplified by the requiring

the disclosure of health hazards in connection with smoking 'cigarettes.

1/ 41. Fed. Reg. 14,534 11976).

2/ 40. Fed. keg. 59,764 (1975).
0

3/ 34. Fed. Reg. 39,843
4

4/ This was recently raised by stat'ute from $5,000. See 15 U.S.C.,
sec. 45 km) (I) (5) (Supp. IV 1974). ta.

4
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Traditional Remediea Deemed Insufficient By ABA

Many adVertiserssand adve'rEising agencies, faced with the FTC's in-

sufficilnt remedies, violated the law with impunity. Given the limited

ieltoureps of the Commission and the huge amount of advertising it was

.required to'review, many advertisers could determine that their chances
1/

oebeing detected and prosecuted were remote. Furthermore, inasmuch

as the average time for investigation and trial of a deceptive adver-

tieing case took more than two years, and since most advertising themes

are developed to run for a year or less, the-challenged advertising

campaign usually had disappeared or was about to disappear prior to the
2/

time an order could be entered.- This lack of effective Government

remedies against false advertising was compounded by the virtual unavail-

ability of private remedies and the paucity of counter-advertising by

competitors which could expose unsubstantiated or exaggerated 'advertising

3/

claims.

Remedial innovation at the Commission has concentrated on efforts

eliminate this vacuum in law enforcement. In a consent order agreed to

in April 1979 involving J. Walter Thompson Co., the worti's largest

1/ Report of the ABA Commission to Study the Federal Trade Commission

(1969) p. 18. .

Ibid. p. 28-31. (Delays of three to five years between complaint
and order were found to be common).

3/
\
Pitofkey, Robert. Beyond Nader. p. 693.

4
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advertising agency, a new remedial approach was offered au an alternative.

In a consent order settling Government charges that it prepared deceptive

dishwasher advertisements for Sears, the advertising agent was offered

an alternative to its the responsibility to substantiate clie product

claims: advise the client of "all performance claims" it reasonably believes

are contkined in the ad. The burden of substantiation then would be largely
.1/

on the client.

Corrective Advertising

Probably the most'signiticant development in remedial innovation,

nowever, nes been the use of corrective advertising. These orders direct

advertisers found guilty of disseminating false and misleading claims to

inform consumers, usually through the same advertising media that was

originally used to disseminate the false claimil of the facts with

respect tithe claims.

The FTC has asserted several times since 1970 its view that it has

the.authority to impose corrective advertising, but it was nit until L977,

in a proceeding against Warner-Lambert involving ad ising of the mouth-

t wash Listerini, that the Commission finally got a Fe ral court to agree.

The VTC case, based on a 1972 complaint, involved the Commission's

contention that for more than a half a century Liaterine ads have created

the false impression that the pr dc\uct prevents or lessens the severity of

colds and sore throats.

1/ J. Walter Thompson settles U.S. charges that it prepared deceptive ads
for Sears. wall Street Journal, Apr. 16, 1979, p. 79.
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In April 1978; Warner-Lambert exausted its last avenue of appeal when

the Supreme Court refused to review a 2 to 1. court of appeals

f'

decision that upheld a 197.5'FTC order, equiring that $10,000,000 of future

Listerine ads carry the message, " isterine will not help prevent colds

or sore throats or lessen their severity." The lower court had, however, deleted

from the FTC's correction a "confessional" phrase ("contrary to prior

advertising") the Commission considered important.

In the only major corrective order contested in the courts

since tne Listerine case, an FTC

administrative law judge ordered last September that $24,000,000 of future

Anacin ads must disclose thi;t1 "Anacin is not a tension reliever." American

Home Products, the maker of Meta.; is one of three companies named in
,

1973 complaints challe.tiging performance claims for theft analgesics prod-

ucts. The $24,000,000 figure is the FTC's estimate of the average annual

Anacin ad budget from 1968 to 1973. The one year run imposed for the

correction is the same rule of thumb upheld by the courts in the Listerine

2/

case. Even though the tension relief claims were dropped in December

1973, the judge said that the evidence showed that consumers continue to

believe that tension relief is an important attribute of Anacin.

1/ High Court Avoids Listerine Ad Case: FTC Penalty Stands. Advertising

Age, Apr. 10, 197d, p. 1.

2/ FTC Judge Gives Anacin $24,000,000 headache. Advertising Age, Sept.

18, 1978, p. 1.
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Authority to Order Corrective Advertising

The Commission has not brought any major corrective ad cases recently.

It has, however, negotiated quasi-corrective settlenients with Firestone

and STP.

As with all FTC remedial authority, the power to order corrective ad-

vertising stems from the broad delegation of discretion under section 5

(b) of the Federal Trade Commission Act, which empowers the CoMiission to

order parties to "cease and desist" unfalkor deceptive acts or practices

in commerce. Traditionally, the courts have accorded the Commission wide

latitude, particularly in antitrust enforcement, to develop remedial
1/

approaches.

Critics of the corrective advertising approach focuOon the estab-

lished rules that all FTC orders most be "prospective" and -- a related
2/

that its orders must not be punitive. They argue that they

process of trying to rectify past wrongs places the remedy beyond Cols-

stop authority.

Proponents say the fallacy of this argument is the assumption that FTC

remedies most be exclusively prospective. This, they maintain, is an in-

terpretation of Commission power that the agency has never accepted and

toe courts nave not imposed. To the contrary, the courts Ave said that

Jacob Siegel Co. v. tic, 317 U.S. O03, 611 (1946) (judicial review
of FTC remedies is limited because the "Commission has wide discre-
tion in its choice of a remedy deemed adequate to cope with the
unlawful practices in this area of trade").

2/ FTC v. Ruberoid Co., 343 U.S. 470, 47) (1952).

(4,
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the' real question is nbt whether remedy is prospective but whether it
1/

is punitive. That FTC orders prevent some significant future illegal

effect is the only requirement imposed,. and corrective advertising meets

that requirement if the effects of prior deceptive advertising campaigns

ta'
continue to influenci-consumerurchasing decisions for a sbbstantial

2/

period of time after campaigns have been discontinued. Only the use of

corrective advertising orders, they say, can dissipate the lingering

,effects of false advertising.

A principal concern of those who support this new remedial approach

is the applicability ot the standards put forth by the Commission in the

eisterine case to tuture c 1es. The record in Warner-Lambert did support

each of the tindingo under he formulation put forth by the Commission,

but the Listerine advertising campaign was most unusuV'. For more than

fifty-five years, the manufacturer had claimed in major ad campaigns

(broadcast.co the date of the suit) elist the mouthwash was effective in

ameliorating, preventing, and curing colds and sore throats. Additionally,

persuasive evidence was presented that purchasers believed the claim at
,....,

least up to the tilde of the suit. Finally, Warner-Lambert had conducted,

at a cost in excess ot $100,000, its own surveys (to test consumer recall

of past advertisements) which were introduced into evidence against it. It

is reasonable to conclude that comparable proof of "deception - perception

memory" influence would be virtually impossible in most advertising cases.

1/ Curtis Publishing Co., 78 FTC 1472, 1512-18 (1911).

2/ Pitofsky, Robert. Beyond Nader, p. 695-96.
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SUMMARY

Procedurally, there are three fundamental areas in which the

Commission can initiate change in order to attempt to better carry out

its advertising regulation mandate. The first area involves the legal

approaches it employs, the principles of law upon which its actions

are based. The second concerns the priorities it assigns to the various

kinds of enforcement activity that are available tot. The third con-
,.

(sista of the types of remedies it imposes on thoseiwho violate the rules

and laws' it is charged to uphold.

Legal Approaches

fhe last ten years have seen the Commission move away from almost

total reliance on "deception" as the basis for developing rules and ini-

tiating orders towards the challenging of advertising claims that are

"unfair". Following the Supreme Court's 1972 decision in FTC v. Sperry

6 Hutchinson Co. the Commission has attacked various ad campaigns in-

volving three different types of nondeception. In,Pfizer, claims for

the product "Unburn" were challenged for lack of reasonable prior sub-

stantiation. In ITT Continental Baking Co., unfairness with respect to

exploitation of vulnerable audiences was charged. Finally, the Commission

has promulgated several rules requiring disclosure of product information

,- based on the theory that it is unfair for sellers to fail to provide con-
e

sumers with information necessary to make choices among competing products.
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Enforcement Priorities

In this area, the in has substantially deemphasized two areas of

traditional enforcement activity. First, cease and desist orders related

to "fictitious" price claims have been negligible mince 1969 while product

quality claims have been more likely to be challenged. Second, the

Commission has in effect abandoned enforceMent in the-area of phony mock

ups in television advertising.

Remedies

In efforts to devise a set of effective sanctions for deceptive or un

fair advertising campaigns, the Commission has experimented with correcting

advertising orders which direct advertisers found guilty of disseminating

false and misleading claims to inform consumers, usually through the same

advertising media orginally used, of the facts with respect to challenged

claims. Although the Commission has achieved some degree of success, most

notably in WarnerLambert, it will take future corrective ad cases to

determine how far the Federal Trade Commission can go.

sep
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Marconian Problems, Gutenbergian
Remedies: Evaluating.the Multiple-
Sensory Experience ,,Ad on the
Double-SpaCed, Typewri4en Page

Albert H. Kramer*

The unconscious depth-messages of ads are
ever attacked by the literate, because of their

jncapacity to notice or discuss nonverbal forms
of arrangement and meaning. They have not the
an to argue with pictures.'

The initial observation that must be made about contemporary
advertising is that it is enormously effective. Whatever one thinks
of America's ability to solve its social problems or repair its
automobiles, it is indisputable that America is very good at selling
itself goods and services. The advertising community is marvelous-
ly skilled at .transporting the consumer of an advertisement to a
wooded mountain stream and creating the apparently contradictory
impression that smoking a cigarette will cool him off.

It is in fact this ability to successfully suggest a sensory
experience to the recipient of an ad that makes advertising effec-
tive. This phenomenon has only recently come to be undergtood.
Traditionally, both the advertisers and the regulators of advertising
have viewed the effectiveness of a message in terms of the linear
written word.2 Now, however, the media have changed. The media

This article is adapted from remarks of the Director, Bureau of Consumer
Protection, federal Trade Commission, prepared for delivery to the Advertising
Law Conference, Shoreham-Americana Hotel, Washington, D.C., Qctober 20,
1977. - $ e

These remarks are the views of the author and do not necessarily (reflect the
views of the staff of the Commission or a majority of the Commissioners.

1. /M. MCLUHAN; UNDERATANDING MEDIA 205 (Signet ed. 1964).
2. See M. MCLURAN, UgbERSTANDINO MEDIA 204 (Signet ed. 1964).

Reproduced with the permission of the copyright holder from The Federal Communica-
tions Law Journal. v.330, winter 1977: 35-40.
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have left the written word behind in a. cloud of dust an have
created a new environment of multiple-sensory experience, of which
the written word is a minor part.

Communications theory experts tell us that health warning
messages on cigarette advertisements are seldom noticed. The
reason they are seldom noticed is that advertisers spend a great deal
of money learning to make them go unnoticed. They spend their
resources creating a sensory experience (the wooded mountain
stream, for example) to which the health warning is extraneous.
The advertiser tests different ads to determine the most effective
presentation of the central message of the ad, and implicitly, the
least effective presentation of the "extraneous" health warning.

We have made great progress in communication theory over
the last decade or two. No other indnitry has exploited social
science data as advertising has exploited communication theory.
This exploitation is not necessarily evil. Communication theory can
be abused, of course, but such techniques, as long as they are not
illegal, are perfectly proper components of the American market-
place. It is imperative, however, that regulators of commercial
advertising be equally wersed in communication theory. A
very serious problem arises en regulators:evaluate the possible
falsity, deception, or unfairness of an ad without consideringit in
the same "sensory experience" context that the ad sought to instill.
Despite all the lessons of communication theorylessons the ad-
vertising technicians have learned very wellthe regulators and the
judges Who review their work persist in using a relativ-61y ancient
method for evaluation: they first reduce the total sensory experi-
ence of the advoices, music, graphics, movement, colofsto the
written word, via the double-spaced, typewritten memo or brief.

"Those who have spent their lives protesting about 'false and
misleading ad copy,' " wrote Marshall McLuhan, "are godsends
to advertisers, as teetotalers are to breweis. . . Since the adVent
of pictures," he continued, "the job of the ad copy is as incidental
and latent as the 'meaning' of a poem is to a poem, or the words of
a song are to a song. . . . Mypography is itself mainly subliminal
in effect. . . ."3

A recent case illustrates the difficulty of the current approach
to advertising regulation.' In 1969 and 1970, Beneficial Finance
Company ran ads centered around the concept of the "Instant Tax

3. Id. at 205 (emphasis added);
4. See generally Beneficial Corp. v. FTC, 542 F.2d 611 (3d Cir. 1976), cert.

denied. 97 S. Ct. 1679 (1977).

3ia
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Refund." In reality, this "Instant Tax Refund" was merely an
invitation to the consumer to apply for a loan from Beneficial at the
normal rates and using thenonnal qualification proceduresinfor-
mation which was not communicated by the total impression
conveyed by the radio and television commercials. An administra-
tive, law judge of the Federal Trade Commission found that the
total sensory experience of those commercials was deceptive and
misleading.5 More important, he found that there was no possible
way to modify the phrase "Instant Tax Refund" so that the ad
would not be deceptive and misleading.' Therefore, he concluded,
Beneficial could no longer use the phrase.

The U.S. Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit reversed, 2-1,
on that portion of the order and held that the administrative law
judge could not require excision of the phrase because of its quasi-
trademark value and the First Amendment's general disfavoring of
prohibitions on protected speech." A "less restrictive alternative"
to deletion would have to be found.'

This author does not quarrel with the court's application of
First Amendment theory, nor dispute what consumer perceptions of
the ad might have been. He does, however, quarrel with the fact
that the judges did not evaluate the potential deceptiveness of the ad
via the sensory experience it created. Rather, they evaluated the
deceptiveness only via the ad's script, reduced to the double-
spaced, typewritten page.

A necessary corollary of this view is that as the ad is dulled by
reduction to print, the gravity of any perceived falsity, deception,
or unfairness is lessened. IMplicit in this discussion of the Benefi-
cial case is the belief that the deception of the "Instant Tax
Refund" ad is far more stark when the entire commercial is viewed
or heardwhen one is exposed to the entire sensory experience bf
the ad.

Marshall McLuhan has noted that advertisers strive to find and
exploit the sensory experiences to which audiences are most re-
sponsive.9 "The need is to make the ad include the audience
experience," he wrote. l° "The product and the public response

5. Id. at 614.
6. Id. at 618.
7. Id. at 618-20. t

8. Id. at 620.
9. M. McLuHAN, UNDERSTANDING MEDIA 201 (Signet ed. 1964).

10. Id.

58-658 0 - 80 - 22
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become a single complex pattern. . . . The steady trend in adver-
zfri1 ng4,is to manifest; the product as an integral part of large social

purposes and processes.""
In his widely praised book The Responsive Chord," radio-TV

ad creator Tony Schwartz put it even more bluntly. Both,the FTC
and advertising agencies focus on the "truth" of an ad, which may

,\ be a very small part of the total sensory experience. The Commis-
sion focuses on "truth" because of its statutory responsibilities and
the agencies, because, as Schwartz puts it, "they want to appear
truthful."13 However, he concludes that both are denling with "an
irrelevant issue. Neither understands the structure of electronic
communication. They are dealing with TV and radio as extensions
of print media, with the principles of literacy setting the ground
rules for truth, honesty, and clarity.""

The only important question for the regulators to ask, accord-
ing to Schwartz, is

What are the effects of electronic media advertising? For
an advertiser, the issue of concern should center on how the
stimuli in a commercial interact with a viewer's real-life expe-
riencs and thus affect his behaliior in a purchasing situa-
tion... .

From the FTC point of view . . . government agencies
responsible for safeguarding public well-being should concern
themselves with 'understanding the effects of a commercial,
and preventing those effects that are not in the public inter-
est."

Judge Bazelon has also'noted the importance of evaluating the
effect of advertising as follows:

In an age of omnipresent radio, there scarcely breathes a
citizen who does not know some part of a leading cigarette
jingle by heart. Similarly, an ordinary habitual television
watcher can avoid-'these commercials only by frequently leav-
ing the room, changing the channel, or doing some other such

11. Id.
12. T. SCHWARTZ, THE RESPONSIVE CHORD (1973).
13. Id. at 20.
14. Id. An analogous situation can be found in the fact that the Federal

Communications Commistion has recognized that visual techniques, as well as
words, may be subject to regulation in its handling of "subliminal perception"
advertising. Subliminal perception. techniques-generally Involve a superimposed
statement, such as "Buy It," flashed on the screen for.such a short duratiorthat
the viewer may not consciously see the message. In a Public Notice on January
24, 1974, the Commission noted that "[w]hether effective or not, such broadcasts
clearly are intended to be deceptive" and are against the public interest. 44
F.C.C.2d 1016, 1017, 29 R.R.2d 395 (1974). ,

15. SCHWARTZ, supra note 17, at 20-22.
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affirmative act. It Is difficult to calculate the subliminal impact

t.
. of this pervasive propaganda, which may be heard even if not

listened fo, but it may reasonably be thought greater than the
impact of the written word.16 to.

,y''''' In contexts other than advertising, regulators seem to recok-
nize their. obligation to tailor their method of review to the sensory
experience of the meditim.I7 Films generally have been considered

,',Aas distinct from other forms of expression for First Amendment
purposes because of the inherent charactertistics of the medium.'8

Voseover, in obscenity cases, the U.S. Supreme Court has recog-
pipp that it is the dominant theme of the material taken as a
'whole" that Must be considered19, and has recognized a duty to
Ttyiew legedly obscene material in its chambers before making a
cl6fegni ation on obscenity." In the famous "sound truck" case,
Mr. Justi e Frankfurter made very explicit the notion that different
forms' of media deserve different analysis: t.

The various forms of modern so-called "mass communica-
tions" raise issues that were not implied in the means of
cdptmunication known or contemplated by Franklin and Jef-
ferson and Madison. Movies have created problems not pre-
sented by the circulation of books, pamphletg; or newspapers
. . . . Broadcasting in turn has produced its brood of
complicated problems hardly to be solved by an easy formula
about thd preferred' position of free speech.2i .

Thus,Un other contexts the Suprethe Court hasoften acknow-
ledged a 'Principle that see s- to impeach the fairly widespread
practice among regulators of a cepting a sensory experience via the
double-spaced, typewritten pa es of a brief. The Court's approach
is instructive" for regulators who must evaluate allegedly false,
misleading, or deceptive as and shape as appropriate remedy.

16. Banzhaf v. 'FCC, 405 F.2d 1082; 1t00 -01 (D.C. Cir. 1968), cert. denied,
3% U.S. 842 (1969)'(emphasis added).

17. Despite this,;Article's emphasis on sensory advertising in electronic
' media, it may be possible that its analysis would be equally valid if applied to the

print media. None of these remarks is intended to eliminate that possibility.
18. Burstyn, Inc. i+; Wilson, 343 U.S. 495, 501-02 (1952). (While the Court

acknowledges film as a ?ignificant medium for the communication of ideas, any
"capacity-for evil" it may possess is relevant in determining the permissible scope
of community control, but not alloWing "unbridled censorship.")

19. Miller v. California, 413 U.S. 15, 24 (1973); Roth v. United States, 354
U.S. 476, 489 (1957).

20. See Jenkins v. Georgia, 418 U.S. 153, 161 (1974).
21. Kovacs v. Cooper, 336 U.S. 77, 96 (1949) (Frankfurter. J., concurring)

(citations omitted) (prohibition against -the use of any sound truck or computer
located upon public streets air places emitting "loud and raucous" noises).

3'21
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The problem this Article has addressed is part, of a broader
one. The media have become so powerful that they have shaped
many societal institutions, including the First Amendment itself.
The media have molded "expression" into an image which prd-
motes theirpciwerbecause the media need the First Amendment.
The time has come to recognize that the First Amendment protects
expression itself, not just the representation of expression.22 To the
extent there is any mandate to regulate false, deceptive, or unfair
advertising expression, regulators must be sure to consider the
expression itself and not- just a representation of the expression.

o litcclvertising regulation is to be effective against advertising
that m es its point through use of advanced communications
techniques, it is imperative that both regulators and the courts take
account of the media revolution, of the advanced market research
that enables advertisers to know just what effect a certain message
will create, and of the handicap under which they, as regulators,
labor if they continue to prescribe ancient, pedestrian remedies for
sophisticated btiValse, deceptive, or misleading sensory experi-
ences that advertisers have created.

Only then will the regulators be dealing in the same currency
as the advertisers they regulate.

2. Cohen v. California, 403 U.S. 15, 26 (1971) (the "Fuck the Draft" case)
( state may not, consistently with the First and Fourteenth Amendments, make
th public display of a four-letter word on one's jacket a criminal offense. The
Court noted that much linguistic expression "conveys not only ideas capable of
relatively precise, detached explication, but otherwise inexpressible emotions as
well.").



No Matter What the Sheepskin Looks
Like; RI Still the Same Old Wolf:
A Reply io Mr. Kramer

Wesley J. Lie er*

"`
Having beep a misfit even at the "Old" Federal Trade

Commission because of my insistence on viewing problerii3, in a
market context, it comes as no surprise that I have difficulty
understanding what the leaders of the "New" Commission are all
about. While I think I understand the words, I must admit that
somehow the total sensory experience of Mr. Kramer's message'
tends to pass me by. After some reflection though, a familiar strain
comes through: it's the government that knows what's reallificibd
for you.

At first Mr. Kramer's argument seems simply to be that the
true meanl'ng of some advertisements that include voices andipic-'
tures cannot be determined solely by reference to a transcript of
what the voices said. That, of course, is a perfectly obvious propos-
ition. A pictorial sequence could show the same person being
carried into the baths at Lourdes as a cripple and coming out like a
track star. The voices could say nothing or, more appropriately;
per aps-; they could proidde information on train schedules in
s ulhwestern France. In a more modern context we might substitute

eritol for Lourdes, but the result would be the same. In neither
case would the obvious claim Of restorative' power be reflected in a
written transcript of the adveitisement.

Professor of Law, University of California, Los Angeles. Professor
Licbeler was Director of the Federal Trade Commission's Office of Policy &
Evaluation in 1974-75.

1. Kramer, Marconian Problems, Gutenbergian Remedies: Evaluating the
Multiple-Sensory Experience Ad on the Double-Spaced, Typewritten Page, 30 Fed.
Comm. L.J. 35 (1978).

Reproduced with the permission of the..copyright holder from the Federal Communica-
tions Law Journal. v. 30. winter 11)77: 41-416.
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Few of us would attempt to evaluate aduertisements like these
by "protesting about ifitIse and misleadihg ad copy.""2 The pic-
tures,, sounds and so on are just as much a part of the advertisement
as the meaning of the words involved. Indeed, in the examples I
have given, the n -verbal part of the ads carries the real message.

`.The usual ap roach would be to take the words and music (or
picture`) togethe , to pltice ourselvel in the "environment of multi-
ple-seniory experience," if you must, and specify the claim which
the two (or more) different forms of communication state. Some-
times, as in the Lourdes and Geritol examples, the pictures and
other "multiple-sensory" part of the advertisement will expand the
claim that is made by the words alone. At other times the non-
verbal portion of the ad will constrict the apparent Oaim being
made by the words alone. An example of this may be found in the
recent Commission proceeding against "Dry Ban," where the
pictures were used to limit and restrict the meaning of a verbal
claim that the deodorant in question was "dry."3

In either case, however, whether the non-verbal portion of the
ad constricts the claim of its verbal segment or expands that claim,
the total ad is examined so as to state the specific product claim
which the ad is making. That product claim can, of course, be
expressed in words, whether it was actually made in words or in
some other way. I would, indeed, have thought that it was neces-
sary to express that'claim in words if its truth or falsity were to be
made a legal issue. That necessity, of course,-arises out of even a ,

modest regard for advising respondents of the nature of the claims
being made against them.

Be that as it may, it would be hard to quarrel with Mr. Kramer
if his only point was that we should look at all parts of an advertise-
ment in our attempt to state the precise claim which the ad makes,
the truth or falsity of which claim is to be assayed in our proceed-
ing. As I have said, that is a perfectly obvious proposition; the !?A
Commission already does it .4 lt ''

2. Id. at 36: quoting M. MCLUHAN, UNDERSTANDING MEDIA 205 (Signet ed.
1964).

3. Matter of Bristol-Meyers Company, 85 F.T.C. 688 (1975), at 743, 750.
4. In the Dry Ban case the administrative law judge not only had the filmed

zommercials themselves, he also had marketing surveys which had been conduct-
ed by the respondent which showed how viewers perceived the ad, i.e., what
message they recei)ed from it. But there was more. CommisSioner Hanford
reported:

Judge Hanscom's finding that these representations were false is based
primarily on an experiment which was performed by complaint counsel

3,24
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But Mr. Kramer is saying much more than that, He is not
concerned that we look to the entire ad to guide our statement of its
claim. He positively rejects the idea that we should attempt to draw
from the, entire ad any. statement whatever of its perceived claim.
He objects thRtAie old-fashion6d regulators "persist in using a
relatively ancient 'method for evaluation: they first reduce the total
sensory experience of the advoices, music, graphics, movement,
colorsto the written word; vld' the double-spaced, typewritten
memo or. brief."5

Of course, if we are not tO "reduce the total sensory experi-
ence of the ad . . to the written word," of an ad claiip, we need
not concern ourselves with the- truth of such a claim or even with
the question of whether an intelligible claim has been made at all.
Apparently, the only thing that counts is the effect of the advertise-
ment:

The only important question for the regulators to ask, accord-
ing to Schwartz, is "[w]hat are the effects of electronic meat
advertising? For an advertiser, the issue of concern should
center on how much the stimuli in a commercial interact with a
viewer's real-life experiences and thus affect his behavior in a
purchasing situation. . . .

From the FTC point of view . . . government agencies
responsible for safeguarding public well-being should concern
themselves with understanding the effects of a commercial,
and preventing those effects that are not in the public inter-

% est. "6

What are these effects? Which ones are "not in the public
interest"? One possibility is that Mr. Kramer wants to measure
effect in terms of the "Wphisticated but false, deceptive, or mis-
leading sensory experUes that advertisers have created."' This,
of course, would make the Federal Trade ComMission the guardian
of our fantasies, or at'le4sPOf those fantasies that are somehow
prompted by commercial speech.

A more likely possibility is that Mr. Kramer would view an
ad's effect in terms of its ability to affect consumer "behavior in a

in his presence and replicated on videotape. In this experiment, Dry Ban
was sprayed on glass and on a human forearm and was found to be 'wet,
runny, liquid and watery" and to leave an "obvious residue." Respond-
ents, however, object to a finding of wetness based on this demonstra-
tive evidence because of the fact that in the experiment the product was
sprayed downward, contrary to ordinary usage.

Id. at 742-43.
5. Kramer, supra note 1. at 36.
6. Id. at 38 (emphasis added).
7. Id. at 40.
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purchasing situation," 1 suppose that we may put aSitie all ads that
do not have the ability to induce a positive response from consum-
ers; they will presumably not be around very long in any event,
How do we determine which of the remaining ads, those that do
have an ability positively to affect consumer behavior in a purchas-
ing situation, produce effects that "are not in the public interest"?

I cannot avoid the conclusion that the ads that are not in the
"public interest" must be those ads that effectively induce us to
buy products that it is not in the "public interest" for us to buy.
What is in the "public interest" for us to buy is, I venture to
suppose, a matter for Mr. Kramer and his colleagues at the "New"
Federal Trade Commission to decide.

The basic problem with Mr. Kramer's approach is that it turns
the purpose of advertising regulation at' the Commission on its
head. The Commission is supposed to police advertising so that
consumers can more efficiently learn about real options open to
them in the market. Armed with this information they (we) then
make choices that seem best to them (us). The fact that some, or
even many of us will choose to eat "junk" food, smoke cigarettes,
buy "gas guzzlers" or do something else that fails to meet with the
approval of those who run the Federal Trade Commission is abso-
lutely irrelevant. When the Commission acts to reduce the flow of
true (non-deceptive) messages that would lead us to purchase such
"unworthy" goods it substitutes its juagment for ours. It is in that
way and to that extent that Mr. Kramer s approach reverses the real
purposes of the Commission's program to police false advertising.

The difference between Mr. Kramer's proposal and the
Commissipn's more orthodox approach is not merely a differenCe
of degree or a shifting of emphasis. These two approaches are in
fundamental and irreconcilable conflict with each other. Kramer
would concern himself with the effects or end-state of the market
process, of which advertising is only a part. If those effects or
results do not measure up to some exogenous standard, one that is
not derivable from the choices that consumers actually make, the
process itself (or at least the advertising portion of it) stands
condemned.

A market approach to the policing of advertisingthe ap-
proach,son which the Commission's original charter in this,area is
presumably basedis legitimately concerned only with the process
by which consumers receive the inforMation on which they base
their purchasing decisions. This approach does not concern itself
with the nature of the choices which consumers make. The public

32 6
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interest In the production and sale of particular goods and services
is something that is determined by the purchasing decisions of
consumers themselves,

While I could develop the differences between these two
different approaches to the policing of advertising in an extended
theoretical discussion, let me close by contrasting these different
approaches in: the context of some recent remarks by the Commis-
sion's chairman. The Commission must confront, Mr.tertselulk is

rted 'as having said:
. the realities of a marketing system run amok, a system In

which neither incentives nor rewards bear any rational rela-
tionship to society's needs, a system which most rewards the
sellers of the least healthful foOds,, a system which In its
cumulative impact has produced a bounty of malnutrition

We are similarly witness to a bizarre market system which
rewards the delivery of health care serviceswhether or not
they arc neededbut provides little or no rewards for the
preventer of diseasefor example, the physician who would
devote his life to teaching consumers about the relationship
between nutrition and health.

By removing competitive restraints on the providers of
health care, we free them to communicate withconsumers on
the importance of diet and sound nutrition as well as on the
costs of medical services. We are in effect promoting a
competitive system in which medical practitioners teach
consumers about the relationship between nutrition and
health; consumers demand better quality food; and an in-
creased supply of nutritious food products results.'

Mr. Pertgehuk objects to the food marketing system because of
the result which he claims it produces''a bounty of malnutri-
tion." Aside from the fact that his characterization of that system
resembles more the carping of a chronic malcontent than a realistic
description of the food marketing system, it is additionally deficient
in that it does not explain what aspects of the food marketing
process produce this unfortunate alleged result. The system is
wrong becatise it produces results that Mr. Pertschuk ,gloes not
likewe consumers are simply not eating enough healthioods. A
market approach to this "problem," if such it is, alight ask what it
is that prevents existing firms in the food industry, or new entrants
into it, from advertising the virtues of eating nutritious foods,
presumably in connection with their efforts to sell the same. What

8. See FTC: WATCH, January 2'7, 1978, at 9.
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prevents these purveyors of wholoomcgiess from liking doctors
and other professionals to NOVO le word that will both. meet
"society's needs" for an increased demand and supply of "better
quality food" and at the same time peeress(' their own profits?
Nothing as far as I know.

The Commission's approach to the health care Industry, the
other matter addressed by Mr, Per 'sciatic, was quite different, Ilere,
and in the related fields of prescription drugs and eyeglasses, the
commission identified specific factors that directly impeded the
efficient operation of the market 'Process its .11, With prescription
drugs and eyeglasses, a skein of state laws an ogulations prevent-
ed price advertising at the retail level. The C.- untission moved
directly against those restrictions on the operation the market for
prie tation. With medical services, there are restrictions,
ho legal and "professional," on advertising -of prices and other
f ctors important to Consumers in their selection of medical sup-
tiers along with a virtually endlesS system of other guild-like

estrictions on the effective operation of the market for medical
services. The Commission is also moving against these restrictions.

The justification for the medical services, prescription drug
and eyeglass programs is vastly different from what Mr. Pertschuk
seems to have in mind as regards nutritious foods. The former
programs are based on the proposition that various legal and institu-
tional factors in those markets are interfering with the ability of
consumers to get information that would enable them to make
better choices in the market in terms of their own standards.
Reduced to its fundamentals, Mr. Pertschuk's problem in the nutri-
tion field seems to be that people are eating too many Twinkies and
drinking too much Coke, when they should be on a diet of bean
sprouts and papaya nectar. As every sensible person ought to
know, that is bad for our health.

Could be. But I doubt that the harm is equal to that which
would be produced by the remedy that Messrs. Pertschuk and
Kramer seem to have in mind.



By Denise M. Trauth and John' L. Ijuffman

New U.S. Supreme Court Philosophy
on Advertising Faces Opposition

Court ruling in two cases
that commercial advertising
has First Amendment protection
is in conflict with actions of
agencies on behalf of consumers.

The U.S. Supreme Court is currently
in the process of establishing a revolu-
tionary doctrine that assures the right
of consumers to receive certain infor-
mation and the right of proprietors of
the information to disseminate it. In es-
tablishing this doctrine, the Court is
pulling together dicta from both "access"
and "commercial speech" cases. At the
same time, there appears to be a move-
ment under way in some segments of
society that in many ways is in direct
conflict with the Court's developing
doctrine. The resolution of this conflict
may have profound implications for the
future of advertising.

The Supreme Court's Doctrine; The
first major case in the enunciation of
this new doctrine, Kleindiest v. Mandel,'
decided in 1972, sprang from the denied
request of a Belgian Marxist theoretician
for temporary admission to the United
States to participate in several academic
conferences. Mandel' and the group of
American university professors who
wished to hear the Belgian speak ap-
pealed the denial and contended that the
First Amendment was violated -bye >°

statute used to refuse Mantel's entry.-
Although the high Court denied Van-

Denise M Trauth is assistant professor of speech
communication at Bowling Green State University
John L. Huffman is associate professor of journalism
at Bowling Green State University.

del's right to enter the U.S., it took this
opportunity to re-inforce the contention
of the appelleesa point the Court itself
had made in several earlier cases:2 the
right of, citizens to receive information
is indeed contained within the ambit of
the First Amendment.

Kleindiest vs. Mandel, in dealing with
the right to receive political informa-
tion, was a philosophical vestige of the
'60s. All subsequent major cases in the
development of the new doctrine em-
anated not from movements to receive
political information, but from ones to
receive commercial messages.

In. Bigelow v. Virginia,3 the right of a
newspaper to carry certain kinds of ad-
vertising was at issue. Although abortion
during the first crime k ter of pregnancy
was 'held lawful by the .S. Supreme
Court in 1973, the state of 1 ginia con-
tinued to enforce a statute which pro-
hibited encouraging or prompting abor-
tion through advertising. Bigelow, man-
aging editor of a weekly newspaper in
Charlottesville, carried an advertise-
ment for a New York abortion service
and was convicted of violating the Vir-
ginia law.

In reversing Bigelow's conviction,
the Supreme Court deviated from an
earlier line of- cases which had placed
commercial speech beyond the scope of
the First Amendment, and established
the doctrine that speech is not stripped
of its constitutional protection merely

'408 U S 133(19721 ,

"It is now well established that the Costsviution prnieco
the right to receive information and ideas 'This freedom
lot speech and the pressi necessarils protects the right
to receive Martin v Cul of Strwher4 319 U S 141 (19431,
p 141 -Stank, v Georgia 394 1 S 557 119h91. p Sful

.421 U.S 809 ( 197S)

Reproduced with the permission of that oopyright hol fer from Journalism Quarterly. v
56. autumn 19711: 540-546.

(339)
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because it appears in the form of a paid
political advertisement.

Bigelow is important not only because
it eyablishes protection for commercial
messages li Also because it justifies
that protection on the basis of the pub-
lic's need for the information contained
therein. In so doing, the Court erases
the theretofore important legal distinc-
tion between speech falling into the po-
litical or public interest (i.e., speech
necessary for the maintenance of democ-
racy) and therefore protected category,
and speech falling into the commercial
(i.e., speech not related to self-govern-
ment) and therefore non-protected cate-
gory.4,Thus the Court is admitting that
at times political and commercial speech
may be one and the same.

The rationale for affording Constitu-
tional protection to commercial speech
was expanded in a third major case,
Virginia State Board of Pharmacy v.
Virginia Consumer Council.'

Pharmacists had long been part of an
elite group of professionals including
medical doctors, lawyers and certi-
fied public accountants who refused to
allow their membership to advertise their
services under pain of expulsion from the
professional society. This prohibition on
advertising by pharmacists was chal-
lenged in the present case by a group of
prescriptive drug users who felt that
their constitutional rights were violaied
by the ban.

In supporting the consumers' conten-
tion, the Supreme Court stressed the
fact that there are two addressees of
First Amendment protection: the dis-
seminator and the receiver of informa-
tion.

The Court reaffirmed this when it an-
swered the assertion of the dissent that
no right to receive the information that
another wants to disseminate exists
at least not when the person objecting
could obtain the information in another

Fot discusmon of the role of the Fleet Amendment in
puaranteetnp out capacth lot sell-po,e.nrnent we Alenandet
Mtelletohn free Spee, h and In Relatocu, to Solt Goverrornenr
i NC. 'York Harper 19481

425 I, A 245114261

Mod p nnte 15

'115 52114421

way, in this case by calling several
pharmacies and asking about prices. The
Court said:

We are awa e of no general principle
that freedom oic speech may be 'abridged
when the speak Kslisteners could come
by his message by some other means, such
as seeking him out and asking him what it is.
Nor have we recognized any such limitation
on the independent right of the listener to
receive the information sought to be com-
municated.°

Although the dissent in this case seems
to be focused on the distribution of in-
formation, the motivation behind this fo-
cus is an attitude toward commercial
speech. In Valentine v. Chrestensen' the
high Court had ruled that speech which
is wholly commercial is outside the am-
bit of the First Amendment. Although in
the 34 years since that ruling the Court
had faced the question of constitutional
protection for commercial messages
several times and had even begun in
recent years to afford some such pro-
tection to advertisements, as in Bigelow,
it had never explicitly brought com-
mercial speech under the mantle of the
First Amendment, partly because it had
always been able to attach the constitu-
tional shelter to some "editorial" ele-
ment in the advertising copy. In Bigelow,
this requirement was satisfied by the
Court's belief that some Virginians would
be interested in the advertisement for
abortion due to a curiosity regarding the
laws of other states.

In the Board of Pharmacy case, because
no argument was made favoring protec-
tion for the advertisement based on view-
ing some element in it as editorial matter,
the Court felt compelled to face the is-
sue squarely.

Quoting prior cases that dealt with the
issue. of constitutional protection for
commercial speech, the Court noted,

Our question is whether speech which does
'no more than propose a commercial liens-
action,' is so removed from any 'exposi-
tion of ideas' and from 'truth. science,
morality and arts in general. in its diffusion
of liberal sentiments on the administration
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of Government,"...that it lacks all protec-
tion. Our answer is that it does not!

Although this case is usually remem-
bered because it brought commercial
advertising under First Amendment pro-
tection and because it broke the barrier
that had kept members of professional
societies from advertising, Virginia State
Board of Pharmacy v. Virginia Citizens
Consumer Council went a long way toward
securing the rights of consumers inter-
ested in receiving commercial messages.
The Court did this by establishing the
fact that many Americans' interest in
commercial information may be keener
than their interest itr political issues.
And this interest may be based not only
on personal preference but also on eco-
noMic realities:

Those whom the suppression of prescrip-
tion drug price information hits the hardest
are the poor, the sick, and particularly the
aged. A disproportionate amount of their
income tends to be spent on prescription
drugs; yet they are the least able to learn,
by shopping from pharmacist to pharmacist
where their scarce dollars are best spent.
When drug prices vary as they do, informa-
tion as to who is charging what becomes
more than a convenience. It could mean the
alleviation of pain or the enjoyment of basic
necessities"

The Court went on to upgrade the status
of commercial information by explaining
that the "public interest element," or-
dinarily considered a precondition to af-
fording constitutional protection to any
form of speech, is inherent in advertising
of the sort at issue:

Advertising, however tasteless and exces-
sive it sometimes may seem, is nonetheless
dissemination of information as to who is
producing and selling what produce, for what
reason, -and at what price. So long as we pre-
serve a predominantly free enterprise econ-
omy, the allocation of our resources in large
measure will be made through numerous
private economic decisions. It is a matter of
public interest that those decisions, in the
aggregate, be intelligent and well informed
To this end, the free flow of commercial in-
formation is indispensable...And if it is in-
dispensable to the proper allocation of re-
sources in a free enterprise system, it is

also indispensable to the formation of intelli-
gent opinions as to how that system ought to
be regulated or altered. Therefore, even if
the First Amendment were thought to be pri-
marily an instrument to enlighten public de-
cision making in a democracy, we could not
say that the free flow of information does not
serve that goal.10

In this eloquent defense of advertising's
value in a capitalistic democracy, the
Court seems to be retiring the dichotomy
it begot 34 years before in Chrestensen
between speech in the public interest
categoryspeech which is necessary for
the maintenance of democracyand
speech in the commercial category
speech which is not related to self-govern-
ment.

Lest there be any question that this was
indeed the intent of the Court, it took
the opportunity to apply the reasoning of
Virginia State Board of Pharmacy to
another set of facts when it adjudicated a
case dealing with advertising by attorneys,
Bates v. State Bar of Arizona."

Bates grew out of a complaint filed by
the Arizona State Bar Association against
two attorneys who violated a State Su-
preme Court disciplinary rule by adver-
tising their legal services in a newspaper.
The Arizona State Supreme Court upheld
the bar association conclusion.

In reversing the decision of the high
Court of Arizona, the U.S. Supreme Court
began with an affirmation of its judgment
in Virginia State Board of Pharmacy that
speech should not be denied constitutional
protection "merely because it proposed
a mundane commercial transaction. ""
But the Court was not content to simply
re-assert protection for commercial
speech. It went on to justify this protec-
tion by elaborating on the theme of con-
sumer needs argued so effectively in the
Virginia case:

The listener's interest is substantial: the
consumer's concern for the free flow of com-
mercial speech often may be far keener than
.425 15 74x( Km, p 762
Ilnd p. 76%
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his concern for urgent political dialogue.
Moreover, significant societal interests are
served by such speech. Advertising, though
entirely commercial, may often carry infor-
mation of import to significant issues of the
day...And commercial speech serves, to in-
form the public of the availability, nature and
prices of products and services, and thus
performs an indispensable role in the allo-
cation of resources in a free enterprise
system. [Citations omitted.]13

This acknowledgement on the part of the
Court that when advertising fulfills the in-
formational needs of consumers it serves
an "indispensable" role in the smooth
functioning of our free enterprise system
reflects the Court's consciousness of an
important fact: in the second half of the
1970s, the attention of many Americans
is not focused on the philosophical/politi-
cal concerns of the 1960s but rather on
the conditions of economic survival.

Advertising Restrictions: Ironically, it
is at this time when the relative position
of advertising as a form of free speech
has been elevated and its significance
noted by the Supreme Court that we see
the growth of counter movements in sev-
eral sectors movements, in some in-
stances triggered by these very cases,
aimed at restricting or inhibiting the
advertising of certain products and
services.

Although these two developments are
serving opposite purposes, both spring
from the same source:. they are based
on an increased awareness of the im-
portance and influence of advertising in
contemporary society.

Most groups or individuals attempting
to curb a type of advertising appear to
focus their attention against radio and
television commercials. apparently be-
cause of a belief in the assumed power
of the electronic media." The movement

" lbed
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that most typifies this conviction is one
aimed at restraining advertising di-
rected toward children.

A number of disparate groups are
presently lobbying to control the kinds
and number of commercials directed
toward children. Legislatures in Califor-
nia and New York are considering laws
that would regulate children's television
advertising. The public interest group
Action for Children's Television has re-
cently received a $40,000 grant from
the Rockefeller Family Fund to aid its
attempt to limit the number and kinds
of advertisements broadcast during Sat-
urday morning television. And the Na-
tional Association of Broadcasters has
asked the former chairman of the Federal
Communications Commission Richard
Wiley to update the children's television
guidelines for the NAB Television Code.

But the organization most likely to
have an impact on the exposure of chil-
dren to television commercials is the
Federal Trade Commission under the
leadership of consumer-protection-
oriented Michael Pertschuk. The FTC
chairman's drive to regulate advertising
aimed at children is based on the desire
to debunk the assumption that the stand-
ards applied to television commercials
directed at children need be no different
from those governing print ads directed
at adults:

Children are not sophisticated consumers.
One advertising man described the role of
ads directed toward kids as "guided mis-
siles." That's a very vigorous image. It
raises the question of whether children of
2, or 3, or 4 are properly the subjects of
welt-developed techniques of promotion and
manipulation through the most powerful me-
dium the world has ever known.,5

The Federal Trade Commissioners
are presently studying an FTC staff re-
port on television advertising to children
which focuses on commercials for prod-
ucts high in sugar which are aimed at
young children. This report suggests that
the Commission institute a rplemaking
procedure to determine whether it should
a) ban all television advertising aimed
at children under eight years of age, b)
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ban television advertising of products that
pose a serious dental health risk to
children. under 12 years of age, and c)
require that advertisers of products high
in sugar content balance these com-
mercials with nutritional and,/or health
disclosures paid for by the advertisers
themselves."

The staff report argues that such
rules would not violate the First Amend-
ment rights articulated in Bigelow, Vir-
ginia State Board of Pharmacy and Bates.
since advertising aimed at children can
be distinguished from other types of
commercial speech precisely because of
the primary role advertising plays in
our society: according to the FTC staff,
the Supreme Court brought commercial
speech under the First Amendment be-
cause the Court viewed material pre-
sented in the advertisements in ques-
tion as essential to rational market be-.
havior.

The staff report argues that .since
"children lack the maturity to make dif-
ficult consumer decisions based on an
assessment of factual information,"
coupled with the fact that (p)resent
televised advertising for sugared prod-
ucts to children is also 'false,' mis-
leading,' and 'deceptive,'" banning
television commercials aimed at chil-
dren would not violate the rational-mar-
ket-behavior theory of protection for
advertising propounded in Bates and its
forerunners.

This argument's logic cannot be em-
ployed in an attempt to restrain com-
mercial messages aimed at adults Two
recent efforts to limit advertising of cer-
tain products and services provide ex-
amples of various arguments used to re-
strict the flow of commercial informa-
tion.

The first deals with an issue analogous
to the one presently before the FCC a
movement to restrict radio and televi-
sion advertisements for products con-
taining saccharin without banning the
products themselves In March 1977,
the Pure Food and Drug Administration
decided that since saccharin was deter-
mined to be carcinogenic in laboratory

tests conducted by the Canadian govern-
ment, products containing it should be
removed from markets in this country
beginning in July 1977.

Because of 'questions regarding the
valclity of the Canadian tests plus the
popularity of sweet but sugarless foods
in America, an outcry ensued from both
the public and the food industry. In an
attempt to reach a compromise, bills
were introduced into both Houses of Con-
gress which mandated more study of the
issue during an I8-month moratorium
on the product ban. An amendment to the
Senate bill called for restricted sac-
charin product advertising on radio and
television during the moratorium. The
rationale for the amendment, sponsored
by Sen. Edward Kennedy, was that con-
sumers should be told in advertising that
products containing saccharin may in-
crease the risk of cancer.

Although both Houses defeated meas-
ures to restrict saccharin product ad-
vertising, it should be noted that the
Senate Amendment which was to require
the inclitsion of a health warning in all
broadcast ads for artificially sweetened
products was defeated only after intense
and costly lobbying on the part of broad-
casters" by the not-so-wide margin of
52-42. A second Senate vote to reinstate
the amendment and end all saccharin
product advertising on radio and televi-
sion was defeated, 55-39.20

A second attempt to limit the flow of
commercial messages to adults is ap-
parent in the responses of the individual
states to the aforementioned Bates case.

Because the facts of Bates posed the
issue of advertising in newspapers, the
Court not only did not deal with the ques-
tion of extending constitutional protec-
tion to radio and television commercials
promoting legal services, but also pointed
out that "the special problems of adver-
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thing on the electronic broadcast media
will warrant special consideration."21
The justices left it to state supreme
courts to stipulate procedures that at-
torneys who wish to advertise in the print
media should follow in grappling with
the "special problems" of radio and
television advertising. It should be noted
that the Court did not distinguish be-
tween print, and broadcast advertising
in either Bigelow or Virginia State Board
of Pharmacy.

At its annual convention in August 1977,
the American Bar Association discussed
the issue and recommended that the states
allow lawyers to advertise via print me-
dia and radio, but that left the question
of television commercials in limbo. The
concern of the ABA, and that of many
individual lawyers, appears to be that
television advertising will diminish the
dignity and professionalism of the law
because of the entertainment context of
virtually any television commercial
coupled with what some ABA members

3.433 U.S. 3500977)p. 1141
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consider the tastelessness of many com-
mercials.

Various state medical associations
have begun to emulate the bar associa-
tions in moving to restrict certain kinds
of advertising in the wake of Bates. The
California Medical Association, for in-
stance, has approved a stringent set of
guidelines controlling print advertising
and ruling out broadcast advertising
entirely.22

Conclusion
It would seem that a number of impor-

tant elements in societyadministrative
lawmaking bodies, various professional
associations, and concerned citizen
groupsare determined that advertising
must be placed under a number of re-
strictions if society is to be best served.
It would also seem that the Supreme
Court is moving in a direction that would
culminate in the removal of most re-
strictions on commercial advertising.
At some point these differing philosdphies
will come into more direct confrontation,
and the resolution of that confrontation
will have major implications for both
advertising and the media it supports.



the..Defose of
a False Adv:ertisirig Case.

By 'ROBERT A. 'il<IT01.

Mr. Skitol Is a Oartner,in the ltra Fitm of Wald Harkrader & Ross.

MUST SAY that my' assigned foyie conveys a false and mis.-
leading impression. Tlfe topic is "The Defense of a Fi se Adver-

tising Case," which of course iinriliesi that the Federal rade Com-
Mission (FTC) is still' in the business of bringing cases against false
advertising. While the word "false!' still appears in many FTC ad-
vertising complaints, a better deicriptiOn 'of the 'Commission's cur-
rent approach is that it is in the .Business of bringing cases against
perceived implications which the advertiser insists were not conveyed
by its advertising but which the .Commigsion ,anevertIrless alleges
to have been conveyed without a "reasonable basiL" whatever that
means.

In short, these days diany.Of, the respondents in FTC advertising
complaints have become respondents not 'because they have 'made
false, or unsubstantiated, claims on purpose but because.. they ,did
not anticipate how the FTC would 'later 'interpret; or perhaps mis-
interpret, their advertising.' While the Advertiser MaY have gone to
great expense to develop substantiation for every representation
thought to be included in the ad,, copy, the advertiser. developed
nothing to substantiate the, truth of implications the Commission
later alleged.

I would not venture any.blanke statement as lo the reasonable-
nesS of the Commission's interpretations of advert:sink It ii safe
to say that sometimes the Commission's interpretation is quite far-
fetched, and the advertiser- could not have anticitrited any such reading.
Other times, however, the representatiO%- fo,und b the commis -
sionsion probably is conveyed to many consumers. and the 'a' dver-
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tiser's failure to foresee the problem is a product of its own tunnel
vision; some advertisers read ads literally and fail to consider pos-
sible implications conveyed by a viewing of the ad as a whole. In
the interests of diplomacy, I will not express an opinion as to which
of these circumstances best explains the majority of FTC complaints.

Substantiation

Of course, even if an advertiser has -the foresight and ingenuity
to anticipate every possible reading of its ad that may later occur
to the Commission and its staff, and even if it goes to great lengths
to assemble substantiation for every such reading before the ad is
disseminated, it could still end up on the receiving end of a Com-
mission complaint. As to any one of several implications, the Com-
mission may consider the assembled substantiation insufficient to
constitute a "reasonable basis."

The Commission's definition of "reasonable basis" is like Mr.
Justice Stewart's remark about' obscenity: "I can't define it, but I

can recognize it when I see it." In every decision to date, the Com-
mission has explained the reasonable basis doctrine in vague generali-
ties, insisting that its meaning is to he determined 'ton a case-by-case
bask." This entirely ad hoc approachwhat is reasonable in your case
may be held unreasonable in mineoffers little guidance to those in-
tent on avoiding trouble with the Commission.

I'm sure no one disagrees with the principle that advertising
cla;ms should not be made up out of thin air; an advertiser should
have a factual basis for a product claim before it is disseminated.
This proposition is about as controversial as apple pie and mother-
hood. The problem is, however, that according to the Commission,
you need something more than any factual basis; you need what at
least three of the five Commissioners will consider "reasonable" under
all of the circumstances surrounding your claim.

Thus, the Commission's advertising cases now tend to focus on
two issues: whether the challenged ads conveyed the representations
alleged in the complaint and, if so, whether the advertiser possessed
and relied upon a reasonable basis for them. I would like to offer
few thoughts on how to deal with these issues, before as well as after
the Commission comes knocking at your door. I would then like to
c,imment on several other issues likely to arise in an advertising case.

F \LSE ADVERTISING
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The Issue of What the Ad Represents
.On the issue of whether the ads conveyed the representations al-.

leged in the complaint,, the Commission staff will rely heavily on
What they regard.as a black-letter rule of FTC laul, namely that the
-Commission can properly determine the meaning bf an ad from its
own reading of the ad itself, without any evidence of how the ad
was actually perceived by consumers. But to hedge their bets, the
staff will often introduce evidence to support their view of what the
ad represents. In some cases,' the staff has relied on market surveys
obtained from the advertiser's files. The surveys that have been used
for this purpose include those generally used by advertisers to test
consumer recall of a particular advertisement, or to gauge cCmsunier
attitudes toward the advertised product after some exposure to the
:.dvertising. While such suqeys may not have been designed to de-
termine how consumers interpret the advertising, the staff's expert
witnesses will find that tney support the staff'stenwn. view as to
what the ads represented.

In defending against this kind of evidence, the respondent can
certainly call its own experts to refute the staff's experts and attempt
to explain away whatever surveys have been introduced. Beyond
that, however, the respondet 'May develop its own survey evidence
as a r art of its defense, comilii ioning a survey geared to the specific
representations alleged in tile Commission's complaint. Any such ef-
fort should, however, proc6ed with caution. It is not beyond the
realm of possibility that a spetiially designed survey for this purpose
would end up supporting the complaint allegations. More often than
nut, the results will be mixed; given almost any random but sizeable
group of consumers, there will be at least some who read the ad at
issue the way the Commission alleges. If the survey shinws that 90
percent of consumers read the ad the way respondent contends but
the other 10 percent read it the way the complaint alleges, you will
have produced a nice piece of evidence in support of the complaint.

This set of circumstances suggests some steps that might be
einsidered before the FTC ever gets around to considering a coin -
plaint. First, whenever an advertiser reviews the results of market
surveys concerning its. ads, thought should be given to how those
results might he construed as sugzesting an implication that was not
previously intended to fie conveyed. If any such implication is found.

' ITT Cooiwntal*Vakilta Co., 85 F T. C. 688 (1975) (complaint di'-
83 F. T. C. 865 (19731. ord. 532 F. 2d mi,,e411.
207 (CA -2 19761: firistokliyers Co.,
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and the truth of the implication cannot be substantiated, the adver-
tising copy should promptly.be revised to remove that problem.

Second, the advertiser might consider conducting, at an early
stage, a survey to assess how consumers interpret a new advertise-
ment. If an objective survey of this sort is conducted before an ad is
disseminated, and the results reveal no implications that are not .

fully substantiated, the advertiser will have a strong piece of evidence.
in its defense in the event of an FTC challenge.

i\\
The "Reasonable Basis" Issue

On the issue of whether the advertiser possessed and relied upon
a "reasonable basis" for the alleged representation, the staff's posi-
tion will be that whatever respondent did to support its claim it was
tort enough. If respondent relied on expert opinions, the staff will
say that there should have been a "scientific test"; if there was such
a test, they will say that that test was not good enough, or that its
results supported at best, a narrower claim than the one actually
made. The stage is then set for a battle of experts, those called by
the staff testifying that the substantiation is worthless and those
called by respondent defending the documentation as impregnable
and conclusive.

There are other possibilities for defending on this issue, ap-
proaches not fully tested or explored in any case to date. I would
argue that since the reasonable basis doctrine requires an assessment
of the reasonableness of the steps the advertiser took to substantiate
a claim before it was disseminated, it invites consideration of the
steps other firms in the same industry take or have taken to sub-
stantiate the same or similar claims. What are the available testing
methods, the usual standards applied, the prevailing practices through-
out that industry? What is the "state of the art," the kind of sub -
stantiaton generally recognized by responsible firms in the industry
as a sound basis for such claims? The respondent should have a full
opportunity to develop such evidence through pretrial discovery. I
would caution, however, that there are clangers in this approach, and
it could backfire in some cases. ft also has a few worrisome implica-
Cons in terms of the Commission's future development of the rea-
sonable basis doctrine.

Another possibility is post-complaint testing designed to show
that the representation at issue was and is truthful. Of course, such
a showing may not in itself excuse the advert'ser's failure to have

rr.sr, ADVERTISING
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had a reasonable basis before the claim was disseminated. Post-com-;
plaint testing is, nevertheless, relevant to the issue of whether the
:documentation respondent possessed and relied on before the ad
was disseminated was in fact "reasonable" from an objective stand-
point. It may also be helpful in asserting and supporting a. First
Amendment defenseof which more later.

The "Reliance" Issue

One element kf the reasonable basis doctrine, as it has been
articulated to dates that the advertiser must not only possess but
also rely on adequate substantiat'on before a claim is. made. In some
recent cases, the staff has zeroed in on this requirement. The scenario
is as follows. :--hortly after an ad is disseminated, the advertiser re-
ceives an investigative demand, commonly called a "6(b) order", for
all documentation in the advertiser's possession for certain repre-
sentations allegedly conveyed by the advertising. The advertiser
responds by denying that his ads conveyed the representations listed
in the order. Not anticipating the staff's next move, the advcrtis2r
chooses to stand by that denial and, therefore, does not submit any
substantiation for the representations listed in the demand.

Shortly thereafter, the Commission issues a complaint alleging
that the ad c'inveyed the representations listed in the 6(b) order. ani1
alleging that they were made vthout a reasopble basis. The adver-
tiser answers by denying that any such representations were made
and, in the alternative, asserting that if they were macre, they were
supported by a reasonable basis. The staff then attempts to fore-
close the advertiser from introducing evidence of any reasonable
basis for the representations at issue. In effect, they argue that the'
advertiser is bound by its response to the 6(b) order; the failure to
submit any documentation in responding to that order establishei
conclusively that the advertiser had not relied on a reasonable basis
before the ad was disseminated.

1

Exclusionary Rule

After several mishaps with this strategy. the staff asked the
Commission to amend the rules of evidence to prevent an advertiser
from coming in with new substantiating, materials after a complaint
is issued. After three years of thinking the matter over, the Commis-
sion hasconmlied with the staff's xiihes; a new rule entitled "Ex-
einsim of Fyidencc in Adjudications" (also called the "Exclusionary

roon cosm F.TIC LAW .TOITRNAL-FEBRUARY, 1978
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Rule") will go into effect on October 26, '1977.2 It proVides, in sum,
that 'if an advertiser is ,rditired-throftgVe'ompulSory prcieess to sub-
mit substantiation for an'express or "iniplied"'claini in an ad; the.
advertiser will not th rcafter be allowed, in a reasonable basis pro-
ceeding, to offer 10:.e,iidenced anytnnfe that was - required to be but
was not time,ly mitted response. to -thee comptilsoiy process.
There is one c etiiiOn built into the rule ; Mitterials not submitted in
response to<Oisiimlsory process %%ill nit be'excluded,if the advertiser
demon "es...in a hearing, and the Admini4trative Law Judge finds,
that " exercise of due d'ligeriee the material couId not have
be Niel tsubmitted in response to the compulsory process, and
th >lr; Commission was notified of the existence of the material
:rinmedititely upon its discovery."

The Commission expects th's rule to simplify advertising cases;
I have some doubt as toTyhetlier it will have any such effect. Indeed
it may complicate and lengthen the proceedings by introducing is-
-.nes as to what was "required" to be submitted previously and
whether new materials could nut have been submitted at an caner
time "by the exercise of due diligence." The validity of this rule will
also be challenged on a host oficonstitutional and statutory grounds.
'n the meantime, however, every advertiser should keep the rule
in mind when faced with an order to submit ad substantiation. such
orders generally require the submission' of "all" substantiation for
designated claims. The word "all" must now be read literally, and
the response must include everything which the company might later
need for its defense at trial if a complaint is issued. Thus, such an
order could require submission of roomfuls of documents, plus a

:great deal of corporate information and accumulated knowledge not
' generally kept in documentary form.' generally

Amendment Standards

In short this new Exclusionary Rule may have the unintended
and undesired effect of requiring the Commiss'on staff to wade
thron,,J) mountains of material not genuinely helpful to any concern
fi,r troth in advertising. It may also have the effect of rendering the
Commission's standard investigative demand for ad substantiation
unreasonable on its face under Fourth Amendment standards. The

'Commission minutes of June 15, 1977, 'Id.
at 2, reflecting action taken at open Com-
rimsion meeting of same date (42 F. R
5648g).
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Commission. will be forced.to defend these demands in judicial4n-
forcement proceedings, where they just might be held too.broad and
thus unenforceable.

My topic, however, is not the defense of a judicial proceeding
to enforce a 6(h) order; that may become a very good topic for next
year's conference. keturning to the defense of an advertising case,
the best defense against the staff's new focus on the "reliance"ek-
mem of the reasonable basis doctrine is making sure that what you
do rely on to support a claim is reflected on paper before the claim
is made. If, for example, the basis includes expert opinions, those
opinions should be set down in writing. If the claim is susceptible to
validation by a test of some sort, it would be advisabficto conduct
such a test and record the results before the claim is made. Then
make sure that whoever in the company is ultimately responsible for
approving advertising actually sees the assembled documentatiop
that he does rely on materials that may later become the advertiser's
most important evidence in defending against an FTC complaint.

Constitutional Issues
Aside from the issues of what the ad represents and whether

the advert'ser possessed and relied upon a "reasonable basis," there
arc sonic basic constitutional issues which should not be overlooked.
The reasonable basis doctrine has yet to he subjected to a full-scale
review in the courts. To the extent that this doctrine imposes a new
barriera vague, ill-defined "prior restra'nt"to the dissemination
of truthful advertising, it raises serious First Amendment questions.
To the extent that it shifts the burden of proof in a Section 5 pro-
ceeding, it also raises due process questions.

The First Amendment issues are of particular interest, in. light
of the recent Supreme Court decisions confirming that truthful com-
mercial advertising is indeed entitled to First Amendment protec-.
tion.4 Even if the reasonable basis doctrine, in and of itself, is not
held to violate First Amendment rights, the k;nd of remedy the Com-
mission is seeking in some of its pending advertising cases may be

/ vulnerable to a First Amendment cha!lenge. In some of these cases,
the Commission seeks an order prohibiting any representation within
a broad category unless it is supported by a "scientific test." Thus.
even if a representation included in the specified category is truthful,

Bales v. SIT Bar of Ari...Tortn. 45 Citiz.en, Conuiner Council, Inc., 425
U S 1.. W. 4895 ( U S. June 27. 19771 ; U. S 748 (1976).
Virginia Pharmacy Board v. Virginia
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and fully substantiated by materials other than a "scientific test," it
would be banned by the Commission's order. This would 'ppear to
impede the free flow of truthful and informative commeroSal infor-
mation, which, as the Supreme Court has held, the First A1nend-
ment protects.

In .other cases, the Commission seeks an order of "corrective
advertising,!' requiring future ads to include confessions about prior
ads. The fact that the Liskrine corrective ad order has now been up-
held by a court of appeals5 hardly ends the constitutional issues
raised by that remedy. The Lisicrine order niay still be reviewed by
the Supreme Court, and other pending cases in which the Commis-
sion seeks corrective advertising present variations that may make
such relief even more vulnerable to constitutional attack.

Magnuson-Moss
One part of the 1975 Nlagnuson-Moss amendments,. to the FTC

Act may prove to have major implications for advertising cases. I
am referring to the section which provides that "(111 the Commission
determines in a proceeding I under Section 5) that any act or practice
is unfair or deceptive, and issues a final cease and desist order with
respect to such act or practice," the Commission may commence an
action to obtain civil penalties against any company "which engages
in such act or practice" with "actual knowledge that such act or
practice is unfair or deceptive and is unlawful" under Section 5. In
plain, English, if the Commission finds, in a proceeding against com-
pany A, that a certain kind of advertising is unfair or deceptive and,
thereafter, company B disseminates the same kind of advertising, the
Commission need not waste time bringing an administrative proceed-
ing against company B; it can sue company B in district court seek-
ing imposition of heavy civil penalties.

This section raises several intriguing constitutional issues, which
are not likely to he fully resolved by the courts for several years. In
the meantime, the Commission will proceed with confidence that this
new authority is constitutional; thus, its decision in a proceeding
against one advertiser will have the effect of an order which is bind-
ing on every other company with "actual knowledge" of it. The
"actual knowledge" requirement will prove unimportant ; the Com-
mission will simply mail its decision to all companies believed likely

Co V. FTC 1977-2 2, 1977) (see also opinion clAving peti-
IR ADE ASKS 11'61,563 (CA DofC, Aug tion for rehearing, Sept. 14, 1977).

I'lf cu Ativt.gi 1-41Nc.
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to engage in the practice it has found unfair or deceptive. In effect,
every final adjudicative decision becomes the equivalent of an indus-
try-wide rule.

st-Given the implications of this new authority, it is now quite'
clear that the named respondent in an advertising case is not the
only company with a direct and substantial interest in the outcome.
Particularly in a case involving a novel theory, where the Commis-
sion is challenging a fairly common practice as unfair or deceptive,
numerous advertisers, or trade associations on their behalf, may
have a strong claim to a right of intervention and active participation
in the litigation.

Suppose that, the Commission sues company A for engaging in
a certain industry-wide practice. Company A may not have the re-
sources, or the inclination, to litigate the case. On the other hand.
company A may not wish to be subjected to an order which is not
equ binding on all of its competitors. Negotiating a settlement in
the stan d manner will not result in an order binding on others;
it is genera cknowledged that only Commission findings in a liti-
gated case .will trigger the new Magnuson-Moss provision. Thus,
company A and complaint counsel work out a deal, a new way of
"settling" an advertising case. Both sides agree on the krill of the
order which should be entered in the event that the Commission finds
a violat'on. The parties glen stage a perfunctory trial, putting in evi-
dence in the form of affidavitsjust enough to allow the Administra-
tive Law Judge and then the Commission to make findings of fact
and conclusions of law. The judge and the Commission .make the
prearranged findings and conclusions, and then issue the order that
the parties had negotiated and agreed on beforehand. The Commis-
sion's decision and order are then mailed to every other firm in com-
pany A's industry. The Commission advises all of those firms that
they are now bound by A's order, even though they did not participate
and may not have even known about the proceeding.

What I have just described is not a far-fetched hypothetical case;
it is, in substance, what is actually happening in the Commission's
pending Block Drug proceeding. It may or may not result in Com-
mission findings legally binding on Block Drug's competitors; any
attempt to apply such findings to Block's .competitors would seem
vulnerable on a great many grounds. Nevertheless, Block Drug's
competitors face an uncertain, and uncomfortable, future. If they had
sought and been able to intervene and actively participate in this
proceeding when the case began, they might have avoided this situation.

Foon DRUG COSMETIC LAW J OURN AL-FEBRUARY, 1978
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Settlement Procedures
Not all respondents in advertising cases will be inclined to fol-

low the Block Drug approach; some may prefer the more conventional
way of negotiating a settlement. Unfortunately, the Commission has
just adopted a rule that makes the more conventional settlement
procedure a bit more cumbersome. This rule provides that when a
provisionally accepted consent agreement and order are published
(or the sixty-day period of public comment, they will be accompanied
by "material submitted to the Commission reasonably related to the
merits of the order that is not exempt from disclosure under the
Freedom of Information Act, and any other information which [the
romtnissionl deems helpful in assisting interested persons to under-
stand the terms of the order."° As the Commission noted at the time
the rule was issued, this language means "that most documents sub-
mitted by the respondent" in the course of settlement negotiations
"would be made available to assist in public comment." That this
rule may have a chilling effect on consent negotiations was clearly
recognized at the time it was adopted; indeed the Commission stated
that in view of "the risk to the negotiating process," it would "review
the effect of this rule change after one year."8

in the meantime, the message to all respondents is clear: avoid
putting anything in writing, unless you are willing to have it made
public if and when a settlement is reached and published for com-
ment. Negotiating an order of atlly complexity without putting con-
cepts and proposals in writing can be rather difficult, but that seems
to be the prevailing practice since the new rule was promulgated
this past Auguit.

Conclusion
In sum, these days it is hard to devise an effective advertisement

immune from some risk of an FTC "reasonable basis" complaint ; it
is hard to mount an effective defense when such a complaint is issued;-r4(

and it is hard to negotiate a settlement. On the other hand, it is far
from clear that the new Commission leadership intends to issue com-
plaints in any substantial number. The Commission's resources are
now so committed to, on the one hand, massive Magnuson-Moss rule-
making proceedings and, on the other, an ever-increasing multitude
of studies, evaluation projects, task forces and seminars that it seems
unlikely to have many lawyers available for preparing and litigating

42 F. R. 39659 (Aug. 5, 19771 '
' Id.

FALSE ADVERTISING
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cases. The new Commission leadership has been .strong on rhetoric.
adroit at public relations, and quick to announce new initiatives.
Whether it will deliver on its promises remains to be seen.

Of course, even without any new initiatives, the new direction
this Commission inherited from its immediate predecessors (the Kirk-
patrick, Engman and Collier Cummissions) arc more than enough
to keep advertisers on 24-hour alert. Given the Commission's avowed
determination to protect consumers against even remotely/deceptive
implications in advertising; given the vagaries and uncertainties of
the reasonable basis doctrine; and given the implications of the Ex-
clusionary Rule and the threat that under the Magnuson-Moss provisions
a proceeding against one advertiser may produce an order binding
on a whole industry, more than ever before the advertising game
is strictly hazardous duty. [The End)
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DOES THE 1ST AMENDMENT PROTECT FRANKENBERRYT

Selling to Chilcfien: Fair
Play in TV Commercials

by JOHN CULKIN

Arecent ad in Broadraning maga-
Line invited sponson to buy time on
new television station in Roston.

kid Power Is Coming to Boston
you're selling. Charlie's Mom

is buying. But you've got to sell
Charlie tint.

His IillOwance Is only 50e a
week but his buying power is an
American phenomenon. He's not
only tight with his Mom, but he
has a way with his Clad, his
Grandma and Aunt Harriet, too.

When Charlie sees something
he likes, he usually gets it.

Charlie soft Charlene, the kids in the
two- to twelve-year-old range. attract
half billion dollars of TV advertising an-
nually. Mon of the commercials directed
at them are for food and toys These TV
spots generate billions of dollars in sales.
The question now before the Federal
Trade Commission is whether or nor the
advertisers are acting fairly In their deal-
ings with children. Rules proposed In
February by the Commission staff in-
clude.

I. The prohibition of all television ad-
vertising directed at children under eight.
because such children are "too young to
understand' the -purpose of the ad.

2. Aban on advertising highly sugared
products to children under twelve Mote
such products pose "serious dental health
risks."

3. A requirement that advenisen fund
health and nutrition messages to be
broadcast during children's viewing times.

The Commission has asked for public
' comment on these proposed rules, but

the hearings It plans to hold In Washing-
ton and San Francisco are unlikely to
produce any surprises The public inter-

ens and health groups will favor some
restrictions on current practice, the

broadcasten and advertise's will oppose
any rule - making. The arguments for both
sides are also lately prediciable--the
health and well-being of children versus
the free enterprise system and the First
Amendment rights of the advertisers.

The Advertising Proms

Like most adults. I have become tn-
ured to the commercial - saturated world
of television. but, apart from the usual
moments of pique. I have never consid-
ered seriously what is Involved in the
whole process of advertising aimed di-
rectly at children.

Let's return to the ad quoted at the
wan 11 represent. the whole process
in microcosm sell to the parent, by con-
vincing the children. The sophisticated
techniques of advertising are put In the
service of psychologically enticing chil-
dren to not something so much that
they will persuade their parents to buy
it. Quite apart from the question of the
real value of the advertised product,
what Is the propriety of the sponsor con-
testing the parent for control of the
child? When the products are harmful to
the child's well- being. the process Is in-
sidle.. Very young children are gullible
and unsophisticated; they cannot mike
sound judgments about the quality of
what is being sold to them.

The advertisers challenge this charge
by arguing that parents have ultimate
control at the point of purchase. This is
hardly an adequate justification for en-
ticing children into wanting things that
are bad for them. And even with prod-
ucts that may be good for them, it seems
like an unwarranted intrusion. Parents
have enough difficulty in helping their
Children to make wise choices without
skewing the proven by 503 million dol.
Ian worth of counter-peronsion.

Where does the responsibility be for
regulating children's exposure to televi-
sion commercials? Advertisers regula-
tory agencies, and consumers all should
bear some of the burden.

Adsenlsers and Broadcasters

William La Moth., the president of
Kellogg Foods, state. the argument for
the advertisers "Once sse Stan deciding
which group can he advertised to and
which group cannot. advertising as an
efficient and economic method will he on
its way to oblivion."

Peggy Cherren of Action for Chil
dress's Television 1 ACT I counters with
an attack on the quality of what is being
advertised: "The two things sold to chil-
dren most on TV are toys and food, and
we've found that 91I percent of the food
advertising is for products children don't
have to eat, non-nutritive things Now in
fact they're designing foods that would
never be on the market it it weren't for
television and Its ability to sell them.
They actually design junk cereals lilt
Frankenberry and Cocoa Pebbles and
Cookie Crisps because the) can push
them to kids on television"

Jean Mayer, the well-known nutrition-
ist and president of Tuft, Unbends. ad-
vances as rough rule of thumb the

nutritional value of a food varies inverse-
ly with the amount of money spent to
advertise it. Research confirms that the
most heavily advertised foods are the
ones asked for most often One study
concludes that parents accede to these
requests R7 percent of the time And this
all Hiker place in an environment where
the average child sees Ave hours of com-
mercials per week and a total of 25.000
commercials per year Richard Fein-
bloom of Harvard Medical School finds
this an unfair use of telling techniques
'An advertisement to child has the
quality of an order, not a suggestion The

Reproduced with the permission of the copyright holder from Hastings Center Report.
v. 8, June 1978: 7-9. Copyright Institute of Society, Ethics and the Life Sciences, 390
Broadway, Hastings -on- Hudson. N.Y. 10708.
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child lasts the ability to set pluilics, to
detennine telatote importance and to ie.
/eel tome diteelione as inapptopriate."

he indottry contends that advent...
menu arc protected by the first Amend-
ment. And if appeals to freedom of
speech will not settle the argument. they
remind us that ad revenue, pay for the
programs. Their crier of constitutional
rights ignore the. ample precedents for
limiting free speech when the issue al.
leen .111141rn It le true the ads support
ihe programs, but some people argue that

it would he lust fine if MUM of those
show. went amiss; others togs mots pub-
lic funding for children's programming;
others contend that If the junk were elim-
inated from the ad cOnlent, there would
still be enough good product* to meet
program budgets

Regulatory Aponte

While the advertisers has. S500,000,-
000 in their budget for children's adter.
using, the public interest groups hare

difficulty in getting their combined bud.
gets up to 1100,000. The battle is so
unequal that federal regulatory agencies
have a tespontibdity to act on behalf of
the interests of children and patents. The
self-regulation favored by the broadcast-
eta and the edvertisers does not wads
They hare had to be forced to accept
almost all the limItatinns put on their &e-
ntities up to this point. Right now they
ate organizing mauive campaign 10
oppose the FTC proposals

No other country in the world allows

Research on Young Viewers: The Policy Implications

Is television advertising good or had
for children? Opinions are firm on both
sides of the question. but what evidence
talus to support either view? Academic
meant, on the effects of television ail.
refilling on children Is relatively recent.
and few investigston have been specifi-
cally concerned with the field. Still. ac-
cording to a recent report by the RANN
(Research Applied to National Needs,
Program of the National Science Foul.-
tlattnn. the current state of knowledge.
though inadequate In many areas, is "suf.
nment in others to provide meaningful
gmtianCe to policyrnakers"

The report. Relenerto on the ECtete of
Television Advertising on Children
tWallungton: National Science Found.
non. 19771 Is review of the literature
and gives recommendations for future
research. Two major conclusions emerge
from the review. Fins "It is clear from
the available evidence that television ad.
vertifing does Influence children:* Chit.
drew can and do learn from commercials
and advertising is at lean moderately
succewful in cresting positive attitudes
toward and a desire for certain product..
The most significant variable that deter-
mine the child's perception of television
advenising is age. Numerous studies
have demonstrated that as children grow
older, they become more skillful in dis-
ctiminating among commetcial menages
and are less easily persuaded by the spon-
sor's sales pitch. One study of fourth-
through seventh-graders in Michigan

showed that leas than one-quarter think
that commercials always tell the truth.
MOO of the children. were afro irritated
by the commercial interruptions.

The second conclusion is that "From
policy standpoint, the MOM Immeell.

Mel, relevant meads is that which
either document, the effects of specific
dvertleing practices alleged to be nth
leading or unfair to children's percep-
tion& or which tests the efficacy of regu-
latory provision ie preventing Loch
abuses.- Several recent studies have

shown, for elamPle, that the way In
which a disclaimer is *lorded and pre-
sented ("some assembly required" or
"batteries not included") affects the
child's ability to understand and remem-
ber the messes.

In reviewing On research, the report
focused on ten Issues that seemed to be
of greatest interest to the parties Involved,
were amenable to empirical testing. and
offered some prospects of concrete policy
action based on empirical hidings These
Included:

I. Children's ability to distinguish tele-
vision commercials from program mate-
rial;

2. The Influence of format and audio-
visual techniques on children's -percep-
tions of commercial Mengel;

3. Self-concept appeals in advertising;
4. The diem of advenisine containing

premium offer&
J. The effects of violence or unsafe

acts in commercial.;

6. The impact of proprietary medicine
advertising.

7. The effects of television food adver-
flatting,

I. The effects of volume and repetition
of commercial.;

9. The impact of advertising on con-
sumer socialization; and

10. The effect on parent.childrelatioas.
In most of these area. the research

findings are only suggestive. For instance,
there is evidence that television food ad.
venielne to children is generally effec-
tive. However, there is no evidence di-
rectly linking food commercials to the
nutritional status of children, nor to the
claim that food advertising menages en-
courage children IA use nutritionally ir-
relevant criteria In making food choices.
An even broader value question h
whether food advertisers should be re-
sponsible for communicating nutritional
Information beyond that pertaining to
their own products.

In the future, the report concludes.
research must be directed more closely to
policy needs Nevertheless, research Is
only one element In determining police
and panic. Ethical. legal, economic,
and political considerations must all play
a part. Adequate sideman). for young
viewers must be based on both solid
understanding of what television don
and don not do and a basic conception
of what kind of consumers and citizens
we want to encourage children to be-
come. Carol Levi,,
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such blatant eeplottation of Its children
for commercial purposes. Australia. Can-
ada, and the United Kingdom are In the
process of further limiting and refining
their alresdy strict standards and prac-
lites foe children's advertising. If, as on
often are reminded. children ere our
roost important natural resources, then
It Is perfectly legitimate for the upproptl.
ate federal niacin to ;noun that re.
source from any form. The proems
which Is now beginning at the FTC win
provide a visible forum for the public
dismission of these issues over the neat
year. The staff recommendations on the
public comments must be submitted to
the Commission members by April 1979.

Parents and Teachers

Most of the debate before the FTC
will legitimately focus on the rights and
obligations of the broadcasters and ed.
anthers. But parents end the schools
also have responsibilities, itich toe not
fully discharged by merely can14in' and
taking action against the abuses of the
producers Even the but of all possible
mograninung does not justify the four
hours a day spent by the average Ameri-
can in front of the TV set In our less.
than-perfect world, the uncomfortable
fact is that we have to reform ourselves
as well as the networks

Action for Children's Television has
been the most persistent and persuasive
advocacy group In the field. ACT filed
one of two petitions to which the FTC
formally responded in its recommends.
lions; the other was filed by the Center
for Science In the Public Interest tin ad.
dition to its effort to keep the Issuetof
children and television before the FCC
and the FTC. ACT has also encouraged
parents to become morn Involved in con
trolling their children'eviewitig and In
discussing television with them. Acr

no swim. Despite the recent suggestions
of Authors like Mule Winn in The Flap
In Drag and Inn ?dander In rum Argu
monk for the Elimination Televition
arguing that TV should be banished from
children's Inn, television programs and
commercials are not going to go away.
And the so -called childrenl' programs
constitute only IS percent of the average
child's viewing diet. Chiming up the Sal-
Lushly manilas "lid-vid ghetto" is only

small part of the enterprise. All televi.
sion watched by children becomes chit.
dren's television.

Early in May blouse approprIa
dons subcommittee voted five to four
to bar the FTC from spending money
to develop trade rules that would ilm
it advertising for any food product
whose ingredients here been desig-
nated as safe by the FDA. This pro-
vition. if approved by the full Appro-
priations Committee, would prevent
the FTC from carrying out its planned
inquiry on children's ideation Educe-
thing The provision was sponsored
by Mark Andrews whose
constituents Include many corn, wheat,
and nigstbeet growers.

Th; Future

Winston Churchill has said "We shape
our buildings and thereafter they shape
us." So with our television system. Out.
Ing the 19401 the United States opted
for a limited.spectrum, commercially
supported TV system. Once soch a sys-
tem Is In place, it takes massive atom
to produce minimal reforms; the attempt
to regulate children's advenhing Is a

good example.
The technology of the future is now

being set In place. There will be multiple
op in ioia) channel systems, with re-
cording and playback capacity, with dial
access potential allowing consumers to
request specific programs, with large
screens and direct Or Inn1laCI satellite
hokum.

The new television system will make
It possible to serve the television needs of
audiences In numbers far less than the
20 to 30 million people now requited by
network television. The new system will
give us way 10 tel people pay for what
they want. It will provide television with
a turnstile and allow consumers to make
direct choices as they do for books. alms.
and plays.

Two areas of reform that we can think
about now, which cost nothing. and,In the media environment. it is en

longer possible to protect children from which make eeetYibine Possible. are I il
the outside. We must provide them with both cable and satellite systems should

habits of judgment, taste, and selectivity be required tollocate several channels
and/or percentages of time for qualitywhich will enable them to be their own

Dr, ark, consumer N. is chiidren's programming, and 111 a per.

already being done art many schools tentage of the tubs' collected from tele.
vision revenues shonlittse earmarked for

where teachers diem, programs and,
commercials which,are part of the child's ik"41"" purposes.

Even nideal,televition. however doesordinary viewing exPerience. The process
truly, to unpack the glut of vicarious e not Inarantee.an Ideal world. We often

penmen which builds up within thl chili .
m'emenmer the medimV power far 2

By stimulating and informing the star....' good ab w II as for harm. There is life

dents' responses' to terevislon the schpois after eland.beforeLdelevirioek and It is

Ira qualityn of ail life that' prUbablycan induces'criticail and knowledgeable
attitude Iowan:Olin/Ye viewing. In many most determines the Impact of televieion

currently distributing red Tag to be af...,,sc s Mimi, also itch/111r workwith on children. Those who ere den and

Bred to the family television' set. ft reads. ' TV and' pftotographic equipmlint alive In their Own he'd" emotions, and
"atratreora: Too mulch television so eke their owelfmsges and personal minds. sr< whose Vves are caught up In

actIVIties Vitt others won't maks-the net -

FTC
to yqui child." The F and t I sla moots. This ilnaceis irritates them to

FTC can only blip lo remove thapbuses. the myriad indices and criticel iudg, works and Or:adore rivet flying well

Parents, teachen, and other adults Jiang ems involiedYlb enshrine the mood. is max the t redenge and the b ti-

the responsibility to help children develop pace, and tons of any dim production: section.

Informed and disciplined chokes about The goals for the sludInt in such I.,
what, Imagei go Into their heads and grams of tiCrsin and- production

"al foods Set'Inte *heir stomachs °' din be, ate u 'limply:
'It has always Made good tense for Small-A belt afifilOtti/Oid.

> retFIS *be Bee on water to learn howC.... Active Is bet r than passive.

r

''.",;y

tome C Is Director of M
for. Media dim at The Non S
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NOTE

_CAN'T GET ENOUGH OF THAT SUGAR CRISP:
THE FIRST AMENDMENT RIGHT TO

ADVERTISE TO CHILDREN

INTRODUCTION

On April 27, 1978, the Federal Trade Commission published
proposed rules which may virtually eliminate commercial television
advertising directed at young children.' The proposals would lead to
the promulgation of final regulations by 1980,2 and are part of the
latest round of governmental efforts to deal with the effects of tele-
vision advertising on young audiences. Since 1970, the FCC,3

Children's Advertising, Proposed Trade Regulation Rulemaking and Public Hearing, 43
Fed. Reg. 17967 (1978) [hereinafter Children's Advertising Proposals].

See CONFERENCE CONINE ON APPROPRIATIONS FOR DEPARTMENTS OF STATE, JUSTICE,
COMMERCE, JUDICIARY, AND RELATED AGENCIES, CONFERENCE REPORT, H.R. REP. No. 1565,
95th Cong., 2d Sess. 24 (1978) [hereinafter CONFERENCE REPORT].

3 Notice of Inquiry and Notice 61 Proposed Rule Making in re Action for Children's Televi-
sion, 36 Fed. Reg. 1429, 28 F.C.C.2d 368 (1971) [hereinafter 1971 Notice of Inquiry]. Action
for Childien's Television (ACT) filed a petition in 1970 which requested the FCC to ban spon-
sorship of and commercials on children's programming and,to require stations to broadcast at
least 14 hours per week of programs for children. In 1974:however, the FCC rejected ACT's
proposal..Children's Television Report and Polio, Statement, 39 Fed. Reg. 39395, 39397-400,
50 F.C.C.2d 1, 6-12 (1974), reconsideration denied, 55 F.C.C.2d 691 (1975), ard sub nom.
Action for Children's Television v. FCC, 564 F.2d 458 (D.C. Cir. 1977) [hereinafter Children's
Television' Report]. The FCC recognized the seriousness of the controversy surrounding the
"overcommercialization" of children's television, but refused directly to impose government
sanctions, endorsing instead "voluntary" industry' measures that would reduce the amount of
advertising directed at children and curtail advertising practices regarded as deceptive. Those
individuals refusing to comply with the "voluntary" controls would be required to justify their
actions to the Commission. Id. at 39399-402. 50 F.C.C.2d at 9-19. In August 1970, the FCC
announced that it was reopening its inquiry into children's tele'ision, and invited comments on
the effects of its 1974 opinion. Second Notice of Inquiry. 43 Fed. Reg. 37136, 68 F.C.C.2d
1074 (1978).

Although the FCC has primary responsibility for overseeing the use of the airwaves, it has
delegated its authority to regulate unfair or deceptive broadcast advertising to the FTC. Liaison
Agreement Between Federal Communications Commission arid the Federal Trade Commission,
3 TRADE REC. REP. (CCH),11 9852 (issued Apr. 27, 1972), noted Its 34 F.C.C.2d 1120 (1972).
Under the agreement, the FTC has "primary jurisdiction over all matters regulating unfair or
deceptive advertising in all media." Id. The FCC has not, however, wholl abrogated its re-
sponsibility toward advertising, and "will continue to take into account pertinent considerations"
relating to advertising practices in making licensing decisions. /4. The FCC recognized, through
the policy tinicl in the Liaison Agreement that the FTC has the expertise to evaluate adver-
tising, and t t FTC remedies which are not available to the FCC, including the power to ban
advertising. may provide more appropriate remedies for deceptive and misleading advertisng
than the licensing authority of the FCC. Sec Note, Fairness and Unfairness in Television Prod-
uct Adoertising, 76 MtcH L. REV. 498, 521-22 (1978) [hereinafter Note.Toirness and Unfair-

Reproduced with the permission of the copyright holder from The New York University
Law Review, v. 54, June 1079 : 501-000.
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the FTC.° Congress' the courts' and well over 100,000 private citi-
zens./ have participated 'in the debate over broadcast advertising di-
rected at children. The difficult conflict between the government's
power to regulate commercial speech and the first amendment rights
Of advertisers and broadcasters will undoubtedly be resolved in the
courts.

The FTC has proposed to:

(a) Ban all televised advertising for any. product which is di-
rected to, or seen by, audiences composed of a significant propor-
tion of children who are too young to understand the selling pur-
pose of or otherwise comprehend or evaluate the advertising;

(h) Ban televised advertising for sugared food products di-
rected to, or seen by, audiences composed of a significant propor-
tion of older children, the consumption of which product poses the
most serious dental health risks;

'Jess). Handling of Public Issues Under the Fairness Doctrine and the Public Interest Standard
of the Communications Act, 39 Fed. Reg 26372, 26382. 48 F.C.C.2d 1, 27.28 (1974), reconsid-
eration denied. 58 F C C.2d 691 (1976), aril men. sub nom National Citizens Comm. for
Broadcasting v FCC. 559 F.2d 187 (D.C. Cir. 1977).

4 in 1977. the FTC considered and rejected a proposal that would have banned advertising
of "premiums i.e inducements such as toys included in cereal boxes, which are designed to
make the products more desirableto children. Advertising-of Children's Premiums on Televi-
sion, Rejection of Proposed Guide. 42 Fed. Reg. 15069 (1977) (hereinafter Premium Report'. in
so doing, the FTC acknowledged the "evidence . . concerning the vulnerability of children to
television advertising" arid announced that it would continue to closely monitor children's ad-
vertising on a case-by-case basis. Id at 15072; see text accompanying note 125 infra. In addi-
tion, FTC rulings on specific advertisements have noted children's alleged special vulnerability
to advertised messages. See, e g.. ITT Continental Baking Co. v. FTC, 532 F.2d 207, 214 (2d
Cir. 1976). Hudson Pharmaceutical Corp.. 89 F.T.C. 82, 86 (1977). For a discussion of the
FTC's involvement will, children's advertising, see Thain, Suffer the Hucksters to Collie Unto
the Little Children?. Possible Restrictions of Television Advertising to Children Under Section 5
of the Federal Trade Commission Act, 56 B U.L. REV. 651, 661-64 (1976).

See Hearings on Broadcast Advertising and Children Before the Subcomm on Communi-
cations of the House Comm. on Interstate and Foreign Commerce. 94th Cong., 1st Sess. (1975);
Hearings on Nutrition Education. Part 3TV Advertising of Food to Children Before the Sen-
ate Select Comm on Nutrition and Human Needs. 93d Cong.. 1st Sess. (1973); Hearings on Dry
Cereal Before the Consumer Subcomm. of the Senate Commerce COMM , 91st Cong., 1st Sess.
(1970).

Action for Children's Television v. FCC, 564 F.2d 458. 461 (D.C. Cir. 1977), affg Chil-
dren's Television Report, supra note 3. 50 F.C.C.2d 1 The judiciar reentered-the controversy
in November 1978, when the District Court for the District of Col bin ruled-sthat FTC
Chairman Michael Pertschuk could not participate in the proposed rulemaking on children's
advertising because his public statements evinced a clear prejudice in favor of the proposed
ban Association of Nat'l Advertisers v. FTC. 460 F. Supp 996, 998 (D.D.C. 1978)

The FCC reported the receipt of over 100,000 comments from private individuals and
citizens' groups during its initial proceedings on the ACT petition. "This material falls into three
main categories. formal pleadings, programming data from stations and networks, and informal
expressions of opinion (letters and cards)." Children's Television Report. supra note 3, at 39396,
50 F.C.C.2d at 2; see id at 394,1,04, 50 F.C.C.2d at 19-24 (summary of comments).
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(c) Require televised advertising for sugared food products not
included in Paragraph (h), which is directed to, or seen by, audi-
ences composed of a significant proportion of older children, to be
balanced by nutritional and/or health disclosures funded by advei.-

,Users.° ;

In justifying these Proposals, the FTC- Staff Report on Television Ad-
vertising to Children° sSerted that television advertising directed at
viewers under the age of eight " exploits an .audience that does not
comprehend the selliAg purpose of commercial advertisements 11 and.
is more trusting and naive than adults are. Accordingly, the FTC staff
contended that all advertisements seen by small children, are inher-
ently deceptive and unfair, and therefore should be removed from
the air pursuant to the 'FTC's statutory authority to eliminate unfair
business practices.22

The Staff Report also argued that the advertising of sugared
products poses a health 'risk to all children, because such products
promote tooth decay and' create bad childhood eating habits that may
result in obesity and 611'14 diseases later in life.13 Relying on its
statutory authority to regulate as deceptive " those 'advertisements
that fail to reveal significant health risks, and on its claimed authority
to ban "unfair" advertising which harms consumers, the FTC con-
cluded that televised advertisements for highly sugared foods should
also be banned."

Since the ban on children's television advertising was first pro-
pose pd " the FCC," three congressional committees," and a federal

Children's Advertising s, supra note 1, at 17969.
FTC Staff Report on Television Advertising to Children (Feb. 1978) (unpublished report

on file at New York University Law Review) (hereinafter FTC Staff Report). The report is a
proposal to the FTC by its professional staff. After public hearings, the FTC will decide
whether to adopt, modify, or reject the regulations recommended by the staff. Children's Ad-
vertising Proposals, supra note 1, at 17967.

1° FTC Staff Report. supra note 9. at 10 n.16. The FTC staff is imprecise about the exact
age at which the "cut off of advertising should take place, and invites comments on the ques-
tion whether' there is "a specific age below which significant numbers of children are unable to
understand .. . advertising Children's Advertising Proposals, supra note 1, at 17969.

sl FTC Staff Report. supra note 9, at 82-104, 328-31
26 Id. at 221-29

/d at 18-21, 158-72.
14 15 U.S.C. ¢§ 45(a). 52(b) (1976). see FTC Staff Report. supra note 9, at 175-218.
'a FTC Staff Report, supra note 9, at 331-33.
26 See note 3 supra.
'1 1971 Notice of Inquiry. supra note 3, at 1429, 28 F.C.C.2d at 369-70.

In voting funds for FTC operations during fiscal 1978, the Senate and House Appropria-
tions Committees and a Senate-House Conference Committee expressed concern over the pro-
priety and, constitutionality of the proposed rulemaking. and promised congressional inquiry
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court 19 have questioned whether such a ban is constitutionally per-
missible. Undoubtedly, televised advertising directed at small chil-
dren is unpopular," but the first amendment was designed to protect
unpopular speech from government censorship.21 The exception of
commercial advertising from first amendment protection, originally
relied upon by those arguing for the constitutionality of the proposed
ban,22 has recently been replaced by the far less determinate doctrine
of commercial speech, which does extend some constitutional recogni-
tion to the right to advertise.23 Hence, even commercial speech
must be presumed worthwhile, and those who would ban it must
provide proof that it must be banned in the public interest, rather
than mere allegations of unpopularity.

The constitutional issues are more difficult be9ause of the strong
polieN considerations on each side of the debate o'er television com-
mercials and children. On one hand, the first amendment should not
be used as a talisman for the protection of corporate profits against
legitimate regulations that are necessary to safeguard the nation's
children. However, if the Constitution shelters all who wish to pro-
mote their products legally and truthfully, then government suppres-
sion, even in the name of protection, must overcome a strong pre-
sumption of unconstitutionality." This Note examines the proposed
ban on children's advertising in light of recent developments in the
constitutional doctrine of commercial free speech. It concludes that
the proposed regulations are verly broad and, therefore, unconstitu-
tional.

into am rulemakiit on advertising directed at children CONFERENCE REPORT. supra note 2, at
24, SENATE APPROPRIATIONS COMAI DEPARTMENTS OF STATE, JUSTICE. AND COMMERCE,
THE JUDICIARY, AND RELATED AGENCIES APPROPRIATION BILL. 1979, REPORT, S. REP. No.
1043, 95th Cong , 2d Sess. 72-73 (1978); HOUSE COMM. ON APPROPRIATIONS, DEPARTMENTS
OF STATE. JUSTICE, AND COMMERCE, THE JUDICIARY, AND BELATED AGENCIES APPROPRIATION
BILL. FISCAL YEAR 1979, REPORT, H. A. REP. No 1253, 95th Cong , 2d Sess. 46 (1978).

" Action for Children's Television v FCC, 564 F.2d 458, 480 (D.C. Cir 1977).
2° Children's Television Report, supra note 3, at 39407, 50 F.C.C.2d at 29-31; NATIONAL

SCIENCE FOUNDATION, RESEARCH ON THE EFFECTS OF TELEVISION ADVERTISING ON CHIL-
DREN 134-36 (1978) [hereinafter NSF RESEARCH]; see Thaln, supra note 4, at 651-54, Note,
Unsafe for Little Ears) The Regulation of Broadcast Advertising to Children. 25 1.3.0 L.A L.
REV 1131, 1131-34 (1978) [hereinafter Note, Little Ears].

21 Lovell v Griffin, 303 U S. 444, 451-52 (1938).
22 Children's Television Report, supra note 3, at 39399, 50 F.0 .0 2d at 10-11, Children's

Programming Inquiry 15-16, 25-26, Action for Children's Television, F.0 Docket No 19142
{staff report filed Aug. 20, 1971) [hereinafter Children's Programming Inqui 1.

23 See text accompanying notes 25-55 infra
24 As Judge Skelly Wright argued in dissent from the decision upholding the federal law

banning television advertising, for cigarettes.
This is not an ordinary "free speech- case It Involves expression which is ostensibly
apolitical, advocating a particularly noxious habit through a. medium which the Government
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ME FIRST AMENDMENT AND THE RIG1I
TO ADVERTISE

A. The Emergence of the night

Until rec`i_li' tly, commercial advertisements were deenied outside
the scope of first amendment protection: following the Supreme
Court's 1942 decision in Valentine u. Chrestensoki2P most courts held
that speech which merely proposed a commercial transaction could be
regulated without the presumption of illegality which attaches to reg-
ulation of purportedly higher forms of speech." The courts upheld
statutes regulatingand even banningspeech of a purely commer-
cial nature, statutes that clearly would have been impermissible had
the speech been outside the realm of commerce." When the Supreme
Court invalidated regulation of advertising, it was forced to find some
element elevating the regulated speech to a level more closely guarded
by the Constitution."

But in 1976 the Supreme Court overruled Valentine and its
progeny when it invalidated a state ban on the advertising of prescription

has traditionally regulated more extensively than other modes of communication. But the
unconventional aspects of the problem should not distract us from the basic First
Amendment principles involved. Any statute which suppresses speech over any medium
for any purpose begins with a presumption against its validity.

Capital Broadcasting Co. v. Mitchell, 333 F. Supp. 582, 590 (D.D.C. 1971) (Wright, J., dissent-
ing), off(' mem. sub now. Capital Broadcasting Co. v. Acting Attorney Gen., 405 U.S. 1000
(1972).

26 316 U.S. 52 (1942).
26 E.g.. United States v Hunter. 459 F.2d 205, 211-12 (4th Cir.). cert. denied, 409 U.S.

934 (1972); Wulp v. Corcoran, 454 F.2d szs, 834 n.13 (1st Cir. 1972) (dictum); SEC v. Texas
Gulf Sulfur Co., 446 F.2d 1301. 1305-06 (2d Cir.). cert. denied, 404 U.S. 1005 (1971); Banzhaf
v. FCC, 405 F.2d 1082, 1101-02 (D.C. Cir. 1968), cert. denied. 396 U.S. 842 (1969); Wolfe v.
City of Albany. 189 F. Supp. 217, 221 (51.D. Ca. 1960) (dictum); Comment, First Amendment
Protection for Commercial Advertising: The New Constitutional Doctrine, 44 U. CHI. L. REV.

205, 205 (1976) (hereinafter Comment, The New Constitutional Doctrine]. But see George R
Whitten, Jr.. Inc. v. Paddock Pool Builders. Inc., 424 F.2d 25. 33-34 (1st Cir.) "rt. denied.
400 U.S. 850 (1970) (suggesting that speech pure) commercial in nature is entitled to some
degree of constitutional protection).

22 E.g.. Pittsburgh Press Co. v, Human Relations Comm.. 413 U.S. 376. 387-89 (1973)
(upholding a local prohibition of gender-based classifications in want-ads); Breard v. Alexandria.
341 U.S. 622, 641-45 (1955) (upholding local "Green River.' ordinance banning door-to-door
magazine sales); Capital Broadcasting Co. v. Mitchell. 333 F. Supp. 582. 584-85().1/C. 1971)
(affirming broadcaster's rights, but upholding congressional ban on television and radio cigarette
advertising), aff'd men. sub now Capital Broadcasting Co. v. Acting Attorney Gen., 405 U.S.
1000 (1972).

" See Bigelow v. Virginia. 421 U.S. 809. 821-25 (1975) (striking down p ban on abortion
advertising which was not purely commercial but'also conveyed information of public interest).
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drug prievs. In Virginia State Board of Pharmacy u, Virginia .Citizens
Consumer Inc.," Justice Blackmun's majority opinion flatly
rejected the "sin Thstic approach"38 of the Valentine doctrine, and
held for the first Bile that purely commercial advertisements are not
devoid Of constitutional protection.37 The Court reasoned that soci-
ety has an lyterest in the free flow of commercial information; 32 ac-
cordingly, the Cirurt held that, in this case, the government could not
"completely suppress the dissemination of concededly truthful infor-
mation about entirely law4Pactivity, fearful of that information's of

upon its disseminators and its recipients."33
In rejecting the absolutist approach of Valentine, the Court im-

plicitly endorsed inr commercial speech the balancing test set out in
Bigelow v. Virginia," which "assess[es] the First Amendment in-
terest at stake and weights.] it against the public interest allegedly served
by the regulatkiii." 38 In Virginia Pharmacy, the Court found that the
public interest in reads access to drug' price information easily out-
weighed VirOilia's stated purpose of avoiding the lowered professional
standards among pharmacists that might result from advertising and
competition."

Although the Court observed that a consumer's interest in com-
mercial information IllaN be even greater than his interest in the polit-
ical debates of the day,37 the Court did not elevate commercial
speech to the same level of protection as that enjoyed by political
expression. Concluding that purely commercial speech is "hardier" in
that the advertiser's pr. ,fit motive will militate against any chilling
effect of regulation, and Oat commercial speech is more readily sub-
jected to empirical testing [,-sr truthfulness,38 the Court declared that
such advertising could constwitionalls be regulated to ensure that

" 425 U S 748 09761
" Id at 759
31 hi at 762, 770
22 Id at 763-65
33 Id at 773 The Court explicitl limited this holding to the narrow situation before It, i.e.,

the regulation of commercial advertising 1:n pharmacists The Court noted that other forms of
commercial speech regulation, including the -special problems of the electronic broadcast
media," it/ , were not at issue Id at 770-73 & n.25.

14 421 U S 809 (19751
" Id at 826, see Virginia State Bd of Pharmacy v Virginia Citizens Consumer Council,

Inc., 425 U S at 762-70
" 425 U S at 762.70
at hi at 763.
" Id. at 771 n 24
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"the stream Of commerefid information h owlSi cleanly as welI us

freelv." a"
Since 1976, the Supreme Court has employed the Virginia

`Pharmacy doctrine to strike down state and municipal bans on adver-
tising by lawyers," advertisement and in-store displays of contracep-
tive products," and real estate "for sale" signs," In addition, lower
courts have useil the commercial speech doctrine to restrict FTC
regulation of both published and broadcast advertisements; 43 and
several courts have held That FTC rules prohibiting deceptive adver-
tisements must be carefully and parrowly drafted to effect govern-
ment policy with the least possible impact on advertisers' legitimate
right to promote their products truthfully." The Supreme Court has
not yet considered a case involving fdleral regulation of advertising or
the "special problems of advertising on the electronic broadcast

39 Id 772, accord, (Aria, v Ohio State Bar Ass'n, 436 S 447. 454-55 (1978), Bates v

State Bar of Ariz , 433 U S 350. 380-81 (1977) The notion that different types of protected
speech Inas warrant diffeernt levels of protection Is consistent with the Court's more explicit
rulings concerning non-obscene but sexually explicit speech See FCC v Pacifica Foundation,
438 U.S. 726, 744.48 (1978) (-offensive- words have low social value, and therefore may be
regulated in certain contexts), Young v American Mini Theatres. Inc , 427 U.S 50, 68.73
(1976) (plurality opinion) (the lower first amendment value of sexually explicit films warrants
zoning restrictions that might not he placed on theaters showing inoffensive films).

4° Bates v. State Bar of Ariz., 433 U.S. 350, 365 (1977) But see Ohralik v. Ohio State Bar
Ms'n, 436 U.S 447, 454-68 (1978) (upholding state sanctions on direct solicitation of clients by
attorneys); cf. Friedman v Rogers, 99 S. Ct. 887, 893.97 (1979) (upholding a Texas law which
barred the use of trade names by optometrists).

Carey v Population Servs Intl 431 U S. 678, 700-02 (1977).
42 Limnark Assocs., Inc v Township of Willingboro, 431 U.S. 85, 97 (1977).
4? Standard Oil of Cal. v. FTC, 577 F.2d 653, 662-63 (9th Cir 1978) (rejecting as overbroad

an FTC order that company cease and desist from any advertising that !night be misleading.
since such prohibition could discourage truthful advertising as well); National Comm'n on Egg
Nutrition v FTC, 570 F 2d 157. 164 (7th Cir 1977) (acknowledging FTC regulatory authority
but rejecting as overbroad an FTC requirement that egg industry disclose scientific concern
over relationship between egg consumption and circulatory disease), rert denied, 99 S. Ct. 86
(1978).

a Standard Oil Co of Cal. v. FTC, 577 F.2d 653, 662 (9th Cir 1978), National Comm'n on
Egg Nutrition v. FTC. 570 F 2d 157, 164 (7th Cir. 1977), cert. denied, 99 S Ct. 86 (1978),
warner - Lambert Co v FTC, 562 F 2d 749, 758-63 (D C Cir 1977), cert. denied. 435 U.S
950 (1978); Beneficial Corp. v FTC, 542 F.2d 611, 618-20 (3d Cir. 1976), cert denied. 430
U.S 983 (1977); cf FTC v. Simeon Management Corp., 532 F 2d 708, 713, 717 (9th Cir 1976)

(order mandating corrective advertising based on mere reasonable belief of advertisement's fal-
sity was insufficient to protect advertiser's first amendment rights), Compare Cotninent, The
Bight to Receive and the Commercial Speech Doctrine: Neu' Constitutional Considerations, 63
CEO' L.J 775, 802 (1975) (hereinafter Comment, The Right to Receive) with Recent Develop-
ment, First Amendment Restrictions on the FTC's Regulation of Advertising. 31 VAND. L. Rev.
349. 371-73 (1978) (arguing for broader FTC discretion) (hereinafter Recent Development, First
Amendment Restrictions)
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1

edian." raised by the proposed FTC rulemaking. As one cornier
rrc commissioner has noted, "the Supreme Court (has not I conic
within lqiles of considering and deciding the novel issues of children's
advertising now before the Commission,'"

... 11, The Right to Advertise to Children

The FTC Stall Report asserted that advertising directed at chil-
dren i' entitled to no constitutional protection under the balancing
test en toyed by the Supreme Court in Virginia lquirmaci) 47 The
report e011telldetLthat the Court's only rationale for extending protec-
tion to commercialL.speech was the finding that such speech contrib-
utes to rational decisionmaking in the marketplace.4" Therefore,
since children lack full capacih for reasoned decisionmakfng," and
since young children do not comprehend the commercial motivations
of the marketplace," constitutional protection for advertising directed
at young audiences is not Justified." By focusing On only one aspect
of the Virginia Pharmacy opinion, this analysis fails to recognize the
myriad of first amendment considerations surrounding the question of
advertising and children. This 'section will discuss those consikra-
dons, and argue that the proposed advertising ban violates the first
amendment rights of advertisers, children, and broadcasters.

The Rights of Arkertisers

Although the issue of the rights of advertisers was not directly
raised by the Virginia Pharmacy case,52 the protection of these in-
terests is an essential element of the Court's opinion. Conceding that
an advertiser's commercial speech interests are "purely economic,"

4?. Bates v State Bar of Ariz 433 U S 350, 384 (1977), see Virginia State Bd of Pharmac
v Virginia Citizens Consumer Council, Inc , 425 U S at 773, Note, Fairness and Unfairness,
supra note 3, at 543-45

" Letter from former FTC Commissioner Philip Elitism to FTC Chairman Michael
Pertschuk (Feb 17. 1978) ton file at Neu York University Lau Fievieul (hereinafter El man
Letter)

41 FTC Staff Report, supra note 9. at 255-67
44 hi at 258 -ho

" See Ginsberg v New York, 390 U S 629, 649 (1968) (Stewart. i , concurring) (stair miss
determine that children lack full capacity for individual choice. "at least it sonic precisel de-
lineated areas ")

" See tent accompanying note 125 infra
Si FTC Staff Report. supra note 9, at 237, 255-67

425 U S at 753 The plaintiffs in Virginia Pharmacy were not advertisers, but consumers
who, claimed a right to product information hi
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the 'Court nevertheless held that his financial concern "hardly disqual-
ifies hiM from protection under the First Amendment- 53 According
to the Cowl, by promoting freely competing businesses, advertising
helps to ensure the best general allocation of resources and is an "in-
dispensable" component of the free enterprise system." This reason-
ing suggests that the interest of society parallels the interest of the
commercial advertisers. The Staff Report failed to recognize this as-
pect of Virginia Pharniacij 55 and thus ignored the rationale underk -
lug the protection afforded to free speech in the marketplace.

2. The Rights of Children

In the proposed rulemaking, the FTC staff argued that while
commercial information might be important for adults, "it is un-
reasonable to assume that yen young children are able rationalk to
understand and evaluate conflicting or potentialh harinfuLeommercial
messages." 58 But the FTC staff's assumption that children therefore
have no right to receive commercial inforintition is inconsistent with
prior case lay, The Supreme Court,has ruled repeated) that children
are entitled to constitutional protection," although speech directed it"

13 1(1 at 762
" 1(1 at 765, we Bates v State Bar of Ariz . 433 U S 350. 364 (1977). Dun & Bradstreet,

Inc v Grove. 404 U S 898. 905-06 (1971) (Douglas. j . dissenting from denial of certiorari),
FTC v Procter & Gamble Co 386 U S 568, 603-04 (1967) (Harlan. J . concurring) One
Commentator htis observed that Virginia Pharmacy protects commercial speech rink to the ex-
tent that the speech -indirect!. contributes to the ends traditionalls served hi the first amend-
ment !Ts supplying the public with information. images and values that ma% enter into the
discussion of public issues and the creation of works of artistic expression Comment. The Neu
Constitutional Doctrine. supra note 26. at 226-27 That view, however, appears to be wholly
inconsistent with the language in Virginia Pharmacy distinguishing that case from Bigelow y
Virginia. 421 U S 809 (1975) In Bigelow. the Court had found it clisposittve that the challenged
advertisement chscossed the availabilits of abortion services, an issue of significance beiond the
realm of commerce IS at 821-22, see Virginia Pharmacy. 425 I.' S at 759-61 In contrast the

Virginia Pharmacy opinion explicit's stated
Our pharmacist does not wish to editorialize on am subject cultural, philosophical. or
political He does not wish to report an. particularli newsworths fact or to snake
generalized observations even about commercial matters The -idea he wishes to com-
municate is simpls this "I will sell you the X prescription drug at the Y price

Id ot46l
" FtC. Staff Report. supra note 9, at 260-64
" IS at 260
57 Planned Parenthood. of AN v Danforth. 428 U S 52 74-75 (1976) (minors right to

abortions without parental consent). Tinker v Des Moines Independent Communits School
Out . 393 U S 503, 505-14 (1969) (students right to freedom of expression in public schools).
in re Gault, 387 U S 1. 12-31 (1967) (juveniles' right to due process). see Geiser, The Rights of
Children. 28 HASTINGS L J 1027. 1034 (1977) (suggesting that the federal courts are broadening
their recognition of children I rights)
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children' maY:big subject to stricter governmental control than is
speech directed only at adults." Specifically, the Court has held
that "minors are entitled to a significant measure of First Amendment
protection. . . and only in relatively narrow and well-defined cis-
cumstances may government bar public dissemination of protected
materials to them.- 59 The Court has struck down limitations on the
constitutional rights of children, when such restrictions were not
reasonable and necessars to protect the health, morals, or welfare of
the children 6"

Because children have some constitutional right to information,
then, the government mas not suppress commercial speech directed
at them absent a showing of harm compelling enough to overcome
the presumption of unconstitutionality that normal's faces limitations
on protected speech 61 To the extent that the FTC can establish that
advertising takes unfair advantage of the particular weaknesses of
children, the Pk: mas he able to curtail such advertising The de-
gree to which the evidence against children's advertising might justify
such' curtailment of rights will be considered in section 11 62

.3 nic Rights of Broadcasters and Program Content

In the case of televised commercials, the rights of broadcasters
must also be considered The Supreme Court has ruled that radio and

" F(.( s Pacifica Foundation. 438 U S 726. 749-50 (1978) (FCC can prohibit indecent
radio broadcast to protect children in listening audience), Ginsberg v New York. 390 U S 629,
638 11968) (stales authority to regulate the sale of obscene literature is greater when 'moors are
invoked, wsting Prince v Massachusetts, 321 U S 158. 170 (1944)). cf Butler v Michigan. 352

S 0o) 183-84 (1957) (statute barring all sales of materials deemed unfit for children violated
due pro, es. rights of adults to whom materials were not obscene)

" Erznotilik s tit\ of Jacksonville. 422 U S 205. 212-13 (1975) (citation omitted)
/r/ at 21214 (ordinance preventing drive-in movie theaters from exhibiting films contain-

ing runlet, struck down as overbroad). Tinker v Des Monies Independent Community School
Dist 193 S 503. 509 (1969) (regulation forbidding students from wearing armbands to school
strum k down as unreasonable), see Prince v Massachusetts. 321 U S 158. 174 (1944) (Murphy..
J dissenting) It has been argued that the relatively recent child pornographs- cases stand for
the broad proposition that regulators have a virtually. unfettered nght to determine what chil-
dren via, see and hear See FTC Stuff Report. supra note 9. at 243-49 It should be noted,
however I hal se-snails explicit speech may emus less first amendinent protection than does
other .peer h while the Court has repeatedly ruled that listeners ma. not be insulated from
ideas that the. 'night find offensive e g Carey, v Population Servs Intl 431 U S 678. 701
(1977). Cohen v California. 403 U S 15. 21 (1971), censorship of pornography has been allowed
even without a showing of harmfulness in the interest of protecting 'the sensibilities of unwill-
ing recipients v California, 413 U S 15, 19 (1973)

6' Ser note 24 supra
02 See text accom otes 121-216 infra
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television broadcasters, are protected by the first amendment,63 al-
though it is the first amendment rights of listeners that are
paramount." Now that the Court has recognized that ,commercial

'speech is entitled to constitutional protection,65 the first amendment
rights of broadcasters, too, are implicated 'whenever their power to
air any particular advertisement is regulated.66

It is true that television broadcasting traditionally has been regu-
lated more closely than have other forms of speech, based on an ar-
gument of spectrum scarcity because access to public's owned air-
waves is limited to licensees, the government has been allowed to
oversee broadcast content to ensuie that a variety of viewpoints is
presented 67 When regulating broadcasting, however, the Federal
Communications Commission must tread a tightrope between its role
as an overseer and its duty to respect the first amendment rights of
broadcasters 68 The FCC is prohibited bs statute from interfering

63 Colo [tibia Broads ast ing Ss
(1973). Red Lion Broadcasting ( is

Paramount Pictures. Inc 334 U S
°' Red Lion Broadcasting Co s

" Virginia State lid of Pharmac
748. 762 770 i1976)

" Butoec Capital Broadcasting Co s !Om:hell, 333 F Supp 582 (D D C 1971), off'd win
tub norm Capital Broadcasting Co s Acting Attornes Gen 405 U 5 1000 (1972) In Capital
Broadcasting the court held that the first amendinelit interests of broadcasters in airing con-l-
inennil advertisements weir not sufficient to override a congressional ban on cigarette advertis-
ing through the electrorin media The court suggested that broadcasters welt. 'nerds -conduits
for advertisers speech that their interest in commercials was entirels economic and therefore
did not give rise to substantial first amendment concerns Id at 584-85

Howeser awful Broads -asking was decided before the Supreme Court extended first
amendment protection to commercial speech See text accompani mg Dotes 29-39 supra
Moreover as Judge Skills Wright argued in dissent the Capital Broadcasting decision was
seeiningls inconsistent with earlier cases which had held that newspapers and film distributors
could assert first amendment rights in protecting their media as forums for controversial speech
333 F Supp at 591 n 25 %%right J dissenting) see New York Times Co v Sullivan. 376 U S
254. 265-66 11964 ,newspapers; Joseph Bursts n. Inc s Wilson, 343 U S 495. 501-02 09521
(filo. distributors)

6' Red Lion Broadcasting Co s FCC. 395 U S 367. 388-89 (1969). National Broadcasting
Co v United States 319 U S 190 226-27 (1943), cf Miaini Herald Publishing Co s Tornillo
418 U S 241 258 11974; (holding that the fairness doctrine.- while applicable to the broadcast-
ing media could not he used to uphold a Florida right of rep's statute since it unconstitution-
all% interfered with the publisher s editorial discretion) For a critique of spectrum scarcits as a
basis for broadcast regulation see Robinson, The FC( and the first Amendment Ohsrri
an 40 Years of Radio and Television Regulation, 52 MINN L REV 67. 156-59 (1967,

I" See Columbia Broadcasting Sys Inc v Democratic Nat) Comm . 412 U S 94. 102

(1973). Banzhaf v FCC. 405 F 2d 1082. 1095 (D C Cu 1968) cert denied. 396 U S 842
(1969)

The delicate balance required in broadcast regulation derives from the dichotomous nature
of the broadcast media on the one hand. the airwaves are a public forum in fihich the interests

lin s Democratic Nat I 412 1. S 94 101-02
F(1, 395 U S 367. 386-90 (1969), United States v

131. 166 (1948) tbs implication)
395 U S at 390

s Virginia Citizens Consumer Council. Inc . 425
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with the right of free speech on the airwaves,69 and, as federal licen-
sees, broadcasters have primary discretion to decide what will be
broadcast.7°

Thus, while spectrum scarcity has been used to justify an affirma-
tive obligation to present balanced programming, it does not justify
an outright ban on forms of broadcast speech." For example, in Red
Lion Broadcasting Ca,_.v. FCC ,72 the Court endorsed the FCC's
"fairness doctrine," which requires that equal airtime be allocated to
proponents of opposing views on certain public issues,73 but
cautioned that "the Commission's refusal to permit the broadcaster to
carry a particular program . . would raise more serious First
Amendment issues."74 More recently, the Supreme Court refused
to find that the fairness doctrine required broadcasters to carry paid
,political advertisements. 75 The Court reasoned that to require edito-
rial would undercut the first amendment rights of
broadcasters to determine programming content," furthermore,

of viewers and listeners must be paramount Red Lion Broadcasting Co v FCC, 395 U S 367,
390 (1969) On the other hand, as the Supreme Court has noted, Congress in designing a
system of broadcast regulation made a clear choice to place direct control over content in the
hands of private licensees who, as speakers cannot be stripped completely of their first
amendment rights Columbia Broadcasting Sys . Inc v Democratic Nat'l Comm , 412 U S at
116. For a discussion of ways to reconcile the tensions between these two viewpoints, see
Baker, Free Speech and Federal Control The 1' S Approach to Broadcasting Regulation. 39
MOD L REV 147, 159-61 (1976), Comment. The Regulation of Competing First Amendment
Rights A Neu- Fairness Doctrine Balance After CBS' 122 U PA L tits' 1283, 1293 (1974)

as 47 U S C § 326 (19761 provides in pertinent part that "no regulation or condition shall be
promulgated or fixed by the Commission which shall interfere with the right of free speech bs
means of radio communication

1° Columbia Broadcasting St s Inc V Democratic Nat'l Comm 412 U S at 116 The FCC
has acknowledged that

It lhe ascertainment of the needed elements of the broadcast matter to be prosnded In a
particular licensee for the audience he is obligated to serve remains pninarth the func-
tion of the licensee His honest and prudent judgments will hr accorded great weight b%
the Commission Indeed. an% other course would tend to substitute the judgment of the
Commission for that of the licensee

Network Programming Inquiry. Report and Statement of Folic). 25 Fed Reg 7291 7295. 44
F C C 2303, 2314 (1960) (hereinafter 1960 Programming Incisor%)

" See Children s Programming Inquir, supra note 22, at 20-21
" 395 U S 367 (1969)
" Id at 375-86
" Id at 396
" Columbia Broadcasting Sts Inc V Itemocrato Nat I ( "min 412 l' S 94 121.2.5

(1973)

" Id at 124 In a section not joined bs the majority of the Court Chief Justice Burger
likened the role of broadcasters under the first amendment to that of trustees their principal
responsibility 's to provide the public with balanced coverage of events and ideas. but then are
given broad scretion to satisfy that respinisibilth as the% see fit, subject onh to general super
vision by the ederal government as licensor Id at 118-20 (Burger. C J . announcing the judg-
ment of the Court) (joined by Stewart & Rehnquist JJ 1
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those best able to finance editorial advertisement would monopolize
and thereby undermine any fairness system.'" Spectrum scarcity,
then, has been seen as a logical basis for some intrusion on the rights
of broadcastersnamely, the imposition of a general requirement of
fairness. But the special characteristics of -the broadcast media do not
justify the complete abrogation of the free speech rights of broad-
casters through a ban on children's advertising.78

In addition to broadcasters' first amendment interest in providing
a forum for the exchange of commercial information, the FTC's pro-
posed ban would have an impact on substantive programming decisions
that poses serious constitutional problems. The acknowledged pur-
pose in federal regulation of broadcasting is the protection of the pub-
lic interest, not the maximization of corporate profits." Neverthe-
less, the FCC also recognizes that laidvertising is the basis for the
commercial broadcasting system8" and, as such, it provides an
economic incentive for qualits -cultural.' programming as well as the
full variety of -commercial- broadcasting. The elimination of sponsor-
ship might lead broadcasters to drop children's programming in favor
of revenue producing programming 81 The FCC recognized this

hl at 123
" It might he argued that thr pervasive impact of television justifies regulation But cf

Times Film Corp v Cit. of Chicago 365 U S 43 77 (1961) (Warren. C J dissenting) joined
In Black, Douglas & Brennan. JJ ) (urging that potenttalls greater Impact of motion pictures
over other media on the viewing public does not pistils greater regulation)

" Great Lakes Broadcasting Co . 3 F R C Ann Rep 32. 32 (1929), reed on other grounds.
37 F 241 993, crt dismissed. 281 U S 706 (1930) 47 U S C Q 307(a) (1976) provides in perti-
nent part "The Commission, if publi«-onvenience, interest, or necessits will be served there.
In shall grant to am applicant therefor a slat. license

" Children's Television Report. supra note 3, at 39399, 50 F C C 2d at 11, see id at 39399
n 11, 50 F C C 2d at 11 ri II, 1960 Programming Inquiry, supra note 70, at 7295. 44 F C C at
2315 (recognizing the importance of advertising to public interest broadcasting. but finding no
reason to distinguish noloAmonercial programs In evaluating station performance)

"' Children's Television Report. supra note 3, at 39398-99. 50 F C C 2d at 8-11 Under the
FTC staffs proposal. ins program attracting an audience including a significant proportion of
small children would be prohibited from carrying commercials FTC Staff Report, supra note 9.
at 10-11 Accordingli, in order to maximize profits. (reels operating broadcasters would design
programming In order to avoid attracting %ming audiences Licensees adMit that the tennis al of
advertising from children s television would result in decreased spending on. and declining qual-
m of. programs aimed at children In a statement to the FCC, the Ainencan Broadcasting Co
wrote

A total boo or sharp curtailment tit- ttti lllll mutal inkertising is self-daattng The produi
non of television programming is expensive The removal or drastic reduction of advertis-
ing support would nievitabli result in producers. directors writers and talent withdrass
Ing to devote their time and energies to more lucrative undertakings Licensees in turn
would be forced to select the least expensive program product for broadcast The ulti-
mate result would be an increase in low cost productions and a decrease in qualits pro-
gramming
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inwy 'ACT's 1970' petition had recominy d regulations requiring s
broadcaster to devote 'time iu children's programming," ,edthou0 d
the FCC refl, sed to set such programing requirements, it noted
that such'

m
les would, in all probabilitY, have been necessary had

we decide,c1 to adopt ACT's .pfposal to ban advertising from chil-
dren's programs 85

The issue of mandator> children's programming has not been
raised expressly in the current FTC rulemaking, but must be consid-
ered in light of the serious first amendment concerns raised." The
FCC does hav statutory authority to oversee 'general program

$74
s;

Comments of American Broadcasting Cos Inc at 12, Action for Children's Television. F C C
Docket No 19142 (filed \la. 8. 19781

as Children s Television Report. supra note 3. at 39399. 50 F C C 2d at 11
as FTC Staff Report, supra note 9, at 338-41 The FTC staff deferred comment on this

suggestion and announced its intention to elicit comment from the FCC in the course of
rulemaking proceedings The staff did recognize, however. that the FCC could not sanction
deceptive or unfair advertising, whatever the economic effects on the broadcaster, and the staff
noted that under the 1934 Communications Act 47 U S C § 309(a) (1970). as interpreted in the
1974 Children s Television Report. supra note 3. 50 F C C 2d 1, the broadcaster was required
to provide programmingung for children as a condition of its broadcasting license As a result. the
broadcaster could not complete'y eliminate children s programming for lack of commercial sup-
port FTC Staff Report. supra. at 338-41

" Children% Television Report, supra note 3. at 39396 50 F C C 2d at 1-2 ACT proposed
a regulation which would require broadcasters to provide no less than 14 hours of children's
programs per week. and would require age-specific programming during specified hours Id , 50
F C C 24.1 at 1-2 in requesting a mandated minimum number of hours for children s broadcast-
ing, ACT's stated intention was to promote "more programs, more diversity, and a broader
range of choice for the child audience Rep'. Comments of Action for Children's Television at
20. Action for Children s Television, F C C Docket No 19142 (filed June 2, 19781 In response
to ACT's petition, the FCC announced that it would careful'y consider whether licensees were
making a good faith effort to air material for children Children s Television Report. supra, at
39397.98, 50 FCC 2d at 6-7

" Children s Television Report. supra note 3, at 39397. 50 F C C 2d at 6
" The courts have acknowledged that proposed rules must not intrude too deeply into the

realm of licensee editorial judgment See, e g . Action for Children's Television v FCC, 564
F 2d 458, 480-81 (D C Cir 1977), Straus Communications. Inc v FCC. 530 F 2d 1001. 1008,
1010-11 ID C Cir 1976), Accuracy in Media, Inc v FCC, 521 F 2d 288, 296-97 (ID C Cir
1975), ctrl denied. 425 U S 934 (1976)
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'format and the kinds of programs broadcast by licensees,' "81 and has
included children's programming among the "major elements usually
necessary to meet the public interest, needs and desires of the coin-
munity.","- But to require a specified number of hours of non-

, commercial children's television would 'disrupt the uneasy balance be-
tween the agency's general affirmative duties and its recognition of
the constitutional dangers inherent' in government intervention in
specific programming decisions." yie only means that could be
employed to ensure some level of quality in children's broadcasting
would be the establishment of the, government as an arbiter of qual-
ity. The FCC would, in effect, become a member of each station's
programming department, with ultimate responsibility for pro-
gramming decisions. Such a policy would represent a far greater in-
trusion on the free speech rights of broadcasters than has ever been
sanctioned by the courts.9°

Thus, several first amendment concerns militate against a ban on
advertising directed at children: the interest of society in legal and

" Children's Television Report, supra note 3, at 39396, 50 F CC.2d at 3 (quoting Red Lion
Broadcasting Co v FCC. 395 U.S 367, 395 (1969)). Since its inception in 1929 as the Federal,
Radio Commission, the Commission has stressed that programming must be varied in order to
properly serve the public interest. Great Lakes Broadcasting Co., 3 F.R.C. Ann. Rep. 32, 34
(1929), rey'd on other grounds, 37 F 2d 993, cert dismissed, 281 U.S. 706 (1930). However, the
FCC has added that its designation of program categories (e g educational programming. polit-
ical broadcasts, public affairs) is not intended to be a rigid schedule, but rather "the general
character of programming to which licensees must conform in order to fulfill their public service
responsibility Children's Television Report. supra, at 39396-97, 50 F C.C.2d at 4.

In dictum, the Supreme Court has endorsed the FCC's policy as consistent with its author-
ity to grant licenses in the public Interest Red Lion Broadcasting Co v. FCC, 395 U.S 367,
393-95 11969) The Red Lion maprits wrote that the crucial interest in broadcast regulation is
"the tight of the public to receive suitable access to social, political, esthetic, moral and other
ideas and experiences Id at 390 In Columbia Broidcasting Sys . Inc v Democratic Nat'l
Comm 412 U S 94 (1973), the Court stressed that in recognition of broadcasters' first amend-
ment rights FCC supervision should be limited to consideration of "whether a licensee's overall
performance indicates a sustained good-faith effort to meet the public interest." id at 127. See
generally Note, Regulation of Program Content by the FCC, 77 HARV L REV 701, 704-06, 714
(1964), Note, The Listener's Right to Hear in Broadcasting. 22 STAN L REV 863, 868-81
(1970)

" 1960 Programming Inqutry. supra note 70, at 7295, 44 F C C at 2314 The FCC has
listed 13 other elements of programming necessary to serve the public interest the opportunity
for local self expression, the development and use of local talent, religious programs, educational
programs, public affairs programs. editorialization b5 licensees. political broadcasts, agricultural
programs, news programs, weather and market reports, sports programs, service to minorits
groups. and entertainment programming Id , 44 F C C at 2314

" See Banzhaf v FCC, 405 F 2d 1082. 1095 (D C Cir 1968), Eery denied, 396 U.S 842
(1969); KIRO, Inc , 58 F C C 2d 86, 94-97 (1976).

" See Simmons, Commercial Advertising and the Fairness Doctrine The Ness F C C Policy
in Perspective. 75 COLUM L. REV 1083, 1110 (1975) (making a similar argument against the
application of the fairness doctrine to commercial advertisements.

36
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truthful advertising; the right of children to share in the first amend-
ment freedoms of adults unless a compelling reason to restrict that
right can be established; the right of advertisers to promote legal
transactions truthfully, and the right of broadcasters to determine
what advertising will be sent over the airwaves and to exert priMary
control over programming as part of a system which relies upon
commercial revenues to motivate licensees.

The assertion of a presumptive right to broadcast children's ad-
vertising, however, by no means bars the FTC from regulating tele-
vised commercials directed at young audiences. If it can be shown
that such advertising is deceptive, or that children are harmed by
television commercials, then the balance might tip in favor of regula-
tion The presumption of constitutional protection should place a
burden on the FT( to show that the proposed regulations are neces-
sary to "cleanse' the airwaves 91

C Timc, Place, and .1Iamicr lievrictions

In a separate attempt to circumvent the first amendment protec-
tions accorded commercial speech bs Virginia Pharmacy, the FTC
Staff Report argued that the proposed ban should be characterized as
a limited "time, place, and manner restriction.-92 Although the reg-
ulation challenged in Virginia Pharmacy did not itself fit within this
classification, the Court did note that it frequently had allowed such
restrictions to he place&on otherwise protected speech provided that
they served significant governmental interests and were narrowly tai-
lored to further those interests 93 In a later case, Justice Powell ex-
pressed approval of such restrictions in the context of "pure" com-
mercial speech, noting that "carefully tailored restrictions ma\ be
especially appropriate when advertising is accomplished by means of
the electronic media -94

" See Standard Oil Co of Cal v FTC. 577 F 2d 653, 662 (9th Car 1978), National
Comtnn on Egg Nutrition v FT( 571) F 2d 157 164 (7th Cir 1977), err! denied 99 S Ct 86
(1978), Warner-Lambert Co s FTC. 562 F 2d 749, 758-63 (1) C Car 1977). cent denied, 435
U 5 950 (1978) Beneficial Corp v FTC. 542 F 2d 611. 618-19 (3d Co 1976). eery dented,
430 U S 983 119771. FTC v Simeon Management Corp 532 F 2d 708 717 (9th Cir 19761,

Comment. The Right to Recril e supra note 44. at 8112 But see Recent Development. Firsts
Amendment Restrictions. supra note 44. at 371.73 (arguing for broader FTC discretion)

92 FTC Staff Report supra note 9. at 290-95
i'a Virginia State Rd of Pharmacy v Virginia Citizens Consumer Council. Inc 425 U S at

771, see. e g . Grayned v Cos of Rockford. 408 U S 104. 116-17 (1972), United States v
O'Brien, 391 U S 367, 377 (1968)

" Carey v Population Set-ys Intl 431 U S 678, 712 n 6 (1977) (Powell. J , concurring in
part) Other Justices apparently shared Justice Powells view that such a restriction might be

36rj
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The Court has cautioned that such restrictions will-be allowed to
outweigh first amendment protection "provided that 'they are justified
without reference to the content of the regulated speech.-98 Fur-
thermore, the degree to which time, place, and manner restrictions
intrude on the protected speech must be evaluated: thq Supreme
Court has refused to permit the imposition of time, place, and man-
ner restrictions which totally dens' access to the marketplace:96

The FTC Staff Report does not detail the time and place restric-
tions to be imposed on broadcasters under the proposed ruleinak-
ing.97 Presumably, however, effective regulation would ban com-
mercials during the late afternoon and ,early evening hours, when
more than half of the television programs watched by small children.

dare broadcast. But large numbers of older children and adults are also
present in the viewing audience during this period.98 An ffetive

permissible, even when based on content Justice Stevens wrote the area of commercial
speech the offensive character of the communication is a factor which mar affect the time,
place. or manner in which it mas be expressed Id at 716-17 (Stevens, J , concurring in part)

as Virginia State Bd oePharinacs v Virginia Citizens Consumer Council, Inc , 425 U S at
771 (emphasis added) The impact of the Court's language requiring that time, place, and man-
ner restrictions be content-neutral is by no means clear The FTC argued that the Supreme
Court has expressed a willingness to impose time, place. and manner restrictions that do take
into account the content of the speech to be regulated FTC Staff Report, supra note 9, at
290-95 In FCC v Pacifica Foundation, 438 U S 726 (1978), the Court found that the content
of certain speech justified its restriction to time periods when children would not be present in
the audience Id at 749-51 Justice Stevens. speaking for a plurality of the Court, wrote broad's
about classifications of speech based on content, concluding "it is undisputed that the content of
Pacifica's broadcast was 'vulgar, 'offensive. and 'shocking IS at 747 Justice Stevens was
careful to distinguish content-based regulation of indecent language, which he found permissi-
ble. from regulation based on the ideas or beliefs that might have been expressed. which he
found impermissible. hf. at 744 -48, accord. Young v Amencan Mini Theatres. Inc 427 U S
50, 70-71 0976) (plurality opinion), see id at 86 (Stewart. J . dissenting) (indicating approval of
content-based time. place, and manner restrictions in thel limited context of a captive or
juvenile audience,

In relying on these cases however, the FTC staff failed to note that this involved sexualls
explicit materials. which, unlike other forms of speech. have traditionally been subject to regu-
lation on the ground of offensiveness See note 60 supra. text accompanying notes 187-95 infra

" In Young v American Mini Theaters, 427 U S 50 (1976). a sharp's divided Court upheld
a zoning ordinance restricting the location of -adult- movie theaters but was careful to distin-
guish those cases in which a restriction on placement would totalls dens access to the market to
distributors or exhibitors of adult Mins Id at 62

91 Noting that children under eight are almost never it i audience FT
Report. supra note 9. at 329. the staff reel ..... lender] t sounger
children enlisting/el more than X percent of the and constitutlel less than
percent.. id at 33(1

" Fills -one percent of the television watched hcchildren under r age of sly is broadcast
between 4 30 p in and II pm. when 61% of the audience at larg is also watching The
nurfser of children under six in the viewing audience -peaks- at 8 p t . when over 40% of
the Small children who watch television are in the viewing audience 'SF RESEARCH. supra
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ban on advertising broadcast to small children thus would also affect .

programming broadcast to viewers who are capable of evaluating
commercial messages. In effect, then, the proposed ban would reach
beyond the scope of the proffered justification of preventing the
undue influencing of Young children. The impact of the second staff
proposala ban on ads for high's- sugared foods seen by older
childrenis es-en more stAing: thirty -six percent of the program-
ming watched b children between the ages of six and eleven is
shown during the evening hours." twelve of the fifteen television
programs most popular among older children are shown during
-prime time "ffi Twent -fix e percent of the older children who
watch television are still in the viewing audience as late as 10
p.m." In order to he effective, then, the FTC's proposal would
have to approach an almost complete ban on television advertising for :

sugared products. an impermissible intrusion on the advertiser's
constitutional rights 1112

It 40t1 be impossible, therefore, for the FTC to draft time re-
strictions tat would liminateadvertising to Younger children with-
out also restricting the flow of commercial messages to the rest of the
market Sundial\ , sugared foods could rarely be advertised on televi-
sion at all if the could not he directed at older children. Finally , the
proposed ban on television advertising for highly sugared foods also
appears to violate the' proviso that time, place, and manner restric-
tions he content-neutral," since it is based on the FTC's judgment

note 20, at 14-15; 17 The A C Nielsen . whose stattsties were used in the NSF report.
subdivides the child audience into two groupschildren aged 2-5 and children aged 6-11 III

at 12 According Is the data for small children'. du nut include the entire target group that
would he affected to the proposed ban (children wirier ightt This is especially significant ill
light 01 other \SI; data which suggest that set and sesenI ear-obb are wore lik') than
sotinger children to watch prime. time programs lel at IN

" hi at 15 19 118

"l" it/ al 19
"" It/ at I i 17

In a situation analogous to the proposed ban. the Supreme Court held that Slihigan's
efforts to bar all sales of books -tending to the corruption of the morals of south- violated due
process because the regulation was not reascioabls restncted to the 'evil the statute seas de-

signed to reined, Butler s Michigan. 352 S 380. 381 (1957) The Court said that to purge
the bookstores of material nut too rugged for grown bleu and women oi order to Audd
juveniles was lo burn the hots, to roast the pig /i/ at 383 It might thus he argued that
reducing the amount and sariets of commercials broadcast to largels adult audiences in order to
protect th, teositisities I1 uhd,ln,n somlarls violates the Constitution Butler may be distin-
guished. however while a less restrictive lilt-ails of regulation silo ph harring the sale of such
mattnals to minors was cleanable to the state III Butler. the F1(, cannot restrict small did-
&n s act ess, Ii) teles1,1(111 III the earls evening hours See FCC v Pacifica Foundation. 438 l' S

728. 748-51 11978.
Ser Virginia Stat. Bd of Pharma, Virgnua Citizens Consuiner Council, Inc 425 U S at

771. test accornpansudg Mae 95 supra
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of the value of the product offered, and not the techniques employed
in, or the placement of, the regulated advertisements.'" In short,
the FTC's proposal is not the "carefully tailored" restriction called for
by Justice Powell,'" but rather a blunderbuss which could broadly
restrict all television advertising.

Il

FTC AUTHORITY AND THE FIRST ASIENDSIENT

The Virginia Pharmacy decision 106 and the cases which have fol-
lowed it 107 explicitly state that first amendment protection of com-
mercial speech does not preclude regulation of false or misleading
advertising. Such a conclusion is consistent with a balancing test ap-
proach to regulation: if false or misleading advertising has no first
amendment value because the distribution of untruthful or confusing
product information does nothing to promote informed decision-
making, fair competition, or Unproved distribution of resources, then
government regulations aimed at eliminating deceptive advertising
should withstand a test which "assess[es] the First Amendment in-
terest at stake and weights] it against the public interest allegedly
served by the regulation.- /08 Some untruthful, noncommercial
speech may he protected by the free speech and free press doctrines,
because the exclusion of all false speech from first amendment cover-
age would have a chilling effect on speakers.'" The Supreme Court
has noted, however, that this consideration is not as compelling in
the case of advertisers: since commercial speech is motivated by prof-
its, there is less likelihood that regulations will chill truthful, pro-
tected advertising; and since advertisers, unlike other speakers, can

1" See FTC Stair Report. supra note 9, at 122-56
1" Cares v Population Servs Intl. 431 L' S at 712 11 6 (Powell. J . concurring in part), see

text accompanying note 94 supra
1" Virginia State Bd of Pharmaci v Virginia Citizens Consumer Council. Inc . 425 U S at

770-73

"" Bates v State Bar of Ariz 433 U S 350, 383 (1977), Standard Oil Co of Cal v FTC,
577 F 2d 653. 662 (9th Cu 1978), National Cominn on Egg Nutrition v FTC. 570 F 2d 157,
162 (7th Cu 1977) (err dented, 99 S CI 86 (1978)

a" Rigel"... s Virginia. 421 U S 809, 826 (1975), are text accompanying notes 34-35 supra
1011 -1EIrroneous statement is inevitable in free debate, and 'mist be protected if the

freedoms of expression are to have the breathing space' that the 'need to survive New
York Times Co v Sullivan, 376 U S 254. 271-72 (1984) (quoting NAACP v Button. 371 U S
415, 433 (1963)) However, the Court has held that untruthful speech'has no first amendment
-value- in.fiyelf, even ou e the commercial context Gertz v Robert Welch, Inc . 418 U S
323, 340 (197 )

tixt
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more readily substantiate their claims, implementing the regulations
imposes no unreasonable burden.h0

What is unclear, however, is the breadth of the authority the
regulators may draw from Supreme Court dicta. Because no Supreme
Court commercial speech case since Virginia Pharmacy has involved
federal regulation, the relationship betWeen the FTC's statutory au-
thority to regulate advertising and the dictates of the first amendment
has not vet been established. Section 5 of the Federal Trade Com-
mission Act empowers the FTC to define and limit ''unfair or decep-
tive acts or practices in or affecting commerce.- Ill Under this broad
mandate,'" the FTC has long exercised its power to proscribe un-
truthful and misleadiprartising."3 The FTC has been permitted
to characterize advertising as misleading even absent any actual cases
of deception; rather, the test is whether a given advertisement is
likely to deceive. 110 Furthermore, it is not necessary for the FTC to
find that the proscribed statement is likely to deceive a majority Of
consumers or even the average consumer. The Commission may pro-
hibit an advertisement which would mislead an appreciable or
measurable segment of the fink.""S To the extent that the Virginia
Pharmacy decision allows federal regulation of misleading or un-
truthful advertising, then, the currently recognized scope of FTC
statutory authority would also seem to survive first amendment
scrutiny

Vogl Ma State Bd of Pharmacs v Virginia Citizens Consumer Council. Inc 425 I. S at
771 n 24. see test accompanying notes 3739 supra

"' 15 U SC 45041) (1976)
Both the Congress and the courts have stressed that the powers granted to the FTC vs err

intentionally nonspecific. iii order to give the agency broad authonty to ferret out and eliminate
-unfair and deceptive.' business practices in a 'flintier that would opt be possulde under a
clearer and more restrictive statute S REP No 597. 63c1 Cong . 2d- Secs 33 09141 H RC(1F Rt.P No 1142, ti3d Gong 2d Sess 19 (1914), see FTC s Sperry & Hutchinson Co
405 U S 233, 239-44 (1972). FTC v R F Keppel & Bro , 291 U S 304. 310-14 (1934)"3 L g . FTC v Winsted Hosier, Co , 258 U S 483. 493-94 (1922), Consolidated Book Pub.
lishers. Inc v FTC. 53 F 2c1 942. 945 (7th Cis 1931), reel denied, 286 U S 553 (1932). Miles
Labs , Inc v FTC, 50 F Supp 434, 436-37 (T) D C 1943). aff d , 140 F 2d 683 (1) C Ctr ).
eery dented 322 U S 752 (1944)

" Charles of the Ritz Distrth Corp v FTC. 143 F Zd 676, 679-80 (gel Cu 1944' See
generally Developments in the LOU Deceptive Advertising. 80 HAM' L REV 1005 1(40'43
(1967) (hereinafter Developments Deceptive Advertising)

11° Fed v FTC. 285 F 2d 879. 892 n 19 (9th Cur 1960), tee Arenberg v FTC, 132 F 2c1 165.
167 (7th Or 1942) (FTC standards are designed to protect "the ignorant. the unthinking and
the credulous"), Benrus Watch Co , 6 4 F T C 1018. 1045 (1964) (alliertising held deceptive
despite a poll that showed that only 14% of the audience was deceived), off& 352 F 2c1 313
(8th Cu 1965), cent denied. 384 U S 939 (1966)

"" This is not to say that Virginia Pharmacy will have no impact on FTC regulation Given
the newly recognized constitutional protection of commercial advertising, the FTC will bear a
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The FTC has also sought to proscribe advertising that is "unfair"
although neither untruthful nor deceptive. For example, in 1964 the
Commission issued its "Cigarette Rule," 117 which proposed regula-
tions that would require that cigarette packaging and advertisements
carry warnings highlighting the hazards of smoking. The FTC justified
its regulations by claiming that "a method of selling violates Section 5
if it is exploitative or inequitable and-if, in addition to being morally
objectionable, it is seriously detrimental to consumers or others.-- 118

In 1972, the Supreme Court, in dictum, approved the FTC's
criteria for proscribing as "unfair" advertisements that ma% not he
deceptive."9 However, the Supreme Court has never directly held
that clear and truthful advertisements may be banned because of
their alleged unfairness. 121) It is arguable that the unfairness standard

heavier burden of proving that a disruption of commercial communication is justified See text
accompanying notes 150-54 infra Moreover. the courts have held that the FTC restncturs
must have the least possible impact on protected speech See text accompans mg note 44 supra
These limiting factors should result in increased freedom foradvertisers See Coase.,dvertising
and Free Speech. 6 J LEGAL Sruci 1, 33 (1977) But are Note, Ifs, FTC, There is a Virginia
The Impact of Virginia State Board of Pharjnacs v Virginia Citizens Consumer Council. inc ni
the Federal Trade Commission's Regulation of Misleading Advertising. 57 B U L REV 833. 852
(1977) (arguing that -only advertising that a reasonable person could interpret as making a false
assertion of material fact should be subject to regulation.' and that the limiting dictum of
Virginia Phannacy suggesting that regulation of false or misleading advertising is permissible
should be ignored)

'" FTC Trade Regulation Rules. Unfair or Deceptive Advertising and Labeling of Cigarettes
in Relation to the Health Hazards of Smoking. and Statements of Basis and Purpose of Trade.
Regulation' Rule. 29 Fed Reg 8324, 8324.75 (1964) [hereinafter Cigarette Rule'. vacated, 30
Fed Reg 9484 (1965) The FTC Trade Regulation Rule was obviated hs congressional enact-
ment of the Federal Cigarette Labeling and Advertising Act of 1965. Pub L No 89-92. 79
Stat 282 (1965) (codified as amended at 15 U S C §§ 1331-1340 (1976)) The Act affirmed the
FTC's authonts to regulate deceptive cigarette advertising. and the FTC still continues to use
its "Statements of Basis and Purpose' as its pnncipal autlionts for that regulation Sec 31) Fed

Reg at 9484-85
11° Cigarette Rule. supra note 117. at 8355
"° FTC v Sperry be Hutchinson Co . 405 U S 233. 24-4 n 5 (1972). see Thain. supra note 4

at 659
120 The Elman Letter. supra note 46. suggests that although the Supreme Court has not

specifically allowed a hail on truthful advertising due. to unfairness. nevertheless it does not
Intend to limit the FTC s aut hunts to stop 'unfair' advertising Id at 2-3 Moreover the ("emit
will have to decide -what is the scope of unfair within the context of the FTC Act and the
constraints imposed hs the [First) Amendment Id at 3

In 1978. the Supreme Court did uphold a ball on direct solicitation In attorin, s despite
the fact that such advertising was not necessank deceptive or misleading Ohralik s Ohio Sian.
Bar Ass'n, 436 U S 447. 464-68 (1978) However. the Court gave great weight to the argument
that such solicitation poses a unique opportunits for deception because it cannot he supeni.ed
by bar officials. IS

The Cigarette Rule was similarly based on considerations of unfairness., bosses or the

Rule was drafted before the Court recognized that first amendment protection extends to coin .
mercial speech Sec note 164 infra

36 j
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used b the FTC to justify its proposed ruleinaking is overly broad in
the contt t of first amendment protection, and therefore exceeds the
constitutions lints of FTC authority.

A. Deceptiveness

1. SmalLtiree ul Television Commercials

Each of the FTC staff's proposed rule's is supported by a separate
argument concerning deceptiveness. The first rule, calling for the
banning of all advertisements -directed to, or seen by, audiences
composed of a significant proportion of children,- '2' seeks to prevent
deception caused b the exploitation of those listeners too Young to
understand and evaluate commercial messages' Under this line of
reasoning. if small Children are incapable of understanding and
evaluating advertisements, then such messages can hardly be said to
contribute to infiwined decisionmaking. 122 111 addition, since parents,
and not children, are really the principal purchasers,123 it is argued
that advertising to children is really a means of selling to parents:
advertisers bypass parents' intellectual defenses to the commercials
themselves and substitute miniature screaming salesmen, carroting
television commercials 124

The FTC staff recommendation was based on research findings
summarized in the FTC's rejection of an earlier proposed ban on
televised -premium- advertising for children:

ITIbe literature tends to support the conclusions that young chil-
dren (11 fad to sin the nature and profit-making purpose of
television comurrcialsf (2) tend to trust and believe television ad-
vertising indiscriminately. (3) tend to recall only simple, concrete
elements of commercials, (4) have difficult\ distinguishing commer-
cials froth programs, and (5) tend to want whates er products are
advertised on television 125

17' Chlif 41.11 s Advertising Proposals, supra note 1. 17969
122 tit Staff Report, supra note 9, at 264.67
1" Sr( NSF RESEARCH. supra note 20, at 138-43, Note. Little Ears. supra note 20. at 1151.

text accompans mg notes 194-95 infra
12. For example. the FTC, Staff Report, supra note 9. argues that children s requests for

given brands of cereals and snack foods are frequenth granted 1)% parents Id at 96-99 This
contention is supported hs studies discussed in the NSF RESEARCH, supra note 20, at v, 103-
04 However, the NSF report also notes that.no studs of televisirM advertising to children has
vet determined its impact on the overall nutritional content of children's diets id at Y, 108

125 Premium Report, supra note 4, at 15070 (footnotes omitted), see NSF RESEARCH.
supra note 20. at 25. 27-28, FTC Staff Report, supra note 9, at 82-91, 221-28

3'i'll
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The FTC expressly cautioned, however, that the research results 226

did not justify the conclusion that advertised "premiums,1 let alone
all advertising directed at. children, were ,inberently deceptive.'"

The FTC staff, in making its proposed regulations, relied on the
FTC's authority to regulate deceptive advertising.. This authority was rec-

-2...ognized as early as 1934, when in FTC v. R.F. Wepftl 6' Brothers 228
the Supreme Court approved the FTC's ban i, an advertising
technique that took advantage- of children's, nal to by offering in-
fe'rior candy at inflated prices through the.use an enticing packag-
ing device.129 Mote recently, the FTC has u ed its regulatory pow-
ers to prohibit toy commercials which used sophisticated camera

124 Significantly. there is no consensus among researchers on the policy implications of their
stelles pn advertising and children Two University of Pennsylvania researchers argue that one's
view as to the value of-commercials depends on one's theory of child development. Robertson &
Rossiter. Children and Commercial Petauasion. An Attribution Theory Analysis. J CON-

SCSIER RESEARCH. June 1974. at 13, 20. "'learning theorist, who believes that children's under-
standing develops thrtiugh experieiice,..would consider commercials to be positive input enhanc- .

ing children's understanding okfit,;environment On the other hand, one who believes that
children move through Aced ag4,4ilevelopment at a predetermined rate would conclude that
small children are incapable of undcirstanding,,commerrials, and therefore withholding illiner-
ciaIs will not retard their' dtvelopinent-as consumers. See id. But see Thain, supra note '4, at

e e taking action)
679-82 {suggesting that even though further research may be necessary, the government should
not wait :b

.

Despit'e the uncertainty of the research results, exposure to commercials, and the rebltant i
interaction between children and their parents, may teach children about the true nature of
advertising "nd the commercial process. Insulating small children from television commercials
Merely delays ''Consumet,sOcialization,-the procesi by, which children learn to become skeptical
about advertising This argument is bolstered by the FTC's recognition that older children tend
to be mole skepti41,:about television commercials than do younger children. 'FTC Staff Report,
supr'a note 9, at 91-92.

As a result of these divergent views, the National Science Foundation has concluded that
there is insufficient evidence to, enable researchers to conclude what- effects television, and the
resultant parent -child interaction, have on the -consumer socialization" of children NSF HE-
SE-MI(44, supit*a note 20, at 127-31

1" Premium Report. -supra ,note 4, at 15070 The Commission concluded that whatever the
sensory impact of commercials on children Aight be, a ban was not justified sinte:there ..vas not
sufficient evidence that television premium advertising induced"the purchase of unsatisfactory
products. Id. at 15072

138 291 C.f.S 304 (1934).
129 Id at 314. In its Cigarette Rule, supra note 117, the FTC claimed a longstanding special

authority to proinulgatetiegolatio4 protecting children
T Us, throughout the law in genera/ and under Section 5 of the Trade Commission Act in
particular, it has been recognized that minors constitute an especially vulnerable and
susceptible class requiring special protection from business practices that would not be
unlaWful if they only involved adults Accordingly, a marketing practice, directed in a
subsAantial part toward minors, that interferes substantially and.unjustifiedly with their

a
freelikan of buyin4. choice is an 'unfair or deceptive act or ,p,ractice even if it is not espe-
cial,.

'3
pernicious as to adults

Id. at 8358
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techniques to decelye 'ckilaten about a .producW" s
itie90 and hat "itiliclftiarcertairi Wonder Brelchuthiertit
were false and misleadpg'heause they induced sinaichildreo, 12.,
lieve that Wonder bread .produced extraordinary growth.134..:4'.

._FTC staff dreW adhitiOnal authority for the scope of its reg-
ulatory' power- from a prOViSiO,P of the. Federal Communications Act

re.which requires television !and radio stations to clearly identify paid
ady.Otiseinents.132 The FCC had explained that this statute was hi-
tended to prohibit practicekihat conflicted with the public interest
responsibilities of heenseegi. -an advertiser would have an unfair ad-
vantage over listeners if .they could not differentiate between the
program and thecaininercial message, and were, therefore, unable to
take its paid statpS:,into coptideratio essing the message." 133.1f
adults need proteCtioh, from' adv hich blurs the distinction
between programming and col e FTC staff argued, 'then
children, who do not' illiderstan ction, should be protected
from their own concePtiaat.short

Citations :40,--ptm*leiit and a superficial application of the Su-
preme Court:slialaticirig. test, however, merely mask the scope of the
FTC's propds'ed' actiOtt-Pfimaril, the situations in which FTC regu-
lation was suslaireed...all: involved advertising techniques which con-
cealed. the ,p,tftp;d.s`e!-ots,Oinpercial messages fhe deficiencies of
prodtfits."$ deceptive methods are wholly consistent
with:Virgpijet.Pkor ipticy; by clarffying advertisements they foster
comniVicationOr copptiOcial infoindtion. The .FTC's proposal, on
the 'other ha;i4,W41,4;:Aiot enhance communication, but rather elimi-
4te 1psteatirofiegUlatitig.,yro the least 'intrusive manner, the FTC
staff has` on '44 basis

the
minimal evidence, proposed the. broadest

itriesible intrilsi6q.ob the distribution of commercial information to
children, 136 '6

O

, "°,Toppil.Corp, 79 FTC 681. 683 (1971). Mattel. Inc , 79 F T C 667, 669 (1971).
a" .17 Continental Baking Co , 83 F T C 865. 961-62, modified. 83 F T -C 1105 (1973).

modified and enforced.. 532 F 2d 207 (2d Cu 1976)
132 FTC Staff Report, supra note 9, at 221-23 (construing 47 S C. 4 317(01) (1976))
'23 Children's Television Report supra note 3, at 39401, 50 F C C 2d at 15. quoted in FTC.

Staff Report, supra note 9, at 221
134 FTC Staff Report, supra note 9, at 224-25
in See text accompanying notes 128-33 supra
1M See text accompanying notes 155-65 infra

37r,
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2. Implied. Deception and the Hazards of Sugar
P I

. .
-The FTC's, second proposed ban, on commercia ls for highly sug- <?:

ared foods directed at children, aged eight to eleven, also represent§.;
an unconstitutional extension of the FTC's statutory-authority to reguz:q,'7.
late deceptive Commercial practices. The staff argued that children . s*
aslvertising is deceptive if it does not reveal all of the adverse infor-.
mation about the producta type of "implied deception." 137 ConA-
mercials for sugared foods are alleged to be deceptive not because. .

they make, positive statements claiming that eating sugar is healthful.;
but because they suggest that eating sugar is pleasant without nlen-
tioning its harmful side effects.138 This proposition threatens all;td-
.i;ertisers, however, because it is not limited to children's adveitis-
ing:139 the FTC's argument about sugared cereals could requiie all
advertising to become a catalogue of consumer information,. its selling
purpose completely obscured.140 Furthermore, the FTC's proposal

'" FTC Staff Report, supra note 9. at 164-65.
131 The Staff Report asserts that the advertising is misleading because it pcirtrays candy and

sugared cereals as "desirable." id. at 1,64, and suggests that eating them is "the normal, perva-
sively accepted thing to do." "fully consistent with good health." id. at 165, without revealing
that sugared products' contribute to cavities and can lead to obesity. Id. at 166-67.

13. Thain, supra note 4. at 668. lit.The case of cigarette advertising, for example, the FTC
argued: 4

(A)dvertising has associated Cigarette smoking with such positive attributes as con-
tentment, glamour, romance, youth, happiness, recreation, relaxation, comfort, and
sophistication, at the same time suggesting that smoking is an activl i:. at least consistent
with physical health and.well-being.. . .

is It is a deceptive,* or practice for an advertiser to make representations concerning
the sitisfations'to derive .from using so hazardous a product as cigarettes without, at
the same tie, dischigiiithefdangerii to health involved in its use

Cigarette Rule, supra note. 117,, at 8356, :However, the digarette Rule may be distinguished
from the current rulemaking because of the greater harm to health resulting from cigarette
smoking See text accompanying notes 208 -09 infra. In addition, the Cigarettegule was based
on considerations of-"unfairness" rather than the relatively unsubstintial deceptiveness argu-
ment. See note 164 infra

14° A further extension could force those adverFrsing large automobiles and gasoline to warn
about air pollution, small car advertisers to discups.lk added risks that light ran pose in acei-
demi-, aspirin advertisers to warn about sin disorders; and coffee manufacturers to warn

FBOOM nervousness and excess 'Mit) Thai note 41 at 668-69. The rationale behind the
TC's analysis has alreacb been pushed to me by'priposals that the pschological ele-

ment of "image- based" advertising should be e initiated as either deceptive or unfair. One such
proposal was to ban any advertising which displays products in proximit with:

(I) a dramatic display of emotional pleasure; or (2) the satisfaction of emotional needs or
desires; or (3) the alleviation of emotional anxieties or fears, where such pleasure, satisfac-
tion, or alleviation is substantial) unlikely to be similarly engendered by the actual
product or use of the product or product type.

Reed & Coalson. Eighteenth- Century Legal Doctrine Meets Twentieth-Century Marketing
Techniques. F.T C Regulation 'of Emotionally Conditioning Advertising. 11 CA. L. REV 731

3 7 f)tfr
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presents an expansion of currently recognized FTC authority. The
courts have held that the FTC has only limited authority to find that
advertisements are deceptive because of what they fail to say; 141 in
general. findings of alleged deception are upheld only when the omis-
sion renders die advertising claims Mitruthful. 142

In National Commission on Egg Nutrition c. FTC,'" the
SeventWtircuit upheld an FTC cease and desist order which barred
an egg producers' trade group (NCEN) from incorrectl alleging in its
advertisements that there is no' scientific evidence linking eggs to
heart disease.'" The NCEN decision is consisttifit with the Virginia
Pharmacy policy of careful line-drawing in regulation involving first
amendment rights of advertisers. 145 Advertisements may be found
deceptiveand therefore constitutionally and statutorily subject to
FTC sanctionswhen they misrepresent some objective and material
fact; NCEN's advei-tisements could be regulated, therefore, to the
extent that thex "categorically and falsely denied the existence of evi-
dence that in fact exist[ed]." 146

The extension of first amendment protection to advertising under
Virginia Pharmacy would be worthless if the FTC were free to pro-
scribe advertising simply because the advertisement is effective and
the FTC finds the product it offers less than perfect. If, as the
Seventh Circuit held in NCEN, the first amendment limits the FTC's
power to order balancing statements to those instances in which a
balancing statement "is necessary -to prevent [future] deception . . .

775 (1977) Under this scheme the use of the slogan "Coke adds Life" would be illegal; and "the
statement that 'Pet Milk makes you happy,' accompanied by the gleeful sounds of joyous chil-
dren. prohabls would make that adyer(iseinent Unfair since actual use of milk is 'substantialh
unlikels generate similar dramatic displays of coin Id at 776 It is difficult toilic--"N
tinginsh this extreme vies from the position taken by the FTC staff. See als'o Note. Psychologi-
cal Advertising A .Neu Area'of FTC Regulation, 1972 Wis. L. REV. 1097.

'4' E g.. FTC v Simeon Management Corp, 532 F.2d 708, 715-16 (9th Cir. 1976) (weight
reduction clinics not required to disclose that drugs utilized in treatment were not approved by
the 2FDAI. Alberti. v FTC. 182 F.2d 36, 39-40 (D C Cir 1950) (advertisers not .forced to
disgss the limitations of an iron supplement/

'42- See generally Developments-Deceptive Advertising. supra note 114, at 1(47-51.
i43 570 F 2d 157 (7th Car 19771, cert denied. 99 S Ct 86 (1978)
,44 Id at 164
:40 Virginia State Bd of Pharmacy v. Virginia Citizens Consumer Council, Inc., 425 U.S.

748, 770.73 (1976). see test accompanying notes 29.39 supra
1" 570 F 2d at 163 The NCES argued that its advertisements constituted the expression of

the group's opinion on* a controversial public issue, Such an opinion, it argued, had "higher-
constitutional value than mere commercial speech and therefore was more resistant to regula-
tion Id at 162-63 The court rejected this argument. finding..,that the advertisements were
"made for the purpose,of Orsuading the people:who read thelit' to buy eggs.- Id. at 163.
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or correct the effects of past deception.' 147 then it must be similarly
unconstitutional to bar advertisers from merel, representing'their
products in a favorabllight:,-:

-3. Overly Broad ,Regulation., ..
.,-

Although the extension of first amendment right's to commercial
speakers does not protect deceptive. adYertising,145,colirts have held,-
after Virginia Pharmacy, that regulations of i 1 e c e' p t i v e speech must be
narrowly drafted and closely examined.11? Prior to Virginia Phar-.
macy, the' FTC had broad authority to reach conclusions about the...
effects of advertising and'the propriety of feinedies; and courts could
upset FTC orders only if they were "unsupported by substantial'evi-
dence"1" or "arbitrary, capricious, [or] an abuse of discretion."15'
The extention of-constitutional protection to advertising has raised the
standard of review, however, allowing the FTC to impose prior re-
straints on advertising only when they are -reasonably necessary to'
accomplish the remedial objective of preventing the violation." 152

.. ..,

147 Id.
:
At 164 (citations omitted).

..

'....:,-;,, 4',.:,1See text accompanying notes 106-07 supra.
'1. 41.tAg..,: ,Stairlard Oil Co. of cal. v. FTC, 577 F.2d 653, 660-63 (9th Cir. 1978); Beneficial

.,.....,boli5, ..v. vkl-c,'543 F.2d 611, 618-20 (3d Cir. 1976), cert. denied, 430 U.S. 983 (1977).
li his been suggested that the overbreadth doctrine should not 'be used to strike dcitVn

statuSeS.regullating commercial speech. Bates v:State Bar of Ariz., 433 U.S. 350, 380-81 (1977);
on-anent, Commercial Speech: Foreclosing on the Overbreadth Doctrine, 30 FLA. L. Rev.

'488-90 (1978). But see'Bigelow v. Virginia,-421 U.S. 809, 815.18 (1975) (indicating that the
statute ck down on other grounds might also have been subject to an overbreadth attack).
The Su art has reasoned that, Islince advertising is the sine qua noneof commercial

s; There is little likelihood of its being chilled by proper regulation and forgone entirely."
-tia State Bd. of Pharmacy v. Virginia Citizens Consumer Council, inc., 425 U.S at 771

.. ne The likelihood of such a -chilling'effect-'is the principal fear that just the use of the
overbreadth doctrine. See Bates v State Bar of Ariz , 433 U.S. at 380 C(TP14)ustification for
the application of overbreadth analysis applies weakly, if at all, in the ordinary commercial
ctOtest."). This does not mean, however, that the Court would refuse to strike down an overl

-: broad statute which reieted beyond acceptable goals to ban constitutionally protected speech.
.... See Buttery_ Michigan, 352 U.S 380. 383-84 (1957) (statute prohibiting distribution of materials

-!. that wool ... offensive to children held to be overbroad because of its impact on the availability
ofsucb Ma rialsT01. . fOr

sso.5 ...1":42XE1.#1976).
..1

_ 1-",./ . I, 1. 4(A). ti
/..e' Corp. v FT $42 F.2d 611, 619 (3d Cir. 1976). cert denied, 430 U S 983

'ner-kamberetlitil. v. FTC, 562 F.2d 749, 770-71 (D.0 Cir 1977) (Supplemental
',. Opin tti

Nt,,..
etitiOn for lighea;ingl, wt. denied,.435 U.S. 950 (1978), Comment, The Right to

,Recciv Q' apt; 4--"at 802 ("Whin.* 'right to receive is established, the burden Should shift .
....44.1) to t g rn ent to ustko,the disruption of communication -).

cli ts et) ndards see s to be required under the balancing test for commercial .....,

' s ech' re ifo;"%s nit yt, en thesgovernjnental interest that compels correction .0
:. ::,..

.._, ,
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cstrzction on advertising will be upheld only to the extent
ectiVely eures.deceptivene`4s.153 Given the evidence that ,o,

hods of advertising to. children are not deceptive, and that f-

f the deceptiveness deemed -inherent" in advertising directed if,
ren inaybe eliminated by less restrictive means, it is apparent °;,
e first amendment demands' a case -by -case analysis of chit-

s advertisements and does not permit sweeping regulation of ati
entire class of advertising. 154

The FTC's first proposal assumes that all advertising directed at
children aged eight to eleven is necessarily misleading, and that no
regulation short of an outright ban can cure its deceptiveness. The
National Science Foundation (NSF), however, suggests that certain
techniques, such as separation devices which would clearly differen-
tiate commeRials from programming, the requirement of simplified
language to communicate nutritional information, or the use of more
effectively posed disclaimers, might'cure much of the alleged decep-,:'
tiveness of advertisin'g directed at small children.'55

Problems of overly broad application similarly plague the second
prOposal, a total ban on advertising of highly sugared products. As
argued above,'56 "implied deceiption" is not a constitutionally accept-
able basis of regulation. But even if the FTC's implied deception ar-
gument were to support some regulation of deceptive advertisements
for, sugared foods, it would hardly kistify the broad ban suggested 157
by the FTC's second proposed r'tilation. This proposal fails to con-
sider the deceptiveness of individual methods and advertisements and
instead concludes that all advertising methods which are now

../.;-,

(Vol 54.561

...4outweliets-the interests served by advertising. see text accompanying notes 34-36 supra. then
...tpgaation may be constitutional only to the extent that a harm requiring goVernment inter-
ventiors has been shown This is in contrast to the treatment afforded obscene speech, which
may be regulated without proof of harmful effects because -obieenity is not protected e:xpres-
siMI Ginsberg v. New York. 390 U S. 629, 641 (196e.

to Standard 011 Co of Cal v FTC. 577 F.2d 653, 662 (9th Cir 1976)
..sfi I" In an earlier matter, the FTC indicated that it:prefers case-by-case analysis of allegedly

deceptive commercials to broad rulemaking for administrative reasons wholly separate -from
constitutional concerns. -There are.,44stinet advantages in proceeding on a case-by ,59ssi basis
where the evidence (surrouncliii the cou,crOVersyl is less than clear-cut Particular com-
mercials can present more concrete fact4or-lhe Commission's consideration As a result More
specific guidelines may emerge Prem Min Report. supra note 4. at 15072

165. NSF RESEARCH. supra note . vii (Recommendation fur Futuce Research) The NSF
was critical of much of the research completed. citing researchers' (Allure In study -representa
five samples of commercials" to support the broad conclusions being denvecl from empirical.
research Id In sort. "little is know1m aVsout Children's eomprehensiotylfptcyauct claims pre:
sented via techniiiiiwhat are easily understood by adults Id at .iii

1"f'See text acitcolni.knying notes) 7-47 supra t 114" .4%s7 See FTC Staff Report. suproTote 9. at' 331-33

3'7
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:.
employed or might potentially be used to sell highly sugared foods
are ineurably deceptive.'" The:better reinvtly would be to promul-
gate regulations to correcteaoh,allegedly deceptive practice.'"
ilk The available research4oeSlo1 support the broad reach of the
proposed regulation; on the contrary, the NSF has noted that "there
is . . . preliminary evidence indicating that information about,the
nutritional content- and Value of food products can be effectively
communicated to children . . . within conAmercials,-16" and has re-
ommendedfurther research to discover ge most effective means of
teaching children about the nutritional consequences of their
diets.161 In proposing the broad ban, the FTC 'staff relied on an

.argument it had made to support its I967 proposals for regulation of
cigarette advertising: '62.as in the case of cigarette commercials, the
stall*. rgued, the cumulative effect of the bandage of sugared food ad-
verti rig had been to establish "a barrier-to adequate . . . knowledge
an appreciation of the health hazards." 163 The. FTC broadly. regu-

: lated cigarette advertising as a cla4but it did not ban cigarette ad-
vertising. Instead, it proposed health Warnings to counteract the

389

'411-Sec-id. at 332 But see Premium Report. supra note 4, at 15072 (FTC resolved to proceed
againstIVV*.s.ing directed at children on a case-by-case basis).

1"11,3,;,...qc.has frequent') invoked. and the courts have approved, the reined% ofaffirma-
tive'di4s..sur.io..correct,deceptive advertising. E.g., Ward Labs . Inc. v. FTC. 276 F.2d 952
(2dCirliZeitiier-rgquired to disclose that baldness reined) was effective for onl) one rela-
tive's. uncomtbon'fort ot.baldness), cert. denied, 364 1,.' S. 827 (1960), Firestone Tire De Rubber
Co. v. fr1.9-,"'!l l.4": 1972) (tire advertiser required to mention effect of various operat ..'....,:4..

log conditio in-il f 'd, 4.81.F 2d 246 (6111 Cir.), cert. denied, 414 U S. 1112 (1973). .-.4.-.

see Warikl xiiii,i G 562 F 2d -749, 759 -6),(D C Cir. 1977), errs denied, 435.0..,... ''''
'950 (19 ....-1.- -1" Ng.0 a note At. 107, see Id at 104-05. lkyidence in the FTC Staff
Repop , i'e

-00^.0.r..,:..,- -
atqeslriques employed b) television commercials ittight,be used to

WorkshO. .

. v.i.7,.... rt.rts Juan Ganz Cootie), President of the Children's Television
Al ."'air that-± us I. ins, Sesame Street and- The Electric Company, were

educi

designed t. e cominercials.in Ord7r to successful)) educate children FTC Staff RepOrt.
Jupra note 9, at 79 n.96.

.
"" .NSF RE4ARCli, pea note 20. at 108 'Mike. iLikinglt , though, the propoWa-regulatiott

ins to overltioi the fat that parents and schooN,44tolevisionshuninerCials. shatIcl pi:is the
. .ilie role in teaching c ildrelwhat and when to eat* Sttid.its, have suggested that if parents
'==e ne lispre about nutritiot thtorwould supervist:.their chililitlis rating habits mote close!)..
p.'.5*:,(ancey-Hepbun), Hic e) tic N'evill, Children's'BehociorW4Rmsos to TV Finn! itilserrisi.--

N-firietils, 6 J Mr-nu-nos E uc 93, 94-95 (1974)"(research revealed that children of mothers who
.:4!hid knowledge of the v_alidits of nutritional claims in snack hind advertisements were less tic .

terested in the advertised foods); see NSF RESEARCH, supra, at 142
142 FTC Staff Report, supra note 9, at 173 (explaining Cigarette Rule. supra note 117. at

8357)
br at 173.74.

3 7
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. cumulative harm of industry advertisements."4 The present-pro-
posal to ban television advertisements for highly/sitgared products
goes flur beyond- this measured means q ? .regulation.

Finally, the overbreadth of the FTC's ban on advertisement of
sugared foods is revealed 13,,' its third proposalthe requirement of
"nutritional and/or health disclosures" to balance advertisements for
less - highly sugared foods.165 If the less intrusive remedy of dis-

,41-!i3' closure will cure the alleged deceptiveness of acWertisements for
products whose sugar content falls below some cut-off point, then
the argument that nb amount of disclosure could 'cure the alleged
deceptiveness of commercials for products with slightly More sugar
is diffrult to accept.

B. Unfairness

In 1972, the Supreme Court cited with approval the "Cigarette
Rule" criteria developed by the FTC to proscribe business and adver-
tising practices which, although not 'false and deceptive," were "un-
fair":

"(1) whether the practice, without necessarily having been
previously considered unlawful . is within at least the penumbra
of some common-law, statutory, or other established concept of un-
fairness; (2) whether it is immoral, unethical, oppressive, or un-
scrupulous; (3) whether it causes substarffial hjury to consuinefs:,-
(or competitors or other businessmen)." 166

0'
(4s

'" Cigarette Rule. supra note 117, at 8373-74. In the Vanie context, a 1967 FC0'4.clei 4
required that broadcast advertising for cigarettes be balanced by''public service announcements
about the hazards of smoking. Station WCBSTV, New York:',N.Y., 8 F.C.C.2d 381, Off's, sub.
now Applicititity of the..Faiineii4)octrine to Cigarette Advertising, 32 Fed. Beg. 13161,
13173, 9 F.C.0 2d 921. 449-5011967j, aff2tPsyl, nom: Banzhaf v. FCC, 405 F.2d 1082 (D.C..,

r 1968). cert denied, 396 U.S. 842 (19691n upholding the FCC rule, the Court of Appe-als°4
ted that a "balanced- dieussion of the dangers of cancer promoted first amendment interests
tistering the.,widesPpossible debate and dissemination of information on matters of public
Ortance Banzhaf v° FCCri 405 F 2d 1082, 1102-03 (D.0 Cir. 1968), cert.,cfricd. 396 U.S-

42(1969) s
The FTC and FCC orders mandated public health advertising and warnings to I

alance
vertiseltients fdi'-cigarettes. Following the ruling;. in Banzhaf. cigarette smoking decli eckpa-

Lion s for the first time... Fearful of invoking arliitlrust liability; cigaretteainanufacturerscoUld
not tin lateral!. stop btoaCleastingyigarette commercials. ;:and thereby eliminate the widespread:
"balancing" public health announttments. However, the- industry's lobbyists did prevail upon
Congress to ban cigarette advertising on radio and television, and thereby cut down on the
effective antismoking evsrtiling. See Capital Broadcasting Co v. Mitchell, 333 F Supp. 582,,
587.90 (D.D C. 19 J.; dissenting), aff'd mew sub now Capital Broadcasting Co. +ii:=
Acting Attorney Ge7:740.S. 1000 (1972).

2" Children's Adverti Proposals; supra note 1. at 17969.
I" FTC v. Sperry 4ifiiteltirionco;., 405 U.S. 233..244)1.5 (1972) (quoting Cigarette Bole,

supra note' 117, at
4,!,)

;
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Neither the FTC nor the Supreme Court has determined whether all
three of these flictors must be present to support a finding of unfair-
pess.'"7 Both Congress '66 and the Court's"' have stressed, however,
that unfairness is a flexible concept, and that the FTC may serve "like.'
a court of equity" in weighing business practices against the public..
interest.".°

However, the FTC staff may have exceeded thk'."equitable au-
thority" by claiming that even if children's advertisements are not
deemed to be deceptive, they should be banned under the FTC's
authority to halt unfair business practices. As will be shown, adver-
tisements directed 'at young children may not be proscribed consti-
tutionally,4-der either tkpoinfairncss criterion or the unscru-
pulousness criterion absent:a--showing of serious harm to consumers.
Furthermore, the threat to health allegedly present in advertise-
ments for sugared products is not great enough to justify the broad
sanction proposed in the FTC Staff Report.

ChildremuConnnercials and Unfairness

6)44ify' its first proposalto ban all commercials on programs
'seen b-,-.oung audiencesthe FTC staff 'asserted that, under the
Cigarette Rule criteria,17' television advertising directed at young
children may he proscribed as unfair even if it is not deceptive. The
staff argued that a marketing practice which enables adult advertisers
to employ''vast financial resources and clearly superior knowledge to
exploit the gullibility and perceptual deficiencies of small children is
"inUnoral, unethical, oppressive or unscrupulous," 172 and therefore
conies within the FTC's statutory power\ to regulate.'73 For author-
ity, the staff relied oft the common law doctrines of vo-idabilitvof

mr's contracts 174 and attractive. nuisance,175 which provide that

"7 See id , Thain. supra note 4. at 659 & n 48. The unfairness doctrine has been criticized
for its -amorphous nature It has been argued that in its.. current state, the doctrine may be )7-

applied to a myri d of products. without a necessary balancing of consumer and advertiser
interest Schwan , Regulating Unfair Practices Under the FTC Art The Need for a Legal
Standard of..Unfairness. 11 Al6ifIN L Rev 1, 6-7, 19-20 (1977)

'" II IL REP No 1142, bad Cong . 2d Sess. 18-19 (1914), 5 REP No 597; 63d Cong 2d

Sess 13 (1914)
16° FTC v Sperrs & Hutchinson Co , 405 U S 233, 239-44 (1972)
ISO Id at 244, MP FTC v Brown Shoe Co.. 384 U S 316, 320.21 (1966)
'71 Cigarette Rule. supra note 117, at 8355.
"2 id . quoted in FTC Staff Report, supra note 9. at 419.
T. Federal Trade Commission Act § 5, 15 U S C § 45 (1976), see FTC Staff Report. supra

'not il.9; at 219-28
11ii.PTC Staff Report, supra note 9, at 210-11

*.1*". Id. at 207-09 ' . ,
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children may not be lured into commercial transactions or potentially
harmful situations.'"

--p,* In cases subsequent to the 1964 cigarette rulemaking, the FTC
.,:.has indicated that under th5 proper circumstances, it might accept its

staff's "unfairness" argument as a task for stopping certain forms of
advertising to children. For example, in ITT Continental Baking
Co.'" the FTC complaint suggested that Wonder Bread advertise-
ments might be unfair because they led children to believe that
Wonder Bread had extraordinary growth producing qualities.'" The
Commission declined to rule on the unfairness issue, howevei, strik-

4 ing down the advertisements on the alternate ground that they were
false and misleading.'" The FTC has never used unfairness alone as
a ground for banning truthful advertising, and has given serious con-
sideration to unfairness only when the third Cigarette Rule
criteriona threat of substantial injury to consumershas been
present:1s° For example, in a situation analogous to the current
rulemaking, the FTC approved a consent agreement barring as. unfair

,,,and deceptive the advertising of vitamins to children."' Signifi-
candy, the FTC's ruling on vitamin advertising was Irse4 in large part
on tile fear that such advertisements posed a ser16 1 'ealth threat
because they encouraged children, too young to mitt rstand the dan-
gers of overdose, to take medications.182 In the current rulemaking,

"I' See id. at 206.18.'
1T7 83 F.T.C. 865, modified, 83 F.T.C. 1105 (1973), modified and enforced, 532 F.2d 207 (2d

Cir 1976).

'I Id. at 960-61.
rn. Id al 963-64

'4,1
The use of unfairness as a basis for theproteetion of vulnerable groups such as children. has

been criticized as paternalistic. Moreover, "standards for what constitutes 'exploitation' of 'vul-
nerahle' groups will be exceptionally elusive." Pitofsky, Beyond Nader: ConsurnerTitstection
and the Regulation of Advertising, 90 HARV. L. REV. 661, 684 (1977). A.1" See Memorandum to Commission: Television Vitamin Advertising Addrestecu to Children,
at 20 (filed Feb. 22, 1972); Thain, supra note 4. at 664 (noting that "the FTC steadfastly
refused to explore and implement the full scope of its authority to impose blanket prohibitions
against certain kinds of advertising . . . under the 'unfairness' rubric"); Reed & Coalson, supra
note 140, at 781-82 (1977) (acknowledging that the FTC has authority to regulate advertising
that is unfair to consuMerx, but that it has focused instead on regulation of advertising that,ls
deceptive).

'' Hudson Pharmaceutical Corp., 89 P.T.C. 82, 86, 8/-88 (1977). cl
1t2 See id. at 86. In subsequent cases, the "unfairness" standard has been used as a basis for

FTC action against advertising that threatened an immediate and substantial injury to children's
health. E.g., Uncle Ben's. Inc., 89 F.T.C. 131, 132-33 (1977) (advertisements depicting un-
supervisexkiNldren cooking rice discontinued); General Foods Corp., 86 F.T.C. 831, 838 (1975).
(advertise-Me:nil-implying to children the-safety of eating wild berries and plants banned); Philip,
Morris.lnek4WV.T.C. 16, 17 (1973) (distribution-of sample razor blades in newspapers halted
as posing immediate hazard, particularly to young:, children). The Cigarette Rule, from which

3
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however, the FTC staff 6s not claimed that all advertisements di-
rected at small children pose an inunediate'or serious threat to their
audience.03 The FTC's unwillingness to rely solely on the first two
elements of its three-pronged "unfairness" test, absent a sliming of
harm, is explicable in light of the first amendment concerns raised b
Virginia Pharmacy: without harm to 'consumers or competitors, re-
liance on the two remaining criteriawhether the advertisements are
within the penumbra-of a common law doctrine or are unscru-
pulous--is

vu.
equivalent to saving that advertisements may be banned if `..-

they are offensive.'" And while a finding of offensiveness may seem
....

the infainiess standards have been derived, also involved a known and substantial health
haza I See Cigarette Rule, supra note 117, at 8353-54, text accompanying note 2,09 infra

finding of substantial physical or economic injury to consumers has been the key element
used b. the staff to justify each of the FTC's proposed rulemakings biiied on the unfairness
doct lie E g , Staff tateinent of Fact, Law and Mity in Support of the Proposed Rule and in
Sup )0 of Affirmative Disclosure in Food Advertising. 39 Fed Reg 39852. 39858 (19741 (fail-
ure disclose nutritional information is an unfair business practice because, "Iwffiile nutrition-
ally. nwise food choices do not ordinarily pose an imminent danger to health, then quite clearly
do ect health adversely if they are habital"), Posting of Minimum Octane Numbers on
G ohne Dispensing Pumps, 36 Fed. Reg. .387.1, 23875 -77 (1972) (failure to discloss,roctane
ratings induced consumers to pay higher prices and to risk damage to their''cars by buying
higher octane gasoline than they needed), Trade Regulation Rule, Care Labeling of Textile
%Vearing Apparel, 36 Fed. Reg. 23883, 23889 (1972) (failure to disclose care informatiim resulted
in undue economic injury).

One commentator has suggested that the finding of a substantial injury to consumers should
be a necessary element of :apy "unfairness" standard, for without such a requirement the doc-
trine would become too inaefinite and expansive. See Schwartz. supra note 167, at 27.28.

IS3 In dealing with the alleged "substantial injury" to children, the FTC Staff Report dis-
cussedonly conclusions about the harmful aspects of eating sugared foods FTC Staff Report,
supra note 9. at 190-94. The staff further alleged that television damages the parent-child rela-
tionship by fostering conflict, id. at 195-203. These alleged injuries, however, are not as serious
as those threatened by the potential of vitini:ii:-ovevlose. by rotor blades placed in Sunda. -
newspapers,or by poisonous rootsthe O.1.14ite0s in wIich the FTC has banned advertisements
as endangering the health of children. See note 182 supra. Indeed, the NSF has-noted that
there is no evidence that direct!. linksielevised advertising of sugared products to deficiencies
in children's nutritional health NSF RESEARCH. supra note 20, at v. And the NSF. has
suggested that resarch may show that the interactions between parents and-children induced
by television commercials have a beneficial impact on child development Id at 130-31. 142.
143.

1" The notion of unfairness absent deception or a proven economic,or physical hazard is not
'unknown In Pfizer, Inc., 81 F T.0 23 (19721. the Commission wrote that it 'was an unfair
practice for an advertiser who made a claim for a product without having a "reasonable basis"
for such claim Id it 62-64 Although the charge against Pfizer was dismissed because the
evidence was inconclusive. id. at 73, the FTC nevertheless established' the 'reasonable basis
'doctrine" under which it now requires support for all product claims. Id: at 64. The issue is not
Whether the advertisement misrepresents the Performaiice of the product, but whether the
advertiser's actions are reasonable, and the evidence upon which such actions' were based is
adequaie. Factors to he considered in evaluating reasonableness include (1) type ancfspecifiFit
of the claim made, (2) type of product advertised, (3) consequences of a fal!'riclaypi..14);AleitOt...0.-..
reliance by consumers, and (5) type and accessibility of evidence. Id. For'alirlY'clisitsiiou of

a
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to be an acceptable basis IT proscribily; speech under the FTC's cur-.
rent xiatutoy atithority,"5 the Styr Cine Court has established that
offenskeness alone is not a constitutionally permissible basis for ban-
ning commercial speech.'"

Some authority fur banning "offensive" advertising directed at
children might be drawn from the Supreme Couit's recent decision in
FCC u. Pacifica Found(' thin.'" The Court held that offe4ive words
ma, constitutionally be 'wired from the airwaves when kit is 194ly
that children are preseiti-in Arc audieuce.'" `The Cotril rejeCted
Pacifica s argument "9 that:.tbe .airwrryesv
a showing that the. scregglx:,i4Ohisceneor deciding
instead that "when the 7iiiAirristion"'ffirffs a pig has entered the
parlor, the exercise of its regulators power does not depend on proof
the the pig is .obseene." 1" Since broadcasters receive the least first
amendment protection, e,speciall when the speech being broadcast is
off6nsiye, the governoefri inay regulate such speech on the airwaves
to protect the sensitiyitiCs, children.191

the FTC advertisement substantiation program see Note. The FTC: A'd Substantiation Program.
61 Gm' L J 1427 (1973) The Pfizer doctrine has been criticized as unfair to advertisers be-
cause. under its expansive scope, the, Inas be forced to conduct testing to substantiate truthful
and harAless claims in instances in which the cost of testing may far surpass any benefit to
soviets Pitolsk. supra note- 179, at 683, see Reich. Consuoier Protection and the First Amend-
ment A Dilemma for the FTC , 61 MINN L. Rev 705, 728.29 (1977).

u" Federal Trade Commission Act § 5. 15 U.S.C. § 45 (1976); see text accUmpaming not s
172-73 supra. .cs

116 Carey' v. Population Servs. Intl. 431 U S 678, 7t)1 (1977); cf Papish v. Board of Curators
of L'ilis-r"-of Mo., 410 U.S. 667, 670 (1973) (right, 1t; tlistribute campus newspaper); Healy v.
James. 408 U.S 169. 187-88 (1972) (right to have.SPS chaPter recognized as a campus organiza-
tion): Cohen v. California. 403 U.S.-15, 20.21 (WO (right to wear a jacket bearing an offensive
protest against conscription).

la/ 438 U S. 726 (1978).
hi at 749-50

'" Brief for Respondent at 50-53, 54 -55. FCC v Pacifica Foundation, 438 U.S 726 (1978);
see Brief of ACLU as Amiens Curiae at 38-43. FCC v. Pacifica Foundation. 438 U.S. 726 (1978).

1" 438 U.S at 750-51.
I" hi at 748-51. In support of the- Pacifica ruling, both the majority and the cOneurring

opinion cited Ginsberg v. New York, 390.1.5.S. 629 11968), for the,proposition'that the state may
control minors' access to indecent materials in order to assist parents who cannot always control
what their children see and hear. 438 U.S. at 749-50; id. at 757. (Powell, J., concurring). The
Ginsberg Court a proyeei the use of a variable standard of obscenity. under which the states
could ban th tion,to children of materials that "appeal to the prurient interest" of

pals could not be barred from sale to the adult population. Ginsberg
v. New York, 637-38. The Pacifica Court implicitly. sefused to accept the respon-
dent's argumen or Respondent at 50:53. FCC v. Pacifica Foundation. 438 U.S. 726
(1978); _Brief of ACLU as Arnicus Curiae at 41' -42, FCC,..v. Pacifica Foundation.'438 U.S. 726
(1978), that the Ginsberg ruling protected childrt4s rights to acceiii-lb those materials that did
not inert the obscenity test, including the offensive words broadcast by the Pacifica Foundation.
Compare 438 U.S. at 749-80 with id.. at 767 (Brennan !.j...... dissenting/.,

362
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The broad language Of Pacifica does not justify a ban on "den-
sive" advertising to children, however. In the case of pornography
and indecent language, the claim of the regulators is that it is the
content of G. speech which is harmful to voting audiences; 192 tit, in
the case of children'sadve..rtising, there is no proof that tIlk. speech

-itself is injurious to children.1p' Instead, it is asserted tlot unfair
advertisements will Induce children to demand and consume products
that are not in the child's best interest.l'4 But parents are stationed
behveen their children and the alleged har.n.'The speech itself is not
harmful, but merely communicates to children inforMation that their
parents are free to either act upon or ignore. In ,this situation, there
is no justification for the government to step, iu.195 P

Some support for FTC authority to ban truthful advertisements
under its "unfairness- power may be found in Ohralik u. Ohio State
Bar Association,"° a recent Smpreme Court decision upholding a
.state ban on in-person solicitation by attorneys.197 In Ohralik, the
Court recognized that such solicitation may be,,,an effective means of
distributing information about available legal services,'" but

'ft See FCC v.*PacifiCa Foundation, 438 U.S. at'748-50. Citisbilrg'V.' New York, 390 U.S at
640.43.

t93 Most researchers and observers have stressed the incomplete nature of the research on
television advertising and children. In general, research has not discovered the "long-range
'consequences df*owing up with TV commercials . Even (lie short-run` effects demon.-
strafed are inocleSt." Span, Scrunchy-unchy,SugWPoo, Boston' Herald American, Oct
22; 1978, Magazine, at 9, col; 1, 10, col. 4 The NSF reiinirch%concludecl that while advertikig
undoubtedly plays a role in the development of children's consumer behavior; nothing has been

.proven about the. effects of television commercials on children, either in terms of children's
susceptibility to advertising or their development as consumers. NSF RESEARCH, supra note .0.
at v-vi, 127-33. 149 And although the FTC staff has argued that television advertising works a
substantial tnjur to the parent-child relationship, FTC Staff Report, supra note 9, at 195-203,
the NSF concluded that -(d.lisappointment, conflict, and anger are reported when parents deny
children's purchase requests Further research is needed to examine the persistence of these
effects. ancL,also' to gauge the extent to which parents utilize these occurrences for consumer
instruction purposes." NSF RESEARCH, supra note 20, at v1 -vii; are id.. at '148-49: Premium
Report. supra note 4, at 15070, Note, Link Ears, supra note 20, at 1150-54.

I" FTC giaff Report, supra note 9. at 190-93.
iss The FTC staff suggested that one objective of its rulemaking is to reliesiesparentsfrom the

discomfort of denying their children's requests for advertised products. Id at 202-03:- At least"
.cilteritic of this position has questioned whether the FTC is acting Within its authority when it
attempts to mediate between pa'rents and children: "Will the assumption of the Commission he
that parents are incompetent to. intermediate in these decisions for their children? If so. is it the
Commission that is to become the superparent and decide what the child can and cannot see
and ask 1;00" Comments of Gil Weil Before Children and Advertising Seminar Series,
Georgetown University Law Center. Summary of Jan. 23, 1978 Session, at 5 (copy on file at
New York University Low Review)

1.1 436 U.5 447 (19 °"
i" fit at 468.

iftm hif at 457-58. ,

a.
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neverthciless concluded that the method was especially susceptible to
abuse. The likelihood that latornevs would use such solicitation to
ribilead.their prospective elients, and the possiW serious rapifica-

tions of these actit,roxi.Jii'stified banning the method itself,'"
Advertisinc;fitietel)tt'young children is, to sonic extent, similar

to the malicitritivit*Oitlifik, like the iittorne who uses his superior
knowledge andiperMillyiVpowers to browbeit an accident victim who
may not be in 'fii1P!:OnOol of his powers of reason, thu,.<1vertiser
enters the hout, through an electronic; device to chiclren
whose reasoning powers 11i1V also b .11111116(1. 2" Tile case akairist
children's advertising is not sufficic itiv like the case against Albert
Ohralik, however, to justify a broad ban. Children under the age of
eight are not the decisionmakers, it istheir'parcnts who decide \sliat
will and will he bought.

2. The Advertisement of Sugared Products

Unlike its first proposal, the' FTCs;.0#4ond-"proposal, to ban all
advertising of sugared foods srri,:bv,child4 zoi did 'allege actual anal--
substantial harm to consumers. Sirif constitipt ion
"poses the most serious dental health r!, The FTC staff claimed
that a ban on advertisins,,of these. ould be justified under.
the third Cigarette Rule eriterio _eh...of..the Staff Report

possibilits that such a praelii:
1" Id at 460-62 In a more recent case. thca'Ajnit pheltia ban on Optometrists use of trade

names, a form of commercial speech, becatticLof -tE"' 1,:g If;
would be used to deceive eustcrers about lis of services Friedman s Rogers. 99 S.
Ct 887, 895-96 (I79).

'°° The FTC staff suggests that the allegeiinfairtiess of advertising directed to children etas,
be exacerbated bs the use of televisionan electronic medium especal's suited to hold dip
attention of young audiences FTC Staff Report, supra note 9, at 83-85. see R SHASt) \. TEL-
111siOt ,AND OUP CHILDREN 33-39 (1951)

sm FTC, Skaff Report, supro note 9, at 11
"2
"3 Id. at 190-94. see text accompanying note 166 supro. It is arguable that even if the alleged

dangers of sugar consumption present a sufficient basisiffor someone to regulate the advertising
of sugared products, they do not justif FTC regulation The FTC has no apparent authority to
regulate either the consumption of sugar or the'amount of sugar that may be allowed id food
products The authority to regulate adulterated or misbranded food is vested in the Food and
Drug Administration 21 U.S.0 §§ 331. 333, 334. 342 (1976); see text accompansing note Z12
infra. And Congress, in its discretion, may set a national policy regarding sugar consumption
Accordingly, the tFTC's effort to turn its own judgment about sugared foods into a national
policy against sugar consumption seems to exceed its statutory' authority, first amendment con-
cerns aside. Cf Bigelow-v Virginia. 421 U S. 809, 822.29 (1975) (holding that Virginia's ban on

rtising fur legal abortions was beyond the scope of the state's direct aiithorits to influence
r the behavior of its citizens, and was therefore entitled to little weight in a constitutional balanc-

itig test).

4
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focuses on medical evidence that the.sonsumption of sugared products
promotes tooth decay and, when it reaches the point of excess, obe-
sity and diabetes.204 But several problems are raised by this argu-
ment. Certainly the government has the power to regulate the sale

and distribution of,products that poise a health threat. It is unclear,
however, how great a threat and how serious an injury must be pres-
ent to justify a ban on speech.

The FTC staff found considerable support 2°5 in Congress 19.69
ban of broadcast advertising for cigarettes,206 upheld in-Capital
Broadcasting Co. v. Mitche11.2" However, even if a congressional
ban on broadcast advertising for cigarettes was warrant d,2"8 it-does
not follow that the FTC may similarly ban commercial . r sugared
products. As the FTC itself argued when it passed the Cigarette
Rule, the ban on cigarette advertising does not justify similar action
against sugar, because the long-term harmful effects of sugar con-
sumption result only from abusive overeating, while cigarettes are
habit-forming drugs. which pose an intolerable threat, to health even
when used in moderation.2°9 Thus, it is clear, in the context of the
constitutional balancing test, that the threat posed by cigarettes jus-
tifies a higher degree of interference with protected rights than do
the alleged dangers of sugar consumption. The state interest in pro-

2" FTC Staff Report, supra note 9, at 105-56
2" Id at 268-71

2" Public Health Cigarette Sinviling Act of 1969, Pub L No 91-222..§ 2. 84 Stet 87 (1970)
(codified as amended at 15 U S C. § 1335 (1976))

2" 333 F Supp 582 (4) 13 C 197kr, aff'd mem sub 110111 Capital Broadcasting Co s Acting .
Attornes Gen . 405 U S '10(W) (1972)

2" id at 584 -
2" Cigarette Rule. supra note 117. at 8361-62 To dispute the assertion that the Cigarette

Rule might he unduls expanded to require affirmative disclosures in adsertising for a ins nad of
consumer products. the FTC ..argued that the documented evidence dead% linking sinamg to
heart disease and cancer differentiated cigarettes from other concumer products. including
sugared foods, for purposes of the unfairness. doctrine Id at 8361-63 The FTC did note that
-Islhould it some das become established that consumption of and of these foods !including
sugared products) is as dangerous as cigarette smoking, remedial action bs the Trade Commis-
sion, the Department of Agriculture. or sonic other agencs might he appropnat, Id at 8362
The Fre:staff now argues that changing scientific views about sugar and its long term impact on
health vitiate the differentiation the Commission made in the Cigarette Rule FTC Staff Re-
port. supra note 9. at 174-75 However, the Department of Agriculture (USDA). sshich is re-
sponsible for -safeguardlingl the health and well-being of the Nation s children in federalls
funded food programs. 42 U S C § 1771 (1976). does not agree with the FTC that the ca.'
against sugar is so clear-cut The USDA declined to ban sugared cereals from distribution in its
-Special Supplemental Food Program fur women, Infants and Children. pending additional
investigation, concluding that "there is sonic disagreement in the scientific literature regarding
the correlation between various sugars and heal fl problems 42 Fed Reg 43205. 43212 (1977)
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tecting the public from treatable dental caVities is har dly as compel-'
hug as the4need to control cancer.

The availability of other, less intrusive means of controlling sugar
consumption also dictates against the constitutionaliti. of the proposed
ban. In /Virginia 'Pharmacy, the. Court recognized' the legitimacy of
the state's interest in holding pharmacists to high professional stan-
dards,'° but nevertheless concluded that a ban on advertising was not
an acceptable means to effect that interest: "Virginia is' free tci require
whatever professional standards it wishes of its pharinIcists; it may
subsidize thein.,or protect th%na n competition in other ways. . . .

But it may not, do so by kefrpin he public in ignorance of the en-
tirel lawful terms that competing pharmacists are offering.- 213.:
the present situation, the government may also have other lest re-' :
strictive Options if it elects to conduct a war against sugar: One critic
has suggested that sugar could be removed from the Food and Drug'
Administration's list of foods '',Generally. Recognized as Safe,3-212-alo
that Congress could stop "subsidizing" sugar production', stop funclingt
any school breakfast or lunch program that serves highlysugared
cereals, take candy.,.out of school hinchroom vending machines, make
highly sugared products ineligible for food stamp purchases, and,
most directly, simply limit the sugar content of breakfast cereals and
snack foods.213

The FTC Staff Report argued that the,mandate of Virginia
,Pharinacy'to use means of control other than complete suppressii6n of
commercial speech should not be applied to the proposed rulemakIng.

-on sugar because sugared product advertising is dir,ected atIchildren,
Whose reasoning powers are limited and who therefore Wye no in-
terest recognized by the Commercial speech doctrine.;,'! But the
FTC cannot rationally distinguis'h Virginia Pharmacy o'Vthe basis of
the difference between adult and child audiences: the ban on ad-
vertising for highly sugared products is not focusta on commercials
directed at very young children, whose conceptual and perceptual

2" 425 U S at 766-70
2" Id at 770 (citation omitted). of LITIIiiark ASSIK,S ins v Township of %Vallitighorii. 431

U S 85, 94-97 119771 (noting that while the state interest in pAinoting rattail. integrated hous-
ing is legitimate and important. restricting the free flow of information bs prohibiting the post-
ing of -for sale signs is an unconstitutional mean's to achieve that objeCtive)

212 See 21 C F R § 182 1(a) (1978)
2" Comments of Richard Jencks Before the Children and Advertising Seminar Series.

Georgetown University La.. Center, Summar. of Feb 27. 1978 Session, at 4-5 (cops on file at
New York University Lau Review) Mr Jencks, a broadcast consultant. is former president of
the CBS Broadcast Group

2" FTC Staff Report, supra note 9, at 258-60
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diffi6ulties wereilfkmssed above,215'but on those directed at
Older children, who, ,4r.-ording to the FTC staff's own report..
do under tand the selling purpose of commercials and are more

e likely to e skeptical .of advertised messages.216
Whit emerges, then; is a difficult balance. On one side is the

.' 'FTC's, uty to protect consumers from. unfair business practices or
physical harm; but against this duty must be weighed the first
amendment rights of'advertisers to dissethlnate commercial informa-
tion. To the extent that the ill effects of .unfgair practices are tshown, the

- 'Commission should be free to regulate unfairly manipulatixe/advertising
practices, and perhaps ban them altogether-, 'when the potential
hazards are so great and so likely to'occur that an individual-,
lied consideration of particular commercials Would be ineffec
five. That:case, however, has not been made agaititt children's adver-
tising. The FTC's assertion that all advertisements, directed at small
children are unfair'or unhealthful is certainly contraly to the policy of- .

careful line-drawing required by the constitutional doctrine-which
prohibits the silencing of protected speech merely because it offends -

the sensibilities.of some members of society.

CONCLUSION

Unpopular speech frequently poses difficult first amendment
questions,,, and children's advertising is no exception. Each side of the
debate is charged with emotional issues that make any constitutional
balance -difficult to strike. The FTC's popular crusade against chil-
dren's adverthing is filled With assertions that would expand the
Commission's power to promulgate content-based regulations of ad-
Vertijine In an effort to protect children, the CoininissiOn has drafted
a report which, ,if accepted, would enable it to broadly interfere with
commercial speech on several fronts in an 'unprecedented manner.
Such an expansion, in the form of a broad assault on an entire class of
speech, cannot be upheld if the constitutional protection recently ex-
tended to commercial speech is to remain meaningful.'

This does not mean that the FTC is powerless to regulate adver-
tising directed at young audiences. The FTC has longstanding author-
ity to control advertising techniques that prey on and mislead the

1

"5 Sec teat accompanying notes 121-25 supra.
2" FTC Staff Report, supra. note 11, at 78-91 (indicating that children's abilit to differentiate

between programming and commercials, and to'undestand the selling purpose of advertising,
increases with age), see NSF RESEARCH, supra note 20, at27-32. .
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public by deceptive assertions and omissions. The commercial speech
cases make it clear, ,however, that the role of regulators is to preserve
commdnication in the marketplace, and to ensure that advertisements
are clear and truthful. Any regulations premised on the assumption
that the .proper detergent for cleansing the flow of commercial speech
is silence violate both the letter and the underlying policy of the
commercial, speech doctrine.
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The' Current Status
Of Comparative Advertising

STERHEN W. BROWN
DONALD W.-JACKSON, JR. `

Advertisers *am us not to confuse the 'Ford ,
Granada with a Mercedes-Benz and they ask us to com-
pare the'roave of the Remington razor with that of arty
razor blade. These are examples of comparative adver-
tising the practice of naming a competing product in
an advertisement and making a direct comparison.

Comparative advertising his touched off consider-
able controversy in, the

the
industry. Some

leaders vigorously support the practice while others con-
demn it. Victor Bloede. Chairman of Benton and
Bowtes, says "There is nothing wrong with sliming'
names. It is neither illegal nor immoral. And it isn't
even fattening. "' Tracy Western. Director of the FTC
Bureau of Consumer Protection, commented on the
charge that compaiison advertising is confining. He
feels "confusion is a higher state of knowledge than ig-
norance."' Stanley 1. Tannenbaum. Chairman of Ken-

Aand EcEhardt, views comparative advertising as
dvertising's own brand of consumerism." '

Advertising that coMparesone or more brands of')
product has increased in the last feW years with the en
couragemen4of the Federal Trade Coinminion. This ar
tide explores the backgeouna', nature, and frequency of

. .
coMparanve adverts:mg and discusses strategies and of
fallowness of such adiertiring.

Stephen W. Brown and Donald W. Jackson, Jr. are
faculty members in the Marketing Department, College
°faun:en Administration, Arizona State University.

Reproduced with permission from Arizona
the Bureau of Business and Economic Res
Arizona State University.

Strong opposition to these favorable opinions -has
also developed, however. One of the most outspoken
critics is Andrew G. Kershaw, Chairman Bfthe Board of
Ogilvy,ind Mather. He views the comparisons as ex-
tremely damaging to advertising's credibilisy and
possibly destructive to the free enterprise system due to'
the loss of respect for business.' Jack Roberts. also of
Ogilvy and Mather, warns that comparative advertising
may turn business into a "carnival brand name
shooting gallery. "" -

Although many firms have always used comparative
merges in their personal selling efforts, the practice of
usinf comparative messages in advertising is relatively
new. The purpose of this article is to explore the-area of
comparative advertising with special attention' to the
regulatory environment, the use of this form of adver-
tising, the strategies used to compare products, and the
.effectiveness of the technique.

ENABIJNG CONDI77ONS

Brand ".y"

Comparative advertising has been used for many
years. In the early 1930s, for example, Plymouth
challenged the consumer to compare their car with the
"big 3.- However, prior to the 1970s. many' advertisers'

.shied away from comparative advertising despite the
absence of any regulations againit it. Perhaps this was
due to aft unwritten code of honor within the advcrtis-

Business. v. 20. Feb. 1070: 3-9. Published by
Parch. College of Business Administration,
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ing industry Muth iiimparative advetttsing was limited
to those tompansulis beiweer X'' ill an obliter
Aril bleep- brand and the ideRtifieiloputisa
...mintier almost never knew if the unnamed bland was
1141 of fit lit lotis SointlifTlet. however. Brand X was
lift t rated so 11141 air +triage viewer amid easily identify

for example whels Bell .1M1 Howell "Unpaired their
to Brand X, most penple knew Brand X

was Xertie AMOK.: rwmple Wihe flulialne baste be
!wren SOS and Brillo scouring pads liar h referred to its
in 11 olds as 'that milk pad' or ''that blue pad The

plodus t brand names were never mentioned

\rolnlx Vamel

In to- i the Federal trade Commission il-TV.)
can taking tarps tit entourage iomparative advents-

lie hoping in provide intuit tangible ptivlut 1 infoinia.
ion to consumers and also hi open op a new range' of
saint itivqrting strategies the FTC staff suggested

liar ,oilsoidi rs might be able to make better product
h,4,11 es hi knowing the iilentity of the sumpcting

brands mil the, began to campaign aitively hit the
i g it inor.rholl 01 roMpAtIsoll Ids crliSetticIIIS on all net
scois.s in lair 19'1 Robert Pootskv Doetror of Con.
ilium I ['kilt-shoo led tjyr.....ampaign by writing a seen

tit letters exploolng the situation and asking Mai CRS
mil 1151 asiepi somparaine adsertnenients on their
'I( to arks \BC alreacls allowed LvirifiarailvC advcrtne
moos but lew were shown ibis was bet ALuse of the

ill ,..0 1,, ailiennert 01 making .1 ,I,iiIpaimi, adter
ii, 1111111 to( \11( and another noncomparatise Aver-
nocfneill lot I BS and ABC The'FI( reasoned that by
Mowing siomparisons advertising would become
,iular rii tiiniumer Report in the offering of corn.
titian, produti inforrnation

I here were also rumors that ref All to run torn.
pit at M. adsertisements might be considered restraint
01 trade It firms acre not allowed to brag treely about
their ylirr mo.r,t.q. there Would he less roillpeti.
!Ion iptl lc, intimation to introdute new prodoits
I in.illr he, Jute the use of Brand X and beeped torn
pa ruins lett i pen so mil opportunities to mislead; he
,onsomer the I'll hoped real ioMparisons would clis
'outage this v in It dist-piton In short the, hoped 10
opc n up a slew ca of oriltrtJte JsroUntabilifs resulting
Ir../11 tornp.italitc advertising programs

This en, ouragement lot tionparisons was as not with.
out its inns, howeser The Artscritan ,Assos !anon of
killertising Agent irS IAA.[ Si has attempted to keep

IYeri,ing standards high in viler III 11.1d ,,,I,11/1/(,
t

FEBRUARY

.
fur itlVertiting nor 1?62 reVIllefiSinlikairp/PriaCiffl
tesognized that "keen and vigorous Competition,

.honestly conducted is necessary to the growth of
Arnericau business" and that advertising is part of
thus AG mentions the potential of weakened public
confidence shook.) unfair competitive practices begin.
The Creative Code, Whith is enirorsed by the AAAA
and several other organizations and industpesincludes
a statement against ':,comparisons which unfairly
disparage a competitive product or service.". Until

,recently. CBS and ABC felt that just naming names
constituted disparagement. A

-111c AAAA was deeply concerned with comParative
advertising and have had numerous committees study
the subject Polity statements were published in 196(i)
1967. 1969. and all of them tendedto discourage ce(n-
Ninon advertising It 'was not until 1974 'iliac their
positiOn changed

Statement of Policy

The AAAA issued a Statement and
Guide /nil for Comparinve Advertning'.. in April,
1974 Basically. the provisions required that. (I) The
advertisement should inform and not discredit others
(2) The advertisement should name only significant
competition hui not in a degrading or mnfair manner.
I II Similar product properties Mould be the only ones
iompared, not unnarnsfferenres (4)1f 'tie is made, n
should be objective, preferably done by an indcpeq:
dent testing facility IS) All claims must be SUppOeted,
and full results must he reported sit as not roJead son-
stamen to improper conclusions based on partial and
biased results

In addition to the ,!AAA Policy Statement,-a
Telernton Code -was developed that has allowed com-
parative advertising snIce January 1974. as long as the
comparisons are fair A Radio Code has also been
deseloped, which asks that comparisons be "confined
to Iseult( facts rather than generalized statements or
conclusions'' ABC has written its own set of Com-
parative A./relining Guideltnet that are very similar to
the AA-AA Policy Statement The print media has no
(uncut regulations in this area

Regtd.trront

Regulating comparative advertising is still very dd.,
cult despite these recent advances Before 'a commer
sal Lail be shown on any network. it must be to/tearer..
by that network's own ilearance staff for taste and U')
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curacy. finalise of the sententious load (tip'iti )11, t81
toinmertials it& ytur) and highly tet Imical test truths.
tiles Inh is emitemelyJiliffittIll 'Compounding the dd.
'lathy lithe tendency fur adverti.cs. to :Inv tests that
weighlhe results in diet( product's favor.

Selfregulatory limiles`move into ACIIIIII if an Aver.
lisertient is ever questioned 'the National Advertising
Division of the Cobticil of the Better Business Hurrah ex.
amines the test.tiata 'used to substantiate thi adver-
tiser's claim. This division then makes a decision. If the
decision is appended, it goettu the National Advertising
Review Boatd ful then amnion -The such is often dd.
foul' to uncover and, even when it Is, n9 channels are
readily available for retribution.

NATURE AND FREQUENCY

Estimate; suggest that comparative advertising con-
stitutes from 7 percent to 25,percent of total advertis-
ing.' This Wide range is due in part to the different
definitions of comparative advertising. Wilkie and Fer
cis offer the following." (I) compares two or more
specifically named or recognizably presented Brands of

. the same generic product or service class, (2) makes such
a comparison in terms of one tat more specific product
attributes.

'Different tete h oft terisity arc also possible, ranging
from "a very casual mention of a competitive brand to a
very high level pdintby-point comparison of the spon
sated and competing brands. A low level corn-
parison may only refer to the competition as the
leadingbrand." An example of a high level comparison
advertisement would be American Motors' point-by,-
point comparison btrween their Gremlin .and,,the com-
peting Pinto and Yd

In a prior stutiowever, the authors of this art tele
made. a distinct+ between strictly comparative and
implied comparitive advertising." Strictly comparative
advertisements encompass situations where competition
was named indtorihown. Implied comparisons. on the
other hand,,are those that compve. the sponsor to

Brand R", to other brands in general, or even to other
Products producecc hy the same company. An example

' of this last type is a recent deodorant advertiement
where a woman says "I'm throwing out my old Secret
fgrsomething better. New Secret!"

.
refry:J*14 ,yer mg

Wht broad definition was used, the stucy
fi;wid that percent of observed television adver-
tisements co 1-be classified as comparative in nature,5

'COMPARATIVE. AliVIAITISIN(
, . .

That ',enthuse goes clown to 1 to ',them,' how eves.
when only strictly etimparative advertieidnis AN
counted These account fur only about I permit of
total advertising 111111.. 111111 Abe controvert) about%
corrinatismi advertising is cunt tied to a telatively small
4111011111 Or advertising '

The researchers were also interested in )shelter amp
products were WIC often assoi twit With comparative
advertisements They found that nonplesuipt ion drugs
were the num commonly compared items. Some of the
products meanie aspirin, cold tablets. allergy pills. and
sleeping aids. Several other protium found to be
moderately associated with comparison advertisements
were "household products, food. consumer durables.
and personal care products."

Another question investigated by the study was ,the
nature of the fomnarisons It was found that 110 percent
of the time, quality was compared; price was compared
only 12 percent of the time It was,suggested that this
may be due to the fait Mit price is more difficult to
control and is dihject to local But and thus may
not be suitable for national diedia '' 1

Magazin; Adveittinig

Comparison ladvcrusing in magazine articles was
observed in anottiet study by Jackson, Brown. and Hat
mon The basic questionwasked were again in regard tat
nature and frequency... Comparison advertising was
also investigate4 in A conjunction with the type of °
magazine in which it was found. st

Four different types of magazines were used in the
areas of general editorial (Realer, Digest); mgt's (E,
quire), women's (Ladle, Home Journal) and business
(Neustweeig A range Or fifteen years was covered by
observing 11711 gazines in 1960, 196). 1970 pnd 1975:
Definhions used in the study'were very similar to the
ones used in Eitown'and Jackson:s study of television
comparison advertising.' .1

The frequency of comparative messages represents
'only 8 percent of the- advertisements using the broad
definition. If the stryitly comparati4 meaning is used,
the percentage 'falls to 1.2 percent When these ITSIAIN
are. related to the 'Irequency of comparative television
advertisements, the low percentages are not too surpris-
ing. Over time, the freque cy has increased moderate.
ly In 1960 the number rift liompaiative advertise-
mend was 6.3 percent, b_192 it had increased to 9.8
percent The impliedliategory stayed fairly level civet
the years at approximately 7 percent. while sun tly com -
parative advertisements increased 'from 0.1 percept in
1960 to approximately 3 percent in 197) .
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Signillivill ddfcrcncei were found among the
maga/Ines Re.nleri Ilsge it had the highest pertectiage
of nmpahum 111 v percent) followed by.taihei Mine

iund at 1 pencil', Newircire4 at 6 jersent.,and fir ,
vide al 'I percent Perhaps these differences are telAted
to the finding that thugs and household products,
which are mote likely to be toniparatively advertised,
are more prevalent in a worse such as Re.airl Plod.
Analysis of the number of products compared in each
advettisedient showed that approximately In percent
compared one in two other branch with the sponsor,
while 29 percent compared the sponsor. to five or more
blands :The latter type is usually a comparison to the,
-leading Mantis.' withtiut a specifit indication of
names

. In summary, examination of television and
magazine advertisements indicates that strictly com-
parative advertisements are a relatively small hart of all
isormarative advertisements, which in turn are a small
pail of total ton tiing Comparative advertising is in-
s teasing. how ver. and certain product areas are more
likely to be comparatively advertised

STRATEGIES

Even with so few comparative advertisements
eclat rte in MIA advertising, definite somparat we adver-
tising forms and strategics have begun to take shape

( .ninerralmn

Thr fi"Jrnit Then:lel:4, To begin with, the number
of brands to he mentioned and the brands themselves
play an important part in the advertisement Should
"moans be intense or subtle, Contrasts between very
minor product attributes may be perceived as meaning-
less or deceptive Also, if the sponsor's brand wins in
every rest. the advertisement may not be as believable
as an advertisement in which the product loses part of
the time Opel ran an entire advertising campaign in
which it finished second in a step by step comparison
heiween itself. Toyota. Dustin and the Rabbit yet sales
in, reased significantly

re.i R rAnother major question involves the-
ur of test results How conclusive mist the tests be in'
order to deem them significant, Shoul`dthe-fesults and
ter design be made available to anyone who wants I
them, Also, the consumer might not be able to identify
which product is being promoted in a comparative
advertisement This could cause a ,boomerang effect.
thereby ins teasing the competitor's dales

En411,r Market Finally. the product and target

392

. A

Market become important Cirta t1 proton /marker
Woo may lend themselves better to comparative
advertising than others. As illustrated pieviously, drug'
goods and consumer household goods are already
the.l011111iitallse allftf111111g tool to a greater. cleglke
thin tither Noricum in lie. television media.

itrehm;Inel

'Directionality, Pride, Lana), and Neither have ex
posed one toiletry that they refer to A direcliondily. it
This term desitibes whether the product is associated
with, or differentiated from, the competing brand,-An
example of association is the Volvo advertisement that
continues prices of the Volvo 16I with a Mercedes-Benz

1.210. The purpose is to raise the Ivo.% image by asioe.
ming it with the Mercedes, wl Ile emphasizing the
Volvo's more affordable price. iffereotiation can be
demonstrated by another automobile comparison ad-
vertisement A Saab is ,compared to` a Volvo on a
number of criteria. The advertisement differentiates the
can using twenty-eight separate a butes.

Stn.:Ting AtInbtati. Another strategy involves
changing the consumers' perceptions of specific at- ,

tributes The advertiser tries to emphasize positive pro-
duct attributes. Mazola's advertising campaign pro-
bably illustrates this best. Initially. Mazola introduced-
the attribute of 100 percent cornoil and emphasized'
that Mazola margarine was the only product using pure
corn oil Then, corn oil was built ap in the consumers'
minds by playing up all of its advantages over other
oils. Finally, comparative adyertisements were used to
clarify that Mazola is the only one of the three,,leading
oils that is 100 percent corn oil.

The Challenger. Many times a very small advertiser t

will challenge the matmladIeniser in a field. The pur-
pose of this is to bring attention to the advertisement
because the major brand is already well known. A cur-
rent example of this is Shasta Cola, a cola with only a
small share of the market, comparing its taste to that of
the two giants, Coke and Pepsi. At the end of the ad-
vertisement a man says, "If I were those other two
colas, I'd watch out!''

One final strategy is name clarification, A classical
example of this is the Goodrich Tire Company's adver-
tising campaign designed to differentiate themselves
from Goodyear: Tire Company since their names are to
similar

EFFECTIVENESS

The effectiveness of compirative advertising is im-
portant both to thespublic andto the advertiser Several
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questions still need its he answettil about sautpatativc
rlvernsemenli.

Arc Comparison ativeimements mote infinniallve,
'or ate people PM 11101r likely to believe them simply
helium a tompatison was made? Does companion ad.
Yenning lead to a (kale] MAIM Image, or can it
backfire? Do the consumers' prior belief' make a dd.
femme in comparison advenoing effet melte& If they
already prefer or use the competing brand, what are the
chancaof swaying them over to the sponsor's Ammar
Could seeing their preferred brand in a comparison
have a 'name effect an then attitude toward the allow
sor's product/ Finally, does comparison advertising ac-
tually increase sales more than noncomparatiVe adver %
thing? Although several studies have been performed, '
the answers to these questions are nor yet cleat.

Generally, studies have showm no real differences
between comparative and noncomparative advertising
Furthermore, "when interactions with other variables
are nor considered, comparativd, advertisements are no
better or worse than' single product advertisements i`

Brand Recall and Loyalty

The ability of an advertisement to leave the viewer
with a solid memory of the product is Usually referred to
as brand recall In a study by Levine. respondents were
exposed to a number of sets of commercials containing
various mixes of comparative and noncomparative ad-
vertisements After each set, they were asked to recall as
many brands as possible Generally, identification of
brands was not depe.ndent on type of advertisement. In
one case where differences did exist, 'comparatively
advertised brands were recalled less often In contrast,
Prasad measured claim recall and found that subjects
had a much higher memory of claims when comparative
advertisements were viewed i' Perhaps, as Maxis' work
indicates, this is because comparative advertisements
are (more active, aggressive, and interesting, thus caus-
ing higher awareness...

When another brand is mentioned, the possibility
always exists of misidentification of the sponsored
brands. Levine's study supports this idea. Women ex-
pOled to comparative advertisements were significantly
more likely to identify one of the competitive named
brands as the sponsor brand than women exposed to
noncomparative advertisements. This could lead to a
higher awareness .of the competitor's product than of
the sponsored product.

If the consumer already prefers a brand, com-
parative advertising against it may cause negative at-

COAIPARATIVIIi
Modes towattl she spoiunted Istaisil Golden found dim
Wand loyahy was yr!), Impuniun wiirii csplainuhg the
Vali:Otte in 01111103e 1111e1111011. it wayfininti Mai the
"degree of bland loyalty foward the spumoni% brand
positively affect' respondents mutilate intentions

Among subjects who had a prior ifrefeteme for Kodak
Prasail found mote negative altitudes toward a lit monis
loamd regarding claim cteclibility than among subjects
who did not have a poor preference for Kodak Ile then
tecommends that advertisers be exuemely careful us
adequately substantiate all claims in order to boon
maths confidence in then advetlisetiletil

Infikohanre Value

Since information value was a prime reason for lift.
ing the taboo`on comparative advertising, it would he
hoped that comparative adverusernenis are more in-
formative than noncomparative advertisements These
ditect comparisons give the consumer a specific stan-
dard with which to weigh purchase decisions between
competing brands Single product advertisements may
not provide a basis for decision A study by Pride, Limb
and Pletcher found that the effectivenes of comparative
advertisements for produring feature awareness was not
significantly different between the two types,,of adver-
tisements. It was found, however, that moderately in-
tense advertisements "create higher levels of perceived
informativeness" than do low intensity advertise-
ments

Penuativenets

Along with informative value and brand recall, per-
suasiveness is a major concern to advertisers. Do mas-

k partson advertisements really persuade consumers to try
a product, Again. Levine's study finds no significant
increase in brand choice when the product was com-
paratively advertised. Specific commercials were found
to be more persuasive than others, but this did not de-
pend on whether the ad was comparative or not Levine
did find that persuasive value of a commercial increased
significantly if it was the only comparative one shown in
a group of commercials." This suggests that novelty is a
factor. As long as comparative advertisements remain a
small part of total advertising, the persuasive value may
be greater.

Studies basically show that negative attitudes are
associated with comparative advertising. People are
skeptical of advertisers' claims because they do not
believe that the tests are conducted fairly McDougall
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nlcWbnlcd In Ills study, though, that Mete are a illiti
wino of respondents who did hold polio; attitude'
towards itimpalattvo advenising Ile iliggetts that 11

11111 pulp tan be defined, certain minium may he
targeted at ming soutparative advertising halm
'tangos 11

NC
I

Oetpitc the mounting evidence that coMpatallVe
advertising it nu hotter and at Woes has the potential to
he wane than traditional advertising, Skillet% 11011e1 do
exist

One of thew tuvolve:\outs thinness Machines Cot,
potation Savin wanted to edge 111.11 Xerox and IBM in
the plain paper copiet field they felt they had devel-
oped a superior product that was al Wally less expensive
than comparable XCIA))1 01 IBM 'mulch. The difficulty
fvf competing wish -such well ell A11111(41 firms called fur
an incentive campaign Savo prodieced a campaign ask-
ing, "What do Xerox and IBM copiers have most In
common? Both are most commonly replaced by the
Sam 700 Sales have nearly quadrupled in the three
years time the campaign began

Another success story is the Sc hick Inc Flesmiant
electric shaver Schick compared the Fleximanc to three
of the leading shavers by name Sales increased by 28
million. and.the market share went up bytbout 16 per.
(COI Success, however. Is not always sweet In Schick's
case, legal suits total more than $12 million, and the
advertising industry's self-regulatory bodies forced the
advertisement to be taken out of the media It was rul-
ed that the advertising campaign was "false in some
details and misleading in its overall implications:*

The large number of formal complaints shows that
the initial reluctance of the FTC to encourage corn-
parative ads was well founded Many lawsuits have been
filed by firms whose products were named in com-
parative advertisementi. Alberto-Culver, makers of
Alberto Balsam creme rinse, filed a suit against Gillett
asking $7 mtflion in damages. They based theit case on
the fact that sales had fallen sharply after a false and
misleading ad was shown in which AlbertoBals was
named. In another case, the FTC filed suit' artist
General Electrit for inadequate proof that thr televi-
sion required less servicing than any other br d. G.E.
had based several advertisements on this feature..

1.1;11110AM'

CONCIVVION

1'r are IW.1 11C/1101.M es 1111111 which to
view tompatative 411,01111111W A math' milky view and
an ulvenlset'1'view, r(1111) a public polls y petspettive.
several positive helle11111 till he IIC11141 114111 111111

putative AdVC1111111N. If done and honettly, the
rimming! may really benefit from the incteased
fondaqn allowing better buying fletitouit. Com
patatIve advetthentent nay alto entotitatte innovation
and foster competition, alto benefiting the c1111111111er

011 the negative sole, possibility of deception always
exists. Perhaps the biggeti problem is the opportunity
to use only selective tau 111 1.11e ativentscnients. Few
AtIVer115e11 would 1:011111111111t Ale test results Mai were
negative toward theirirwo product test designs can lie
construtted so as to give die dewed pllItill(1 an edge
over the competitor One solonon to this problem is to
create ail IlldepelltICIII test tenter I hal screens All COM
pArillVe ad claims before they are released this ob-
viously would be very- expensive Another solution'
would be to have Mitt (etiolation and heavy penalties
for deceptive ads and distorted test result% A lllll her
negative factor might be the possibility of consumer
confusion caused by exposure to competing advertise.
mews

Frorn the advertiser's viewpoint, comparative AVM
titing may allow a small company to benefit from
association with the industry leaders, may allow product
benefits to be more clearly differentiated, and may
force firms to be mpre progressive and innovative On
the negative side, there is a possibility of loss of
credibility for the firm, a boomerang effect, and the
questionable effectiveness of the technique

When considering using comparative advertise-
menu, a firm should follow Wilson's suggestions: First,
nontrivial attributes must be compared Second, well-
documented evidence should he obtained on which to,
base all claims. Third, companions should be of a
moderate intensity and among brands withlwhich the
advertiser directly COmperev. Finally, all measures
should be taken to avoid sponsor misidentification.
This includes displaying the sponsor's name pro-
minently and early in the advertisement. If these can-
not be met, the advertiser would do well, in light of
available evidence, to follow a traditional type of Ayer.
tisement.
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Lawn to roguloto tnxto oubutonouo bovu Num difficult to hoplumunt duo to
their rulionce on oclontific uvldunco ti dotermlnu whuthor or not, among other
ufftwiti, a oohntoncu prows 41 corcinowinic rink to hnmonui Neluneu in not a
!static dluelplInu. Ito dynamic nature torcua polleymokoru to make dociiiiono
Wood on -"Om boot ovalloblu uvidunce," wad oach of the lawn unoctod hue
included guldelinou bauud on thu utatu of uclunt4fie knowludgu at the Limo when
it WOO pilaw'''.

Thin plecumeol muthod of controlling uxpoauruu to haxardona oubutaneuu hau
led to dLaparotu and confuol4 muthedH to ovatuatu thu rinks of a unbutaneu'u
use In a variety of expouuruei "Some of the lawu explicitly nt4te how theriuku
osuoclotud with a Huhatancu Mont bu witightul againot thu hunufitu durived from
the use of that unbutancei Thu muthodo of tenting, howevur, are loft to the
appropriate adminlatrator to &wide. Other laws allow regulators to deturminu
only thu rialto anaocioted wf.li a initiatin:a: they allow no tow of dlitcrution by
the regulators.

In the wake of public outcries over proposed regulittion of with products as
saccharin and nitrites, Federal regulators and the Congrese are currently oval-
uating their policies and laws with regard to carcinogenic aubutandes. The
Federal agencies reaponsible for regulating toxic substances havo moved to coor-
dinate their critorid for determining the potential carcinogenic risk posbil by
a snbatane. The Congress has begun to explore alternatives to oxisting'toxic
substances laws.

Many issues have arisen in Ovule offorts to set standards for testing and
marketing products which contain substances with carcinogenic properties.
Theee questions includes (1) Should Congress amend or repeal current lawn
requiring absolute safety in the marketing of consumer products? (2) lava
these laws become outmoded due to further advances in scientific knowledge?
(3) Should Congress make policy judgments in'regard to risks associated with
consumer products, or are these decisions better handled by scientists?
(4) Who should be responsible for determining an acceptable level of risk of
exposure to carcinogens -- Congress or the Federal agencies? (5) Is standardiza-
tion of testing substances for carcinogenic properties feasible, given the con-
troversies over differences in sources of exposure, appropriate routes of
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administration, high-risk populations? extrapolation of experimental animal
results to humans, and the inadequacies of epidemiological studies? These are
some of the complex scientific and policy questions that nee51 to be answered.

The following articles have been seletted to illustrate 'several viewpoints
on these questions. Mo4,general articles are also included for use as points
of departure and background.

r.
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Toxics
By Truman Temple

Exactly 100 years ego Peter Collier. the
chief chemist at the U.S. Department

of Agriculture's Division of Chemistry,
decided to do something about the rem-
pent adulteration of foods in the United
States.A hodgepodge of State laws pro-
vided scant protection. Collier saw lIt
need for Federal action and drpfted a bill
to provide it.

During the next 26 years more than 100
0111s were Introduced In Congress to cope
with the situation. A handful of measures
were approved around the turn of the ce
tury dealing with the problem In piecemeal
fashion, but the most significant action
came In 1906 with enactment of the Food
and Drug Act and the Meat Inspection Act.

Thew were the first Important Federal
lame In this country dealing with "toxic
substances," for they sought to prevent the
dl/trIbution of consumer products Ptak
contained, for one reason or anOther, some
very potent poisons. Prompted In part by
Sinew and death among U.S. troops who
had eaten contaminated meat during the
Spanish - American War, and later by
series of articles and books on abuses An
the meat-pecking and patent medicine in
dustries, the laws enabled the government
to proceed in Federal coons solos, in.
lurk). food preservatives. They halted
numerous abuses in patentediclne traffic.
They prodded food processors Into seeking
better sanitation and sterilization. But the
growth of many industries in the 20th can.
tury involving chemicals made It clear that
other legislation would be needed and the
Federal Goveinment's regulatory role
broadened. The Federal food, drug, end
cosmetic law was rewritten In 1638 and
subsequently amended several times. In
addition, many other laws dealing with
toxic materiels of one kind or another were
enacted. Ultimately, five major Federal
agencies were created to administer some
15 different laws on the subject of toxic
materials.

By tar the most active period for legis-
lation was the decade of the 1970's Meas.
urea enacted by Congress during this
period have been prompted by widespread

public concern over environmental damage.
by the consumer protection movement, by
lawsuits, and by advances in medicine that
stressed the need for preventive Steps to
shield the public from harmful chemicals.
rather than costly clean-up activity after
the damage has been done. Pert of this
philosophy reflected a shift In emphasis
within the medical profession in dealing
with cancer. Many physicians and research
professionals felt that more emphasis
should be placed on keeping carcinogens
out of man's environment rather than on the
"cancer cure" approach. Buttressing this
view was the widelycirculated Surgeon
General's report that had linked cigarette
smoking with lung cancer, heart disease,
and whet ailments,

The Environmental Protection Agency
has played prominent role In admini°
tering many of the new laws dealing with
various aspects of toxins since EPA's
creation in 1970. The most directly In.
valved of these laws. of course. are the
Toxic Substances Control Act ITSCA) and
the Resource Conservation and Recovery
Act, both enacted in 1976. °thieves°
dealing with twice are the Clean Air Act,
the Clean Water Act, the Federal Insect!
cid*. Fungicide and Rodenticide Act
(FIFRA) of 1972, and the Safe Drinking
Water Act of 1974. I Control of toxins under
the Clean Alr Act is described aleswhere in
this Issue.)

One of the first problems that con-
fronts someone grappling with this ar-
cane subject is What is toxic? From
medical point of view, just about everything
1 If taken in large enough quantities. As the
16Ih century physician, Paracelaus. has put
It. "All things are poisonous. for there Is
nothing without poisonous qualities. It is
only the dose which makes thing poison."
It Is because tonics can be so broadly de-
fined, and are so pervasive in our advanced
technology. that many agencies and laws
ere involved in controlling them. However.
much of the locus In Identifying and con-
trolling toxic substances today Is on those
that may cause chronic and irreversible
health effects ilk. cancer. birth defects, and
pens mutations.

(Radioactive materials, though they may
be highly toxic to humans, are handled
under separate laws for a number of
reasons. For purposes of definition, ex-
cess radiation is considered physical
Insult to the body, while toxic substances
are chemical Insults. Also, a person may be
harmed by radioactive material simply by
proximity to it, whereas a toxic chemical
would have to be ingested. Inhaled of
touched by person to cause harm.)

EPA's task in regulating twice Is com-
plicated by the vast numbers of chemicals
that have come Into the marketplace In the
past three decade.. Steven D. Jellinek.
Assistant Administrator for Toxic Sub-
stances. has pointed out that TSCA em-
powers EPA to gather basic information on
roughly 40.000 commercial chemical sub-
stances being made or pawned by some
115.000 establishmente.

Briefly the law provides EPA with au-
thority to do these things:

Review new substances before they are
manufactured to identify and prevent un-
reasonable risks;

Require reporting of any significant new
uses of existing chemicals and limit or
prohibit any uses that might pose unreason.
able risks:

/ Require industry to test cenein chemical.
and categories of chemicals for adverse
health and environmental effects;

Control the distribution and disponal of
any that pose an unreasonable risk to ha-
man health and the environment.

As required by TSCA, EPA last June
released the Nation's first comprehensive
Inventory of commercial chemicals manu-
factured or Imported Into the United States
during the past four years. The list will be
updated periodically. An Idea of the rapid.
Ity with which the whole chemical flkld is
changing and growing is Indicated by the
number of chemicals on this Initial list:
43.276 compounds manufactured or Im-
ported by 7 420 organizations since
January. 1975

Conimued

Eva JOURNAL Al

Reprinted with the permission of the eopyrtght holder from EP1 Journal. v 5, July-
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TM Resource Conservation and Recov-
ery Act dealt with wale* when they are in
the form of hazardous wastes being die-
t/Med of by society. The 1978 law directs
EPA to Identify hazardous wastes. taking
into account such factors as toxicity, per-
sistence. degradability. potential for ac-
cumulation In Maus. flammability and cor-
nutty ity Permits are required for facilities
treating. disposing and storing such
wastes. EPA Is developing comprakensive
reputations for hazardous waste manage-
ment including guideline. for the develow
mint of State hazardous waste management
program...The Act also authorizes EPA and
State officals to inspect facliitis copy
record. and obtain samples to enforce
requirernenrs

TM Clean Water Act controls discharge.
yr toxic poliotents into waterway. and lakes
by means of eRluent Canard. Under the
OA,101 1972 Federal Wtes Pollution Con
Doi Act EPA eStablished strict limits on
the discharge of such toxic pollutants
losaphene endrin PCB and bensiden
n addition um], theaClean Wet, Act any
°due', that dicrunge. Rewire,. Into
Iunta reatrnent want moat ot treat tta

effluent so that it does not interfere with the
plant's operation- (A moat detailed article
on this subject appears on m* 17 In this
issue.) EPA published list of 85 toxic
pollutant* [Wye., and may add to the list.
as authorized by the law. Each toxic pol-
lutant listed is subject to effluent limita-
tions. ming best available technology for
clean-up.

Finally, the Sale Drinking Water Act of
1974 provides for the protection of drink
Ing water suppliea from intrusion by toxic
wastes through national drinking water
quality standards The Act calla for studies
of contamination by cancer-musing sham
scale tee. In which EPA laboratories
pia, manor rOle

Federal ',aviation Of tosicili however
not wholly the responsibility of EPA In
addition to the Food and Drug Adminletra
lion which dmInIstera the Federal Food
Drug and Cosmetic Act, and the FIr Pack
Oing and Labeling Act. there are several
other agenda. Involved In toxIce

The Oeprtment of Labors OcCuptIonal
Safety and Health Administration i OSHA i
hafor setting permislbl
warns of *apostate for toxic substance. m

the workplace. It emotes these levels
through workplace Inspections SRO PM'
vides training epd education concerning
dangers posed by toxice to worker.. The
major Um under which OSHA functIons.ht
the Occupational Seely and Health Act
of 1970.

The Consumer Product Safety Commis-
e lon is reeponIble for protecting the public
from unreasonable risks of Nary from con-
sumer product.. some of which may be
chemical. The Cornrnhelon derives Its at,
thorny from the Consumer Product Safety
Act of 1972. the Fedora! Hazardous Sub-
stance Act and the Poison Prevention Pack-

gIng Act of 1970. and some other laws
less closely related to toxic substances.

Also. the Food Safety and Quality
Service ettabllahod by the Secretary of
Agriculture in 1977 oversees the quality Of
meat poultry. egos. and egg products to, /
assure that they are sale to eat and proptily
labeled

Other Federal agents. also have''
hand In the way toxic slibettlneeti re man-
ped (see box I The Department of Tr..-
oortatlon for example admhelstare the

Contmoad to page t 9
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TV Documentary on
Toxic. Available for .

Public Television

The Southern Education Communica-
tions AseaciatIon. under gram from
EPA's.DWicie of Public Awareness,
has producoda one-hour television
*momentary on Milo substances
titled "Serpent Fruits."

SECA Is public education net-
work 01100 stations In 16 southern
Butes. The Sim was linked to the
Public Broadcast System satellite In
June and thereby made available to
all public television stations in the
country for either simultaneous
broadcasting or taping for later use.

"Serpent Fruits" docurdente the
case histories of three Individuals
*hose WM Rem been dramatically
affected by chemicals. The first le
women who was stricken with cervi-
cal cancer end had to have hysterec-
tomy at the pool 21 because her
mother had used drug called DES to
prevent miscarriage during pregnancy.

The second describes the cam of a
Young woman who still Nod miscar-
riages, each within two months of the
' Praying of the herbicide 2.4.6-T neer
her residence In the Oregon forgets.
Over the years she had four Hemp.,
riagesrAfter use of this herbicide
warsuspended In that State she gave
birth top normal son.

The third history cementite former
e mployee Ina plant that minutia.
hoed poiybrornirsated biphenyl'
!PBS's) and who did not use a mask.
coveralls, or other protective meas-
ures. Two years ago he had to heave
work because ha was too weak to
stand up. In describing hie falling
health,lizyly remarks tltat his body
contain much EBB-that If he
were a cow. he would be shot by the
Stated Michigan.

The firm also features discussions
by scientists and industry represents-
lives of the validity of applying
animal teat results to humans and the
difficulty of balancing risks spinet
benefits In society's attempts to regu-
late Mete eubstances.

The film wee produced by tit. Oro
winning firm of Richter McBride Pro-
ductions. fits, of New York. Writer-
producer was Robert McBride.

The television documentary was
ecconwrenled by the distribution In
supermarket racks In June of League
of Women Voters' pamphlet entitled
"A Tools Substences Prange." A one-
half hour venial of the documentary
is being made available as 16 mm.
film to schools end community organ-
izations through Modern Talking
Picture Service. Inc., 2323 New Hyde
Park Road. Nov Hyde Park. N.Y
11040.0

Federal Laws
Dealing with
Toxic Substances

Ste lute Resoons,Ohe
agency

Sources
covered

Tons Substances Control Act

Clean Air Act

EPA

EPA

Requires prernanufsnure evaluation
of all new chemical, (other than
food, food additives. drugs, pest,
sides. alcohol, tobacco); above. EPA
to regulate vesting chemical has.
ens not sufficiently controlled under
other lava,

Hazardous eirpollutanta

Federal Water Pollution Control Act EPA TO.. pollutants
Safe Drinking Water AC, EPA Drinking water contaminants

Federal Insecticide. Fungicide. and EPA Pesticides
Rodenticide Act 4

Act of gala 22, 1954 EPA Tolerances for ',onside residues in
frodilimas A 346010 the Foca. hunnn fond and garnet feeds
Drug and Cosmetic Act)

Resource Conservation and EPA Huard.. elates
Recovery Ac1

Marine Protection. Research ono EPA Ocean dumping
Sanctuaries Act .

a .

Food. Drug and Cosmetic AM FDA Basic coy.rocie of food, drugs. and
cosmetics.

Food orlrligves eineOdownsf
Color AdditAw amendment

FDA
FDA

Food additives
Color edditivea

New drug srneAdmAnta
New onknal drug ornendirmnr,

FDA
FDA

Drugs
Animel drugs and feed additives

Aledital dmekt. amendment, FDA Medical devices

Wholesome Meet Aol USDA Food feed, and color additives and
Wholesome Poultry Products An USDA pesticide residues In rrunt and

pouhry

Occupational Safety end Hulth Act OSHA Workplace toxic chemicals

Federal Hazardous Substances Act CPSC "Toxic" household products
(equivalent to consumer products)

Consumer Product SONY Acl CPSC Denizens. consumer products

Anion Prevention Packaging Act CPSC Packaging of dengeroue children'.
product.

Lead Based Pont Poison Prevention CPSC Use of had paint Al 1 mieseby
An metaled housing

Hmardorn Materiels TrArtwortAtIon DOT (Mandate 7.nm...dation of toxic substan
Act Trensportation

Buren)
generally

Federal Railroad Bann Act DOT IFederol Refined seMY
Reilroad
AdmIniormiont

Pons end Waterways Safety Act DOT (Coast 15Nprneol of toxic rnAtAn.l. by
Dangerous forgo Act Guard) ester
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Controlling Toxic*
COOP/hied from page 7 h

Hazardous Materials Transportation Act
Last year DOT held hearings jointly with
EPA Ina move 18 integrate some provisions
of the Act with the Resource Conservation
and Recovery Act.

The many laws and regulatory agencies
governing toxins have raised concern both
in industry and government over the corn.
plexities of administration In response to
this problem. cooperative agreement rwo
years ego created the Interagency Regula
tory Liaison Group I [RIG!. which now pouts
the knowledge and resources of five Fed

' Nat ',genet. working In central hazardous
exposure to Ithaca throughout our society

The group ,0021111 or EPA OSHA FDA
the Consumer Product Safety Commission
and the Food Safety end Duality Service
The turmatron of this coordinating unit wt.
,l1 direct racoon. to prom.. by President
Cater to eliminate costly waste and dupe
calm° rat government

and a common approach to thaproblem of
assessing cancer risks posed by toxic sub.
stances 10/ hen possible, they ire coordinat-
ing their f rch as well es their efforts to
keep the public informed about hazards to
health and safety

An example was report "Hazardous
Substances." issued late last year describ-
ing. ctions four of the agencies are raking
to protect workers and the public from
ness aused by reale manufacture and
handling of 24 chemical compounds

Our cooperative efforts." explained Dr
Fula Bingham Assistant Secretary of Labor
for OSHA mean that the government's
left nand now knows what the right is doing
about these compounds Instead of dopli
eating one another work or perhaps even
laboring et cross purposes we II be sharing
information and resealch issuing comple
martian standards and conducting toint
economic stud,. to control the dangers
horn .ridiation heel., metals and
pest. de.

Another eornpie of in agency bowel.
n.l.on , n achon.u, E PA OSHA and
FO ,97, 0,0100 farmers wo, ois

Through the IRI.G the five agencies a,
devoMporg ..ornpatible testing putdeitnea

and the general public from possible
dangers of the pesticide dlbromochloro.
propane (08CP). This agencies Set emer.
penny temporary standards to limit worker
exposure. proposed suspeniion of crop
applications andiSihet uses. and monitored,
food to make sure the public was notcqp-
miming unsafe amounts of the substance

The RIG carries out Its coordination at
the Headquarters level In 1 ways The
heads of rho agencies and other senior
agency officials meat frequently. and
specie teenier stff group oversees coordi.
nation efforts Interagency work groups' and
task forces deal with specific issues and
preteens

As Administrator Douglas Costle now
mented on the IRIS s operations The
result has been an affective teak force
which will develop testing standards end
guidelines conduct eptdemiologic& stud
lee and risk SSSSSS mant std sham int orm
Iron Our goal is to act as one entity in
addressing imp0,11,1,
Aeons '1

omen Temple ,s A ssor tee F dant of (PA
looms/

O



An Overview of How the FDA
tegulates Carcinogens Under

the Federal Food, Drug,
and Cosmetk Act

By EDWARD J. AURA

Mr. Mora Is Associate Chief Counsel for Food, Food and Drug
Administration, Department of Health, Education and Welfare.

I. INTRODUCTION
PDHE FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION (FDA) regulates
J. three principal categories of products: fo6d, drugs, and cosmetics; and

the agency encounters and consequently regulates carcinogenic sub-
stances in each category and in the numerous subcategories of these
products. As with the carcinogens, the statutory provisions by nhich
the FDA regfilates these substances are varied. The most 1noted is
the "Delaney Anticancer Clause;" but tie' Federal Food, Drug, And
Cosmetic Act actually conning three Delaney Clauses. And these
clauses apply. only to tliree product subcategories: food additives,
color additives, and new animal drugs. The Federal Food, Drug, and
Cosmetic Act provides a scheme of premarket safety review bi the
FDA for these products. But the FDA regulates many products that
are not subject to premarket review by the Ageiicy that may contain
a carcinogenic substance and that are not subject to a Relaney Clause,
such as cosmetics, drugs .subjict to the over-the-counter (OTC) drug

ilk review, and food with added poisonous or deleterious substances such
as aflatoxins. Conversely, it regulates one group that is subjlect to
premarket approval but not a Delaney Clausenew human drugs.

Therefore, regulating carcinogens under the Federal Food, Drug,
and Cosmetic Act is not simply a matter of concluding that a test

AN OVERVIEW

Reproduced with the permission of the copyright holder from Food Drug Cosmetic Law
Journal. v. 33. Feb. 1978 59-77
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compound is a carcinogen in test animals and, without more, banning
the substance from foodi-drugs, and cosmetics. Many more issues
must be considered and decisions made. To illustrate the intricac!es
And the inconsistencies of dealing with carcinogens under the Act, I.. .

.,will lltgin rtth a discAtion of'the Delaney Clauses and then proceed
to a discussion of the other criteriz(--a4d procedures that the FDA uses
to regulate carcinogens in foods, drugs, and cosmetics.

II. LEGISLATIVE HISTORY OF
THE DELANEY CLAUSE

The Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act, 21 U. S. C. 301 et seq.,
a remedial statute designed to protect consumers and the public

from dangerous products, and one fundamental aspect of this public
protection function is to assure that all food additives, new drugs, new
animal drugs, and color additives' are rigorously tested by their manu-
facturers and found to be safe by the FDA before the public is exposed
to these articles or to food containing them. The basic Act was passed
in 1938 without these provisions for premarket testing. Rather, it pro-
hibited the use of "any poisonous or deleterious substances in food
which rday render it injurious to health" and prohibited recommending
a drug for any use for which it is "dangerous to health." As a, result,
Congress has amended it several times, specifically to deal with the
issue of sajety of food to man, and each 'amendment .has had the same
underlying rationale, that is, to protect the public from the addition
of articles to food that have not been shown to be safe by appropriate
tests before they are marketed.

A.

A. Food Additives Amendment
In 1958, Congress enacted the Food Additives Amendment (Public

Law No. 85-929) to protect consumers by requiring substances that are
intentionally added to food, or may reasonably be expected to become
components or otherwise affect the characteristics of food, to be shown
to be safe through rigorous scientific testing procedures. As e 1 gis-
lative history of the Amendment demonstraks, one prim r ction
was to protect the health of consumers by requiring manufacturers of
food additives and food processors to test, any potentially unsafe sub-
stances whic'rare added to food .2

Before the Amendment, the 'FDA's authority for action was limited
to Secs. 402(a) (1) and (2)(A) of the 1938 Act, where it has the burden

' 21 U. S. C. 321(p), (s), (t), and 'H. R. Rep. No. ,2284, 85th Cong., 2d
(w) Sess. 1 (1958).
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of showirig that an intentionally added food substance pay be injurious,
to health. This required the Agency to test the poismibus or deleterious
substance before taking action. Therefo're, the Amendment shifted

ofboth the burden okesting and proof of -fety to the proponent of the
additive. When the Interstate and Fo , Commerce Committee re-
ported the bill to the full House, the bi I did not contain an anticancer
clause, but it did contain a specific section, requiring the premarketing
testing of food additives to demonstrate "safety," which is now known

6 as the general safety provision.8 After the bill was reported out, Con-
gressman Delaney suggested the addition of the anticancer proviso
to the bill, and the following proviso was added-to the bill as a Com-
mittee amendment on August 131,1958:

Provided that 40 additive shall be deemed to be safe if found to induce
cancer when ingested by man cs animal, or if it is found, after tests that are
appropriate for the evaluation of the safety of food additives to induce cancer
in man or animals.'
P

Reportedly to assure enacthient of the legislation, the Committee
and the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare (HEW) agreed
to the amendment, but in a letter to the Chairman of the Committee,
then Assistant Secretary Elliot L. Richardson noted that the amend-
ment did not change the meaning of the bill. The letter also illustrates
the interaction between the general safety and anticancer provisions
of the bill and the broad scope that the Delaney anticaneer Clausejs
to be given.
This Department is in complete accord with the intent of thqse suggestiont7c."-:-
that no substance should be sanctioned for use in fobd that might produee_
cancer in man. H. R. 13254. as approved by Your committee, will \acco-1111101; re/'

this intent, since it specifically instructs the Sec,xetary not to issue a \ regulatier'l!.
permitting use of an additive in food if a fair evaluation of the 4ta before
the Secretary fails to establish that the proposed use of the additive will be
safer The scientific tests that are adequate to establish the safety of an ad-
ditive will give information about the tendency of an additive to produce can -
cer *hen it is. present in food. Any indication that the additive may thus

'-be carcinogenic ,would, under the terms of the bill, restrain the Secretary from
approving the proposed use of the additive unless and until further testing
shows to the point of reasonable certainty that the additive would not produce )"(
cancer and thus would he safe under the proposed conditions of use. This
woad afford good, strong public health protection.'

B. Color Additive Amendments
The Color Additive Amendments (Public Law No. 86-618) were

added to the FederaEuocl, Drug, and Cosmetic Act in 1960. These

'21 U S C. 348(c)(31(A). Act, p. 52 (1958 ed.) citing Congres-
C. W. Dunn, Legislative Record of sional Record of August 13, 1958, 85th

the 1958 Food Additives Amendment to Cong. 2d Sess. (1958).
the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Id. at 40.

--r
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O. -1.

Amendments require sponsors of color addit. 'co to.dernonstrate the
safety of these additives before they canbe aefirtived by the FDA for
additick to food, drug;, and cosmetics in ace *fiance with the- provi-
sions of Sec. 706 of the Act (21 U. 5,C. 3 i-Iaddition, the Amend-
ments added another Delaney Anticancer use the Act which is
found in Sec..706(b)(5)(B) (21 U. S. G.°I3.76(b)(5)(B)). .4

.

The legislative history of the Color. Additive Amendfnents de-
'scrkbes- the Congressional and executive (Department-of HiEW)_, concern
about the pot4ntial carcinogenicity of these color additives1 neverthe-
less,'the Secretary of HEW again explained that an express anticancer
clause was unnecessary to prevent approval of tarCinogenic or.poten-
tially carcinogenic color additives because -the general safety and anti-
cancei,provisions of the bilkprovtde the same scope of public protec-
tion!' 'During the House hearings;the Sectary also recommended
the modification of the existing anticancer clause in Sec. 409 of the
Act (21 U. S. C. 348) for food additives and the proposed anticancer
clause in the color additive bill to permit the use of carcinogens in
animals so long as no residues appear in any edible portions of ani-
mals. The Secretary, however, added, two explicit cavyats. The FDA
would prescribe the reasonable but sound criteria for analytical methods.
to:assure that no residues of the compounds, will occur in food derived
from food-producing animals given additives, and the industry would
retain the responsibility of developing adequate dnalyticafi methods
for detecting residues and furnishing the assay. methods to/the gov-
ernment.'

Therefore, as'enacted, the safety provisions of the Color Additive
Amendments are basicalily identical to the Food Additives-Amendment.
A color additive shall be deemed unsafe, within the meaning of the
various sections of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act for use
in food, drugs, and cosmetics unleis the Commissioner has issued a
regulation which states that the additive has been found to be snit-'
able and safe for a particular use. The sponsor has the burden of estab-
lishing the additive's safety. Although the Commissioner can exercise
his scientific judgment in determining whether safety has been proved,
he is.expressly precluded-from listing any additive for any use that
has been found to induce cancer in man or animals.a

But the statute also contains a transitional provision that provides
for the continued use of commercially established additives to the extent

A7R. Rep. No. 2464, 86th ConEe. 2d 'Certified Color MantIneturers AsIts
Seas 1960. v. Mathews, 543 F. 2d 284, 287 (CA

'Id. DofC 1976).
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.tons stent with the public health. The provision is' transitional pend-
ing completion-of the scientific in'v'estigations needed as a basis for
making determinations on the safety of the additive for permanent
approval. The provisional list was to expire on January 12, 1963, or
such later date as the Commissioner determined necessary consistent
with ;the objective of carrying to completion, in good faith and as
soon as practitable, the investigations needed for making the safety
determination.' The Commissioner has extended that date several
tinws over the past decade while concurrently establishing testing
requirements and periodic reports to assure that there is an orderly
test ongoing that will resolve the safety questions.° Technically, the
provisionally listed colors are not covered by a Delaney clause.

C. Drug Amendments of 1962
The livestock industry expressed increasing concern about the

problems caused by the anticancer clause in the food additive provi-
sions because the FDA had interpreted the Food Additives Amendment
of 19$8 to require continuation of approval for diethylstilbestrol (DES)
for use in cattle and, sheep, but to preclude new approvals of this
drug." In 1962 Congress was also considering legislation, which later
became the Drug Amendments of 1962 (Public Law No. 87-781), to
strengthen the FDA's ability to regulate the drug industry, and-the
Senate version of the bill was passed without considering any amend-
ments to the Delaney Clause. The Holuse Committee on Interstate
and Foreign Commerce, however, included the current modifications
of the anticancer clauses in its report on the Drug Amendments of
1962, with the following explanation :

The committee amended the anticancer clause of the food additives amend-
ment and the color additive amendment of the Federal Food, Drug, and
Cosmetic Act by making this clause inapplicable to chemicals such as veterinary
drugs when used in feed for food-producing animals if the Secretary finds
(0 that under the conditions of use and feeding specified in the proposed
labeling and reasonably certain to be followed in practice, such additive will
not adversely affect the animals for which such feed is intended, and (2) that
no residue of the additive will be found (by methods of examination prescribed
or approved by the Secretary by regulations) in any edible portion of the
animal after slaughter or in any food such as milk or eggs yielded by or
derived from the living animal."

; Representative Sullivan objected to the proviso in the floor debate
on the amendments and proposed a separate amendment to delete the

42 FR 6942. Health Research Grout) fore a Subcomm. of the House Comm. on
v. Califon°, Civil Action No. 77-293 Appropriations. 93rd Cong., 2d Sess.,

(D.D.C. Sept. 23, 1977). pt. 8. 205 (1974).
"Study of the Delaney Clause and " Id. at 206.

Other Anticancer Clauses, Hearings Be-
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proviso from the bill because "they [the provisos to the Delaney clauses].
weaken instead of ptrengthen consumer protection." She reminded the
House that DES had been regarded as safe for use in poultry at one
time because. no residue was found in the meat; subsequently, that
usesthad to be terminated when DES iesidues were found as a result
of improved testing methods. But her amendment was defeated.prin-
cipally on the argument that, if DES were available for manufacture
by those who obtained approvals prior to 1958, it should be made
available for manufacture by everyone."

The Senate accepted the modifications to the Delaney Clauses in
conference while preserving, as Senator Humphrey noted, the full
vigor of consumer protection afforded by the Delaney Clause."

D. Animal Drug Amendments of 1968

Because the animal feed industry experienced an era of unpre-
cedented growth and innovation beginning irk the 1950's, that in-
dus/ry and the animal drug industry began anreffort ,in the mid-
1960's to consolidate the various provisions of the 'Federal Foisd, Drug,

.and Cosmetic Act governing the premarketing approval of drugs in-
ended for use in animals, that is Secs. 409, t'05, 507 (21 U. S. C. Secs.

348355, and 357) which culminated i ,:the enactment of the Animal
Drug Amendments of 1968 (Public L o. 90-399). Neither the
Committee reports on the bill nor the oor debates raised the issue
of the Delaney Clause. Consequently, the Animal Drug Amendments
passed !without controversy and contained the following anticancer
clause and proviso:

(H) such drug induces cancer when ingested by map or animal or, after
tests which are appropriate for the evaluation of the safety of such drug,
induces cancer in man or animal, except that the following provisions of
this subparagraph shall not apply with respect to such drug if the Secre-
tary finds that, under the conditions of use specified in proposed labeling and
reasonably certain to be followed in practice (i) such drug will not adversely
affect the animals for which it ip intended, and (ii) no residue of such drug
will be found '(by methods of examination prescribed r,r approved by the
Secretary by regulations, which regulations shall-not he subject to subsections
(c), (d), and (h)), in any edible portion of such animals after slaughter or in
any food yielded by or derived from the living animals; (Sec. 101(H) Public
Law No. 90-399).

Again the legislative history indicates that the legislation in no
way weakens the FDA's authority to regulate new animal drugs."

"Supra note 10 at 206-207. " S. Rep. No. 1308, 90th Cong., 2d
"108 Cong. Rec. 22053. Sess. 1968.
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E. Conclusion
Thus, the Delaney Anticancer Clause has beenv added to the

Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act three separate times, and the
proviso to that clause has been enacted twice. Through, all these re-
-enactments, the purpose\ of the clause hasiremained unchanged. Each
article covered is to be rigorously tested for carcinogenic potential
before it can be approved for use. Caronogenic, or phtentially car-
cinogenic food additives and color additive,' s are not to be approved
for human use, and no article can be approved for use in food-produc-
ing animals unless the Secretary designates an assay method which
will assure that no carcinogenic residue of the article will be found
in food' derived from food-producing animals that are given the drug.
Finally, the criteria and procedures used to designate the assay
method must be sufficiently comprehensive to protect the unwary
public from any significant risk of cancer from the undetected resi-
dues of any article.'

Nevertheless/Several problems exist under the Delaney Clause
which exemplify the problems the FDA faces in regulating carcinogens
under the other provisions of the Act. Foremost, of course, is the
DES proviso. No matter how rigorous the FDA's assay evaluation.
and approval process, it is a fundamental law of analytical sOence
that for every assay there is some lowest concentration, below which
limit the assay will not yield an interpretable 'response. Other than
ingestion tests,ICongress has provided no- guidance as to what con-
stitutes appropriate tests for carcinogenesis, or what actually consti-
tutes a carcinogenic response. These problems also exist for ingestion
tests. Lastly, Congress has exhibited a continued fondness for familiar
carcinogens versus new ones, e.g., under Secs. 201(s) (4), 402 (a) (1),
and 406 of the Act.

With this. in mind, let us now look at how the FDA is regulating
carcinogens. Because questions about regulating carcinogens arise in
the three basic groups of products that the FDA regulates, I will
focus on foods, drugs, and cosmetics for the sake of simplicity rather
than approaching the review strictly by statutorily defined articles.

Ill. FOODS
A. Introduction

By far the most labyrinthian category is foods because it is
subject to regulation under several statutory provisions with differ-
ing rationales, legal standards, and procedures. Essentially, the regu-
A N 011F.RV I E
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lated food ingredients can be divided into three groups based on
their sources:

1. Natural constituents, such as Vitamin C in o ge juice;
2. Unavoidable contaminants, such as aflatoxin in rn;
3. Intentionally added substances that becom or may be

reasonably expected to become components of food due to their
intended use, for example, saccharin, acrylonitrile monomers, DES.

B. Natural Food Constituents
The Delaney Clause is inapplicable to natural constituents of

foods, even if they are found to'cause cancer in test animals. There-
fore, a food naturally containing a constituent that may be carcinogenic
is not automatically banned by the Act, for example, safrole in nutmeg.
These foods are regulated by Section 402(a)(1) of the Act. Such a
food is adulterated if ;)

Int bears or contains any poisonous or deleterious substance which may ren-
der it injurious to health; but in case the substance is not an added substance
such food shall not be considered adulterated under this clause if the quantity
of such substance in such food does pot ordinarily render it injurious to health....

This section has been interpreted by the courts; and under these
decisions the FDA must demonstrate that the amount of a naturally
occurring poisonous substance is sufficient to render the food in
which it appears potent'ally unsafe for consumption. A showing of
a reasonable possibility of causing harm to some segment of con-
sumers is sufficient to support a charge of adulteration, but the risk
must be more than a speculative one." Thus, although the FDA
might contend that any amourit of such a nonadded, that is, constit-
uent, carcinogen is unsafe for at least a smaller number of consumers,
the case law and language suggests that the Agency must shoW a
potential harm to a segment of consumers above the normal "background
level of consumption.""

Historically, the FDA enforces Sec. 402(a) (1) principally through
seizure or other court action because there is no legal mechanism
for requiring the distributor of such food to seek prior FDA approval
of the safety of the food or its constituents. Nor does the statute pro-
vide a procedure for administratively withdrawing permission to

market foods with these naturally unsafe constituents, although the
"United States v. Lefing fon Mill &

Elevator Co., 232 U. S. 399 (1914).
"Cf. Id.: United States v. 1.680.000

Pounds of White Corn Civ. Action No.
T-4173 (D. C. Kan., December 18, 1970) ;
21 U. S. C. 342 (a) (1).
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FDA ould use its rulemaking° authority under Sec. 701(a) to ad-
minist atively ban a food. .

C. Unavoidable "added" food constituents p.r
A s cond class of food constituents are those that, although not

' natural! occurring ix4he sense of being inherent, occur unavoidably
in the h. rvesting or production of many foods, most of-them agricul-
tural co modifies such as grains, fish, meat, or milk. The most
prominen recent example is aflatoxin mold on peanuts and grains,
well reco ized as carcinogenic in both test animals and man. The
FDA has ecently .completed a rulemaking procedure establishing a
formal mechanism for regulating these constituents."

such unavoidable constituents are not subject to a Delaney
Clause because the Food Additives Amendment is inapplicable to
them for two reasons. First, although the FDA has treated suc con-
stituents as "added" within the meaning of Sec. 402(a)(1) the

IAct,:they cannot be approved at any level under Sec. 409 ecause
they serve nn functional purpose, and a food additive must be funi-
tional before l it can be approved." Second, the FDA has assumed
that Con ress did not intend Set. 409 to apply to constituents whose
addition food, at least at some levels, is unavoidable. As the legis-,
lative historyof the Food Additives Amendment clearly demon-
strates, it was enacted to regulate ingredients added to food inten-
tionally and to constituents: such as packaging materials, that be-
come part of food through intentional use for other purposes."

The apparent absolute adulteration, under Sec. 402(a)(1) of the
Act, of any food contain'ng any amount of an "added" _poisonous
contaminant, such as aflatoxins is modified by Sec. 402(a)(2)(A),
which provides that a food shall be deemed to be adulterated: "If it
bears or contains any added poisonous or added deleterious substance
. . . which is unsafe within the meaning of section 406 . . ."

Section 406 of the Act thus provides a basic framework within
which the FDA can regulate toxic constituents, including carcinogenic
chemicals, whose 'occurrence in some foods at some levels cannot be
avoided, and the agency has established a mechanism to implement
this provision."

Essentially, the FDA is empowered to establish tolerances for
unavoidable toxic contaminants of food, including contaminants that

"21 CFR Part 109; 42 FR 52814; 39 "H. R. Rep. No. 2284, supra; 39 FR,
FR 42743. 42744.

" 21 U S. C. 348(e) (4) (B); 21 CFR " zrtFR Part 109.
Part 170.
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may be carcinogenic, and Sec. 406 prescribes two basic criteria for
the FDA to use when establishing such a tolerance: (1) the level
whose consumption will not pose an unacceptable risk to public
health, taking into account other ways in which consumers may be
exposed to the contaminant, and (2) the extent to which occurrence
of the contaminant cannot be avoided through good manufacturing
'practice. If good practice can achieve lower levels than public health
considerations would otherwise dictate, the FDA will presumably
establish a tolerance at the lower level.

A third criterion, even though not explicit in the Act, is implicit
in the FDA's ability to set tolerancesthe measurability of the con-
taminant. Realistically, the FDA cannot enforce a tolerance that is
below the level of detection or measurement of the best practicable
method of analysis available.

The Act prescribes elaborate formal rulemaking procedures for
establishing tolerances under Sec. 406.2' Partly because of the com-
plexity of this procedure for establishing formal -tolerances under
Sec. 406, the FDA has established a system for prescribing so-called
"action levels" for unavoidable, added contaminants in food by notice
and these action levels are the levels of contamination which will
cause the FDA to initiate court enforcetnerit actions under Sec. 402
(a)(1).22 The criteria establishing action levels and tolerances are
basically the same, although the Agency will only establish an action
when technological or other changes might affect the appropriate-
ness of a tolerance in the foreseeable or near future.23

D. Substances that may reasonably be expected
to become components of food or affect the

characteristics of food.
There are five basic types of substances in this category: food

additives (both direct and indirect), substances that are generally
recognized as safe by qualified experts (GRAS), prior sanc6oned sub-
stances, color additives, and new animal drug residues. All are food
ingredients, but not "food additives" as defined by the Federal Food,
Drug, and Cosmetic Act. The latter four types have been carved out
of the statutory definition. Only three (food additives, color additives,
and new animal drugs) are subject to premarket review and approval
by the FDA, and only two of those (food additives and color addi-

"21 U. S. C. 701(e). "Compare 21 CFR 109.6(b) and (c).
"21 CFR Part 109; 42 FR 52814, 39

FR 42738.
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Lives) are covered by the flat prohibition imposed by the Delaney
Clause, although GRAS substances are indirectly. Carcinogenic new
animal drugs may be added to food if they satisfy the DES proviso
to the Delaney Clause.

1. Food additives

a. Direct food additives. 1lb

A food additive is:
any substance the intended use of which results or may reasonably be expected
to result, directly or indirectly, in its becoming' a component or otherwise af-
fecting the characteristics of any food (including any substance intended for
use in producing, manufacturing, packing, processing, preparing, treating,
packaging, transporting, or holding food; and including any source of radiation
intended for any such use), if such substance is not generally recognized,
among experts qualified by scientific training and experience to evaluate its
safety, as having -been adequately shown through scientific procedures (or, in
the case of a substance used in food prior to January 1, 1958, through either
scientific procedures or experience based on common use in food) to be safe
under the conditions of its intended uses (21 U. S. C. 321(s)).

Before any such ingredient may lawfully be used, it must be
the subject of an approved food additive regulation, and the FDA
may not approve a food additive unless it satisfies two criteria. First,
it must have been shown to be safe under the conditions of its in-
tended use. This requires a demonstration that, with reasonable
certainty, the additive will not have adverse effects on the health of
consumers, and, second, it must also be shown to be functional, that
is, a preservative must preserve when used at the levels intended.
However, it is covered by the basic Delaney Clause which flatly pro-
hibits the approval (or requires the withdrawal of any outstanding
approval) of a food .additive that has been shown to induce cancer
in man, or, through appropriate tests, in animals. By statute, inges-
tion tests are always appropriate."

The procedure for approving or withdrawing approval of a food
additive is as complex as that for the establishment of tolerances
under Sec. 406. It is a variant of formal rulemaking.25

b. Indirect food additives
A wide variety of materials are used in contact with foodsult

as food packaging and in equipment used to produce foodin sudiV
a fashion that small amounts may migrate to and become a part
of the food. The Food Additives Amendment did not distinguish be-
tween ingredients used in making food and materials that migrate to

" 21 U. S. C. 348. "Id.
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food from food-contact surfaces." The latter are colloquially known
as indirect food additives.

The basic statutory criteria for approval are the same for in-
direct and direct food additives, and the procedures for obtaining,
or withdrawing, approval are identical. The Delaney Clausb therefore
applies to indirect food additives, 'and effectively prohibits the use
in applications that might migrate to food of any substance that has
been shown to cause cancer in laboratory,animals.

The FDA's most recent decis'on in this area is a case involving
acrylon'trile copolymers used to fabricate beverage containers (42
Federal Register 48528). The Commissioner concluded that the acry-
lonitrile monomer may reasonably be expected to migrate and thus
become a component of food using an extrapolation model, based on
the .principle of diffusion and confirmed by actual migration data
even though the migration cannot be analytically detected."

24RAS substances
Cdngress established an exception to the Food Additives Amend-

ment for GRAS substances principally to exclude from the rigors
of premarket review ingredients that have a long history of use in
foods, without evident harmful effect, such as apples, salt, and sugar.
The Act, however, provides no formal mechanism for determining
GRAS status. It does however create two basic categories of GRAS
substances : those currently recognized as safe based on their com-
mon use in food prior to 1958 and those recognized as safe by ex-
perts on the basis of tests conducted before or since 1958.28
, The FDA has always acknowledged that a food man'ufacturer
may initially determine for itself whether an ingredient is GRAS,
although it runs the risk that the FDA will disagree and initiate
regulatory action." The regulations amplifying this section of the
statute require quantity and quality of scientific procedures and evi-
dence to attain GRAS status or are required to attain approved food
additive status.3°

Because GRAS ingredients do not fall within the statutory defi-
nition of food additives, they are not subject to the Delaney Clause.
In practice, however, the Delaney principle prevents the introduction
or continued use of a GRAS ingrecFent found to cause cancer when
ingested by laboratory animals because such a finding will almost

"21 U. S. C. 321(s).
"42 FR 42528.
r 21 U. S. C. 321(s)

" 39 FR 34194.
" 21 CFR170.30.
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certainly destroy any basis for general 'expert recognition ati
ingredient's safety and thereby render it a food a itive. F A ap-
proval is then required, and this would be precluded by e Delaney
Clause. This is essentially what occurred to cyclamates in 1970.

Soon after the passage of the Food Additives Amendment, the
FDA issued, and from time to time amended, a non-exclusive list of
ingredients that the Agency was prepared to acknowledge as GRAS,
and thus eligible for use without affirmative FDA approval. Because
the Act makes no provision for the transition between GRAS status
and approval as 'a food additive, the FDA has issued a regulation,"
establishing procedures for issuance of interim food additive regular
tions. An interim food additive regulation may be issued for an in-
gredient whose safety is brought into question but whose continued
use, pending the conduct of the studies necessary to resolve the
safety issues, poses no significant risk to human health.

The FDA also has established a program for reviewing the safety
of GRAS ingredients and for "affirming" the GRAS status of indi-
vidual substances."

3. Prior sanctioned ingredients
The Food Additives Amendment also contains a grandfather

clause for ingredients that .(fLe FDA or U. S. Department of Agricul-
ture (USDA) had affirmay approved prior to the effective date
of the Amendment." Although the FDA lacked formal authority to
license food ingredients at that time, it responded to requests for
opinions about the safety of individual ingredients. In addition, the
USDA had issued regulations describing permitted uses of many
ingred'ents in meat and poultry products, and in some instances the
FDA had also formally acknowledged its sanctioning of certain sub-
stances for food use.

A prior sanctioned ingredient is permanently graralfathered, be-
cause it can never fall within the statutory definition of a food addi-
tive. at least for the purposes for which it was previously sanctioned,
and therefore never becomes formally subject to the Delaney Clause.
This means that a carcinogenic ingredient for which a prior sanction
exists is not automatically forbidden to be used in food.

This does not mean that the FDA cannot prevent the use of a
prior sanctioned ingredient that new evidence demonstrates to he
unsafe. However, the Agency must be prepared to prove, ordinarily

"21 CFR 180.1. "21 U. S. C. 321(s) (4).
"21 CFR 170.35.
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in court, that the presence of the ingredient renders food adulterated-
within the meaning of Sec. 402(a)(1). Accordingly, a finding\ that a
prior sanctioned ingredient is a carcinogen might permit the. FDA
to prevent that ingredient's use, but it would not mandate that action."

r. Color additives
The statutory definition of color additives is broad, and the

regulatory requirements are essentially similar to those applicable
to food additives." The sponsor must demonstrate the color's safety,
and the Delaney Clause is applicable." But because the Color ddi-
tive Amendments of 1960 have no provision for "generally recognized
as safe" colors and do not exclude from the definition of color addi-
tive, the Delaney Clause applies to all such coloring agents.

Congress did, as noted above, authorize the FDA to "provisional-
ly list" colors that were in use in 1960 and that were believed to be
safe in order to permit the performance of the kind of toxicological
testing required to support contemporary scientific judgments of safety."

The provisional list thus represents a form of temporary grand-
father clause, designed to permit an orderly transition from essen-
tially unregulated use of colors to a scheme in which all color addi-
tives are licensed in the same fashion as food additives.

The statutory procedures for disapproving or withdrawing ap-
proval of a color additive parallel those applicable to food additives,
with two important distinctions. First, if the FDA, after publishing
a proposal and receiving comment, issues a final order terminating
approval of a color, the filing of objections accompanied by a re-
quest for a hearing automatically stays the Agency's order pending
the hearing.3° Next, Sec. 706 also provides for a statutory advisory
committee to review the evidence when the Agency proposes to with-
draw approval of a permanently listed color due to carcinogenicity."
Provisionally listed colors, however, may be summarily delisted mere-
ly by notice."

5. New animal drugs
The FDA's most sophisticated regulation of carcinogens occurs

in the area of new animal drugs intended for use in food producing

" 21 CFR 181.5: 39 FR 54195.
"21 U. S. C. 321(t).
"Certified Color Manufacturers Ass'n

v. Mathews, supra note 7 at 287; 21
U. S C. 376.

"Certified Color Manufacturers Ass'n
v. Mathews, supra note 7; Health Re-
.search Group v. Califano, supra note 8.

"Compare 21 U. S. C. 348(e) with
371(e) (1) and 376(c).

"21 U. S. C. 376(b) (5) (C).
Certified Color Manufacturers Ass'n

v. Mathews, supra note 7 at 296-297.
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animals. Drugs are used in thbse'animals for treatment and preven-
tion of disease and for growth promotion., and the premarket review
process is two tiered with the sponsor, of course, having the burden
of proof. First, the FDA must determine whe4her the drug is safe
and effective for use in the animals, analogous 'to the risk/benefit
assessment used for new human drugs, which, prior to enactment of
the Animal Drug Amendments of 1968, was the statutory provision
under which this part of the data were reviewed. Then, the Agency
reviews the safety data to assess the safety of the potential residues
that may occur in food deprived from the treated animals using the
food additive standard of safety, which was the governing statutory
provision before 1968.41

Although these drugs are subject to the Delaney Clause, car-
cinogenic new animal drugs may he used in food-producing animals
with two caveats : (i) the drug will not adversely affect the animals,
and (ii) no residue of the drug will be found by methods of analysis
designated by the Agency in any edible portion of the animal or
food derived from that animal.42

As noted earlier, this language has practical limits, and it has
caused the FDA numerous problems in evaluating the safety of new
animal drugs.

However, in 1973, the FDA proposed to codify principles that
had evolved from the Agency's grappling with the problem on a
case-by-case basis. In the Federal Register of February 22, 1977, it
promulgated an extensive procedure of assessing the designating as-
says, which is geared to a modified Mantel-Bryan statistical pro-
cedure for assessing the risk of any undetected residues."

For all potentially carcinogenic new animal drugs intended, for
use in food-producing animals. the FDA's regulation established a
six-step review procedure:

1. A threshold assessment to determine whether the spon-
sored compound or its metabolites requires carcinogenesis test-
ing using all available chemical, biochemical, toxicological data.
21 CFR 500.80.

2. A comprehensive metabolite study of the sponsored com-
pound in the target animal. 21 CFR 500.84.

3. Chronic toxicity testing in animals to measure the com-
pound's carcinogenic potential. 21 CFR 500.87.

"21 U. S. C. 360b(d) (1); S. Rep. "21 U. S. C 360b(d) (1) (H).
No. 1308, 90th Cong. 2d Sess. (1968). " 42 FR 10412.

AN OVERVIEW
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4, Application of the basic Mantek-Bryan procedure, with
modifications developed by the FDA, to the data collected from
the chronic carcinogenicity tests, in order to predict the risk of
,cancer associated with low lethels of exposure to a carcinogenic
compound. 21 CFR 500.87(b)-(d).

5. Specific criteria and procedures for evaluativ and ap-
proving assay methods to assurqf no carcinogenic residues will
occur in food. 21 CFR 500.80-500.90; and

6. A procedure for calculating withdrawal periods using the
assay 99% confidence bounds on studies measuring the depletion
of residues in the target animal. 21 CFR 500.92.

Thc new animal drug approval process is a licensing procedure,
and the FDA must provide the applicants with notice and the op-

- portunity for 'a formal hearing on its new animal drug application
or proposal to withdraw approval of its application.." But they must
demonstrate that material factual issues are in dispute before the
FDA must grant a hearing."

IV. HUMAN DRUGS
A. New Human Drugs

Basically, new human drugs, drugs that are not generally recog-
Azed as safe and effective by qualified experts," are regulated in
the dame manner as new animal drugs." They are subject to pre-
market approval ; their sponsors have the burden of proving their

4,11sty, and the_ approvals grant private licenses. However, new hu-
6

a drugs are not subject to a Delaney Clause." They are regulated
through a general safety clause which permits extensive risk/benefit
balancing both by the Agency and the prescribing physician since
only the physician's patient will be directly affected by the drug's
use, unlike the use of animal drugs in food-producing animals where
many uninformed and perhaps unconsenting, individuals may be
exposed to the drug. Many life saving drugs also have a carcinogenic
potential, such as some of the antineoplastic drugs. Therefore, the
risk of cancer from short term use of a drug for a life threatening
or other important therapeutic use may be outweighed by the bene-
fits provided by that drug. In those situations, it would be safe for

"21 U. S. C. 360b(c) and (e). " Compare 21 U. S. C. 355 with 21
"Weinberger v. Hynson, Wrstcott 6 U. S. C. 360b.

Dunning, Inc., 412 U. S. 609 (1973). "21 U. S. C. 355(d) (1) and (2).
. "21 U. S. C. 321(p).
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use. As, you can see, the normal rati tulles for regulating carcinogens
are inappropriate in these cases,

The FDA also recently has taken a cant step in this area by man-
dating, through informal rulemaking, addict al label warnings on the
use of estrogens for general use." It requires new warnings to physicians,
and, more importantly, the FDA now requires drug manufacturers
to provide the physician and pharmacist with labeling fon the patients so
that each patient can be and is fully apprised of the risk of such therapy."

B. Old Drugs or OTC Drugs
For drugs that may be generally recognized .as safe and effective,

or drugs that are exempted by statute from the new drug applicatian,
requirements, about which evidence of carcinogenicity becomes available,
the FDA normally uses its general rulemaking authority to regulate.

First the Agency proposes to declare the article a new drug,
setting forth ,evidence upon which it has reached that decision in
the notice. After evaluating comments, it then promulgates a final
order declaring the article a new drug requiring approved new drug
applications to market. The FDA proposes this action because the
drug lacks sufficient benefit, and, it requests manufacturers of new
drug products containing the ingredients to be reformulated. There-
fore, bai-ring some new evidence of extraordinary benefit from the
drug's use, the Agency essentially bans it."

V. COSMETICS

A. General Ingredients
The FDA has bare bones authority to regulate carcinogens in

cosmetics, that is, articles intended to be rubbed, poured, sprinkled,
or sprayed on, introduced into', or otherwise applied to the human
body or part for cleansing, beautifying, promoting attractiveness or
altering appearance, and articles intended for use as components of
cosmetics." The FDA has no premarket review authority, although
it has such authority over color additives that are components of
cosmetics. Therefore, while a Delaney Clause applies to color addi-
tives, neither Delaney nor a general premarket testing safety clause
is available to regulate carcinogenic components of cosmetics." The
FDA is limited to statutory language and authority about adultera-
tion that is identical to that applicable to added food substances.

"42 FR 37636 (July 22. 1977).
'°21 CFR 310.515.
"21 CFR 310.513; 41 FR 26842.

AN OVERVIEW

"21 U. S. C. 21(i).
"21 U. S. C.(601, 602.
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Section
.
601. A cosmetic is deemed to be adulterated(a) If it bears or con-

tains and Poisonous or deleterious substance which may render it injurious to
use under the conditions of use prescribed in the labeling thereof or under
such contlitfOns of use as are customary or usual...

The FDA has construed this section quite broadly since it is the
only autWority the Agency has to protect the public. Using that in
conjunctln with its broad rulemaking authority, the Agency has
banned frotn use in cosmetics ingredients that hays been found to bd
carcinogenic by ingestion tests on rodents." Therefore, it has con-
,cluded sucl e. is demonstrate an unreasonable risk of harm at least
for cosmetics that may be ingested and for cosmetics that are used
topically, whey there is evidence of absorption."

B. Coal Tar DerNative Ingredients
The adulteration section for cosmetics also contains language

that has been judicially construed to restrict severely the FDA's
authority to regulate coal-tar hair dyes. Congress added a proviso
that the section shall not apply to coal-tar hair dyes whose labeling
bears a statutorily prescribed label warning that the product may,
cause skin irritation and bears adequate directions for preliminary
testing for this potential problem."

The FDA attempted to limit the exemption from adulteration to
only those conditions that the statutorily prescribed warning specif-
ically addresses. Unfortunately, the United States Court of Appeals
for the Second Circuit concluded that coal-tar hair dyes labeled with
the patch test warning are not adulterated no matter what their potential
for harm since the FDA's position sought an enlargement of the
statutory authority despite an apparently inadvertent congressional
omission." The FDA can, however, require additional label warn-
ing statements for cosmetics containing these ingredients through

general rulemaking authority to prescribe informative labeling."

VI. CONCLUSION

The FDA's authority to regulate carcinogens in foods, drugs, and
cosmetics is diverse. Fa noncoal tar dye'cosmetics, at least its ade-
quacy is uncertain, and i scope is untested by litigation. Clearly,

"21 CFR 700.18; Prop. Reg. CFR "Cosmetic, Toiletry. Pr Fragrance
700.12 (42 FR 20009). Ass'n v. Schm;dt. 409 F. Supp. 57 (D.

" Id. D.C. 1976) aff'd on the basis of the
" 21 U. S. C. 601. District Court's opinion F. 2d (CA
"Toilet Goods Ass's v. Finch, 419 F. DofC 1976).

2d 21, 29 (CA-2 1969).
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the Delaney Clause is no panacea, although it represents a logical
approach to a complex scientific issue because so many unknowns exist
about cancer. The FDA has begun to use other procedures to deal
with carcinogens, "itch as broader disclosure and statistical analyses
of risks, but these approaches also pose problems. Can the public
really understand the risk associated with the use, for example, of
saccharin? Or is the Agency accurately assessing the risk associated
with that use? There are no easy answers but full disclosure is the
first step In conjunction with more extensive use of risk analysis. For
the latter, I favor more regulations prescribing risk analysis, particu-
larly in the areas of indirect food additives and cosmetic components.

[The End]
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IIROULATORY COUNCIL

statement on Regulation of Chemical
Carcinogens; Polley and Request for
Public Comment

11011NCY1 Regulatory CoutklL !

SODOM Notice of Policy and Rommel for
Patio Comment.. .
SUMMARY; Thle policy Is being published
In the Federal Register to inform the
public of the practices and principles the
participating Federal regulatory
agencies will follow In Initialing
regulatory actions relating to chemical
carcinogens.

The Regulatory Council would
welcome any comments (runt the public,
particularly any additional information
pertinent to these policies which may
have been considered in the preparation
of the statement.

Because much of the scientific basis
for the policies on identifying chemical
carcinogens and amassing human nett
relies on the analyses and discussion in
the document "Scientific Bases for
Identification of Potential Cerilnogens
and Estimation of Risks," published at
44 FR MX July 0. 1979 (Annex D lo 11111
document), we request potential
commenters to read that document
carefully before commenting on the
'mobile issues addressed In the
Regulatory Caormil'a Watement We
would further suggest that any
comments on the substance of Annex S
be addressed dimity to that document
which is currently undergoing public
review and comment as well. The
comment period on that document is
being extended to October 31 by
separate notice to allow additional
comments to be received.

DAMS We would appreciate receiving
comments by November 15,1979, to
ensure speedy consideration of
additional public views.

ADOOMSS: Mail comments tor Regulatory
Council. Attention: Cancer Policy. Room
3002. New Executive Office Building.
Washington, D.C. 30503.

Copies of this document including
Annex Dan available from: Industry
Matsu:ice Office Office of Toxic
Substances 113 -799). U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency. 401 M
Street, SW, Washington. D.C. 204e11 or

Call toll -freer 900/424-9055. In
Washington. all 534-1404.

Signed In Weelangion. DC., this 1101day
of Orteber lira
Pow I. Nikes.
amain "

Regulation of Chemical Carclosicees.
September 73, 1973,

atatemani on Repletion of Chemical
C....teepee

Vetatniining Whether a Chemical
Substance Slay Cause Cancer.

A 00000 Ins the Risk of Cancer to ileum.
%tiles Ptiutillgs fro Regulating

Carcinogen.
Considering Regulatory Action.
Federal Ammar. Having Primary Rule. In

the Regulation al Chemical Carcinoma,
Annex A.

Salentine name for Identification el
Potential Carcinosene and Eatinutian of
ROY. Annex A

Interagency Coordination Worts Currently
Underway Relevant to the Regulations'
Carcinogen., Annex c

Statement on Regulation of Chemical
Carcinogens

introduction
Cancer Is a major nations! public

health problem. Various kinds of cancer
currently claim almost 400,900 Deft per
year, second only to heart disease, and a
million people are under treatment for
some form of the dl . One in four
Americansen average of almost one
person per familycan expect to
develop cancer in his or her lifetime, one
In five will evmWallyy die of it.

Cancer Is also a en 'gantlet economic
burden. The National Center for Health ,
Statistics estimates that by 1977 the
Nation was spending 35.5 billies *ads
year on hospital can and physicians'
servIces tor cancer patients, and that the
expected earnings of people who died
that year bed value of $14.9 .313.3
billion.

In addition, there are substantial
social costs that are more difficult le
quantify. The cancer victim may be
disabled and in substantial palm even d
he or she survives the dl . Tbs
victim's family may be left financially
destitute and socially isolated. and may
not recover bent the psychological and
economic coats related to the disease.

Encouraging advances are beteg made
In *reeling some forms of cancer, en Owe
more victims are now living flea or more
years etc, the dl is discovered.
But progress In cancer treatment Is slow
because of the many gaps In our basic
scientific knowledge about the disease.

The Nation. therefore, must make a
particularly strong effort to prevent
various kinds of cancer. With ow
present knowledge, this can be dace
moat effectively by preventing ere
exposure of people to cancer-causing

agents, There la subilentiel evidence
that environmental factors are among
the melor causes of at lent some Wide
el cancer. Environmental facture include
polsnliel cencerceusina substances
lolled carcinogens) In food, ale,
drinking water. tobacco products.
watitplacee, drugs, and household
products, es well as tedielion /Including
tdiraidole1111111), In many insiencee
people are exposed unknowingly to
green factors and have little or no power
le prevent such exposure,

To provide effective mains of dieting
with them problems, the Concrete has
ringleted number of laws under which
several Federal agencies are empowered
le meant or limit human exposure to
carcloogens. Annex A lists the Federal
%ancient primarily involved In such
activities end briefly describes bets
esthority to regulate carcinogens
(excluding radiation. which Is not
covered In this policy statement).
Because of the number of different
agencies that Ire Involved In the effort
te control cancer, many people in the
Administrellon. In Congress. and In the
general public have became concerned
about possible Inconsistencim.
duplication of effort, and lack of
coordination which could make the
attack on cancer less effective and more
expensive than It need be.

Avoiding such problems has been one
of the major priorities of this
Administration. To this end. President
Carter established the Regulatory
Council In October 1970 to promote
improvedtoordlnation of regulatory
activities and to help ensure that
stimulatory objectives are achieved in
oast effective manner. Because of the
Importance of cancer in our society and
the need to ensure that we control It
effectively and efficiently, the President
salted the Regulatory Council. ea one of
its first projects. to develop statement
wiling forth the policies to be followed
by regulatory agencies in their efforts to
prevent or limit human exposure to
carcinogens. This document Is the
product of that effort.

11 In turn relies substantially upon an
earlier effort undertaken by four of the
regulstery agenciesthe Environmental
Protection Agency. Food and Drug
Administration. Occupational Safety
and Health Administration. and
Consumer Product Safety Commisstan
(recently joined by the Pood Safety and
Quality Service). Two years' ago, the
heads of these spncies formed the
Interagency Regulatory Liaison Croup
DMZ) to Improve the public health
though sharing of Information. avoiding
tingslicatian of effort, and developing
coosisteet regulatory policy.

Reproduced from U.S. Regulatory Council. Statement on Regulation of ChemicalCarcinogens; Policy and Request for Public Comments. Federal Register, v. 44, Oct. 17,1979: 60037 9.
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\1/4.ocirealsing the iniptqleroe of
comillneling their Hop dation 1111,1111.MP
catiolna cliamItalll. the ageiu Y beetle
*skull bay eiitoillite and other MO from
their twnies, the Neilotird Cancer
Inellittle, anti the Nelionel Whittle of
Environmental Mehl' ticiencee In
prepare a document Pelting forth the
silontlfic balm fur 1110411ln regulatory
dosillone out cersittogene, 1 hie groin(
prepared 111114,1110111 entitled IlLI1111111111

for IdentifIceiiiin of Polentiol
Carctringens end Eetimation of Bilks"
littailual al Anne( It which reponents
the bust Wpm' of the participating
scientists on the scientific principles

In identifying anti Velealing
subsionses that may pose a risk of
Mice, to Minorca.

The Regulatory Council's assignment
was to consider the scientific Issues
adds I in the IIILC document along
with the many other aspects of the
government's efforts to regulate
coraittoeens, and to prepare
government.witle policy which reflected
this Administration's 'Miami to promote
more elfuctively the public health
without imposing unnecessary burdens
upon the economy, and to elimlnete
potential Incnneletenclos and
inefficiencies in the government's
regulatory programs.

In carrying out this assignment the
Council took account of not only the
!RIC document. but many other report.
and activities relating to the
government's effort to control cancer.
These included reports by the
President's Office of Science and
Technology Policy end the Interagency
Toxic Substances Strategy Committee.
the analyse, end comments relating to
the Occupational Safety and Health
Administration's proposed cancer
policy. end the activities of the National
Toxicology Program. the National
Institutes of Health. and the National
Cancer Advisory Board.

Although the preparation of this
statement benefited from all of these
efforts. it Is based most substantielly
upon the document prepared by the
IRLC. That document, attached as
Annex B, should be referred to for

document
information. The IRLC

document hos undergone scientific peer
review and is currently receiving public
comment say changes made M II es
result of thq review end comment
process will be incorporated Into this
policy.

There are many important aspects of
the government's efforts to reduce the
'seriousness of the problem of cancer in
our society. These range from basic
research on the biology and causes of
cancer, through efforts to improve the
diagnosis and treatment of the disease.

4 r-)
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In the fehothililation of mower yhglnlb
'I Its focus of the ilaiptialtoy
linweVer, wee Mt cause Waling to Ills
shuttle n1 the regidelory agattilee In (holt
people's squirm' to csimernattielill
sultelences. I lore the Council cattily
reviewed the dillerunt component or
the reeillidorY Mom% end the current
"Iloilo to coordinate activities In eclt
(Armen As a result, it concluded Mel
the predominant need fur clarification
and coordination was limited to Ike
following Into Molar areas of eativily
relating to the regulation cal chemical

carcinogens;Determining whether a chainicel
nary Cringe cancer.

Assessing the risk of cancer to
humane.

Eateblishing reeolptury
Undertaking regulatory activities.

These are Ills Inue areas addressed in
this policy statement. An agency's
actions within theee area" ere, of
course, determined by the 'pacific
language in the applicable Federal law,
ilowever, there are many common
issues which all the agencies have to
deal with. This statement briefly
summarizes the concept. and principles
that the regulatory amerce will
generally follow in each of the four
aces, consistent with substantive and
procedural legal constraint", In Initiating
regulatory action. The members of the
Council do not consider the statement
in any way to alter their obligations to
reach decisions based upon information
in the record of the particular action
Involved.

Determining Whether a Chemical
Substance May Cause Cancer

The Bret step in regulating a
substance as a carcinogen is to examine
and evaluate the evidence that It may
cause or contribute to the occurrence of
human cancer. The two principal
sources of such evidence are
epidemiologicateludies involving people
w ooed to the substance, and tinting in
laboratory animals.

It is Important that the regulatory
regencies make such evalustions in
ccordance with current scientific

thinking and in a consistent manner.
The IRLC document "Scientific Ilases
for Identification of Potential
Carcinogens end Estimation of:Risks" Is

significant step in this direction. One
portion of this document darcribeethe
basis for making qualitative evaluations
of whether particular substance
presentee carcinogenic hazard, and
how the results of epidemiological
studies and animal testing, along with
other types of information, are used in
making these evaluations.

IleililleilifY thiettlilee Will llama their \
nalernillielliiiii of Whether a 111111114111,14
I. likely III be carchinganic upon a
thrinotie evaluation of all relevant, \
N y411.41110 1411110010 evidence.
Itipitleiololueliod ottolleo or entitle' !este
provide the lies! evidence of
cercinomenicity, lint other types of
informetIon unit also be liotioili1111
Although they canton lir adequately
etiturnerlted in a few sentence* it is
important that there lee pantirol
undeddeitiline of sound topic conceiiis
Involved In These avoluetiont

Ephierniahlgica/ hlruilies, Properly
designed and Gunthicled opideittililligiCal
studies showing a significant salletical
reletlatteldp beiWIWIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIen11111110 In
111111111111111:1/ and an Increased
accutrence of cancer In the exposed
imputation are considered to provide
good evidence that the substance Is
carcinogenic,

In the past many people argued that
such studies 'tumid be considered a
prerequisite to undertaking any
significant regulatory action. There are,
however, limitations on the usolidnese
of epidemiology. Everyone is exposed to
many chemicals in his or her lifetime.
And cancer may nal occur until 30 years
or more after exposure to a carcinogen.
Thus, there may be oubstantial delay,
allowing many additional people to be
e xposed, before any epidemiological
evidence can he obtained. Even then. it
may be very difficult to associate the
occurrence of cancer with exposure to
specific chemicals may years previously.
Epidemiological studies often cannot
detect even large increases (which could
involve thousands of people) in the
occurrence of cancer resulting from
e xposure to chemicals. For these
reasons:

The failure of en epidemiological
study to detect an association between
the occurrence of cancer and exposure
to a specific substance should not be
taken to indicate necessarily that the
substance is not carcinogenic.

Because it is unacceptable to allow
exposure to potential carcinogens to
continue until human cancer actually
occurs. regulatory agencies should not
well for epidemiological evidence before
taking action to limit human exposure to
chemicals considered to be
carcinogenic.

-Testing in ArtimgajPg4perly designed
and conducted leialis laboratory
anim Is also provide good evidence of a
subs! nce's potential human
caret genlcity. From biological
stand I the development of cancer Is
similar in humane and animals. even
though different species and different
evens of species may demonstrate
different sensitivities to specific
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0011$404 Wel
111111iS11144 In humane hr Wail fog
ilentimelmlinne eel verolnogenIcity front.
epitlentiologind ehollee, Metieral
egancles 1111111 0411111111/1110 use aniniei
taste lo Identify chetolnel sohilettlee
Thal may cause human coiner. In
Inteptetlim and applying the moult' of
these taste they should use the following
precepts unlash them b odwietillei
etiolate or blot fs111011 not tot

A stitietanco that ceases comer In
animate, when lasted Muter appropriate
conditions, will he considered 4
potential human carcinogen.

Animal teals provide valid
informillion even though the thumps
etlininisiered In the iodinate may be
higher than humane are likely to
experience. Animuls are given relatively
high dorm hoth to Intimase the
senoillvily of the led by maelinising the
likelihood that 4 concercouthill
ettbstance will actunfly produce cancer.
and to commutate for the relitively
e mail numbers of 'Minds typically wed
in the tests Although the likelihood of
detecting a carcinogenic Effect and the
lime between exposure to the
carcinogen and the occurrence of cancer
may be mined to the dote level tested.
the Intrinsic ability of a substance to
Induce Cancer is Independent of dosage.
A nuncarclnosea can be lode when
administered In high doses, but It will
not directly cause maw at any dose
level. In feet. the malority of chemicals
tatted In animals, even at high doses.
has nut been found to be cencinoginie

Evaluation of the result, of animal
lasting is simplified when the animals
are exposed by the seine route by which
people are or will be exposed, but the
results are also relevant to human flak.
where exposure Is by a different roots.
For instance, If substance cause*
cancer when tested by Ingestion, there le
goad reason to expect It to be able to
cause Cannot when inhalsal.

In evaluating moults of animal testa.
the occurrence of benign tumors In the
treated animals is an Indianola that the
substance being tested may produce
malignant teems as well. Benign lamas
often are a precursor stage of malignant
growths. Furthermai virtually all
e xtensively tested chemicals Mat have
produced benign tumors here also
produced ntaligneet tumor..

If a substance has been shown le be
carcinogenic under the conditions of a
single properly designed and conducted
lest, It should be conridered at posing
risk of cancer to humans. Although the
agenclee should attempt to oblate
additional date they should not take the
risk Involved in waiting the two to four
yens required to complete en niklitional

hal1M1 ihit$0100
f041 1110110411.11

I Itviihutile that a 1,1111111i13111 it II
P4111110041 la etreonllierwel ley Wel
twiddle lodieellon vesolooneNuity 11114.11
live of mum lane Of Iasi 10011111011a (fur

at two or wore dune keel., la
%M ill Hai% or In Vita it 111111 animal
strides of 1p ettleel, nimilarly, evirionte
that a undo anus I. not a 14114111.1111111 le
strengthened If there le a laid, 01
auclaWanlo tesponee la Wee or mom
mopetly dieldwd and cruniunied teats.

In wises where there MI Obaini(111114
!senile from more then one properly
dadpted and 0001140111 teeklesulla
(Milne In dentonstrele a candoostenio
reepotow du Hal detract Mime the validity
of remits showing inch a triennium If
different species of animals were laded,
and they do not ordinarily denim, how
such mulls if the acme species were
looted, liven known carcinogens would
be expected to show nu response In
some lisle, partiouletly, for Instance,
when relatively few animal* are
Involvedk dose levels are low, or an
insensitive animal strain Is used.

Other Types of IrvIdence. In recent
years there has been encouraging
progress in developing certain short.
term ereening tests (Involvine animals,
mammalian cells, or micromrgentsme)
and In using chemical structure to
predict carcinogenic potential. Duch
approaches may provide a substantially
faster and less expensive way of
obtaining evidence on eubstance's
potential carcinogenicity. Such
evidence, although currently only
considered suggestive, can properly be
used for the following purposed

To help identify chemicals that
should be more thoroughly tested.

To help In planning print-UW.1ot
regulatory actions.

To buttrega evaluations claw
results of longterm testing in animals.

To support regulatory actions
dealing with groups of substances
having similar chemical or biologicel
propene*.

Testins Policy: Derange long-term
tasting in animals tato Impontut In
evaluating the cancer-causing potential
of Chemical eubetentes, and beanie
Isuch testing is time-consuming end
e xpensive and requires scientific
expertise and specialized facilities. It Is
essential that It be performed al
e fficiently as possible. The current
government policy on each tailing Is
that:

The primary responsibility for much
of this meting, as 'pacified he several
Federal Mom Iles with the pans
involved In manufacturing chemical
gubetances. Agencies having the
authority to do en should snow% that

any wonted Welton Is 44111011 tint
11111101+V idol as espedillunsly as
pneethla

lhe Petiole tory anettolee
01406 Ile tdientleolo In le Witted and
the wool prncadurea In I.a heed by
Whitby, endemism, Indoetty
compliemte with Wiling trupilieineint
they alas 1414,110r11111 With 11111 re111,1111

11110111,10#111111111111111ila for buts
rematch on 1111111er 'alma and

In ettypilit the develnitment

pepndc eilttedc
eel
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n ow lusting

Well asst edelnolopivl
t o"Im

laWni) jn
it

Imo

condo clICI1111041110111 fur instance.
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A log the riAlt of cancer to human.

After It has been determined that a
chemical imbalance Is likely to be
carcinogenic. the neat stop In regulatory
delsionmekins is to asses. the rink
that people face of developine cancer
hum their exposure to the substance,

Content,' of nigh Armaments. All
risk asseemente contain two Ludo
components. The flrel Is an analysis of
the evidence of the carcinogenicity of
the substance. and the second is en
analyst' of the human exposure to the
substance in order to lilsOn the health
risk it may pose.

The analysis of the carcinogenicity as
described In the preceding section of
this statement, involves a determination
of whether a substance is likely to came
cancer in humans. accompanied by a
characterization of the extent and
quality of the evidence supporting this
determination. It may also include an
analysts of the relationship between the
observed carcinogenic effects and the
don levels used In animal tests or the
apparent levels of expoeure in
e pidemiological studies.

The analysis of human immure
involves at least an estimate of the else
of the exposed population. and may also
Include such factors as exposure
N oumea, routes. and conditions. the
duration, frequency. and intensity of
e xposine, and the relevant
chsracterietics (ce. age, sex, health) of
the expelled population. The agencies
will use exposure measurements when
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action should be. he many instances
however. regulatory agencies have
latitude lo interpret and apply the
'statutory language.

Roses for Regulatory Action. In brief.
regulatory decisions generally are based
upon one or some combination of the
following approaches:

/Ink A few statutes require
agencies. when making regulatory
decision, to consider solely or primarily
the risk substance poses. II a statute
requires the elimination of risk, this can
be accomplished only by eliminating
human exposure, because there is no
known way to identify levels below
which exposure to uncer-causing
substances presents no risk.

Technical and Economic
Feasibility. Various Federal laws
require that regulatory decisions be
based solely or primarily upon the
technical and/or economic feasibility of
controlling the release of or human
exposure to cancer-causing substances
The stringency sought In such
feasibility-based standards is stated in
the applicable lawfor example. "beat
available technology." The statute's
language determines how an agency
chooses, among technologies capable of
reducing environmental releases of (or
human exposure to) chemical
substances. and whether and how it
confiders associated economic and
other impacts in making this choice. In
some instances the technological
standard is also determined by
requirements to achieve certain ambient
exposure levels.

Comparing Coats and Renelits.
Various statutes permit or sometime
require regulatory agencies to ensure
that the economic and Social costs of
regulatory action Sr. taken into account
along with the expected risk reduction.
Such statutes may refer to consideration
of either the costs and benefits of
regulatory action or the risk.
substance pifies and the benefits it
provides.

In some statutes. Congress. after
considering the advantages and
disadvantages of these different
approaches. has specified that one of
them be used. For instance. Congress
enacted a section of the Food. Drug end
Cosmetic Act Mot requires the Food snd
Drug Administration to prohibit the use
of any food additive found to be
carcinogenic which presumably
reflected ludgment that. among other
consideration.. the serioususe of the
risk posed by carcinogenic food
additives would exceed the benefits
they provide and the costs suocinted
with not using them: while a statute
enacted to regulate pesticides indicate.
that the agency must take into account

-the economical. social, and
environmental costs and benefits"
associated with the pesticide'ruse.

The fact that canter-causing
substances enter the environment and
come Into contact with people by
various routes means that no single -
regulatory approach is equally suitable
for dealing with cancer-causing
substances in media as different as
foods, drugs, household products.
workplaces, air, and drinking water.
Accordingly. it Ise and will continue to
be. necessary for Federal regulatory
agencies to make appropriate use of
different regulatory approaches when
making regulatory decisions.

Regulatory Principles. The agencies
nevertheless will follow several
common regulatory principles These
principles will ordinarily Fide the
agencies in Initiating regulatory actions.
but they will nut be rigidly and
uniformly applied In all cases.

In some cases, zero risk will be an
appropriate regulatory goal. It Is
established as such in few national
policies and statutes. 11 is also an
appropriate goal where leg.. In
controlling specific commercial products
or specific types of discharges) the
economic and social costs of regulation
are so slight that almost any risk would
be unreasonable. This might be the case.
for instance. when there are Blistered
available substitutes for the substance
being regulated which are no more
costly than that substance and which
create no known health risks.

Zero nett will not routinely be
considered achievable. For carcinogen.
existing scientific knowledge indicates
that zero risk requires zero exposure.
But cancer-cauhig substances often
occur in ao many different consumer
products. Industrial raw materials. and
commerical and industrial wastes that
completely eliminating exposure. even if
possible to do so. could. In many cases
hark unacceptable economic. %octal and
even health Impacts.

When planning a maim regulatory
action. in keeping with Executive Order
tzue and other Administration
regulatory reform initiatives agencies
will analyze the economic consequences
of proposed regullitions will identify
and consider alternatives that would
chteve their health protection goals.
and, to the extent consistent with
pplicable laws. will choose the
alternative that achieves their goals
with the least economic and social
costs

In limiting substance's use tt ts
sometimes appropriate to consider other
products or proc which might he
adopted as a substitute for the
substance being regulated In these

cases one of the factors the agencies
will consider, to the extent practicable.
In making their regulatory decision is
the health hazards associated with such
substitutes.

To avoid conflict and duplication. if
several agencies are planning to adopt
regulations controlling specific
substance or problem, they will
coordinate the development of their
regulations. The IRLC and the
Regulatory Council have already
adopted mechanisms to promote such
coordination.

These principles are generally in
accord with the requirements of
Executive Order 12044. Federal agencies
have elsewhere described the specific
procedures they follow in analyzing and
documenting the probable
environmental. public health. economic.
technological. and other impacts of
proposed regulations and In providing
opportunities for public participation

Further Actions. Agencies responsible
for regulating carcinogens have and will
tontinue to identify and evaluate ways
of improving their regulatory programs.
Among other possibilities, they have
considered or will consider, when
appropriate, adopting generic policies
for regulating carcinogens. Some are
aim evaluating the advantages and
disadvantages of taking interim
regulatory action to reduce high
expoiures to cencevcausing chemical
before they undertake the usually time.
consuming task of establishing
permanent standards and regulation.

In general the agencies should
continue their efforts to develop
carcinogen regulatory programs which
will effectively protect public health
without imposing unnecessary or
unreasonable burdens upon the
economy. In this process they should
ensure that their actions are cunsmtent
and coordinated, and that the public has
substantial opportunity to contribute.

Annex A to Statement on Regulotion of
Chemical Carcinogens

Federal Agencies Having Primary Roles
in the Regulation of Chemical
Carcinogens

Regulatory Agencies

Consumer Product Safety Commission
(CPSCI

The purpose of the Consumer Product
Safety Commission is to protect the
public against unreasonable health end
Iniury risks from consumer products to
aunt cOnSunlons to evaluate the
cornperenve safety of consumer
product. to develop uniform safety
standards for consumer products and
minimize conntrling Stele snd local
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regulellose. and to promote research
sad inveatigtion Into the causes and
prevention to oroductesletail deaths,
Arneson, end intones.

The Commission amemee lbw health
inks essor4aled with the use of
potential carcinogens In consumer
oaliduma. and has the epthortly to
restrict or prohibit uses countered to
provide an unreasonable risk. II Else
'outwore sonr floweret' on rwrcinogenic
subelancee.

The statutes defining CPSC's
responsibilities for reguleting
carcinogens and other tonic substances
Include The Federal tiesardoue
Subsume... Act (1086). The Consumer
Product Safely Act (I0'2), sod The
Euison Prevention Packaging Act 05701.

Aisironmental Protection Agency (EPA)
The moping of tha Environmental

Protection Agency a to protect and
mann. out enviror.ment by conoullina
pollution at the areas of au. noise.
radiation, and toxic sobatancee

EPA regulates potential urcinumns
under several statutes. controlling their
release into the air end wen:. that
Mordant as solid or liquid wanton on
laud and in the ocean. their occurrence
In drinking water supplies. and their use
us pesticides it also is responsible fur
developing national strategies fur
controlling the general production and
use of such substances and with
coordinating than activitre. with other
agencies EPA also conduct. and
imonsors els on how chemicals ara
transported through and modified by the
environment and on the carcinogenic
putanitel cat selected substances.

Th. statutes defining sesponalbilifies
Mr regulating urcininens and other
tonic substances include The Toxic
Substances Control AG 11970). The
Clam AO Act 11070. amended 1077). The
Clean Water Act las amended in 1072
and 10771 The Safe Drinking Water Act
(1074, emended 1077). The Federal
Inmclictda.FonstUda. and Rodentwide
Act 11047. amended I072. IV& ling.
The Act of (illy 22. 1054 /codified as
section 3410a) of the Food. Drug. and
Cosmetic Act) 11954. amended 15721,
end This Resource Conservation and
Recovery Am 00701

rood and Drug Admintstnarcan (FDA,
ill 9 Department of Health. Education
and Welfare).

The purpose of the Food end Drug
AitininiErstion is to protect the health
of the Nation against impure and unsafe
foods. drugs cosmetics. and other
potential bawds

FDA regulates the composition.
quality and safety of food toed
additive. food uniaminents main.
Moneta and animal dress medico'

device., and oommtic. It muM. by law,
prohibit the ass of any food additive
(nand to be carcinogen. It also
conducts and sponsors research on the
ceroinagenwity of food contreminanta.
tiosmetica and other substance". and on
the development of better methods for
detecting the carcinogenic potentlel or
regulated substances FDA also
develops methods to detect the presence
of them substances In consumer
products and monitor" them to ensure
their compliance with regulebona

The stentee defining FDA's
responsibilities for regulating
carcinogens and other Men substances
Include The Food. Drug. end Cosmetic
Act (10381 with tta amendments
pertaining to food additives 1105111. color
additives 11004 nee drugs (19112). end
now animal drugs (19513 The Fait
Packaging and Labeling Act (10761. and
The Public Health Service Ace 1044).

Fend Safety and Quality Service
IFSQ1)(1.1.S.Uenertraent of Agriculture).

The purpose of the Food Safety and
Quality Service le to provide assurance
to the connumer that food. are safe.
wholesome. and nutritious: the] they Sr.
of good quality and that they ars
Informatively and honestly labeled: and
to provide millstonce to the marketing
system through purchase of surplus food
commodities and those (waded to the
National Food Assiotance Program.

The FSQS Inspects and controls the
production of meat, poultry. egg.. and
ddtry product. to enema. among other
things, that they are not contaminated
with carcinogenic substances The
standee defining FSQS's re.ponsibillties
for regulating carcinogens end other
toxic euhatences Include The Federal
Moat Inspection Act (1007). The Poultry
Products inspection Act 111157), end The
ERR Products Inspection Act (10701-

Ocropolionol Safety and Health
dannietration (OSHA/PIS

Doper/ ment of Laborl.
The purpose of the Occupettonal

Safety and Health Administration I. to
ensure. in far es possible. sere end
liembhful working condition. for every
working man and woman In the Mellon

OSHA osmoses the health risks to
workers associated with the use of
carcinogenic aubstances In the
workplace. end regulsles the release of
and concentration of carcinoRenie
imbalances that can occur In the
workplace. It also monitors lob related
III and Informs workers of the
potential Insert,. wochond with
eremitic substences found In the
workplace.

The statute defining OSITA's
respnnefbilities for regulating carcinnau
end other toxic Imbalances Is the

Occupellonal Safely and Health Act
itg701.

Materials Truneportution Bureau
Federal Railroad Administration. US
Coast Guard )U.S. Department or
Tranmortationl.

Among its many other activities. the
Department of Transportation alto has
the responsibility to protect the public's
health and safety when hazardous
matenels are transported.

The Materials Transportation Bureau
was esiablished to coordinate the
agency's overall responsibtlitle.
concerning the regulation of hazardous
materials transportation. II has the
primary responsibility for promulgating
regulations for all modes of
transportation and for all aspects of
regulating Intannodel transportation of
Bach substanceg Among their other
activities. the Federal Railroad
Administration Implements the
regulations concerning the
transportirtion of explosives and other
dangerous articles by railroads, the U.S.
Coast Guard Implements the regulation/
covering the transportation of hazardous
subeitances by water, and the Federal
Highway Administration implements
them for highways.

The major statutes Jeanine the
agency's rexponstbilines ere The
Hazardous Materials Transportation
Art 110701. The Federal Railroad Safety
Act )1070). The Port and Waterways
Safety Act 116172 and The Dangerous
Cargo Act (1052).

Research Institute.

National Cancer Institute INC!)
(National !utilities of Health. U S
Department of Health. Education and
Welfare).

The purpose of the National Cancer
Institute Is to expand scientific
knowledge on the causes. prevention.
dial/nun. and treatment of cancer in
order to eliminate thin disease as
national health problem.

NCI conducts and sponsors research
on the origin. causes. and spread of
cancer and on methods for diagnosing.
preventing and treating cancer It
conducts animal tests end
epidemiological studies to identify
carcinogens and research directed at
developing (improved testing methods
for Identifying carcinogen.. II elan.
through Ica cancer control element.
applies research finding. to prevent.
control. and (rent human cancer and to
rehabilitate cancer victims

Norrona/huOtote of Environment&
Health B'r'aes. INIEHS/ (National
Institutes or Health. Department at
Health. Education and Welfare).

The porpoise of the Milton.] Institute
of Environmental Health Sciences Is to
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provide Information on the Impact of
environmental factors on human health
In order to aid those agencies charged
with devising and instituting control or
therapeutic measure,.

NIEIIS supports and conducts basic
research focused upon the interaction
between man and potentially toxic or
harmful agent. in his environment. This
research is concentrated upon
recognizing, identifying. and

environmental factors
that may hay eletenous effects on
population groups, on quantifying those
effort's, and on understanding the
mechanisms of action of toxic agents on
biological system.

National Institute of Occupational
Safety and Health INIOSHI (Center for
Dt Control. Public Health Service.
U S Department of Health. Education
and Welfare)

The purpose of the %simnel Institute
of Occupational Safety and Health is to
conduct research on and develop
standards for occupational safety and
health to ensure safe and healthful
working conditions for all working
people.

NIOSII conducts epidemiological.
laboratory testing. exposure and source
characterization !omites on potential
carcinogens found in ihe workplace It
also develops method. for mongoose
the presence of carcinogens and for
testing worker protection equipment and
makm recommendation. to 051-IA
regarding standards that should be
applied to control workplace exposure
and protect workers health

Annex B to Statement an Regulation of
Chemical Carcinogens

Smeraihr Rose. !sir Identification of
Potential Carr gene and Estimation of
Risks

A Report Prepared by the Interagency
Regulatory Liaison Group Work Group
on Risk Amassment

Annex B is filed with the Office of the
Federal Register s part of the original
document See 44 ER Joase. (uly e. 1979

Annex C to Statement on Regulation of
Chemical Carcinogens

lmerogenry Coordination Effort,
Currently Relevant to the Regulation of
Carcinoma.

There are number of different
mechanisms in existence fur the purpose
of promoting coordination among the
agencies Som. of these have been
established legislatively others are
Imposed by the President or his waft
and other. have been created by the
agencies themselves

An example of legislative
coordination mechanisms would Include
provisions in several of the health and
safety statutes which require the
Implementing agency to consider the
view, °for work done by other agencies
and the appropriateness and adventags
of deferring to other agencies authorities
to address a particular problem..

Another example of legislated
coordination Is the National Cancer
Advisory Board INCAS) established by
tat National Cancer Act of 1971 (as
intended) to assist the Director of the
National Cancer Molding with respect to
a "National Cancer Program." and to
review applications for funds to conduct
cancer research. The 19713 amendments
to this Act included the heads of
NIOSII. NIEHS, FDA. EPA. CPSC. and
the Secretary of Labor es ex officio
members of this board. Other members
of the board 110 are appointed by the
President and It are ex officio
members) represent the academic world.
the public, and other Federal agencies.
The NCAB not only receives and
reviews repurta on progress and plans
from the National Cancer Institute, but
has also established several
subcommittees to analyze and report on
particular Issues of interest to the board.
The National Cancer Advisory Boerd,
composed of government and
nonguvernment representative.. advises
NCI on policies regarding cancer
research and other related issues. and
thereby serves coordinating function
both within the government, and
between the government and people
outside government.

The Executive Office of the President.
through its review and oversight
functions help. to coordinate the
various cancer'related program.
administratively. Such coordination
particularly occur, with the budget and
program reviews carried out annually by
the Office of Management and Budget.
The preparation of the Adminiitrations
proposed budget and the review and
approval of proposed legislation bath
involve interagency coordination. and
are necessarily fundamental steps in
defining and coordinating all aepects of
the government's cancer policy.

Ths Administration will also initiate
epecial policy coordination reviews. An
example a the Toxic Substances
Stretegy Committee ITSSCI which was
established by the President in his 1977
Environmental Message. Thus
committee. which te in the process of
completing Its work. wee established ill
In eliminate overlap. and fill gripe in the

r.n...mpls eve Oen a oi Ih. rote Seheiencee
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collection of data on toxic chemicals.
and (2) "lo coordinate Federal research
and regulatory programs affecting
them." *The committee Is chaired by the
Chairman of the Council on
Environmental Quality (in the Executive
Office of the President). and Includes 17
agencies Involved in the effort to control
toxic substances. The TSSC adopted
work plan end established work groups
to deal with many of the Issues Involved
In regulating carcInogens.The reports
of the work groups were summarized in
the committee's final report which has
been released In draft form for public
comment..

A third example of such coordination
efforts Is the Regulatory Council
established by President Carter In
October 1975. This council, composed of
35 departments and agencies with
significant regufatory responsibilities.
was ciliated to coordinate the activities
of the regulatory agencies and to assist
them in Implementing their regulatory
programs in a consistent end cost
effective manner. Nineteen independent
regulatory agencies also contribute to
the council's activities in various ways.
The first reeponsibility of the council
wee to prepare a "regulatory calendar"
which summarized the Important
Federal regulations under development.
The council will also undertake various
other policy and procedural
coordination efforts related to the
regulation of carcinogens

An example of coordination effort.
instituted by the agencies ihemselve. in
the Interagency Regulatory Liaison
Group IIRLGI. This I. perhaps the mad
ambitious of such coordinating efforts It
was formed in 1077 by four agencies
the Consumer Product Safety
Commission. the Environmental
Protection Agency, the Food and Drug
Administration, and the Occupational
Safety and Health Administration. and
wee expanded in December, 197e, to
include the Food Safety and Quality
Service of the Department of
Agriculture. All five agencies are
reeponsible for regulating hazardous
substancesprotecting people from
excessive exposure to such substance.
in their food, drugs consumer goods. i

workplace. and in the air and water The
IRLG established series of work
groups and task forces to deal with
many of the regulatory and research
issues which affect the agencies. both 0
headquarters and in each of the 10
Federal regions. These groups have been

The Pervidonle Messege iv dm Corer.s on it.
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earning eel poled. which are directly
related lo ensunng better coordination
of eercittogen refniletory programs.

A closely related effort. the National
Toxicology Program INTPI. was
established in November. 1974 by the
Department of Health. Education. and
Welfare to coordinate the activities of
HEW', several institutes and bureau,
devoted to toxicological research and
testing. The broad goal of this program
le to strengthen HEW's activities in the
testing of chemclals of public health
concern. as well as in the development
and validation of new and halter
integrated teal methods. At present the
NTP is compnsed of the relevant
activities of the Food and Drug
Administration (FDA). the Notional
Cancer Inatome (NCI). the Center for
Dtmease Control/National Inentum fur
Occupational Safely and Health
INIOSII). and the National in.tituts of
Environmental Health Science.
INIEHSI in order to encore that these
et:tit/Mee within HEW are coordinated
with the need. and acct vides of the
regulatory agencies. the original lour
IRLG agencies are member. of the
program s executive committee

The coordinating programs described
above are mtme of the more important
e nd broader ranging efforts However.
number of leas extensive coordinating
mechanisms have been established to
deal with specific ie.. These. and the
particular activities of the broader
programs are described in the
remainder of this annex

Identifying Curciriogens
Much of the effort to coordinate

carcinogen policies has focused on the
scientific issues involved in testing
carcinogenic substances and log
carcinogenic nabs As result. this is
the general area in which most programs
has already been made The IRLG has
focused many of its activities in this
e re. end the National Toxicology
Program was established to bnng about
further coordination In addition. there
have been a number of administrative
and legislative efforts at coordination
that have focused in this arse

Research

A number of different government
agencies have developed significant
research programs to gain better
understanding of carcinogen. and the
way in which they affect humans The
lergem program. are eponsored by the
National Cancer Institute. the National
Institute of Environmental Health
Science. the National Ineutute of
Occupational safety end Health. the
Environmental Protection Agency the
Food end Drug Administration. Ma

Department of Energy, the Department
of Defense. the Department of
Commerce, and the Department of
Agriculture.

According to one tabulation, these
agencies spent total of approximately
II400 million donee In FY 1977 In
research related to toxic substances.
large proportion of which was focused
on the problem of cancer and
carcinogens..

These research programs tended to
develop in largely uncoordinated
fashion. but during the pest year there
have been several major efforts to gain
better understanding and improve the
coordination of different egencies
research programs. The first of these
was the IRLG Research Planning Work
Group. This group tabulated all the
tomes h being sponsored by the
four IRLG agencies plus three research
inetitui. (NCI. NIEHS. and NIOSH) and
analysed this Information to try to
identify areas of overlap or particular
gaps in the research programa. They did
not isolate cancer-related research Out
analyzed It along with then other toxic.
research They discovered few inetncea
of possible research overlaps. but did
Identify some potentially serious
research gaps.

A similar effort war initiated by the
Toxic Substances Strategy Committee
covenne more agencies then the seven
included in the IRLG's effort. This
analysis war based upon the
information collected by the IRLG
Research Planning Work Group. the
Smithsonian Institution'. Scientific
Information Exchange System. and
special submissions by Individual
agencies Again. there was no specific
locus on cancer - related research.
Ithough it was included with the other
tonics research. Like the IRLG effort
they found little evidence of duplication,
but some possibly significant gaps.

Concern about the budgetary
coordination of toxics.relsted research
led the Office of Management and
Budget to Initiate cross-agency **Zero-
Based Budget" (EBB) exercise for the
HMO budget year. This exercise Included
the acme isgencies in the IRLG effort (the
four IRLG sgenclrre NCI. NIEHS. and
NIOSII) For this exercise each agency
divided its research Into "decision
unites which were ranked jointly by all
the agencies according to commonly
agreed upon criteria relating primarily to
the quality and importance of the
research Avon. there was not
particular focus on cancer-related

To.n ouno.nc.s dit.led, Cumming.. "roan
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research, and no effort was made to
obtain a specific understanding of whet I
was being done In this sullied area.

The fourth effort. the National
Toxicology Program. is focusing more on
developing an ongoing management
system for planning and.coordinating
research done under different auspice.
within HEW. This program was given
authority to plan use of part of the
research budget for four agencies NCI.
NIEHS. NIOSH. and FDA. The program
does not cover all of the cancerrelated
research. but does Include most of that
testing within HEW directly relevant to
the identification of carcinogens. In
order to ensure that the HEW research
plans are coordinated with the research
and information needs of other agencies.
three of these agencies (EPA. OSHA.
and CPSCI are members of the
Executive committee which reviews the
program plan.

The National Toxicology Program is
related to broader Department of
Health. Education and Welfare
coordination effort. the Committee to
Coordinate Toxicology and Related
Program.. This committee provides
advice to the department on
toxicological activities and serves to
coordinate the exchange of Information
and the sharing of resources among
agenda. In the department. Although
established within HEW. 11 includes
[Moon members from most other
Federal agencies having significant
interests In toxicology. and thus gene.
as focus for more general information
exchange and coordination

Two other research planning.
advising and coordinating efforts also
deserve mention. These include the
National Cancer Advisory Board and
the NCI Clearinghouse for
Environmental Carcinogens. Each of
these efforts is primarily concerned with
the program and activities of the
National Cancer Institute However
each accomplishes some important
coordination among agencies Their
membership Includes representatives
froth other agencies and the public The
National Cancer Advisory Board
reviews all research miplications
submitted to the National Cancer
Institute. and. In addttion has a
subgroup focusing upon environmental
carcinogeneels. The NCI clearinghouse.
which includes even broader
representation from other agencies. le
concerned with planning and advising
on test methods and pnoritle. and with
...tole the results of NCI*. Meting
and ...mated risk assessments

regrow Priorities
In the pad each of the egenciea doing

carcinogen... 'Wang tended to set its
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own testing stendarde and establish its
own priorities.

Some consistency In priority setting
was accomplished through various
advisory committee.. of which NCI's
Clearinghouse on Environmental
Carcinogenesis was perhaps the most
important Although NUend other
testing agencies did attempt to respond
to regulatory needs whenthey were
espreiled. the regulatory agencies often
did not hove strong inputs to those
committees.

The creation of the National
Toxicology Program has established a
more vigorous forum for coordinating
testing prionties. This program is
developing criteria for letting testing
priorities which reflect the needs of both
the regulatory agencies and the research
instittor The regulatory agencies.
represented an the program s Executive
(committee. will also have stronger
role in selecting the specific substances
tested for all of the HEW tenting
programs revered by the NTP

Another major program established to
coordinate testing a the Intersgency
toot Substances Testing Committee
!hot committee was established by
section stet of the Tout Substances
Control Act of itri7 and includes
menthen from eight agencies covolved
in regulating toxic substances. Its role et
to ttivtew current knowledge of the
potential toxic effects of different
sobstances. and recommend to EPA
which of these substances should
receive highest pnunty fur testing EPA
then reviews these recommendations in
terms of the prionttes it will establish
for owl; to he conducted by industry
under section 4 Of the Act.

The National Toxicology Program and
the lnterageni y Ionic Substances
Irving Committee substantially
Immovs the amount of coordination
occurrng on setting testing priorities.
The National Toxicology Program will
serve in coorclinew testing pnontie
arming the research agencies and the
regulatory agencies. and the testing
committee will erv to coordinate
prom les between the government end
pro ale set tor Coordination between
these two effort. results from having the
same agencies represented on both.

t u,f Studies

tint ally when laboratory testing te
as diffused and is clanging an rapidly ne
It In the case of cancarrelearch.
number of different experimental
methods tend to come tutu use Tu
large extent this is desirable for is
allows fur development of new
equipment and technique. and often

m
sulfa in discarvery of more efficient
d accurate procedures Hose... for

the purpose of making regulatory
decisions. the agencies must have
confidence in the quality of the pasting.
and In the consistency of tent nrealts.

Efforts to promote such quality>end
consistency can take several forms. The
first stage is usually the development er
suggested analytical methods for use
within an agency. Some of these will be
adopted by other agencies as well. For
instance. the National Cancer Institute
has prepared manual. containing
recommended testing methods for
determining carcknogeneals. The
National Academy of Science. the
World Health Organization. FDA. and
EPA haves's° prepared such manuals.

As more experience in gained with the
different methods. the agencies begin to
agree on what the preferred methods
are In the second stage of coordination.
the different agencies adopt consistent
methods Thus. HEW prepared
regulations defining Good Loborefory
Practice.. and during the past year these
have also been accepted by EPA. CPSC.
FDA. and OSHA. This his represented a
significant step forward in consistency
and quality control.

An associated problem is being
addressed by the IRI.0 Work Group on
Testing Standards and Guidelines This
work group is addressing the problem
that would be veered if the dtfferent
agencies where to require slightly
different testing procedures. all of which
might be equally acceptehie from the
standpoint of quality control to in used
in content:non with their specific
regulatory programs These differences
can tali. confusion end unnecessary
costs by requiring firm to undertake
nomewhat different tests on the same
substance when trying to satisfy
different regulatory requirements The
IRLG Testing Standards and Guidelines
Work Group is attempting to avoid this
problem by developing one eel of testing
standard, that will be accepted by all
the IRLG agencies.

The IRLG Eptderroology Work Croup
Is attempting to accomplish some of the
same improvements with respect to
eptilerniologIcal studies However this
group is (manna more on defining the

immal characterielcs of
eptdemluinglcal end'. than In defining
study protocols similar to those hemp
developed by the Tontine Standards and
Guidelines Work Group.

Simla, coordination of tenting
methods Is occurring in the internnttnnal
context through the Organizations for
Economic Development and. to a lesser
etent United Nations ansociated
organizations such as the World Health
Oreaninitton and the Food and
Agro Owe Orgitnizabon

Cur inogens
With the profusion of different testing

and regulatory programs, there has been
corns concern that different agencies
will make Inconsistent 'moments of
the potential carcinogenicity of
particular substance. This concern has
created substantial Interest during the
past 2 years In developing procedures
for ensuring that these qualitative

merits of risks are consistent
One of the more ambitious of these

efforts was the report prepared by the
IRLG Risk Assessment Work Croup
entitled "Scientific Bases for the
Identification of Potential Carcinogens
and the Estimation of Risks."'This
document represents the judgment of the
agency scientists on the scientific
concept. and methods used to identify
and evaluate substances that pose a risk
of cancer to humans. The document
describes the basen for making a
qualitative evaluation of whether
particular substance presents a
carcinogenic hazard. and how the
results of epidemiological studies and
animal bioassay.. along with other
types of Information. are to be used In
making that evaluation. The document Is
currently receiving public and scientific
review and comment.

Severul other efforts In the
government have also addressed this
mile The National Cancer Advisory
Board's Committee on Environmental
Carcinogen.. Is preparing document
which is similar to that prepared by the
IRLG The Office of Science and
Technology Policy, In the Executive
Office of the President. has also
prepared similar document.

Another step to promote conswiency
is the effort by the National Cancer
Intoute to domeminate the results of iu
carcinogen as.sament This in dune
through the Clearinghouse on
Environmental C.arcinogenesis and via
an annual report on Carcinogen. NCF is
required to make to Congress under
recent amendment to the National
Cancer Act

Asseseteg Hymen Risk
Most of the government's attention an

issues relating to the assessment of
human risk has bean focused on the
approprtateness and methodologies for
making quantitative risk estimates.

A number of different conflation
techniques have been proposed and
used without general agreement about
then accuracy and reliabdity arKIliuS0
of the substantial uncartuaniies
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Involved. Iris probably not possible to
determine whether specific U14116110:1
technique. is correct. It is nevertheless
desirable for all agencies using
quantitative estimates In their regulatory
programs to Make such estimates
consistently.

A major purpose of the IRLC Risk
Assessment Work Group was to provide

framework for this consistency. Their
report (-Scientific Bases for the
Identification of Potential Carcinogens
and Estimation of Risks") describes
some methods that are used in making
quantitative estimates of the
Carcinogenic flaks posed by substance
if such risk estimates are ppropnate or
required The report discusses the
various qoantoative estimation
technique. currently being used. the
vertuus problems associated with such
rattma non techntques and recommends
that the alien, tes include the results
from onr particular technique when
undertaking quantitative risk
estimations This document should serve
both to insure that the agencies interpret
data consistently and to reduce the
public s uncertain') about the scientific
sod policy lodgments that the agencies
make in their interpretalton

Regulatory Policies

Until re. tinny most efforts to
coordinate agency actions in regulating
carcinogen. lot-used upon the scientific
spect. of the regulatory progrern.--the
testing 01 substances. the assessment of
hazards the estimation of risks A.
these become better cnordinated.the
emphasis Is shifting particularly with
the establishment of the IRLG and The
Regulatory Councilto coordinating
go...Foment intervention as well These
efforts are dealing with issues such as
selling regulatory priorities. agreeing
upon what analyses ought to be
undertaken to support regulatory
decisions coordinating specific
yegulslorL sr lions and coordinating
compliance monitoring and
enforcement

neffluhO,rb Prtorthe.

The MU; regulatory Oeveluiimeni
Work Group IS responsible fur the major
effort, to courdinnteremiletury
pridrilles among agencies It has set up
process whereby each agency is notified
immediate y as soon as imp of ths
agencies begins to consider regulating
particular substance WW1 this
arrangement the agencies re swans of
one another priorities and can
reevaluate their own p ,,,,, met, In view
of other ellen, v plans

'Jr

Decision Analyses

The major coordination on decision
analyses hes resulted from Executive

- Order 12041 issued.bY President Carlee
and The National Environmental Policy
Act.

The National Environmental Policy
Act requires each agency to analyze the
environmental Implications of those
actions which may have significant
impact upon the human environment.
The Council on Environmental Quality
Implements these provisions end has
issued regulations governing thp
preparation and processing of
environmental Impact statements..
However. there is some variation among
agencies regarding how and when they
undertake environmental impact
assessments related to regulatory
activities.

Executive Order 12044 applies to all
regulations which potentially have
major economic impact Issue by
agencies within the Executive Branch. It
requires agencies proposing these
regulations to undertake regulatory
analyses which are published for review
and comment. The Council on Wage and
Price Stability and the Office of
Management and Budges have prepared
guidelines regarding the content of these
analyses and the way in which they
should be done."

Selected regulatory analyses are also
reviewed by the Regulatory Analysis
Review Group (RARG). This group is
chaired by the Chairman of the Council
of Economic Advisors and Is made up of
representatives from the Office of
Management and Budget end the
principal Executive Branch economic
and regulatory agencies RARG reviews
up to 20 regulations a year (not more
than 4 from any one agency] which it
believes may have a eignifIcant Impact
upon the economy. The implementation
of Executive Order 12094 has resulted In
substantial consistency with respect to
the issues of when economic analyses
will be conducted and what they should
contain.

The IRLC Regulatory Development
Work Group is also concerned with
what analyse. are done and how they
are coordinated among the IRLG
agencies. The IRLG also has group of
Senior Em0h0trirsta Incoordinate the
economic analyses carried out by
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different agencies and to develop
cpmmon analytical tools and data bases
that could be used in these analyses.

Regulatory Actions

The type of actions that regulatory
agencies can take and the
considerations and principles that are to
be taken into account in deciding upon
these actions are largely specified by
Congress In the statutes establishing the
various regulatory programs. However.
there are several major efforts Co
coordinate the agencies' actions within
these statutory constraints.

The IRLG agencies are attempting to
coordinate their regulatory actions
through the Regulatory Development
Work Group. This work group has
identified the hazardous substances
which two or more of the IRLG agencies
are currently considering regulating. For
each of these substances the work group
has established a special subgroup
composed of key officials from the
relevant agencies. These subgroups
have the responsibility for coordinating
the menthes of the various agencies.
ensuring that they are consistent with
one another and informing the public on
what each of the agencies Is doing. As
part of this effort they have prepared a
document entitled Hazardous
Substances which lists 24 substances:
summarizes what Is known about their
health eflects'prodlictIon. and use: bats
the regulatory authorities under which
action is being taken or considered:
indicates certain regulatory issues that
have arisen: and eels forth the agencies'
proposed schedule of regulatory
activities." The Information in thfs
document is being updated semi-
annually by an Inc publication
entitled Regulatoly Reporter. i5

The Regulatory Council's "regulatory
calendar should also serve as an
importqnt coordinating mechanism "
The calindar cortalnes hating of all the
Important rules and regulations that the
agencies are working on. the benefits
and costs anticipated to result from the
agency's regulatory action. and the
alternative actions being considered.
The preparation and public release of
this calendar should serve to increase
the consletency of agency Interventions.
In addition, the staff of The Regulatory
Council will examine the submissions to
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when applicable) also requires agencies
to analyze proposed Interventions and
the reasonable alternative mew of
Intervention in the economic (of
environmental) Impact statements they
are required to prepare. The economic
Impact statements are reviewed by the
Council on Wage and Price Stability
which attempts, among other things. to
Identify any inconsistencies among the
agencies. Where potentially serious
tnconsisiencite appear. the proposed
Intervention may be referred to the'
Regulatory Analysts Review Group foe
more Intensive consideration. e

The potential for coordination ands jthei
benefits that can rend' if the agencies
do work closely together were clearly
demonstrated In the reguhition of
chlorofluorocarbons.
Chlorofluorocarbons were at one time
used extensively as propellants in
aerosol sprays among other uses. They
were found. however. to be causing
potentially serious depletion of owns In
the atmosphere.

Various scientific studies
demonstrated that such depletion could
have very serious long-range impacts on
health and the environment. Three
agencies. EPA. CPSC. and FDA. had
partial jurisdiction. When it became
e vident that there was a potentially
serious problem. these agencies met
together to consider possible regulatory
responses. As a result, they developed
mini regulatory approach that embodied
agreement on the actions that each of
the agencies would take and the timing
of these actions This arrangement
resulted In one of the agencies (CPSC)
agreeing to take no action at all because
It would have done little more than
duplicate what the regulations of the .

other two agenicea would accomplish.
This cooperation enabled the three

encies to announce joint! y what each
of them would be doing and when,
slimlneting any uncertainty shout the
specific Interventions that were planned.
The agencies also jointly undertook to
sponsor additional research on the
problem to determine whether forther
e ctions with respect to noneerosol uses
of clorofturocatbons were needed end
how any such intervention could most
e fficiently occur

Monitorms
Ambient and compliance monitoring

are important aspects of any regulatory
program. Ambient monitonng Involves
identifying the iraistencer of potential
carcinogens in places --e g.. the ir, food
products. consumer products. the
workplacewhere people may be

exposed to their. Compliance .

monitoring Involves determining
Whether sources of these contaminants
are complying pith repletion' to.
control peoille's`exposoreeto such
substances.

In the Peet: the Main coordination of
monitoring his rekulted from the
regulatory agencies using data collected
by other data-collecting agencies such
eat IEW's Center for Health Stiitiatica.

' Recently. thetoordloation of ambient
monitoring has been looked at hip-Site

'detail by an interagency coin:nines
established by thq,Council on .'
Environmental Qua Ity to review
environmental data acid monitoring. by
the Interagency ToxicSubstances Data
Committee, by the IRLG Information
Exchange Work Group. and by'the

Mangement and Budget.
'Various efforts hhve also beim
undertaken to coordinate Ompliance
monitoring through the IRLG
Compliance and Edforcement Work
Croup and varioui regional IRLG
organizations.

The President established the CEQ
Interagency Tarok Poste on
Environmental-Dee and Monitoring in
hie EnotrolithentstMessage of May.
1977.1*This task theca has undertaken
an extensive review of the government's
efforts td monitor air pollutants, water

"yollotents. and other environmental
charaoteriMics. However. It hailieferred
conaideretion of carcintigen and toxic'
monitoring to he Interagency Toxic
SOINtances Data Committee.

The Interagency Toxic Sibilance.
Data Committee Was established by
section gel of The Toxic Subilances
control Act- Its purposely tolacilitateit
the 'maltose of information nn toxic
substances mode agencies. Althbugh
the focus is on Information exchange. II,
muscats° consider who should collect
the information end how they should
collect It. The issues being addrewed by
this interagency committee are closely
coordinated with those being addressed
by the IRLC Information Exchange
Work Croup. which serves a similar role'
amonclhe IRLG agencies. However,
neitheriil these efforts Nee yet led to an
Intensive effort to improve the
coordination of ambient monitoring
activities by the different agencies.

The coordination carried out by the
°Mc' bf tianagenient and Budget
occurs primarily with respect to the
budget submissions of the individual
agencies and to-the clearance of the
forms which will be used to collect the
Information. The coordination of data
collection efforts is further emphasized

In The Regulatory Reform Act of 19711
submitted to the Congress by the
President In March, 1579.

There IF however, significant
Increase In the coordination of
compliance monitoring by the agencies.
In the agencies' regional offices.
Inspectors from each agency are being
educated about the programs of the
other agencies. A process for referring
possible violations of another agency's
regulations to that agency has also been
instituted- The MID Compliance and
Enforcement Work Croup has developed
the educational material, and the forma
being used in this effort. This work
group is also exploring the possibility of
such further coordination as loint
Inspections (where Inspectors from
different agencies Inspect a site jointly/
and crose-over Inspections (where the
inipectors frontons agency Inspect fur
other agencies as well as their own).

An important contribution to such
coordination may result from
demonstration project In New jersey
conducted by the Environmental
Protection Agency In association with
the IR.L.0 Information Exchange Work
Group. A serious hurdle to better
coordination has been that the different
agencies, and often dale ent programs

Ncilittesbeing control! . The New

within the same agency. o not use the
same means for Identify) g Individual

jersey protect Is exploring the feasibility
of developing a "common code" system

. of Identifying facilities. If such codes
were used to identify facilities and dies
one could quickly identify how each

jiagency is involved with any particular
facility or site, when any agency last
Inspected the facility, whether any and
what type of vioNtions have been
?Mind. etc.

' Eofotcement
The primary coordination of

enforcement policies Is c=orring
through the IRLG Compliance and
Enforcement Work Group and IRLC
co6peration among the'regional offices.
In addition to the training of Inspector.
and the referral of violations, there has
been increased mutual support of
eoforcement actions through the Mowing
or lehoratory facilities, Information. and

Nadir wit among agencies. end
by the agencies undertaking special
investigations for one another.

Agency coordination is also Important
in responding to emergency episodes.

. such as epillsor plant,accidents.
involving the release bf toxic chemicals.
The Toxic Substances Strategy
Committee established a special
subcommittee to address this problem. It
has concentrated upon improving the
osponse capacity at the Slate and local

.Tbe Trader. Mimeo re Caw.. es the
loetronreent Use os 111,7
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levels. better orgenIzIng EPA's response
system. and achieving better
coordination between EPA, the
U. portmenl of Transportation. and the
ornate sector. In addition. the !PLC
agencies have developed. al both
regional and hsedquartere levels.
emergency notification schemes and -
emergency response plans to deal with
sunk episodes. These are currently being
integrated oh the national response
ex stem est LlnM d by The Clean Water
Act I ins ols mg the Council on
Ensironmental. Quality. the Department
of Transportation. 'and ET'Af to respond
to oil and hazardous substances spills.

Conrhmen
This appendix describe. some of the

ongoing coordination efforts which are
mum reit., ant to the regulation of
carcinogens Additional efforts are also
Occurring in areas less directly related.
Further inlowation about the activities
of the valor coordinating effort. can be
obtained by contacting the following:
Interapenn Regulatory Liaison Group, liii

IBM Street ND (Room SO% Washington.
DC 21,o'

11. II esolaon Count New Eeeculive
011or Building TM IaLlison Placa. NW.

aeloogion DC 10400
National Cant or Advisory Bound. National

Cancer Insiiii.te Public Wealth Service.
ii S Department of livalth Education. and
Deltato atp RoLks Cllr Pths. Bethesda.
Men land 20O14

Netional Twat ultuat Program. National
limonite of F. tronmenial Wealth Sciences.
Public tietIth Sere ma Department dl
Health FA., anon and Kellam Bethesda.
Mar, and aM14

Table IInteragenc) Coordination
Effort.
pt moll Coorrtnutour
Off. a of Management and Rodert

Budget ptepw dimn
legodati, rlearame

wI trio hutment es Stras) Committee
rr5cc)

Regulatory Cnunril
Inierepenc) Regulator) Liaison Group (IRLG)
Corrundiee to Coordinate Toxicology and

Related Programs 111E1%1
National I oxicology Program [NM
National Cancer Advisory Board

Ithoni,,, tom Carrinoyens

levseart h
IRU Reeeerth Planning Work Group
TRU..
Int Toxic %Andante. Zero Based

Dude. Anal, sis
NIP
National C.anter Advisory Board
National Cancer Institut Clearinahowe tar

grik ironmentel Carcinogens
URIC Pre. enuee ilrelth Initiative
CC110
Infleragent k Collatiorativ Group on

an.ironmentel Gnmtpena

Tasting Matthew
POP
Intersency Tonle Substance. Toeing

Committee
NCI Chemical Selection Committee

Conduct of Stadler
Manuala of recommended testing

procedures leg . NCI)
Coed Laboratory Precticas
IRLG Testing Standards and Guidelines

Work Croup
IRLG Epidemiology Work Croup
Various tntemational efloos

AwessIng Human Risk:
IRLG Risk Aseessmeni Work Group
Office of Science and Technology Policy
NCI ateringhouw on Environmental

Carcinogens
Annual Report of NO
Netionel Cancer Advisory Board

Committee on Environmental
Carcinogens

Regulatory Pallcies
Regulatory Priorities

IRLG Regulatory Development Work Group
TSSC

Decision Analyser
Nebo.' Environmental Policy Act
Executive Order 12044
Regulatory Analysis Review Croup

MARC)
Regulatory Actions

IRLG Regulatory Development Group
Regulatory Council
Executive Order 12014

Monitoring:
Control Data Collection Agencies. Center

for Wealth Mimetic.
Int ..... ncy Tacit Substance. Data

Committee
IRLG Information Exchange Work Group
Office of Management and Budget

Survey clearance function.
Budget preparation

IRLG Compliance and Enforcement War%
Cronp
IRLG regional ctivIlles

Enforcement
IRLG Compliance and Enforcement Work

Croup
IRLG regional acilytttea
TSSC
National Response System

in Os ee.gtere Mee irs.ta-ma s o.ai
as eon. .resew



AMC
AMERICAN INDUSTRIAL HEALTH COUNCIL.
1612 K STREET, N.W., SUITE, 301, WASHINGTON, D.C. (202) 459.0040

November 15, 1979

Toward a Sound National Cancer Policy

AIHC Comments on the,Statement of the Regulatory Council Entitled

"Regulation of Chemical Carcinogens"

The purpose\Of this memorandum is to provide suggestions

of the American Industrial Health Council (AIHC) for the improve-

ment of the statement Of the Regulatory Council entitled

"Regulation of Chemical Carcinogens" released September 28,

1979 (44 Fed. ma. 600?8k1

line comment on the statement would be helpful. Our purpose
r;

-is to identify those areas where we believe the Council's
if

statement could be materially strengthened so that the statement

embodies the latest scientific expression of the state-of-the-art

in risk identification and estimation. In the letter which

We do not believe that line by

this memorandum accompanies, AIHC has made recommendations

for the next steps to be taken to develop a sound national

cancer policy. These recommendations will also be discussed

briefly in this memorandum.

AMC was formed to coordinate the scientific and

administrative resources of its 120 member companies and 60

participating associations to address the problem of regula-

tion of substancee which present a chronic health hazard.

Reproduced with t tke'Termission of the copyright holder from American Industrial Health
Council. Toward a Sou d National Cancer Policy. AIHC Comments on the Statement of the
Regulatory Council Ent tled "Regulation of Chemical Carcinogens." Washington, 1070. 26 p.

(447)
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A prime objective is to mObilize..the scientific talent, indus-

trial experience and administrative expertise of its members

to assist government agencies in the development of sound

carcinogen control. A list of AIHC. members is attached.

I. ScientifiC Risk A ment Should be
Improved and its Use Extended

Within the specific focus of regulation of particular,

substances addressed in the Regulatory Council statement,

there is'an urgent need to develop policies which will provide

a basis to evaluate for regulatory consideration the rapidly

increasing number of substances for which some evidence of

possible carcinogenicity will be developed from the greatly

e xpanded government and private research programs and the

e xpanding array of testing methodologies.

Mr. Cootie's public statement in connection with

the release of the Regulatory Council's statement tended to

obscure rather than address the problem. To substantiate the

assertion that "everything does not cause cancer", he stated

that only 500 out of 7,000 chemicals tested have been shown

to cause cancer. However, as he noted, the quality of the

studies on 7,000 substances varied widely. He referred also

to a 1969 study done by Littosi for NCI on 120 pesticides where

11 were found carcinogenic, but the protocols followed would

probably not be used today.

The fact that nearly one half of the substances

tested in the NCI bioassay program provided some evidence of

4J1
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Carcinogenicity in animal tests is probably a more accurate

forecast of the outcome of the enormously increased public and

private testing programs. The need for good scientific tools

to, discriminate and evaluate different risks is important in

fields other than induitrial chemicals. This conclusion is

confirmed by the recent statement of the Food and Drug Administra-

tion that "many, perhaps most, foods in a supermarket" may

contain "an inherent carcinogenic ingredient or a carcinogenic

contaminant (in contrast to a deliberately added carcinogenic

substance) . . ." (44 Fed. Esq. 59513, October 16. 1979).
7--

The important point is that improved procedures are necessary

to evaluate carcinogenic risk and to regulate those substances

that are carcinogenic according to the risk they present.

In these circumstances it is vitally urgent that the

government develop the tools to easeful the risk presented by

this vast myriad of substances which will be implicated by some

evidence. Substances vary greatly in carcinogenic potency.

The Interagency Regulatory Liaison Group Report (IRLG) stated

that the range in variation in potency is more than a million-

fold. (44 Fed. Reg. 39875) e range of hazard from these

substances will be much greater .cause of differences( in

exposure levels.

It is indispensible that the government develop

the means to select which substances in this large and growing

group should have regulatory attention. Scientific identifica-

tion and quantitative estimation of the risk are essential
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to enable sound decisions to be made. The IRLG Report. is

a welcome beginning in the development of obpictiVe'scientific

risk assessment. AIHC has commented.on the 1RLG Report in

detail. A summary of the AIHC comments is attached to this

memo. The fu1e4 eit-of theAIHC ailments is being submitted
'P

to the Re. ocy Council.

endorsement of thOIRI,G,RePort,by the Regulatdy

ke'welcome. but we are disappoihted in three respects.

(1) The summary/primer style description of the

"evidence" of carcinogenicity results is a

distortion of complex, qualified scientific

principles.

(2) The Regulatory Council does not encourage

full use of risk estimation.

(3) The Council's statement repeats points

from the IRLG Report which public input

will indicate should be corrected, modified

or qualified.

(1) The statement which appears to be a key to

the Regulatory Council's policy that "the intrinsic ability of

a substance to induce cancer is independent of dosage"

(44 Fed. Reg. 60040) is a misleading overstatement. Where

the mechanism by which a substance acts is epigenetic IsLa.

tissue damage) a threshold is likely. (See AIHC comments on

the IRLG Report at 111-12 and 111-13.) Moreover this statement

overlooks the significant role of hormones and bionutrients

el 3
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Such as'Vitamin A, cobalt, chromium, nickel, selenium, etc.,

which are essential to life but may cause cancer at high doses.

The statement points out that evidence that a substance

is carcinogenic is strengthened by test results indicating

carcinogenicity under two or more teat conditions. This might

be correct if the statement referred, as it does in the next

sentence, to "two or more properly designed and conducted

tests." (44 Fed. Reg. 60040). It is clear, however, that the

author of the statement intended no such meaning because the

parenthetical clause, "two or more tests or test conditions"

is defined to mean "at two or more dosage levels, in both

sexes, or in two or more animal strains or species." To suggest

that one study with two doses is the equivalent of two teats

or that one study with both sexes is the equivalent of two

studies goes beyond any assertions in the IRIA Report or e sewhere.

Another example where the Regulatory Council's ummary

overstates the value of evidence of carcinogenicity is wit

reference to short term tests. (44 Fed. Recce. 60040). None

of these tests has been validated so that different laboratories

following the same protocol consistently get the same result.

To suggest that results of such tests, without specifying

a properly validated battery or the design and conduct of

the tests, can be used to support "regulatory actions

dealing with groups of substances having similar chemical or

biological propert*s" elevates improperly the test results

which the statement acknowledges are only "suggestive.P Combining
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the short term tests with another criterion, similarity in

structure, which also is at,best only suggestive, to support

regulatory action goes beyond any proposal by the IRLG or any

agency except the proposed CPSC policy (43 red. Reg. 25658)

which has been withdrawn. (44 Fed. R11.23021). The limitations

of short term test data is discussed in greater detail in the

A/gC comments on the IRLG Report at II-10 to 1/-16.

(2) The statement fails to provide leadership for the

improvement and wider regulatory use of, quaotitative risk assess-

ment. The "minimum" risk assessment called for by the statement

consists merely of qualitative identification of potential

carcinogenicity of a substance and a determination that people

are likely to be exposed. Other significant factors necessary

to properly quantify human exposure "may also" be included in

the risk assessment but unfortunately are not required elements

of the Regulatory Council's recommendations.

provides no

Such an inadequate

guidance whatsoe),Per

non-quantitative risk assessment

to the nature of the risk,

provides no basis for assessng alternatives and will not

enable tne agency or the public to determine whether the health

benefits from the regulati n bear a reasonable or, indeed,

any relationship to the c et.

The Regulatory Co ncil should un impor-

tance of a full quantitative sk eeti egulation.

rline th

on to sound

(3) The Council include umber of litateme is

from the IRLG Report which AIHC believes public corn:dun will

show should be corrected, qualified or modified. This includes

4J
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*statements which fail to give appropriate weight and encouragement
*

to the collection of human dater overemphasize the significance of

tests at maximum tolersZed dose and positive animal test results;

fail to emphasize the importance of comparative metabolism;

give undue weight to benign tumors and fail to give due weight

to differences in route of exposure; fail to urge selection

of all methodologies and models on the basis of scientific
Gs

validity rather, than conservatism; and others.

.Three major statements on cancer have been published

by the government in quick succession without evaluation of

public input: The IRLG Report; the draft Report of the Toxic

Substances Strategy Committees (TSSC), and the Regulatory

Council statement. The comment period was extended for the

IRLG Report which forms the basis of much that is contained

in the TSSC draft report and the Regulatory Council statement.

Public comments have not been evalmat'd. While the Regula

tory Council promised to include modiications of the IRLG '4

Report in its statement, it is very unfortunate that

a government document asqmportant as the Regulatory Council

statement should be issued before public comments were evaluated.

A/HC's comments on these and other points are sum-

: merited in the attachment to this memo and are developed in

detail in' the AIHC comments on the IRLG Report.

II. The Scientific Basis for Risk
Estimation Should be Strengthened

Much of the statement by the Regulatory Council

either characterizes or refers to the scientific input to

433
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the regulatory process. We find it unusual, therefore, that the

Regulatory Council gave no guidance to the agencies to assure

that regulation is based on the best available science.

FOur principles should be enunciated by the Regulatory

Council to provide direction to the agencies in making scien-

tific risk estimations which are an essential part of a regula-

tory analysis.

First, the scientific functions of qualitative

risk identification and quantitative risk

estimation, which the President's Office of

Science and Technology Policy (OSTP) called

"Stage I' in the regulatory process, should

be separated from the regulatory function

which OSTP calls "Stage II", where societal

values (risks, benefits, costs, safety

factors etc.) can be expressly considered

by the regulator in deciding what action
(1)

to take for risk avoidance;

Second, the scientific risk ment should

have the objective o/ presenting to the re-

gulator (and to the public) the most objec-

tive unbiased assessment based on scientific

evaluation of all the facts. To accomplish

that objective, the scientific analysis must

not be constrained or biased in some undis-

closed way by "conservative" assumptions or

models. Individual scientists may be conser-
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vative. or liberal but science must be

objective.

Third, the agencies should reward good

science by recognizing the significance of

now data and new methodologies. The agencies
4-k

should be open-minded to new data, parti-

cularly as it relates to the validity of

the extrapolation of animal data to man.

Fourth, the Regulatory Council should ensure

that the agencies establish consistent

minimum standards of quality for acceptable

data - scientific peer review, etc.

The Council should make the upgrading of the science

upon which the'regulatory agencies must rely an essential

objective of its policy statement. AIHC gave this objective

prime priority by its recommendation that an independent science

panel of the highest qualifications be created to make the

scientific risk evaluation; this would ensure the best objective

science as a basis for regulatory decisions. The Council

should also take leadership in encouraging the improvement in

scientific risk estimation by the regulatory agencies.

III. The Regulatory Council Should Provide
Guidance to Assure that Regulatory Objectives are

Achieved in a Cost Effective Manner

The cost of regulation has become a matter of urgent

national concern. A recent study prepared for the Joint Economic
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Committee of the Congress estimated regulatory costs for 1979
(2)

to be over $100 billion. The $97.9 billion cost of compliance

component in that total is, the study states, "substantially

underestimated."

These colt consideratiohs highlight the Council's

objective to help ensure that regulations are achieved in a

cost effective manner. The Council's statement should be

amended to provide guidance to the agencies in the following

important respects.

First, as we have pointed out earlier, supra p.6,

the approval by the Council of a "minimum" risk estimation

consisting only of qualitative identification of a carcinogen

and an observation that people are likely to be exposed provides

no guidance td the regulator whether the benefits of the proposed

regulation bear a reasonable relation to the cost. For a regula-

tion to be cost effective requires consideration of alternatives.

A minimum risk estimation provides no basis for assessing

alternatives.

Second, a report by the IRL0 demonstrates that, with

respect to twenty or more substances, two or more of the regula-
(3)

tory agencies are considering or preparing regulatory action.

In some cases more than ten different statutes are involved.

Encouragement to the agencies to coordinate their coforts is

a good beginning, but provides no guidance on national prior-

ities. Resources are limited and, absent some consideration

of national priorities, coordination becomes a matter of exchange

4.24,
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of information and timing. The Council should recommend that

an effort be made to determine whether the benefits from the

combined efforts of the agencies bear any reasonable relationship

to the costs.

The Regulatory Council focuses mainly on health

benefits from regulation. It is importan% to remember in

making regulatory decisions that there are other benefits -

social and economic benefits derived from the substance and, in

appropriate cases, preserving the individual choices and pre-

ferences of the consumer.

Third, while one of the recommended Regulatory

principles envisions coordinated development of multiple agency

regulations controlling a specific substance or problem, the

particular criteria espoused by the Regulatory Council on sub-

stitutes may be inconsistent with that principle. Unless a

coordination mechanism is provided, the net effect of multiple

agency reviews of substitutes within separate statutory authori-

zations could be a de facto ban of all functionally equivalent

substances in a given industrial/ consumer area.

The Regulatory Council has recognized a division

of each agency's interest derived from its statu'ory mission.

Thus, a substance regulated for its risk to consumers -- on

the basis of an available substitute -- may present little

risk to workers, while the substitute itself may present a

serious risk to workers. Two agencies, operating within their

statutory scope and guided by the "substitution" test, may

58-658 0 - BO - 30
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each take separate and inconsistent regulatory actions on

the alternate substances without regard to a balancing of

the relatiAl consumer /worker risks or the quantification of

such risks in the context of societal need for at least one

of the substances.

Among the specific charges which the President

gave the Regulatory Council was to improve regulatory management

and make new rules more cost effective. It was also charged

with analyzing the cumulative regulatory impact on economic

sectors facing multiple regulatory action. The Council has

not addressed in its statement what actiondcr procedures it

plans to institute to ensure that the agencies will follow the

principles and precepts the Council has endorsed. In reissuing

its statement this matter should be specifically addressed.

The Council should also explain how it will assess cumulative

impact upon economic sectors facing multiple. regulatory

actions and how it will assure that those multiple -regulations

are cost effective and that the benefits w 11 beara reasonable

relation to the cost.

IV. A Sound National Cancei 'Policy Should
Address.l.he Whole Problem.Ngt Just.a Segment ,

IL

In Om lett white this meinorandd diO ompanieie
. ;.,./ \I A

AIIIC.has uXgectthelhouncW6 take two iM;drtae't (actions in
-,

Ci
a L ' e--,

the prqgress to a sound mdtional'caecerOpOlicy. %

-

A

C.,1)

11,),
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1

. 1. The Council should reissusifor public comment
i;

-,the statement on Regulation of Chemical Carcinogens ester re-
.

: issuance of the IRLG Report following evaluation of public

comment. It is unfortunate that the Toxic Substance Strategy
Oft

Committee draft Report and the Council' statement, which

,,are interrelated and dependent on the IRLO Report in a signi-

ficant way, ware all issued prior to evaluation of public

input on the underlying IRLO Report. We are confident these

comments will not only lead to improvements in the various

documents, but will also provide significant illumination

-of factors to be considered in a national cancer policy.

2. AIHC recommends that the Federal government

provide a forum for launching of dialogue intended to provide

a better and more sophisticated understanding of the relatives

contributors to cancer as a requisite to actions which govern-

ment,industry, or individuals might take to reduce the inci-

dence of cancer. The first essential step in the development

of a sound national\bancer policy is a dispassionate, objective

and complete statement by the government.of the scope of the

national problem and the predominant causes of cancer. The

national policy should be designed to address the whole problem,

not just a small segment. (Eminent independent ecientists

in government, research and universities have identified

lifestyle - smoking, diet and alcohol - as the predominant
(4,5,6,7,8,9,10)

cause of cancer.)

The Regulatory Council statement focuses on regulation

445
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of menUfdctured chemicals. This narrow focus and the failure to

address lifestyle as the' predominant cause of cancer result;

in a distorted perspective. Recitation of the national figures

AM to the medical costs of caring for cancer victims and the losses

of earnings of those who died of cancer give the misleading

perspective that the Regulatory Council is addressing the whole

problem in its statement when in fact only a small segment is

addressed. A policy based on that distorted perspective will

achieve little reduction in the incidence of cancer and provides

no basis for assessing the priorities for research and other

policy )bjectives to achieve that reduction.

The narrow perspective of the Regulatory Council

statement also leave; the erroneous impression that the predom-

inant cause of cancer is industrial pollution from chemicals

added to food, water and air or in the workplace. The table

on the following page demonstrates that there is no correlation

between the growth in production of industrial chemicals and

mortality from cancer. The mortality rate has remained essentially

flat when measured as the age adjusted number of deaths per

100,000 while industrial chemical production has increased by

many orders of magnitude. Use of incidence figures leads to

the same conclusion. The American Cancer Society reports

that "[t]he overall incidence of cancer has decreased slightly
(11)

in the past 25 years." Dr. Phillip Handler, President of

the National Academy of Sciences, referred also to the fact

that the incidence of cancer has remained "approximately constant
(10)

for a half century."

4 .1
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The cancer burden is world-wide, impacting both in-

dustrial and non-industrial nations. There is no discernible

trend Linking national cancer burdens to induetrializetion.
e45;

The World Health Statistics Annual (1972-1973) ',identified

Scotland AS the country with the highest rate for male. (on

the basis of ago adjusted cancer deaths per 100,000). The

Netherlands had the highest rata for females. The United States

is ranked 22nd for men and 21st for women behind non-industrial
(11)

nations such as Switzerland, Northern Ireland and New Zealand.

Dr. Phillip Handler, President of the National Academy

of Sciences, stated recently that

"The possible effects of all known man-made

chemicals, when totalled, would contribute

only a miniscule fraction of all carcinogenssis
(10)

in our population."

Dr. John Higginson, Director of the International

Agency for Research on Cancer said recently that those who seek

to place the "blame" on industrial pollution are "confounded"

by the fact that the cancer rate in Geneva, Switzerland, which

has no industry, is higher than the rate in Birmingham, in the
(4)

center of England's great concentration of industry. Similarly,

in the United States the Third National Cancer Survey (1969-71)

found higher rates of cancer in "clean" cities - Minneapolis. .

Atlanta, San Francisco, and Dallas - than in "dirty" cities

- Detroit, Pittsburgh and Birmingham.

The state-of-the-art of scientific risk identification

and estimation is developing with almost explosive speed. The

44-0
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national cancer policy, therefore, should have built into it the

flexibility to take account of new developments. The Regulatory

Council appears to encourage generic regulation*. If that is the

intended meaning of the Council' statement, it should be re-

evaluated. A generic policy can substitute administrative

determinations for scientific evaluation. The inflexibility

of generic administrative determinations can stand as a bar to new

developments. The convenience and speed which are said to be

the benefits of generic regulations are not a reasonable trade-off

for administrative determinations which freeze7iciience. The

Regulatory Council should discourage any such generic regulations.

The speed with which new developments occur means

also that any policy put forward today should be reconsidered

periodically. Otherwise, programs which have lost their purpose

will be continued and new programs which are needed will not

come into,existence. AIHC stands ready to assist the Regulatory

Council in the important task of developing a sound national

cancer policy.

V. Conclusion

We hope that no statement in this memorandum will

be construed as in any way downgrading or minimizing the impor-

tance of controlling exposure to manufactured chemicals which

may cause cancer. Cancer and its causes are a matter -of, great

concern regardless of its source. AIHC and responsible leaders

of industry are committed to its control. Our purpose is to

urge perspective on the federal regulatory activities which

the Council addressed in its statement "Regulation of Chemical
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Carcinogens" and to Ongget the next steps to move from the

narrow focus of the Council's statement to a national cancer

policy.

AMC strongly recommend* that the Regulatory

Council.

1. Strengthen its generally laudable overall objective.,

but clarify that the scope of the statement, reletinvprincipally

to manufactUred chemicals, addresses only a relatively small

portion of the total cause and potential control of cancer.

2. Strengthen itelquidence in matters of science by

encouraging greater devopment and use of scientific risk assessment,

emerging scientific datarand balancing of benefits or proposed

regulations against costs of compliance.

4. Exert leadership and support or sponsorship for the

IRLO to comprehensively review publip comments on its "Scientific

Bases fori.Identification" of Potential Carcinogens and Estimation

of Risks" (44 Fed. Reg,. 39858), and encourage issuance of an

updated document by IRLO. Subsequently, the Regulatory Council

should reissue its "Regulation of Chemical Chrcinogene" statement

to reflect the revised IRLG document.

4. Support and encourage a federal program that will

provide a proper categorization and setting of priorities with

reference to causes of cancer, inform the public objectively as

to the predominant cause of cancer and initiate changes in

policies to develop a national policy directed toward the total

cancer burden.

4
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HIItN Ii COMPANIWg
o At1EyEAN 010114THM HMV! puvolL

Abbott Lahoratorlde
Air Product* 4 Chemicals, Inc.
Aluminum CollOsnY.Of AnerIca
,Allied Chemical Corp,
American Bakeries
American Cyanamid Co.
American Hoechst Corp.
AMOCO Chemical Corp.
Apollo Colors, ZOO.
ARCO Chemical Co.
Marco. Inc.
Ashland Chemical Co.. NY. of

Ashland Oil, Inc.
Badiache Corp.
BASF Wyandotte Corp.
Borden, Inc.
Borg-Warner .Chemicals, Div. of

Borg-Warner Corp.
Bristol-Myers
Buffalo Color Corp.
Burlington Industries. Inc.

.Carus Corp.
Celanese Corp.
Certainteed Corp.
Chemplex Co.
Chesebrough-Ponds, Inc.
Chevron Chemical Co.
Church & Dwight Co.
Ciba-Geigy Corp.
Cities Service Co.
Clorox Company, The
Columbia Nitrogen Corp.
Cosden 011 & Chemical Co.
Dart Industries Inc.
Diamond Shamrock Corp.
Dow Chemical, U.S.A.
Dow Corning Corp.
Eastman Kodak Co.
Eaton Corp.
E. I. du Pont de, Nemours & Co.
Eli Lilly and Co.
Essex Chemical Corp.
Ethyl Corp.
Evans Chemetics, Inc.
Exxon Chemical Co., G.S.A.
Fairmont Chemical Co., Inc.
Ferro Corp.
Firestone Tire & Rubber Co.
First Chemical Corp.
FMC Corp.
GAF Corp.
General Electric Co.
General Mills, Inc.

General MIlla Chomical4,
Georgia Paciflo Corp.
GOodrich Chemical Co., U.F.
Goodyear Tire A Rubber Co.
W.R. Grace 4 Co.
Great American Chemical Corp.
Guardian Chemical Corp.
Gulf 011 Chemicals Co DIV. of

Gulf Oil Corp.
Hal= Research A Development Corp .^
Harculea, Inc.
Hoffmann-La Roche, Inc.
Hooker Chemicals & Plitstics-Corp.
Hughson Chemicals, Lord Carp.
ICI Americas, Inc.
International Minerals & Chemical Corp.
Kay -Fries Chemicals, Inc.
Koppers Company, Inc.
Linden Chlorine Products, Inc.
Loctite Corp.
Mallinckrodt.
Merck & Co., Inc.
Merichem Co.
Milliken Chemicals, Div. of

Milliken & Co.
Mobil Chemical Corp.
Mobil Chemical Co.
Monsanto Co.
Mooney Chemicals, Inc.
NALCO Chemical Co.
National Distillers & Chemical Corp.
National Steel Corp.
Neville Chemical Co.
NL Industries. Inc.
Northern Petrochemical Co.
Olin Corp.
Owens-Corning Fiberglass Corp.
Owens-Illinois, Inc.
Oxirane International
Pennwalt Corp.
Pfister Chemical Corp.
Pfizer, Inc., Chemicals 01v.
Phillips Chemical Co.. Div. Of

Phillips Petrqleum Co.
Pope Chemical Cofp.
PPG Industries, Inc.
Procter 4 Gamble Co.
Quaker Oats Co.
Reilly Taro& Chemical Corp."
Republic Steel Corp.
Revlon Foundation
Reynolas Metal Co.
Rhodia Inc.
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Shell Chemical Co., Div. of
Shell Oil Co.

Stauffer Chemicalcommanv
Sun Chemical Corp.
Synalloy Carp.
Tenneco Chemicals. Inc.
31 Co., 4,:tmercial Chemicals Div.
Union Carbide Corp.
Uniroyal. Chemical, Div. of Uniroyal, Inc.
United States Steel Corp.
UOP, Inc.
UpjohnCo., The
Velsicol Chemical Corp.
Virginia Chemicals, Inc.
Vulcan Materials Co., Chemicals Div.
Witco Chemical Corp.

4 5
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APPENDIX B

AIHC Comments on the IRLG Report

SUMMARY

I. The IRLG Report Should Affirmatively Encourage Good
Science by Clearly Distinguishing Between the
Scientific and Regulatory Functions

1. The scientific function and regulatory function should

be clearly distinguished. The scientific function of ri* identifi-

cation and risk estimation should not be mixed with the regulatory

function of deciding what reasonable steps are required for risk

avoidance. The objective of the scientific risk estimate should be

to tdentify the most probable human risk based on evaluation of all

the data, with an indication of the precision of the estimate. The

function of the regulator is to assess benefits, safety factors,

Costs and other Factors relevant to the societal /regulatory deci-

sion. Interjection of "conservative" models or assumptions in the

scientific evaluation mixes the scientific function and the regu-

latory function. AIHC agrees with the Office of Science and

Technology Policy that safety factors or conservatism should be

addressed explicitly by the regulator and not concealed in some

undisclosed way by adoptiOnof conservative factors or models as

part of the scientific evaluation.

2. The Report should encourage good science. Extrapola-

tioh models should be selected on the basis of scientific validity.

The Report should reject "conservative" assumptions such as a

direction to use the most Sensitive model for extrapolation. The

Report recognizes inter-species differences and the objective should

be e.,; find the animal model which is the best surrogate for man.

If the Report makes clear that the most valid scientific extrapola-
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tion models will be used and comparative metabolism will be used to

select the most valid animal model, it will encourage the develop-

mmnt af the data and encourage good science.

3. The IRLG should examine the Food and Drug risk

analysis of aflatoxin in peanut products. FDA used human epi-

demiology to select the-best animal model and attempted to make

the most probable risk estimation without conservative assump-

tions,. The regulatory options were realistically analyzed based

on the scientific risk estimation.

4. To assure the highest quality and impartiality of

the scientific risk estimations AIHC has proposed the creation of

a science panel selected from nominees named by the national

scientific academies and associations. The Office of Science and

Technology Policy has also proposed a science panel as part of the

National Toxicology Program under a committee from the regulatory

agencies. AIHC believes that there is greater assurance of separa-

tion of the scientific and regulatory functions and of impartiality

if a panel independent of the regulatory agencies is created as

proposed by AIHC.

II. There Should Be Significant Modifications in How the IRLG
Would Qualitatively Identify Carcinogenic Hazard

1. The Report biases the qualitative identification of

carcinogenic risks by conservative assumptions. The result is a

drive toward zero. All test results should be evaluated for quality

and relevance. There should not be a bias in favor of positive

results. All should be evaluated to determine whether they are

valid evidence of carcinogenicity.

45 tJ
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2. The Report recognizes inter-species metabolic differ-

ences, but in its bias in favor of positive results, fails to

give appropriate scientific weight to the metabolic differences

between Man and the test animal. We urge the IRLG to encourage

development of comparative metabolic data by assuring that the

data when available will be used to improve the validity of

extrapolation from animal data to man.

3. The Report places undue weight on short-term tests.

Until the tests have been validated, they should, as the Office

of Science and Technology Policy and the International Agency for

Research on Cancer propose, be used only as screening devices for

further testing.

4. The IRLG has adopted the hypothesis that all expo-

sures to carcinogens are additive. Although there is evidence of

additive or synergistic effects from exposures to some carcinogens,

the Report Itself recognizes that many substances act as inhibitors.

The Report should identify the assertion of additivity of exposure

as a hypothesis to be examined in each case. Where the data support

a conclusion of additive, multiplicative or inhibitive effect,

these data should be used in the risk estimation.
5. The IRLG fails to give due weight to negative human,/

epidemiological studies. We urge the IRLG to adopt the more /

balanced view of the National Academy of Sciences anti the EPA/

Negative epidemiology can nerve to mark the upper limit onihuman

risk and to assess the extrapolation of animal data to man.
6. The IRLG report, by a determination that induction of

oe Ginn ....imors is tne equivalent of induction of malignant tumors,

'1
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disregards the scientific reasons for making distinctions. AIHC

agrees With.the International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC)

that, if a substance is shown to induce only benign tumors, further

investigation is required. AIHC also urges the IRLG to consider,'

as proposed by the IARC, the limited weight to be given to certain

mouse neoplasms in evaluation of carcinogenicity.

IRLG recognizes that potency of carCinogens varies by

several orders of magnitude. A substance which induces only benign

tumors is of a completely different order of activity than one that

produces highly malignant tumors.

To lump all substances that may be carcinogenic is

scientifically unsound and confounds the IRLG's own comments on

potency.

7. Historic experience in strains of test animals to

assess test results must be used with caution. The incidence of

spontaneous tumors may change in a colony over a period of time.

III. The IRLG Report Should Support Scientific Risk Estimation
Methodology Selected on the Basis of Scientific Validity

1. Risk quantification methodology including selection

of mathematical models should be made on the basis of scientific

validity, not conservatism.

2. It may be reasonable to use a single mathematical

model to make preliminary risk evaluations in setting priorities.

Risk estimation, however, should not be made using conservative

models or assumptions which improperly inject societal/regulatory

values into the scientific process. The objective of the scientif-

ic function is to estimate the most probable human risk. Use of
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The model selected should also

reflect th biological data. the.linear-through-zero end one-hit

models whih the Report emphasizes are inappropriate in those cases

where the mechanism is epigenetic.

AIHC urges the IRLG to establish guidelines for evalua-

tion and selection of models:

Because no model can at present be selected

generically on the basis of scientific merit,

several models should be evaluated in each case

and those with the highest relative validity used

to generate a bracket of human risk.

By evaluation of all data and exercise of scien-

tific judgment the most probable risk can be

estimated.

4. IR.E.0 recognizes the importance of pharmacokinetic

data in qualitative risk identification but does not underline the
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importance of using these data in ing the appropriateness

of a model.

S. Risk estimation procedures should use human epidem-

iological data. The IRLG should recognize the use of negative

human data in indicating the upper bound of human risk.

IV. Procedural Safeguards to Assure Due Process in the Identifi-
cation, Estimation and Evaluation of Human Risk

Preliminary risk assessments made for purposes of priority

setting should not be used to "blacklist" a substance. The

commercial consequences of such a 'blacklisting" cannot be erased

by a final risk estimation; hence serious duii,process Issues

could arise. Moreover, the IRLG should focus n the metho0 -for

suitable public input in the process of scien ific evaluation.

58-65H ) - 90 - 31



FOOD SAFETY POLICY

In, dealing with food safety policy, there are three major ideas
which may help lead to clear thinking. First, food safety policy is
not the same as food safety science. Second, the ability of food safety
science to resolve food safety policy problems is severely limited.
Third, the food safety problems faced by this society are an integral
part of the web of environmental health difficulties that this Nation
is just beginning to grapple with. This set of realities makes the food
safety debate one of the most searing and potentially most significant
current debates about the kind of future that this society will have.
Taking the points in inverse order :

Food safety problems are an important part of the environmental
health situation. Currently, most cancers are of unknown origin, virtu-
ally all mental retardations and other birth defects are of unknown
origin, and a relatively high incidence of spontaneous abortions and
genetic damage to newborns in the society are of unknown origin.
In the face of these facts,' national researchers estimate that in excess
of 60 percent of the cancer in this country has its origin at least in part
in environmental causes. Similar conclusions about birth defects and
genetic damage have been reached by researchers in their respective
fields.

At the same time chemicals added to and occurring naturally in
food have induced cancer, birth defects, and genetic damage in animals
and/or bacteria and cells mediation systems.

It is no longer possible for any knowledgeable person to argue that
the American food supply is without potential hazard. Since it has not
been able to eliminate serious potential health hazards from the food
supply this society now faces the problem of how to manage the food
supply to minimize theni,health damage to which it contributes.

In this situation simple sounding ideas have appeal for policymak-
ers. Currently, idea systems based on the assumption that we have
sound complete scientific knowledge, supported by scientific demon-
strable facts about the nature and extent of risks in the food supply
are competing for the attention of decision and policymakers. One
set of ideas argues that it is possible to rank various risks by kind or
degree of risk and regulate more rigorously one set. of risksthe big
onesother sets of risks the lesser ones.

Another set of ideas suggests that we can measure the risks cur-
rently accepted by the society (cigarette smoking and skindiving are
two kinds of examples often cited) and allow the risks in the food
supply to exist to a degree comparable to these already accepted risks.
A third set of risk-based ideas asserts that specific food safety issues

James S. Turner. Swankin and Turner. Washington. D.C.

Iteproditett with the perti.mIttn 1/1 the sops right holder troth Saft) %Nter, Are
We? l'repttred ftr. the Committee on . %Erie 'inure, Nutrition il,' 1..4tre4tr). l'hited States
Senate it'otrithIttee l'rliII) WtisIiIngliril I S 1'HW I )rr lit79 Ii 31{4{ 4115
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should be measured by a risk benefit measure and those substances or
policies which pose less risk than they supply benefits should be al-
lowed or adopted.

each of these proposals has its own set of limiting weaknesses.
However, they all share the major disability that they do not address
the problem of how to keep the food supply safe enough to eat. Specif-
ically, each of them deals only with known risks which have been
measured. Any risk -based food safety system ranking risks, compar-
ing risks, or weighing risks against benefits excludes from policy con-
sideration and management that overwhelmingly large set of safety
problems that result from what is currently unknown, currently
immeasurable, or currently undetected. It does not focus on improving
the health of or insuring safety for individual people.

Focusing on known and measurable risks to the exclusion of possi-
ble, potential, or even imaginablebut as yet undetected risksis the
most serious policy error currently clouding the food safe y debate.
A sounder policy approach would be to accept the fact th t the food
supply contains risks of all magnitude and all states of d tectability
from obvious to not even imagined. Then the policy shoo focus on
those aspects of the food component problem which are manageable no
matter the degree of risk. In this situation materials added to food,
additives, pesticides, animal drugs, et cetera, become more appropriate
for control by exclusioner limitation than naturally occurring tox-
icants. On the other hand, methods to diminish the amount present of
naturally occurring toxicants became an appropriate focus for policy
activity.

Already many food companies have begun policies of review on food
safety matters beginning with the question "What can we remove from
our foodin the way of 'chemicals, additives, residues, et cetera
because they are not necessary regardless of the kind or degree or
absence of risk presented." Such a policy shifts the focus from con-
trolling known and measurable risks to elimination of as many poten-
tial sources of risk as can be eliminated whether the potential risk is
actually discovered and/or measured or not.

Step 1 of a sound policy is to remove all sources of potential risk
that can be removed. Unless a strong case can be made for the use of
an additive, the need for a pesticide residue, or the need for an animal
drug, they should not be used. For those which have a strong need,
then risk information must be vigorously ferreted out and organized.
But organization ,hould follow, not precetle, a determination of the
need for any nonnaturally occurring addition to the food supply.

Only when it is recognized that the potential lack of safety in mate-
rials added to the food supply is the starting point of a food safety
policy can inroad` be made into the actual damage being done by
aspects of the food supply. Cancer, birth defects, and genetic damage
are long-term problems of great ,,eriousness with profound implic
tions for the well-lxing of the future of.t1 It is inc ugly
clear that some unknown portion of 0 ated to the
consumption of food. Food safer ust begin with this/
recognition. C(--Identify those added substancesvwliicli cannot (\,, be dispensed with.
Develop methods for the elimination of those aturally occurring

el 01
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substances which must be dispensed with. Then figure out which risk,,;
cannot be taken no matter how important the added or naturally oc-
curring substances. This is the beginning of a policy approach to
food safety.

The next step could be to expend meaningful resources on the con-
tinuous scientific monitoring of substances which find their way into
the food supply under this kind of a policy. Sophisticated epidemiolog-
ical techniques should be used to monitor, on a long-term basis, any
substance so important it must be added to the food supply and not
so unsafe it must be excludipd, or any naturally occurring substance
which cannot be eliminated and which is safe enough to live with. Such
an epidemiological program could provide a growing data base on
food safety matters related to substances thought to be safe enough
to allow in thedood supply. The four step policy suggested here is:

1. Identify essential additive materials;
2. Identify naturally occurring potential dangers which cannot yet

be eliminated;
3. Exclude, limit, or otherwise control materials that pose some risk

but not so much that they should be excluded ;
4. Systematically monitor those substances allowed to be added to

food and those naturally occurring which potentially pose a hazard.
This four step policy is a rough outline of a policy that begins from

a point of view that does not initially assume that all existing risks
' are known, measurable and detectable. Any program that assumes
the ability to identify, quantify, and evaluate risks present in food
will lead to serious damage to individual members of the population.

Resting food safety policy on the assumption that all existing risks
are known, measurable and easy to evaluate is the primary mistake
made by many individuals who propose food safety policies. The
hazards of concern in the food safety debate are too integrally related
to the general environmental hazard problems of the society for it
to be assumed that we have found the risks and they are ours to be
eradicated. The biggest food safetyproblem is that most of what is
harmful, more likely than not, is still unknown. This is the only sound
starting point for a food safety policy. Misunderstanding the nature

, of the risk is the first mistake that policymakers must guard against.
The second mistake that policymakers must avoid is the assumption

that food safety science can solve food safety problems. Policymakers
must learn that science is limited in its ability to determine food safety
policy. In addition to the fact that the suggested potential problems
of safety contained in the food supply are unknown, it is also a fact
that the ability of science to be conclusive even in areas where it is
highly developed is severely limited.

When a scientist argues that saccharin should be phased out of the
food supply because it is a cancer-causing substance lie is not giving
a science answer. Only the part of his recommendation concerning
the cancer-causing nature of the chemical is scientific. Whether the
substance should be immediately banned, phased out, or allowed in the
food supply is a policy recommendation on which a scientific re-
searcher is not particularly qualified to comment. Discussions of the
Delaney anticancer cluu-e ure included (attachment A), in an ellort
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to present the policy ar
scientific material.

'The serious limitations of science as a substit

a ou j. v to respond to limited

o for sound food
safety policy are set out in attachments B and C. he fact that the
food safety issue is a policy and not a scielice issue is nicely set out
in attachment D by a food company executive who has thought ex-
tensively about these problems. In addition to recognizing the fact
that ordering or measuring risks cannot be the starting point of an
effective food safety problem, policymakers must also recognize that
science, even where it is measuring and evaluating risks, is a severely
limited tool.

Ordering and/or weighing food safety risk is not a sound way to
begin a food safety problem because the biggest risks are the unknown
risks which by their very nature cannot be ordered, measured, or
weighed. Even where risks are known or at least highly probable
science is severely limited in describing, measuring, or otherwise char-
acterizing them. This leaves policymakers with relatively small
help from science and a not very clear idea of what task they are
undertaking.

In this situation it is tempting for policymakers, whether regula-
tory or legislative, to direct "prestigious" academic bodies to mull the
questions over more in order to buy political time rather than to pro-
duce a policy answer. The problem with this maneuver is that time
always runs out and the policy issues are not being addressed because
the policymakers have ducked the issue. What is important to recog-
nize, however, is the fact that policymakers have a distinct skill which
has as much expertise to its use as the skills of the academic/scientific
world.

Serious attention must be paid by the policymakers to their own
unique expertise in policy developments. Policymakers have a legiti-
mate role to play in shaping and resolving national health and safety
issues such as the safety of the food supply. Continued deferring of
hard food safety questions to scientific bodies will lead eventually to
Congress having, delegated away its health and safety authority. The
attached paper "How Safe Is Safe" (attachment B) : attempts to set
out the distinction between science and policy in a way useful to the
consumers' point of view to the food safety debate.

Managing known, measurable, or suspected risks, as difficult as that
task is, makes up only the smallest part of the food safety policy
problem. Dealing with unknown, unmeasured, or unsuspected risks is
where the heart of the policy problem lies. Because dealing with known
measurable or suspected risks seems more immediate and easier to
manage, it continuously becomes the focus of the food safety debate.
In fact, it is possible if not probable that the unknown, unmeasurable,
or unsuspected risks pose the greater threats to the future well-being
of this society. To the extent that this is true, certain policy approaches
make more sense than ot hers,

To the extent t hat managing unknown, unmeasured, or unsuspected
.risk is the focus of food safety problems, the following policy ap-
proaches make sense. These are examples; others need to be developed.

1. Control what can be controlled. To the extent that natural dangers
exist, substance,, which might increase these natural dangers should be
curtailed.

4 b
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2. To the extent that possihle dangers are allowed or discovered in
the food 'supply, continuous epidemical monitoring of these possible
dangers should be undertaken.

3. Scientific examination %flood safety problems should be or-
ganized to increase and upgrade the available scientific data. A pro-
posed testing system to achieve this goal is attached.

9ropoaed testing system
Currently a substance designed for use in food is tested at the pro-

poser's expense and the results are given to the FDA for evaluation.
It could be possible for the FDA to certify a set of laboratories for
testing; receive a proposal for testing of a substance from a proponent
and then refer the substance for testing on a randomiied basis to a
certified laboratory. The testing would be paid for by the proposer as
is now the case, but the results would be relied on fot prima facie
disposition of the risk question.

Such a system has already been introduced in legislation in the
U.S. Senate.

[ATTACHMENT A]

THE DELANEY ANTICANCER CLAUSE: A MODEL ENVIRONMENTAL
PROTECTION Lew

(By James E. Turners)

I. INTRODUCTION p

In October 1969, the artificial sweetener cyclamate was banned from
sale in the United States 'by Secretary of Health, Education, and
Welfare Robert Finch. To justify his action legally Finch chose torely on the so-called Delany anticancer clause of th &,Food, Drug,
and Cosmetic Act of 1938. Consequently, the Delaney clause, with its
requirement that any substance producing cancer in animals be re-
moved from the American food supply,* became an immediate center
of controversy. The Secretary himself criticized the clause as an undue
restriction on administrative decisionmaking and as an unscientific
1' it: n scientific discretion' When asked if the Delaney clause
s u d be , odified, Food and Drug Administration Commissioner

rles C. Edwards reflected Secretary Finch's xiew in replying:
I t ink the scientific community is rather well split on' this issue. There arethose ho feel that it is just what It ought to be right now. My personal view and

Member of the Ohio and Washington, D.C. Bar. B.A.' 1002, Ohio State University ; 3.13.1009. Ohio State University College of Law.
I "I have acted under the provisions of the so-called Delaney amendment, enactedeleven years ago, which states that any food additive must be removed trotu the marketIt it has been stiown to cause cancer when fed to humans or animals because I amrequired to do so.' Announcement of cyclamate 'ban, press release of Secretary Hach,Oct. 18, MD, at 3.
6"(N)o additive shall be deemed to be safe If it is found to induce cancer when Ingestedby man or animal, or If It is found, after tests which are appropriate for the evaluation ofthe safety of food additives, to Induce cancer iu man or animal ." Food additivesAmendment of 1938, sec. 4091e) (3) (A), 21 U.S.C. see! 348(c) (8) (A) (1904).I"But who Is to say that using Fresca or some other diet drink isn't better for youthan the problems of overweight or diabetes." Finch Takes Position Against Delaney Clause.Food Chemical News, Nov. 10, tad% at 8.
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that of the FDA Is that we have to have more flexibility of interpretation or we
are put Into a poaltion we were with cyclamatesall or nothing.'

The contrary point of view was reported to the Surgeon General in
1970 by an eight-member committee of scientists with a staff of six
senior scientists from the National Cancer Institute. After reviewing
the state of cancer research and its relation to the Delaney clause, the
committee stated:

It is essential to recognize that no level of exposure to a carcinogenic substance,
however low it might be, can be established to be a "safe level" for man. . The
current legislation in the field of food additives, with its "anti-cancer clause," is
based on this principle.'

Although the Delaney clause has faced criticism from some quarters,
careful analysis of the clause reveals that it seems to serve well as a
vehicle for the proper balancing of administrative discretion and
scientific independence on one hand with public protection on the other;
because of the analogous policy conflicts that arise in many areas of
consumer concern, the clause represents a valuable model for all en-
vironmental protection legislation.

U. THE STRUCTURE OF PROTECTION UNDER THE FOOD, DRUG, AND COSMETIC
ACT OP 1938

Prior to the enactment of the Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Acrof 1938,
a food was considered adulterated, and.therefore excluded from inter-
state commerce, if it contained any added poisonous or deleterious in-
gredient that might render it injurious to health.° This state of the
law proved to be unacceptable because, before a food could be barred
from the national market, the Government had the obligation of show-
ing affirmatively that it contained an -added poisonous or deleterious
substance which might be harmful under normal conditions of use.'
In passing the 1938 act to alleviate this problem of proof, Congress
altered food protection law in two ways changing both essential defi-
nitions and basic operating procedures. First, section 402(a) redefined
adulteration :

A food shall be deemed to be adulterated. * (2) It it bears or contains any
added poisonous or added deleterious substance which is unsafe within the mean-
ing of section 400.

An unsafe substance was defined in section 406(a) :
Any poisonous or deleterious substance added to any food, except where such

substance Is required in the production thereof or cannot be avoided by good
manufacturing practice shall be deemed to be unsafe for purposes of the appli-
cation of clause (2) of section 402 (a ).

Second, procedures were prescribed that for the first time allowed
poisonous or deleterious substances to be added to the food supply if
the amount was within tolerances promulgated as safe by the Secre-

Interview with Charles C. Edwards, Commissioner, Food and Drug Administration. In
U.S News & World Report, Apr 10. 1971, at 52.

' National inatitutea of Health and National Cancer Institute, EvI-tition of Environ-
mental Carcinogens, Apr 22. 1970 I Report to the Surgeon General. U8PH8, by the Ad Hoe
Committee Oa the Evaluation of Low bevels of Environmental Chemical Carcinogens).

Food and Drug Act of 1900, ch. 3915, secs. 2, 7. 84 Stat. 768.
*1933 FDA Annual Repbrt 14.

Food. Drug, and Cosmetic Act of 1558, ch. 875, sec. 402(a), 52 Stat. 1040.
la. 1406(a).
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tary.'° The new definition of adulteration, however, did not resolve
the chronic burden-of-proof problem. Under the 1938 act the eviden-
tiary issue was simply moved back one step, and the Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) found itself compeped to show affirmatively
in the first instance that a particular chemical was poisonous or
deleterious."

The difliculty in the application of section 406's test to yariouschemi-
Cal substances arose because the drafters of the section attempted to
define In acceptable level of human risk by utilizing the constructs
"safe" and "unsafe." From the legislative history of the act it clearly
is demonstrable that by using the words "poisonous" and "deleteri-
ous" "" Congress sought to designate all unsafe substances. Understood
in this way, sections 402 and 406 form a legal non sequitur.

The circular nature of the food protection device becomes evident
when the word "unsafe" is substituted for the terms "poisonous" or
"deleterious" as they occur in the act. Section 402(a) (2) would read :
"A food shall be deemed to be adulterated if it bears ortontains
any added unsafe substance which is unsafe within the meaning of
section 406." Sectioti 406 would read : "Any unsafe substance added
to any food, except where such substance is required in the production
thereof or cannot be avoided by good manufacturing practice shall be
deemed to be unsafe for the purposes of the application of clause (2)
of section 402(a)." Manifestly, Congress attempted to devise a formula
for establishing tolerances for poisonousunsafeingredients in food.
Just as clearly, however, by defining circularly the term "unsafe,"
Congress forced the FDA to prove in each instance the poisonous or
deleterious nature of the chemicals. Often this placed the FDA in the
position of attempting to answer legally, scientific questions un-
answerable in the laboratory.' The Food Safety Panel of the 1969
White House Conference on Food, Nutrition, and Health underscored
the problem, stating: "It is not possible to determine with absolute
certainty the safety of the ever-increasing number of chemicals added
to or present in our foods." " Because of its definitional difficulties, the

w Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act of 1998, sec. 409, 21 U.B.C. sec. 848 (1964). In ap-
proaching the problem of control from this angle, one Senate committee report stated :
"iTilie amount of added poisons can be so allocated to different foods, In accordance with
the practical necessities, that on the basis of the prob'tble consumption of the various'
foods, consumers will not receive an aggregate quality of poisons eutlictent to jeopurd:ze
health." 8. Rep. No. 493, 73d Congress, 2d session 4 (1934) ; tee C. Dunn, Federal Food,
Drug. and Corm etle let 113 Il,t:tsI. In addition, the Senate committee report e llllll 'tented
on the tolerance provisions as follows : "In promulgating such regulations this section
requires that there he taken into account the extent to which the use of the poison is
required In the production of the article, as for example, poisonous sprays In producing
certain fruits and vegetables, and likewise, the other ways in which the consumer may
be affected by the same or other poisonous or deleterious substances. This authorization
will permit the establishment of comparatively liberal tolerances for any food where
poison is unavohlable or is required by the necessities of production, and less liberal tol-
erances or complete prohibitions where It is practicable to limit the amount of poison
hint& particular food to [very) small quantities, or to eliminate it completely It will
likewise afford adequate control of those situations where irresponsible manufacturers,
for some fancied or real commercial athantage, and dangerously toxic hubstancem to
foods, as for example, the addition of tualeic acid to fats and oils to prevent rancidity
when preservation can be accomplished by observance of sanitary conditions In manu-
facture packaging and by use of refrigeration for the finished product." B. Rept. No. 493,
7311 Congress 2d session 4 (1934).

"Under the law as It was [after 19381 the FDA could not stop the use of a
chemical simply because It was questionable, or had nu been adequately tested. It wasnecessary to be able to prove In court that the chemical was poisonous or deleterious.'
T. Christopher. "Cases anti Materials on Food and Drug 1.aw 468' (1066).

Webster's New International Dictionary (2d ed. 19571 defines "poisonous" as "lb Jav
lag the properties or effects of poison ;"' I e , "(slay agent which, introduced Intoan I nifty chemically produce an injurious or delay effect." It defines ''deleteri-ous" as "hurtful," "noxious ," i.e. unwholesome."

Fis "White House Conference on food, Nutrition and Health, Final Report 180" (1909).
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1948 act, like its.predecessor, proved to be ineffective a nd food *protec-
tion problems increased."

Faced with the nearly impossible task of establishing safety for
' every controversial chemical, the FDA once again sought changes in

the law. Between 1950 and 1953 New York Congressman James J.
Delaney conducted a 'series of hearings into the nature and -use of
'chemicals added to the food supply." From these hearings three major
pieces of legislation resulted: the Pesticide Amendineuts of 1954," the

ood Additives Amendment of 1958," of which The Delaney clause is
a part; and the Color Additive Amendments of 1960." The originally
straightforward prohibition.of unnecessary or avoidable poisonous or

. deleterious substances from food became the complicated prohibitionof:
(A) any added poisonous or added deleterious substance (other than onewhich Is (1) a pesticide chemical In or on a raw agriculture commodity; (ii) a

food additive; or (tit) a color additive) which is unsafe within the meaningof-secton 345 or' (B) if It Is a raw ifgrIcultural commodity and it bears or
contains a pesticide chemical which is unsafe within the meaning of 348a(a)41- or (0) if It Is, or It bears or contains, any food additive which is unsafe
within the meaning of section 898 ."

Each piece of inserted language, covering pesticides, food additives,
and color additives,- represents an involved regulatory system spelled
out in detail within the actThe adMinistrative discretion granted, by
this machinery requi#5-the FDA to weigh the value of each proposed
chemical use on alicttle,:that balances the rights of the chemical pro-
ducer against thoge iiVthe general public; however, proof of safety

'remains the objective of each part of the act.
The pesticide, food,additive, and color laws all contain essentially_

tlle..same regulatory structure, consisting, of a chemically-chemical
afialyas by "the Secretary." This authority has been delegated to The
Connhissioner of Food and Drugs for food and color additives and to'
the Ailministrator of the Environmental Protection Agency for pesti-
cide chemicals: In each case the rinscess begins by the filing of a peti-
tion seeking a ruling by the Secretary that either allows the chemical

used;,.or bars its use, in the ways sought bythe,petitioner. The
decision of'the Secretary comes in the form of an order that specifies
the ways in 'which the chemical may be properly used. Detailed pro-
eedural rules, govern the process that the Secretary and all interested

. partiesf,must. follow from the time the petition is filed until the time-.
of, a final order and dictate the way in which the appeals from the
final order are to be brought; to the attention of the courts." It should

" Th6 definitional problems could have been obviated If the section had been drafted with-out reference to the notion of safety. For example, It could have read "no chemical sub-.Ittitce 81101 be added to smv food, except where such substance 18 reoidred In the productionthereof,:8)r cannot he avoided' by good manufacturing practice" The tolerance-setting pro-eedurvi under this language would be used to determine whether a chemical was avoidableor was required In ftiod production Thla was appareutly the very concept that Congress in-tended to Introduce Alto thew At this stage the FDA could deter to scientific Judgmentsof safety when they existed.
See Hearings on n lt. 74 Before the Douse Select Commisalon To Investigate the Use ofClielnicels In Food Products, ...I st Conifress 2d S. scion 110511

"Act of Juty 22. 1954 ch 539. 68 Stat. 511 (now 21 U.S.C. 343a (1984))" Act of Sept. 6. 1958. Vutilic Law 83-9211, 72 Stat. 17'84 (codified In scattered sections'of 21 If S
Act of July 12, 1960, Public. Law No 86 till, 74 Stat 397 (codified in scatteredsectione or 21 II s

"21 C. 342(a1121 119041
" 21 %VIC sec. 120 111/711 pesticide111 ; 21 C F.R. sec. 121 (19711 (food additives ) ; 21C F It sie. 8 (1971) (color idditives)
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1, be noted that the complerAtatu ;,apparatus leaves4nsolikk ;:i*6-;.,
definitional problems inherent ih the ',use of the word "unsafe' }} ,e ,r.

same problem that caiisect tliel.P.06 ,and 1938 food groteCii01; laWi40,,.4-,
f0111#11t.n. .:.,'. c 1 -,-,; ..., , .i:.
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The -nod, Additives- Amendment of 1958 contains three distinct
,attempts to alleviate, the 14'iDA.s burden-of-proof problem: (1) the .

generally recognized."-as safe :(GRAS) approach that resulted in the
GRAS list-of cheinicals-Opi-OVed by the FDA for addition to foods; 22,

()t-the" Delaney anticancer clause that bans from food any substance
,..' which causes cancer when festio animals? and (3) the administrative
:;,,.Structurs that emanated frein FDA regulations designed to evaluate

piitem'',by item any Cheinicals 'which do not fall into either category one
r.: or two.' 4 Each oftlie4 three legal stratagems endeavored to circumvent
-the problem of ileAtific uncertainty t only 'the Delaney clause

, succeeded. Before detailing thekacco is of the Delaney clause,
the reasons foethe faihire of th -ck mechanisms should be
outlined for comparative purpo n that effectively contfols

.. chemical contaminatiofinf the env ust seek to block the use
of substances that present, undue i lout putting unreasonable
restraints on clietnical* that-provide iMportaht benefits to the public.

.
To initiate the.,,GRAS -prOcedure) the Food and .Drug Administration

k, -,....- - 1
.:. asked 900 sde4isu;tp. col*iieitt ,on, the safety of the first-substances;) .)

110n- e'.0ininentatadedrIbedIefOod'additives amendment-4nd would probably say the
awe about the otheittwn depend WAal "an example of law seeklog to meet the problems
that arlse,as side-eftfctlots4eutitit,Cconninic and teChuological pragress." T. Christopher,
Supra nolo 11; af.1;6...-AetuallyiNnight. het more. accurate to say that these three amend-

: poor lest tive drafpng4:-,:'.`,;.. ,..,X. , i ,,
ments desperately h the problems created by

'i Sect n 201(11)0.01taf1958 act .teids: "Tlis term food additive means any ubtance
".:,;snce to*, uateffslately,,OkbekiIricbeen'adeqUately shOwn through scientific procedures

by scientific training and expert-

' ' to b ttafetnder he!coedili0ni0f. its intended use ." A 'parenthetical Insert into
tble'lectioq. set,..up'S-differellUatafidardjor substances used, prior to Jan. 1 1958, saying
"og,;-: in tlie calse'sit-af'subitatteel...Used in food prior to- January 1, 1958, through either
scientific procedure. 6Y 'based on common use in food." 21 U.S.C. 321(s)
(11)04)..ffsigintially-Ae'riatne.provialtak exists in both the pesticide intendment and the
eielor;addit e amodnlefitiVi;SectiOn 408(a) of the 1954 act reads: "Any poisonous or

l'10, let louts PesticiWchstateaV-br any pesticide chemical which Is not generally recog-
ill de among esPerWAttilified by Facientific training and experience to evaluate the

Oa ty ,orpestcide4hylealcas safe for use shall be deemed unsafe unless
i0!".11 " 21 .U.S.C.: 34 11/ (1904). Sec. 000(1))(4) of the 1960 act reads: "(Al color
:additive shall lick demise. to be ALltable 'and safe for the purpose-of listing under this
suhaectionj for use generally In or on food, while there is In effect a published finding
of -thesSecretary''fietlaring .such, substance exempt from the term 'food additive' because
of its being genera) y rteognffied by (mantled experts as safe for its intended use, as
provided IsCSect 14214)1_,.* ,_"' 21 U.S.C. 370(b)(4) (1904).

uThe ljelaney?Ciausclor_;Tosni additives la contained in sec. 409(c) (3(A) of the Food
Additives A menditiene' iir 11)58, 2; U.S.C. 348 ( c ) ( 3) (A ) (1964). It Is also repented In
the Color;Addlitre4rsentimente Jof 1960, sec. 700(b)(5)(11). 21 U.S.C. 376(b)(5)(13)

. (19,64) that readol,"a &ilex', additive (I) shall be deemed unsafe, and shall not be listed.
fit; for' use vi,okalf,ioni or may result In Ingestion of all or part of such additive, If the

',additive is found:11 the Secretary to induce cancer when ingested by man or animal, or
1f.1t la foutut.by the Secretary, after tests which are appropriate for the evaluation of
the safety of add itiii.k for use In food to,Indttee cancer III man or animal ." Whether
the Delaney clause applies to pesticide chemicals is u more difficult question about which
there is considerable controversy. The Secretary's Commission on Pesticides wrote as If
the clause could be luterpreted to apply to pesticide chemicals ; however, the definition
of food additives expressly excludes 'a pesticide chemical in. or on a raw agricultural
commodity .." Food Additives Amendment of 195m. !WC. 201 (14 ) (1), 21 U.S.C. 321(0
(1) (1904). Since there is no Anticancer clause in the Pesticide amendment, It would
appear that pesticides do not fall under the prohibition of the Delaney claw*,

14 This is the regulatory procedure outlined above and is essentially the-seine for pesti-
cide chemicals, food additive" and color additives.
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proposed for the GRAS list. Rather than achievingt e scientit:
cot emus assumet 3'l possible by the GYAS theory, the A harvested,
a scattering of opinions. Of the 900 scientists quktioned, 350 replietd
with only 194 or 21 percent of the total group ratifying the entiraliSti,,,,
The performance of the FDA in accurately predicting the safety-W.'
specific chemicals, even after some doubt had been raised, was similary
imperfect. The FDA, for example, dismissed the complaints of a ntiint
ber of scientists against safrole,02 vitamin D, and most notably cycl'a.=
mate, only to find it. iiecessary to act against the challenged chemicals'
in subsequent years. Thus the GRAS list mode of procedure proved to
be ineffective in discriminating between safe and unsafe substances
because the system presented the same problem of scientific choice that
the earlier acts had been unable to deal with. Where the agency earlier
had tried to choose which chemicals and which foods were safe,- 4t now
foundered trying to choose which scientists were the best, judges of
safety. An FDA memorandum spelled out the guiding principle of
this choice.

knour final evaluation of the safety of a substance we have taken cognizance
of the fact that all opinions are not of equal value and thus have weighed most
heavily the opinions of scienti4ally recognized and often world-renowned
experts."

Under this pick and clio9se procedure the basic GRAS list grew to
approximately 700 items with various loopholes and exceptions allow-
ing as many as another 1,000 items to be treated as on the GRAS
by the FDA." Food manufacturers, faced with a minimum of an
estimated 2 years of study 26 before gaining permission, to market a
new additive, sought to achieve recognition of their chemicals through
the loopholes in the GRAS list procedure. By the end of 1970
situation had become so'unwieldy that the agency moved to revise th§"
entire GRAS procedure toy attempting to reintroduce suspect chemi-
cals currently on the GRAS list into the chemical by-chemical
investigation.2°

As previously noted, the chemical-by-chemical proc ure relies on
the ability of scientists to distinguish safe from unsafe., substances.

"That portion.of the 'act' timthorizing this approach states:"No *
regulation hall ig*ra if*fair4pvaluation of:the data before the Secie-
tary(AYfails teestabliShthat the proposed' use of the food additive,
under the conditions of use to be specified in the regulation, will be
safe. '° All parties to the discussion of the 193t, Food Addi-
tives Amendment accepted the assunipt ion that's'afety or the lack of it
could Ise estaldi:-Iicti in each case, and accordingly, the FDA issued a
regulatory ditinit ion of safety that said, " 'Safe' means that there is
c ,incing evidence which estati hYs with reasonable certainty that

».tinfrole" 15 the Ingre.11,nt used r ni!An root beer
FDA 16, t..mn of PIM eicid,.:Y nemoratulum, Sept 2, 1059" The details of this sltuution are 't4 but in 1.15Turuer, "The Chemical Feast, theRalph Nader Study Group Report on 'ood Protection and the Food and Drug Adminis-tration." 153-59, 162-53 (19701

a° Hearings ou Ii It 5112 before a subcutumIttee of the House Committee on Inter.oat.. tot Foreign C011inierer 55th Congress, 1st and 2d sessions 60 (1957-58) (remarksof FDA t'oniil.sioner 1.arrical
"Vuod Additives, 35 Federal Register 18.823 (19701.

Food Additives Amendment of 1958, bee 409(c) (31 (A), 21 U.B.C. 348(C) (31(A)110641
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no harm will result from the intended use of the food additive. ""
Faced with reviewing the GRAS list that contained many items for
which scant, controversial, or no evidence existed, the FDA, interest-
ingly enough, moved to redefine "safe." " 'Safe' must be understood
to connote that the Food and Drug Administration, after reviewing
all available evidence, can conclude there is no significant risk of harm
from using the substance as intended." ThisThis second definition allows
untested or only partially tested chemicals to be added to the food
supply, while the former definition required the initial presentation
of some ,ainvincing evidence of safety. The change in definition repre-
sents a significant erosion of the safety concept, one of the unfortu-
nate side effects that results when a regulatory agency expected to
enforce policy is required to resolve scientific conflicts. The Surgeon
General's committee on low-level carcinogens deniOnstrated the folly
of the FDA's new safety definition. It reported that bioassays are

__incapable of detecting carcinogenic effects below the 10-percent level,
and" therefore so-called negative data are grossly inadequate to give
assurances of safety for man.33 More importantly, leading scientists"
are increasingly making this same argument about the chemicals
related to genetic problems, birth defects, and mental retardation.
The current FDA attempt to rev ise_the GRAS list and its redefinition
of safety concede the difficulty of giving empirical meaning to the
term "unsafe"-while the whole area is the subject of scientific con-
troversy. This difficulty is further demonstrated by the FDA's new
interim regulation policy.

If after a responsible and substantial question of safety has been raised regard-
, Ing a substance previously listed as GRAS the main weight of the scientific evi-
dence still indicates safety (at least within certain limits), an interim food

. additive regulation will be proposed. This will permit further scientific investiga-
tions to define the conditions of safe use for a food additive regulation of in-
definite duration.°
This statement seems to be at variance with the provision of the act
that requires that "no such regulation shall issue if a fair evaluation
of the data before the Secretary(A) fails to establish that the pro-
posed use of the food additive, under the conditions of use to be speci-
fied in the regulation, will be safe "." 38 The FDA, however,
argues that an interim time period serves merely as one more condi-
tion of use under the law, and this interpretation has been upheld_in
Federal district courts/ The practice of issuing interim regulations
further erodes the assumption that the food supply contains only safe
chemicals.

n 21 C.F.R. sec. 121.1(1) (1971) (emphatis added). Commenting on the safety provision,
Charles Wesley Dunn. the generarcounsel for the Grocery Manufacturers of America stated :
"Suctb (a) requirement is basically a pretesting oue for new food additives. Whereas
the FDC Act now prohibits a food that la unsafe, this prohibition normally applies after the
food is sold and consumed, and its enforcement may be long delayed for various reasons.

(mloreover In such an enforcement proceeding the Government has the burden of
proving that. the food Is unsafe, whereas this requirement would Instead compel the manu-
facturer of a food to prove In advance that It Is safe." Hearings on H.R. 8112 supra note 28.

Food Additives. 35 Federal iteglste 623, 18,624 11970) (emphasis added).
syslatIonal Institute+ of Health and Nat t Cancer institute, supra note 5.
"Examples of scientists who are concern ith chemicals causing birth defects end

Cgenetic
damage Include Dr. Samuel Epstein of Case Western Reserve University, Dr. James

row of the University of Wisconsin, Dr. John W. Olney of Washington University, and Dr.
Marvin Legator, of the FDA.

"Food Additives. 35 Federal Register 18.023, 18,524 (1970).
1 Food Additives Amendment of 1958. sec. 409(c) (3), 21 U.B.C. 348(c)(8) (1984).
In The oral opinion of Judge Gerhard Gesell was reported in Food Chemical News, July 12,

1971, at 17.



The FDA, after 65 years of failure, still struggle,s to solve scientific-
controversies about. safety with legal tools. One apparently' over-
looked fact underlies this struggle. When scientists agree theta chemi-
cal is either safe or unsafe,,no controversy about its usCerupts. Only
when a scientistcluilleligeCtlie-hdiel of:,`.5afe" attached to'a chemical
or class of chemicals bY.?Olieir_ scientista' does the FDA engage its
balancing mechanism.-,Otherwiseehemicals enter the food supply
virtually unnoticed. As ti-restilt',whatiever it enters a controversy the
FDA overrules one set of scientifically supported" arguments with alegal or regulatory judgment.

The twisting and turning of the food and drug laws since 1906
resulted from using the word "safety" to denote two distinct concepts.
First, it includes the scientific observation that a chemical additive or,'
food does not cause damage to humans. Second, it includes the policy
judgment that even though a chemical might cause injury to a human,
the damage it causes is outweighed by the benefits it imparts. Only the
Delaney clause of the Food and Drug Act escapes this pitfall by
avoiding any reference to either concept of safety. Instead, it allows
scientist,: to ascertain the degree of risk presented by the use of a
particular chemical and assigns policymakers the t.sk of judging
whether the scientifically defined risk is acceptable to society. For this
reason it. serves as a -model for all other environmental-protection
legislation. Despite the simple logic underlying the clause, and despite
its ready applicability to other regulatory fields, this clause has often
been misunderstood by regulators and the public alike.

IV. TUE DELANEY CLAUSE: A. FOR ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
LEGISLATION

1 Misunderstanding the Delaney clause
,Food' and Drug Commissioner Charles C. Edwards restated accu-

rittely the misunderstanding of the Delaney clause when he,said of it.:
personal view and that of the FPA is that we have to have more flexibility.

retation or we are put into the position that we wfre witp cyclamates
g. And It becomes &Alights+ emotional issue et hat point, allowingIscretion on our part or anyone else's.°

,phis statement implies that but for the Delaney use e FDAwould "have allowed cyclamates to remain in the food, I in some
amount even though this chemical causes cancer in rats. e Commis-,

.sioner's characterization of the Delaney amendment as kusurpation
of administratiKadiscretion is incongruous because other parts of thisfood ir tection law, although operating more slowly than the anti-

, ranee clause, also would have required cyclamates -to be completely
_bag e.a frog -PA .food supply. At the onset of the cyclamate contro-
ve, iCa -was generally recognized as safe by the FDA. After

safely question was raised, the Secretary officially re-
clamates in the-GRAS list. At this point the law, absent

clauseviNuires that the chemical be shown to be safe be-fo fetiti.oxicarlie grant6ed allowing its addition to food." In view of
'

leery1,10darlee I. Edwards, eupre note 4.re en nt 958. let 409(c) (8), 21 U.S.C. 848(c) (8) (A) (1984).
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the State officientific knowledge put cancer-causing substances, it is
um tly t4t cyctaulate could hav net this burden of proof; therefore,

al7eould have been removed from the ,food supply without
e 'to. the Delaney clause. In4act, seine of the most vigorous
f the Delaney clause call lean unnecessary duplication of

existing authority.
n the-komrnissioner asks for "discretion" to decide when aj

cal that causes cancer in animals-can still be used in food foit
, he is asking for the discretion to decide an issue that thousands or

leer researchers have 'been unable to resolve. The dangers of this
position were. put forth accurately by former Secretary of Health,
Education, and. Welfare, Arthur S. Flemming :

The rallying point against the anticancer provision is the catch phrase that it
takes away the scientist's right to exercise Judgment. The issue thus uutde is a
false one, becttuke the clause allows the exercise of all the Judgment that can
safely be exercised on the basis of our present knowledge. The clause is grounded
on the scientific fact of life that no one, at this time, can tell us how to establish
for man a safe tolerance for a cancer-producing agent.

0
As I pointed out in my original testimony, the opposition to inclusion of an

anticancer clause arises largely out of a misunderstanding of how the provision
works. It allows the Department and its scientific people full discretion and Judg
ment in deciding whether a substance has been shown to produce cancer when
added to the diet of test animals. But once this decision is made, the limits of
judgment have 136en reached and there is no reliable basis on which discretion
could be exercised In determining a safe threshold dose for the established
carcinogen

The fact that the country's highest food and drug officials still believe
that this kind of discretion should be granted demonstrates the need
for more effective policy setting by Congress.
B. Expanding- the Delaney Clavef to Other Areas of 4'iwironrnenta2

Protection Legislation
From the FDA's experience in attempting to differentiate between

safe and unsafe substances it,seems apparent that in order to shield
the environment from further chemical contamination, the policy issues.
and the scientific issues, although interrelated, must be approached
separately. The report to the Surgeon General on environmental car-

.1nridgens clearly defined the problem and divided the scientific and
policy responsibility. "While science can provide quantitative infor-
mation regarding maximum risk levels, he task of ultimately select-
ing scocially acceptable levels of human risk rests with society and
its political leaders." " The role of the scientist is to describe physical
phenomenathis chemical caused lesions in mouse brains under these
conditions; that chemical caused cancer when fed to mice in certain
quantities; thosi3chemicalOaused firth deformities when inje*d into
chickens in designated amOnntaaaertain ages. Scientists can offer less

u. Hearings on H.R. 7624 Before a Subcommittee of the House Committee on Interstate
and Foreign Commerce. 86th Congress,,2d session 501 0960). The members of the commit-
tee that reported to the Surgeon'tieneral on tow level's ut euvironmetklat carcinogens con-
sidered the arguments made by Secretary Flemming so Important that they inserted the
entire statement of the former Secretary in their report. Foll8wing the statement they

. added this note : "The scientific basis on which the Government's position bras established
`only, strengthened) e points made In Secretary Flemming's testiraoulp, fitt onal InstItutei
in 11160 The progress, of knowledge In carcloogenesialti.that st decade has
of Health and Na I 'Cancer Institute. supra note 5.

AI-National InWti "of Beam:tam! Natlonareancer Institut/Two ante 5. at 4.
.,..1 .4
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definite-but still important scientific opinions on the degree to which
damage to man can be predicted from damage to animals. Without
knowing the levels of risk that society will tolerate, however, scientists
cannot effectively differentiate between "safe" and "unsafe" substances.

Congress, on the other,hafid, taking into consideration the certainty
or relevancy of the scientiticlindings, must set broad policy guidelines.
Several issues suggest theingelves as important for the consideration of
the Nation's policymakers. Which purposes served by chemicals are
worth the apparently increasing risk of their use in foods? Resolving
this issue involves a reassessment of the "required for" or "unavoidable
in" food production concept of section 406. If additional uses of chem-
icalssare found necessary to improO.the food supply, these concepts
could be expanded," In addition,`Congress must determineAvhich ex-
trapolations from animals can be made to man. In the cancer area it
is policy that if a chemical affects animals it will not be given to
humans." This practice was adopted because under the present state,
of scientific knovdedge a safe tolerance for man of a substance that
produces cancer in animals cannot be established. What chemicals
should be added to the "zero tolerance"' list now containing only car-
cinogens? Already chemicals causing birth defects and genetic damage
in animals have been suggested for addition to the list. Congress must
collect and review the eviden*, that other irreversible biological dam-
age can be caused by chemicals and set a "zero tolerance" policy for
these areas where necessary.

The Delaney clause can serve as a model for environmental protec-
tionlegislation because it delegates to scientists the responsibility for
making scientific judgments and to Congress the task of making policy
decisions. The scientist, after an analysis of all technical data, specifies
the degree of risk that would result if any'amount of known carcin-
ggens were allowed in the Ni food supply ; Congress, after con-

....,sinering all other relevant information, determines that the risk is
'':uniicceptable. The FDA. is then charged with the responsibility of
removing carcinogenic chemicals from the food supply. The procedure
put lied kpi,.developing a new food protection or any other enviro,n
me 1.pr e law should not include any effort to define "safety"

shciuld describe a degree of risk as accurately ,as
tigress then should decide whether that risk-lb-worth.:

n theacvelopment'of a moreneffective food protection
t.,to the Surgeon General enunciated (pa additional'

er iait iv,pfi individual 'rights': they must be considered
.dicChemicals should be subjected to scientific scru-

te y guilty inhiS§ find until proven innocent." " The authors
of that report directed their comment at carcinogens, but-the same
observation may now be mi?c*for chemicals relatmeo geneiic dam-.

.

uThe Food Sa etyaknel of the , White House' Conference suggested some additional
. triteria that Con res fight consider: ."(That] Re...Additional chemicals should be per-

witted in or on oods tidies,: They have been ri-6 vr th reasonable certainty to be
safe on the bast of the best scientiAc procedures availab for the evaluation of safety
and' meet one or more of the following criteria : 1. They have been shown by appropriate
test to be significantly less toxic than food additives currently employed for the same
Purpose 2. they siznificantly improve the quality or acceptability of the food; 3. their
use results In a significant increase in the food supply ; 4. they improve the nutritive
value of the food ; and 5. their use results in a decrease In the cost of food to the con.
sumer." White House Conference on Food. Nutrition and Health. supra'note 19.

Y Food Additives Amendment of 1958. sec. 4011(c)(3), U.S.C. 348(c) (3) (A) (1964):
uNational Institutes of Health, and National Cancer institute. supra note 5, at 15.
46 Id. atr 15.

age or birth lects.



V. CONCLUSION

The nearly uninhibited addition of ehemicafs to the environment for
the last several decades lies at the heart of the so-called environmental
crisis. To control this use of chemicals requires a new combination of
scientific expertise and legal policy. The drafters of the Delaney clause
of the current food protection law were successful in writing into the
legislation a proper balancing of the policy function and the scientific
function. Congress heard scientists describe the level of known and
unknown risk associated with cancer-causing chemicals. It set the
policy that no chemical known to cause cancer in animals would be

ii' allowed in the food supply. The regulatory. agency :was assigned the
d scientific task of distinguishing those chemicals that cause cancer in

animals from those that do not. L'he.Delaney clause sets clear public
. policy and allows complete scientific freedom.

Congress, by setting the public policy concerning cancer-causing
chemicals itself and by assigning the scientific implementation of that
poli41 to the agency that regulates food, established a procedure for
effectively veighing environmental dangers and acting to prevent
them. All chemicalswhether they bepestieides in or on foods, indus-
trial chemicals that contaminate the water or air, hazardous substances
that are used in the home, or any one of hundreds of other environmen-
tal pollutants used in this societymust be subjected too rational' ed
policy. Congress, guided by the state of scientific knowledg , mu f ,.

place li ` on the risks to be assumed by society; the approprk to reg-
ulatory ency, again guided by scientific research, must net allow
that established risk to be exceeded. This is the principle of the
Delaney clause and for this reason the Delaney clause servys as a modal

..,,,,,.for other environmental legislation: r- 4J b"

(ATTACHMENT n)

How SAFE IS SAFE ?THE DESIGN OF POLICY' k DRUGS AND Econ.
'ADDITIVES

A CONSUMER'S VIEWPOINT'"

(By James S. Turner,

"How safe is safe?" is, a misleading question for a conference on the
"design of policy on drugs.and food additives. It implies the quest for'

objective, scienttpc, if will, standard of safety acceppble to all
rested in the issue being considered. Unfortunately, in the real

ritd today's 'aceepte-ble standard of safety may be more;or less ac-
ceptable than yesterdaY's or tomorrow's.

addres.9ng the 'problem of nuclear reactor safety, Dr. Alvin
einbelig, director of the Oak Ridge National Laboratory, puts.:flie

Inat6r more preii§ely when he asks, 'How safe is safe enough?" Tliat
is the questidh underlyinplie design of pone), on drugs and food addi-'
tives. It is not primarily a question for scientists; it is a policy
question.

Dr. Weinberglikad out the distinction effectively when he spice
at the dedicati he Paul B. Johnson Science Tower at the Univer.:

"shy of Southerhti "ssiptii in January 1972:
Many of theissm`4 tvatilio.,1n. the course of ..tia!Anterdction between science

or technology uncli5S6c1 ty .,.the4eietertous4iiki.leffets of technology, or thu;!)
i
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attempts to deal with social problems through the procedures of sciencehung
on the answers to lineations which can be asked of science and yet which cannot
be answered by science. I propme the term trans rale:1011c for these questions
since, though thdy are, epistemologically speaking, questions of fact and can be
stated in the langualle of science they are unanswerable by science; they tran-
scend science. Insofar as public policy depends on trans-scientific rather than
scientific issues, the role of the scientist in contributing 6 the promulgation of
such policy must be different than is his role when the I sues can be unatOhlgu-
ously answered by science.

In conclusion Dr. Weinberg states :
When what we (scientists) do transcends science and when It impinges on

the public, we have no choice but to welcome the pubileleven encourage the
publicto participate in the debate. Scientists have no monopoly on wisdom
where this kind of trans-science is involved; they shall have to accommodre
the will of the public and its representatives.

Safety as it has come to be used within the context of the fold and
drug laws and the complex of regulations supporting them is a trans-
scientific problem. Undecsurrent laws a substance can be found safe
only if irhas passed thi4tIfthree Phases of consideration. The nature
of the safety problem may be better understood if it is examined within
this context.

First is the objective, scientific determination of the dikernible ef-
fects involved in the chemical's use. This determination is the responsi-
bility of scientists.

1jSecond is the judgment about which of these effects is a risk and
Whicii-Asjk benefit. This judgment is .ultimately made by the public,

acting with
its representatives and spokesmen or as individuals,

but acting with a high degree of guidance from scientists, physicians,
or othe,r trained professionals.

Third is the decision that the agreed upon benefits of a given chem-
ical exceed its agreed upon risks. This is a public, not a scientific, deci-
sion, made in public forums in which scientists act as equal, though in
some cases better informed, participants with other segments of the
.public.

A safe chemical is one that has passed through all three Phases satis-
factorily. Its effects are known and agreed upon with some certainty by
qualified scientists. The benefits and' \risks of the chemical Shave been
sorted out accurately to the general satisfaction of the society. The
society then has decided that the benefits of the use of the chemical in

1, ----4bijway permitted outweigh its risks.
nfortunately, this is not the way the determinations of chemical

safety always work. Certain dramatic regulatory decisions during the
past 20 yt rs illustrate why the public increasingly doubts industrial,

. regulat or. ,
k,

and scientific assertions that the food and-drug supplies are
safe enon rh. The approval and then the subsequent banning of cycla-
mate, including the' unnecessary references to the Delaney anticancer
clause, illustrate the problems that occur when scientists' cannot agree
on the potential effects of a given chemical, blit regulators act as if they
do. The premature approval of the Salk polio vaccine and the subse-
quent. 260 cases of vaccine-associated polio, 10 of which resulted in
death, delineate the tragedy that can result when risks and benefits are
improperly identified or weighed. The negligent release of certain lots

-of Sabin Type II 1 oral polio vaccine and subsequent findings against
,'.the Government for that action suggest that the public is going to hold
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science and scientists to an inereasing4degree of responsibility for t heir
decisions. Each of these events has a lesson which can 'be helpful in
determining how safe is sa to enough.

In 1003, the Division of Biologic Standards (DBS) of the National
Institutes of 1 tealth, then the Nation's vaccine regulators, approved

:..cektain lots of Sabin Typo III polio vaccine for use in a Philadelphia
Mass-immunization campaign, A Philadelphia housewife, who was 41
-years old at the time, took a dose of ore of the lots and contracted polio
from the vaccine. She became a permanent quadriplegic.

.:After reviewing the case during: 7 years of legal proceedings, the
Federal district court in Philadelphia ruled that the vaccine lots had
been released negligently' by the DBS. It awarded damages of over $1
million to the injured party. Evidence showed that Government scien-
tists responsible for protecting the public had kept shoddy, incomplete,
or misleading records about vaccine safety. It showed that the statis-
tical methods used to evaluate test findings were poorly constructedso
much so, in fact, that the presiding judge pointed to them as "* * a
perfect example of the old * " chestnut, 'garbage in, garbage out.' "

Evidence introduced into the record suggested that when the mass-
inoculation campaign was in the planning stages the Public Health
Service's ftd hoe polio advisory committee voted 6 to 4 to include a
warning against the use of the Sabin Type III oral vaccine by adults.
Subsequerktly the committee was informed by the manufacturer ,that" * the company must give serious consideration to the possibility'',
that the tv o III vaccine -will have to be withdrawn from_ commercial
sale * if labeling precautions cannot be written whit quate safe-
guards that will not deter its sale * * *." Following 0' ate ment by
the company the committee reversed itself, removing the arning about
adults.

A careful examination of the regulatory records on Sabin polio vac-
cine revealed a nightmare of improper, mistaken, or negligent action
including a total hick of familiarity with the laws and regulations
governing vaccine control on the part of the responsible officialsall
taken in the name of and on behalf of science. The surprising reaction
of officials, faced with the responsibility for the $1 million judgment
was to suggest that the regulatie;fis be changed so that their actions
would become legal.

When the safety problem is viewed in this context the issues related
to 'benefit and risk become less esoteric, abstract, and philosophical. The
problem becomes a practical one. Mechanisms must be dOgned to
ensure that the individuals charged with applying the available scien-
tific knowledge to regulatory decisions have a proper sense of responsi-
bility and a clear knowledge that they will be held accountable for
their mistakes, as well as rewarded for their contributions. Until these
mechanisms are developed, the public sense that the chemicfd environ-
ment is not safe enough will continue to grow. Utless .t S. world of
scientific decisionmaking on behalf of the public is openei to public
scrutiny and evaluation, more and more policy restraints will be placed
on the granting of responsibility to scientists. Alvin Weinberg puts the
situation.bluntly : "The republic of science can be destroyed more surely
by withdiaWfil of public support for science than by intrusion of the
public into" is orkings."

476



The Government's problem with certain lots of Sabin vaccine sug
.gerls how skeptical t he publw, through its trans scientific IIIStitlIticHIS
to becoming of so-called scientific discretion. However, the Salk men
incident introduces another dimension. it suggests that the real sal y
problem involves not only a better weighing of benefits and risks, 1 ut
the development of a bettor identification of benefits and risks.-

Thu 260 victims of polio contracted from the Salle vaccine have of en
been the centerpiece in a number of theoretical discussions about ri.1-
benefit. The trade-off is always /between the number injured by t
vaccine versus the number who would have been injured if the vacen e
had not been used. H. V. Wyatt, in his article appearing in the Janu-
ary 26, 1973, issue of Nature, "Is Polio a Model for Consumer Re-
searchl," sums it up: "The situation, although regrettable, as
certainly less severe than it might have been if the vaccine had
been used.." 46

This is a comforting thought. But it lots science and the regulatory
officials responsible for applying it off the hook too easily. If they had
done their job properly the full benefit of the vaccine could have been
had without the 260 casualties. This certainly would have been better
than what occurred.

Dr. James Shannon said, in a 19.66 address to the Oklahoma Fron-
tiers of Science Foundation, that the Salk vaccine represented a scien-
tific error. ". . . the decision of the FoundationNational Foundation
for Infantile Paralysisto throw its resources behind the development
of an inactivated vaccine markedly increased the difficulties and
greatly protracted the time required to develop thergeneraily adopted
polio vaccine we have today." The New York Tunes article reporting
that speech states that "Dr. Shannon felt the 'error' of the National
Foundation derived in part from the secrecy of its operations, which
limited the input of external ideas."

Dr. Shannon's view is a retrospective one. It can be considered in
future situations, but reasonable men could have disagreed about the
choices when they were made in 1955. It is more diffiCult to accept the

"fact that in 1953 the bench scientists at the Division of Biologic Stand-
ards responsible for evaluating the safety of Salk vaccine refused free
doses for their children. They did so because more than 6 months before
thel,Vginning of the SalkaasS4Inhiunization program three monkeys
came down with what apileaked to be a paralysis caused by the vaccine.
This warning did not cause those responsible for the program to search
out a potential problem, 6 months later, when the first five vaccine-
related. eases of polio were detected, a massive crisis program was
undertiken to find and correct, the problem. Within 30 days the reason
for live polio contamination of the vaccine had been discovered, cor-
rected, and the vaccine was back on the market.

In a program as important, sensitive, and dramatic as the Salk mass-
immum za t ion campaign, three sick morkkeys should have been-an effec-
tive early warning of the problems to come. That they were not suggests
inTortant weaknesses in the system folr identifying risks and benefits
which must be corrected before the weighing of benefits and risks can
be seriously undertaken.

The manipulation of science to make risks appear nibre acceptable,
illustrated by the Philadelphia Sabin case; and th9 tailum ofscience to

0 Ai t
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detect warnings, as in t he Salk caw, feed public skepticism about claims
that all le well with food and drugs. This skepticis, shared by a good
number of scientists, underlies the strong support for the Delaney anti-
cancer clause of the food and drug.iliw, which prohibits the use in
human foods of any chemical which has caused cancer when ingested
by man or animal.

In October IUD, the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare
removed cyclamate from the list of food chemicals generally recognized
as safe, better known us the GRAS list. Ile removed the chemical not
because scientists agreed that it was unsafe, but because it could no
longer be said that scientists agreed that it was safe. A:!Muniber of
observations contributed to this doubt concerning cyclanAte. It pro-....
duecd a human metabolite which} caused gen;tiq damage It and
the metabolite caused tortir4tenie, damage in-clielcens, It'houndltself
to plasma, thus inhibitinghlrug deliverleto*hodieifihibited the
effect of vitamin IC IelititFcatnied.tiomp;untypdited cancerous tumors
in 1Q50 FDA tests. WheWeembined "with saccharin, it had caused
cancer in rats.

For apparently political reasons the Secretary made unnecessary
references to the Delaney anticancer clause to justify removal of the
chemical from the GRAS list. The clause reads a follows: "Provided,
;That no additive shell bo deemed to be safe it is found to induce
-cancer when ingested by man or animal, or i it is found, after tests
which are appropriate for the evaluation of the safety of food addi-
tives, to induce cancer in man or animal ."

It was unnecessary even to refer to the clause in banning cyclamate
because once safety became a question, the chemical could ndf be used
unless it had been tested and shown to be safe. This meant that its
effects had to be demonstrated, that its benefits and risks had to be
sorted out and then weighed. If qualified scientists had found during
this period that the chemical did cause cancer when ingested by man
or animal, then the Delaney clause could have been invoked. The previ-
ously made public determination that the potential risk of including a
cancer causing chemical in the food.'supply outweighs any benefits
that the chemical might have would.then have controlled the situation.
If this procedure, as outlined in the law, had been followed, the im-
portance of the Delaney clause could have been more accurately as-
sessed and appreciated. Instead, the premature reference to the clause
led to a widespread misunderstanding of the purpose and principle
,undiirlying it.

The principle of the ,Delaney clause is that weighing of benefits
and risks is not a purely scientific question; it is a policy question,that
requires an informed public .decision. The principle of the Delaney
clause is that the weighing of henefits and risks is not the sole province
of a regulatory agency or its scientific advisers; The Delaney clause
applies this rinciple to those chemicals which cause dancer when in-
gested b .

r animal. It does this on the advice of a large segment
of the imunity which argues that the effects of even traces
of ea cans sirbstance cannot be predicted. Relying on this
advice the ad adopted the policy that no benefit is worth the

- possible hazard of adding a cancer- causing chemical to the food sup-,-
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ply, 'rho CIILI1St1 re itti on P.Oillailitt discretion, S01011tiatifilld Eitlientititri
alono----malce the deteripinat ion that an ingested chemical has caused
cancer, The clause rests 011 tie accepted operating principle that there
is semi relationship between the effects (if the chemical on animals and
its effects on man. This is the principle that allows drugs and food addl.
ti VOH to be shown safe and to be marketed, The clause avoids the
demand of absolute safety. Instead it fitIVH that in relation to the cancer
risk the food supply will be safe enough only if no additional cancer-
caiisingchemicals are added to it. 0

The Delaney clause can certainly he improved, but the central princi-
ple on which lit rests must be kept intact. Safety is a policy question
which demands the weighing of properly identified risks and benefits
by the public. It is not an object've scientific determination. The
weighing mechanism can bo im pr ved, but improvement will not be
accomplished by giving regulatory authorities-more bureaucratic dis-
cretion. The Delaney clause, unlike any other section of the Food,
Drug, and Cosmetic Act, recognizes find is premised upothe limita-
tions of science.

The Food Safety Panel of the 1969 White House Conference on
Food, Nutrition, and Health stated the limitation on proving food
chemical safety. The panel-said, "It is not possible to determine with
absolute certainty the safety of the ever-increasing number of chemi-
cals added to or present in our foods.;' As a member of the panel I
concurred with that statement. It appeared to me to be a warning.
Since science could never be sure of a eliemicaPs safety, it seemed
obvious that as d'matter of policy we should be cautious in allowing
the t se of chemicals in food. 'Unfortunately, many individuals both
inside and outside of science tail* this statement to mean the opposite.
Since safety cannot ever be proven conclusively, they argued, we ought
to be cautious in restricting the use of chemicals. It is. this attitude
agarii

f
St which public sentiment is reacting.

Increasingly scientific evidence ;relates various chemicals to serious
problems of human health. Responsible scientists have suegested that
some chemicals may contribute to the development of certain' kinds
of Mental retardation, 95 percent of which is of unknown origin. ,A
largo portion of the cancer research community spends its-time ev01;
Lilting the capability of various chemicals to cause cancer, although
the cause is yet to be found. Some geneticists suggest that chemicals
used in foods and drugs might play an important role in causing much
of the -society's genetic and mutagenic damage. For example, 90 to-30
percent of American pregnancies end in spontaneous abortion, still-
.birth, or deformity.
' Scientific research has identified a number of serious health prob-
lems for which the causes are at best elusive. It has,also generated
enough evidence to suggest a possible relationship between these
disease conditions and the growing use of a number of chemicals in
the drug and food supply. Diseases of unknown origin and Chemicals '

with suspicious side effects combine to raise questions of drug and
food additive safety and policy to a high level of public concern.

Increasingly pointed public questions are being raised about as-
sumptions underlying chemical regulation. Dr. Jacqueline Verrett
and Jean Carper, both of 'whopi -played an important role in the

-.:, .
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ovolaniate ban, ask.these in their book to be published in 1117.1 by
Antot 6it Sehuster; Eating. Can lie Hazardous to Your Health I

Whirr indoetry toeues OrotInd the term inmetitrink, what, do they mean/ Oe
.they woe retuoitner heotth henento weighed nitninat rommmer 144%1111.04n?
Or Commuter economic henelit oguimit commuter health ritik? Or home kind of
COnliumer tioclut klItInt, killill OH Uwe HOVIOIL lIghlinut connmor health atilt', Or,
on the other hontit..p,thoi,tocan holoutry economic bununt *walnut onnumer
health Oak? ,::,ii,

My experieil*. ii,lf,lutiv industry MORIN all of them. This fact, too,Jiiik
raises' the level -of blloconeerit about drug and foot] additive safety
and policy. ' ., .,,' , nq:'.

The point of la t;oiti. is that the safety of drugs and food additives as
a iunction of the weighing of benefits and risks is not whatsthe public
concern is all about. The real problem is twofold. The ']Teets of chemi-
cals in food and drugs have not yet. Iken determined atisfactorily. No
generally accepted definition. of bfinelits and risks has been agreed

. upon. It is on these two problems that front the cat suffices point of
view the attention of science should be focused.

'&-

( IATTAcImENT c)
A.

CONSUMER VIEWS OF THE DELANEY AMENDMENT
,or,(Hy Jamea 8. Ti140t).

'''''''
niii.ir ar;viti.

'01t
This paper describes the authors yin', ;views and interpreta-

tions of the contemporary consunten ont with regard to the.
Delaney anticancer clatniCs of thelv:0t1 ood, Drug, and Cosmetic
Act, its rationale; possible alterniitiV0411_ .!'aiiiiiiinier 'interpretation
of and reaction to recent public cri,tiquelfof itia clause:

THE DELANEY ANTICANCER otAusy,KA 'TIE kEDERAL FOOD, DRUG, AND
COSMETIC ACT, gi 7.1 1,-321 ET SEQ.

i
. 1. 409(c) (3) (A). provided ,T41at no additive shall be deemed

to be safe if it is found to induce cancer when ingested by man or
animal, or if it is found, after tests which are appropriate for the
evaluation of the safety of food additives, to induce cancer in man or
animal, except that this provision shall not'apply with respect to the
use of a substance as an ingredient of feed for animals which are
raised for food production, if the secretary finds (9 that, under the
conditions of use and feeding specified in proposed labeling and
reasonably certain to be followed In practice, such additive will not
adversely affect the, animals for which such feed is intended, and, (iii
that no residue of the additive will be found by methods of examina-
tion prescribed or approved by the Secretary by regulations,which '
.regulations shall not be subjected (f) and -(g) in any edible portion
of such animal after slaughter or in any food yielded by or derived
from the living animal;

2. 706(b) (5) (B) A color additive (i) shall be deemed unsafe; and
qsitiall not'be listed, for any use which will or may resultuin ingestion of

N- all or part of such additive, if the, additiVe is found by the Secretary
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to induce cancer when ingested by man or animal, or if it is found by
the-Secretary, after tests which are appropriate for the evaluation of
the safety of additives for use in food, to induce cancer in man or
animal, and (ii) shall be deemed unsafe, and shall not be listed, for
any use which will not result in ingestion of any part of such additive
if after tests which are appropriate for the evaluation of the safety of
additives for such .usey or alter other relevant exposure'of .man or
animal to such additive, it is found by the Secretary to indtice cancer
in man or animal: PPovided, That clause (i) or this subparagraph
(B) shall not apply with respect to the use of a color additive as an
ingredient of feed for animals which are raised for food production,
if the Secretary finds that? under the conditions of use and feeding
specified in proposed labeling and reasonably certain to-be followed
in practice, such additive will not adversely affect the animals for
which such feed is intended, and that no residue of the additive will
be found by methods of examination prescribed or approved by the
Secretary by regulations, which regulations shall not be subject to
subsection (d) in any edible portion *Of such animals after slaughter
or in any food yielded by or derived. from the living animal

3. 512(d) (1) (H) If the Secretary finds, after due notice to the ap-
plicant in accordance with subsection (c) and giving him an oppor-
tunity for a hearing, in accordance with said subsection, that

such drug induces cancer when Ingested by man or animal or, after tests
which are appropriate for the evaluation of the safety of such drug, induces
cancer in man or animal, except that the foregoing provisions of this subpara-
graph shall not apply with respect to such drug if the Secretary finds that, under
the conditions of use specified in proposed labeling and reasonably certain to be
followed in practice (1) such drug will not adversely affect the animals for which
it is intended, and (ii) no residue of such drug will be found (by methods of
examination prescribed or approved by the Secretary by regulations, which regu-
lations shall not be subject to subsections (c), (d), and ( h), in any edible portion
of such animals after slaughter or in any food yielded by or derived from the
living animals;
he shall issue an order refusing to approve the application.

SUMMARY

Consumption Is the sole end (ad purpose of all production; and the interest
of the prdducer ought to be attended to only so far as it advances that of the
consumer.

But In the mercantile system, the interest of the consumer Is almost constantly
sacrificed to that of the producer ; and it seems to consider production, and not
consumption, as the ultimate end and object of all Industry and commerce.

Adain Smith, "The Wealth of Nations," third edition 1784.
Organized consumer groups, consumer advocates, and consumer

spokesmen place the health and welfare of the individual consumer
at the center of the controversy about whether cancer-causing chem-
icals should be allowed in the foodsupply. They believe that opponents
of the Delaney anticancer clauseswhich prohibit from the food
supply chemicals which cause cancer when fed to animals or men
are primarily concerned with the well-being of food and chemical
producers and only secondarily concerned with the health and well-
being of individual consumers.

Specifically, growing indications of potential hazards to the indi-
vidual consumer which might be related to environmental chemicals,
has led to consumer support for the Delaney clauses type of restrictions

4 3
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on chemicals in foodS,which.have nett been shown to be safe. For ex-
ample, cancer is a major cause of human death for which no generalized
cause has been identified but which some experimentation and some
experience relates to the ingestion of chemicals. Birth defects occurring
at an alarming raw( 1 in- every 14 births involves a defect according
to the'Mareli of Dimes), are largely, of unknown origin, and have been
related to environmental chemicals by bOth research a9d.experience.

\ Genetic dainage which can be inherited from one generation to the
next, also has been related to environmental chemicals.

The President's Science Advisory Committee Panel on Chemicals
and Health stated the situation succinctly in its 1974 report:

The Very absence of these former sources (common infectious diseUses and
nutritional diseases) has left the field clear for the chronic degenerative diseases,
some of which are likely-tn have external chemical causes. We need now to
develop ways to deal with these slower acting and less direct.causes of death and
chronic sickness.

The loOse collection or organizations and individuals generally called
the "consumer movement" in the United States tend to believe that
the principle of social policy embodied in the Delaney elapse is the
best way to deal with these slower acting and less direct causes of death
and chronic sickness. In general, they are also highly skeptical that any
better principle for dealing with the chemical threat to. Irian can be'
found. Since the time between coming in contact with a dangerous
pnvittnniental chemical and recognizing the injury, -its. causes may be'
20 or more years, consumer defenders of the Delaney 'Clause principles,
argue that .waiting until human injury is obvious wilLunnecessarily
condemn millions of individuals to death or disability.

The argument on behalf of the Delaney slates rests on making a
. distinction between' its public aspects and its scientific aspects. When

this distinction is made, the controversy over the Delany clauses forms
into two related brit'distinct issues. One, should chemicals known to
cause cancer be allowed in human food ! Two, liow,do we determine
which chemiCals cause cancer?

e. kep( out aff;o
1

agree that cancer-causing chemicals should b
There is really little debate about issue No. 1. Everyone seems t

Dr. Phillip Handler, president of the National Academy of Sciences,
hosted a Mjiy 15, 1973, Academy Forum on the "Design Voliey,'on
Drugs and FOod Additives)" In his concluding awrjanary a er a day-
long discussion which often touched on the Delaney daus . Hand-
ler said :

fertaiwiy, rin..Lts face, all other things being equal, it (the Mai clause) is
a perfectly rationale-guide to desirable social behavior. No one in Ids right mind
wents to put carcinogens into anything Intended for human consumption.

In spite of its apparent reasonableness and rationality, the Delaney
clauses continue to be the recipient of vigorous attack. Bernard L.
Oser, Ph. D., who has been responsible for testing many food additive.;
as a private contractor to industry and Government, wrote in the
August i13, 1973, issue of Clieniieal 'Engineering News:

In these days of increasing need to expand and preserve food supiilie, to
develop new sources of nutrients and to improve tweeulahility, lwagniatieocon
siderations Justify the removal of utirehsonably restrictive _Regulations founded
on hypothetical hazards implicit in the present interprefiition of I he Delaiii.3
Clause.

A
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Consumer defenders- of the De lane), clauses view such attacks its
arguments made QII behalf of food and food chemical producers, and
to the' detriment o stimer safety and health. The charge that the
Clause is unscientific is ended against by pointing to the large num-
ber of sci mists,. including researchers at the 'National Cancer Insti-
tute, who support it. The belief that only scientists should determine
the belie tfrisk for chemicals used in food is countered by the argu-
ment, of pro-Delaney 'advocates that determining, how much risk the
public hould bear is a public policy issue not primarily a scientific
issue.

At the heart of the Delaney controversy is how public policy should
be set when the experts are at odds overlhe meaning of the scientific
faCts which underly the policy. Consurmr defenders of the Delaney.

...clauses argue that since, they know so little about the itatye of cancer
and are at constant odds about the meaning oftheir research-on cancer,
the caution built into the Delaney clauses principle is the best policy.

INTRODUCTION 1 4,

"How .safe is safe enough?" is the question central to regulation of
food additives in the American food supply in general and evaluation
of the Delaney anticancer clauses in .particular. Ttlis question is not-
primarily a question for scientists; it is a policy question to be answered
by society through its chosen representatives.

Dr. Alvin Weinberg formerly Director of the Oak Ridge National,
Laboratory spelled out the distinction between the question of science
and the question of public policy in his address at the dedication of
the Paul B. Johnson Science- Tower at the University of Southern
Mississippi in January, 1972:

Many of the issues that arise in the course of the interaction between science
or technology and societye.g., the deleterious side effects of technology, or the
attempts to deal with social problems through the procedures of sciencehang
on the answers to questions which can be asked of science and yet which cannot
be answered by science. I propose the term trans-scientific for these questions,
since; though they are, epistemologically speaking, questions of fact and can he
stated in the language of science, they are unanswerable by science; they trim-scead science. Insofar as public policy depends on trans-scientific rather than

issues, the role of the scientist in contributing to the'promulgation of
such policy must be different than is his role when the issues can be unambigu-ously answered by science.

In conclusion Dr. Weinberg states:
When what we (scientists] do transcends science and when it impinges on the.

public, we have no choke but to welcome the public--even encourage the publicto pa'rticipate in the debate. Scientists have no monopoly on wisdom where thiskind of trans-science is involved; they shall have to accommodate to the will ofthe public and its representatives.

The principle of the De la ne v clauses is that weighing of benefits and
risks is not a purely scientific question; it is a policy question that
requires an in formed public decision. The principle of the Delaney
clauses is that the weighing of benefits and risks is not the sole province
of a regulator), agency or its scieikt ific advisors.

' The Introduction is adapted froni an address delivered 44 Ih author at the May 15,Academy Forum of the National Academy of &letters entitled "now Safe Is Safe?The Dehlgo of Polley on Drugs and Food mittitlyea." (The proceedings of the Forum areabout to be published.)
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The Delaney clauses apply this principle to those chemicals which
!cause cancer when ingested by man or animals. On the advice of a
large segment. of the scientific community, they exclude such chemicals
from the food supply because the effects of even traces of a cancer-
dausing substance cannot be predicted. Relying on scientific advice the
public, acting through Congress, has adopted the policy that no bene-
fit currently, known to man is worth the possible hazard of adding a
cancer-causing substance to food.

Scientistsand scientists alonemake the determination that an
ingested"chemical has caused cancer. The Delaney clause rests on the
accepted operating principle that there is some relationship between
the effects of a cancer-causing chemical on anitnals and its effects on
man. This is the principle that allows drugs. and food additives to be
marketed to men after tests show them to be safe for animals. The
clause does not demand iibsolute safety. Rather, it demands that no
additional cancer-causing Chemicals be added to the food supply.

Consumer defenders of the Delaney clauses argue that} their central
principle must be kept intact. safety is a policy question which
demand's the weighing of properly identified risks and benefits b'y the
p blic. Safety is not the result of solely an objective, scientific deter-

nation. It also involves a matter of opinion. The mechanism for.
'ruing and weighing -opinion and fact can be improved but not by

giving regulatory authorities more bureaucratic discretion.-
Pare scientific knowledge, alone and unaided by commonsense and

doubting public questions, is a weak reed on which to rest the entire
futtire and well-being of the. American public. The imperfect science
of a regulatory agency is even less suited to be the repository of unre-
stricted confidence thatthe well-being of individual consumers will be
its sole objective. The.Delaney clauses recognize theimperfections and
limitations inherent in science and in regulatory agencies.

Safety, as it has come to be used within the context of the food aqd
drug laws and the complex of regulations supporting them, is a trans-
Ecientific (in Weinberger's words) problem. A "safe" chemical is one
that has passed through three phases of consideration satisfactorily
and is approved foi. use. Its effects are known and.agreed upon witIL_I
sumo certainty by qualified scientists. The benefits and risks of the
chemical have been sorted out accurately to the general satisfaction of
the society. The society has decided that the benefits,of the use of the
chemical in the way permitted, outweigh the risks. The Delaney

.elauses are society's determination that cancer-causing chemicals pose
such a potential risk that they should not be added to food whatever
their alleged benefit.

In the Delaney clauses, the American society has recognized bpth the
limitations of science and public role in defining acceptable risks. The
Food Safety Panel of the 1969 White House Conference on Food,
Nutrition, and Health stated the limitation on proving.food chemical
safety. The Panel- said, "It is not possible to determine with absolute
certainty the safety of the ever-increasing number of chemicals added
to or present in our foods."

This observation can be taken two ways. It can be a w4ning. Since
science could never be sure of a chemical's safety, it seems obvious that
as a matter of policy we should be cautious in allowing the use of

4S4
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chemicals in foods. Unfortunately many individuals, both scientists
and nonscientists, take this statement to be the oppositb bf a warning.
Since, safety cannot ever be proven conclusively, they argue, we ought
to bo cautious in restricting the use of chemicals. It is against this
argument that the Delaney clause has been constructed and against
which consumer defenders of the Delaney clause a're reacting.

The following sections of this paper attempt to explore three aspects
of consumer attitudes of .the Delaney clauses. First, the scientific
opinion', which consumer defenders of the Delaney clauses believe pro-
vide a sound basis for support of the clause, is presented. Second, some
consumer attitudes on thb policy, aspects of the clauses are outlined.
Third, some suggestions, proposals, and expectations concerning sup-
plements) explanation's, and applications of the Delaney clauses are
outlined.

I. TILE SCIENTIFIC BASIS OF THE DELANEY CLAUSES

The most 'recent scientific consideration of the Delaney cla s ap-
pear in Chemicals and Health the September 1973 'report of t e Panel
on Chemicals and Health of the President's Science Advisor Com-
mittee. It focuses on and describes the.major dispute with the elaney
clauses expressed by its criticsits zero tolerance of cancer-causing
chemicals:

"A 'no-detectable amount' clt:iuse," the Panel states, "is a refuge
fn the face of ignorance. Was mature scientific knowledge presently
available regarding dose response reliitipnships and extrapolation to'
mat), the problem of carcinogenicity could be dealt with (in) a scienti-
fically rational manner." The clauses are currently necessary, the 're-
port suggests, because of lack of detailed knowledge telling how little
of ..carcinogen will be harmful when ingested.

ntwo additionaloccasionsin the report the.Panel talks of the lack
o scientific information surrounding carcinogens, the lack of discre-
tion allowed tp the administrators of the food and dreg law by the
clause and makes the allegation thatathe clauselimits scientific direc-
tion.

When considering a decision and faced with incomplete and insufficienein-
formation, the administrative and legislative processes tend strongly to the sideof a conservative prudence in the name, of health. There are several notable
example which Congress has rep!aced with kientific discretion by statutory man-
dates to "protect" human health inflexibility. The Delaney clause to the Food,
Drug and Cosmetic Act is probably the best known.

In some cases, the Congress has clearly assunrd the 'role of Judge of social
issues concerning how safe is safe enough. The amendment to the Food, Drug
and Cosmetic Act which determines the destiny of food additives found to be
carcinogenic in aniurals or mau (Delaney amendment) is perhaps the best knownexample . It is interesting to note that it seems to be the very lack of sufficient
Information plus an implied threat in each case which has led Congress to take
&total judgmenrmaking into their own hands.

It is interesting to note that though the lsinguage is colored in a
way touggest dissatisfaction with the Delaney clauses, the President's
Panel comes out on the side of retaining the Delaney dame as they are
because of the continuing lack, of the information needed to do any-
thing else. The Panel report,supports the consumer advocates of the
Delaney clauses using the very same arguments which brought the
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clauses into being originally and which luoi sustained for retaining We
clauses. Arthur Flemming, t hen Secretary of flealt li, Education, and
Welfare, testified twice for the clause in Ifili0 when it wits extended
to cover color additives. Ills comments 'are soewlutt long but they
spell out in detail what has Become, over t he last decade and one-half,
the position of the Delaney clauses proponelits.'

The Department's position is that the proposed color additive legislation should
include an anticancer clause that makes illegal the use of uuy color that will
Induce cancer when tested' by appropriate methods. IVe believe this position to
be the only sound public policy in view of the fact that our experts tell us pres-
ent scientific techniques do not permit theta to state unequivocally how, touch
or how little.of u substauce, that induces cancer when.adwinistered to animals
wW inducecancer when administered to Intim

The rallying point against the anticancer provision is the catch phrase that-it
takes away the scientist's right to xercise Judgment. The issue thus made is a
false one, because the clause allots T the exercise of all the Judgment that can
safely be exercised un the basis of our present knowledge. The clause is grounded
on the.scientific fact of life that no one, at this time, can tell us how to establish
for a man a safe tolerance for a cancer-producing agent. Until cancer research
makes a breakthrough at this point, there simply is no scientific basis on which
Judgment or discretion could be exercised in tolerating a small amount of a
known carcinogenic color or food additive. As I pointed out in my original testi-

- loony, the opposition to inclusion of an anticancer clause arises largely out of
a misunderstuding of how this provision works. It allows the Department and the
scientific people full discretion and jupgnient in deciding whether a substance
has been shown to produce cancer wheu added to the diet of test animals. But
ouce tilt& decision is made, the limits of Judgment have been reached and there
Is no reliable basis on which discretion could be exercised in determining a safe
threshold dose for the established carcinogen.

So long as the outstauding experts in the National Cancer Institute and the
Food and Drug Adwinistrutiou tell us that they, do not knew how to establish
with any assurarree at all a safe dose in uniu's fobd....toyetlincer-producing sub-
stance, the principle in the anticancer clause is_sound. (Statement by Hon.,
Arthur S. Flemming, Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare before til
llouszerAommittee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, May 9, 1960.) liduge Re-
port o. 1761 to acoompany 11.11. 7624, 86th Corigress, 2d Session, p. 14.

Secretary Flemming left the door open for the future In his testimony before
the House Committee:

Whenever a sound Scientific basis is developed for the establishmeut of toler-
ances for carcinogens, we will request the Congress to give us that authority....
House Report No. 1761 to accompany ll.R. 7624, 86th Congress, 2d Session.

The only' point that seems to offer the possibility. of controversy is the anti-
cancer clause. Secretary, Flemming has made a very strong case for it in his
testimony before the House Committee. This is groUnded on the scientific fact
of life that no one, at this time, can tell us how to establish u safe tolerance for
a cancer-producing agent. No one knows how much or how little of a substance
which produces cancer In test animals is needed to cause cancer in man, or when
the cancer may develop. Until cancer research makes a breakthrough at this point,
ibere is no scientific basis on which discretion could be exercised in tolerating
a small amount of a known carcinp4en, either in food, drugs, or in cosmetics.
When and If science can assure us that a safe tolerance can be established, the
Department will ask the Congress to modify the anti-cancer clause.

In discussing the practical operation of the anti-cancer clause, Secretary Flem-
ming said:

Some of the opposition to incluIon of an anti-cancer provision . irises out
of a misunderstanding of how this provision works....

It has been suggested that once a chemical is shown to induce a tumor in a
single rat, this forecloses further research and forever forbids the use of the
chemical' In food. This is not true. The conclusion that an additive "is found to
Induce cancer when Ingested byAnan or animal" Is a scientific, one. The conclu-
sion is reached by competent scientists using widely accepted scientific Jesting
methods and critical judgment. An Isolated and Inexplicable tumor would not
be a basis for concluding that the test substance produces cancer.
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It has 'Ii ISO been auggested that %Olen aconipontiti shown to produce cancer
In tent animals him been modified in diwnikal structure so that it no longer pro-
duces cancer, It continues to he incriminated by its past Wintery. Tidal too, in
erroneous. The Food and Drug Administration would---rand shouldtake a close
look at the 1010111Ni voinpuillid In bit cerlilla that it did not have the same cancer
potential an Its parent, But once cOnvinced that the cancer potential had been
elnalated, tint anticancer cfause would not preclude use of the eubatunce.

' bluntly, doubt' tins been expressed about the authority of the Department to
reverseji decision . 1 1 1 thin area. This, of course, Is s u s unfounded doubt. When new
evidence Is presented the Department ha" not onljy the right, but the obligation

. to evaluate thin evidence and determine.whether a previous decision should be
reversed.

This, I believe, Is tis far an our discretion should go in the light of present
scientific knowledge. We have no basis for csking-Congress to give us discre-
tion to establish a safe tolerance for a substate which definitely has been shown
to produce cancer when added to the diet of teat animals. We simply have no
basis on which such discretion could be exercised because no one can tell usfwlth
any assurance at ill how to establish a safe dosti of any cancer-producing sub-
stance." "From Bellyache to HeadacheIs the Color Additives Bill the Reme-
dy?" William W. tioodrich, Assistant General Counsel for Food and Drugs, United
States Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Washington, D.C., de-
livered at a meeting of the Legislative Section, liharmaceutical Manufacturers'
Association, Boca Baton, Florid°, Thursday, February 4, 1960.All the quoted
material is from Toulman, "Treaties of Food and Drug Law," 1963 edition, pp.
909-911.

)

While thi diversion into the original testimony of Secretary Flem-
ming is long it is valuable because it forms the basis of current con-
sumer support for the existing Delaney clause. In- addition, it demon-
strides that the problems discussed by the 1973 Presidential,Panel on
Chemicals and Health are not new and suggest why that Panel ended
up supporting the Delaney clause even though it probably would
rather notii,h a e. , .

In 197,41,,tle Surgeon General of the United \States, faced with a
continuitig r liveness with the Delaney clauses on the part:of food
chemical main facturers and parts of thelscientific coInmunity, gath-
ered a special ad hoc committed of cancer experts to help him acldress
the problem. After 'reviewing the Delaney clauses andythe threat of

i environmental carcinogens, the ad hoc committee quoted extensively
from the'1960 tesimony of Secretary Flemming, The committee then

,said,,."the scientific basis on which the Governments' position was
*established. in 1960 remains valid. The progress nnowledge in car-

--' cinp,,ViiSis in the last decade has only'sti.engthe e points made 111
Seqi .,/,- Flemining's testimony." 2
' '1'h -tike has been a tendency to go back and forth about the Delaney

' , clauses for its entire existence. Specifically, from its inception .an argu,-
_irnent has raged. about whether the Food apd Drug Commissioner

' should have the authority to set tolerances fOr cancer-causilt sub-
stilinces. The scientific a rguni6ts of Secretary Flemmin ii.019.£k
reiterated adecade later by the ad hoc committee of the §i,ir
oral were directed at the belief expressed by

f
some indqvi big

4 s,_such authority should be granted to the Commissioner. 0 i.1'

The full report of the ASK Committee is entitled "Evaluations of Environmental'
C116:11101:111,1 it lb culled the "Report of the Surgeon General. USPHS Apr. 22, 1070. Ad
Hoc Committee on the Evaluation of Low Levels of Environmental Cbcrutcal Carcin ,"
National Cancer Institute, Liethesda, Md. 20014. Requests for reprints of the re
report should be sent to-Dr. Jubu A. Cooper, IluittlIng 37/3.107 National Cances% I
lute. The report lion alms been reprtnted at pp 150 to 198 of the gentile hearing " I- .
axle and Ate Future of Man" before the Subcommittee on Executive Reorganizatio %nd
Government Rakereh, Apr. 6-7, 1971.
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,i .
'Secretary Flemming relied on an earlier report from the Niition41

Institutes of 1 lealth ivhich'copeltled "that, there is at preseitt no'sinf,,

way to determine hay much or how little of a carcinogen is'necessary..

to produce cancer in .11, human being, how long it would take for a
cancer to deOlop or how to control levels of Ingestion or exposure
where more think one source of exposure is -likely.", The quotation is
from Toulinah, "Treatise on Food and Drug Law'," mid repork 4110
conclusions of the report on "The Role of Certain"Chemical yid Phys-
ical Agmitii in the Causation of Cancers." " , - .

In 1k70, die SurgeonOeneras ad hoe committee felt, it necessary
to once again) knock down assertions that, seemed to imply that sate
levels of a Orcinogen could be established. "It is essential to rec-
ognize," the committee reported, "that no level of bxposure to a car-
cinogenic substance, however low it might be,.can be established to
be a 'safe level' for man ... The current legislation in tie field of food
additives, with its anticancer clause is based on this ptinciple.',,,'

The attack oh the requirements of zero-toleranco'for a an o causing
substances in Nod has. een the central thrust-of anti-D Ian i clauses
spokesman. However repeated the scientists most directly gerned
with cancer research have affirmed that they are unable to silty

haitlevel a cancer-causing substance becomes safe and therefore havewsui-
ported the Delaney clauses, This support from the scientific commu-
nity has been the maM scientific argument used by consumer advocates

' of the Delaney claM'es.
A. sac'ohd but less persistent argument, villein has been turned to

molle frequently as the zero-tolerance argument has met persistent.
scientific opposition, is the one-most-irrelevant-test argument. This
argument appears to be based on both the theory and effect ,o the
Delaney clauses. The more unsophisticated presentation of the argu-
ment is that if one mouse is given massive doses of a chemical and the
mouse cunt rooks cancer, then the chemical is foreer banned from food
use thereby depriving the food industry and the public of a poten-
tially useful chemical and discouraging research into the chemical. It
was this argument that Secretary Flemming attempted to defeat when
he "%hated out that "the opposition to inclusion of an anticancer clause
arises largely but of a mistuilerstiiid-inig of how this provision works.
It allows the Department and the scientific people, full discretion and
judgment in deciding whether a substance has been shown to produce
cancer when added to the diet of test animals. But once this decision
is'inade, the lintits of judgment have been reached and there is...-iio
reliable basis on which discretion could be.exercised in determining the
safe threshold dose for t 110 established e.a reinogens."

Thus, only if tests involved, of Itiowever many mice at whatever
levels, show that the chemical is a 'cuncer;causing chemical is the act
engaged. Thus, if a test is considered to be irrelevant by the scientific
community or it shed that if an intervening event, not the chemical,
caused cancer, then Delaney clause would not be engaged.

Unfortunately, the misunderstanding about the way in which the
Delaney clauses work have persisted, in, spite of repeated,arguments

.0. Burroughs Mider. M.D., Associate Director In ('barge of. hesearch, National Can-cel-Institute. National Instithtes of Health, Public Health Service, Impartment of ilealth.
Education. and. WeKsre...prepared at the renuma of the Secretary of Health, Education andWrIfare as part of lib; testimony before the Committee on Interstate and Vtireigli Com-merce, [louse of Representatives. 56th Cong . 2i1 tlekiNiffil, on 11.1t. 7624 and S. 2197, Jam 26,1960, earings Jan. 26, 27, 29, Felt. 10, 11, Mar. 11, Apr. 5, 6, and May 0, 1060, p. 15.



and legal action making explicit mutt Averetar Flemming testified
to. (Incidentally, his testimony, Its the maim. part Of the legislative,
history of the clauses forms the most significant guide to what Con-
gress meant when it adopted the clauses and thus has important legal
force of its own.) Even the prestigious Presidential Panel on Chemi-
cals in Health repeated a 'very sophisticated form of the argument.

On page 121 of its report, the Panel.said, 44 can be argued that
as additional understanding accimiulates as to biolQgical mechanisms
underlying neoplastic disease, and as one obtains more detgiled in-
formation on how chemicals interact with biological issues; the Delaney
clause may well be modified." On page 11, the panel says "Once he (the
Commissioner applying the-Delaney clauses) acts, almost all motiva-
tion to study either benefits or risks further is gone, thus keeping a
from ever learning more about what should have been done." To-
gether, these two arguments represent a statement of the misunder-
standing about the Delaney clauses which Secretary Flemming
addressed in 1960.

On January 15, 1973, the New York Academy of Sciences held a
symposium on the Delaney clauses. The transcript of the meeting is
still in the process of being edited for publication. However, the con-
sensus of scientists. present was clear and .reported by the 'press. In
the January 22, 1973, edition of Food Chemical News they reported
thilt."The overriding consensus was that change should not be made
(in the Delaney clauses) because there is yet no scientific basis for
setting a tolerance for. carcinogens in the food supply ...the forinal
presentations included several views of the cancer mechanism, rang-
ing from the single molecule theory of cancer causation to inter-
ference with the complicated enzyme system of humansand animals."

It was suggested during. the meting that it was demonstrated by
accepted scientific procedures, that)if during an animal feeding, test-
ing for cancer, if it appeared in a significant amount in the animals
but that a separate cause for the cancer distinct from the chemical was
the reason for the cancer, the Delaney clause would not apply. Thus
if the peculiar enzymatic' action of the test in animals cafised the
cancer or if a dose related toxic precondition such as cirrhosis cf,f the
liver had ,,t,o be present for the cancer to occur and the chemical was
shown not, to be the cause of the cancer, then the Delaney clauses would
not apply. This would result from the fact that scientists agreed that
the rheinicals were not the cancer-causing agent.

On April 27, 1973, the FDA proposed a food additive regulation
the Federal Register of that date), with regard to selenium, a

nutrient for addition to 'animal feed which explained and endorsed
the theory of the clauses outlined during the January 15 meeting of
scientists. It would- seem reasonable that if the cancer-causing effect
of a metabolic situation rests on the need for the existence of a toxic

by scientists to be dose-related,at chem-
ical is not a careinon and that therefore the Delaney clans not
apply. Whether it should apply or not is a separate question. A
explanation of the interpretation of the Delan,ey clauses in this itua-
tion is long but, nonetheless, is of enough importance to be included
in its entirety:

5. The applicability of the anticancer clause (sec. 400(c) (3) (A)) of the actto the addition of selenium to animal feed has been thoroughly,considered -be-
cause of the questions that have been raised concerning the possible carcino-
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'Homed at high levels, proper!) classified its clircliegeni beceuse of -their poten
tial association with a higher rate of 11N i'l* t 'timer The various Ruin ant er clauses
contained' in the act (secs. 109(c) 13) (A ), 512(t1)11) i III, 7011)11115i( III. 72
Stilt 11441, 52 slat. 3.15, 7.1 Snit 400 ; 21 II.SC. 348(e) (3) (A), 3001)01) (1)(11).
376(11) (5) (151,1 were predicated on the theory IMO, slime we do 11,01 know the
mechanisms (rf carcinogenesis, com one molecule of a cereinegen sliiiiild not
be allowed into ihe food supply The anticancer clauses do not twirl) in the NISy
of stn agent that (1) occurs naturally in praelleany oh foods, 121 Is used In a
milliner told) that the natural levet in food Is not Increased, (3) lull li definite
hepatotozie effect/no-effect level, and (-I) has it possible carcinogenic effect
which IttiltimicililiCI only with the Impatotoxic effect. _.., ..

Actnrdingly, the Commissioner tins concluded that . ( 1 ) The evadable in-
formation does nut support elassiticatimi of selenium tar its compounds is he vinit
Carcinogenie activity, (2) the use of selenium as set teeth below constitutes no
carcinogenic risk, and 13) the limitations set forth below, e Idle siitisfyint; the

)animals' dietary need for selenium, will assure safety to 'infields treated with
sodium selenite or SO(Ii11111 SC11,11111t, 1111(1 EH IIIIIMIlliierS of edible products of such
treated animals. 38 10.1t. 10. 159-10-16U (Apr. 27, 1973).

'Thus, it can be seen that the belief of the President's Panel that as
"additional understanding accumulates as to biological mechanism
unclerlyi.ng neoi)latic disease * " the 1)elaney clauses may well be
modified" is not necessary to joining the reasoned progress of science
with the legal restraint of the I)ehiney clauses. Indeed, the Delaney
clauses, under close scrutiny, turn out to it singularly well-constructed
pieceof social legislation,

Properly understood, the Delaney clauses not only do not inhibit
scientific research, as the Panel suggested, but they actually encourage
it. Under the Delaney clauses, animal tests which ended with sig-
nificant Amounts of Cancer in their test groups would have t 1V0 pos-
sible interpretations. One, that the chemical caused the cancer. The
other, that some other intervening dos -related toxic event caused the
cancer. It would seem that with this possibility, existent researchers
would jump at the chance to discover which group their chemical fellinto.

`,N-W,t1 - tin - I
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ne it lett lid y , 0110 III' the 4 Mogi' of Lho 4111M1i05)
And flit 0114010'11 ha )A, Coy Ith 1lnlde iliate rolo,
1110111 tit 1611'001 In 6144 Dr. 1,11110110' ladhiVial ilia: "The
prettellti %the elf hdett %tint 11 ItItII(IIIIIIIn in atone tee& Peas

141011 461°111%1e "The 111111('1," "i: to raise the nutritional
status of those aninialti on ttelention 41(1111(9i to that of animals
on diem withnorinal selenium content. "An Ilyoia of the meat, of melt
animals would show nolihnormal residue of 'selenium. "' Dr, LiilliSky
dcea not believe chat M11011111111 is la CalT1110golk !mamma% of coollioliog,
incomproe,11,1111

The aVid1.11(cd tom( her miwaiderstanding about
the working of the I )(Annoy clauses a hen it commented on the removal
Of cyclamate from the market place. The Panel said on page .100 of its
report,:

( )it 194111, leading prodaver provided evidence to the VIDA that
eyehlatali hail cauhuil calicr nt aolinalH. It Heelati highly likely that even if noDeitiney provision in the III It existed and uu I''IIA edict had been issued, thatany eomputulthie producer et ethical pharmaceuticals woo hi have taken action
to limit the use or cyclamates or perhaps even to withdraw them.

This obser vitt ion implies that the Delaney clauses were relied upon
by I IEW to remove cyclamates front the marketplace. This wits not
the ea.se. It also implies that, but for the Delaney clauses, the FDA
would have no authority to remove cyclamates from the marketplace.
This also is erroneous. Actually, the FDA removed cyclamate fromits list of food chemicals, generally recognized as safe under the
authority of the 1958 Food Additive Amendments of which the
Delaney clause is only one small section.'

tinder the food additive amendments, only those chemicals which
art' either generally recognized as safe or proven safe and granted
footI addit Ivo status can be added to food. Given the current lack of
scientific knowledge about the likelihood of harm from low levels of
cancer-cansing chemicals, no chemical which causes cancer in animals
can be added to food irreSpecti ye of whether the Delaney clauses area part, of the act or not. In a very broad sense, the Delaney clauses are
a legal redundancy. It is not an administrative redundancy, however,since. often am ions are taken for reasons which lie outside the work-
ings of the Delaney clauses but are explained to the public as if they
were mandated by the Delaney clauses.6

On May 15, 1973, the National' Academy of Sciences held an
Academy Forum on food additive and drug regulation. During that
symposium, Peter Hutt, the Assistant General Counsel of HEW forthe Food and Drug Administration, explained the working of theDelaney clauses. He pointed out that on only two occasions, both
involving obscure packaging ingredients, had the Delaney clauses
been invoked as a legal justification for agency action.

Commenting on the Delaney clauses in his closing summary of the
May 15, 1973, National Academy of Sciences Forum, Academy presi-

Senate Select Committee on Nutrition and Human Needs, hearing on food additives,Set. 21, 1972. pt. 4C, p. 1669.
'See Turner. Vanderbilt Law Review, October 1071, "The Delaney Anticancer Clause:A Model Environmental Protection Law."

See the "Chemical Feast" by James S. Turner, ch. 1, and p. 250 footnote for a de-tailed account of the legal implications of the banning of,cyclamates.
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dokt, annntnlo. oritio of the olannon,
BMW 14 111111111er to'portottl, ohherriilOoto ohmic Ilse obtwitio;

Mr, unit 10141 III that, 1011111 of 1101, the 1010oey eliki1041 hike been niveko 0101,
two Ileitis, I Share Mr, Iiiiodgranns ntirprIse Ihnl il,had not hems Invoked In the
Cann Of cycloinaleo, 'fits fluty he tall011 110 II 41011101.01 1.11(1011 Of our conmiiiiiivalive
killitre evldoatl,y WO need ninny oilier forums WM places in which to and
attempt to reduce our iniounderuilkildinge,

1110 Delaney CIMINO \%'a0 Ilinettrined I I I 101Yora I ways . , rot' my lad, I began
to 1/1110( that clause ati It greet red herring rattler limo on ,4 prow," in nvit, ondoty,
Certainly, on Ito We, all oilier thIngo 11010ii e(10111, It 10 a 10(11001y rotional nnido
to deolrohle social behavior, No 0110 III his right mind would wont to put earrino.
Kelm into I11t011011 for Minion comminution, We ttlintlId l( per foelly
Willing lo ocebid that guideline until the day (V11011 WO IMO 0110101V011 In MO pout.
Hon of bunulag IM a VIII'0111011011 11(11110 0110111IIIII entity which also °Nero great
lament. Until that Ilmo conies', we will not have to I PHI the validity of the
Delaney principle. When It does cone, We WIll IIIIVO no remorse but to teat. Om
validlty of the principle Isk sk real (Ivo Mt 111111011.

Meanwhile, talking about a problem that Is nonexistent In reality 410011111 Ilery0
our pommies, particularly well. It luta been nahl that the great harm of the
Delaney clauses Is Its detorremal to 1 10 Vitt who 11118111 otherwise be exploring new
and important food 11111tIVe0, No (110.11 real case 111 point Is known to me. I agree
that ono must be troubled by a law that, in effect tietalM to say : "Since compound
X has been shown to be tumorigenle In high doses, go 110 further; do not look
at the lower end of the done-response curve, resit Mitsui of benefit." Such a situa-
tion seems, to me, to he repugnant. But the time to address It will he the day
when a real test case IH before us.

Thus Dr. Handler, viewed by consumer advocates supporting the
Delaney clauses as Olt opponent because of previous attacks on the
clauses, collies out at, nearly the same point, as Anita Johnson, staff
attorney of the Ralph Nader supported 'health research group and One
of the staunchest and most, articulat1,i of the consumer advocates of
the Delaney clauses. In her publication, "Cancer Prevention and the
Delaney Clause" she wrote:

If a carcinogenic food additive Is thought to be so crudal to civilization that
It la worth possibly great cancer risk, Congress can be approached for an exemp-
tion for that IndivIdSal additive.

Dr. Handler and Anita Johnson both conclude that the Delaney
clauses should remain intact until a difficult case presents itself and
then the issue can be raised with Congress in the context of that case.

II. THE SOCIAL PUBLIC POLICY DIMENSIONS TO THE DELANEY CLAUSES

The scientific principle of the Delaney clauses is that since the effects
of low doses of known cancer causing chemicals are unknown, none
should be added to food. The public policy principle underlying the
Delaney cla4s,es is that Congress should grant administrative discre-
tion to regulatory agencies only when enough clear, sound scientific,
or technical data exists to make the proper exercises of the discretion
likely.

The special ad hoc committee of the Surgeon General addressed the
meaning of and distinction between these principles in its "Evaluation
of Environmental Carcinogens:"

It is impossible to establish any absolutely safe level of exposure to a carcino-
gen for man. The concept of "toxicologically Insiginiflcant" levels (as advanced
by the Food Protection Committee of the NAS/NRC In 1969) ; of dubious merit
In any life science, has absolutely no validity in the field of carcinogenesis.
Society must be willing to accept some finite risk as the price of using any car-
cinogenic material in whatever quantity. The best that science can do Is to
estimate the upper probability limit of that risk. For this reason, the concept of

4
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"safe level for man", as applied to carcinogenic agents, should be replaced by
that of a "socially acceptable level of risk." -

While science can provide quantitative information regarding maximum risk
levels, the tusk of ultiniateit_selecthig socially acceptable leiels Of human risk
rests with- society and its tielitical leaders. The evaluation of the balance of
benefits and risks, required for such a decision 'by society, should not be the

NN result of uninformed guesswork but ShOuld be reached .on the basis a complete
and pertinent data, social as well as scientific. It is necessary therefore, to
define the -extent of arbitrariness and uncertainty existent in the processes of
interpreting animal response data and subsequently extrapolating them to man.
The principle!of zero tolerance should be applied in all but the most extraordinary
of cases.'

At the 140th meeting of the American Association foi the/Advance-
ment of Science held in San Francisco in Februaty 1974,'Dr. Alex-
ande,r.,M. Schmidt, Commissioner Of the FDA echoed the sentiments
of the ad hoc committee. Ile termed the Delaney clauses a "legitimate
legislative expression of society's increasing concern with technologic
advances in the food industry and its reluctance to accept less than
absolute safety in the food supply." Ile went on to say :

hile detection methods increase in sensitivity, the ability of scientists
to relate these findings to human health are not keeping pace .

The more practical course is to try to find out if it makes any difference to
human health that minute traces of various chemicals exist in human food
and if so, at what levels.

This track requires low-dose, long-term toxicological testing in animals, and
better Ways to extrapolate these findings to the human situation. And that's a
Job for science. Only after than job is done can the legislators and the regulators
make benefit-risk judgments that will let us get on with the business of protect-
ing the public safety and still meet the nutritional needs of an ever greater
population.

Commissioner Schmidt also added thnt while carcinogens pose prob-
lems it is important to remember the "equally serious questions of
mutagenesis and 'teratogenesis."

It seems apparent that in order to shield the environment from
further chemical contamination, the policy issues and the scientific
issues, alt hough interrelated, must he approached separately." The role
of the scientists is to describe physical phenomenathis chemical
caused lesions in mouse brains under these conditions; that chemical
caused cancer when fed to Mice in certain quantities; those chemicals
caused birth deformities when injected into chickens in designated
amonts at certain ages; or to follow in detail the research track sug-
gested by the Commissioner. Scientists can offer less definite, but still
important scienific opinions on the degree to which damage to man can
be predicted from damage to animals. Without knowing the levels of°
risk that society will tolerate, however, scientists cannot effectively dif-
ferentiate between "safe" and "unsafe" substances.

Congress, on the other hand, taking into consideration the certainty
or relevancy of the scientific findings, must set broad policy Ividelines.
Several issues suegest themselves as important for the consideration
of the Nation's pofrlicyrnakers. Which purposes served by chemicals are
worth the apparently increasing risk of their use in foods? Is it neces-
sary to reassesseither to narrow or expandthe food and drug law
prohibition on the use in food of any chemical not "required for" or

Hearings before the Subcommittee on Executive Reorganization and Government Re-
search of the Committee on Government Operations, 0 S. Senate, 92d Congress, let session.Apr f 7 1971 p 140

"This and the following three paragraphs are adapted from James S.. "TheDelaney Anticancer Clause a Model Environmental Protection Law," Vanderbilt Law Re-view Oct 1971 pt
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"`unavoidable in" food production ? Which classes,of chemicals should
be added to the "Zero tolerance" list now containing only carcinogens?
TeratogenS? Mufagens

Determining the safety of a food 'chemical involves several steps.
First, is the objective scientific determination of the discernible effects
involied in the &he-laical's use. This determination is the responsibility
of scientists.

Second, is the judgment about which of these effects is a risk and
which is a benefit. This judgment is ultimately made by the public, act-
ing through its representatives and spokesman. or as individuals, but
acting with a high degree of guidance from scientists, physicians, or
other trained professionals.

Third, is the decision that the agreed-upon benefits of a given chem-
ical exceed its agreed upon risks. This is a public, not a scientific, de-
cision, made in public forums in which scientists act, as equal, though
in some cases better informed, participants with other segments of
society.

The Delaney clauses are a perfect model of this process at. work.
They delegate to scientists the responsibility for making scientific
judgments and to 'Congress the task of making policy decisions. The
scientists, after an analysis of all technical data, specify the degree of
risk that would result if any amount of known carcinogens were al-
lowed in the Nation's food supply. Congress, after considering all
other relevant information, determines that the risk is unacceptable.
The FDA is then charged with the responsibility of removing carcino-
genic chemien Is from the food supply.

In this way Congress balanced the policy function and the scientific
function. In adopting the clause the ,Congress accepted a principle
spelled out by the Surgeon General's committee more than a decade
later. "Chemicals sold are to be subject to scientific scrutiny not given
individual 'rights': they must be considered potentially guilty unless
and until proven innocent." This is the fundamental principle of the
entire food/chemical regulatory structure of the food and drug law.

In relation to cancer-causing substances, Congress heard scientists
describe the known and unknown risk associated with cancer- causing
chemicals. It, set the policy that no chemical known to cause cancer in
animals would be allowed in the food supply. The regulatory agency
was assigned the scientific task of distinguishing those chemicals that
Cause cancer in animals from those that do not. lit this ay Congress
set a clear public policy of caution and allowed complete scientific
freedom within the maim of avaitible informal it

Anita .Johnson of the Ralph Nader-supported health research
group has spelled out the public policy of a dviN,itu's view
of implications of the 1)4'hiney clausee in per lialliphict "Cancer Prevention and thitDclaney la use"

THE DELANKY CLAITHE IA Y

Congress determined that since enticer scientists cannot say at what level amireinogen is "safe" the country should riot Sillier any risk of cancer from chemi-cals deliberately added to food The judgment has so far not lain eXt.1.11(101 topesticides, carcinogens in the workplui.I. or 11 Ater supply, drugs or nt tier consumerproducts, presumably lier;IIINP 1111. benefit ri-T, billance is more complexfoliA bas speild erocrlise ui i.iklne ...14.1111tie ju11 nlents. Hut its personnelhave tin speelill 1111011Scations 111 make $01 1.11 judgments 011 what amount of culicerrisk certain food additives are worth Fader present law, FDA may determine
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the side effects of a drug, such us dizziness, and then decide whether the benefits
are greater than the risks. But wherever possible, FDA should be restricted to
making scientific Judgments, not social ones.

The recognition of Congress' role in setting social policy by adopting
the Delaney clauses and restricting regulators to the making of tech-
nical or scientific judgments does not rest on the fact that the chLuSes
deal with cancer-causing chemicals or s'its a zero tolerance. These are
specific facts of a specific issue not central to the responsibility of Con-
gress to set, social policy.

The President's panel on chemical and health confuses the par-
ticular aspects of the. Delaney clauses with the general requirement
that Congress set social policy :

If one Is content to separate the question of technical analysis from nodal r/
judgment, then one is perhaps justified In inquiring as to which part of the gov-,/,
eminent has the latter responsibility, the Executive branch or the Legislative. One''
school of thought has urged that the Executive branch be given only the respon-
sibility of technical analysis leaving /*tidal judgments to the Congress." In fact,
tbe pattern up to now has been a mixed one. In some cases, clearly the Congress
has assumed tbe role of judge of social Dues concerning how safe is safe enough.
The annquiment to the Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act which determines the des-
tiny of food additives found to be carcinogenic in animals or man (Delaney
amendment) is perhaps the best known example. The Clean Air Act which de-
termines the degree of reduction of auttnnobile emissions is another. It is Inter-
esting to note that It seems to be the very lack of sufficient information plus an
Implied threat in each case which has led Congress to take social judgment-
making Into their own hands. In most regulatory activities dealing with chemical
'agents, the administrator of the law enjoys same discretion either as to time of
regulation or as to degree of regulation. Thus, in most cases, both the Executive
and Legislative branches have opportunities for offering surrogate judgments inthe public's name.

The Panel implies that there is sonic alternative to addressing social
and technical ques-tions separately. In fact in passing laws, Congress
is almost invariably making a social judgment. Conversely, regulatory
agencieshybrid quasi-legislative, quasi-judicial, quasi-executive in-
stitutions which should not be equated with the executive branch
draw their peculiar social and legal force from the presumption that
they are the repository of specialized technical knowledge which
peculiarly equips them to make technical analysis or scientific
judgment.

Of course, there is no hard and fast line which can be universally
.

agreed upon as the divider between the two parts of Government and
the two types of decisions they arrive at. Congress uses technical exper-
tise to make its social judgment. The technical analysis and scientific
judgment of the regulatory agencies have social impact. But there is a
difference in capability between the two institutions which makes it
quite important to keep the differences in their roles clearly in mind.

What is a social judgment in an atmosphere of ignorance will be-
come a scientific, technical judgment when enough information has
been gathered. It was this point which the FDA Commissioner at-
tempted when he suggested that new scientific information needed to
be developed before the I )claney clauses could be safely and effectively
changed.

The kind of con fusion reflected in the President's Panel report can
lead to the assigning of tasks to the wrong segment of Government by
transferring responsibility where ignorance rather than enlightment

2. Turf", S . Ti.' DrIatiev Anttritneer l'Inume A Model Environmental ProtectionLaw " Vanderbilt Law Review, 24 889- 902, 1971
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exists. It is of course true that both the executive and the legislative,
and the. regulatory agency for that matter, offer surrogate judgments
in the public's name. That is the purpose of all governments. The issues
of concern is on what basis do therarrive at this judgment. Legisla-
tures operate primarily on opinion and the resolution of digerences by
the voting of generally equal parties. Regulatory agencres are sup-
posed to operate through the mastery of a particular setiaf objective
facts of which they are the recognized master. Where those facts do
not exist such agencies are not properly equipped to resohie matters of
opinion. It is when they attempt to resolve such matters that they tend
to cause damage.

Further, it is not necessarily t rue that except for dramatic interven-
tions in the process like the nelaney clauses, the administrator of the
law enjoys discretion about the (line or degree of regulation. The food
and drug law, for example, says that only safe food chemicals are al-
lowed in the food supply. If a chemical in the food supply is discovered(
to be unsafe, say it causes brain damage when eaten by ien, the
administrator is bound by law to remove It from the food Ally. Cyc-
lamates, according to the FDA General Counsel, was removed from
the market without reliance on the Delaney clauses.

In fact, Assistant Secretary of HEW, 'Elliot L. Richardson, indi-
cated to Congress in 1958 that, while the Agency would not oppose in-
clusion of the Delaney clauses, they were redundant. Other provisions
of the law, the Department argued, were as restrictive against cancer-
causing substances as the Delaney clauses.

Since there is widely acknowledged scientific ignorance about the
effects of low doses of cancer-causing chemicals on humans, whether
tolerance for additions of such chemicals to food should be set has
been and remains a social fiblicy question. Social policy questions are
the peculiar province of Congress. Congress has adopted a social policy
which bans the addition of cancer causing chemicals to food.

This is a sound and proper procedure irrespective of whether scien-
tists embrace, it or not. In this instance that segment of the scientific
community most directly concerned with research on the control and
prevention of cancer strongly supports Congress' social policy choice. I

III. SUPPLEMENTS TO, EXPLAN NTIoNS ANTI APPI,D'ATioN of THE
DELA NEY CLA USES

Senator Gaylord Nelon of Wisconsin, one of two Senator, given a
100-percent proconsiinier rating by the Consumer Feder;ition of
America in March of 1971, ha, introduced legislation which expands
the Delaney clauses' principle into the area of chemicals which cause
mutagenic and teratogenie damage. I f adopted by Congress, a new
social policy will once again he t'ongrc,,s will ha I' I111111 I he find
ing that these particular health dangers ale serion: enough to require
special congressional attention. I lowever, the most important part of
this extension of the I ielant), principle that it doe. not rely on tut
absolute zero tolerance. The new proposed expansion reads is follows:

Provided further, That no athlitivo shall Is devilled to be safe if it is foundto have rniitagenie or teratogeni, ette,ts when ingested by wan or aniiii.d. or if Itis found, after test which are tippropt»ile for the evaluation of the effects offood additives on man or animal, to have noilagente or teratogenir effects onman or animal except that no additive shall he deemed unsafe under this provi-
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stun if the Secretary (a ) makes an affirmative.finding, based on the recommenda-
tions of an advisory committee of experts (appointed by the Secretary) qualified '
by sientifie training and experience to evaluate the mutagenic and teratogenic ,-
effects of food additives On man and animals, and includes such finding in his
order issued under this subsection, that the hazard to the publitihealth which'
might. result' by denying the use of such additive would exceed any hazard to ,
the public health which might result by permitting the use.of such additives as
Proposed by the petitioner, I lo gives public make of his affirmative finding by
publication ill the Federal Register, and ithin six months after the date
on which such notice was so published, issues an order milking his affirmatite
finding final.

Allis application of Hie I klatley principle suggests its flexibility. It,
involves a social policy judgment. Congress is asked to place certain
restrictions on the use of a certain class of chemicals. But in this case,
the Senator believes that scientific knowledge has developed to the
point, where at zero tolerance is inappropriate.

The situations Presented by Senathr Nelson proposing expansion of
the Delaney principle suggest that debate about the Delaney clauses
be drawn in several places. First, it can be drawn about the advisability.
of a zero tol nce for cancer-causing substances. Critics of the zero
tolerance and nly the zero tolerance would be happy if Congress
allowed a tolera ce.

Second, the is ues can he drawn about the advisability of requiring
that food additive proven safe before they are added to ft-sod,, Those
who believe such a policy is inadvisable could only bp satisfied bY repeal
of t he entire fiiod additives amendment.

Third, it, should be argued that Congress is not competent to pass
any legislation in fields whirh rest on scientific knowledge. If such a
policy prevailed, the ability of tiovOnment to set and carry out policy
would he crippled.

There are, of course, many gradations between each of these posi-
tions. Interestingly enough, as the delmty about the Nelson bill begins
to develop, those arguing against the ;iicticancer clauses because they
contain a zero tolerance wilUtearly all, if not all, be on the side.of the
opponents to t he loft-When that occurs, consumers %% ill be led to believe
that, certain opponents of the Delaney clauses really oppose all food
legislation.

In fact, the Delaney clauses stand as a kind of litmus test.. of con-
sumer commitment. Those who oppose the clauses ale viewed by many
consumer advocates, spokesman, and groups As, ant iconsunier. Thus,
conHontr groups tend to \ iew \\nil ahrm in apparent attack on the
(dau...es and to ith vigor flit -aipport of floc clauses. The Federa-
tion of I hanema hers set the time for manly wil h a Mardi 1973
resolution.

IM/301,I.ITION t a r /.1 I I DI-1( f i t /IN ! t o m I %I A IC:, I NI IN SUPPORT
lit' i'iir 1)1I.AN \ NI)NIEN"I'

I. FINDING Or FAVI'

'rho I 'li:wi. I pc, ii,, ,1 Iu. Vedvi.;11 I 'rug. mid 11',),,iictie Act is to protect
the emit:ninon; pul.1i, .\s sumio.iriz.ed by the Supreme Court of the
Uuifed Situ

1.114,(1,111-1141,11, of 1111,, t l,itluu Ilan. !milli ldulscs of the lives and health,of
people ,Ilich, in the ,,,,,,11,1,1010.es "r nndern industrialism are largely beyond
self-protection Itegard for these purposes should infuse construction of the leg-
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Dilation if it is to be treated us a workidg lingzunietit of ,government, t(nd not
merelytiti a collection of English words." (flarvit Stales NOlottcrtich.)
.,V,eeoguizing the impossibility of establishing safe levels for carcinogens, the

°enfigress of the United States in 1058 incorporated the Delaney amendment into
the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act, stating:

"No additive shall be deemed to be Safe if it is found to induce cancer when
ingested by man or animals, or if it is found, after tests which are appropriate
for the -evaluation of the safety of food.. additives, to induce cancer in man or
aalmal . s ." (t1 348(e) (3)).

This. amendment, which eliminated risk /benefit guidelines and prohibits the
addition of any cancer-causing chemical or additive to our foods, has served as
a valid safeguard again4 potentially carcinogenic foods being sold to unknow-
ing consumers.

The importance of this legislation has been applauded by numerous consumer
groups and supported by public governmental findings including the White douse
Conference on Nutrition, Food, and health and the Wall Commission

i
Pesti-

cides and Their Relationship to Environmental Health.
Despite the recognized importance of the Delaney amendment, there is cur-

rently being observed several early signs of an intensified campaign on the part
of 'food industry representatives, the Food and Drug Administration, and a small
contingent of Congressmen to weaken or eliminate its provisions.

RESOLUTION

In consideration of the objective of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic
Act to protect the consuming public, and in light of the noted danger, pf losing
the strong protections afforded by the Delaney amendment, the Federation of
Homemakers, Inc., by a quorum of its board of management, assembled in
Arlington, Va., and voting this 19th day Of March, 1973, declares its ardent sup-
port of the Delaney amendment in its present form and vigorously opposes any
and all attempts to weaken or eliminate its basic protection. The uncompronflielag safeguard of the Delaney amendment is necessary to continue the effective-
ness of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act as "a working instrument of .gdyernment and not merely as a collection c)i. English words."

Anita Johnson urged consumers to support the clauses which she
'argued was threatened by diverse industry and pseudoaeademic
groups. She wrote :

CONSUMERS SHOULD SUPPpT THE DELANEY CLAIrSF.

The Delaney Clause does not protect us from all exposure to carcinogens.
Some natural foods, such as the tropical cyead nut, contain carcinogens." Contact 1with solar radiation and products of combustion, Is unavoidable. Water and air, Ihousehold products and drugs, carry carcinogenic pollutants. ,'everal thousand
new chemicals are invented every year. Hundreds enter COM erclal channels!'Our environment is increasingly filled with synthetic chemicals, many not re-quired by law to be tested for safety. Our bodies must fight a grea4.,r total
carcinogenic burde9." Compulsory testing of all environmental chethicals isneeded, as Is an application of the principles of the Delaney Clauses to otherTremical exposures/

Foodildditivea--dre chemicals of small benefit.' Once added to food, additives,e widely distributed, making their effects on long-range health impossible tot _trace, and of enormous potential danger. Exposure is easily preventable.Prohibition of carcinogenic food additives is a sane, manageable apprdach to
health preservation because It helps to prevent cancer. Defense of the Delaneyclause from the pleas of private industry, is -a top priority for all consumers.

Generally speaking, there is -a growing recognization that other
chemical hazards, most noticeablebirth defects and genetic damage, are

o"NAS/NRC Toxicants Occurring Naturally in roods" (1900) 30."Council on Environmental Quality, "Toxic Substances" (1071) Iv.ss J.A. Miller, op. at.
NH' a carcinogente food additive is thought to be BO crucial to civilization that It Isworth possibly great cancer risk, Congress can be approached for as exemption for thatindividual additive.
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in need of increased attention. To supporters of the Delaney anticancer
clauses, this usually means expansion of the Delaney clauses into the
other areas. Thus it would appear that the defunder of the Delaney
clauses would become proponents of the Nelson bill applying the princ1-

..iles of the clanse to mutagenic and teratogenic substances.
Tr appitachNb the Drifliney chtuses represented by the FDA

selem lin petition has met with a wide d gentY of consumer reaction.
One .1ool of thought argues that selenium has not in fact caused
cance n animals or men and therefore is of no concern to the working
of the Delaney clauses. Another school argues that selenium is not
really an essential nutrient and so should not receive the special at-
tention that FDA has given it.

Some suggestions have made that certain mathematical models can
be used to aid in handling the cancer-causing chemical problem. Gen-
eralleaking, consumer proponents of the Delaney clauses would
supiort the use of mathematical models to the ,extent they would be
useful in the identification of which chemicals cause concern. There is,
however, great reluctance to rely on such models to establish any de-
gree of human risk to the exposure of cancer-causing chemicals.

Dr. Marvin A. Schneiderman of the National Cancer Institute has
suggested that serious thought be given to abondoning the strict risk
benefit approach to safety balance and replace it with "mini-max
solutionssolutions minimize the maximum possible losses." Presum-
ably this would mean that a chemical with a slim chance of causing a
massive genetic disaster in three generations would be threatened as
more dangerous than a chemical with a near perfect possibility of pill-
ing one person. This would be almost a reversal of the traditional way
of looking at chemical hazards. IIowever, the general thrust of this
idea has been approved by the President's Panel on Chemicals and
Health. It said:

Improved safety is possible. But to make the greatest possible health advancewe ought to react most to the gravest threats, as Judged by their total con-sequences for all our people, particularly when these threats are either well-
established, or both plausibly true and long-delayed In impact. We need also toreact appropriately to less certain threats that can he avoided without appreci-
1 le disadvantages. Threats of lower priority should not be neglected but needt be reacted to as strongly.

CONCLUSION

The Delaney anticancer clauses have strong scientific arguments and ,
important cancer scientists supporting it. It is the policy decision
taken by Congress in the face of ignorance about the effects of tow
levels of cancer-causing chemicals in food. As such'it has wide support
among organized consumer groups, individual consumer advocates,
and even among large segments of cansurnering public.

There is a growing pressure for expansion of the Delaney clauses
principle into the area of chemically caused birth defects and genetic
damage. Consumers who support-the Delaney clauses tend to support
the expanding of its principles into other areas. They also tend to view
any opponents to the clauses or their expansion as primarily industry
based with a financial interest in reducing the regulation of chemicalsin food.

In general the arguments about the Delaney clauses have been the-
same since their inception in 1958. The scientific information oi) cancer
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and its relation to chemicals has remained relatively undeveloped in
that period. Therefore, every attempt. to change the clauses in relation
to food additives has been defended by the same arguments which get
the measure enacted in the first place.

This flow of events has generally been regarded, as a consumer
victory.

[ATTACHMENT DI

THE FOOD SAFETY COUNCIL--AN INTRODUCTION

My Dr. Richard L. Hall)

The Food Safety Council. now slightly over 2 years old, is a curious
and unic(ue organization. It responded to a need that is peculiarly
characteristic of our time. And while it has antecedents, it has no
precedents..

It is trite to say we live in an age of uncertainty. But while people
yawn and accept the generality, they grow uncomfortable when un-
certainty becomes spec i ficspeci flea! I y when it concerns health, safety,
and everyday necessities such as food. ,

The advance of science can narrow that uncertainty, often at great
cost and effort, but it can rarely remove it. Indeed, biological science
typically makes us more aware of uncertainty, or of new; different,
more remote, but not necessarily, less slanting uncertainties.

. We are a diverse population. We have many subtle, and a few not-
so-subtle biological differences. We vary in our interests, wants, and
fears. The inherent uncertainties of science and our diversities of
nature provide much of the basis for our current concerns over food
safety. But thereisan evp more important social basis.

)nce our food' was fkepared at, home from locally prochwe I ii
gredienta. We had the confidence that comes from familiarity a d
sense of control. We had never heard of carcinogens or Clwstrie 'um
botulinum, or Pith's. We had the confidence that comes from in-
nocence. Today most of our food is grown thousands of miles away,
proces.led by people we never see, through equipment most of us would
not r9cognize. We have lost the confidence that Came from familiarity
and control. We read almbst daily, of some new risk, or old tisk re-
examined, but which we cannot personally evaluate:We have lost the
confidence that came from innocence.

Our ancestors' abilities to know, control, and'evaluate\their food
d were very imperfect, as disease records and life expectancy tables bear'

witness. But-even those imperfect assists are depleted. We have re-.
plaeed them with an elaborate, confusing array of agencies, labeling,
testing, and regulation, but this has not stilled the disquiet stemming
from uncertainties of scielke,Aliversities of need, and loss of confi-
dence. This is not just, or not eVen a scientific problem: it is a societal
one.. It was to meet this need the Food Safety Council was formed.The Food Safety Council has two principal goals. The first is to
devise a scientifically valid procedure for measuring the risk of con-sumption of any fooS additive, natural ingredient or contaminant
which At may be de4rable to evaluate. It must be based on sound
science, up to date and updatable. It must employ that elusive prin-
ciple of commensurate effort. It must allocate resources among prob-
lems in proportion with the potential for solutions to those problems

o
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.
,,, to promote ihe'getteral health and welfare. It intotriaterjept any uh-
' accepiabla risks and it nilist do so with such ecoitt.ii4 ofeftort that it

neither wastes scaje resources nor discourages usiffil products. That
first scientific task, pe,rfomekl by the Scientific e'o fittee of the Food
Safety Council, is now at the state'_of Illi ion for general
discussion and peer review. . -..,;4,,, !'

This leads to the,second task, which relgatia two key words I just
used. They we're `tilnaccept able risk," and''"ugeful products." Animal
tests an mathematical extrapolation and Apide.miologirakstudies can -
provide estimates of risk.'They pannotjudg6 the acceptabiliq'of that
'risk. Acceptanc6im: rejection=comes from individual or sociatittre
view of whatever advantages or benefits go with each risk and with a
similar appraisal of the alternatives to that risk. It depends upon
whether. the risk is voluntary ; that is, do we have some choice about
,accepting it, or is it imposed? It depends upon our own level of
information or, lacking that, upon the level of our confidence in those,
making the clione for us. This raises the issues of consumer 'sover-
eignty expressed in choices in the marketplace and how those choices
are to be made as informed as posSible and as unrestricted as possible.
It raises questiems about those who are inherently unable to make in-
formed choices and the extent to which provision for they' must re-
strict everyone else: And, finally, it involves consideratiotf of how t e
diversity of consumer needs can be expressed most effectively in su

1 administrative and regulatory measures as are required. .,
This is an enormously complex subject in which-the Social and

Economic Committee of the Food Safety Council is truly breaking
new ground_ Their purpose is not to determine acceptable risk, but to
outline the structures and procedures by which socially aectptable risk
may be determined in each instance or class of instances. Their report
is in rieparation. s

. .,_

We are fortunate in having here today three members of the board
of trustees. Each conies from a different and critical source- of input
Into the council's activity. Each has contributed significantly to the
progress 'already made. In their comments they will provide some
insight into the goals of the council and how it appears those goals
may be reached.

EP*



The Politics-of Cancer
ELIZABETI WHELAN

it is the second leading cause of death 'in this country,
claiming. the lives of some"400,000 Americans a year: one every
90 seconds, 1,100 victims a day. One in four of us will develop,
it in our lifetime. An estimated 60 to 80 percent of it is caused
by factors in our environment. The media inform us that our
country has unusually high rates, with its incidence ,and
mortality rates soaring, and imply that this trend results from
adncing technology (industrialization) which leaves us victims
c(f adulterated, overprocessed foods, dangerous drags, polluted

..air and water, and hazardous woriplaces. And now, through an
elaborate network of regulations, restrictions and prohibitions,
our government is supposedly going to protect us from

°amen Abnormal, undisciplined, seemingly unrestricted
growth of body cells, with the resultant masses-Ampressing,
invading, and destroying contiguous /tissues. Very Often a
painful, prolonged, undignified "way to die, physically
devastatink for its victims,'I and frequently 'emotionally
'devastating for 16ved ones who must stand back and watah.
\ It shouLd be goo,) news to learn that our government is

taking' action to spare us and our children from this fate. Of
course, all this effort is very expensive for U.S. consumers. But,
if removing cancer-causing agents from our food and drug
suppl the workplace, the water we drink and the air we
breathe will markedly reduce cancer's toll, the investment of
time and energy and the accompanying return to a less techno-
logical society may be worth the costs. 42

On the other ' hand, if the underlying premises that have
spurred this growth in government regulation of environmental
chemicals are in conflict with the scientific facts, then our
government's escalating war on cancer will be an effort in
futility, one with far-reaching and, I believe, deleterious effects
on our standard of living. In this regard, the cornerstones of the
popular wisdom about cancer and the environment are worth
reexamining.

Is there a cancer epidemic?

IWproduced with the permission of the copyright holder fronj Policy Review, no. 10, fall
1070 :
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.Apparently many people believe there' is. One network
television program' oncanqrppened with the statement: "The
news tonight is that the United States is number one in cancer.
TheNational Cancer_Instiitte estimates that if you're living in
America, your chance of getting cancer is higher than anywhere
else in the worl during." And dung the Carter-Ford Presidential
debates in the f 1 of 1976, Mr. Carter made reference to the
United States as "having the highest cancer death rate in the
world,"

Actually Athe United States ranks 21st in a list of 44
countries in cancer mortality, according to the international
statistical comparisons _of the World Health Organization.
Scdtland has the dubious honor of being "number one,"
followed- closely by Czechoslovakia, Luxembourg, Uruguay,
Austria, France, and the.Xetherlands. So what aboutt this cancer
"epidenific" we hear a great deal about?

Any dikussion of cancer trends mustolistinguish between
cancer incidence the number of neW dases of cancer
diagnosed in a given time period-for a specific.population and
cancer mortality the number

an
of,4e *from a form of

malignancy in a given year for a specific It should
come as no surprise that because of the growth of the U.S.
popUlation in the past few decades the gross number of cancer
deaths has also increased. What is surprising is that despite the
popular wisdom about our "epidemic," the number of new
cases of cancer, taking into account all body sites for both sexes
and adjustments for changes in the age distribution of the
population, has decreased since the mid 1940s.

The incidence of certain types of cancey, specifically stomach
cancers in men and women and cervical cancers, has decreased
dramatically. The rates of certain other types of cancer, such as
breast and intestinal cancers in white women, have stayed about
the same. 1n men, there have been increases in the number of
new cases of cancer of the prostate and the colon and increases
in cancers of the esophagus and breast in nonwhite men and
women. But the only body site of dramatic increase for all
Americans in the past 25 years is the lung. Were it not for the
sudden and continuing up-swing in lung cancer deaths starting
in 1930, the overwhelming proportion of which are the result of

1. Dan Rather, "The American Way of Cancer," CBS.
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cigarette smoking, the age-adjusted American cancer death rate
would '5e declining slightly.

Causes .of Cancer
Ian he past `five years frequent references have been made to

the statement that "80 to -90 percent of all cancers are\
environmentally induced." This figure was 'originally presented
by the International Agency for ResearCh in Cancer, a World
Health Organization affiliate based in Lyon, France, and has,
unfortunately, been subject to considerable misinterpretation.
This estimate was derived by comparing the high and low cancer
death rates in many countries around the world. The conclusion
was that "since human cancer rated differed so widely, some .
aspectsof the environment were the bases of cancer causation.
The scientists presenting the figure did not inean- to suggest that
we have the potential now to prevent 80 Co 90 percent of
human cancers, nor did they meant to suggest that environ-
mental factors such as polluted air, water, food, and industrial
chemicals played a major role. The cancer-causing factors thiy
identified were primarily cultural in origin.

While epidemiologists differ somewhat in their estimates of
the proportion of cancer deaths attributable to various causes,
the majority of analyses of human disease patterns suggest that,
except for superficial skin cancer, some 30 to 35 percent of
cancer deaths are directly attributable to cigarette smoking (in
addition to affecting the lung, tobacco exertsi-a carcinogenic
effect on other sites, including the bladder antd oral cavity); on a
more speculative level another 30 to 35 ei-cent of cancer
deaths may be related to dietary habits. Perhaps, it has been
suggested, diets high in calories and fat can increase one's risk of
certain forms of cancer. An additional 1 to 2 percent of total
cancers may be linked to excessive alcohol consumption
(generally in conjunction with tobacco use) and exposure to-
ionizing radiation and cancer-inducing viruses.

Contrary to what emerged from a mysterious, unpublished
document from the National Cancer Institute, which was widely
quoted 'by Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare, Joseph
Califano, the International Agency for Research on Cancer
estimates that occupational exposure to chemicals is the
underlying cause of some 1 to 5 percent of the cancer deaths
that occurred in 1978. (Mr. Califano attributes 20 to 40 percent
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of cancers ,to this cause.) These deaths, however, are the result
of exposure in the workplace 20 or mote years ago when safety
measures in chemical plants were not standard procedure a§
they are today, so that the 1 to 5 percenefigure may overstate
the problem existing today. Of all cancer risks that we as a
society face at this time, the occupational risks may be no
higher than 1 percent of the total and may possibly be closer to
zero.

As far as we can ascertain from human epidemiological
studies, food additives and pesticide residues are not responsible
for any cases of cancer. Indeed, since the use of certain food
additives has increased, the stomach cancer death rate has
declined. While some carcinogens have been identified in the air
and water of some U.S. communities, no studies have convin-
cingly indicated either general water or air pollution as a cause
of human cancer. Although there is no doubt that lung cancer
death rates are higher in cities than they are in rural areas, the
Royal College of Physicians concluded in 1970, after
thoroughly examining the possible role of air pollution, "The
study of time trends on death rate due to lung cancer in urban
areas demonstrated the overwhelming effect of cigarette
smoking on the distribution of disease." Other scientists,
including two epidem,iologists from the American Health
Foundation agree: "On the basis of data accumulated in the
U.S. we cannot conclude that the incidence of lung cancer is
much affected by community air pollution in this country."

This should not excuse the indiscriminate or irresponsible
pollution of our natural resources: There are many good and
valid reasons, both health-related:and aesthetic, for taking steps
to keep our air and water as pure as possible. But the risk of
cancer is not one of them.

The current federal preoccupation with chemicals and cancer
involves many agencies. In addition to those agencies regulating
materials such as cigarettes and alcohol, we are "protected" by
the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), the Occupational
Safety and Health Administration (OSHA), the Food and Drug
Administration (FDA), the Consumer Product Safety
Commission (CPSC), and the United Stales Department of
Agriculture (USDA).

The Dela ey Clause
The va guard of legislation in the chemical-cancer arena is

5 U
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the Delaney Clause, which now largely dictates the regulatory
activities of the FDA with respect to food additiires. The Clause,
enacted in 1958 and authored by Representative James J.
Delaney (D-NY), states: "Nb additive shall be deemed to be safe
if it is found to induce caneet when ingested byman or animal,
or if it is found, aftei tests which are appropriate for the valua-
4on of, the safety of food additives, to induce cancer in man or
ahimals." In brief, the Delaney Clause requires the FDA to ban
any food additive that is shown in any animal species, at any
dose level, to cause an increased incidence of any type of
tumor. Although many FDA representatives now claim that "It
would hhave happened anyway," it is clear that the banning of
cyclamates, Red Dye #2 and the recently proposed ban of
saccharin are the results of the absolutism of the Delaney
Clause.

The Clause has proved to he a regulator's dream. If Event A
happens (cancer in an animal study) then Event B will occur
(banning). This entails no weighing of cost and benefit, no
scientific inquiries about what the animal study meant and how
it should be interpreted just regulatory action. Just such an
inflexible and unscientific regulation led to the banning of a
number of useful chemicals and most certainly has served as a
disincentive for food technologists who might otherwise be
seeking new types of food additives, including a variety of
synthetic sweeteners. But for a while the concerned consumer,
as well as those in American industry, could at least console
himself that this simplistic approach was limited to the regula-
tion of food additives.

In the last 15 years, however, a growing concern about many
other chemicals and other possible environmental hazards has
triggered a series of events which may ultimately lead. to a
Delaney-like regulatory approach to all the synthetic and
perhaps some natural chemicals in our lives.

The National Cancer Institute, Environmental Protection
,t,Agency and Occupational Safety and Health Administration
began, in the 1970s, to examine possible environmental threats
and wrestled with alternatives for identifying and regulating
carcinogens. Industry ,established the Chemical Industry
Institute of Toxicology with the announced objective (tf
creating the best toxicology testing operation in the world.
During 1975 the NCI attempted to develop general criteria for

58 -h58 - 80 - 34 5w;
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assessing whether specific environpoptal agents constituted a
carcinogenic hazard in humans. But in issuing a report in June
1976, the NCI concluded that po simple guidelines could be set,
since evaluating chemicals is a complex-process characterized by
many imponderables and often requires expert scientific
judgment in each case.

But the EPA took a different course. In an effort to develop
a policy for evaluating pesticides, an effort that overlooked the
NCI panel's conclusion that broad guidelines in judging carci-
nogens were not practical, the EPA issued what it termed "Nine.
Principles of Carcinogenicity." In summary, these principles
stated that any chemical that induces either benign or malignant
tumors in animals must be considered tro be a carcinogen
capable of affecting man and that such a chemical must be
assumed to pose a hazard even at extremely tow levels sof
exposure. EPA applied these principles (which, because they are
not fundamental truths, laws or doctrines, might better be
called "propositions") to the pesticides, aldrin and dieldrin,
which at high levels cause liver tumors in mice. The agency
termed these substances "imminent hazards" and banned them,
despite the fact that these agricultural chemicals did not cause
tumors in other animals and had no carcinogenic effect on
workers who for many years had been exposed to the chemicals
at levels many hundreds of times that of the general population.

At the same time, OSHA was considering how to carry out its
Legal mandate, the protection of workers in the workplace,
particularly in terms of possible exposure to occupational car-
cinogens. During its first years OSHA (which was created in
1970) was primarily concerned with such mishaps as falling off
ladders and crushing fingers in machinery. The carcinogen
matter was a relatively new one for them. Indeed, the agency
was under increasing criticism, some internal and blatantly self-
serving, for having regulated only a handful of chemicals as.
carcinogens. In an effort to increase its apility to move more
quickly against possible cancer-causing chemicals in the
workplace, OSHA, in late 1977, issued a proposal abandoning
its previous substance-by-substance approach to the regulation
of carcinogens and establishing a standard fill-in-the-blank type
schema. Specifically43SHA now proposes that a chemical be
identified as a "confirmed carcinogen" if it increases the
incidence of tumors or degeases latency periods between

5 0
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exposure and onset of tumors malignant or benign in either
humans or two mammalian species, or one animal species if the
test is replicated or considered by OSHA scientists to be
convincing.

While at first glance, the OSHA regulation may appear to
have more flexibility than the Delaney Clause, it, too, places the
label "carcinogen" on any chemical that increases the incidence
of any type of tumor, in any animal, in any dose, possibly by
any route of administration (including skin application or
injection). In the sense that it assumes that any type of tumor,
malignant or benign, is cancer, it is even more inflexible than
the Delaney Clause.

While these OSHA regulations would apply only to the
workplace, they could, in effect, set a national standard for the
definition and regulation of carcinogens. If they are approved as
scientifically valid, they could very well become part of the
regulatory apparatus of all health-related agencies, thus being
applied to chemicals in the air, water, cosmetics, drugs, and
food.

A National Cancer Policy
As the various regulatory agencies were pondering their own

individual cancer policies, four of the'se regulatory agencies
charged- with protecting workers and consumers from carcino-
genic substances began ,to develop what they hoped woulsl be a
national cancer policy. The EPA, CPSC, FDA and OSHA
developed their proposal under the Interagency Regulatory
Liaison Group (IRLG), which was set up by President Carter to
coordinate regulatory activity. The report of this interagency
group resembles OSHA's proposal in that it relies heavily on
animal tests and accepts as a major premise that cancer studies
involving mice, rats or other mammals are valid methods for
judging a compound's potential effects upon people and that
there is currently no reliable way to predict a threshold below
which human population exposure to a carcinogen has no effect
on cancer risk. But the IRLG document did show some insigh
that the policies of the individual agencies did not. Specific, ly,
the IRLG paper stresses risk assessment, estimating the deg ec
of risk involved in exposure to a given chemical rather tha
labeling all potentially harmful substances as "carcinogens."
This is significantly different from grouping all potentially carci-
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nogenic substances as carcinogens and regulating them all in the
same manner. There is approximately a million-fold difference
between the cancer-causing activity of aflatoxin (a 'proven
animal carcinogen in a number of'spe.cics)im onehand and the
disputed carcinogenic potenti cailiacharin on the other.

It is very difficult to .criticize. ,any program aimed at cancer
prevention. We all agree that reasonable and effective methods
should be employed to reduce the p4blic's risk of suffering
from this dreaded disease. But the Delaney Clause, the EPA
"Principles," the OSHA regulations and even the new inter-
agency proposal seem to be so intent on preventing cancer at
any cost that they have overlooked some obvious and
sometimes disturbing scientific realities.

First4 1 three regulatory approaches make-the assumption
that St cancers are caused by potentially avoidable
exposures to chemical carcinogens. The Delaney Clause assumes
these chemicals are likely to be food additives. The EPA
Principles assume that they take the form of carcinogenic
pesticides. The OSHA regulations assume that the offending
chemicals are in the workplace, injuring workers and then
possibly escaping to pollute our air and water supply.

But as has already been pointed out, the pieces of the cancer
puzzle which have been assembled to date do not support these
assumptions.

'Indeed, an examination of the causes of human malignancies
suggests that the combined FDA, EPA and OSHA efforts to
remove cancer-causing agents from our food, water, air and
workplace would only have the potential for reducing our
cancer mortality by between 0 and 5 percent.

Second, all three regulations are, to varying degrees, based on
a double standard, one that demands action against a man-made
chemical, while no action is required to eliminate similar
hazards caused by naturally-occurring substances. The Delaney
Clause is specific in this regard; its legislative impact is limited
to chemicals added to food. The EPA principles and OSHA
guidelines are ambiguous but appear to be only concerned with
"artificial" agricultural and occupational chemicals. As a result,
a useful artificial sweetener like saccharin may be banned on the
grounds that it induces tumors in Canadian rats while there is
strong scientific evidence that egg yolk, egg white, selenium,
caffeine, lactose, maltose and vitamin A which will not be
banned are carcinogenic in at least one species of mammalian
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test aninials.
Third, all three individual regulations are inflexible, requiring

regulatory action on the basis of animal experimentations,
assuming that laboratory animals arc excellent predictors of the
cancer-causing 'potential of a chemical in man. Indeed,
proponents of all these regulations contend that all chemicals
that catse cancer in man cause cancer in animals; the inference
being; then, that mice are little men.

While it is true that most but not all known human car-
cinogens are cancer-causing agents in laboratory animals,
the opposite is not true not all animal carcinogens arc known
human carcinogens. Drugs such as sodium penicillin and
phenobarbitol, known animal' carcinogens, have no known
cancer-causing effect on humans. If the philogophy of the
Delaney- OSHA -EPA regulations were applied to the oral
contraceptive which contains synthetic estrogen the Pill
would never have been approved, because all estrogens, natural
or otherwise, have carcinogenic properties.

The fact that the OSHA,' yegulations, unlike the Delaney
Clause, assume that the ( .iwearance of benign as well as
malignant animal tumors indicates a carcinogenic potential for
man is even less scientifically tolerable. While most authorities
believe that the appearance of benign tumors should be a
warning, there is no reason to immediately classify them as
"cancerous."

There is no doubt that animal experimentation plays a
critical role in evaluating chemical safety. Some of the most
important medical discoveries had their beginnings 1n animal
experimentation. We are. not suggesting that we should rely
solely on evidence of human experience in judging a substance's
safety. Epidemiology does have its limitations, primarily that it
takes five, ten, twenty or more years for some human carcin-
ogens to reveal their deadly characteristics. But we simply
cannot be guided by laws that assume that the laboratory
animal is an infallible predictor for man. Animal experiments
need to be interpreted and put in proper perspective.

Possible individual species or strain susceptibility must be
taken into account as well as other unique circumstances that
may be responsible for whatever positive results appear. It is
known, for instance, that animals differ from humans in their
reactions to various chemicals. Morphine has a directly opposite
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effect on the cat than it does on human beings, It is a very
useful analgesic drug for man, but when it is given to a cat, the
animal becomes restless and belligerent.

Ensuring a Sound Basis for Prohibition Q.

If a food additive or othel industrial or environmental
chemical, when ingested by a group of rats, leads to an
increased incidence of malignant tumors of the bladder, liver, or
other organ, the results are worth noting. But that observation
is not in itself a sound basis for condemnation or prohibition.
Instead, such an observation should stimulate similar tests on
other animals. When the results of a series of different tests on
different animals are in, thescientific decision-making process
should begin. Were the results consistent? Did the chemical have
a carcinogenic effect in more than one species? Certainly, one
study detecting cancer in animals should not negate a dozen
others reporting no cancer. What about a dose-response
relationship? Did the incidence of tumors increase as the dosage
of the chemical was increased? Does the chemical being
evaluated have any characteristic that might led one to suspect
it is carcinogenic? Are there specific factors that promote or
inhibit the carcinogenic effect of this substance in a laboratory
animal? Is there any human epidemiological evidence available
on the substance which would support or fail to support the
laboratory findings? Years of safe use by humans should
generally carry more weight than one limited animal eyaluation.
Does the chemical perform an important function? Are there
alternatives? What Would be the cost of banning or severely
regulating it? The ,answers to some, if not all, of these questions
may provide a basis for sound, scientific decision-making. There
can be no set criteria for judging carcinogenic activity, but'there
can be a consistent and scientific method of analysis. the data
provided by laboratory experimentation should provide but one
input into a complex evaluation procedure.

Fourth, the OSHA regulations, like the Delaney Clause and
EPA Principles before them, are unrealistic and, indeed,
anachronistic in that they assume that if a large amount of a
substance induces cancer in animals or humans, even trace
amounts truly minute quantities could be carcinogenic,
too, and thus should be eliminated from the environment. With
our sophisticated means of detecting minute levels of a
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substance, the zero tolerance principle is particularly inappro-
priate. The process of producing cancer in the most sensitive
species at any dose level by whatever route and then assuming
that trace amounts of that chemical might cause cancer in,man,
perhaps despite human evidence to the contrary, is nothing
short of ridiculous.

By assuming that any chemical at any dose that induces any
type of tumor in any animal is a potential cancer threat for
humans and by setting standards which Will ban that chemical
or require expensive, superfluous restrictions, our government
carcinogen policy will, in effect, be saying, "If there is even the
slightest possibility, no matter how hypothetical and no matter
what the cost of regulating procedures may be, take action."

Stopping the technology at even the lent of a problem is
going to be very costly indeed.

As is always the case, the major costs of regulation are hidden
ones, manifesting themselves in higher taxes, higher prices in the
marketplace, reduced availability of supplies and services, and,
in this case, increased dependence on other countries to supply
us with goods that we can no longer make. Very often these
costs simply show up in nickel and dime price hikes on com-
mon products and become indistinguishable in the overall spiral
of inflation. What is clear, however, it that the regulatory
steps now being proposed by OSHA are going to be even more
expensive and are going to affect every one of us.

If applied literally to all chemicals in our environment, the
OSHA standards might demand rigid protective gear for those
who make their living frying eggs (as mentioned earlier, both
whites and yolks are animal carcinogens) and could lead to the
disappearance of major industries and materials we now take for
granted, for example, the dry cleaning industry (with its
dependence on perchloroethylene), cosmetics (one hair-coloring
ingredient, 2,4-DAA, has been found to cause tumors in
rodents, which would make it an unacceptable material for the
workplace), foods (continued testing of additives and pesticides
will inevitably lead to more and more isolated studies noting
animal cancers), everyday products (perhaps among them
insulation materials, because they have traces of asbestos,
plastic bottles because of a speck of vinyl chloride monomer,
and gasoline because it has more than a trace of benzene).

But it is very likely that the cancer standards won't be
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applied literally because that would only make the government'
look more foolish than it already does and lead to more jokes,
like thee one about a substance' called W-A-T-E-R being banned
because an FDA researcher put his head in it for 20 minutes and
died. It is unlikely 'that the regulations will be applied to the
point, that we shall destroy ourselves in the process. Instead of
arousing the ire of Mr. and Ms. America, or risking losing the
support of labor union leaders who begin to question whether
othey. want to pay for this higher degree of safety by having
fewer jobs available, the regulatory efforts will likely be
focused, as they have been in the past, on areas where the
impact will be more subtle, more indirect, although certainly
not less costly.

The Cancer War: An Expensive Failure
It seems clear that the federal attempt to prot+ us from

cancer, as reflected in the Delaney-EPA-OSHA-type rpgulations,
is going to be a very expensive failure. These igulatibns focus a
grewt deal of time, attention, and resources on enirironmental
factors that contribute little to the nation's cancer burden.
Obviously, we need to test our food additives to make sure that
we are keeping hazardous materials out of our food supply.
Highly., toxic and/or carcinogenic materials should be also
carefully supervised in the workplace. We realize that industry
does not always voluntarily monitor itself. Some of the smaller
chemical industries have been callously irresponsible about
human eiposure to known cancer-causing agents.

But an enormous, highly restrictive, inflexible, and expensive
governmerit regulatory system is not necessary. Because we have
experienced' tragedy in the past as a result of conditions that
were extreme in their promiscuousexposure to carcinogens, We
do not now aneed to go to the other extreme, purchasing a far
higher degree of safety than is necessary and instituting
measures that will raise our taxes and the prices of goods and
services without saving even one additional life. There are means
by which we can accomplish the same goal: reducing the very
small number of known chemical cancer hazards that may still
exist in our environment by means of a less generalized, more
focused approach, one that acknowledges degrees of risk and
seeks oft a case-by-case basis the counsel of the country's
leading' scientists, lawmakers, industry leaders, and consumer
representatives.
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The Politics of Cancer

Instead of seeking a risk-free environment, we should , be
moving toward the identification of acceptable levels of risk. In
doing so, we would not be saying, "If you want this product, X
number of workers will develop cancer" (which, indeed, is
exactly the type of trade-off we willingly make using auto-
mobiles, airplanes and swimming pools). It is possible for us toset levels of chemical exposure which according to all scientific
evidence do not significantly raise anyone's 'disease potentiality.

While concerns and government regulatory efforts are nowfocused on the possible link between technological develop-
ment, environmental chemicals, and cancer, it is clear that the
United States does not have a unique weer pattern and th'at,
with the exception of lung cancer, there is no cancer epidemic.
Air and water pollution, modern food technology, and
"industry" are not at the root of our cancer problem. The parts
of the cancer causation puzzle now assembled point directly to
harmful aspects of our_ individual habits, particularly cigarette
smoking and dietary excesses.

Yet, popular wisdom prevails and new laws, regulations, and
bannings are being proposed. And popular wisdom will continue
to prevail unless there is an increased public awareness about

Abe disastrous impact regulatory decisions based on misinforma-
tion can have.

In recent years, the few scientists who have stepped forward
to report the facts about chemicals, cancer, the environment,
and health have been met with skepticism and antagonism.
Critics often label them apologists for the food or chemical
industries, paid for issuing these unorthalox views. As a result,
an unrealistic dichotomy has resulted between the self- appoint.
ed "consumer" groups who condemn the cancer-causing impact
of industry and its chemicals and the much-maligned group
collectively known as \industry," .which understandably is
speaking (or not speaking) i its own defense.

reality, however,riei er of these groups represents the
basic interests of the Ameri an consumer on questions relating
to cancer and the environme t.

Traditional consumerists, who have successfully called for
bans on DDT, cyclamates, TRIS, Red Dye #2, and other
chemicals and who are now turning their guns to saccharin,
nitrite, hairdyes, and hamburgers, appear to be demanding
safety at any price, no matter what a ban on a chemical might
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do to avallatility and price tags and no matter how small or
hypothetical the benefits of such a ban might be.. "Industry,"
on the. ottiO hand, is comprised of business people who are
quite legitittely seeking profits. The costs of regulations are
simply passed on to the consumer, and industry always can
come up with new products to sell. To go to an improbable
extreme, if tla chemical industry were put out of business,
firms could always regroup to sell organic food, water purifiers,
or air masks for city dwellers. In the long run, it is the consumer
who has the most to lose in the chemicalphobia debate.

If modern 2day chemicals cause cancer (and by chemicals we
mean our pharmaceuticals, processed foods, and the other
products of technology that make our life easier) then that
would be another question. But in most cases no such cause-
and-effect relationship exists, and we may soon find ourselves
without some very basic, useful items, while we spend more of
each dollar in taxes to pay the regulators all this without
preventing even one case of human cancer. This is an enormous
price tag for nothing.

Cancer is a major public health problem in the. United States,
the second leading cause of death. It, is a problem that demands
research attention. But our "war" on' cancer will be lost before
it begins if we continue to misidentify the enemy.

We would be wise to look before we take a large ,leap
backwards, assessing what costs are involved in such a move.
For example, in addition to dealing with the economic burden
o vernment regulation, by accepting a sweeping, uniform
carcinogen policy, we will be paying yet another indirect and
very significant cost. By investing such a large portion of our
tax dollars in programs, that appear to have no payoff in terms .
of cancer prevention, we will be detracting attention from the
real war on cancer, one that might prOvide us, for example, with
the formula for a safer cigarette, a better understanding of how
diet and disease may be linked, and more complete information
on the viral causes of some cancers. In this sense, government
regulation may prove to be cancer's ally, leading us to wonder if
our regulatory bodies themselves might be well-advised to post a
label, "Warning: This ageRcy may be harmful to your economic
and physical health."
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Unnecessary
I SI'Osh R,h ft) IOSIC UllE NI !CATS is endurable when important bene-
fits are provided But mans hazardous chemicals preside consumers with
trivial benefits or no benefits at all NThreover, countless consumer prod-
uct, are put on the market in spite of ninknatice of their benefits and of
their true effects.

Drug.*

( oinsulliers of over-the-counter drugs. hi, instant e. are Ilk elY to hees-Do We posed to witches' brews of untested initicatents. Mans unnecessary for
ally medicinal purpose The best-selling cold medicines contain a varietyNeed to
of unproven ingredients. the value of two of the Ihrt, medicinal ingre-
dients in Contac. advertised at a cost ot at least SI a Year, arePoison Ourselves?
unproven by the manufacturer. Three out of four of Coneidin Cough
Nkdicsne's major ingredients are unproven, according to the Food and
Drug Administration IF DM Onstan, with S20 million in annual advertis-
ing, has two unproven ingredients out of four Vick. I ough Syrup has five
out of vas.' In addition to these ingredients, cough and cold medicines have
a plethora of dyes, perfumes, flavors and .wee toners. 'es towers, vehicles
and preservatives which the manufacturers add lor cosmetic reasons land
which are not on the label)

Ilse case of chloroform illustrates the folly of using these untested un-
necessaries in drugs Until 0076 chloroform was widely added to cough
medicines, toothpastes, and mouthwashes to protille a tingly flavor. There
had been suggestions for thirty years that chloroform caused cancer, but
the inanufaCtniers were not particularly tllift.s tilts possibility.'

19ANITA HNSON o.n ney In lu-7.2 the National Cancer Institute it file err. ry penSe in.tiated
the 1-nrittnrnent.111>cicnse f 1101 ann.' studies, which showed that the substanve ....sea cancel in mice

and rats he the ,,al tar dyes. chlorthurm n .o oneinher 01 a bad family,
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Chemicals
the chlorinated Ityrinuar bons. many of
whose members have "used cancer in
411/111111 molt. ad in human. Menthe,.
ot rho one faintly include virtyl anomie,
nu chlotontethyl ether, ifichlourethyl-
cite la solvent Imald, 00111
decalr:Inaled coffee 1, arid Mat Per
ducts which formerly contained cilium
hunt included Parke Davis's Moths,
trpiohn's Ceracoi. Wyeth's rhenetgan,
and other cough medicines such as
Pettus. and Concklin

corm/Merl are also bombarded .1111
onnecemars 10;10 ptescobed to their
dn.:tors Fur example. doctors he
quently prescribe antibiotics for the
.ttinition cold, a use which Is irrational
because antibiotics are effective against
bacteria, nut muses a Annbtotics such
as clOidaillyfril may produce such seri-
ous ode effects as life threttlening colt.

and should he prescribed only Int
very special types of Infections (poten
rally lifethreaterting anaerobic Ink,
irons Anstalt:Min Is frequently
scribed for acute tonsillitis and strep
thrvat although it produces far more
tendkis side effects than the preferable,
and cheaper, penicillin

Sex hormones are prescnbed for

In.onmenl, Vol DJ. No I

women in grossly inappropriate cit
curnstances, entailing cerium rinks
Progestina such as, fur example, Ito
vela and Delaluttn were widely pre
scribed for pregnancy-related contli
limn °yet 400,000 times in 1976,
the year after wanting, woo issued
That these substances are dangerous
in pregnancy because they cause birth
defects More than three.quarters of
the 7 7 million annual prescrtmums
for Pre111,1110. 411 estrogen for the

symptoms oh menopause, as inap
proprialely prescribed, considering the
fact that this substance causes cancer
of the MOW, with the definite pout-
bility that it causes breast cancer as
well

Saccharin

Saccharin is a good example of un-
necessary chemical exposure Although
it has been on the market for decades,
no benefit other than mete taste has
ever been demonstrated From the
available evidence there Is no indication
that saccharin aids in dieting. Aroma]
.tudies have shown that those animals
fed arilficrally sweetened drinks make

up lin 111u laWrit t Omni. In the drink
by eulln8 liblt. solid load I

Mal Wavy have Mown that 10041111
1111,1111111111d 11101, *11111111141111111,4111

because lowered blood sugar Is one
trigger lot 4111101110 '" 111111111.1/1,11

11111011111111111m also been atoned in

tacalionlinintielln 11111114111, 411101e%

:quid W Iota 1111111 014 can nl dial
suds' 11111S, 1110 tidy tut a 111.1 aT

haul mil been shown lin saccharin ltut
Ills avaitolde evidence indicates that
ma liana litakesal hnn es tit diet. A
National Inninno 01 100.1113110 .11111V 1.1

1/W0141111111 10 I-1,0110101011 "111,1414

0111110 0111,40 01 taleill1111 inn Its suits

fur rho 110141111a111 t/111,1110111% with obe

ally, dental calles,0111041y artery
111041e, 0/ eve" illubele% bag Mil 10 fat
produced a clear 111C11110 of Ills useful.
111111 01 rile drug. "'

His Awl that a number of prosolnent
dlabele110%1101111 be110Ve 111411.0:C1101111

"11,1%11,1 special Idace in the diabetic's

regime" Indicates that saccharin tot Lila.
halos. 100. Is Mule a VIS10111 than a
necessity The AtIteilean Pletelltts Aso-

has taken the commooseve
view that low-C[110M food can he triads
appealing .11110111 artInct.8 sweeteners
by using natural condiments such as
ginger rid grated coconut t a

The 1.1.1A determined last March that
sacehann is a carcinogen. The down,
nation was nude when the results of a
Canadian rat study became known. rim
study was the Iasi of an least eleven
studies in which saccharin produced
cancer in one study at doses as low as
the equivalent of 1.6 bottles of diet
soda per day 'a These studies have been
followed by several human studies, with
the same results 'a The ban triggered a
widespread outcry, and Congress delayed
Its Implementation fur 18 months. The
uulcry was the result of a public as yet
unable to scrutinize critically the cOm
mon products around it, to separate out
the pr ,,,,, (Atonal claims from the real
benefits, and as yet unaware of the
value of animal tests in preventing hu
man injury

Food Additives

The coal-tar food dyes are also a Vitae
fur Serlotlicoacez The maiority of
these dyes are on iNo-called "provisional
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COMPTROLItER GENERAL'S
REPORT TO THE CONGRESS

DIGEST

FEDERAL EFFORTS TO PROTECT
THE PUBLIC FROM CANCER-CAUSING
CHEMICALS ARE NOT VERY EFFECTIVE

Although up to 90 percent of human cancer,
according to some scientists, is environ-
mentally caused and controllable, Federal
efforts to protect the public from cancer-
causing chemicals have not been very effec-
tive.

Many chemicals cause cancer in animals, but
Federal agencies have trouble determining
which also pose a cancer threat for humans
because

- -there are no generally accepted principles
concerning environmental causes of cancer
(see p. 17),

--there are no uniform minimum guidelines
for testing (see p. 17),

- -test data are not always complete or ap-
propriate (see p. 19), and

- -scientists cannot accurately predict
human response to chemicals on the basis
of animal test results (see p. 20).

The Director of the National Cancer Insti-
tute is responsible for directing Federal
efforts and should, with the cooperation
of other involved Federal agencies, develop
a uniform Federal policy for identifying
and regulating cancer-causing chemicals.

The policy should at least cover

- -the information needed to regulate cancer-
causing chemicals,

--which chemicals should be tested in animals,

- -how tests should be conducted,

--how results should be evaluated,

Reproduced from U.S. General Accounting Office. Federal Efforts to Protect the Public
from CancerCausing Chemicals Are Not Very Effective ; Report to the Congress by the
Comptroller General of the United States (Washington I 1970 I MWD-76-59, June 16.
1976) 57 p.

1537)
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--how human risk can be assessed from animal
studies, and

--what factors other than public health should
agencies consider. (See p. 38.)

Although the Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare agrees that a Federal policy is
needed, it does not agree that a formal effort,
headed by the Director of the Institute, is
necessary. GAO believes a Federal policy can
only be developed with the active support of
every involved Federal agency, and the Insti-
tute Director, as head of the National Cancer
Program, should coordinate these efforts.
(See'p. 35.)

GAO is also recommending that the Food and Drug
Administration have all approved and proposed
food additives tested for their cancer-causing
potential because it had not been requiring
data from such tests when the additives were
unintentionally added to the food in amounts
less than 1 or 2 parts per million. The De-
partment disagrees, saying the risk of cancer
is remote and the costs for testing would be
substantial. (See pp, 12 and 37.)

EXTEND FEDERAL AUTHORITY TO CIGARETTES

Tobacco and tobacco products are on the In-
stitute's list of known human carcinogens;
since 1964 the Surgeon General has reported
to the Congress on the relationship between
smoking and cancer.

For the past 2 years the Secretary of Health,
Education, and Welfare has recommended that
the Congress give the executive branch the
authority to control hazardous ingredients- -
such as tar and nicotine--in cigarettes.

GAO is suggesting that the Congress

--request the Department to prepare a study
showing the available options for regulating
tobacco and tobacco products and the impact
each option would have on the rising U.S.
lung cancer rate and then
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--consider giving the Department or some
other appropriate agency the specific
authority to regulate tobacco and tobacco
products. (See p. 38.)

RDEN OF PROOF

The Government can control cancer-causing
chemicals, but an important factor in
achieving public protection is whether
action is taken before or after the chemi-
cal gets into commercial use and the en-
vironment.

The Government requires only the manufac-
turers of pesticides, drugs, and food and
color additives to prove their products'
safety before marketing them. The Government
must prove the health hazards of other prod-
ucts, air and water pollutants, and occupa-
tional hazards before initiating action.

The proposed toxic substances legislation
would make manufacturers, prove a chemical's
safety before it is marketed rather than
having the Goveinment prove that it poses a
hazard after it is marketed. GAO believes
this legislation would improve Federal ef-
forts to protect the public from cancer-
causing chemicals. (See p. 38.)

524
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Cancer is the uncontrolled growth of cells. 1/ About1,000 Americans die every day with the 100 or more diseases
called cancer. Cancer causes over 16 percept of all U.S.deaths, making it the second largest killer (after cardio-
vascular diseases). Estimates of cancer's annual cost tothe Nation run as high as $15 billion, of which some $3 to$5 billion represents direct care and treatment costs; the
balance is loss of earning power and productivity.

Cancer mortality in the United States ranks somewhere
in the middle Of the worldwide range, but the rank of mortal-
ity from specific types of cancer varies markedly. Comparedwith other nations, the U.S. white population has the lowest
mortality from stomach cancer and close to the highest from
cancers of the colon and female breast. As shown in the
table on page 3, the incidence rates of various cancers in
the United States are expected to fluctuate between 1970 and
2000, including an 84-percent decrease in the incidence of
stomach cancer and a 179-percent increase in lung cancer.
The table also suggests some of the possible causes and meansof preventing various cancers.

Available evidence suggests that environmental agents
and social practices are largely responsible for variations
in the occurrence of cancer in different populations. Al-though the extent to which man-made environmental chemicals
are responsible for U.S. cancer rates is not precisely known,
some scientists claim that external factors cause as much
as 90 percent of all human cancer. National Cancer Institute
(NCI) officials pointed out that this high estimate includes
voluntary exposures to such carcinogens as cigarette smoke,
which appears to be responsible for about 40 percent of all
cancer in white males. NCI officials added that cancer at-tributable to occupational exposure and exposure to 'natural
carcinogens is included in the 90-percent value.

NCI, 1 of the 11 National Institutes of Health, aims at
reducing the occurrence of the major types of cancer in the
United States to the level of the lowest ranking country for

1/More technically, cancer is a disease process characterized
by the development of host-derived tissues which grow ir-
reversibly in a manner uncoordinated with that of normal
tissues and organs, which invade adjacent structures, which
spread, and which persist after the stimuli are withdrawn.
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that type. Such a reduction would cut U.S. deaths from can
cer by one-third.

Seven Federal agencies have principal authority for
identifying and/or regulating cancer-causing chemicals 1/
(carcinogens) or the products in which they appear.

- -NCI.

--National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences
(NIEHS).

- -National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health
(NIOSH).

- -Food and Drug Administration (FDA).

- -Environmental Protection Agency (EPA).

--Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA).

--Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC).

Their roles and responsibilities are discussed in chapter 2.
Despite this wide base, no single agency or official has
assumed a leadership role, and as a result, many unresolved
issues have hampered effectiv public protection from carcin-
ogens. This report discusses the impact of several of those
issues, including

--what chemicals are tested,

--how tests are designed,

--how results are communicated, and

--what agencies consider when deciding on regulatory
action.

This ,report is concerned with,Federal agencies' efforts
tO protect the.public from carcinogens. Other GAO reports
dealing with more general effects of chemicals and other en-
vironmental factors are listed in appendix IV.

1/Throughout this report, the term "chemicals" will be used
to refer to individual chemicals, compounds, and mixtures,
unless otherwise noted.



Cancer Incidence) ERpected Number 1970 -2000'

Change in Rates/ 1970-20801 Deaths 1970

New cases?' ,

(incidence) ,

(note a)' Deaths
Site 1970 2000 1970

Lung 1,000 295,000 62,000

0.

Large and
small

92.000 114.000 44,000

bowel

Breast 82.000 111,000 10,000

Pancreas 20,000 15,000 16,000

Prostate 51,000 76,000 17.000

Stomach 21,000 4,500 16.000

Leukemias 20,000 22,000 15,000

Non- 176,000 585,000 5.000
melanotic
skin

Miseolls- 242,000 408,000 75,000
nexus

fnCid6nce ;
year 2900
(pekcept
dhangein V

tat.41
(note 0) palor causation Means of otevention

179 Tobacto, smoke.' Stop smoking.
h1v.pollution Reduce pollution.

.... Iii:filg17 clgarettv.
Use less hazardous

11 ' Intestinal flora? Viruses? Other
heredity? Diet? insults. Identity

suaceptibles and
eliminate their
exposure.

g
4 V.,;ktus? Diet? Vaccliiell.

Hormones? identify euecep.
Genetic? tibia..

lii , Diet? Oirum? Identity etiology,
.., Other Insults? identify suscep-

tible..

17 Hormones? Identify etiology.
Diet? Identify suscep-

tible,.

-f4 Diet. Diet modific tions.
Poor ilocio- Seciologic

modifications?
%I°141°171lOns.

' 26 Viruses. Vaccines. Identify
Radiation. susceptible. and

....

.1.Genertic. limit radiation,

20 Actinic '4.. lileilt radiation
Genetic. i exposure. Identify

susceptible,.

30 Au1:181*. Identify extrinsic
and Intrinsic
factors and modify
them.

4/Sexed on data from Third National Cancer Survey, 196940. Cases in which the d
was sonfined to the site of origin without invading neighboring tissues (in situ) have
been excluded.

b_ /Projected change in age-adjusted incidence fetes (year 2900 competed to 19701, assuming
the trend in rates noted from 1947 to 1969 continues to the year.,2000.

Source, National Cancer Institute, Division of ;briber Cause anS Prevention) Annual Pro-
gram Review Document for fiscal Year 1974.

J2
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CHAPTER 2

FEDERAL RESPONSIBILITY

The Federal Government attempts to'protect the public
from carcinogens through research and regulation. NCI spon-
sors most of the Government's research on cancer cause and
prevention; NIEHS, NIOSH, and some of the regulatory agencies
also.conduct or sponsor such research. EPA is responsible
for clean air and water and safe pesticides; OSHA sets and
enforces standard's to protect workers from safety and health
hazards, including hazardous chemicals, in workplaces; FDA
is responsible for the safety of foods, food and color addi-
tives, drugs, medical devices, and cosmetics; and CPSC has
jurisdiction over every consumer product not covered by any
other agency except those specifically excluded by the Con-
sumer product Safety Act.

Several other Federal agencies help to protect the
public from carcinogens. Their activities, however, are
generally initiated as a result of some other action taken
by one of the principal organizations. Appendix V contains
more information on these agencies.

RESEARCH AND REGULATORY AGENCIES

NCI--The National Instbtutes of Health attempt to improve
the hFirth of all Americans by sponsoring biomedical research
activities. NCI is the largest institute, with appropria-
tions for fiscal year 1976 of about $743 million. The Na-
tional Cancer Act of 1971 (42 U.S.C. 282) was passed to
strengthen NCI, mainly through increased authority and fund-
ing authorizations, to more effectjvely combat cancer. Among
other things, the act authorized NCI's director to plan and
develop an expanded, intensified, and coordinated cancer re-
search program, encompassing programs of NCI, related pro-
grams of other research institutes, and other Federal and
non-Federal programs. The National Cancer Program's ultimate
goal is to develop the means for eliminating human cancer.

NCI established a research program on the causes of
cancer in 1961, although it had previously supported such
research. 1P more formal program dealing with chemical car-
cinogens (as opposed to other possible causes of cancer, such
as viruses) was begun in 1968, and today NCI sponsors research
to find out what causes cancer; who is likely to get cancer;
how to study the causes of cancer; why, how, and where cells
become cancerous; and what we can do to prevent cancer. In
fisdal year 1974, NCI reported that it spent about $100 mil-
lion researching environmental causes of cancer, of which

52
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$9.5 million was spent do animal testing of suspected chemi-
cals. The latter amount dropped to about $9.3 million in
,fiscal year 1975.

NIEHS-:NIEHS is also part of the National Institutes of
Healt7.--TtS mission is to (1) identify the chemical, physi-
cal, and biological factors in the environment that can ad-
versely affect people, (2) contribute to an understanding of
the mechanisms and manifestations of human diseases produced
by these agents, and (3) provide the scientific basis for
developing control measures by other agencies. NIEHS is
particularly concerned with the effects of low levels of

\ chemicals over long periods of time.

NIEHS officialVsaid they generally avoided cancer re-
search because of NCI's established role. Although NIEHS
does not routinely test chemicals to determine their cancer-
causing ability, it funded over 40 studies during fiscal year
1974 that dealt in some way with the carcinogenic effects of
certain chemicals. For example, one study involved the ef-
fect of various environmental chemicals on lung cancer in
hamsters.

NIOSH- -Under the Occdpational Safety and Health Act of
1970 TY9 171.S.C. 651), NIOSH conducts and sponsors research
and reviews literature to develop criteria for protecting
workers from occupational safety and health hazards. A
major NIOSH responsibility is to provide OSHA with proposals
and supporting data (criteri4 documents) for new or improved

1

occupational safety and health standards. In fiscal year
1974 NIOSH funded about 24 esearch projects (contracts.
grants, and interagency ague ments) at a cost of about
$16.3 million; of these oqly 4 dealt specifically with
occupational carcinogenesis. According to the Department
of Health, Education, and Welfare (HEW), NIOSH has increased
its efforts in occupational carcinogenesis research and in
fiscal year 1976'will spend about $7 million,.

FDA--The Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act (21 U.S.C.
301) TIVes FDA authority to protect Americans from foods
that are not pure, wholesome, and safe to eat; from drugs
and therapeutic devices that are not safe and effective when
used as intended; and from cosmetics that are not safe or
made from appropriate ingredients.

The law is designtd to protect consumers by requiring
manufacturers to prove the safety of drugs, food additives,
and color additives before they can be marketed. Food addi-
tives must be "generally recognized as safe" or manufacturers
must scientifically prove their safety for their intended use

5 i)
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to FDA's satisfa tion before marketing them. FDA checks to
see that residu s of pesticide chemicals in foods do not ex-
ceed tolerance levels 1/ set, by EPA.

Cancer i a specific health effect for FDA to consider
;.,only when jud ing the safety of food or color additives.
-:-The Delaney q ause, a 1958 amendment to the Federal Food,
Drug, and Cosmetic Act, requires FDA to-ban the use of a
food additiv when:

"it is pund to induce cancer when ingested by
man or animal, or if it.is found, after tests
which are appropriate for the evaluation of the
safety of food additives, to induce cancer in
man or animal."

A 1960 amendment applied the language of the Delaney Clause
to color additives used in foods, drugs, or cosmetics. Fur-
ther amendments in 1962 allow carcinogenic chemicals to be
used in animal feeds but only if no residue of the chemical
can be found by an approved method in food products taken
from the animal and if the additive does not adversely affect
the animal.

FDA and EPA jointly sponsor the National Center for
Toxicological Research to study the biological effects of
potentially toxic environmental chemicals. The Center's
'principal mission is to develop better methods to evaluate
the degree of toxicity of chemicals.

EPA--EPA was established in 1970 to centralize Federal
activities for, among other things, controlling pesticides,
air and water pollution, and drinking water quality.

The Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act
(7 U.S.C. 135) requires pesticide manufacturers to prove the
safety of their products to EPA before selling them. If a
pesticide remains in or on a food product, EPA has to set a
tolerance for the pesticide. If the pesticide is a carcino-
gen, EPA must set a tolerance or exempt the pesticide from
the tolerance requirement.

The Federal Water Pollution Control Act (33 U.S.C. 1251)
requires EPA to publish a list of toxic water pollutants and
set limits for their discharge into waterways. The act also
requires EPA to publish water quality criteria which would

1/Tolerance levels are the maximum levels of pesticides that
may legally remain in food.
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provide the basis for State water quality standards. The
recently enacted Safe Drinking Water Act (Public Law 93-523)
requires EPA to set drinking water standards to protect the
public health and provide an esthetic water supply. In set-
ting the standards, EPA must consider recommendations from
the National Academy of Sciences on the maximum level of con-
taminants that EPA should allow in drinking water.

Tne Clean Air Act (42 U.S.C. 1857) authorizes EPA to
develop air pollutant standards in seven categories, includ-
ing primary ambient air quality (to protect the public
health), secondary ambient air quality (to protect the
public welfare), and hazardous air pollutants (to prevent
increased death or illness). EPA can require manufacturers
of fuels or fuel additives to conduct tests to assess the
cheNical's carcinogenic potential.

EPA also has the authority to set standards for protect-
ing the general environment from radioactive materials. The
Nuclear Regulatory Commission and the Energy Research and
Development Administration are primarily responsible for
developing, implementing, and enforcing radiation standards
for individual nuclear facilities.

EPA research is conducted through grants, contracts, and
agreements with several sources as well as through its own
laboratories. In fiscal year 1975 it spent $170 million for
research and development of 'pollution processes, effects, and
control technology. The research is not usually concerned
specifically with carcinogenesis but with the whole range
of possible adverse health effects from than environment.

CPSC--In 1972 the Consumer Product.Safety Act
(15 U.S7. 2051) created CPSC as an independent regulatory
agency to reduce the unreasonable risk of injury Associated
with consumer products. CPSC became operational in May 1973.

In addition to the new responsibility under the 1972
act, CPSC assumed responsibility for several existing con
sumer protection statutes, including the Federal Hazardous
Substances Act (15 U.S.C. 1261). Under its general author-
ity, CPSC can perform research necessary to regulate car-
cinogens in consumer products. CPSC also has the authority
to ban or regulate the marketing of consumer products which
can cause personal injury or illness.

Specifically excluded from CPSC's authority under the
Consumer Product Safety Act are (1) articles not normally
considered consumer products, (2) tobacco and tobacco prod-
ucts, and (3) certain products, such as drugs, pesticides,
and motor vehicles, regulated under other Federal laws.
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In fiscal year 1975 CPSC awarded 104 contracts for 'bout
$6 million. An official of4PSC's-Bureau..of -Biomedital,
Sciences said that five of the confracts,,costing, abput
$1.1 million, related in some way to carcinogens and con -
sumer products. Although CPSC emphasizes hazards and, in-
juries rather than illn'er s, one 0 the agency's.objectives,
is to develop methods testing4carci#ogens in 'Consumer
products.

-

OSHA--OSHA !,s'and enforces occuWional safety and
ilealtERandardtVwhich pertain to a wide 'range of areas,
such as far Bohicle6 and a chemical worker'b exposure to a
:carcinggen 4W0annot ban production or use of hazardous
chemicalsyfi. C ail protect a worker from exposure to them.
The Secr faLabor can, through order of the U.S. dis-
trict c estrain employers from exposing employees to
imminerit.ilangers.

BURDEN OF PROOF

Several sources indicate that almost 2 million chemical
compounds exist today and that about 250,000 new compounds
are created annually. About 300 to 500 new compounds, some
of which may be carcinogenic, get into the environment and
into commercial use each year, and for most of them no Federal
authority requires that they be proved safe before they are
used.

Protecting the public from carcinogens depends greatly
on (1) where the burden of proving safety rests and (2)
whether the proof must be established before the public
can be exposed. Before manufacturers can begin marketing
drugs, pesticides, and food and color additives, they must
prove such products are safe. The burden of proof remains
with the manufacturers even after they receive initial Fed-
eral approval. For example, FDA needs only to gather infor-
mation indicating an association between a marketed drug
and an adverse reaction; the manufacturer retains the burden
of pr-oving the drug's safety in light of the new information.

In contrast, the burden of proving the health hazards
of chemicals in other products rests with the Government.
Because manufacturers can market these products without prov-
ing their safety, the public can be exposed to such chemicals
before the Government can prove their harm. EPA must prove
which chemicals already in the air and water are health
hazards; FDA must prove that chemicals in cosmetics are in-
jurious to health; OSHA must prove what leVels of chemical
exposure in workplaces threaten workers' health; and CPSC
must prove the health hazard of chemicals used in consumer
products.
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An exception to the general burden of proof rule may be
when an agency is petitioned to regulate carcinogenic chemi-
cals, in which case the burden of proof rests with the peti-
tioners. For example, in December 1975 CPSC was petitioned
to regtirate certain fluorocarbons in consumer products be-
cause of a potential increased risk of skin cancer. CPSC
denied the petition because the petitioners had not proved
the health hazard of the fluorocarbons.

As a result, the public may be exposed to certain
chemicals for a long-time before the Government regulates
them because of their carcinogenicity. For example, workers
had been exposed to beta-naphthylamine for more than 50 years
by February 1974, when OSHA regulated it because of its car-
cinogenicity.

PENDING AND SUGg.STED LEGISLATION

The proposed Toxic Substances Control Act (S. 3149),
passed by the Senate on March 26, 1976, states that adequate
data should be developed with respect to chemical substances
and mixtures concerning their effect on human health and the
environment and that such data development should be the re-
sponsibility of those who manufacture or process such sub-
stances. The Senate version would require manufacturers of
new chemicals to notify EPA of the existing data concerning
environmental or health effects of the new chemical at least
90 days before first manufacturing it. Additionally, if EPA
determines that new or existing chemicals may present an un-
reasonuble risk to health or the environment., or if EPA lacks
sufficient data to judge their environmental or health ef-
fects, it may require the manufacturer to make safety tests.
Such tests may be made to detect the chemical's cancer-
causing potential, at EPA's discretion. The act would not
apply to pesticides, drugs, or food and color additives which
now receive premarket safety testing. As of May 27, 1976,
the House Interstate and Foreign Commerce Committee had not
passed this bill.

The Surgeon General's report on the health consequences
of smoking identifies cigarette smoking as the major cause
of lung cancer. Abopt 72,000 people died of lung cancer in
the United States ir0 1973. On June 27, 1974, the Secretary
of HEW recommended the Congress consider legislation to
set maximum permiss ble levels for hazardous ingredients- -
such as tar and nic,tine -in cigarettes. HEW officials told
us, however, that As of April 1, 1976, HEW had not introduced
such legislation but that two bills dealing with this subject
had been introduced--S. 2248, which would require the Federal
Trade Commission to establish acceptable levels of tar and
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nicotine in cigarettes; and S. 2902, which would tax ciga-
rettes based on their tar and nicotine content and use these
tax revenues fOr increased support of biomedical research.

CONCLUSIONS

'The'-Congress has given NCI, NIOSH, and NIEHS broad
authority to conduct or sponsor research to identify car-
cinogens. NCI has done most of the research. The regula-
tory agencies do little research on their own to identify
carcinogens, but manufacturers of drugs, pesticides, and
food and color additives must do research to prove their
products' safety before these products can be marketed.

For chemicals that reach the public through other prod,
ucts and through the environment, however, the Government
must initiate a regulatory action to remove them from the
market. Cancer-causing chemicals can be controlled--either
by safety testing before the chemical is marketed or by
Government testing and regulation after it is marketed.

The Congress is considering toxic substances legisla-
tion to require premarket safety testing of chemicals which
may present an unreasonable risk to health or the environ-
ment. Enactment of the Toxic Substances Control Act could
shift the burden of proving a new chemical's safety to the
manufacturer by requiring such proof before the chemical
could be marketed. Enactment, we believe, would improve
public protection from carcinogens.

Because tobacco and tobacco smoke are known human car-
cinogens (see app. VI), the Congress should request HEW to
prepare a study showing the available options to regulate
tobacco and tobacco products and the impact each option would
have on the rising U.S. lung cancer rate. The Congress should
then consider, as the Surgeon General has recommended, giving
HEW or some other appropriate agency the specific authority
to regulate tobacco and tobacco products.
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CHAPTER 3

NEED- FOR A FEDERAL POLICY CONCERNING CARCINOGENS

Federal agencies have problems accepting and applying
the results of animal tests to people because (1) NCI has only
recently developed minimum testing guidelines for determining
a chemical's carcinogenicity and other agencies have not of-
ficially adopted them as d basis for carcinogenicity testing
and (2) there are no scientific principles to help Federal
agencies apply animal test results to humans. As a result,
some'carcinogpns are not regulated at all while others are
regulated differently by the different regulatory agencies.
All agencies responsible for protecting the public-from
carcinogens should, we believe, cooperate to develop a uni-
form policy for identifying and regulating carcinogenic chm7
icals and the-products in which they appear. The policy\
should also deal with such issues as under what conditions
regulatory agencies will allow public exposure to carcinogens.

EFFECTIVENESS OF PREMARKET
AND POSTMARKET TESTING

premarket testing

Although some legislation discussed in chapter 2 is
intended to assure the safety of all pesticides,, drugs, and
food and color additives befo 're they appear in commercial
use, not all chemicals used in these products have received
the kind of long-term tests that experts agree are needed
to detect any cancer-causing potential.

Before requiring manufacturers to conduct long-term
animal tests for dr_ugs, FDA considers the type of exposure
people will get (one-time dose or prolonged use) and the
number of people expected to be exposed.

The Federal Fungicide, Insecticide, and Rodenticide
Act requires manufacturers to test and prove to EPA that
their pesticides are not harmful to human health. Since
1963, when the Department of Agriculture administered the
act, manufacturers of pesticides which leave residues on
foods have been required by the administering agency to
conduct long-term tests to detect carcinogenic potential.
In safety evaluations for 30 randomly selected pesticides
with toleranced for residues on foods, we found that, of
the 36 chemicals used in those pesticides, 7 did not receive

53
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the appropriate long-term testing. 1/ EPA officials said
required safety data may not be available because (1) the
pesticide was approved before 1963, (2) later EPA reviews
were inadequate, or (3) the data could have been submitted
but later lost during moves or reorganization.

Unintentional food additives

As discussed on page 6, the Federal Food, Drug, and .

Cosmetic Act requires that manufacturers of food additives
prove their products' safety to FDA and that FDA disapprove
any food additive that, when properly tested, is shown to
cause cancer in animals or humans. The act covers both in-
tentional and unintentional food additives. According to
the legislative history of the act, examples of these addi-
tives are "substances intended for use in producing, manu-
facturing, packing, processing, preparing, treating, pack-
aging, transporting, or holding food."

In discussing the concept of safety in regulating food
additives, a Senate report on 1958 amendments to the act
(S. Rept. 2422, 85th Congress) stated:

"Since the scientific investigation and the
other relevant data to be taken into consideration
by the Secretary [of HEW] include information with
respect to possible cancer capsing characteristics
of a proposed additive, the public will be pro-
tected from possible Harm on this count."

Although FDA's Deputy Chief Counsel advised us that the Fed-
eral Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act requires manufacturers of
food additives to test for carcinogenicity, FDA's Associate
Chief Counsel for Foods advised us that the act only requires
that safety be assured before FDA approval.

According to officials in FDA's Division of Food and
Color Additives, all intentional food additives must receive
long-term tests to detect carcinogenicity before FDA will
approve them. Intentional additives are to (1) improve
nutritional value, (2) maintain freshness, (3) improve

hetic appeal, or (4) aid in processing.

1/See the GAO report to the Congress: 'Federal Pesticide
Registration Program: Is It Protecting the Public and the
Ehvironment Adequately from Pesticide Hazards?" (RED-76-42,
Dec. 4, 1975), p. 7.
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Unintentional additives are used mainly in packaging
foods and, according to the FDA officials, receive long-term
testing only when the consumer would be exposed to more than
1 or 2 parts per million of the additive in the food unless
FDA had valid reasons to suspect that the additive might be
carcinogenic. FDA officials explained that the long-term
tests were very expensive, and because virtually none of the
unintentional additives migrate from the packaging material
to the food,,the amount of the additive which may be ingested
is virtually nil. FDA's principle in this regard is the
higher the anticipated human exposure, the greater the amount
of toxicological data required to assure human safety.

One official said that FDA had approved about 10,000
unintentional food additives, but he could not readily de-
termine how many of the 10,000 had not received long-term
testing. We noted that FDA has approved a few suspected
carcinogens for adhesives that are used for packaging, trans-
porting, and holding food.

In commenting on our report (see app. I), HEW stated
that, although extending carcinogenicity testing to indirect
food additives that have only remote possibilities of risk
might be reassuring, it does not foresee any benefit to the
public great enough to justify the substantial costs of such
a policy.

We noted, however, that"-an April 1970 report to the
Surgeon General by the Ad Hoc Committee on the Evaluation
of Low Levels of Environmental Chemical Carcinogens recom-
mended that:

--No level of exposure of a chemical carcinogen
should be considered toxicologically insignificant
for humans.

--No chemical substance should be assumed safe for
human consumption without proper negative' lifetime
biological assays of adequate size.

Under this view, FDA would be unable to.assure the safety
of food additives that do not receive long-term testing.

Postmarketing testing

Scientists believe that most cancer is caused by
chemicals already in the environment. As discussed on
page 8, the Government must initiate regulatory action to
control potentially carcinogenic chemicals that appear as
air or water pollutants, as occupational health hazards,
or in consumer products.
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Although several Federal agencies conduct and sponsor
some long-term chemical, testing, except for NCI they do not
routinely test large numbers of existing chemicals for car-
cinogenicity. NCI's teats take about 3 years from initial
chemical selection to final reporting. NCI spends from
$150,000 to $205,000 to test each chemical, and at its fis-
cal year 1975 funding level it can add about 50 to 60 chem-
icals to its testing program each year.

IDENTIFICATION OF CARCINOGENS

Many chemicals have been tested for their carcinogenic-
ity in animals, but Federal agencies and non-Federal or-
ganizations have trouble identifying which chemicals cause
cancer in humans.

NCI

NCI sponsors research to detemine whether chemicals
cause cancer. At January 1, 1975, NCI had 550 chemicals in
its test program. NCI also reviews the scientific literature
to identify carcinogens. It has compiled a list of 36 chem-
icals or chemical compounds (see app. VI) which definitely
cause cancer in humans. NCI said that the scientific commun-
ity generally accepted these chemicals as definitely being
human carcinogens, yet the public can be exposed to at least
32 of the 36 substances. At our request, an NC/ staff mem-
ber classified the exposure, hazard of the 36 substances into
the following 6 categories. (See app. VII.)

Controlled or restricted use; protection
requires technical surveillance 15

Voluntary; personal choice by the user 3
Poorly controlled 14
Prescribed by physician
Used in laboratory only 2
No longer produced in significant quantities 1

36

Although the NCI staff member stated that the use of
15 of the known human carcinogens is controlled or restricted
by regulatory agencies, the public is not, we believe, ade-
quately protected from some of these chemicals because Federal
regulations neither ban their use nor cover all means of pub-
lic exposure. Many cancer experts--including the 1970 ad hoc
committee of the Surgeort General--agree that a safe level of
a carcinogen cannot be established and that any exposure may
cause cancer. Two human carcinogens which the NCI staff mem-
ber classifies as being controlled or restricted--asbestos
and benzidine--are discussed in more detail on pages 23 to 25.

58-658 0 - 80 - 36 53(
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The chief of NCI's carcinogen bioassay and program re-
sources branch stated that, of all chemicals tested by NCI
contractors between 1962 and 1973, 214 were carcinogenic in
animals. The public is exposed to some of these chemicals.

An NCI official said that the traditional method of
releasing test results is through'publication in scientific
journals and through symposia but that this method has
worked poorly. NCI is initiating a technical reporting ser-
ies that would contain certain information on each chemical's
exposure, use, and production, as well as a detailed explana-
tion of test procedures and results. Chapter 4 contains a
detailed discussion of NCI's role in identifying carcinogens.

Public Health Service

The Public Health Service--a part of HEW which includes
the National Institutes of Health, FDA, NIOSH, and several
other operating agencies--publishes general information on
any animal carcinogenicity experiments of which it is aware.
An NCI official said that the publications contained 6,000
chemicals. Although the Public Health Service does not in-
dicate whether a chemical is a carcinogen but merely recaps
information provided in published studies, NCI officials ad-
vised us that about 1,000 of the 6,000 have been reported in
the literature to cause cancer in animals; many of these re-
ports, according to NCI, appear to be based on inadequate
data.

NIOSH

NIOSH conducts and sponsors research and reviews exist-
ing research literature to develop criteria for OSHA stand-
ards. NIOSH has developed and published a list of all known
toxic substances. In its 1975 edition, NIOSH reported that
information was included on the carcinogenicity of 1,500
chemicals.

World Health Organization

The International Agency for Research on Cancer, a part
of the World Health Organization, publishes monographs on
its evaluation of the carcinogenic risk of chemicals but
makes no recommendations for preventive measures.

In March 1975 the agency reported that, of 196 compounds
evaluated, 151 (77 percent) were carcinogenic. Of the 151, 17
were associated with human cancer, 93 were definitely car-
cinogenic in animals, and 41 had a limited carcinogenic ef-
fect on animals.
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The type of exposure to the 17 human carcinogens was
occupational for 14, medicinal for 2, and dietary for 1. In

addition, some of the 93 chemicals found to be definitely
carcinogenic in animals are produced in very large quanti-
ties.

Regulatory agencies

At the time of our review, the regulatory agencies--FDA,
EPA, OSHA, and CPSC--did not maintain lists of carcinogens
but had from time to time regulated chemicals because of
their carcinogenicity. For example, from 1950 to 1974 FDA
banned 14 food and color additives because of a finding or
suspicion of carcinogenicity. In 1973 EPA published a list of
toxic water pollutants and included benzidine because it was
a carcinogen. When EPA proposed drinking water guidelines in
1974, it listed toxic chemicals, including arsenic and chro-
mium, which it acknowledged as suspected carcinogens. In
1974 OSHA regulated the use of 14 chemicals 1/ in the work-
place and CPSC banned the use of vinyl chloride in self-
pressurized containers because the chemicals were carcino-
genic. The regulatory agencies have taken or proposed ac-
tion on several other carcinogens as well.

By November 1975 OSHA had developed a priority list of
220 chemicals to be used in its standard development activi-
ties; of the 220, OSHA indicated that 50 were suspected car-
cinogens. An OSHA official, stated that OSHA wanted NIOSH to
use this list in developing criteria documents.

PROBLEMS IN IDENTIFYING HUMAN CARCINOGENS

As previously tta.ted, NCI considers tt aq. least 1,000
chemicals have been reported to cause cane r in animals.
Federal agencies have trouble determining wliich.chemt,cals
also pose carcinogenic: threats,for people. S6Me of the- prob-0
lems are that:

-- Federal ageD es h
. general pri scirdT concltningenvironmental
genetis. . -k

.7 a

not:6een able to adty9t a.set of
carcind-:

t.

,

3, /On December 17', 1974, the:d.S-Ptauit of Appelals for the ;ice
"' Cals. (.4, 4 methylene 44,4(2-c loroViline)) becauseOSHA
7'ThirT.Circult locateorAhe stoindard* for 1 of the 14 chemj-

made a proc dural erroCin f.tpulating the standardThe
court also vaca the stan dtd?of thetother 13 chemicals
'as tey applied ol*esearch lab9

(
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--NCI has only recently developed minimum testing guide-
'A' '4 lines which other agencies have not yet officially

adopted as a basis for carcinogenicity testing.

--When experimental data are available, they may not be
as complete or appropriate as the agencies would like.

--The limited state of the art does not allow scientists
to accurately predict human response to chemicals on
the basis of animal test results.

In addition, even though Federal agencies believe a chemical
to be carcinogenic, legislation and court decisions may re-
quire them to consider factors other than public health when
deciding whether and how to regulate carcinogenic chemicals.

Principles of carcinogenesis

The April 1970 report to the Surgeon General by the Ad
Hoc Committee on the Evaluation of Low Levels of Environmental
Chemical Carcinogens discussed the problems of environmental
exposures to chemicals and the scientific criteria fort,eval-
uating carcinogenic hazards. The report, which is not-HEW
policy, deals with evaluating animal test results, problems
in establishing a safe level of-exposure, need for proper
lifetime tests, and the principle of a zero tolerance for all
exposures to chemical carcinogens. Several cancer experts
restated some of these principles during administrative hear7
ings on EPA's efforts to ban two carcinogenic pesticides--
aldrin and dieldrin.

Representatives from six agencies met in August 1974 to
discuss several areas concerning environmental carcinogenesis.
According to the EPA representative, Federal agencies had a
growing need to agree on a national policy, particularly in
terms of risk-benefit considerations. As of April 1, 1976,
however, no such policy had been developed. (See p. 32.)

Most recently, a subcompittee of the National Cancer
Advisory Board is considerin§ the general criteria for as-
sessing the evidence for carcinogenicity of chemical sub-
stances, and NCI has chartered a new committee to review,
evaluate, and interpret carcinogenicity data generated by
the NCI testing program.

Minimum test guidelines

Because testing suspected carcinogenic chemicals on hu-
mans is neither ethical nor practical, scientists use animals.
Experience with laboratory animals has shown that nearly all
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chemicals that are carcinogenic in people are also carcino-
genic in animals. The way a test is designed--the number of
animals and dose levels used, the length of the test, and
other, laboratory conditions--can directly affect the valid-
ity of the results and their value to regulatory agencies.

The more animals tested, the more statistically sensi-
tive are the results. Similarly, the more species used, the
greater is the assurance that the chemical, and not some
other factor, caused the cancer. Also, the more test dose
levels administered, the better a scientist can estimate the
relationship between the dose and the animal response. Fi-
nally, the tests should be conducted over the animal's life-
time to better approximate human exposure.

NCI has developed standard testing guidelines to be
used by commercial labs under NCI contracts to test environ-
mental chemicals. NCI officials hope that these guidelines,
issued in January 1975, will (1) make research results more
comparablepnd more applicable to humans, (2) increase the
tests' sendltivity, and (3) provide better data on which reg-
ulatory agencies can act. In addition to prescribing animal
care standards, the guidelines call for at least 2 doses to
be given to 50 animals of each sex and each of 2 species.

NCI has shared these guidelines with other Federal
agencies and at least two of them--EPA and NIOSH--have pro-
vided for consideration of these guidelines in some of their
test procedures. None of the agencies, however, has offi-
cially adopted the guidelines as a basis for carcinogenicity
testing. Some agency officials even question the need for
such guidelines, stating that each test should be designed
individually. NCI believes that the guidelines describe
many features which are common to allwell-designed and
properly conducted long-term animal studies and which need
to be considered whenever a carcinogen test is planned or
undertaken. Chapter 4 discusses some of NCI's problems in
designing tests for use by regulatory agencies.

Before the NCI guidelines were developed, Federal agen-
cies had no common guidelines for testing chemicals for their
carcinogenicity. EpA had proposed guidelines for testing
pesticides which called for 2 species, 3 dose levels, and
between 25 to 50 animals of each sex and, species per dose
level. The National Academy of Sciences, under contract to
EPA, recommended 2 rodent species, tested at several dose
levels, with 40 to 50 animals of each sex surviving the high-
est dose. An international cancer group recommended at least
two species (one of which should be a nonrodent mammal), one

11,
ie.:

,,,
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dusol luvel 1/ (the hi hest done tolerated by the animals),
and enough animals to yield reasonably significant results.
An FUA advisory commilttee suggested two rodent species
testrd at several due levels, including one which would
yield the moat tumors, but did not say how many animals
should be used.

1 ,

Past regulatory actions have been based on results of
research conducted under a wide variety of protocols. For
example, the animal studies whichconclusively linked vinyl
chloride to a rare form of liver cancer included three spe-
cies and seven dolie EPA on the other hand, propos-
ing to limit the amount of benzidine in water, cited several
studies to establishthe carcinogenicity in animals and hu-
mans, but relied on an' animal study which included only one
species and one dose level through a route of administration
(injection) not normally experienced by the public. 2/

Incomplete and inappropriate data

In some cases, the experimental data available to the
regulatory agency is not:,as complete or appropriate as neces-
sary. For example, the 'first link between vinyl chloride and
cancer came in 1970 when a scientist reported tumors in rats
exposed to extremely high doses of the chemical. Although
these results were statistically valid, they were not viewed
with alarm because the concentration of vinyl chloride was
near the explosive limit, and was not likely to be found in
industrial situations..., Similarly, a U.S. court of appeals
denied EPA's proposed ban on dumping asbestos into the drink-
ing water of Lake Supepor because EPA could not prove that
asbestos causes cancer when ingested. The carcinogenicity
of inhaled asbestos has been documented for about 40 years.

Many chemicals have been reported to cause tumors in
test animals, but regulatory agencies are hesitant to base
any action on a single test. The 1970 report'to the Surgeon
General recommended that the test designs provide for repro-
ducibility of results.

1/Tne international group considered it advisable to test
more than one dose level.

2/As of May 27, 1976, this proposal was still pending. See
pale 24 for more 1;formation on EPA's proposed benzidine
standard.
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Predicting human response.
from animaEwan

A criticel problem in regulating carcinogens is trying
to predict tho human risk of exposure to small levels of
ch icala solely on the basis of results of animal tests.
The imited state of the art restricts scientifically sound
regu ation.

Conventionally, tolcicologists have applied "safety fac-
tors" to animal test renults and have assumed that an ani-
mal's reaction would not differ from a person's reaction by
more than that factor. NCI'e associate director for carcino-
genesis has questioned whether this safety procedure can be
applied to cancer risks because of the differences between
cancer and other diseases.

The validity of tests on laboratory animals is most
easily accepted when people are exposed to the chemical in
the same way the test animals were. However, people are
exposed to practically all chemicals at such low levels and
for such long periods that an impractically large number of
animals is needed to produce statistically valid results
under those conditions. To further complicate the matter,
a person's reaction to a chemical may be different than an
animal's in terms of absorption, distribution and storage,
metabolism, excretion and reabsorption, arrival at the site
of action, and reaction with the biological receptor. One
analysis of the state of the art for exte*polating results
of animal tests to people concludes that there is a basis for
comparing 'the median mouse to the median rat to the median
dog to the median person. But the report warns of the greater
difficulties in comparing the median animal to the not-so-
average person.

At congressional hearings held in 1971 on "Chemicals and
the Future of Man," concern was expressed about unduly fright-
ening the public about adverse health effects from chemicals
which had been commonplace. A House. Appropriations Compittee
report gave some examples of how much of a banned substance
a human would have to consume to receive amounts comparable
to those given to, experimental animals. The purpose of the
examples, all of which dealt with carcinogenic food additives
banned by FDA, was to translate abstract scientific studies
into their real-life equivalents. According to the Commit-
tee's report:

--An adult would have to drink from A38 to 552 bottles
6f soft drink each day to get a comparable amount of
cyclamate that caused cancer in mice and rats.

544
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--A person would have to drink 250 quarts of vermouth
each day to got 0 comparable amount of oil of calamun
that caused cancer in rats.

- -A person would have to drink 613 bottles of root -boor-
flavored soda or eat 220 pounds of hard candy each day
to get en amount of eafrole comparable to that which
loused cancer in rats.

Factors other than public health

The 100 report to the Surgeon General stated:

"Any substance which is shown conclusively to cause
tumors in animals should be considered carcinogenic
and therefore a potential cancer hazard for man
* * land) no level of exposure to a chemical
carcinogen should be considered toxicologically in-
significant for man. For carcinogenic agents 'a
safe level for man' cannot be established by ap-
plication of our present knowledge."

Strictly applying this criteria, any chemical that causes
cancer In animals would be presumed to cause cancer in people,
regardless of level of exposure. But in some cases, laws re-
quire regulatory agencies to consider more than the carcino-
genic risks of a chemical. When,considering whether to ap-
prove a drug for marketing, fDA weighs its benefits against
any safety risks. For example, some drugs used to treat can-
cer have also been shown experimentally to cause cancer.
Certain drugs used to treat severe heart conditions are also
carcinogenic. But FDA has determined that the immediate
benefits from those drugs outweigh the potential risks.

Likewise, EPA considers the benefits and dangers to the
puolic heal4 and welfare from the use of pesticides. The
Federal Environmental Pesticide Control Act of 1972 (7 U.S.C.
136) defines the "unreasonable adverse effects on the environ-
ment" of a pesticide as "any unreasonable risk to man or the
environment, taking into account the economic, social, and
environmental costs and benefits of the use of any pesticide."

Since January 28, 1975, the Office of Management and
Budget has required that agencies of the executive branch
consider the inflationary impact of major legislative and
regulatory proposals.

rAc
In revising its permanent standard for vinyl chloride,

OSHA decided that no detectable level should be allowed in
the workplace. After receiving industry views on the costs
of compliance and a consultant's report of the economic



impact of the proposed etandard, OBRA raised the permijisible
level to l part per million. OBRA did not claim, however,
that 1 part per million was a safe level of exposure to
vinyl chloride.

Regulatory agencies also conaider the practicality of
their proposed actions, including the state of the art of
analytical and detection equipment. When EPA developed a
standard for asbestos in the air, an important consideration
was the lack of satisfactory methods of Measuring asbestos
emissions. As a result, the asbestos standard was not writ-
ten in terms of numerical values! instead, it limited via-
ble emissions and required certain manufacturing techniques

'to reduce those emissions.

Federal agencies should co alder these factors, when
properly authorized and documenTed, in deciding on regula-
tory action against carcinogens. It is important for the
public record that the documentation show the impact of the
regulation on the public health, as well as on the other
factors considered.

DIFFERENCES IN PUBLIC
EXPOSURE T5TWACINOGENS

If a carcinogenic chemical is not banned, people may be
exposed to it. Beapite differences in the degree of such
exposure, scientiats have not proved that any exposure is
harmless. Therefore, the public faces some risk of getting
cancer when carcinogenic chemicals are not banned.

In its comments on this report (see app. HEW stated
that, although it may be true that any exposure to a chemical
carcinogen will cause cancer within the exposed population,
the risk or probability that cancer will occur may very well
be related to exposure levels. HEW said that, when exposure
cannot be completely eliminated or the benefit is deemed to
outweigh the risk from exposure, efforts must be made to es-
timate the upper limits of risk from specific levels of ex-
posure using the best evidence obtainable by applying cur-
rent research tools. HEW also recognized that current ani-
mal test procedures do not provide a quantitative assessment
of the hazard to exposed human populations which would be re-
quired to resolve certain regulatory needs and questions.

We selected two chemicals that NCI has concluded to be
known human carcinogens--asbestos and benzidine--to deter-
mine how the public is being protected from them. We found
varying degrees of regulation over the two chemicals for
various reasons.



Ambentom

Nihuatoa ratoru to a family of hydrated silicates that,
when creahod or moot:a:bled, separate into flexible fibers.
Only mix of the'many ambetitoe minerals are of commereial im-
portance.

Aubentou is unud in over 3,000 products, and in 1972
over 800,000 tone' wore used In the United States. The reg-
ulatory agenciee wo reviewed all consider asbestos to be
,carcinogenic, but they regulate it hifferently.

On June 7, 197.2, 0811A specified a numerical standard
allowing some anboatoe in the workplace. When NIOSH recom-
mended the standard to OSHA, it conceded that the standard
was based on the health hazards of aribostosiari typo of lung
impairment - -and not cancer, because thorn wan insufficient
information to set a standard'to prevent lung cancer unions
the standard was zero. This is consistent' with NCI's belief
that no level of exposure. to a carcinogen, should be considered
safe for humans. However, on January 29, 1974, OSHA required
that workers' exposure to 14 other chemicals it considered
to be carcinogens be reduced to the maximum extent practical.

In October 1975 OSHA proposed lowering the permissible
level of asbestos in most workplaces by 90 percent, recogniz-
ing the cancer risk of asbestos in the workplace and the
technplogical and economic factors which, OSHA reasoned, had
prevqnted such a regulation. If enacted, the new regulation
would allow up to 0.5 fibers of asbestos per cubic centimeter
of air in the .batkplace, averaged over an 8-hour work peFiod.

On April 6, 1973, EPA developed a standard for asbestos
in the air. The asbestos standard was not written in terms
of numerical values, as is the OSHA standard for asbestos,
but instead it limited visible emissions and required cer-
tain manufacturing techniques to reduce those emissions. An
important consideration in the EPA standard was the lack of
satisfactory methods of measuring asbestos emissions. There-
fore, the standard was not based on a "safe" level of emis-
sion.

In January 1972 EPA tried to ban-the dumpingof asbes-
tos into the drinking water of Lake. Superior because asbestos
was a carcinogen. A U.S. court of appeals denied this ban,
however, because EPA could not prove asbestos causqs cancer
when ingested, although the carcinogenicity of inhaled as-
bestos has been documented for 40 years.

On September 28, 1973, FDA proposed several regulations
to restrict the use of asbestos filters for drug manufactur-

.4nn a...A e. -c --u.-.._
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lend, Al4 4 toed or drug inlrodiont, or in food and droll peek-
aging Materials because of ashost004 oaccIn000nicity, on
March 14, 1975, however, II)A deeidod to ,delay any final requ-
10tions beconsolt stated that it could not provo that AEI-
bou.tos was present in thous substances or that inqested as,
bentoe caused cancer. FDA did, however, reoulate the non or
ashentou filtero for manoracturinq drwiti (mud rut inlsotion
In humane. I

CMIC ranted that aoheutoo is In a 4tiMbur or consumer
products it to reoponolhle for regulating, but it her nut
identified specific productu, cm doom not plan to rukvi-
late he use of asbestos in consumer products until consider-
able research is completed in the area

The Government to studying whether ingested ant-melon
can CAUHO cancer. Deprouontativos from several Federal igen-
.Clem developed a test protocol,.and on June JO, 1975, NIEIIO
awarded two contracts for lifetime ingestion studios in rate
and hamsters. The studios are to run for 4 years at an es-
timated total cost of about $2.9 million.

Denzidine

Benzidine occurs as white or slightly reddish crystals
or leaflets or as a crystalline powder. Its domestic mar-
ketable production in 1972 was 1.5 million pounds. One
source lists 361 dyes der4vod from benzidine and its salts.
In addition, it appeared as a contaminant in workplaces be-
fore 1974 and as Qii water pollutant. The suspicion
that hefill-di nduced bladder cancer in workers was reported
before 1940.

OSHA recognized both the animal and human carcinogenic-
ity of benzidine and included it as 1 of the 14 chemicals it
regulated in January 1974. Under these regulations, workers
can,only handle benzidine in a closed system--one where ben-
iidi-he is not released into the work environment.

EPA recognized the potential for increased water pollu-
tion from benzidine and listed it as a toxic water pollutant
in July 1973. In December of that year, it proposed an ef-
fluent standard to limit the discharge of benzidine into
navigable waters.

EPA's proposed standard would have allowed each user
of benzidine to dump up to 1 pound a day- into the water.
The amount each user could dump would depend on the char-
acteristics of the waterway but not on the number of users
dumping into that waterway. .The method used to derive that
standard was designed to determine a level of discharge which

54 1-
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would result in an "acceptable level of risk" to people. The
actual standard was derived by extrapolating animal test data
using what EPA called conservative statistical methods. The
method defined "acceptable level of risk" as less that% one
case of tumor induction per million people exposed over an
enti4 generation to drinking water from sueplies derived
from waters contaminated with the maximum permitted concen-
tration of benzidine. NCI's associate director for carcino-
genesis commented on the specifics of EPA's supporting argu-
ments for the standard, concluding that:

"' an extremely inadequate, poorly documented
experiment (carried out a quarter of a century ago)
was used, without any attempt to further investigate
its meaning, as a basis for the estimate of exposures
to a large numan population to one of the most effec-
tive presently known human carcinogens."

The NCI official referred to more recent NCI-supported studies,
cited but not used by EPA to develop the proposed standard,
which would have resulted in a lower standard for benzidine
discharge.

Although EPA had not issued final regulations for benzi-
dine as of May 27, 1976, it has been considering changing
the proposed acceptable limit. Nevertheless, EPA maintains
that

extrapolation methods should provide reasonable.
assurance that the true carcinogenic risk at the level
identified in the standard will not be greater than the
risk calculated at that level,"

(..uNCLUSI iNS

Inc public is being exposed to carcinogenic chemicals.
In addition, new ,bemicals which may be carcinogenic are
enter ing the environment because in some cases there is no
premarket testing and in other cases the premarket testing
that is lane is insufficient. For example, not all premarket
testing t tool additives has included appropriate long-term
tests tnat cancer experts agree are necessary to determine
a ,hemical's carcinogenicity.

Even if all chemicals receive long-term tests, agencies
ma, nave problems accepting and applying the results of those
t,,;(s to people because (1( NCI has only recently developed

tP.st gJid,,l1,-es for determining a chemical's carcino-
ge- ( i' 1n1 .Cher agencies na,,e mo officially adopted them
as a ha 4,(-; f it ar in,geni. Ity teetIn.f and 121 there are no
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scientific principles to help Federal agencies apply animal
test.results to humans. The appropriate Federal agencic7.
ghotild cooperate to resolve these issues in a manner con- ;

sistent with the best 'available scientific knowledge.

As a result of the problems agencies face in identi-
fying carcinogenic chemicals, some are not regulated at all
while others receive inconsistent regulation. A uniform
Federal policy on how to identify and regulate carcinogens
is needed. Some of the issues which we believe should be
included in such a policy are the

--information needed to protect the public,

-chemicals that should be tested,

--test yuidelines that should be followed,

--way test results should be evaluated,

-feasibility of allowing exposure to carcinogens
which would result in "acceptable levels of risx" for
the public, and

- -factors outer than public health that should be con-
sidered.
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CHAPTER 4

NCI'S,PROGRAM FOR TESTING CHEMICALS

NCI is the only Federal agency that routinely tests large
numbers of chemicals for carcinogenicity. Until recently,
NCI's efforts had not given regulatory agencies much of the`
scientific data necessary to control or eliminate chemical
carcinogens because (1) chemicals NCI tested were not always
of the highest priority, (2) regulatory agencies did not
agree on what type of data they needed to make decisions,
and (3) NCI only recently developed a formal system to advise
regulatory agencies on the carcinogenicity of chemiCals
tested.

The Congress, through the National Cancer Act of 1971,
intended that the Director of NCI assume a leadership role
in the Federal Government's efforts against cancer and coordi-
hate other Federal and non-Federal programs. Recently, the
NCI Director has been trying to involve the major Federal
agencies in a coordinated program for identifying and regulat-
ing carcinogens.

THg-,CARCINOGENESIS PROGRAM

At the request of the National Advisory Cancer Council,
NCI's principal advisory group, NCI developed a formal car-
cinogenesis program in 1968. This program evolved from other
NCI activities that had been operating since 1961. The pro-
gram is now composed of five coordinated approaches:

--Identifying and characterizing population groups
at risk for different cancers.

-Identifying carcinogenic activity of selected chemi-
cals by animal testing.

-Developing and selecting biological models for animal
testing, for the characterization of carcinogenic
processes, and for correlation with people.

-Identifying processes required for carcinogenic ac-
tion of Selected chemicals at target points for
corrective measures in people.

--Developing, applying, and evaluating corrective
measures for people and the environment.

NCI stated that in fiscal year 1974 it spent about 5100
milli,n on environmental carcinogenesis; of that about
$38 million was for the carcinogenesis program, including

r-
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$9.5 million for animal testing contracts. In fiscal year
1975, NCI spent about $44.5 million for the carcinogenesis
program, including about $9.3 million for animal testing
contracts. Animal testing takes about 3 to 4 years from
start to finish and costs from $150,000 to $205,000 for each
chemical. On the basis of fiscal year 1975 funding, NCI can
only add about 50 to 60 chemicals to the program each year.

CHEMICAL SELECTION

In view of NCI's fiscal constraints and the universe
of untested chemicals, some of the chemicals being tested
for carcinogenicity are of questionable priority because
their production or use is limited or the public exposure
is minimal. For example, in October 1971 an NCI contractor
began testing Dulcin under a project designed to test chemi-
cals commonly used in commerce and industry for their carcino-
genicity. According to the contract, NCI hoped that the
regulatory agencies would use the data to eventually eliminate
those chemicals found to be carcinogenic. Dulcin is a non-
nutritive artificial sweetener which FDA banned in 1950 because
it caused liver tumors in rats. An NCI official explained
thatit is being tested to see if its carcinogenic effect
can-be Inhibited by another chemical, arginine glutamate.

.11

Another NCI contractor began to test Amiben, an herbi-
cide, in December 1971. The contractor stated that the test
required more of the chemical than the manufacturer normally
produced in a year. NCI officials said that Amiben is a
possible future replacement for existing herbicides.

Another NCI contractor is testing plant extracts and
fractions, which are used as herbal folk remedies by geo-
graphically and culturally restricted societies, such as
those found in South Africa, the island of Curacao, and
some areas of South Carolina.

According to NCI officials, the carctnogenesis program
as a whole has many needs for bioassay which may result in
materials with limited human exposure being animal tested.
As an .example, they cited studies to establish how a chemi-
cal reacts in humans which frequently require testing sub-
stances which do not exist as such in the environment.

Selecting chemicals to test now involves a formalized
system with input from several sources, including NCI,
other Federal agencies, contractors, and other interested
non-Federal groups. A committee reviews all the relevant
data about a suggested chemical before deciding whether it

should be tested. It does not, however, rank chemicals
according to any priority. Because of the newness of the
system, we did not evaluate Its effectiveness.
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NCI TEST DESIGNS

NCI should conduct its animal tests so that the appro-
priate regulatory agency can use the results to protect
the public from carcinogens. As discussed in chapter 3, the
regulatory agencies have riot agreed on a set of standards,
or minimum guidelines, for testing suspected carcinogenic
chemicals. NCI officials believe that their animal testing
guidelines, also discussed in chapter 3, will provide a
scientific base for regulatory action on suspected carcino-
gens.

Other NCI officials stated that regulatory agencies
might need more indepth and extensive studies to support
regulatory action. One NCI official explained that the
NCI testing program is merely a screening process to iden-
tify suspected carcinogens. He explained that NCI would
have to spend twice as much time and money to make the
types of animal tests that the regulatory agencies indi-
cated would be needed. For example, NCI would have to
test more dose levels to identify (1) any dose-response
relationships and (2) what happens to the chemical in the
body in terms of absorption, excretion, and metabolism.

Short-term testing

Proper animal testing of suspected carcinogens re-
quires considerably more resources than NCI has made avail-
able. Therefore, researchers have become interested in
using tissue culture to develop in vitro 1/models to screen
selected chemicals. According to NCI officials, such pro-
cedures, compared to current animal testing, should require
less time and money; require only small samples of test
chemicals; and be as reliable, sensitive, and practical.

1 /Literally, "within a glass," in this context referring to
tests in which animal or human serum is extracted and grown
in tissue culture, where it is exposed to test substances
(viruses, chemicals). If carcinogenic, the substance will
Kill the cells or cause them to grow abnormally.
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Oth'er.Itypes-of-s or -;term tests 1/ are' eing.conidered..
tiloaild4.in idehtifyi g,carc4OgeAs., FDA uses in vit,ro testing

.

(taideterMine potent .al idverSe effects C-TITTE41 FDA .

Stated.thAt it has` iind.good correlation a ween in.witro
and animal tests whe Aising .viroses but no :bheMica-IsT--14Z1
his assigned a.high ribrity_ to studying t esce'oShort-term
IestbystemS. It ho esthat,a'hatterY of t ese tests can ,.=\,,
be 'developed ali '-va idat by ispu.. , ,

"44 ,
.', '(

In addition to- supp}eme ing the anima 'V s*. NCI .A
hopes the short-term test pan oon be used
to help' select cbeica animal _peg k'

DISSEMTATION OF INXpRATION
t' .. .

WNen the animal tests are completed. I does not
evaluate the human. cancer' 'tisk=.-of the chemicals tested.
Rather, NCI sci ntists usually view their role as that of '

)providing hard ata from the experiments and letting others
thaw theirOwn inclusions.

As a reSult of our discussi ns with NCI officials in
July 1974 concerning disaeminati n of reSearch results to
regulatory agencies, NCI develop d a "memorandum of alert"
to notify the agencies of positive carcinogenic findings
before the conclusive test results are available. In

March 1975 this was used to notify EPA, FDA, and NIOSH of
the carcinogenic hazards of trichloroethylene, a chemical
used mainly as a degreasing'agent in the metal industry
and as a solvent and dry cleaning agent in the clothing
industry. It is also used to extract certain substances
from foods; for example, to remove caffeine to produce
decaffeinated coffee. More than 600 million pounds of
the chemical are produced in the United States each year;
as of June 1, 1975, none of the involved regulatory agen-
cies had acted on the "memorandum of alert" to further
regulate the chemical because they did not have conclu-
sive results.

17

rescreens"

1 /These include an in vivo-in vitro test in which pregnant
animals are injected with teT-EBemicals, the embryo is
removed, and the embryo cells are grown in culture. If

the cells become malignant, they are reimplanted in another
animal to develop into tumors. Another short -term test
being considered is a mutagenicity screen, by which a chemi-
cal's ability to induce genetic change can be easily deter-
mined. Because mutagenicity and carcinogenicity may be
closely related, researchers hope this screen will detect
carcinogeps as easily as mutagens.

58-651 1 - Bil -
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According to an NCI official, the normal method of re-
leasing test results in journals or at symposia had created
problems. NCI has therefore proposed a technical reporting
series to contain comprehensive information on each chemical's
exposure, use, and production, as well as a detailed explana-
tion of test procedures and results. NCI issued such a re-
port on trichloroethylene in February 1976.

NCI COORDINATION EFFORTS

Section 407 of the National Cancer Act of 1971 requires
the NCI director to develop a cancer research program that
would be coordinated with related programs of the other
research institutes and other Federal and non-Federal pro-
grams. With regard to cancer-causing chemicals, NCI has
(1) sponsored the Interagency Collaborative Group on Environ-
mental Carcinogenesls, an informal group of middle-management
officials of several Federal agencies, (2) participated in
HEW's Committee to Coordinate Toxicology and Related Pro-
grams, (3) met with the heads of five other agencies cpn-
cerned with environmental and chemical carcinogenesis, and
(4) organized a formal Interagency Coordinating Committee
for the National Cancer Program. NCI has also provided
general advice to the Congress; other Federal agencies;
and representatives of industry, consumer groups, the news
media, and the public on cancer- causing substances.

These efforts have been'useful but have failed to
bring about a uniform Federal policy on chemical carcinogens
or achieve the degree of consistency that would give all
segments of the public the same protection from carcinogens.
As shown in chapter 3, workers' exposure to asbestos and
Jeenzidine is controlled, but the public may be exposed to
the chemicals in consumer products, the air, or the water.

Interagency Collaborative Group on
EnviTonmental Carcinogenesis

This group was set up in January 1973 to serve as a
technical discussion group of operating-level agency offi-
cials. An NCI official serves as chairman. The group
represents 18 agencies but is not chartered, has no au-
thority, and does not make recommendations to the agencies.

HEW Committee to Coordinate
ToxicologyaridReTated_Programs

HEw's Assistant Secretary for Health set up this group
in July 1973 to provide for Information exchange, coordi-
nation, resource-sharing, and advice-giving by HEW agencies
conducting toxicological research. The Committee, which

t,) t...)
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has nine member agendies, is headecf'dy the NIEHS Director
and has addressed a variety of issues, some relating to
carcinogenicity.

Group of six agency heads

NCI convened this group in August 1974 to discuss
problem areas of environmental and chemical carcinogenesis.
The following agencies were represented: NCI, NIOSH, FDA,
EPA, 1/ the Natiwal Center for Toxicological Research,
and tile Center for.Disease Control (an HEW agency respon-
siole for providing leadership and direction in the preven-
tion and control of diseases). At that meeting, the agency
heads decided to let EPA develop a national policy state-
ment on environmental carcinogens. As of April 1, 1976,
a policy statement had not been developed (although one
had been drafted), and the group had not met again.

Interagency Coordinating Committee for
the National Cancer Program

This group was chartered in December 1974 to assist
the NCI Director in coordinating Federal cancer research
programs by (1) providing for information exchange, (2)
reviewing information systems, (3) preventing unnecessary
duplication of effort, and (4) promoting joint-funded proj-
ects. It consists of 18 members--9 from within HEW and
9 from other Federal agencibs, including FDA, the National
Center for Toxicological Research, NIOSH, and EPA. As of
April 1, 1976, its only meeting, held on November 10, 1975,
had been a briefing by NCI personnel on all NCI activities.

CONCLUSIONS

Because NCI is the only Federal agency that routinely
tests large numbers of chemicals for their carcinogenic
potential and because of its large commitment of time and
money to each chemical bei.hg tested, it should be certain
that the most important chemicals in terms of use, produc-
tion, and exposure are tested first. NCI has recognized
this problem and established a new chemical selection proc-
ess which became operational during our review.

We recognize the other aspects of NCI's carcinogenesis
program and the need to answer basic questions on cancer
causation, but the routine testing of suspected chemicals
to determine their carcinogenicity is a distinct and neces-
sary NCI function.

1/EPA was respresented by two senior science advisors.

5 5 6
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The key to the set of guidelines a lab will fallow when
testing for a chemical's carcinogenicity should be the mini-
mum requirements of the agency responsible for regulating
that chemical. But because the regulatory agencies have
not agreed on a set of standards or minimum testing'guide-
lineA, research agencies cannot be sure that the regula-
tory agencies will act on their results.

NCI should conform its testing guidelines, to the ex- ,

tent possible, to the needs of the regulatory agencies.

J
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSIONS, AGENCY COMMENTS AND OUR EVALUATION,

RECOMMENDATIONS, AND MATTERS FOR CONSIDERATION

BY THE CONGRESS

The Congress has given the Federal regulatory system
the authority to protect the public from any proven carcino-
gen. In some cases, such as those involving pesticides,
that authority is exercised yefore the carcinogens can be
marketed; in other cases, such as those involving air or
water pollutants, the Government acts after the carcinogen
is in the environment.

Unfortunately-, the Federal regulatory system has only
achieved partial success because (1) Federal agencies have
not developed a uniform policy on how to identify carcino-
gens, (2) most regulatory actions can be taken only after
the carcinogens are in the environment or commercial use,
and (3) Federal interagency coordination has not achieved
agreement among the agencies charged with the identifica-
tion and control of public exposure to carcinogens.

The regulatory agencies which approve chemicals as
safe on the basis of manufacturers' tests do not require
that all chemicals be tested for carcinogenicity. There-
fore, some commonly used food and color additives, drugs,
and pesticides may be carcinogens.

Although many chemicals are considered as potential
human carcinogens because of their effects on animals,
regulatory agencies are usually hesitant to remove them
from the environment or even to limit their use. Much of
this caution results from the lack of agreement among Fed-
eral agencies as to what findings should be considered valid
indicators of human carcinogenicity. Federal agencies also
have to be aware of economic, social, and other effects of
their regulator.y actions against chemical carcinogens.

Responsibility for identifying carcinogens and provid-
ing the scientific basis for their regulation rests mainly
wfi-t,h NCI, although NIEHS, FDA, NIOSH, and EPA sponsor some
animal testing. NCI's activities have been not only to
identify carcinogens but also to answer many basic questions
about how and why chemicals cause cancer. NCI's carcino-
genesis program has selected some chemicals of questionable
priority for testing.

5 5 L)
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The regulatory age ies themselves are not certain ofthe types of animal test or general carcinogenesis prin-
ciples they will accept. ecause so many Federal agencies
are involved in carcinogen sis research and regulation acid
because no overall Federal policy on these matters exists,
Federal agencies have not consistently regulated known or
suspected carcinogens or adequately acted on all means of
public exposure to known carcinogens.

Public exposure to cancer-causing chemicals can be con-
trolled--either by safety testing before the chemical is mar-keted or by Government testing and regulation after it ismarketed. The problem has been to develop a system to select
chemicals, properly test them in animals, evaluate the results
in terms of people, and finally develop and implement regula-
tions to protect the public.

If a carcinogenic chemical is not banned, people may beexposed to it. The exposure may be limited, but scientistshave not proved that any exposure is harmless. Therefore,the public faces some risk of getting cancer when carcino-
genic chemicals are not banned.

AGENCY COMMENTS AND OUR EVALUATION

In notifying HEW of our findings and conclusions, we
proposed that the NCI Director, as head of the National
Cancer Program:

-- provide leadership and coordination with other in-
volved Federal agencies to establish a policy regard-
ing the identification and regulation of carcinogens.

--Resolve the current issues, including (1) the informa-
tion needed to protect the public from carcinogens,
(2) the chemicals that should be tested, (3) the test
guidelines that should be followed, and (4) the way
results should be evaluated and used.

--Periodically reevaluate the policy, considering
advances in technology, changes in legislation,
changes in social and economic climates, judicial
rulings, and other relevant matters.

We also proposed that FDA have all approved and proposed
food additives tested for carcinogenicity.

HEW generally disagreed with these proposals', stating
that its Puolic Health Service has made Important progress
toward 'Protecting the public from carcinogens since our
review.
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Set Federal policy

Although HEW agreed that a Federal policy on carcino-
genes s is greatly needed, it disagreed that the NCI Director
should set policy for regulatory°N4eincies. HEW stated that
NCI's major future challenge will be developing a procedural
framework which meets the needs of the national program in-
volving identification, risk evaluation, and prevention
strategies for chemical carcinogens. HEW cited several inter-
agency activities involving NCI staff that it believes promote
better unerstanding of interagency concerns, which it hopes
will lead to a more uniform Federal policy on regulating
chemical carcinogens.

Although we did not intend that NCI unilaterally set
regulatory policies or policies for other research agencies,
we did intend that it be the focal point for seeing that a
policy is established and that it more actively coordinate
all Federal policies dealing with carcinogens so that these
policies reflect the latest scientific advancements and
afford maximum protection to the public. We believe that
this role is in line with the NCI Director's responsibilities
legislated by the National Cancer Act of 1971.

HEW stated that interagency activity will lead to a
more uniform Federal policy on carcinogens but, as discussed
on pages 31 and 32, past NCI coordination efforts have failed
to bring about a uniform Federal policy. We believe that the
Director of NCI should be made specifically responsible for
developing a policy and that every agency with a role in
protecting the public from carcinogens should be involved in
developing that policy. Without an overall policy, there is
no assurance that carcinogens will be consistently regulated
by all agencies.

Resolve current issues

HEW stated that NCI is working to resolve the above-
menTioned issues by establishing a committee to evaluate
data from its testing program, continually reviewing its .

procedures for selecting chemicals for testing, and develop-
ing minimum test uidelines for NCI and regulatory agencies.

tillIrr.--1\

HEW stated N I.._will not and should not tell regulatory
agencies i, w to use he test results.

According to its charter, NCI's data evaluation committee
will be limited to reviewing for NCI's Director data from
NCI's carcinogenesis program. The National Cancer Advisory
Board subcommittee discussed on page 17 is developing gen-
eral criteria for NCI's use in evaluating a chemical's car-
cinogenicity. We believe that these matters--the questions

5u0
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of what is tested, how the tests are perforMed, and how the
results are evaluated--must be addressed and agreed upon' by
all agencies. For each agency to independently develop test
guideline's and its own procedures for evaluating test results
to determine whether a chemical is a carcinogen and,the extent
of regulation needed does not, in our opinion, provide for
effective and consistent protection of the public. We believe
what these issues are among the most important that must be
resolved by a Federal policy.

Reevalvate the_eolicy

Although HEW stated that NCI constantly reevaluates its
policies, it did not comment on whether NCI should reevaluate
a Federal policy once it is established. We continue to
believe that responsibility for establishing and reevaluating
the policy should rest with the Director of NCI.

Carcino2enicity testing of food add Ives

HEW stated that the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic
Act requires only that a food additive's safety be assured
before FDA clearance. We agree with this statement but we
do not agree that FDA can assure safety for unintentional
additives when the additive migrates to the food and leaves
a residue of less than 1 or 2 parts per million. In these
cases, FDA usually does not require carcinogenicity tests.

e'

HEW also stated that, althodgh extending carcinogenicity
testing to unintentional food additives that have only
remote possibilities of risk might be reassuring, it did
not foresee any benefit to the public great enough to justify
the substantial costs of such a policy.

Because the Delaney Clause implies that food additives
that cause cancer in animals or humans are, per se, unsafe,
we believe that the act intended FDA to consider cancer in
assuring safety. According to the Surgeon General's Ad Hoc
Committee on the Evaluation of Low Levels of Environmental
Chemical Carcinogens (see p. 13), no level of exposure to a
carcinogen should be considered toxicologically insignificant
and no chemical should be considered safe for humans unless
proper lifetime animal tests are negative. Based on these
criteria, we do not believe that FDA can assure that all
food additives are safe unless the additives receive car-
cinogenicity testing. To have the data necessary to assure
safety, we believe FDA should require manufacturers to test
all proposed food additives for carcinogenicity. Therefore,
we believe that FDA should reconsider its policy of not re-
quirinj all food additives to be tested for carcinogenicity.

6
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Aalso reviewed this report and had only
ee apps. II and III.)

RECOMMENDATIONS TO HE SECRETARY. OF HEW

We recommend that the Secretary require the NCI Director,
as head of the National Cancer Program, to set Federal
Policy on carcinogens. The policy, which should be developed
with the cooperation, advice, and support of other involved A

Federal age6Cies, should address the scientific issues which
have hampered effective public protection from carcinogens,
including .the

- -information needed to protect the public;

- -chemicals that should be tested,

- -test guidelines that should be followed,

- -way test results should be evaluated,

- -feasibility of allowing exposure to carcinogens
which would result in "acceptable levels o.f risk"
'for the public, and

- -factors other than public health that should be con-
sidered.

We recommend that the NCI Director periodically re-
evaluate this policy, corliidering advances in technology,
changes in legislation, changes in social and economic
climates, judicial rulings, and other relevant matters. We f

also recommend that the Secretary require FDA to have all
approved and proposed food additives 'tested for carcino-
genicity.

MATTERS FOR CONSIDERATION
EYTHE CONGRESS

Because tobac,o and tobacco smoke are known human car-
cinogens (see app. VI), the Congress should request HEW to
prepare a study showing the available options to regulate
tobacco and tobacco products and the impact each option would
have on the rising U.S. lung cancer. rate. The Congress should
then consider, as the Surgeon General has recommended, giving
HEW or some other appropriate agency the specific authority
to regulate tobacco and tobacco products.

The toxic substances legislation as introduced will
require manufacturers to prove a chemical's safety before
it is marketed rather than requiring the Government to prove
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that it poses a. hazard after it is marketed. TArCongress
should also consider whether this change would, .as we be-
lieVe. improve Federal efforts to- protect the public from
carcinogens.

The Congress should especially emphasize its oversight
responsibility for those Federal agengles and programs
whieh would be affected by a Federal. policy on carcinogens.
Among the public issues that could be covered by such a
policy would be whether the Government will allow, people to
risk getting cancer from these chemicals and, if so, how
the Government will determine that risk in the absence of
adequate scientific data.

1
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We ,reViewed theatti".Vittes'cdfitthe-major FederotaaenCies,".
responsible for identifythgtent,:ial cancer-causing #emiceilFs

and proticting the public.IrOm them. We also contacted offi-,,I..J
cials of Other Federal agehciea involved in protecting the
public fronarcinogens. (See app. V.)_

At the reibaieh agencie674NcI, NIOSH, and NIEHS--we
reviewed ongoing and recently!Co4leted activities to find
Out &hat ;teas being tested, hoW it was being tested, and what

was being-done with'the results: At the regulatory agencies- -
FDA, EPAyOSHA, and CPSC - -we reviewed their efforts to imple-
ment research findings to finaliout what information they used,
wtiat factors.they considered, and how timely their actions
We0 in regulating car- cinogens.

4.
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY

WASHINGTON. D.C. moON

March 17, 1976

Mr. Gregory J. Mart
Airector, Manpower and

Welfare Division
United. States General
Accounting Office

Washington, D.C. 20548

Dear Mr. Ahart:

ENDIX I

tV
CA.

j

The Secretary asked that+I respond to your request for ourcomments on your draft report entitled, "Observations on

when the final version this report is received.

Chemicals.'" The enclosed com ments represent the tentative
.

Federal Efforts to Protect the Public from Cancer-Causing

position of the Department and Are subject to reevaluationth

We appreciate the opportunity to comment on this draft
report.before is publication,

1.4

Enclosure

Sincerely yours,

. . oung
distant Secretary, Comptroller
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COMMENTS OF THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE ON THE
COMPTROLLER GENERAL'S D9AFT REPORT TO THE CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES
ENTITLED "OBSERVATIONS ON FEDERAL EFFORTS' TO PROTECT THE PUBLIC FROM
CANCER-CAUSING CHEMICALS"--B-164031(2)

General Comments

Although thorePort contends that Federal efforts to protect the public
from carc1t4ens have achieved only partial success, we feel that PHS
has made important progress toward this goal since the time of the GAO
review. Beginning in fitcal year 1975. NIOSH greatly increased its
efforts in occupational carcinogenesis. For fiscal year 1976, NIOSH
has programmed approximately $7 million in this area. Also, all PHS
agencies concerned with carcinogenesis have taken the initiative to
coordinate their efforts in this field.

Those directing the Federal efforts toward controlling the exposure of
the public to carcinogenic materials must recognize that, while it may
be true that any exposure to a chemical carcinogen will cause cancer
within the exposed population, the risk or probability that cancer will
occur may very well be related to exposure levels. In those instances
where exposure cannot be completely eliminated, or where the benefit is
deemed to outweigh the risk from exposure, it is extremely important that
efforts be made to estimate the upper limits of risk from specific levels
of exposure using the best evidence that can be assembled through appli-
cation of current research tools. It is anticipated that additional
basic research on the cellular and molecular mechanisms of carcinogebesis
will provide. additional, fundamental information required for improving
the quality of these estimates. As pointed out by the National Cancer
Advisory Board (NCAB) Subcommittee on Environmental Carcinogenesis, the
NCI should, and does, foster the development and validation of new and
innovative analytic and bioassay techniques to meet the above needs.
We recognize that current animal test procedures do not provide a quan-
titative assessment of the hazard to exposed'human populations which
would be required for a resolution of certain regulatory needs and
questions.

We feel that epidemiologic investigations represent an essential compo-
nen in cancer control. Constant vigilance must be maintained over the
c r rates among populations to detectatrends which may indicate posti-
1,1 nvironmental etiology of canter. Thep trends must be further
investigated to 'identify the most likely ligent or combination of agents
which may be responsible. The separate efforts of the various health
agencies such as CDC, through NIOSH and the-Bureau of Epidemiology, and
NIH, through NCI. are actively coordinated.by the Assistant Secretary
for Health through such committees, as the Committee to Coordinate

58-658 q - 80 - 38
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Toxicology and Related Programs. Also represented,avtobservers on these
committees are other Federal agendes such as EPA'and the DepartmenOf
Defense,

GAO Recommendation

That the Secretary of HEW requirethe...NC.VDirector, as the,head of the
National Cancer Program, to-ptoidi.leadOWP and coordination with
other involved Federal agencies to set policies regarding theidentifi-
Cation and regulation of carcinogens.

Department Comment

We do not concur. The Director of the CI is-fully cognizant of his
responsibility for providing leadershi in the direction and coordination
of Federal efforts in carcinogenesis nd is not only firmly committed to
thii end but is already pr viding a ropriate leadership and coordination.
However, we do not believe that hi role does or should include setting
regulatory policies. App pr t y, setting such policies is within the
purview of the appropria regulatory agencies.. The Director, NCI. con-
centrates on setting,p i y on scientific matters and advising the reg-
ulatory agencies on Vci_e tific and public health needs.

Within NCI, the establishment of the requisite procedural framework com-
bining formal and inforMil arrangements at policy and working levels
throughout the institute has received the highest priority and is
functional. Recent examples include the Interagency Coordinating Commit-
tee for the National Cancer Plan'; the NCAB Subcommittee on Environmental
Carcindgenesis, which is endeavoring to develop criteria for assessing

/carcinogenicity', and the NCI Committee for the Review and Evaluation of
,,'CarOnogenic. Data, a newly approved advisory committee which will evaluate
C0CArogenesta data on a case-by-pse basis as required based on need and

.,'priprity.. These activitieS'are not intended to preempt or preclude spe-
.--/cifi0 undertakfngs, such as the NCI Temporary Committee to Evaluate Data
). on theCariinogenicity of Cyclamates:or the less formal effort involving

NIOSH.-NCTR, NCI. and industry to develop a protocol satisfactory for the
luation of alpha and beta naphthylamines, or NCI's participation in

the aluation of current studies of diethylstilbestrol with NCTR. NIEHS,
and FD The-need for these specifk undertakings will ontinue to exist,
but t challenge for the future will be the deve opmeneof a pro-

eat framework which meets the needs of the national ogram involving
identification. risk evaluation. and prevention strategies or chemical

. carcinogens.

In the area of occupational carcinogenesis, NIOSH has the leadership role
th.applied research and criteria for standard development. _Efforts are
uoderway to accompifgh a coordinated NIOSH-NCI approach.
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'11), -
Be yngsesuch.as benefit, risk factors, mechanisms of occurrence
in olvhent, dnil public needs and dOires not all potentially
carc materials can be regulated on'ttontrolled in identical fash-

eless, PHS recognizes the need for a Federal policy on car -
inoq and has given it the highest priority. However, establish-

h a policy will take some time. Reprogramming, now in progress,
estructuring, additional training of personnel, and the estab-
kyfunctional interlocking management systems among the agencies.

:has taken initiative in this direction as evidenced by its growing
participation in many interagency-functions. Such participation includes
NCI staff membership on (1) the DHEW Committee to Coordinate Toxicology
and"Related Programs (CCTRP), including the chairmanships of CCTRP sub-
committees; (2) FDA advisory committees; (3) the Science Advisory Board
of NCTR including board subcommittees; and, (4) the Science Advisory Board
of EPA. It also includes the establishment of Interagency Collaborative
Group on Environmental Carcinogenesis in collaboration with the Council
on Environmental Quality to coordinate Federal efforts in the conduct of
a prototype epidemiologic-demographic study of cancer etiology. Members
of NCI, FDA, EPA,cHIOSH, OSHA, and CPSC serve as advisors, consultants,
and co-project officers on projects of mutual interest. These interac-
tions promote better understanding of interagency concerns which we hope
will lead to a more uniform Federal policy on the regulation of chemical
carcinogens.

583

GAO Recommendations

That the NCI Directoi use the authority conferred by the National Cancer
Act of 1971 to resolve the curr'ent issues, including (1) the information
needed' to protect the public from carcinogens, (2) the chemicals that
should be tested, (3) the test guidelines that should be followed, and
,:) the way results should be evaluated and used.

Department Comments

We partially concur in these recommendations. The Director, NCI, has
taken steps to assure that information on potentially carcinogenic mate-
rials is made public at the earliest possible time. The mechanism for
accomplishing this is the newly fotned NCI Committee for the Review and
Evaluation of Carcinogenic Data. Appropriate NCl'officials will keep
the commi;iee informed of research results on testing suspected or poten-
tialTY.cattinogenic materials. The committee will hold public meetings
at.whIch information on suspected carcinogens will be discussed. After
the completion of its meetings on a particular material, the committee
will advise the DOector, NCI, on what steps shoOld be taken for

appropriate information to the public.. 41

4The NCI procedures used for selecting chemicals for testing are contin-
..i -ually reviewed. The enactment by the Congress of the proposed Toxic

4 try 6
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Substances Control Act (TSCA) (HR 76-64) with the amendment proposed
by the Administration could affect the procedures used for selecting
chemicals through providing a mechanism and fixing responsibilities
for the screening of,compounds.,Future NCI act(Vities in carcinogenesis
testing may. in large part, *predicated on the-provision of the pro-
posed TSCA. The NCI is working closely, with EPA and other Federal
agewies (including FDA'. NIOSH, and OSHA) in protocol development as it
relies to possible requirements for industry testing.

The NCI has developed minimum testguidelines that have been at least
partly adopted by regulatory agencies. However, these are only test
guidelines, not specific protocols.

rd

The Director, NCI, has used his authority to establish the NCI Committee
on the Review and Evaluation of Carcinogenic Data which. on a case-by-
case basis, will evaluate data and render advice on the use of'such data.
However, the NCI Director will not and should not direct the regulatory
agencies on what use they will make of such data. He will provide them
advice and data but they must make the appropriate decisions.'
GAO Recommendation

The NCI Director should periodically reevaluate the policies, considering
advances in technology. changes in legillation, changes in social and
economic climates, judicial rulings, and ottter relevant matters.

Department Comments

We cricur. The NCI is constantly reevaluating its policies based on
factors such as those cited by GAO.

I
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[See GAO note, ,p. 47.l

GAO Recommendation
o

That the Secretary require FDA to have all approved and proposed food
additives tested for carcinogenicity. v.

Department Comment
P

We do not co cur. The report misinterpreted the Delaney Clause of the

tidr
Federal.Food 43 ug. and Cdsmetic Act as requiring, that all food additives
both direct a indirect, be tested. specifically for carcinogenicity.
The Associate General Counsel for,Foods did not advise the auditors that
Section 409 of the Act requires testing for.Tarcinogenicity in every
instance. The law requires only that safetybe assured prior ,WFDA
clearance. The Delaney Clause applies,anly where "the addittVe in appro-
priate laboratory tests indicates a potential of inducing cancer," in
which case the Commissioner requires "further tespng,Ato) show that, thel_
additive would not produce cancer . . . ." rtd,i:,, '

. , .:*i,
Cv

In determining the safety of the anticipated usage,tepres nce of a com-
pound in the food supply, FDA follows the princiOleiiiiat the'higher the.-.
anticipated hiinian exposure, the greater the amount de:toxicological po-
required to assure-human safety. This principle is;directly appliei in.
evaluating thet:Sgfety of Indlref.t food additives. ,An4packaging ingre-
dient which nas'Deen'deManstrated,..to be capable of Migrating to food
where-she anticipated reSiduein food44:be as much a5 orhigher than
1 ppivasdally leads the FDA to requir0Jull scale toxicological review
i'clii ing lifetime feedtag studies to investigate the potential for

oh :toxicity and cdteinogenicity of the compound in question. below
iel, but ,where thernris still anticipated migration, 90-day: feeding

tegare required at-the minimum for toxicological eva,luatIons'bi
.i sa ty. If there. are valid reasons to suspect that the migrant may be

Tr '%' '
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carcinogenic, even under these insignificant levels of migration, judgment
is applied as to whethsr or not lifetime carcinogenicity studies would
be required or whether the substance should be treated as a suspect car-
cinogen and prohibited from usage.

Although it might be reassuring tb extend carcinogenicity testing to
indirect food additives that have only remote possibil ties of risk, we
do not foresee any significant benefit to the public to justify the sub-
stantial costs of such a policy.

GAO Recommendation

That, if, for any reason, the Consumer Product Safety Commission does
not regulate high-tar cigarettes, the Congress may wish to request HEW
to prepare a study for congressional consideration showing (1) the dif-
ferent options available to regulate tobacco and tobacco products and
(2) the impact.each option weUR1, have on the rising lung cancer rate in
the United -rates.

Department Comments

The report places great emphasis on the need to clarify, by congressional
action, governmental authority to control hazardous agents associated with
cigarette smoking. The NCAB addressed this in a resolution to the Pres-
ident, dated November 27, 1974, in which the board recommendedlthat limits
btset%fplar. and nicotine content in cigarettes. Also, the Division of
CalftgOatiArtdd Prevention, NC1,recognizing the magnitude of the disease
burden Vilitlbsed'by cigarette smoking, initiated a smoking and health pro-
gram in 1.97P with"the objective of developing a less hazardous cigarette.
These efforts are considered complementary to those leading to regulatory
control of hazardous Agents associated with cigarette smoking.

GAO note: Deleted Comments relate tp matters discussed
in the draft report but omitted from the
final report.
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
01Cif Of SOB AiSISTANT SCCIETARY ra i AOFIINISTRATION

WASHINGTON, D.C. Iono

January 15, 1976

Mr. Gregory J. Ahart
Director
Manpower and Welfare Division

44 U. S. General Accounting Office
Washington, D. C. 20548

Dear Mr. Ahart:

APPENDIX. II

This is in response to your letter of November 21, 1975,

requesting comments on the proposed report entiled,
"Observations on Federal Efforts to Protect the Public

From Cancer-Causing Chemicals".

There are "no recommendations to the Sgcretary of Labor

in this report. Enclosed are specifie comments on
portions of the report foi your consideration durin
preparation of the final report. (See GAO note.]

Thank you for this opportunity to review the prope"

report and to furnish you with our comments.

Sincerely;

A4,4141 6e.loode
FRED G. CLARK
Assistant Secretary for
Administration and Management

Enclosure

GAO note: These general and technical comments have been,Qp,
incorporated \into the final report and are not
included here.
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
WASHINGTON D C 20460

January 20, 1976
OPFICA OF

PLANNING AND 4aliGAMANF

Mr. Henry Eschwege
Director, Resources and Economic

Deviilopment Division
U. S. General Accounting Office
Washington, DC 20546

Deo tfibhwe ge:

We received copies of the General Accounting Office's proposed
report entitled, "Observation on Federal Efforts to Protect the
Public from Cancer-Causing Chemicals" as transmitted with your
letter of November 21.

In general, we feel that this is a balanced and accurate report
of the National Cancer Institute's carcinogenesis bioassay program,
and the relationship of this program to, EPA and other Federal
regulatory agencies.

I appreciate the, opportunity you have given EPA to review and
comment on this draft report prior to its Publiiation.

Sincerely yours,

Alvin L. Alm
Assistant Administrator

for Planning and Management
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'GAO REPORTS DEALING WITH GENERAL EFFECTS

QF CHEMICALS AND OTHER ENVIMNMENTAL FACTORS

1. "Use of Cancer-Causing Drugs in Food-Producing
Animals May Pose Public Health Hazard' The Case of
NitrofUrans" (report'to the Subcommittee on Over-
sight and Investigations, House Committee on Inter-
state and Foreign Commerce, MWD-76-85, Feb, 25,

J

1976) discusses the lack of FDA action to determ4no
whether residues of nitrofurans wore present in good
taken from treated animals.

2. "Need to Establish -the' Safety af.colOr-AddiliVejFD&C
Red No. 2" (report Senator., .Gaylor4,Nel3lon,
MWD-76-40, Out. guriStiohAdF604640.
to resolve sa%y40stionCof tCCIW4Witive
which had been m004.tpr:.15 '

3. "Federal Pesticide Registration Program: Is it
Protecting the Public and the Environment Adequately
ffom Pesticide Hazards?" (report to the Congress,
RED-,76-42, Dec. 44.0975) crLticizes EPA's implemen-

' .;tation ofthe pedlikal laws regulating sticides,
'including th'e one;,-tha.t requires testi of proposed
pesticides.

4. "Questions on the+Safety of the Pesticide,Maleic
Hydrazide Used on Potatoes and Other CroP'S Have Not
Been Answered" (report to Congresswoman Julia B.
Hansen, RED-76-271, Oct. 23, 1974) provides informa-
tion on the Government's procedures for testing
pesticides,, namely maleic. hydrazidp.

5. "Improved Federal and State Programs Needed to Insure
the purity and Safety of Drinking Water in the 'United
States" (report to the Congress 9 B-166506, Nov. 15,
1973) deals with the chemical quality of cer-

.

twin water systems, concludehat,potentially dan-
gerous drinking water has been delivered to some
consumers, and makes appropeiate recommendations to
EPA and HEW.

6. "Slow Progress Likely in Development of Standard's for
Toxic Substances and Harmful Physical Agents Found iv
Workplaces" (report to the Senate Committee on LOOr
and public Welfare, B-163375, Sept. 28, 1973) con-
cerns NIOSH'sefforts to develop and recommend health..
and safety standards to OSHA for toxic substances iry
various occupational environments.

54 4
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7. "Supervision over Investigational Gee of Selected
Drugs" (report to the Subcommittee on Reorganization,
Research, and International Organizations, Senate
Committee on Government Operations, 5-164031(2),
July 23, 1973) dtscueeee, among other thinge,,PDA'e
handling of proposed druge which had caused cancer
in animate.

0. "Environmental Protection Agency Efforts to &move
Hazardone,Peeticides from the Channels of Trade"
(report to the.Congresa, B-133192;- Apr. 26, 1973)
discusses EPA's suspension and cancellation proce-
duree for hazardous

5:73 6
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SECONIANY AGENCIES INVOLVED IN

010
APPENDIX V

. .

CARCINOGEN REGULATIOtN

.._....

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

Animal and Pt O'OalAlInspection Service -- monitors
the quarlEV7I me 'nes', and egg products under stand-
ards set add 000000 EPA, and FDA.

's-
A ricultural itob h

;4Serviceperforms various research
relating to carciiiiWi i c u ng tests on meat, poultry,
and egg product samples provided by the Animal and Plant
Health Inspection Service and research involv'ing myco oxtail.

DEPARTMEN4 OF COMMERCE

National Bureau of Standardsr-develops and eval ates
measurement methods so that regulatory standards may be ac:-
curately quantifi d and enforced. The Bureau's Programmatic

e .-Center fortConsu er Product Safety provides technical-assist
,ance to CPSC undo a working' agreement between the two agen-
cies.cies.

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

Biomedical Laborator Ed
term and some long-term tox co og ca
erally not designed to identify unknownt
cinogens.

HEW

ongocts short -
4f ch are gen.ht

ental car-

National Clearinghouse for $molitiwzfridlaiialth-,develops
and disseminates data relating to Sm0,14,119A64"i:hdalth,- develops
information systems for such data, 0 -,gRbdubts research on
the behavorial'aspects of smokilg.41 ,

. .

DgPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR ,),.,,,,

.

Mining Enforcement and SafeW N ministrationdevelops
and enforces health and safety standards for coal and non-..
coal mining operations; follows standards developed by the
American Conference of. Governmental Industrial Hygienists.

Bureau of Mines -- conducts research on mine health and -

safety,, including the engineering aspect of safety, pri-
,,marily developing technology to implement the health stand-
ards. /

5-70
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Fish and Wildlife Service -- conducts research concerning
the safe use of chemicals to control-wildlife populations
and conducts a pesticide monitoring program. Enforcement
powers for use or nonuse of certain chemicals are limited to
Interior-held lands.

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

Office of Hazardous Materials--regulates the interstate
shipment of hazardous materials. None of its regulations are
directed specifically toward regulating hazardous materials
because of their carcinogenicity.

Federal Aviation Administration--regulates aerial appli-
cation of pesticides under standards set by EPA and conducts
some toxicological research involving such objectives as the
effects of certain chemicals on a pilot's ability to safely
operate his aircraft.

INDEPENDENT AGENCIES AND ORGANIZATIONS

Energy Research and Development Administration--conducts
long-term research to assess the risks associated -with radia-
tion and energy-kelated effluents.

National Academy of SciencesNational Research Council,
Committee on Toxicology, Advisory Center on Toxicology, pro-
vides expert opinion to sponsoring agencies on toxicological
problems and other related areas, such as carcinogen classi-
fication and testing.. The research is conducted through
literature searches and not actual experimentation.

National Science Foundation--conducts research regarding
the effects of contaminants on ecosystems, participating in
such programs as Research Applied to National Needs, Inter-
national Biological Program, and International Decade of Ocean
Exploration.

Smithsonian Institution--Registry of Tumors in Lower
Animals collects, records, and disseminates information re-
garding tumors in lower animals but conducts no toxicological
research.

World Health Organization--I rnational Agency for Re-
search on Cancer provides expert i ons on carcinogenesis
which are published in technical reports and monographs
evaluating the carcinogenic risk of chemicals to people.
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NCILIST OF KNOWN HUNAN CARCINOGENS
t

1. beta - naphthylamine 1, 19. tars 0
2. benzidine 1 , 20, pitches
3. .4- aminobiphenyl 21. asphalts
4. 4- nitrobiphenyl 22. cutting oils

.. 5. clornaphazine (bis-;2- 23. shale-oils
chloroethyl -2- 24. creosote oils
'naphthylamine) 25. high boiling pe-

6. mustard gas (bis , troleum oils
chloroethyl sulphide) 26. coke oven effluents .,

7. nickel carbonyl 27. various combustion products
8. diethtystilbestrol 28. betel nut (chewfilg)
9. bis (chlbromethyl) ether 29..- radium (note a)

10. vinyl chloride 30. thorotrast (note a)
11. aflatoxin 31. uranium ores (radon
12. asbestos and radon daughters)
13. arsenicals , 32. other radioactive
14. chromates materials (note a)
15. estrogenic compounds 33. auramine (note b)
16. tobacco f 34. magenta (note b)
17. tobacco smoke 35. isopropyl oil
18. soots 36. wood dusC(note b)

a/Carcinogenicity due to radiation.

b/Manufacturing exposure to these materials has been related
to cancer induction; the materials themselves may not be
carcino§enic.

The chemical substances and mixtuies that have been
. found to cause cancer in humans are listed above. For
hundreds of other substances which have been tested in the
laboratory, there, is evidence of carcinogenicity in rodents.
In some 'instances the evidence is strong; in others it is
barely fragmentary. o

,5 fc)
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DEPARTMENT OF MIAMI, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE.
PUBLIC HEALTH AR%10E
wenow.t. SOSITTOTIS OS OSASTO

DATE Septetter 11, 1975

themist, Office of the Associate Director for
carcirrgenesis, 312P, NCI ,

-
r1..nification of the Exposure flasaixi"Presented by Thirty-Six Chemicals andMixtiqs

' 4)::9

1. The thirty-six substances, which are on he List of Individual
`Chemicals and Mixtures that Have Been Found Co Cause Cancer in Ann by
Direct Observation of Exposed Populations. ciri-be separated into five
categories. These classifications give sore indication of the level
el exposure thread:which exists berths Allelic= population or some
segment of the general population. The five el.wrifications are:

Category Definition

I Controlled or restricted usage. Protection of the
population requires technical surveillance.

II Recognized as carcinogenic. Exposure is largely
voluntary.

III Implicated in hilman carcinogenesis by epidemiological
evidence. EXposure is poorly controlled inspite of
carciiiogenesis hazard.

IV Prescribed by Obysicians,or endogenous.

V Utilized in laboratory only:

2., The compounds and mixtures are categorized as follows:

Category I

beth,naphthylamine aflatoxin ,----

benzidine Asbestos
4-aminobihenyl arsenicals
4-nitrebiphenyl radium
nickel carbonyl thorotrast
dietbylstilbestercl uranium ores (radon and radon
bis(chlortmethyl)ether daughters) $

vinyl. chloride ,s,
other radioactive materials

.s/

(count 15)

4.1
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WWI=
tobacco woks

9E

Category II

betel nut (chewing)

(melt 3)

Category III

dualist:es 6trecebte oils
scats high bailing petroleum oils
tars coke an effluents
pitches various ccubustion products
asphalts wood dust
cutting oils attnedne
shale oils magenta

(count 14)

Category IV

estrogenic omocculds

APPENDIX VII

(count 1)

Category V

1 chlornsphasine (his-chlozo- mustard gas (bie-enlorcethyl sulphide)
ethyl-2-naphthylamine)

(cout 2)

Isopropyl Oil is no longer produced In significant quantities.

0241..e (Jo.,
Charles R Mummer, Ph.D.
Chemist, Office oqff the Asacciate

Director for Cdreinoceaia
Division bf Cancer Cause i Prevention
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PRINCIPAL OFFICIALS RESPONSIBLE FOR

ACTIVITIES DISCUSSED IN THIS REPORT

SECRETARY OF HEW:

Date appointed

*Aug.David Mathews 1975

ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR HEALTH:
Theodore Cooper May 1975

SURGEON GENERAL:
PaUl S. Ehrlich (acting) Jan. 1942

DIRECTOR, NIH:
Donald S. Fredrickson July 1975

DIRECTOR, NCI:
Frank J. Rauscher, Jr.

DIRECTOR, NIEHS:
b

May 1972

David P. Rall Mar. 1971

COMMISSIONER, FDA:
Alexander M. Schmidt July 1973

DIRECTOR, NIOSH:
John F. Finklea May 1975

SECRETARY OF LABOR:
W. J. Usery, Jr. Feb. 1976

ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR
OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH:

Morton Cbrn Nov. 1975

ADMINISTRATOR, EPA:
Russell E/1 Train Sept. 1973

CHAIRMAN, CPSC:
Richard O. Simpson May 1973



Public Poi* .

Chemicals and cancer
"Chemicals" and "cancer" are two word, that most chemists
hate to tee fintapoeed They believe, with Justification, that
the public at large interprets chemicals in this case as indus-
trial chemicals only and so gets the impression that the
chemical industry is responsible directly for most of the cancer
problenwin this country. 01 tourer, this is far from being the
case. As chemists point out constantly, everyllUng is chemical,
whether man-made or natural. Also, they stress that most
nascent are related to overall environmental factors and to the
way we livefor instance, to smoking and the food we eat, and
not to exposure to industrial chemicals.

However, the fact remains that a few industrial chemicals
have been shown to caws cancer in humans. And a growing
number are suspected of doing so. Hence, the issue of the re-
lationship between cancer and man-made chemicals is a le-
now and increasing one /or chemical makers as well as for both
the research conuruusity as it seeks way, to detect carcinogens
reliably and for a host of government agencies as they strive
for welt- founded protocols to contain or fulminate cancer
hasaFds.

In this special presintation.C&EN of /era two views of the
issue of chemicalsand cancerone from government,
industry. They were given at different times and at di erent
forums, hence they arenot meant to rebut each oth deed,
there is a fair amount of agreement between the But they
do represent somewhat different perceptions of hat needs
to be done.

Barbara Hackman Franklin has been a loner for the
Coruumeg, Product Safety Commission sines 1973. She is
serving a seven-year term. She calls for greater government
involvement in the cancer issue, believing that the current
efforts of government, industry, and others are "akin to 30

different acts being .performed simultaneowly at a three-ring
circus that locks a nngosast er."Slut apparently sees President
Carter as filling the ringmaster rote by "providing the lead-
ership for a strong, sustained, and coordinated national
commitment to bring the hoards down to sloe and to help
reduce the confusion and uncertaintyover cancer and them'
kale."

John F. Schmuta is assistant general counsel for Du Pont.
He colls for lifting acceptable exposure levels for chemicals.
For each chemical this would be the level at which it would be
reasonable to predict that no one would be likely to get cancer
or another chronic illneu. He thinks that the legislative basis
(or such an approach has been set by passage of the Taste
Substances Control Act and that success now depends on the
development of balanced regulations.

Commissioner Franklin is a 1962 graduate of Pennsylvania
State University. In 1961 she became one ol the first women,
to receive a master' degree from Harvard Business School. She
moved to Washington, D.C., in 1971, working for two years on
the White Howe staff where she was charged withlaunching
a program to recruit women to fill policy-making positions in
the federal government. She earlier had worked for Singer Co.
and for First National City Bank in New York City.

Schmuts Joined Du Pont in 1955 in the firm's Washington,
D.C., law office. He assumed his present position as assistant
general counsel in 1975. He graduated from Cornell University
in 1955 with a chemical engineering degree. He earned a J.D.
degree from Georgetown University law school in 1958.

The Franklin presentation was given last month in Los
Angeles at a meeting of the Town Hall of California Schmidt
presented his views late last year at the Natithal Symposium
on Chronic Hazards.

Cancer control: a bigger role for 'government
Barbara Hackman Franklin, Consumer Product Safety
Commission

The littlesunderstood, thorny dilemma of chemicals and cancir
may have devastating impact on \ millions of people. It Ii
problem increasingly central to bbiinesses. My contention is
thstme must find more rational, responsible ways to deal with
the issues in pretty short order.

In real-life twist to what was science fiction, some sub-
stances have surfaced u potential hazards not only to the en-
vironment but to human life as wall. The rallying cry is cancer,
the sLi-letter word that probably summons more dread and feat
in the minds of the American people than any other disease.
And with good reason. In the U.S., cancer is the second leadirig
cause of death. Among all developed nations, It ranks number
two. This year In the US. alone, some 900,000 new cases will be
diagnosed.

Looking &had, the situation may be no better. Indeed, It may
worsen, because of the long incubation period of the disease and
its inclination to strike middle-aged and older Americans, our
fastest growing population. Expectations are that we must deal

with high Incidence rates for years to home, even ileums (such
as those developed for many victims of Hcidgkin's disease and
childhood leukemia) were announced today. Eventually, ac-
cording to the American Cancer Society, one in every four of us
will develop cancer, and about two thirds of those who get it are
likely to die.

With this as background, it Is understandable whY, as na-
tion, we most make the bent possible efforts to get at the root

and to insist on better diagnopis, treatment,
and bilitation. Three successive Pmidente and Congress
have iced the Importance of this work. They have
boated, for example, the budget of the National Cancer In-
stitute, the"Pentagon" of this effort. from $180 minim in 1970
to $8I5 million this year.

It la an expensive proposition. The program is big, But the
stake. are high, too. And likes* many areas of public health and
safety that seem to cost a lot and rely heavily on research,
controversy mounts in direct proportion to the rats at which
conclusive answers and miraculous cures seem outside our
Veep.

One controversy is whether the strategy aimed more at cures
than st prevention Is lopsided. in view of accumulating evidence

Reproduced with the permission of the copyright holder, the American Chemical Society,
from Chemical and Engineering News, v. 56, Jan. 16, 1878: 34-39.
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(het cancensperluips es many MIMI to 00.. of themare
..inorlAr mental In orilin. ISO to lee an astonishing NUM
basil on the best utim441

What are environmental factors? They Include smoking,
alcohol comointplion, diet,esposure 141 filii1111011-.40111 a range
of chemicals and other substances. What does this mean? It
means that more and 111016, the concern la over potentially
danimum substances In air we breathe, the food we eat, the 4

products we use and the manufacturing pint 00000 we depend
upon. And, more and more, s target of the concern la chtml-

Cranberry scare slag Use (kit of many

, It wu the 1059 cienberry stare that flint around the public
consciousness about environmental hazard.. Others followed.
Con lanai hearings over peonage of the new Toxic Sub-
stances Control Act 'parker( some of the current debate. But
fai most Americana, it was the proposed ban on saccharin earlier
thie year. that brought- the message hem*. With President
Carter's recent signing of legislation'to delay the ban pending
the outcome of further testing, I believe we should taped even
more public attention.

Developments along this line are changing the thrust of the
Mille against cancer. The develppota are sending scientists
scurrying back torfbeir labs and Gryers back to law librarie".
They are prtakingsflongressional hearings and regulatory
proposals in t Federal Register et s ranirtolin, and are filling
the nation's newspaper columns and air waves With what cynics
call the "cancer of the week" syndrome. ' it

AMA* the board: chemicals and cancer are escaintidi into.
a major issue heeded toward s full-blown crisis. Public confu.
Ilion and the pressures on government and business "to do
something" are running at about 75 decibels. Will this situation
result in government snafu? Frankly, it is too soon to tell. But
it is not too early to make another prediction.

Asa nation, we must come to gri with all of the issues and
seek solutions thatinduatry can liv' with, government can' live
with, and most' importantly the Ame can people,can live with
If we don't, ere may well have bureaucratic snafu. But we will
have far more on our hands than that. We will he courting a

' nixie, even calamity whose consequences stretch far beyond
'the banks of thelPbtomac and into virtually every home. com-
munity, ancl,Woklace.. Why do I lay qp.s? Because what is at stake is the very real
passibility thetwe stand' n the threshold Of reducing the am-
'Mous threat ofc'ancer. At-the same time, we face the possibility
that havoc is et hand for the 8100 billion year chemical in-
dustry and for countless other industries that use chemical
compounds in 'w variety of wayswith &taints benefits tb4Consumers. .

The hard, dltality is that even this represents only the tip
of the iceber . neath the surface are technic.al, political, and
ethical qqastioris that are highly 'complex and intricate.

At our &grey lConsureer Product Safety Commission', the
' point has been, boldly underscored time and time again

throughout our first four years. With a staff of 890 and a 1140
. million budge( Co deal with kniore than chronic hazard., the

coniminsiot already ha. addred fluorocarbons, lead in paint,
vinyl thloredi, asbestos, acryrohitrile, benzene, and Tris.t? '''-,
Shuipwear'PrObtrn ittlil not resolvwes

fib, ,
iri. qui irrupt!. overthildren'esleepwear that particjilarly

illuStatei-thidifficulties. Some years ago, thefebteral govern-
ment centered that children's steepen: be rude flame retardant
to protrct children from serious burn injuries. So it was, with
the result.thet the severity of childhoOd burns has been reduced.

, Butxoncern suddenly arose with charges that Trim, one of the
' chemicals that indunry used to make children's aleepwear meet

the federal regulations.as carcinogenic. After presentation
of substantial evidence (including linking the results of long-
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range animal testa to human experience) and after serious
econu .11c, social, and legal considerations were weighed, the
commission banned Tris laid April.
`Today, the debate rages on. Inside the courtrooms and out

side, there are those whifinsintain too much was dune by the
government and those who complain of too little. Sonic object
to' the prIkedures followed. Others find fault-with the substance
of the ban; still others, with its implementation.

Judges still are wrestling with questions like these, In pro,
reeding under one section of the law in order to protect tons
sumers with minimum of delay, did the commission violate
the due process rights of producers? Brio, far Lack In the db.
tribution chain can the economic effect; of the ban be spread?
On Capitol Hill, companies involved in production of children's
eleepwear are seeking indemnity for financial losses suffered
when Tris was banned. Bills ere pending in the -House and
Senate.

There's more.
Close on the heels of Tris came allegstiothat Fyrol, one of

the substitutes some companies used in the wake of Tris, also
might be carcinogenic. One major retailer voluntarily removed
Fyrol. treated garments from the store shelves. After a public
hearing, study by OW staff, sad review of conflicting test results,
the commission determined that we lasted Bullicient evidence
to ban Fyrol or to require labeling. All the furor is taking its toll,
and to the extent the public is perpted or annoyed, it certainly
is understanylible.

The curtain has yet ter come dqwnion'the safety of flame -
retardant chemicals. As a result, it possible nor de.
sirable to write the final revinve,Ar is point, however, it is
clear that the drams, if note smash is well on Its way to
long-playing run. SO it goes, with Tris and many, many other
chemical hazards at the commission anq other agencies.

In fact, federal involvement with chemicals and cancer cuts
scion many agencies. Eight have principal regulatory and/or
research ruponsibility in this area, to the tune of about a billion
dollars, according to my roughostioatEs.

President Carter has asked the Council on Environmental
Quality to review the activities of the various agencies and to
make recommendations how they cats be done better. Our
communion, the Food & Drug Administration, the Environ-
mental Protectimik Agency, and the Occupational Safely 4
Health Administration also have agreed tq take hard look al
the way we regulate chemicals and how we cap work together
more closely. But as Lyndon Johnston said, "The hardest part
of government is not trying to do till. right thing; the hardest
part l knowing edict the right thing is."

"'s P4,
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Poe all the agenine, the 1114,0110 queetiort le whet dine con.
etilute adequate public protection? Then its other queen°.
fibuold Ilea be t1)1111114mcy on the ways mom.e move from

h termite to regulation? Oe will this always boil down to
II Casiby.cese situation within the frainewot k of each agency's
lime? Ili. du we Mime delay in the regulatory process yet
assure a solid basis for regulation, meaningful public partici.
patio., and adequate due ilocess? And another question. Du
federal agenda scrap coateinnefit thinking eltoistiter, ea some
suggest?

Simply banning a autotimers may II the one quick way out
nowbut it certainly is not an adequate or acceptable answer
over the long lerrn. For 'sample, do the benefits of omccharin
for people who are diabetic* outweigh the rink, amen? And
what shout the subelltutes for saccharin much NI itylitol? Are
they equally or More dangerous? Finally, what shout the Im-
pacts of a ban on bull. nil their employees?

My point is that lumina specific substance may indeed be
the proper approach. But other rectors most lie weighed
before decisions are made so that we don't dreadfully short-
chattye the public health and safety or cause unnecessary eco-
nomic upheaval.

Then there's the battle of the tests. Asa nation, we're short
on testa and testing protocols that are reliable, fast, and cheap.
Animal tests to determine tarcinugenicity can coat up to a
intoner of a million dollars each and can take years. A eanwhile,
the public health and safety is In limbo, governmen agencies
really cannot do much, and Industry's ability to m rket new,
beneficial chemicals can be hamstrung.

Some short-term testing is being used but ng6ne in or out of
government is certain just yet how conclusive it is as s basis for
regulation. Asa result, each agency has or is formulating Its own
testing guidelines and criteria. So is industry The consequences
can be chaotic.

As companies try to evalulte new chemicals on the theory
that safety should be tested in the lab end not in the environ-
ment, they find no uniform positionin theacientific, federal,
or business communities-on what tests should be conducted
and how the results should be interpreted. It can be especially
bewildering if two or more agencies are focusing on the same
chemicalor. as in the case of Fyrol, the same test is used but
conflicting results emerge. An her issue is threshold levels of
exposurein other words, Poin s below which carcinogenic
compounds may have no edverle ffects on human health.

If there were scientific canal or even consensus on what
these levet!, areor even if they existdecision makingsfor
regulators and business people would be easier. But such is not
the case, and the mere suggestion of it sends many of my sci-
entific (rigida up the welt One remdleis that the approach of
each agency differs, depending on the specific substance and
the provisions of the particular lay, which apply.

The proposed 10 on saccharin, for rumple, wes in accor-
dance with specific provision of FDA'. law, the Delaney clause,
which trigger. an automatic ban. The laws administered by the
Consumer Product Safety Commission, on the other hand, do
not contain Delaney-type prdvision. At our agency,'regulation
must follow a decision of a majority of th, commissioners that

substance presents an "unreasonable run" of injury, illness,
or death. t ..._

.

Effective course of action needed

When do we go from here' I only wish I could plot an eller
tivecoune of fiction which would matte sense for industry,
government, and most of ell, (or consumersthose who must
feel increasingly confused or cynical. And frankly, I'm hard
pressed to blame them

At the moment. reroducts whose benefits consumers have
enjoyed, sometimes for years. are headlined as hazards that may
be garrotes arotind their throats. At the slime time, they are
besieged with conflicting news reports that there is absolutely
no cause for concern. Is nothing safe any more, they salt' Are

ma victims of 11Verli11111111li111111111.by the media? Itypilelory
overkill or (m1401111? Industrial comminutes? is this the nor.
Annoy price we pay foe living In a highly Indintrialited soci-
ety? ,

I say to yoo emphatically that neither I nor any other single
'Individual, agency, tYmpany, or public interest group has
conclialve gnawers loan of the. question& The laminate much
too compile and irilerdependent and their impact too anions
to aspect that the answers artj the sole prerogative of any OHO

MID, organisation, or profession. But ths questions are good
di es, and they underscore the urgency and seriousnese of the
ci Renee of chemicals artsj.cantror before us all. Fultdsmentally,
this strikes at the heart of mytmajor concern.

It is that we In government seem to in talking lommuch to
oupeivea and too little with intinetry and consumers, whose
knowledge and clincerns may differor may be the same. The
point is that we're not sure. Industry, trio, Is cruising dung on
its own coursewithout full consideration ill the attitudes and
information of others. It's skin to 30 different acts bei nyher
formed simultaneously et three-ring circus which lucks
ringmaster.

Eventuallyor sooner I hope--we all must recognise thin
the heady problems with chemicals and cancer are truly shared
ones and that it serves the broad public interest to face them
squarely. So it goes with the solutions, if they ere to be sound,
equitable, and lasting. They, too, must reflect information and
involvement from many sources and in the final analysis, con-
ninon and compromise abhorrent though these words may
seen to some

This is why, in many public forums, I have called for wide,
open, and Bank discussion of the causes and control of cancer
It's essential that all segment, of the public he more adequgtely
informed and actiinly concerned and involved. Not met when
cancer strikes family member or friend Nut rust in reaction
to a specific regulet ry proposal And not lust when writing e
check to support ca car research and related activities, as im
portant as all of the e are.

President Carter mu t spearhead abort

The concern must go much deeper, and the pub. con-
niowness and understanding must he raised proportionate.
ly. .

This is why I repeatedly urged President Carter to provIde
the leadership fot strong, sustained, and coordinated national
commitmea't to bring the hazards down to size and to help re-
duce the confusion and uncertainty over cancer and chimicaLs.
With vigorous nipport from the White House. I believe we can
achieve it.--t-and head off the poasibility of a government
snafu.

The fleet major step needed was the egg,,the President
tookto a.sk an interagency group to conduct a study and make
recommendation. But much more miat be done. The next net)
urgently needed is serious discussion with the scientific, eca
demic. and medical communities; businese community; the
public and the federal agencies themselveebeginning now.
Together, ive m st explore the issues and suggeet sound strat-

ee deal wit them.
-'"'.---e--.11..iThit.'is why I will continue to urge formulation of national

policy on carcinogens with the weight of the White Howe be;
hind it.

Again, government must take the lead responalbility but the
policy must reflect the diverse concerns of thvublid. A policy,
developed in concert with the public. should articolate=so that
everybody will knowthe posture and program of the federal
government in this area and the guiding principles behind-it.

At minimum, I believe a policy must address issiies in-
cluding these: information needed to regulate cancer-causing
chemicals. the testa that should be used, how the results should
be interpreted, and (scion other than public health that should
be taken into account ).

A
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The loilicv Mold locogniso 1110 need lid Ileeibi III Y so Ihal
developing 40'1111111C kmlySlis last cats and au that the

hiel mem* tail parfolui the Hi...that Ill. Praidifent and
Congress 5111511 Moat III AI, SIVII s Iwliry HOW spelt
old the magnitude of the problem, the need for ailaittiate
4411101 protection mild for timely, intelligent, and informed at
Hon Iii acidity It I am, In ounce, urging support Ad more
governmental involvement

Hielorlially, Intense. haa reinstall the content ofgovernmentlittruaion and not without sound 'moil Hill with chemical.
and cancel, this Is not the response called for With this 1.1115
and the chime and high stales that !surround It, more federal
involvement is Inevitable soil should he welcomed, II it is fir
tional and !gnome's's.

For busbies', the Immediate challenge and I believe, theopportunity .1s to Mahe 4 serlotill nwunhuunl lo working with
guys lllll out We need clout. that serve the pee hit andare good tumulus before the chain rims its none red before
M (hot are made when ere ere no lolly. g *Berm.

Is
lives

there room for voluntary inititivu'.01 course (Ithiarll

mud ragitlathin In never the complete ;mower 'Chet was Ilia
Owls of the genie when Congrese mooted the Conaisiner l'ilehict
HaftstY Act and treated our agency Intl 44011 Inure ueyenllhi
when 141`/Ce Tout Iiishationsa Control it was coattail. The
spirit orroth, as l Imo Il, le that It is in the public Intermit nod
Industry's own otnitoinly telt Interval to talus soy ptaraUUunary
slap. needed before products are mat kstail, nut afietwattla

With certain chemical hatartb, however, the true vi flip lace
la precisely What theta "ptscatitionary steps" ars 'Fhb Is why,
at this 'mint, Mort governmental leadership Is nestled
ittsonssions triggered by the highest level of our govern.
mint --could tiring 'retentivity', direction, and viethility to the
need to control cantor A 'rationed policy would estalilith the
framework, lay the ground rules, and Milano. the rhyme com
tern; of minty federal agencies, indoetry, and the

Not all the eclentillc evidence to confirm or refute our ultat
fears is in But II semis to me that we know enough to know the
odds are Kodak( complacency or reluctance to work together

Can we reduce the uncertainty and broad any of Issue. to
cunttntin thninninattp from which total unanimity 'will

emerge' Maybe not The risks such that we most try

Chronic health hazards: a national challenge
John F Schmutz. Du Pont

Chronic health hazards are of concern to ins, my company.
oulustrl. and he nation Twenty five yearsego, two or three
chemicals were known to cams canter in men Today, the Or
cups tooled Safety & Health Administration regulates 17 as
potential carcinogens. and the National Institute fur Occupa
mural Safety & Health has a list of 2415 suspected materials.
We must move up eggressively to deal with the issueand we
are

We are now in the same statue with regard to chronic hazards
as we were with respect to air and Hater pollution control five
to I0 years ago Key laws have been enacted, and we are in the
process if developing policies and the bases for regulations
necessary to carry out the statutory authority From a policy
viewpoint, I feel we can draw from our prior experiences with
the environment in charting course which focuses our effort,
conserves our resources, and makes positive progress toward
s clean and healthful environment

Today, I would like to.
Provide perspective to chronic health Ward.
Macon the critical tunes, particularly acceptable risk.
Provide a suggestion as to how we might deal with those

lasses.

Because it is so personal to each of us, the question ofchronic
illness, particularly cancer, is one that is difficult to view in
perspective. The deep concern for those stricken leads us to
react emotionally rather than rationally. To manage chronic
health hazards effectively, they must be looked it by reasoned
approach, based on available facta. Let me give you a list of live
which help me frame the chronic health hazards tune with re-spect to chemicals.

First, chemicals are not necessarily "good"or "bad," "man-
made" or not. Almost everything in nature involves chemical..
Tp change from maa made materials to naturally based prod-
ucts does not avoid chemicals Food ie as much an organic
chemical as s plastic sheet or a solvent.

Second, chemical carcinogens and other chemical chronic
health hazards are not necessarily man -made Asbestos, which
helped untiate the focus on chronic health hazards, ia a chemicaland naturally occurring carcinogen. Peanuts and grains fro
quently contain traces of aflatosin,. potent carcinogen formed
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by a corionon mold CharcualATiled steaks contain benznpv
rene, a carcinogen

'fiord, many chemicals essential health in small quantities
are highly toxic in larger quantities We would die without see,
manganese. copper, molybdenum, selenium, chromium. fluo-
rine, silicon, nickel, tin, vanadium, polasaiumi and many others
that alsitahave severe acute and chronic toxicity in larger
amounts For example, nickel and selenium in some forms are
carcinogens.

Fourth, the Incidence of cancer is not rapidly increasing. If
the Meru of cigarette smoking are excluded and statisticsare
age adjusted, cancer incidence and cancer deaths per unit of
population have remained shout constant over the pall 25
years.

Fifth, the statement that PO to 10% of cancers are environ-
mentally caused does not mean that BO to 90% of cancers are
caused by Industry. Environment in this sense includes not only
the air we breathe and water we drink, but our diet and all ele.
menu of our life style, at home and elsewhere, on and off the
job. "Environment" does not equal industry. The major causes
of environmental cancer are smoking and diet. Reliable experts
estimate that 5% or less of cancer is industrially related.That
number includes known hazards such as asbestos, ti-nsph
thylamine. and others now well under control.

InClutIrIalaleMICalli pad 01 prebleM

In summary, health hazards are a national problem resulting
from a variety of causes of which industrial chemicals are only
a part. Let me hasten to add that because of the human suf,
fering involved, industrial chronic health hazards are a major
concern to industry. However, industrial hazards are far from
being the principal cause of chronic illnesses.

Why then the focus on industry? This brings me to my second
topicthe need to define the issues. Cancer is an immediate,
readily identifiable, and emotional issue in all our byte. All of
us have had relatives who have died from it. Also, tragic events
in the past several years have focused on several instances where
cancer or other urious chronic illnesses have been caused by
industry-related chemicals. This has led to a tendency to as-
sume that if an industrial chemical it present in the environ-
ment, it is Warmful Emotionally. we are prone to consider a
man -made chemical found in the environment as more *army..
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Ulan s naturally occurring chemical found (hare in the same or
larger rpiantitna.

Enormoto strides In the detection or chesulcais in our govt.
rooming also have helped fucus attention on the many chiral-

_cats to which workers have been exposed over long periods.
During the past Ova years, our techniques for detecting c hem-
kale have Increased greatly. In wined, for example, accuracy of
detection hie progressed from ports per million to parts per
billionfrom drops per 100 gal to drops per WO thousand
gal.

The rapid evolution in toxicology and epidemiology in pin-
pointing hazards over the past 20 yams also ha made it difficult
to segregate the events of today from the events of many year*
ago. Cancer and other chronic Monne diagnosed today often
have mulled from exposure of many years ago when hazards
were unknown and practices were frdifferent

Judging the work ;fraction of 20 years ago by the increased
knowledge and more informed standards of today often le not
constructive. Let me note one of Du Pants experiences in this
regard.

More than 20 years ago, Du Pont establisher] system to
collect morbidity and mortality data. Its purpose was to provide
one check among many on the exposure of our workers to
chronic health hazards. In the past several years, the cancer
registry part of this epidemiology program has been examined
in depth by government It was one of the few available to ex-
amine. In voluntarily submitting data from it, we ourselves have
pointedont deficiencies in our registrydefIciencies not unique
to our sYstem. Yet, focus from some sources on shortcomings
has unfortunately masked the fact that it is unique and pi-
oneering effort and contribution to the health of our
employees. There is an emotional conditioning to Comm on the
negative, rather than the positive.

' I think there also is some element of frustration caused by
the very nature of chronic hazards. In most things, we are able
to sat improvement in response to our positive actions. Fish are
returning to the water. People can swim again in water' pre-
viouely polluted. There is reduced smog end air pollution. But
with chronic hazards exposures of many years ago may cause
illneues today and possibly will for years to come. This results
of today's control are not yet apparent.

That frustration increases the preesure to "do something"
and feeds the desire to mandate uniform technology-forcing
control at "absolutely" safe level& I submit, however, that that
'approach will not wive the problem of chronic hazards nor in
it in the national interest.

Because of 'the foregoing, there is critical need to attempt

to !ling 11144CliVily Willy Woe III chionla bacilli hoards end
to (01,11411pollY1114i I 1141111V4 lo he the ci libel Isola an amain,
olds level of flail.

Vim thill Of 4411) 4111441114 le neither lichnh ally 1..41144, OM,
1011114 11144411111104, 144441,1, For 44411114 II W41111.111.1t 114
p441411110 to get11144 the 'immure to a Naomi* elietnleal lo MO
In e plaid or lit products made from thellnalerial, Industrial
expoeuremorld be mimed Ma level above WO at which Celicof
would not ba espectml, There may he Ito timid from minute
quantities of reeldital tooltionsi Ina poily144f, Ind. 14c11111c411Y,
the quantity of minimum could not lw taro.

, The *Wichita aroma of your Thanksgiving turkey 14 In pert
' caused by acrolein, a highly halo chemical. That delectable

picnicpilled nisei mullein, benropyrene, a carcinogen. Are we
going 10 Op all turkeys for Thanksalying or outdoor grille? Are
we going Miran peanuts? Thee would Ira the consequences of
um risk,

In speaking deur *Weldable risk, lent not talking a Iiiiii those
situations lit which It io known that the level and duration of
aspoeure would be likely to cam 1101116 people to contract a
chronic Illness Whet I am talking aboutis acceptina a level of
risk at which it la unlikely that anyone will beconie chronically
ill but at which one cannot prove whether or not there is 1104
safety. It means living with reasonable assurance of safety and
acceptable uhnortainty.

Congress has accepted that uncertainty. The I louse report
of the Tule gibe coo Control Act states, "The committee.ii.p.A
. limit., . !orator to taking action only on untie

so Us cause to do otherwise assume' that rink -free
society is Wait able, an assumption that the committee does
not make." , -,

Note that mow years ago the concept of acceptable rink was
adopted In handling radiation, The risk of z nye legenstally
accepted. The nuclear power Industry 14 regulated on that
premise.

The concepts of taro exposure and zero risk Ignore another
pointthe many pointy, benefits of chemical products. They
ignore the fact that thou products have become essential to our
health and safety as well as our comfort and convenience. They
ignore the many jobs made possible by chemicals. They ignore
the many socially beneficial reunite obtained with taxes gen-
anted by the manufacture of products made from them.

U.440441114 14vels of rail mull be set

How is tit acceptable level of risk set? I would start with the
fact that the effect of carcinogens and other chronic health
hazards n related to due and period of exposure. Considering
level and duration of exposure, those condition. should be found
under which no effect is observed. ,Then substantial margin
of ufetrehould be applied by further reducing the level and
duration of exposure. Let me add, however, that a necessary
element of this approach is full discloture of all known signifi-
cant hazards to all those accepting the risk.

It follows from the concept of acceptable risk, that use of a
rigid guideline of control to the lowest level feasible is inap-
propriate, unlit as an interim measure. With a potent car-
cinogen, for Mitch no-effect level ha not been established,,
lowest level feasible may present an unacceptable risk if it is
continued over a prolonged period. In such case, use of the
carcinogen should be discontinued if a no-effect level cannot
be eniblished. In other cases, control to the lowest level feasible
may unneceisarily waste jobs as well as. capital, energy, and
other resource&

Duration of 'spawn, as well as level, is important. Control
tbe level while further data are gathered may provide reason-
able usunince of safety and acceptable uncertainty. Prolonged
exposure at that level may beunataptable.

I can-well sympathize with the regulators' frustration at ex-
tended proceedings and the delay involved in product.by-
product approach. I agree that factors such as oncogenicity vex
carcinogenicity and screening tests are subject to policy deci-
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Tire condition precedent to eound regulation Is an adequate
and balanced legislative base. With the paossge of the Tour
Substances Control Act, which was generally supported hy in-
du.try, that base has been provided We can all thank Con-
gressman Bribi Eckhardt for hr. effvrtn that made that l.gi,'
hation poasible. Now .ucce.s of its implementation will depend
critically on balanced regulation

An Interagency Regulatory Liaison Group, representing the
Copsumer Product Safety Commission, the Environmental
Peotection Agency, the Food & Drug Administration, and
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'animal stouly
The level sod duration uif control, not the means theneulf,

shlul,lih Ii. rif primary cruncern 'the mean. u.f contri,l ,h,urtld be
practical crumhn,netinin of engineering c,uotrnula to the astarlt

technically .nni ecrni,mlc.tly ieaaiiile erigmented by .ilmious.
tratine control, and pensiinah protective .qulpmeol as nec.,.

Fourth, an .ccepiabl. risk level shoulnh hi defined as-quIckly
as poaslble Acceptable nu,k should be based on a ,uii,nble r:'
duc(ion (corn the obeerved no-etf.ct level in animaln, aplde-
mloliugy stuuhles, or their equivalent. Functionally, the accept.
slile risk level would boa level at which It would he reasonable
tn tureilict that no one wonulul Ife likely to gel cancer or another
chonoic illoens from the chemicaL In making this d.terrninatloo.
it mrlsl ha recuugirioenl that one corzhd not prone, non is it ptuaalhln
to aver prove. thaI some uniquely senaitive person could not get
cancer

Fifth and hln.ily. there ahould he cnntroh to the sceeptahle
espvaune level If entended testing I. required to deterunnine that
level, we should cuuotInne control to the lowest level feasible, If
an acceptable rush level cannot be determined and the product
cannot be made and sand safely, then the operation ahould be
di.continned.

It will he. challenge ton Industry, labor, the government, and
the public to murk together objro'linely ye chronic hszardn. But
the stake, are high sod we must do it Our mistaken and euc.
cessna will not be meseured (on many years. In the interim
while we are bard .t work finding and redocing the hsoards
good lndgrnenl. objectivity, sod iv acceptance of the fact th.t
life cannot be made risk-tee, must tide us oven 0
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in the areas of setting priorities, "chronic hazard" management, agent
independence, and public participation. Two lessons drawn are .ghat th re
is -a pressing need for the classification of hazards and for a defensible
assignment of priorities- and that -little is known-about how to give the
public an effective voice in bureaucratic decisions.-
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Byington, S. John. Public regulation of consumer pro8ucts and product 110111

ity the interface. Forum, v. 14, fall 19781 327-338.

Former chairman of the Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC)
examines new initiatives for prodUct hazavd data collection, the defini-
tion of defect for the purpose of tort liability versus the purpose of
reportihg to the CPSC, the confidentiality of manufacturers' reports and
how-the effect of compliance and noncompliance with CPSC actions relates

to product liability.

Clark, Timothy S. New approathes to regulat,gry refori- letting the'market do

the job. National journal, v. 1/, Aug.°11, 1979: 1316-1322.

Discusses new regulatory techniques that allow alternative solutions
and less burdensome'ways of meeting regulatory goals in air pollution,
orker safety, product safety and other areas.

Demlwvich, Linda B. King and her court at the Consumer Product Safety Commis-

sion. National journal, v. 10, Oct. 28, 1978: 1732-1733,

"Susan B. King, the commission's new head, believes in government
regulation, and she is determined to improve her agency's reputation."
Contains excerpts from an Oct. 17 interview.

"Epstein, Samuel S., and Richard D. Grundy, editors. The legislation of product

safety. Cambridge, Mass., MIT Press, 1974. 2 v.

T55.3.H3E67 604.7

Feinberg, Judy. Consumerproduct safety: the current record of administrative

interpretation. Federal Bar journal, v. 37, spring-summer 1978: 56-75.

Article reviews the administration of product safety legislation by

the Consumer Product Safety Commission: Notes prolAvs of undue delay in
enforcement and an insufficient number of standards. ,Suggests combining
the remedial powers under the various product safety acts.

° Feldman, LauEence P. The Consumer Product Safety Commission: benefit or boon-

doggle? Journal of consumer affairs, v. 11, wipter 1977: 25-42.

The author "evaluates the Commisplons performance, examining both the
sources of CommiselPn's regulatory problems and the extent to which recent

amendments to the Consumer Product Safety,Act will ameliorate these prob-

lems. Alternative approaches to the regulation of consumer product safety

are suggested." Finds that "the outlook for more thanmarginal improve-
'

ment in performan5a on the part of the Commission is. not great."-

qrabowski, Henry G., and John M. Vernon. Consumer product safety regulation.

Aterican economid review, v. 68, May 1978: 284 -289.

"Whilq it is still too early to evaluate conclusively the recent wave
of consumer.product safety regulation, the evidencegthus far indicates that

serious resource misallocation is taking place and is liMely to continOe.

The regulators of product safety tend to rely splely on direct controls

(product bane and standards) apd to be concerned with the benefits only,

as Aeasured in the number of lives raved and adiidents avoided,.

They igpor ,
often intentionally, the costs of their controls.

"Unless thi 'safety imperative' approach to regul4iion is changed,

544
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the problems of resource misallocation will multiply over time as regula-
tory controls are extended td several additional product classes."

Ouzzardi, Walter, Jr. The mindless pursuit of safety. Fortune, v. 99, Apr. 9,
1979: 54-561 58, 60, 62, 64.

Examines activities of some U.S. agencies-with product recall powers
. (the NHTBA, EPA, FTC, CPSC, FDA and others). Believes that requirements
imposed on manufacturers have become too onerous, and that the incentives to
avoid accidents should be distributed "more sensibly" between consumer and
manufacturer.

Herrington, Alvin D. Products liability: model proposals for legislative
reform. Journal of air lad.: and commerce, v. 43, no. 2, 1977: 221-244.

Article says that "the pendulum of products liability law has swung
too far in favor of the plaintiffs and against the manufacturers and sel-

.lers." The author discusses the legislative reforms he believes are neces-
'eery to restore the proper balance to the law of products liability includ-
ing placing more responsibility on the user or consumer of the product.

Hutt', Peter Barton. Balanced government regulation of consumer products. Food
drug cosmetic law journal, v. 31, Nov. 1976: 592-604.

This paper . . dealls] broadly with the question of how government
regulation of consumer products can be controlled to preAnt either indif-
ference to genuine problems or unnecessary overregulation. It . . .

briefly examine[s] the rationale for and mechanisms of government regula-
tion'and review[s) possible ways of achieving control of agencies in order
to assure balanced regulatory activities."

The impact of Federal regulation. Challenge, v. 19, Nov.-Dec. 1976: 34-52.
Contents.--Consumer product safety, by R. Grundy.--Issues in safety

and health regulation, by R. Smith.- - Regulating work hazards: what should
OSHA's role be?! by R. Settle.--Regulating occupational health and safety:
the real issues, by N. Ashfbrd. -- Recent developments in the regulation of
electric utilities, by A. Kahn.--Transportation regulation, by J. Meyer.- -
The regulation of telecommunications: Pandora's telephone box,'by L.
Waverman.--Deregulating the brokerage industry, by H. Mann.--Bank regula-
tion at the Federal level, by W. Proxmire.

Kurtz, Howie. Federal regulation--too little: the Consumer Product Safety
Commission and asbestos. Washington monthly, v. 6, Dec. 1977: 28-31.

Criticizes the Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) and its
unaggressive approach to'teducing death and injury to consumers resulting
from unsafe products. Specifically cites the CPSC's lack of action in
formulating regulations and guidelines for the use of asbestos in products.

lfifilytle, Rayford P., Jr. New dimensions for quality and product safety. Atlanta
40conomic review, v. 26, May-June 1976: 24-27.

Indicates that business most consider instituting "a well- defined
program to make certain that all echelons to the business are aware of the
new concept of strict liabilty, recent decisions of the courts, the Con-
sumer Product Safety Act, consumer attitudes, and the potential impact of
all of this on their business."
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Levy, Robert, apd Mark Levenson. A record yeit for recalls. Dun's review,
4

.

Ve 1f3 ,) an. 1979: 28,,30-34. ,

4 government-is getting tougher on product safety, and liability
suit awards are soaring. One expert sees the number of product recalls
growing at a 10Z-to.451 annual clip. N

4"

-Lipstein, Robert A. ProMoting product-quality information: a proposed limited
antitrust exemption for producers. Stanfotd law review, v. 30= Feb. 1978:
563-598. C.

Comment ,Erces "a blueprint for a model trade association whose
testing activiti s would receive a limited antitrust exemption. Such ap
exemption would assure the relatively efficient flow of product-quality
information while protecting the consumers' interest in competitive
markets."

Lowrance, William W. Of acceptable risk:; science and the determination of
safety. Los Altos, Calif., William Kaufmann [19771 180 p.

Author explores the underlying concept of risk and consumer safety
and the decision-making process which leads to determining the nature and
magnitude of the risk.

Massachusetts Institute of Tedhqprogy.
fits of environmental, health, and
Committee on Governmental Affairs,
Govt. Print. Off., 1980. IOU p.

At head of title: 96th Cong.
Bibliography; pp. 59-91.

Center for Policy Alternatives. Bene-
safety regulation. Prepared for the
United States Senate. Washington, U.S.

2d seas. Committee print.

Miller, James C., III, and Bruce Yand5, editors. Benefit-cost analyses of
social egulation: case studies from the Council en Wage and Price Stabil-.
ity. Waahington, American Enterprise Institute for Public Policy Research
1791 171 p. (American Enterprise Institute for Public Policy Research.
I studies 231)

Examines the benefits and costs of various regulatory programs dealing
with safety, hqalth, and the environment. The case studies collected were
inspired by effslyte of the0ord administration's Council on Wage and Price
Stability to determine whether proposed regulations are worthwhile.

Owenyruce M., and RonalOaraeutigam. ' The regulation game: strategic use of
he administrative process.' Cambridge, Mass.:Ballinger Pub. Co., c197
271 p. o 1W3016.04709 338.973

tars, George A. Product liability. and safety. Washington, coiner Publica-
tions, c1971. 334 p. KF1296.P45 346.73038

Schulberg, Francine. United States export of products banned for domestic use.
Harvard \international law journal, v. 20, spring 1979: 331-383.

Cominent illustrates the complexities of establishing a uniform export
policy, examines how various statutes regulating drugs, pesticides, chemi-
cals,and consumer products affect exports of domestically_banned products,
contends that the presentapproach is inadequate, and Outlines the scope of

59E;
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U.S. reapOneibilliy to provide safeguards to the p$fc sera of T.S. prod-

ucts.

,

k

mdts. Suggests a policy "whiqb would reduce, tn.' risla.spf hazardous,dxports .-
while periaitting each nation to make its own inforkadAecision on domestic
health and environmedaI standards."

Smith,:Betty F.,, any Rachel Dardis.'' Coat bedeiit.14 eof-consumer product

feiy. standards. Journal of consumer aftair4,-ir. ).1, summer 1977: 34-46.

1 "This paper investigates the role of cOktienefit a'nal'ysis in evaln-
47atfng consumer product safety standards abli3p4lys [sic] such analysis to-,
an evaluation of flammability standardsfor children's sleepwear. ., r .

Cost-benefit ratids ranged from 0.63 to o.py abshming that the standard
provided 100% protection." r

.

A
Soman, Shirley Camper. Let's step destroyi6g

kr
our children.

thorn Books, 1974. ,274 p. HQ792.U5S65

IL )
NewlOrk, Haw -

(.614.8.614.8

U.S. Congress. House. Committee on Government Operations. Commerce, Con-

sumer, and Monetary Affairs Subcommittee. Consumer Product Safety Com-
mission's ban on Tris. Hearings, 95th Cong., let seas. Apr. 4 and May 17,
1917. 'Washington., U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1977. 404 p.

US."tCongress. House. Committee on Interstate and Foreigntommerce.
Eton of selected acts within the jurisdiction of the Committee on
Hulce and loreign CommerceVol:Zits( IV: Consgmet Protection Law.
ton, U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1978. 251, 47p.

At had of title: 95th Cong., seas. Committee print 95-41.
N

AncludingFederal Hazardous Su tances Act; Fair Packaging an[! Label-
1fig Acti Poison Prevention Packagilu Acct; Flammable Fabrics Act; Consumer ,

Product Safety Act; FedeFal Caustic Poison Act; Magnuson-Moss Warranty--
Federii? Trade Commission Improvement Act; Federal Trade Commission Acts
Moto'? Vehicle Information and Cost Savings Act; Notional Traffic and Motor

trVehicle -Safety Act of 1966; Refrigerator Safety Act.

U.S. Congress. Hguse7111%ommittee on Interstae and'Foreign Commerce. Subcom-

mittee on 04ersiett and Investigations. Consumer Produce Safety Commis-
sion-- oversight: Meal-Inge befqre the Subcommittee on Oversight and Inves-
tigations and the Subcommittee on Consumer Protection and Finance of the
Committee og Interstate and Foreign amerce, House'of Representatives,
9.5th CongrAs, 1st !lease, Washington, U.S.. Govt. Print. Off., 1977. 935

-SeCial no. 95-52- ...---

7 Heeiiings held Sept. 26 Co Oct. 3, 1977.

Compile-
Inter-
Washing-

p.

U.S. Congt4ss.'.1iouse. .Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce. Subcom,

mfttee on'.Oversight and Investigations. Federal regulation and regulatory

reform; ,report. Washington, U.S. Govt. Prinit. Off., 1976. 749 p.

At head of title: j94th Cong., 2d seas:] Subcommittee print,'

-;i°

U.S. Congress.. Senate. Committee on Governmental Affairs. Study on Federal:

regulation. Prepared pursuant to S. Res. 71 to authOrize a study of the

purpose and current effectiveness of certain Federal agencies. Washington,

U.S. Govt. Print., utf., 1977. 352 p. Volume V--gegulatory organization.

At head of title: 95th Cong., 1st seas. Committee print.

36'
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s

Partial contents.--The independent status of the regulatory commis-
sions.--Coordinatioi of regulatory programs. Food regulation.--Transpor-
tation regulation.--Banking regulation.--Antitrust enforcement.--Energy
regulation.--Health and safety regulation.

Also issued as 95th Cong., 2d-sess. Senate. Document no. 95-91.

U.S. General Accounting Office. The Consumer Product Safety Commission,
should act more promptly to protect the public from hazardous products:
-report by the Comptroller General of the United States. [Washington],

t 1976- 40 p.
"HRD-78-122, June 1, 1978"

U.S. Library of Congress. Congressional Research Service. Resolved: that

the Federal Government should significantly strengthen the guarantee of
1 consumer product safety required of manufacturers:'-selected excerpts and

referencet relating to intercollegiate debate topic for 1976-1977, pur-
suant to Public Law 88-246. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print., Off., 1976.

298 p. (94th Cong., 2d sees. House. Document no. 94-656)

C. DEBATE PROPOSITION TWO - -RESOLVED THAT, THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT SHOULD
ESTABLISH UNIFORM STANDARDS FOR THE REGULATION OF COMMERCIAL
ADVERTISING

Advertising end society. Yale Broyen, ed.; with a foreword by Harold Gpnaen.

New York, New York University Press, 1974. 189 p. (The key issues lec-

ture series) HF5827.A36 301.161

Advertising, management, and society; a busineati point of view. Francesco M.

Nicosia, ed. New York, McGraw-Hill, 1974. 386 p.
HF5813.U6N52 659.10973

Brengle, John E. Acce7: the poor to basic economic needs: a new concern

in Freedom of speech decisions. Indiana law journal, v. 54, fall 1978:

83-94.
"The Supreme-Court has recently expanded\z111: right of consumers to

receive relevant product information by4p4ling at 'commercial speech,'
information thot,concerns only financial transactions, is protected by the
fiftst amendment." Comment examines the ways in which the.Court's concern
for the poor's access to basic needs has been evidenced in the proles-

. atonal advertising cases and how it may affect future decisions.

Butters, Gerard R. A survey of advertising and market structure. American

economic review, v. 66, May 1976: 392-397.

Discusses the relationship between advertising, concentration, and
profitability. Also examines the role of advertising in informing con-
sumers about the existence of individual producerfand the prices of their
products.

en.
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Can't get enough of that sugar crisp: the First Amendment right to advertise
to children. New York Universtiy law review, v. 54, June 1979: 561-599.

Comment "examines the Proposed ban on children's advertising in light
of recent developments in the constitutional doctrine of commercial tree
speech. It concludes that the proposed regulations are overly broad and,
therefore, unconstitutional."

Conklin, John E. "Illegal but not criminal." Englewiod Cliffs, N.J.,
Prentice-Hall [1977] 153 p.

Examines "the naive and dangerous attitudes that permit consumer
fraud, false advertising, and a host of other 'clean crimes,' from tax,
stink, and securities fraud to embezzlement and bribery." o

Culkin, John. Selling to children: fair play in TV commercials. Hastings
Center report, v. 8, June 1978: 7-9.

Focuses on the debate between advertilers and public-interest groups
on the issue of TV advertising aimed at children. Argues that the battle
is so unequal that federal regulatory agencies have a responsibility to
act on behalf of the interests of children and parents."

Demkovich, Linda E. Pulling the sweet tooth of children TV advertising.
National juprnal, v. 10, Jan. 7, 1978: 24-26.

"The Federal Trade, Commission is trying to decide how much protection
children need from the advertisements they see on television. Critics say ,
the ads for sugary cereals and other products shouldn't be shown to chil-
dren, but the industry says the critics are off base. The FTC may decide
this month what it will do atiout the complaints.-

Fairness and unfairness in television product advertising. Michigan law review,
v. 76, Jan. 1978: 498-550.

Article sketches some findings on the impact Of television advertis-
ing; examines how the FCC (via the fairness doctrine) and the FTC (via
deceptive advertising regulation) -could provide Cor the effective presen-
tation of contrasting points of view on controversial issues implicitly
or explicitly raised by television product advertising, could ensure that
the implicit messages of such advertisements are.delivered fairly and with-
out deception, and could counter the adverse effects of such advertising;"
and considers constitutional limits on regulatory action.

A Farber, Daniel A. Commercial speech and First Amendment theory. Northilestern
University law review, v. 74, Oct. 1979: 372-408.

Article proposes a bifurcated approach to commercial speech cases: a
relatively lenient test (the O'Brien test) should be used for State regula-
tion based on the contractual nature of the speech (e.g. misrepresenta-
tion). But in other cases, as where State regulation restricts the flow
of information, the general First Amendment speech tests should apply.

Fohr, Bruce. War: FTC vs. advertisers. Columbia, School of Journalism,
University of Missouri, 1976. 6 p. (Missouri. University. Freedom of
Information Center. Report no. 355)

"The antagonism between the advertising industry and the Federal
Trade Commission is increasing as members of the industry are balking at

11,
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the commission's latest regulation 'tactics.' Advertisers call it over-regulation and say the situation
has reached the point of warfare.."

Kramqr, Albert H., and Wesley J. Liebeler. Marcontan problems, trItetleigianremedies: evaluating the multiple-sensory
experilence ad On the double-

spaced, typewritten page.
Federal communications law journal, v. 3U,winter 1977: 35-46.

Authors debate the extent te\which
advertising should be regulated.

Kramer contends that not only thOvords but also the *sensory experience"projected by ads should be examined for misleading impressions. Liebeleragrees that deceptiveness should be
eliminated, but feels that much ofKramer's argument is based on disapproval of consumer spending decisionsrather than on deceptive ads. v

Legal\advertising ushrs in a new era for the bar. New England business, v. 1,Feb. 1, 1979: 17-19.

Focusing on'ale New England
area, consiAers the impact of the recentSupreme Court decision which "struck down rules banning advertising bylawyers." Discusses deliberations by the Massachusetts Supreme JudicialCourt on "whether electronic mega-radio and television-advertising willbe permitted."

Luebke, Barbara F. The commercial speech doctrine.
Columbia, School of Jour-

, nalism, University of Missouri, 1977. 6 p. (Missouri. University.Freedom of Information Center. Report no. 372)
"The author reports on the legal status of commercial speech, fromthe Supreme Court's 1942 ruling in the Chrestensen case, to the 1975

.Bigelow decision. The report indicates confusion and inconsistency in thecourts, marked by rulings which have ranged from acknowledging no consti-tutional protection, to those according full First Amendment protection."

McChesney, Fred S., and Timnthy J. Muria. 'The effect of advertising on thequality of legal services. American Bar Association journal, v. 65, Oct.1979: 1503-1506.

Argues that "when lawyer advertising
leads to lower prices, it neednot result in a loss of quality.

In fact, quality may be enhanced."

McKie,1James W. Advertising and social responsibility. Society, v. 16,Mar.-Apr. 1979: 39-43.
Sketches the controversies

concerning the effect of advertising onconsumer preferences and whether advertising
confers monopoly power on theseller. Doubts the value of government

regulation of advertising, since
"everything that makes a 'socially

optimum' advertising policy difficult
for the responsible firm would also create difficulties for governmentregulation."

Metzger, Michael B., and Barry S. Roberts. The new commercial speech doctrine.
MSU buAness topics, v. 27, spring 1979: 17-23.

Examines legal cases regarding
advertising and finds "the advent of

commercial speech doctrine extending the protection of the First Amend-
ment's freedom of speech to previously unprotected advertising language."

0
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(
Mongoven, James F. Advertising as a barrier to entry: structure and perfor-

mance in the soft-drink industry. Antitrust law 6 economic review, v. 8,

no. 1, 076: 93-101.
Says that for the soft-drink industry "concentration is now high,

entry into the national market has stopped completely, and consumer prices

for soft drinks are substantially above the competitive level. Large-scale

advertising has once more taken its toll, converting what might have been

a highly competitive American industry into a tightly oligopolistic one

that serves the public poorly."

Pttofsky, Robert.' Beyond Nader: consumer protection and the regulation of

advertising. Harvard law review, v. 90,-Feb. /977: 661-701.

Article "examines the economic and legal justifications for ad regu-

s Lation, suggests the contours of a consumer-oriented regulatory program,

and assesses recent departures from traditional ad regulation by the

evderal Trade Commission."

Roberts, Barry S. Toward a general try of commercial speech and the First

Amendment. Ohio State law journal, v. 40, no. 1, 1919: 115-152.

Article surveys recent Supreme Court decisions which have eliminated

the doctrine that commercial speech is wholly outside the protection of the

first amendment (in other words, that it is really 'nonspeech'), and in its

place have established the principle that speech that does no more than 4(

propose a commercial transaction is entitled to a 'lesser degree' of con-

stitutional problem. . . .
Although this modified doctrine is well-suited

to commercial speech, its
appropriateness for other areas is highly

questionable.-

Skitol, Robert A. The defense of a false advertising case. Food drug cosme-

tic law journal, v. 33, Feb. 1978: 48-58.

Article discusses the Federal Trade Commission's requriement of a

"reasonable basis" of substantiation for claims wide in advertisements.

Critiques the case-by-case approach of the Commission and concludes that

"it is hard to devise an effective
advertisement immune from some risk of

an FTC 'reasonable basis' complaint; it is hard to mount an effective

defense when such a complaint is issued; and it is hard to negotiate a

settlement.-

Swagler, Roger M. Consumers and the market; an introductory analysis. 2d ed.

Lexington, Mass., U. C. Heath, 1979. 336 p.
HC110.C63594 1979 381.3

Thompson, Mayo J. Government regulation of advertising: killing the consumer

in order to -save- him. Antitrust law & economics review, v. 8, no. 1,

1976: 81-92.
Maintains that the regulation of advertising is not in fact designed

to maximize the economic well-being of consumers.
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Trauth, Denise M., and John L. Huffman. New U.S. Supreme Cou5t philosophy on
advertising faces opposition. Journalism quarterly, v. 56, autumn 1979:
540 -545.

Contend that the "court ruling in two cases that commercial advertis-
ing has First Amendment protection is in conflict with actions of bgehcies
on behalf of consumers."

U.S. Congress. House. Committee 4'9oveviment Operations. Federal Trade
Commission oversight rulemaking, advertising, and consumer access; fourth`h°
report teue'ther with additional views. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off.,
1977. 107 p. (95th Cong., 1st sess. House. Report no. 95-471)

U.S. Congress. Senate. Committee on CoMmerce, Science, and Transportation.
Subcommittee for Consumers. Oversight of the Federal Trade Commission.
Hearings, 96th Cong., 1st Bess. Washington, U .5 : Govt. Print. Rff , 1979.
808 p.

"Serial no. 96-69"
Hearings held Sept. 18-Oct. 10, 1979.

Wright, John Sherman, and John E. Mertes, compilers. Advertising's role in
society. St. Paul, West Pub. Co., 1974. 501 p.

HF5821.W74 659.1

D. DEBATE PROPOSITION\HREE--RESOLVED THAT, THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT SHOULD
ESTABLISH UNIFORM STANDARDS FOR TESTING AND MARKETING ALL PRODUCTS WITH
POTENTIALLY CARCINOGENIC EFFECTS ON HUMANS

Agran, Larry. The 'cancer connection; and what we can do about it. Boston,
Houghton Mifflin, 1977. 220 p. RC268.A37 616.99405

Allera, Edward J. An overview of how the FDA regu 'iates carcinogens under the
&Federa. Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act. Food drug cosmetic law journal,
(\v.. 33, Feb. 1978: 59-77.

Gives background on the Delaney Clauses in the Federal Food, Drug,
and Cosmetic Act, which require the FDA to test specifically for carcino-
gens. Discusses other criteria and procedures that the FDA us to regu-
late carcinogens in food, drugs, and cosmetics.

Armstrong, June. Pick your poison: a dictionary of food addit es. 2d ed.
North Hollywood, Calif., Model Print, 1974 [c19731 117 p

TX553.A3A75 /' 664.0603

Blum, A;lene, and Bruce N. Ames. Flame-retaEdant additives as possible cancer
hazards. Science, v. 195, Jan. 7, 1977r 17-23.

"The main flame retardant in children's pajamas is a mutagen and
should not be used.-

9
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Carter, Luther J. How to assess cancer risks. Science, v. 204, May 25, 1979:
811-816.

"Federal agencies are divided pn quantification; OSTP (Office of
Science and Technology Policy! proposes a centralization of authority."

Claqt, Timothy B. At last, a battle plan for the regulatory war on cancer.
National journal, v. 11, Oct. 27, 1979: 1808-1811.

"After years of interagency rivalries, five federal agencies have
negotiated a battle plan for the war on cancer that is aimed at eliminat-
ing inconsistencies in the way the government regulates cancer-causing
substances in the environment, the workplace and the market. The five-
agency:. agreemenl also paves the way for a period of rapt rowth in such
regulation."

Corbett, Thomas H. Cancer and chemicals. Chicago, Nelson -Hall, c1977. 210 p.
RC268.6.C67 616.994071

Demkovich, Linda E. The food safety laws can risk-benefit spats work?
National journal, v. 11, Mar. 31, 1979: 516-519.

"Should potentially hazardous food additives be permitted on the mar-
ket if they provide other kinds of health benefits? Should economic con-
siderations enter into decisions to order additives off the market? These
are some of the questions that the Food and Drug Administration and Con-
gress are,asking as they review the nation's food laws."

Doll, Richard, Sir. Strategy for detection of cancer hazards to man. Nature,
v. 265, E4k. 17, 1977: 589-596.

"It is now clear . . . that most, if not all cancers have environmen-
tal causes and can in principle be prevented. The identification of envi-
ronmental hazards and clarification of the mechanisms through which they
cause disease are thus among the highest priorities in cancer research."

Epstein-Samuel S. The politics of cancer. Rev. and expanded ed. Garden
City, N.Y., Anchor Press, 1979. 628 p. RC268.E67 1979 362.19699400973

Franklin, Barbara Hackman, and John F. Schmutz. Chemicals and cancer. Chemi-
cal 6 engineering news, v. 56, Jan. 16, 1978: 34-39.

Presents two views of the relationship between cancer and chemicals;
one from a member of the Consumer Product Safety Commission and the other
from an executive of Du Pont Corporation.

Harkins, Robert W. Food additive safety evaluation. Food drug cosmetic law
journal, v. 32, Apr. 1977: 182-193.

"When setting priorities for safety evaluation of food ingredients,
two broad overlapping areas of concern must be recognized: (1) the total
universe of chemicals in man's environment of which food ingredients are a
small and relatively well-defined segment, and (2) the relative potential
hazard of the individual food ingredients."

6U-)
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Henteleff, Thomas O. The Delaney myths. Food drug cosmetic law journal, v.
33, Aug. 1978: 396-404.

Describes popular misconceptions concerning the provisions of the
Delaney clause of the Fderal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act. The clause
bans the use of carcinogenic food,additives, within the act's definition
of that term.

Hines, William, and Judith Randal. Behind the saccharin uprpar. Progressive,
v. 41,"June 1977: 13-17.

Argues the case in support of the action taken by the FDA to ban
saccharin from American food supply.

Hutt, Peter Barton. Unresolved issues in the conflict between individual free-
. dom and government control of food safety. Food drug cosmetic law journal,

v. 33, Oct. 1978: 558-589.
Contends that our current no-risk food safety policy is unattainable

because carcinogens pervade our entire food supply. Concludes that Con-
gress and the FDA must begin to formulate new food safety policy and out-
lines related legal considerations. Discusses sources of food safety data
and the need for consistent rules to guide regulatory decisions. Urges
the participation of qualified scientists and the general public in food
policy formulation.

Kirschten, Dick. The new war on cancer Carter team seeks causes, not cures.
National journal, v. 9, Aug. 6, 1977: L220 -1225.

Describes the Carter Administration's efforts to coordinate the activ-
ities of agencies regulating toxic substances. The backgrounds of Carter
appointees to enforcement and research positions are outlined.

Lijinaky, William. How nitrosamines cause cancer. New scientist, v. 73,
Jan. 27, 1977: 216-217.

"By systematically modifying the molecular structure of nitrosamines
it is proving possible to pin down chemically the cancer-inducing activity
of these important environmental contaminants."

Haugh, Thomas H., II. Chemical carcinogens: how dangerous are low doses?
Science, v. 202, Oct. 6, 1978: 37-41.

Discusses the controversy over attempts to determine if, and at what
levels of concentration, certain chemicals become carcinogenic.

1
O'Connor, Charles A and Stephen C. Woodward. Filling gaps in chemical car-

cinogenesis: defensive research program. Chemical times A trends, v. 3,
Oct. 1979: 1O 13, 48-53.

To date federal agencies have regulated the majority of suspect chem-
ical carcinog ns based not upon human but upon animal data. Avoiding human
exposure to carcinogens by identifying them first in experimental animals,
of course, is the ideal. Yet it assumes what is still at issue, namely,
whether experimental data is a reliable predictor of human carcinogenicity."
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Oser, BernardL. Are food additives overregulated? Food drug cosmetic law
journal, v. 31, Nov. 1976: 627-635.

Describes "the plethora of regulations applicable to food safety and
the relative roles of the FDA and Congress."

Regulatory aspects of carcinogenesis and food additives: the Delaney case.
Frederick Coulston, ed. San Francisco, Academic Press, 1979. 397 p.
(Ecotoxicology and ehvironNntal quality, 2d v.)

RC268.65.R44 616.994071
A

Rhein, Reginald W., Jr., and Larry Marion. The saccharin controversy: a
guide for consumers. New York, Monarch Press, c1977. 122 p.

RC26&.7.S23R46 616.994-71

Rorvik, David M. Cancer and cancer research. New York, Alicia Patterson
Foundation, 1977. 28 p.

Article discusses the politics of cancer research, including the prob-
lems Linue Pauling has had with the National Cancer Institute over the use
of vitamin C in cancer research.

Scott, Rachel. The political hazards of cancer research. Environmental ac-
tion, v. 8, June 4, 1977: 10-13.

Presents a critical logy. at American cancer research, especially as
it applies to environmental and occupational health.

Staata, Elmer, Federal policies for regulating carcinogenic compounds. GAO
review,*4:11, winter 1977: 1-9.

Thdftomptroller General comments on the "GAO's work in reviewing
Federal policies for regulating cancer causing emicals in our environ-
ment," and reviews the tobacco-smoking controverer:`,

U.S. Congress. House. Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce. Subcom-
mittee on Health and the Environment. Proposed saccharin banoversight.
Hearings, 95th Cong., let sees. Mar. 21 and 22, 1977. Washington, U.S.
Govt. Print. Off., 1977. 592 p.

"Serial no. 95-8" as

U.S. Congress. House. Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce. Subcom-
mittee on and Investigations. Cancer-causing chemicals part 2,
chemical contami tion of food. Hearings, 95th Cong., 2d sees. Feb. 14,

and 24, 197i. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1978. 313 p.
aria o. 95-118"

U.S. Congress. Office of Technology Assessment. Cancer testing technology
and saccharin. [Washington, for sale by the Supt. of Does., U.S. Govt.
Print. Off.] 1977. 149 p.

Report concludes that saccharin is-.a carcinogen, based on the evi-
dence of "a significant increase in the incidence of bladder cancer in
rate" fed high levels of saccharin, which "leads to the conclusion that
saccharin is a potential cause of cancer in humans."

6U5
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U.S. Congress. Senate. Committee on Labor and Human Resources. Subcommittee

on Health and Scientific-Research. Saccharin ban and food safety policy,

.1979: Hearing, 96th Cong., 1st seal. May 9, 1979. Washington, U.S.

Govt. Print. Off., 1979. 323 p.

Weiner, Michael A., Jacqueline Cowan, and Rubin Enid. Bugs in the peanut but-

ter: dangers in6pyday food. let ed. Boston, Little, Brown, c1976.

112 p. TX553.A3W38 614.31.

Winter, Ruth. Cancer-causing agents: a preventive guide. New York, Crown

Publishers, c1979. 250 p. RQ268.6.W56 1979 616.99405.

Workplace cancers: politics vs. science. Environmental science b technology,

v. 13, Jan. 1979: 15-18.
"Industry [as represented by an Arderican Industrial Health Council

paper) faults the logic and the methodology of a recent government study

which attempts to estimate future cancer deaths from present and past

worksite exposures."

gab
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HOW TO SECURE ADDITIONAL MATERIAL CONSUMER PROTECTION

A GENERAL INDEXES

To update' or expand this compilation the debater may wish to consult such
indexes as Readers' Guide to Periodical Literature and Magazine Index (a micro-
film publication), guides to general and non-technical periodicals; Bulletin of
the Public Affairs" Information Service, a subject list of books, pamphlets;
government publications, reports of research organizations, and periodical 'art-
icles; Social Sciences Index, an index to selected English language journals;
Index to Legal Periodicals for law journal articles; Vertical File Index, a
list of free and inexpensive pamphlets, leaflets, and mimeographed materials;
and the Journal of Economic Literature and Index to Business Periodicals, in-
dexes to economics and business literature. The New York Times Index, the Wall
Street Journal Index, and the Index to the Christian Science Monitor are rela-
tively long-standing indexes to newspaper articles. More recently, the Bell &
Howell Newspaper Indexing Center has compiled indexes for the Chicago Sun-
Times, the Chicago Tribune, the Denver Post, the Detroit News, the Houston
Post, the Los Angeles Times, the New Orleans Times-Picayune, the San Francisco
Chronicle, and the Washington Post.

B. FEDERAL GOVERNMENT PUBLICATIONS

. Some of the most valuable sources of information on consumer issues and de-
velopments are U.S. Government publications. Government publications available .

to the general public are listed in the Monthly Catalog of United States Govern-
ment Publications. The Monthly Catalog provides an index to congressional he
ings, reports, documents, and committee prints, as well as to publications of
the executive departments. All material in this catalog is available for pur-
chase, if still in print; or items might be obtained from your local library,
from one of the over 1300 libres serving as depository libraries for Govern-
ment publications, or on interlibrary loan.

The Congressional Record contains the debates on the floors of Congress and
inserted articles and speeches presented elsewhere. The Record is printed
daily during sessions of Congress with a bi-weekly index. Bound volumes of the
Record are published at the end of each Congress with a cumulative index for
each session. Pagination differs between the daily and the bound editions.
The Digest of Public General Bills and Resolutions, issued several times during
each session, provides a summary of each public bill and resolution and its
current status in the legislative process. '

C. SOURCES COVERING CONGRESS AND
)THE EXECUTIVE BRANCH

Several periodical services regularly analyze current issues involving the
Federal Government. Congressional Quarterly Weekly Report summarizes congres-
sional activity for the preceding week and includes background information on

(623)
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issues before Congress. The Congress onal Quarterly Almanac is an annual com-
prehensive review of the legislative session. The weekly National Journal
covers recent congressional and execut ve branch developments and their impact.
Congressional Digest features a pro-con discussion of one current legislative
problem in each of ten issues per year. The Commerce Clearing House Congres-
sional Index is a loose-leaf service reporting theoitatus of pending legisla-
tion. The United States Code Congressional and Administrative New reproduces

--Mvpublic laws, House and Senate reports of each bill that becomes law', legisla-
tive histories, and an essay section discussing issues before Congress.

t A further aid in finding Information published by Congrese is CIS Annual and
its monthly updates, published by the-tongresaioeel Information Service. This
Publication indexes and abstracts congressional hearings, reports, documents,
and committee prints. Congressional,. materials are indexed by'subject, names of
hearing witnesses, authors, affiliations of witnesses, popular names of bills
and reports,land law, bill, report, and document numbers.

D. CONSUMER PERIODICALS AND NEWSLETTERS

Debaters may wish to monitor ofl a regular basis the following list of publi-
cations in order to be aware of the latest writing on the subject of consumer
protections

Consumer Action Update (semi-monthly), U.S. Office of Consumer Affairs, 621
RepOrtors Building, Washington, D.C.

CFA(News (l0 times annually), Consumer Fede tion of America, 1012 14th St.,
N.W., Washington, D.C.

Consumer Newsweek (weekly), Consumer News Inc., 813 National Press Building,
Washington, D.C.

Family Safety (quarterly), National Safety Council, 425 Michigan Ave., Chi-
cago, Ill.

Fire Journal (bi-monthly), National Fire Protection Assn., 470 Atlantic Ave.,
Boston, Mass.

Food, Drug, Cosmetic Law Journal (monthly), Commerce Clearing House, Inc.,
4025 W. Peterson Ave., Chicago, Ill.

Journal of Consumer Affairs (semi-monthly), American Council on Consumer In-
terests, 238 Stanley Hall, University of Missouri, Columbia, Mo.

National Safety News (monthly), National Safety Council, 425 Michigan Ave.,
Chicago, Ill.

Of Consuming Interest, Federal-State Reports, Inc., P.O. Box 986/Court House
Station, Arlington, Va.

Product Safety and Liability Reporter (weekly), Bureau of National Affairs,
Inc., Washington, D.C.

Product Safety Letter (weekly), Washington Business Information, Inc., 1080
National Press Building, Washington, D.C.

6 0
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E. FEDERAL AGENCIES

Below is a list of Government agencies that the debater may wish to contact
for additional consumer protection information.' Contact should be made with
the Office of Public Information in the respective agencies.

Consumer ProduCt Safety Commission (CPSC)
1111 18th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20207

'V: Department of Agriculture (DOA)
,:. eXhe Mall, between 12th and 14th Streets, S.W.

Washington, D.C. 20250

,

:A.Department'of Health and Human Services (110)

1.

Food and Drug Administration1P
600 Fishers Lane

Rockville, Md. 20857

Office of Consumer Affairs
.330 Independence Ave., S.W.
Mashiagton, D.C. 20201

Depaitment of Housing and Urban Development (HUD)
451 7th Street, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20410

Department of Transportation (DOT):

Fedgpal Aviation Administration (FAA)
800 independence Avenue, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20591

National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA)
400 7t1S'Street, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20590

U.S.,toaatCuard
400 7th gfreet, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20590

Environmental: Protection Agency (EPA)
401 M Street, S.W.
Washington, D.C4.20460

Federal Trade Commission (FTC)
Pendsylvanis Avenue at 6th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20580

General Services Administration (GSA)
Consumer Information Center
Pueblo, Co. 81009

6
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WASHINGTON, D.C. 20402
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NOTICE

Paces shown ware In effect on the dale Indicated on this list. Government documents' prices are subject to china* without
prior notice. Therefore. prices In effect when your order Is filled may differ horn prices on the list. Since it Is not feasible to
change prices shown In Government document. In pent. the price printed in a document may differ from the price In effect
when your order Is processed.

PUBLICATIONS RELATING TO THE
1980-81 NATIONAL HIGH SCHOOL DEBATE TOPIC

How Can the Interests of United States Consumers Best Be Protected?

Accident at the Three Mile Island Nuclear Power Plant, Oversight
Hearings Before the Subcommittee on Energy and the Environment of
the Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs, On the Accident at
the Three Mile Island Nuclear Power Plant, Middletown, Pennsylvania,
House, 96th Congress, 1st Session, Part 10ay 9, 10, 11, and 15,

1979. 267 p.
Y 4.In 13/14:96-8/1A.1 S/N 052-070-05022-5 S 6.00

Advertising for Over-the-Counter Drugs:

Report of the Presiding Officer on Proposed Trade Regulation Rule.
1978. 190 p.

FT 1.2:D 84/3 5/N 018-000-00231-1 3.75

Staff Report and Recommendations. 1979. 313 p.

FT 1.2:0 84/5 S/N 018-000-30250-7 7.00 '

Advertising of Ophthalmic Goods and Services. Similar to the iseue of
Disclosure of Prescription Drug Prices, this analysis focuses on State
and local restrictions in the ophthalmic field in medicine and industry,
and recommends various changes to better serve the interests of the

consumer. 1976: 168 p.
FT 1.2:0p 2 S/N 018-000-00186-1 2.80

Advertising of Proprietary Medicines; Hearings Before the Subcommittee
on Monopoly and Anti-Competitive Activities of the Select Committee
on Small Business, Senate, 94th and 95th Congress, 1st Session: (All
missing parts are out of print.)

Part 4, Antacids, June 6, 1973 and June 4-5, 1974. 1974. p. 1353-

1672, il. Y 4.Sm 1/2:M 46/pt.4 S/N 052-070-02537-9., . 3.00

Part 5, Over-the-Counter Tranquilizers, Sedatives, Sleep-Aids, and
Stimulants, October 29, 1975-June 21, 1977. 1977. p. 1673-1935, if. .

4.Sm 1/2:M 46/pt.5 S/N 052-070-04187-1 3.25

(8261
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High School Debate . . .

. .

Analytical Methods for. %afeguards and Accountability Measurements of
Spacial Nuclear fiateriaits Proceedings From American Huclear'Soclety
Topical Meeting Held May 15-17, 1970, Williamsburg, Virginia. 1978.

200 p. 11. C 13.10:528, S/N 003-003-01996-8
.

$ 4,75
V

Asbestos lnsulatibn in'Ond-Held Dryers, Fact Sheet 94. 1979. 3 p.

Y 3.0 7810:11/94 ' S/N 052-011-00216-0 4.00

4.
7-,

per 50

Biological Effects of Electromagnetic Waves, Selected the

USNC/URSI'Annual Heeting,'Bpulder, Colorado, October 20-230 754
,1

Volume 1. 1976, published 1977. 494p. 11.
HE 20.4102:11 52/3/v.1 S/N 017-015-00124-5 6.50

Volume 2. 1976, publtshed,1977. 461 p. 11.
HE 20.4102:0,52/v.2 S/N 017-015-00125-3

el

lological Effects of Ionizing Radiation: Pertinent Federal Laws and
Regulations:

Summary. 1979. 28 p.
HE 20.3002:R.11 S/N 017-040-00455-9

Appendix 1, Volume 1, Titles 5-30. 1979. 487 p.

HE 20.3002:R 11/app.1/v.1 S/N 017-040-00456-7

Appendix 1, Volume 2, Titles 33-50. 1979. 460 p.

HE 20.3002:8 11/app.1/v.2 S/N 017-040-00457-5

Appendix 2-3. 1979. 392 p.
HE 20.3002:R 11/app.2-3 S/N 017-040-00458-3

Bureau of Radiological Health, A Look at FDA's Program to Protect the
American Consumer From Radiation. Publication looks at a Food and

Drug Adsinistration program. 1977. 18 p.

HE 20.4102:R 11/13 S/N 017-015-00128-8
. .-.

,..:

Cancer Rates and Risks. An accumulation of faclq about cancer for
physicians, medical students, teachers, and others concerned with the
'disease. The etatistic° and sitionarivs are divided into four sections,
'cusdbring cancer in the United States, distribution of various forms of
cancer, facto associated with high on low cancer risks, and treatment

. and awvydirtof cancer patients. 1974. 108 p. il.

HE 20.3152:R 18/974 S/N 017-042-00086-6

I
00'

Cancef Testing Technology and Saccharin. This volume is important
ng for those interested either in the use of saccharin or the validity

high-dose animal tests for carcinogens. 1977. 149 p.

Y 3.T 22/2:2 C 16 S/N 052-003-00471-2

61j
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Carcinogens: Control PCocedures for the Safe Handling and Use of Cancer-
Causing Substances In the Workplace. FIC5/ioation roporto on 14 (=nee),
mauling ladtivalea found ih the American Oorkplace. Contents of publication:

. Pt. 14 What the employer muat dot Pt.'2, What the employee mat know. 1975.
19 P. 11. L 35.18:17 S/N 00-015-00047-3 S .50

Carcinogens In the Environment. Reprinted from the Sixth Annual Report of
tho Counoil on Divironmantal Quality, 1970. It ditiouovoo the rolationahip
of environmental factoro to oanoor, focuoing on ohemioalo introduced into
the environment by our conaumption patterna and way of life. 1976. 42 p.

PrEx 14.1/a:C 178 S/N 041;011-00030-1 .75

Carcinogens, Regulation and Control:

Management Guide to Carcinogens, Regulation and Control. 1977. 77 p. 11.
HE 20.7108:C 17/2 S/N 017-033-00259-2

Working With Carcinogens, A Guide to Good Health Practices. 1977.
50 p. 11. HE 20.7108iC 17 S/N 017-033-00258-4

Care Labeling of Textile Products and Leather Wearing Apparel: Staff
Report to the Federal Trade Commission and Proposed Revised Trade
Regulation Rule (d6 CFR part 423). 1978. 481 p.

FT 1.2:L 11/3 S/N 018-000-00219-1

Compilation of Laws Administered by the United States Consumer Product
Safety Commission. Contaitc the text of the Conaumer ProAct Safety
Act, the Flammable Fabrics Act, the Federal Haaardouo Subotancea Act,
the Poison Prevention Packaging Act of 1970, and the Refrigerator
Safety Act of 1956. Alec iticluded oeparately is a copy of the Consumer
Product Safety Commission Improvementa Act of 1976, sold oeparately.
1975. 68 p.

Y 3.0 76/3:5 C 73 S/N 052-011-00106-6

Compilation of Selected Acts Within the Jurisdiction of the Committee
on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, Volume 4, Consumer Protection Law
Including Federal Hazardous Substances Act, Fair Packaging and Labeling
Act, Poison Prevention. Packaging Act, Flammable Fabrics Act, Consumer
Product Safety Act, Federal Caustic Poison Act, Magnuson-Moss Warranty-
Federal Trade Commission Improvement Act, Federal Trade Commission Act,
Motor Vehicle Information and Cost Savings Act, National Traffic and
Motor Vehicle Safety Act of 1966, Refrigerator Safety Act. 1979. 324 p.

Y 4.In 8/4:C 73/21/979/v.4 S/N 052-070-04884-1

Conference on Occupational Health Experience With Uranium. 1975. 476 p.
ER 1.11:ERDA-93 S/N 052-010-00466-2

Consumer Aid Series:

Acceleration and Passihg Ability, A Comparison of Acceleration and
Passing Ability for Passenger Cars and Motorcycles for the Yeaf 1976.
1976. 51 p.

TO 8.14/2:6/pt.3 S/N 050-003-00228-3

2.10

1.90

6.75

1.50

4.00

5.20
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Consumer Aid Series - con.

Brakes, A Comparison of Braking Performance
Motorcycles for the Year 1976, 1976. 25 p.

TD 8.14/20/nt.1

Tiros, A Comparfpn,Of Tiro Reserve Ldad for
Motorcycles forlhoYear"1976. 1976. 69 p.

TD 0.14/20/pt.2

High School Debate . .

for Passenger Cars and

S/N 050-003-0022647

Passenger Cars and

S/N 050-003.:00227-5

Consumer Frauds An Empirical Perspective, Summary. 1979. 78-p,

J 26.2:C 76/3 S/N 027-000-00824-1

Consumer InformatI
Comisaion remedi
variety of markot

FT 1

n Remedies: Policy Review Session. Analyses thooe
a which ,directly affect the quality, quantity, and
lace information. 1979. 352 p.

2:C 76/5 S/N 018-000-00253-1

Consume'r Product Safety Act, Amendment. An Act to Amend the Consumer
Product Safety Act to Extend the Authorization of Appropriations, and
for Other Purposes. Approved November 10, 1978. 10 p.

GS 4.110:95/631 S/N 022-003-92162-1

Consumer Produots by Design, A Report on New Foods,TabrIcs, and
Materials From Agriculture Research. Rev. 1973. 71 p. 11.

A 1.75:355/2 S/N 001-000-02790-5

Consumer Protection Act of 1977, Hearings Before the Committee on
Government Affairs, Senate, 95th Congtess, 1st Session, On S. 1262,
To Establish an Independent Consumer Agency to Protect and Serve the
Interest of Consumers, and for Other Purposes, April 19 and 20, 1977.
1977. 244 p.

Y 4.G 74/9:C 76/977 S/N 052-070-04147-1

Contrary to Nature: Being an Illustrated Commentary on Some Persons and
Events of Historical Importance in the Development of Knowledge Concerning
Coker. This is an,impressive, well-researched book on the history of
cancer and cancer research. It begins by examining to of the oldest
written records of mum, the Egyptian papyrusda (Lwititn 3,500 years ago),
which make references to "large tumors" on eTe body. It continues by
describing important persons and events in the study of cancer during
thq Greco-Roman period, the Middle Agee, and the 16th through the 20th
centuries. Most of the book is deyoted to progress made since World War II.
This is an excellent book for anyone interested in how knowledge concerning
cancer has been developed over the years. 1977. 498 p. 11.

HE 20.3002:N 21/5 S/N 017-042-00128-5

Criteria for a Recommended Standard: Occupational Exposure During the
Manufacture and Formulation of Pesticides. 1978. '429 p. 11.

HE 20.7110:P 43 S/N 017-033-00314-9 .6125

Current Literature Report on the Carcinogenic Properties of Ionizing and
Nonionizing Radiation:

Volume 1, Optical Radiation. 1477. 90 p. 11.
HE 20.7111/2:C 11/v.1 5/N 017-033-00280-1 2.75

$ .95

1.80

.73.50

7.50

.80

1.75

3.25

14.75
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Current LICorawo Rein rt . con,

Volume 2. Microwsve'end Rediorrequeocy iledie$1on. 1970. mp. 11.
HE 20.7111/2:C 11/v.2 5/N 017-033.00206.0 $ 1.60,

Volume 3, Ionizing Radiation. 1978, 56 p. 11.
HE 20.7111/21C 11/v.3 S/N 017-033.00294-1

Disclosure of Energy Cost and Consumption Information In Labeling and
Advertising of Consumer Appliances: FI 1 Staff Report to the Federal
Trade Commission and Recommended Rule. 979. 25.7 p.

FT 1.2:L 11/5 S/N 018-000-00245-1 4.75

Don't Be Gypped. Thtu buttutin io dowlynod to help the oonowner avoid
deceptive buoineoa prooticoo. Aloo advioeo the conaumor of help
available if he hao boon mialed, cold a ohoddy produot, or given poor
eervioa. 1972. 6 p. 11.

FT 1.3/2:8 5/N018-000-00122-5 .35

Edible TV: Your Child and Food Commercials. 1977. 89 p. 11. .
Y 4.N 95:C 43/2 S/N 052%070-04243-5 3.00

Effect of Radiation on Human Health, Hearings Before the Subcommittee
on Health and the Environment of the Committee on Interstate and
Foreign Commerce. On Overview of the Extent to Which the General Public
IS Exposed to Radiation, the Effect of Radiation on Human Health, and to
Determine Whether Existing Law Is Adequate to Protect the Public, House,
95th Congress, 2d Session, January 24, 25, 26; February 8, 9, 14, and 28.
1978, Volume 1, Health Effect of Ionizing Radiation. 1979. 1452 p. 11.

Y 4.In-8/4:95-179 S/N 052-070-04845-0 10.00

2.30'

Effect of Radiation on Human Health, Hearings Before the Subcommittee on
Health and the Environment of the Committee on Interstate and Foreign
Commerce, On Concern About the Over Use of X-Rays, the Potential Health
Hazards Posed by X-Rays and the Existing Levels of X-Ray Exposures Which
We Now Consider Safe. House, 95th Congress, 2d Session, July 11, 12, 13,
and 14. 1978, Volume 2, Radiation Health Effects of Medical and Diagnostic
X-Rays. 1979. 1249 p. 11.

Y 4.In 8/4:95-180 , S/N 052-070-04846

Emergency Interim Consumer Product Safety Standard Act of 1978. An Act
to Amend the Consumer Product Safety Act to Establish an Interim Consumer
Product Safety Rule Relating to the Standards for Flame Resistance and
Corrosiveness of Certain Insulation, and for Other Purposes. Approved
July 11, 1978. 6 p.

GS 4.110:95/319 S/N 022-003-91849-3

Emergency Planning Around United States Nuclear Power Plants: Nuclear
Regulatory Commission Oversight. 1919. 105 p.

X 96-1:H.rp.413 S/N 052-071-00597-8

9.00

.10

3.50
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Environmental Protection Agency and the Rouulation of Pesticides,.
Starr Report, 2hia is n Vaunts staff report 4114 points out prattund
and daficlonclos in NPAI0 psotioidc prouritad, introhntion was
writton bylionntor haws' -Nonnody, who is n critic of tho NPA in thin
regard, 1976. 60 p.

Y 4,J 00/21cp 0/2 5/N 062-070-011167.5

Evaluation uf Occupational HaAards From Industrial Radiation A Survey
of Selected States. 1976. published 1977. 02 p.

HE 20.710201 11/2 5/N 017-033-00205-3

FDA Consumer. (Monthly except July-August and December-January which
are combined issues.) Contains infonnation written sapealally for
consumers about Food and Brut/ Adhaniutration roplatolv and eclontific
decisions, and about the nap use of producte regulated by FDA. Subscription
price: Domestic - $12.00 a year; Foreign - $15,00 a year. Single copy price:
Domestic - $1.00 a copy; Foreign - $2.25 a copy. (FDAP] (File Code 2G)

HE 20.4010:

FDA Consumer Nutrition Knowledge Survey: A Nationwide Study of Food
Shopper's Knowledge, Beliefs, Attitudes and Reported Behavior Regarding
Food and Nutrition Labeling:

Report 1, 1973-74. 1976. 109 p. 11.
HE 20.4002:N 95/3/rp.l S/N 017-012-00265-0

Report 2, 1975. 1976. 219 p. 11.
HE 20.4002:8 95/3/rp.2 ,S /N 017-012-0026678

. Federal Law on Consumer Deception: An Agency by Agency Analysis. 1979.
254 p. J 26.2:C 76/2 S/N 027 - 000 - 00025 -9

Fluorocarbons.jer.linical Fact Sheet Number 1. 1975. 2 p.
T-3.0 76/3:11-1/1 S/N 052-011-00084-1

Food Advertising:

Report of the Presiding Officer on Proposed.Trade Regulation Rule. 1978.

319 p. FT 1.2:F 73/6 S/N 018-000-00212-4

Staff Report to the Federal Trade Commission on Propbsedade Regulation
Rule. 1978. 375 p.

FT 1.2:F 73/6/978 S /LI 018 - 000 - 00230 -2 .

General Services Administration Consumer Information Booklets. These
booklets are designed to telt the consumer in simple language what GSA has
learned in buying products for the Government. By discussing the selection,
use and maintenance of various products, these booklets will help you make
better informed purchases.

Automobile Batteries, Their Selection and Care. 1971. 13 p. 11.
GS 2.16:1 S/N 022-000-00067-5
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Consumer I nformitItn Booklet* . 4 con.

cgIrP061 aflal 0014; nd orn hallina N MU ()V 0,0744. you shoald Woo
.0 formation about qua itu, prioon, and a/m140011(,.00a

01 W17'00014 tl/Pd4 (41; 111NtOa. Thio ppaot0(14 oadj 4,1/4 hap you
nwc time bost,eolootitn, 10 d/aolmood ooavell oaepot fitwee, foillturs
vaCtition, phlllnim: Ind inotailntion. 1013. 32 p. II.

01 2.16112 S/N 022-000-00080-2

Hmlin/0 Cleamera.. :Warthogs all-purpose otoundrei mild aisann,vi
abraal000; chlorine bleaohasi plbrlo slympoosi rua and. opholotopu
drualeonoroi exrad exam and oito; toothop pronaprativaai wit IA
kite/bee, bath, and metal sleanevai dran, Wilot, and oven cleanora.
1974, 12 p. 11.

GS 2,10:18 S/N 022-001-00059-1

Mixers and Glanders. 79rie coninoser InjImmition booklet provides
advice on what to look for when purchaeing inhume and blundors,
Although brand namsa are not mentioned, tho booklot done outline
the major features avaltahia in theca applianaos, 11pe on safe uao,

';',warrivitiea, and price guidolines are also inoluded. 1973. 8 . II.
GS 2.16:13 S/N 022-000-00077-2

Power Hand Tools. ftplains safety, quality, and dalfabliity paturan
to took for. Sections on ao/aoting drilla, drill aoaoadortaa, holt
eandeve, finishing earldom, sander abrasives and acceasories, circular
yawn, jig/saber saws, and saw accaseorieu. Una of extension saran,
and safe use of power tools ip also covared. 1973. 24 p. 11.

GS 2.16:16 S/N 022-0G3-00902-7

Handbook and Standard for Manufacturing Safer Consumer Products. Thin
publication helps industry implement the Conalmter Product Safety
Conmiseionsa System Standard by supplying background information

tit regarding the rationale of ito requirements an wall an ouggestione
and ideas for its implementation. Rev. 1977. 82

Y 3.0 76/3:8 M 11/977 S/N 052-011-00142-2

Health and Safety Guide for Pesticide Formulators, Thia booklet describes
health and Safety hasardo.and dismisses proper safety practioeo that can
minimise the hasarda. 1977. 102 p. 11.. 3 plates.

HE 20:7108/2:P-43 S/Nc017-033-00243-6V

History of tfte Comstock Patent Medicine Business and Dr. Morse's Indian
Root Pills. 1972. 49 O. il.

SI 1.28:22 S/N 047-000-00204-4

How Consumers Use Product Information: An Assessment of Research in
Relation to Public Policy Needs. 1975. 70 p.

NS 1.2:C 76/3 S/N 038-000-00237-6

Informing Workers and Employers About Occupational Cancer. Thin report
makes recommendations for the general content, target.audience, and manner
of presentation of the Occupational Cancer Information and Alert Program
concerning carcinogens in the workplace. 1977. published 1979. 16 p.

L 35.2 :C35 16. S/N 029-015-00053-8.

61
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Labeling and Advertising of Home Insulation: Final Staff Report to
the Federal Trade Commission and Proposed Trade Regulation Rule.
1973. 326 p.

FT 1.2:1 11/4 S/N 018-000-00229-9 55.25

Lead Poisoning: Watch Out for Lead-Based Paint, Facts for Renters and
Purchasers. 1979. 6 p. 11.

HH 1.2:1 46/5 S/N 023-000-00527-1 .75

$6.00 per 100

Legislative History of Radiation Control for Health and Safety Act of
1968. 1975. 1494 p. 11. 2 volumes, sold as a set.

HE 20.4102:L 52/v,l -2 S/N 017-015-00089-3

Magnuson-Moss Warranty, Federal Trade Commission Improvement Act. An

Act to Provide Minimum Disclosure Standards for Written Consumer Product
Warranties; to Define Minimum Federal Content Standards for Such Warranties;
to Amend the Federal Trade Commission Act in Order to Improve Its Consumer
Protection Activities; and for Other Purposes. Approved January 4, 1975.
20 p. GS 4.110:93/637 S/N 022-003-90924-9

Methods for Sampling and Assessing Deposits of Insecticidal Sprays Released
Over Forests. 1978. 162 p. 11. Issued with plastic spiral binder.

A 1.36:1596 S/N 001-000-03866-4

24.00

.35

4.50

Nations Business Council for Consumer Affairs:

Guido on Advertising Substantiation, 1972. 12 p.
Y 3.4 21/27:2 Ad 9 S/N 003-000-00365-5 .40

Guiding Principles for Responsible Packaging and Labeling. 1972. 8 p.

Y 3.11 21/27:9 P 12 S/N 003-010-00042-2 .55

Tire Inflation and Consumer, Program to Improve Safety and Economy.
1972. 12 p.

Y 3.N 21/27:2 T 51 S/N 052-074-00002-5 .60

National Cancer Program, Hearings Before the Committee on Government
Operations, House, 95th Congress, 1st Session:

Part 1, Overview of Program Administration, June 14, 15, 16, and 23, 1977.

1977. 858 p. 11.

Y 4.G 74/7:C 16/pt.1 S/N 052-070-04264-8 6.00

Part 2, Fluoridation of Public Drinking Water, September 21 and October 12,
1977, 1977. 580 p.

Y 4.G 74/7:C 16 /pt.? 5/N 052-070-04389-0 5.00

NIOSH (National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health) Health
Survey of Velsicol Pesticide Workers, Occupational Exposure to Leptophos
and Other Chemicals. 1978. 148 p.

HE 20.7111/2:1 55 S/N 017-033-00287-8

61 7

3.25
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Perinatal Carcinogenesis. Conference was held in Ilos'npa,, Florida,
January 19-21, 1376. Contents of publication: Simian experience;
Experimental etudiee on hormones; Nenhormonal carcinogens; Transplacental
oarcinogeneeie in the nervous system; and Perinatal careinogenesin and
carcinogin bioassay procedures. 1979. 282 p. 11. Clothbound.

HE 20.3162:51 S/N 017-042-00139-1

Pesticides Abstracts. (Monthly and Annual Index.) Monthly publication
of the lblited States Environmental Agency which fosters current awareness
of the major worldwide literature on effects of pestioides. Reviews more
than 2,000 domestic and foreign sources. Periodicals from which articles
have been abstracted are listed in each January issue. Subjects and
authors of abstracted articles are cross - referenced in March, June,
September, and the annual index issue. Subscription price: Domestic -
$21.00 a year; Foreign - $26.25 a year. Single copy price: Domestic -
11-::,80 a copy; Foreign - $2.00 a copy. Annual Index: Domestic - $1.80 a
copy; Forraign - $2.30 a copy. [HAPS] (File Code 2M)

EP 5.9:

$10.00

Pesticides Monitoring Journal. (Quarterly.) Interagency publication of
the National Pesticide Monitoring Program which publishes Federal findings
on pesticide levels in humans and all other elements of the environment.
Includes extensive tables of monitoring data. Accepts monitoring studies
from State and local governmerzta, universities,

private industry and
foreign nations. Appears in March, June, September, and December; subject/author index is in March issue, Subscription price: Domestic - $7.90 a year;Foreign - $9.90 a year. Single copy price: Domestic - $2.00 a copy; Foreign -
$2.50 a copy. [P110J] (File Code 2Q)

PrEx 14.9:

Population Dose and Health Impact of the Accident at the Three Mile Island
Nuclear Station (A Preliminary Assessment for the Period March 28 Through
April 7, 1979). This publication outlines the findings of an Ad Roc
Population Dose Assessment Group. It presents an assessment of the
collective radiation dose received by the population and addresses several
areas of concern about the type of radiation released, the contribution to
population exposure due to beta radiation, the degree of coverage afforded
by available radiation meaeurementr, ae,1 the range of health effects that
may result from the estimated collective dose. 1979. 99 p.

Y 3.N 88:2 P 81 S/N 017-001-00408-1

Practitioner's Guide to the Diagnostic X-Ray Equipment Standard. The
Federal Diagnostic x-ray standard is aimed at reducing patient exposure
during x-ray examinatione. This booklet outlines the major provision of
the standard, OICRIIN:20S practitioner responsibilities, discusses upgrading
used equpment, and provides answers to 13 frequently asked questions about
the standard. Rev. 1978. 11 p.

HE 70.4108:X 1/5/978 S/N 017-015-00147-4

Price of Death, A Survey Method and Consumer Guide for Funerals, Cemeteries,
and Grave Markers. 1975. 35 p.

FT 1.8/3 3 SiN 018-000-00185-3

61

3.75

.80

1.05
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Procedures for Field Testing Microwave Ovens. Gives procedu4.es for
tasting ovens for compliance with the microwave emission and safety
interlock operation requirements of the Federal radiation safety
per4Prmancs standard. The manual is useful for Food and Drug Admini-
stration, State and local testing personnel. 1977. 35 p. 11.

HE 20.4108:11 58 S/N 017-015-00138-5

Radiation Hazard in Mining. Deals with the ocourenee of lung cancer
among underground miners caused by breaching radioactive duet particles
known as radon daughters. 1977. 30 p.

1 69.8/2:7 S/N 024-019-00025-0

Radioactivity in Consumer Products. 1979. 509 p.

Y 3.N 88:27/00001 S/N 052-010-00503-1

51.60

1.50

6.50

Regulations for the Administration and Enforcement of the Radiation
Control for Health and Safety Act of 1968. Contains regulations
published in the Federal Register through September 1978 for Code
of Federal Regulations, Title 21, Chapter I, Subchapter J, Part 1000,
1002-1005, 1J10, 1020, 1030, 1040, and 1050. Rev. 1978. 68 p. 11.

HE 20.4106:R 11/978 S/N 017-012-00274-9 2.50

Regulations Under the Federal Hazardous Substances Act, Technical Fact
Sheet Number 4. 1975. 5 p.

Y 3.0 76/3:11-2/4 S/N 052-011-00087-6 3.0
per 50

Resolved, That the Federal Gov'ernment Should Significantly Strengthen
the Guarantee of Consumer Product Safety Required of Manufacturers,
Selected Excerpts and References Relating to the Intercollegiate Debate
Topic for 1976-77. 1976. 298 p. 11.

X 94-2:H.doc.656 S/N 052-071-00509-9 2.80

Safe Handling of Radioactive Materials: Recommendations of the National
Committee on Radiation Protection. 1964. 107 p. 11.

C 13.11:92 S/N 003-003-00136-8 2.10

Safe Toys for Your Child, How to Select Them, How to Use Them Safely.
1971. 8 p.

HE 21.110:473 S/N 017-091-00159-6 .35

Sales, Promotion, and Product Differentiation in Two Prescription Drug
Markets. This is a Bureau of Economics study of product differentiation
and Ito relationship to bmvul promotion and brand sales. The study

focused on two therapeutic markets for prescription drugs. It sought to

determine the validity of the widely-held notion that leading brands '

gain and retain market dominance primarily as a result of promotional

activity. 1977. 164 p.

FT 1.2:0 84/2 5/N.018-000-00207-8 2.75
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1,

Survey of Compounds Which Have Been Tested for Carcinogenic Activity:

1961-1967 Volume, Section 1 and Section 12, 1973. 4686 p.
Clothbound. 2 sections, sold as a set.

HE 20,3152:C 17/961-67 S/N 017-042-00050-5

Supplement 2. 1969. 655 p. II. Clothbound.
HE 20.3152:C 17/supp.2 S/N 017-042-00024-6

Survey of Consumer Fraud Law. 1978. 216 p.
J 1.2:C 76/13 S/N 027-000-00672-8

Survey of Photocopier and Related Products. Examines optical radiation,
radiation control and radiation protection in connection with photocopier
equipment and related products. 1978. 67 p.

HE 20.4102:P 56/6 S/N 017-015-00149-1

Suspected Carcinogens, A Subfile of the N1OSH Registry of Toxic Effects
of Chemical Substances, 2d Edition. 1976. 251 p.

HE 20.7112/2:C 17/976 S/N 017-033-00224-0

Take a Closer Look, The Consumer Product Safety Commission Openness
Policy. 1977. 12 p.

Y 3.0 76/3:2 L 87 S/N 052-011-00120-1

Television Advertising to Children. Discusses petitions from Action
for Children's Television, and the Center for Science in the Public
Interest, requesting the promulgation of a trade rule regulating
television advertising of candy and other sugared products to children.
1978. 365 p.

FT 1.2:T 23/2 S/N 018-000-00228-1

Vinyl Chloride, Fact Sheet 58. 1975. 2 p.
Y 3.0 76/3:11/58

We Want You to Know About:

Diagnostic X-Rays. 1973. 8 p. 11.
HE 20.4002:K 1

$48.75

13.35

4.25

2.50

4.50

4.50
per 25

6.00

S/N 052-011-00056-6 1.75
per 50

S/N 017-012-00181-5 .35

Labels on Medicines. Rev. 1976. 6 p.
HF 20.4002:M 46/3/976 S/N 017-012-00237-4 .35

Your Federal Trade Commission, What It Is and What It Does. 1977.
26 p. il. FT 1.2:F 31/6/976 S/N 018-000-00199-3 .55

6,,


